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Abstract 

Canadian intellectual Marshall McLuhan (1 9 1 1 - 1980) left a controversial 
legacy. This dissertation addresses the four chef paradoxes that his work 
poses for contemporary commentators: the core meaning of his teas; the 
tradition in which his contribution now seems most intelligible; the 
divergent response to his work; and the enduring yet fiagmentary impact of 
his contribution to popular and acadernic life. Taking a rhetoric of inquiry 
approach, modified by Gerald Holton's vniting in the history of science, 
this reappraisal argues for McLuhan's significance as a theorkt of 
communications as techno-cultural transformation or " mediamorphosis"; 
5 r  his seminal role within the Toronto School of Communications; and for 
his inspiring relevance within the interdiscipline of communications, despite 
the forging of a negative academic consensus against his work in the early 
1970s. McLuhan united the ancient arts of grammar and rhetonc into a 
techno-cultural henneneutics that constitutes an unexhausted approach to 
the study of the impacts of media and technologies on sensibilities, 
literacies and culture. 

Résumé 

La valeur ultime de l'œuvre du Canadien Marshall McLuhan (19 1 1-1980) 
demeure toujours controversée. L'élaboration de la critique doit faire face 
à quatre grands paradoxes, paradoxes qui sont traités dans cette thèse: la 
signification essentielle des textes; le cadre intellectuel le plus susceptible 
d'apporter une haute intélligibilité aux textes; la réception plurielle et 
polarisée de l'œuvre; et la nature durable et fiagementaire des contributions 
de McLuhan aux milieux populaires et académiques. Malgré l'élaboration 
dans les milieux académiques au début des années soixante-dix d'une 
hégémonie contre McLuhan, ce penseur demeure pertinant et il continue a 
inspirer le domaine interdisciplinaire des communications. Son importance 
comme théoricien de la "morphomédiagénétique" ou des communications 
comme transformations technotulturelles ainsi que son apport 
fondamental à l'école torontoise des études en communications sont ici 
réévaiués par le biais d'une approche dite rhétorique du questionnement 
(rhetoric of inquiry) appliquée selon des critères décrits par Gerald Holton, 
l'historien des sciences. C'est en mariant les anciens domaines de la 
grammaire et de la rhétorique que McLuhan nous ofRe une hermeneutique 
techno-culturelle et une approche aux études historiques des effets 
médiatiques et technologiques, de leur impact sur les mentalités, les 
savoirs-faire communicatifs, et la culture. L'exploitation et l'exploration 
exhaustives de l'œuvre de McLuhan reste encore à faire. 
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Introduction 

"My purpose is to iell of bodies which have been transfomed into 
shapes of a different End." 

Ovid, M e f m r p h o s e s  

" [A]ny technology gradually creates a totally new human environment. 
Environments are not passive wrappings but active processes. " 

McLuhan, Understanding Media 

"The Heat and the Light" reappraises the contribution of Canadian intellectual H. 

Marshall McLuhan (191 1-1980) and the controversies provoked by his ideas and style 

of expression. In this introduction 1 will set out the rationale and objectives for the 

investigation, explain the interpretive framework, and sumrnarize the methodological 

and theoreticai orientation. But first, let me briefly introduce McLuhan and the central 

reason why his work warrants reappraisal in the 1990s. 

ïntroducing McLuhan 

Marshall McLuhan's stunning catapult to fame in the mid 1960s placed a neglected 

topic on the agenda for international public debate: the transformation of cultures by 

pervasive media technologies. He announced that, at the dawn of the twentieth century, 

the West had shifted out of the Gutenberg Galaxy and into a new age which originated 

in the 1840s when the telegraph began to spread. McLuhan described this momentous 

shift as an unconscious process of "multiple transformations, which are the normal 

consequences of introducing new media into any society whatever" (The Gutenberg 

Galaxy 1962, 279). As digital cornputer media succeed television and grow 

increasingly powemil and pervasive during the 1990s, McLuhan's insights are once 

again relevant because they hold important ches for those who seek to comprehend and 

perhaps to direct the forces of contemporary techno-culîural change. For this reason 



atone, McLuhan's work deserves reappraisal at this time. 

A Cambndge-educated professor of English at the University of Toronto and 

self-appointed doctor of shock, McLuhan became world famous for inventing vivid 

metaphors such as 'the global village". He argued controversially that to understand 

media, attention should be directed not at the content but rather at the power of the 

media form to impose assumptions unconsciously. His aphorism, "the medium is the 

message" imrnortalized this point. In 195 1, for example, he argued that the newspaper 

form--consisting of articles stning together by a dateline-has a greater impact than the 

epherneral daily stories. This was the power of the press that concemed him. An 

innovative educator , McLuhan experimented with a variety of consciousness-raising 

tactics, including his published books and collaborations, media appearances, and 

frequent speaiung engagements. A practised student of the ancient arts of rhetonc and 

grammar, he searched for effective oral and textual devices to express and promote his 

ideas. Ignonng conventional disciplinary boundaries, he drew on diverse scholarly and 

artistic sources in order to discover patterns and to illustrate his arguments. In the 

1940s he was one of the first scholars to take seriously the subject of popular culture. His 

first book, The Mechartical Bride (195 l), featured advertising sarnples alongside witty and 

enidite commentary on what he called the folklore of industrial man. 

Dunng the 1950s and 1960s, McLuhan diagnosed the contemporary period by drawing 

historical analogies with previous media revolutions, such as the introduction of writing 

with the phonetic alphabet into oral Greek society, and of the printing press into European 

manuscript culture. Iit was however when he commented on the collision between 

Gutenberg's print galaxy and the electric environment that his ideas provoked the greatest 

controversy. He challenged the invisible bias of communication upon which he believed 

Western philosophy rests, concluding that : " N e  have confused reason with literacy, and 

rationalism with a single technology" (Un&rstmddingMeda 1964, 15). He warned that 



monumental changes comparable to the consequences of the earlier revolutions of writing 

and print were underway. "By putting our physical bodies inside Our extended nervous 

systems, by means of electnc media, we set up a dynarnic by which al1 previous 

technologies that are mere extensions of hands and feet and teeth and bodily heat 

controls--dl such extensions of our bodies, including chies--41 be translated into 

information systems" (Understanding Media 1964, 57). He was one of the first to propose 

that this new dynamic was driving a revolutionary techno-cultural shift from a mechanical 

to an information age. 

Like the fish in water, he said, we live unconsciously inside a techno-cultural 

environment that we have made out of our extended senses and bodies. Convinced that 

awareness of this environment that we had made was both possible and urgently needed, 

McLuhan thought that he and a very few others--chief among them his University of 

Toronto senior colleague, Harold Innis, and the Irish writer, James Joyce-had produced 

work capable of consciously illuminating this terra incognita. From ancient times, media 

and technology had been taken for granted by most philosophers, scientists, and historians. 

Now, McLuhan concluded, the job of figuring out what humanity had done to itself 

through its relationships with its own environmental extensions could begin: "today we 

have become conscious, for the first time in history, of how these mutations of culture are 

initiated" (The Gutenberg Galmy 33). The resonance for McLuhan's ideas in the 1960s 

was indicated most obviously by the sale of more than îc)0,000 copies of the paperback 

edition of Understanding Media (1 964), released in the U. S. in 1965. Response was 

deeply ambivalent, as evident in the copious and heated commentaries on his ideas in 

scholarly and general interest publications, and on radio and television during the mid to 

late 1960s. The titles of collected essays of the period, McLuhan Hot and C d  and 

McLuhan Pro and Cota, captured the polarized tone of these debates (Molinaro, 

McLuhan, and Toye 1987, 175). This interest and controversy reached global 



proportions. Understanding Media was wideiy reviewed, discussed, and eventually 

translated into more than 20 languages (Molinaro, McLuhan, and Toye 1987, 176). 

Previousiy published, The Gtttenberg Galmy (1962) received serious attention and 

became better known intemationally, following the fùrore surrounding Understanding 

Mediri. Widespread interest also gave rise to a movement of sorts. In the 1960s, the 

French coined the term "mcluhanisme" in homage to the man and in reference to "a new 

cultural stance, a cornmitment to the serious examination of popular culture," including of 

course media (McLuhan, Eric 199 1; Czitrom 1982). 

The briefest glance at the sparse literature on media as an agency of cultural change 

pnor to McLuhan's publications in 1962 and 1964, and the wealth of subsequent books, 

confinns at once his pioneering status. A literary cntic steeped in the humanities, 

McLuhan's doctoral work had acquainted him with the forgotten cumculum of the 

educational system of the West, the arts of the tivium (rhetoric, grammar, and Iogic) and 

anchored his scholarship in broad farnilianty with cultural history. He rejected 

conventional approaches to the study of mass media within American social science, then 

dominated by quantitative empirical studies and content analysis. McLuhan's sources in the 

humanities afl'orded him a distinctive vantage point on the study of media and technologies 

within culture and sparked original interpretive approaches that greatly expanded the study 

of communications and popular culture. It was possible, as he argued for example in 195 1, 

to comprehend advertising not simply as propaganda or capitalist marketing tool, but also 

as cultural expression, social communication, even artform. In a 1954 letter to the artist 

Wyndham Lewis, McLuhan articulated this development in his thinking, which he phrased 

so as to stress the distinction between his work and the outlaw modemist project 

associated with Lewis, T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, and James Joyce: "1 have taken in place of 

abstract art and industrial culture, the new media of communication and their power of 

metamorphosis" (Letters 1954, 245). 



McLuhan helped dislodge the understanding of media fiom its conventional linear 

confines by expanding the scope of the term's rneaning. He did not define, he devised 

compelling metaphors, phrases, and images, as a kind of counter-environment for 

apprehending the familiar techno-cultural environment created daily by extensions of 

human senses and faculties into media and technologies. His focus was not limited to the 

television medium, although he was deservedly celebrated for saying something new about 

the impacts of the introduction of this powerful medium. Throughout his career, he was 

consistently preoccupied with the formulation of the fundamental dynamics animating 

techno-cultural transformations. He ransacked al1 of techno-cultural history to exempli& 

his argument that media and technologies had historically exerted powerful and invisible 

effects. His ingenious invention of aphorisms, metaphors, analogies, and puns was a 

cultural event which coincided with glimmering recognition of the possibility that a major 

shiA was occumng from an industnal to an information age. 

During the I970s, the last decade of his career, McLuhan proved to be more interested 

in theory than previously and declared: "Remember, 1 have the only communication theory 

of transformation--al1 the other theories are theoies of transportation only" (Letfers 1987, 

505). He reformulated his work as a new science, claiming Vico and Bacon as intellectual 

ancestors, while advancing what he called "laws of media." Attentive to history, he was 

not content to define the new in tems of the old, a ri5take he called rear-view mirror 

thinking. The enduring term, "McLuhanesque", refen to the experimental style of his texts 

and wordplay by which he helped devise a language and imaginative vocabulary, a new 

media rhetoric and grammar created so that others might grasp this unfarniliar 

environment. Above dl, as educator and rhetor, he sought to wake up the sleeping public 

and the somnolent academy; later, he confessed that he felt like the man in the theatre who 

shouts fire and is accused of arson. 

I'wish to emphasize a final point by way of introduction. McLuhan completed his 



training at Cambridge as a literary critic, not as a researcher in the natural or social 

sciences. He drew his inspiration from the encyclopedic humanities, steeped in literature, 

literary criticism, history, classics, and art history. As a highly trained generalist, he 

included in his domain of inspiration the highest quality insights as he understood them 

fiom the social and natural sciences. He announced that he had established a new science 

of media because he believed that the outcome of his humanist investigations could be 

tmth, not simply art. He championed art as a means to discover tmth. If tmth be equated 

narrowly with methodical system, "nomal science," or the laquage of specialists, one will 

miss McLuhan's point and find little ment in his work. This 1 believe would be a loss. 

McLuhan compared his work to that of Claude Bernard, the nineteenth-century father of 

experirnental medicine because, by analogy, he employed his wit and words as probes to 

explore his subject, like a prose poet performing metaphysical surgery on the collective 

cultural expenence, assessing those experiments that cultures had perfomed on 

themselves by introducing new media and technologies. His texts and pronouncements 

were deliberately designed to encourage his readers to explore the patterned flow of living 

events, not to fix this flow into a rigor rnortis of rear-view rnirror thinking. This quality 

distresses and confuses many readers, and outrages others, a fact that must be 

acknowledged, but cannot be helped. McLuhan's work is plainly not to al1 tastes. The 

large question posed by McLuhan and his work is not whether he was right or wrong. 1 

have concluded, based on the interpretation of his meaning offered in the pages to corne, 

that he was mostly right. But on the evidence, McLuhan's meaning, and the question of 

whether or not he was right, will always be contested. The questions at stake at this stage 

of the McLuhan controversy instead concem the relevance of the humanist public 

inteiiectuai within a specialized academy. The way 1 propose to address this broad 

question is to focus in this case study on whether McLuhan's contribution cm be 

coherently formulated, contextualized, and the response to his work and his fiagmented 



legacy explained. 

Rationale and Objectives 

This project begins with the observation that the McLuhan controversy presents a 

series of paradoxes for later commentators, meaning the prolonged CO-existence of 

mutually contradictory readings and interpretations of McLuhan's ideas and appraisals of 

the significance of his contribution (Jeffrey 1989). McLuhants influence persists in general 

cultural ternis and his contribution is recognized in the work of a minority of senous 

communications scholars; yet, simultaneously, his acadernic reputation is in partial eclipse 

(ibid., 4). What does it mean that for some the McLuhan of the 1960s sounded like "the 

most important thinker since Newton, Darwin, Freud, Einstein and Pavlov" (Wolfe), a 

"post-industrial prophet" (Kuhns), or was "unsurpassed" (Tichi), while to others his work 

arnounted to a "gigantic system of lies" (Miller), "McLuhanacy" (de Mott; Fekete), or 

"nonsense" (Finkelstein)? How could he represent the possible death of literature to some 

(West), "the fetishism of technological determinism" (Fekete) to others, and still be a 

"brilliant encrypter of the technological media" (Kroker) and "important index to our age" 

(Theall)? The heat of this rhetoric of intellectual controversy clearly signals that sornething 

more than conventional scholarly disagreement is taking place. 

In the opening section, I have presented a version of the story of McLuhan's 

significance, a narrative sympathetic to what he said he was doing in his published texts, 

interviews, and private correspondence. Most critics would concede these culturai events, 

especially the linkage between McLuhan and a fiesh approach to media, while 

downplaying McLuhan's significance or originality, and attributing quite difEerent motives 

to his rhetoric and actions. Radically dissonant interpretations and appraisals circulate, a 

situation that echoes the intense ambivalence of the 1960s. This interpretation proposes an 

alternative to the orthodox and ofien negative readings of McLuhan that have 



predominated to date, and instead suggests a reading at once attuned to McLuhan's 

speculative vision and intent on distinguishing the light of his ideas from the heat of 

controversy. Many academics continue to view McLuhan's b k f  tenure as an intellectual 

celebnty with horror, and McLuhanism is for rnost an epithet. In particular, McLuhan's 

popularity and willingness to cooperate with popular media have been held against him. A 

dEerent view is taken here, and an account offered of why the rejection of McLuhan took 

the form that it did. 

William James once complained of the career of a theory that in the first stage, it is 

"attacked as absurd; then it is admitted to be tme, but obvious and insignificant; finally it is 

seen to be so important that its adversaries daim that they themselves discovered it" 

(1907, 198; Merton 1972, 21). Ail these rhetorical and historiographie tactics have been in 

play in the case of McLuhan, yet the difision of his ideas has exhibited a still more 

complex pattern, because from the beginning al1 three responses described by James have 

been paradoxically present in the McLuhan controversy. American communications 

historian Daniel Czitrom has accurately noted the great difficulty for later commentators in 

separating McLuhan's ideas from what Czitrom dryly calls "the hi~torical phenornenon of 

his persona" (1982, 148). To make sense of the paradoxes posed by McLuhan, it is 

necessary to consider both McLuhan's ideas and the phenomen~n of McLuhanism, 

meaning his status as a celebrated public intellectual and the media-assisted circulation of 

his ideas. Thus, the investigation must transect cultural and intellectual history and 

consider ideas as well as the context of their developrnent and reception. 

Of course, the paradox of McLuhan is not problematic because some disagree with or 

find no merit in his ideas. Disagreement is part of the normal practice of pluralist 

scholarship in the Western human sciences. What comrnands attention is the dismissive 

and condescending tone, the distortions that become obvious once McLuhan's work is 

re-read, and the outright hostility displayed as a characteristic feature of much of the 



cornrnentary. These indicators of the overheated rhetork of inteilectual controversy are 

taken up at length in the chapters to corne. For the cultural historian, matters are still more 

complex because McLuhan's insights also serve as markers for what many observers 

believe to be a great cultural shift to an information age. There is no consensus on the 

existence of this shifl, just as there is no consensus on the precise impacts of media 

technologies on cultural change-However, the state of debate is altered in the 1990's and 

the ridicule that once greeted McLuhan's assertions has subsided somewhat. The argument 

that there has been no genuine change in the deep structure of the techno-cultural 

environment from the nineteenth century to the twentieth century, just industrial capitalist 

business or modemism as usual, now seems less defensible. 

Interpretive Framework 

The concept of paradox has proven indispensable for this investigation into the 

controversy surrounding McLuhan. A few of the more significant reasons can be 

mentioned. Use of paradox as a device for problematizing McLuhan has pemitted a 

simultaneous consideration of contradictory evidence and conflicting opinions. Paradox is 

non-linear and open to questioning of received wisdom. Rosalie Colie (1966) has 

demonstrated the longevity of the tradition of paradoxy and notes that historically paradox 

tends to predominate in tirnes when values and truths are in conflict, such as in the 

Renaissance. Certainly the 1960s would quai@ There are many types of paradox. 

Literary or mystical paradox directs attention to a seeming contradiction, which may be 

resolved in some unexpected unity in the mind of the beholder. Paradox is a device for 

provoking thought, as with a Zen koan or paradoxical saying. It is the stance of the mind 

questioning its own operations. A philosophical paradox that initially arouses wonder in 

the "wonderer" may later become orthodoxy, as did the so-called "Copemican paradox." 

Within natural science, as Thomas Kuhn has shown, the recognition of paradox as 



anomaly may provide a precondition for a significant reorganization of human knowledge. 

W.V. Quine (1962, 84) touches on a related point in his celebrated essay on paradox: 

"More than once in history the discovery of paradox has been the occasion for major 

reconstruction at the foundations of thought." McLuhan appeared to recognize this point 

in his repeated paraphrase of Bertrand Russell's comment on relativity theory: there was 

nothing difficult about his and Innis' work, it just required a reorganization of imaginative 

Me. 

Colie concludes that paradox fùnctions as more than a figure of speech, rather it 

functions as a figure of thought. Conceptualizing paradox as figure of thought encourages 

an approach which successively casts McLuhan - figure against various grounds, so as to 

interrogate contradictory evidence and thus to inquire into how the controversy took 

shape. Colie (1966, 7) concludes that paradoxes are self-critical because they question 

limits: "Operating at the lirnits of discourse, redirecting thoughtful attention to the faulty 

or lirnited structures of thought, paradoxes play back and fonh across terminal and 

categorical boundanes-that is, they play with human understanding, that most serious of 

al1 hurnan activities."Poetry and rhetoric, the fiindaments of language, are occluded tiom 

any human science that disavows ambiguity. Modem science contnbuted to the decline of 

the tradition and use of paradox, Colie argues, as logic and the principle of non- 

contradiction displaced arnbiguity and the poetic and rhetorical arts. Poetry and rhetoric, 

the fiindaments of language, are occluded fiom any human science that disavows 

ambiguity. 

Linking paradox and information science, Kiaus Krippendorfï(l984) has observed that 

paradox need not be negative, but rather may prove "morphogenetic" or generative of 

knowledge and insights. The case of McLuhan and the rhetoric of intellectual controversy 

surrounding his ideas sheds light on how this phenornenon of the "morphogenetic" or 



creative paradox works within intellectual and cultural history. KrippendoB(1984,46) 

concludes that morphogenetic paradox "might be a stimulus, if not the stimulus for human 

cognitive growth. .." .In terms of this case study, the paradoxical McLuhan becomes an 

ambiguous figure of intellectual life, a public intellectual whose ideas engendered creative 

breakthroughs for many while repelling others. Use of paradox permits a critical 

historiography which recognizes that there may be more than one tmth. 

The Framezones: Four Cardinal Paradoxes 

The major paradoxes posed for later commentators by McLuhan and his ideas have 

been located readily by tracing the chief areas of public controversy, a task reported in the 

chapters to follow. These paradoxes revolve around four broad categones: texts, contexts, 

reception, and legacy . The meaning of McLuhan's texts is essentially contested; the 

identification of a context or tradition within which his work is most intelligible is in 

dispute; the response to his work exhibits persistent ambivalence; and his legacy endures in 

later applications of his insights, yet this legacy is hgmented and decontextualized from 

his own teas, traditions, and statements about his own intent. Before elaborating on these 

cardinal paradoxes, let me summarize the interpretive framework devised to organize this 

report on the investigation. 

The body of the text is divided into four chapters, or framezones, which report on the 

investigations into the cardinal paradoxes.Each chapter is framed by a question that 

circumscribes the essentially contested nature of McLuhan's texts, contexts, reception, and 

legacy. The zone defines a particular database or archive of evidence. The framezone 

format borrows from the literary technique of multiple stories, and is inspircd by T.S. 

Eliot's Four Quartets and Lawrence Dureli's Alemndkia Quartet which demonstrate four 

takes on "the sarne" event. This technique is displayed to good eEect within cultural and 



intellectud history in Jancek and Toulmin's (1973) study of the life and thought of Ludwig 

Wittgenstein in Wittgenstein's Vienna, where each of the four sections has its own mne of 

evidence, requires its own approach, and responds to its own particular line of 

questioning. A certain duplication is inevitable in this technique, as the zone of evidence or 

line of questioning may traverse the same terrain in distinctive hnezones. Using the 

paradox and fiamezone devices, a conventional narrative line can be avoided while 

maintainhg a strong line of argument as the key questions are successively posed. This 

works as a technique for approaching my paradoxical subject, in that no attempt is made 

to reduce the problem of McLuhan to a single dimension, nor the investigation to a linear 

Iine of argument. Instead, multiple planes of interpretation are endorsed. 

The four Chapters present this dissertation's intended original contnbution to 

knowledge: a close reading and comprehensive interpretation of the meaning of 

McLuhan's texts from the vantage point of the 1990s; an identification of the traditions 

within which his work seems in retrospect most intelligible; an account of the ambivalent 

academic and public response to his ideas and persona; and an inquiry into his tiagrnented 

yet endunng legacy as traced through applications of his insights into contemporary 

cultural changes by subsequent researchers. The focus holds throughout on McLuhan's 

ideas and the phenomenon of McLuhanisrn, as the question of his contnbution is 

continuously reframed. At times the report zooms into a closeup microscopic view, 

careftlly exarnining the rhetoric of McLuhan or his commentators. Alternatively it is 

necessary to zoom out to a wideshot, trying to make sense of the nature of the debates, 

the key themes advanced by McLuhan, and significant counter-themes put fonvard by his 

critics and allies. Always the focus retums to McLuhan. Having traversed these four 

dimensions of the McLuhan paradox, the concluding section sumrnarizes this reappraisal 

of his contnbution and reseams the received narrative on his significance. 

Leaving the detail for the chapters to follow, 1 will now summarize the questions 



fiaming the zones of information and highlight those resources unavailable to rnost 

commentators prior to the 1990s, before elaborating on the theoretical and methodological 

considerations that have guied this investigation. 

Chapter 1 presents the paradox of McLuhan's texts by interrogating his core meaning. 

What was he saying as his thinking evolved over the course of his career? Answerhg such 

a question requires a genetic approach that teases out the phases of development of his 

chiefthemes, and compares his published texts with papers unpublished during his lifetime. 

Also required is attention to his strategies of production and the rhetoric of assertion in his 

textual production. Previously unavailable texts and other materials exist on which to draw 

for this reinterpretation of McLuhan's contribution. These sources encompass McLuhan's 

private papers which were acquired by the National Archives of Canada and made publicly 

available in the late 1980s, including his unpublished 1943 Cambridge doctoral 

dissertation; numerous letters, some of which have been published with insightful editorial 

cornments (Molinaro, McLuhan and Toye 1987); lesser-known essays, sorne published, 

some unpublished; interviews with key associates conducted by Demck de Kerckhove 

(1983) after McLuhan's death; the first fLll biography, by joumalist Philip Marchand 

(1989), who drew upon his work cataloguing the McLuhan papers for the National 

Archives and selective interviews; the appearance of two posthumous books, Laws of 

Media CO-authored with Eric McLuhan (1988) and The Global Village CO-authored with 

Bruce Powers (1989); and a wealth of commentary, anecdote and original writing, dong 

with rare audio visual material packaged for educational use by Stephanie McLuhan in 

1995. 

Because McLuhan continually rehearsed his ideas in the backstage of his private 

correspondence and conversations, this archival material permits a retracing of the 

development of his thinking. I divide his textual production into key phases. The close 

thematic reading reported in Chapter 1 interprets McLuhan's core theory of 



communications as a theory of techno-cultural transformation, in sharp contrast to the 

orthodox reduction of McLuhan's work to "hard" technological detenninism. I name 

McLuhan's theoretical contnbution "mediamorphosis" in order to emphasue the 

significance of his contnbution to understanding the general dynarnics of historical human 

relationships with their extensions into techno-cultural environments. The term is 

borrowed fiom ethnomusicologist Kurt Blaukopf (l989), and greatly expanded to match 

the scope of McLuhan's original expansion of the term media, as will be explained in 

Chapter 1. This document does not aim to resolve the question of whether McLuhan was 

right or wrong, as indicated previously, but tries instead in this chapter to refomulate the 

core themata of his developing theory of communications. The intent is to encourage a 

fùller appreciation of McLuhan's contribution and to inspire further exploration along Iines 

he suggested. 

Chapter 2 presents the paradox of McLuhan's contexts and raises the question as to 

the traditions within which his ideas now seem most intelligible. It is necessary to answer 

this question in order to appreciate McLuhan's contribution, and yet this cannot be framed 

as a narrow disciplinary question, to be answered by fitting McLuhan's ideas into a 

preconstructed box. If so, McLuhan's contribution to the emergence of a new tradition 

would be occluded. As approached here the question becomes one of tradition and the 

individual talent, the title of a celebrated essay by T.S. Eliot (1919), with the stress not on 

what was received fkom the past, so much as what the talent did with what he received. 

Tradition is explored in a plenary sense along biographical, national, intellectual, and 

disciplinary lines. Mindful of the need to distinguish McLuhan's ideas fiom his cultural 

significance as a phenornenon, answering this question also requires selectively examining 

the rhetorical and sociological communities in which McLuhan was located, and in which 

he placed himselc and probing his relationship with the ideas of others, especially Innis 

and Havelock, and with key allies and critics who operated in similar intellectual territory 
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The thesis in Chapter 2 is that McLuhan's work can be best understood once situated 

in  the tradition which emerged out of the Toronto School of Communications, which 

its genesis in the conjunction of McLuhan, Harold Innis and Eric Havelock at the 

iersity of Toronto. This emergent tradition has been called variously communications 

~ r y  (Heyer 1988, Jeffiey 1989), medium theory (Meyrowitz 1984), media theory 

trom l982), and comparative media theory (Angus 199 1). By whatever name, the 

rgent tradition has reached a certain maturity as indicated by the number of authors 

1 appropriate the work of McLuhan, or adopt his reading of Innis. In li&t of these 

rse interpretations of the emergent tradition and its roots, it is timely to reexarnine 

,uhanls pioneenng contribution. 1 conclude that there are qualified grounds for 

king of a Tororito School and locating in this conjunction the impetus for the 

rgent tradition. Broadly speaking, communications history has taken as its subject the 

sformative impacts of technologies, notably communications media, upon culture, and 

raised macro-, meso-, and micro-historical questions about changing forms of social, 

tical, econornic, aesthetic, and sensory organization by inquiring into a broad range of 

lornena at the intersection of culture and technology. Major research areas have 

lded the orality and literacy thesis, the impacts of the printing press, and the effects of 

tronic media since the telegraph. Succinctly, the tradition argues that changes in 

unant media and technologies result in revolutionary transformations in the conditions 

round for cultural life. Communications history has scattered antecedents but no direct 

:edents. To this day it remains unsystematic, not a "school" in the conventional sense 

iyakian 1979), yet, as an intellectual impulse, the tradition has opened new horizons. 

: issue that will be addressed in Chapter 2 concems the tactics of appropriation and 

orical rejection of McLuhan practiced by two direct heirs to McLuhan's legacy, bis 

ner student Walter Ong, and historian, Elizabeth Eisenstein. 

The "maturity" of the communications history tradition--and the "Toronto School" out 



of which it emerged-is histonographic as well as textuai, meaning that various stones 

about the genesis and significance of this tradition circulate. Two important accounts that 

appeared in the 1980s are Daniel Czitrom's Media md the Americm Mind (1982)' and 

Paul Heyer's Contmunicuiiom andHistory (1988). 1 will both endorse and quarrel with 

these histonographic narratives, by affirming the importance of the tradition descnbed by 

these authors, while rejecting the narrowing of McLuhan's contribution as embedded in 

the description "media theory" (Czitrom 1982). I will also challenge the dismissive version 

of McLuhan's role in the origination of the communications history tradition that is 

presented in both accounts. The evidence appears to sustain the recognition that a fresh 

approach to communications history, as argued by Patterson (1990), emerged in the 

conjunction of Imis and McLuhan. There are also reasons for concluding with Arthur 

Kroker (1984) that Canada provides fertile ground for the emergence of innovative 

communication theory. Reflection on the founding moment of the Toronto School of 

Communications and the conjunction of Innis, Havelock, and McLuhan, provides one way 

to restore the necessary context for cornprehension of McLuhan's contribution. 

Imrnediately a question arises. Why has the tradition of communications history been 

so curiously fragmented? By this 1 mean that the respective insights of Tnnis and especially 

McLuhan have been widely and diversely incorporated in scholarly and popular texts, 

often with little regard for the sense of the original work. Part of the answer lies in the 

marginal position of Canada and the University of Toronto within the world's inteiiectual 

life; (particularly in the 1950's and 1960's) but another part seems to consist in the 

contorted response to McLuhan and his work and the often incredible animus displayed in 

the rhetoric of intellectual controversy surrounding McLuhan's expression of his ideas. 

This response was and is as prevalent at the University of Toronto as elsewhere. McLuhan 

called world attention to Innis's then obscure later work on communications when he 

forcefblly placed the Toronto School approach on the public and scholarly agenda. He 



instantly recognized and announced in 1964 the parallels between his and Innis' discoveries 

and those published by Havelock in Preface 10 Plaio (1963). A partial answer to this 

question of how an original line of thinking was so widely appropriated yet 

decontextualized from its origins thus must be sought in the ambivalent rhetoric of 

response to McLuhan's work. If heat is to be distinguished fiom light, as I intend, it is 

necessary to revisit the controversy that has occluded full recognition of McLuhan's 

relevance for comrnunications scholarship. 

Chapter 3 takes up this paradox of response, which involves raising the question of the 

meaning of the heated response provoked by McLuhan's ideas. What underlies the deep 

split and curious linkages between popular and academic reception? Answering this 

question requires identification of the thematic patterns evident in the rhetoric of 

intellectual controversy surrounding his ideas and persona. More than thirty years later, it 

is tirne to re-examine the quarrels that culminated in what I cal1 the "forging of a negative 

academic consensus" on McLuhan's work and persona by 1975. This is accomplished by 

analyzing the rhetoric of response and diagnosing the key counter-themes advanced in the 

rhetoric of rejection of McLuhan's work beginning in the "Molten" period of response 

during the 1960s, and ending with the "Revival" phase of the early 1990s. This analysis of 

the rhetoric of intellectual controversy surrounding McLuhan is followed by an analysis of 

the contributions of four key architects of this negative academic consensus: James Carey, 

Donald Theall, Raymond Williams, and Jonathan Miller. I conclude that McLuhan's ideas 

were rejected for the wrong reasons and that the "interdiscipline" of comrnunications 

(Littiejohn 1979) has been impoverished by its rejection and selective appropriation of 

McLuhan's insight S. 

Answering the question of reception also requires attending to clues indicating 

underlying structural shifts in the major institutions that diniise i~ova t ive  ideas and 

elucidating the struggle between the academy and the media for infiuence and authonty. 



The academy's negative consensus on McLuhan proved unstable, just as the attempted 

rnonopoly of knowledge by the academy over understanding media proved untenable. 

Ambivalence iingers.However, in the 1990s a Revival phase is undenvay for McLuhan and 

his work. The heated debates over themes McLuhan introduced continue to rage even as 

the evolution of media foms accelerates. McLuhanesque themes have becorne metaphors 

by which we live, still contested but now constituents of the fabric of twentieth-century 

thought. They have not yet been replaced, as may be witnessed in the freguency and 

variety of their occurrence in popular and scholarly discussion. There is broad if often 

begrudging recognition of McLuhan's seminal role in expanding the popular and scholarly 

imagination on media and techno-cultural change by adding vivid phrases to the 

vocabulary. Yet to repeat, fiequently his contribution to these debates seems reduced to 

one-liners, npped fiom context, ofien seriously distorting his meaning. I believe much of 

value for present debates has been lost in this process of Fragmentation and 

decontextualization, and will argue that this process is a direct consequence of the 

rhetorical tactics practised in the rejection of his work and persona. The media ensured 

that the academy could not compietely excommunicate McLuhan, and prevented it fiom 

sustainhg its monopoly of knowledge; yet the academy had the power to ensure that-4ike 

Lewis Carroll's Humpty Dumpty--McLuhan's contribution would be forever fiagmented. 

Chapter 4 inquires into the paradox of hlcluhan's legacy, which involves raising the 

question of how his work proved relevant to later research applications. 1 have elected to 

explore whether his ideas were found to be fertile or sterile by examining the work of 

researchers who explicitly extended McLuhan's diagnosis of the techno-cultural 

transformations accompanying the introduction of television and post-television media. By 

tracing the uses of McLuhan in a broad spectrum of works by authors including Patricia 

Greenfield, Jane Healey, Joshua Meyrowitz, Cecelia Tichi, Paul Levinson, Neil Postman, 

Richard Lanham, Derrick de Kerckhove, and Robert Logan, the fertility of McLuhan's 



legacy is established, and his paradoxically fiagmented and lasting legacy probed. 

In the Conclusion, the question posed is how should the received narrative on 

McLuhan be reseamed in light of the four-part investigation. 1 contend that McLuhan is 

most coherently interpreted as a theorist of techno-cultural transformation or 

mediamorphosis, a pioneer whose work is most intelligible within the communications 

history tradition that emerged out of the Toronto School of Communication, a public 

intellectual whose ideas and perceived threat provoked ambivalent responses pro and con, 

which led to the forging of a negative academic consensus which in tum contributed to the 

occlusion, the decontextualization, and ultimately the fragmentation of McLuhan's ideas 

from his own work and tradition. His legacy demonstrates the profound and lasting 

inspiration he offers for later researchers despite the acadernic rejection, while also 

cofirming the fragmentary and distorted results of the negative consensus. Read whole 

and on his tems, my thesis is that McLuhan's work points in the direction of a techno- 

cultural hermeneutics, an unexhausted art and science of interpreting the impacts of media 

and technologies on literacies, sensibilities, and culture. How we make collective sense of 

the world is deeply implicated in the ways we shape our understanding by extending 

ourselves through our media and technologies into environments we then inhabit and daily 

remake. In offering recommendations for further research, the discussion retums to the 

relevance of McLuhan's contribution for conternporary problems. His profound insights 

into the power and dynamics of media forms did not blind him to the power of societies 

and individuals to act on their knowledge, to shape environments, and devise counter 

environments. As he put this: "Nothing is inevitable so long as we are prepared to pay 

attention." His senior colleague, the political economist and historian, Harold Innis, was 

deeply preoccupied with questions of power and what he called "monopolies of 

knowledge." As founding figures within the emergent tradition of communications history, 

the work of Innis and McLuhan are indelibly linked. It is in the conjunction of the two that 



1 believe the most promising extension is possible of McLuhan's theones of 

communications as techno-culturat transformation. 

Theoretical and Methodological Considerations 

Now that 1 have set out the paradoxes of McLuhan as a set of questions, and 

explained the direction and interpretive fiamework, 1 will elaborate on the theoretical and 

methodological considerations that have guided this investigation. 

Four traditions have been combined in this approach to the paradoxes of McLuhan: 

hermeneutics, rhetork. hlstoriography, and a less easily labelled amalgam that might be 

cdled "cultural history of knowledge production." The latter, 1 suggest, draws together 

history and sociology of science (particularly the work of Thomas Kuhn, Gerald Holton, 

and Bruno Latour), and cultural anthropology (Clifford Geertz) into an approach to 

cultural and intellectual history focused on the study of intellectuals, their ideas and 

communities, the production of texts, and the circulation within communications networks 

of these texts to audiences of fellow intellectuals and the general public. Let me now 

introduce the meaning that each of these traditions has for this investigation and the key 

concepts that have proven most directly applicable to advancing the objectives of this 

investigation. 

"The Heat and the Light" is a henneneutic study because in approach it is a 

multi-dimensional interpretation which takes McLuhan's paradoxes seriously. In order to 

elucidate the significance of McLuhan's substantive contribution to communications 

theory, this project requires the sophisticated approach of hermeneutics-defined usefùlly 

by George Steiner (1 992) as "the understanding of understanding"--with its sustained 

attention to the ground of human understanding, knowledge, and experience. Hans Georg 

Gadamef s T w h  and Meihod (1992) has provided background inspiration for this project 

by lending philosophical weight to the reconstitution of hermeneutics within the human 



sciences as an alternative to exclusive tmth daims based on the methods of the natural 

sciences. Charles Taylor signalled the centrality of these issues in his essay "Interpretation 

and the sciences of man" (1985). Let me brkfly clarify. McLuhan's contribution to the 

understanding of understanding lies in his recognition of the power of the forms of media 

and technologies to ground knowledge, experience, and understanding. I contend that this 

contribution significantly extends the range of hermeneutics within the human sciences, by 

making explicit the transfomative impacts of media and technologies on thought, 

experience, and on al1 of cultural expression and artefacts. Innis' "bias of communications" 

and McLuhan's "laws of media" and theory of mediamorphosis add a fresh dimension to 

hermeneutics by calling into question al1 print-induced biases. 

Rhetonc makes up the second major strand. The analysis of rhetoric-taken broadly as 

the way words are used and texts created to teach, please and move audiences, or more 

narrowly as the ensemble of tactics practised within the spoken and written arts of 

persuasive communications--becornes a method for elucidating the changing ground of 

debates in which McLuhan and McLuhanism figure. The investigation focuses on the 

rhetoric of intellectual controversy surrounding McLuhan's ideas and persona. Following 

suggestions by Gerald Holton, which will be explicated at length in Chapter 3 , I  conduct 

an analysis of the texts of the controversialists, beginning in Chapter I with McLuhan's 

strategic assertion of his ideas in his texts, followed by the equally strategic responses in 

the texts of key allies and critics in Chapters 2 and 3. This investigation is closely digned 

with the "rhetoric of inquiry" project surnmarized by Nelson, Megill, and McCloskey in a 

collection of essays entitled The Rhetoric of the Human Sciences (1987). Their research 

concems the rhetoric of argument in scholarship and public afFairs: "In matters fiom 

mathematical proof to literary criticism, scholars write rhetorically" (1987, 3). They point 

out that rhetoric, in the ancient sense of persuasive discourse, has been the preserve of 

literary cntics, theorists of communication, and teachers of composition and public 



speaking. In the twentieth century, rhetoric has found its "main academic home in 

communication studies" (ibid.). The rhetoric of inquixy project seeks to broaden the study 

of rhetoric across conventional disciplines, and encourages scholars to conduct 

investigations into the art of persuasive discourse within their home disciplines. This case 

study in the rhetoric of intellectual controversy is a response to that call. The methods 

ernployed by the rhetoric of inquiry project consist of close reading? retracing of thernes 

synchronically and diachronically, and the formulation of interpretive hypotheses as to 

how language and textual strategies are used to reach and convince audiences and to build 

communities. Most working within this tradition avoid technical terminology, a practice 

that is adopted here. 

Third, the investigation takes a critical historiographie approach by suspending the 

official stories on McLuhan's significance, and instead vivisecting and reinterpreting the 

accounts of the controversy. For this reason a review of the literature does not appear in 

this introductory chapter, because what counts as literature is itself part of the dispute. In 

Chapter 2, by inquiring into the traditions within and against which the individual talent of 

McLuhan developed, and by probing the multiple cornmunities (rhetorical and 

sociological) with which he was aligned, his work can be located within a context where it 

is most intelligible. In Chapter 3, the phases of response to McLuhan are retraced and the 

fundamental thernatic confiicts analysed. For this task, historiography is preferred over 

quantitative analysis, contra Diana Crane's (1972) proposed sociology of culture for 

example, because counting bibliographic citations as she recommended is not helpful in 

elucidating McLuhan's significance. For one thing, he is so well known, even iconic, that 

he is fiequently rnentioned en passant, without bibliographic reference. For another, 

mention of McLuhan often takes the fonn of prose shonhand, the academic equivalent of 

a wink, or sneer, intended to gesture at a whole complex of themes involving new media 

and fechologies, notably television, innovative styles of theorihg popular culture, and 



vast cultural changes, typicaily identified wit h the 1960s. For exarnple, the normally 

careful literary critic Frederic Jameson (198 1, 25) casually misspells McLuhan's name 

when he writes of "that technological determinism of which MacLuhanism [sic] remains 

the most interesting contemporary expression." Furthemore, this investigation is too 

focused on an individual intellectual to benefit fiom sociology's traditional preoccupation 

with groups. McLuhan did not found a school in the sociological sense (Tiriyakian 1979), 

and thus had few acadernic insiders able to corne to his defense. The paradoxically 

multiple stones or histories that circulate about McLuhan, his tradition and his 

contribution, lend themselves to critical reappraisal by means of interrogation between the 

lines of the conflicting "histories" of McLuhan, behind the commitments of their 

author/participants. 

In Persuudirtg Science: The Art ofkieritifc Rhetoric (1 99 l), editors Pera and Shea 

make two relevant points. First, they draw an explicit link between rhetoric and 

historiography: "By accepting the role that rhetoric plays in science, we abandon a certain 

triumphalist historiography that saw progress as the application of a rigorously objective 

method of enquiry" (ibid., x). The result is a renewed awareness of the role of both 

historiography and rhetoric-as opposed to, or in addition to, the "objective" methods of 

natural sciences such as physics-in the enforcement and validation of claims made during 

the intellectual controversies conducted by cornmunities of scientists and scholars. 

Second, they note that "rhetoric is the instrument that Furthers the continuous exchange 

between individuals and the broader community to which they belong. It provides the d e s  

of the game" (1991, x). Thus rhetoric plays a part in asserting noms and in restncting 

how truth claims are assessed. These aspects are central to this rhetoric of inquiry 

approach. The fourth theoretical and methodoiogical strand situates this investigation 

within a cultural hiaory of knowledge production. The investigation interprets texts with 

t heK competing rhetoncs and rival historiographies, while remaining aware t hat texts, 



rhetonc, and stories are produced by historical communities of controversialists. Inspired 

by Clifford Geertz's cultural anthropology and eihnographic and reflexive methods, 

McLuhan c m  be studied as intellectual among intellectuais, as one would scrutinize a 

particular member of a text-making, idea-generating and knowledge-producing tribe. 

Geertz has recommended that cornmunities of intellectuals be studied within their 

"invisible colleges" or "intellectual villages" on the premise that "rnost effective academic 

communities are not that much larger than most peasant villages and just about as 

ingrown" (1983, 157). But of course this presumes that the intellectual does not become a 

public figure, and instead rernains within a specialist community. The link provided by 

Latour (1987) to this theoretical strand concerns response, and the networks of 

communities and communications that make modem intellectual practice possible. What 

do intellectuals do? They write, speak, lecture, and use media to communicate. They do 

things with words and ideas in communications networks. When communications media 

and networks change, intellectual life is aitered. This retrospective case study ûf the 

McLuhan controversy presents a largely textual and rhetorical analysis of how a mostly 

unconnected community of intellectuals did things rhetorically, against a backdrop of 

cultural events, including the growth of power and influence in the popular media. The 

primary interest lies in the exchanges, the rhetork of intelfectual controversy. In its case 

study of McLuhan, "The Heat and The Light" interprets the way words are used to assert, 

incorporate, reject, persuade, communicate discoveries, enforce, and build traditions and 

disciplines. Latour valuably insists on looking at what actually happens in the scientific or 

intellectual communities within which an individual's work has meaning. His emphasis on 

rhetonc and networks, and the significance of the response to new ideas in detennining 

their fate wilI be echoed. 

Gerald Holton's work provides a guiding influence for the entire project, because he 

has reflected on the phases of ideation by individual (scientific) innovators, links 



biography, autobiography, and thematic orientations, and provides key conceptual t001s 

for dissecting rhetorical controversies. Holton describes his investigative attitude as 

"analogous to that of a folklorist or anthropologist who listens to the epic stories for their 

underlying thematic structure and recurrences" (1973, 33 1). In B e  Thematic Origins of 

Scient@ Thought (1973), Holton develops the conceptual tool "themata", which he 

descnbes as general conceptual themes, or worldviews, more or less conscious, a kind of 

background or climate of thought. As displayed in the work of individual scientists, 

themata are like "prejudices" (Holton 1972, xiii), which are not verifiable or falsifiable 

(1973,23). They are "the unknown or unconfessed preconceptions and suppositions 

.hich are at the base of wery major contribution" (ibid.). An ancient example with 

modem currency would be a cornmitment in principle to themata of continuity or 

discontinuity, which may lead a scientist to accept or reject theories and evidence. 

Professional twentieth-century historians-as Eisenstein (1979) has observed-have a 

similar predisposition for or (mostly) against the idea of revolutionary or abrupt change or 

discontinuity. 

For the attentive investigator, themata are revealed in the rhetoric through which 

scientists express their ideas, both in careftlly crafted papers for publication, and at less 

guarded moments in their private writings. Holton argues that due to the scientific 

prejudice against attention to rhetoric, the professional practice is to make publications 

look inevitable, as Louis Pasteur put it (1991, 176). Throughout his studies of pioneering 

scientists, notably Alfied Einstein and Niels Bohr, Holton calls attention to the nascent 

moments when an innovator is engaged in rhetorical formulation of discoveries for 

purposes of persuasion, the points at which scientific originators privately weighed the 

persuasiveness of their ideas to themselves. The presentation of these ideas in published 

papers is analysed in terms of the rhetoric of assertion, so as to get behind the apparent 

"inevitability" of the scientific prose. Geertz used the concept of "textwork" in Works and 



Lives: The Anthropologisr as Auihor (1 988) to investigate a similar process. Geertz 

studied the distinctive strategies of rhetorical production which influential anthropologists 

employed in composing their ethnographie texts out of a "large number of highly specific 

cultural details" and thus how they attempted to persuade their readers (1975, 3). 

Holton argues that "the awareness of themata which are sometimes held with 

obstinate loyalty helps one to explain the character of the discussion between antagonists 

far better than do scientific content and social surroundings alone" (ibid.). Cases of 

controversy, continues Holton, are especially amenable to thematic andysis, because 

during controversies or "marked advances beyond the level of common work" antithetical 

themata are oflen linked and visible in the vigorous disputes. Themata can be seen to play 

a major, but not exclusive role in the initiation and acceptance or rejection of key scientific 

insights by the wider comrnunity (1975). In his case study of innovations in papers by 

Bohr and Einstein, for example, Holtonts point is that often the contests were over 

thematic commitrnents, that is on grounds such as continuity or discontinuity that cannot 

be verified empirically or deductively but rather seem to reflect codicts over fundamental 

worldviews. Following Geertz, one way to trace themata is to attend to those "key terms 

that seem, when their meaning is unpacked, to light up a whole way of going at the world" 

and which operate within "mutually reinforcing networks of social understandings" (1983, 

156-57). Latour emphasizes networks and the active response of intellectual communities 

in shaping the acceptance or rejection of discoveries, ideas, and theories by their 

responses. In ne Stmcfrrre of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn demonstrated one way in 

which major controversies might be analysed: as discontinuous revolutions, or paradigm 

shifts. Holton prefers to stress themata and continuity. Latour, K u h  and Holton specialise 

in the study of the natural sciences and thus enjoy an advantage over historians of the 

human sciences and humanities because the issue of validity is settled eventuaily by 

rigorously enforced intersubjective consent within specialist communities. Historians and 



interpreters of the human sciences must acknowledge the pluralist coexistence of 

competing paradigms, theories, and schools, and account for the fashions, factions, and 

ongoing debates which characterite the arts, humanities and social sciences. 

Holton next crucial insight for the project is the concept of the rhetorical space: 

Since thematic cornmitments are not always consciously held, we are 
therefore often forced into a quasi-archaeological task: to dig below the 
visible landscape of a controversy in order to find the usually invisible but 
highly motivating matches, mismatches, and clashes between the respective 
sets of themata that have been adopted by the various participants - and not 
oniy of the individual themata, but also of constellations of them that define 
the locally held scientific world pictures. Such correspondences and 
confiicts can be considered as interactions among contesting claimants in 
what Michel Foucault has termed "rhetorical space." (199 1, 177) 

The essential working concepts for this case study are oriented around this "rhetoncal 

space" where McLuhan's themata and his critics' counter-themata meet in a dynamic 

context of interaction between what Holton calls "rhetorics of assertion" and "rhetorics of 

appropriation or rejection" (199 1, 176). The rhetoric of assertion, which will be 

considered in Chapter 1, includes the published presentation of major new ideas, 

supplemented by attention to private or popular writings in which these themata may be 

explicit. Chapter 2 considers the intellectual tribe, village, and community within which the 

breakthroughs take place, and explores the nature of the affiliations and networks known 

as the Toronto School of Communications. The rhetonc of appropriationlrejection, 

probed in Chapters 2 and 3, is considered in the published response to the new ideas. Once 

elucidated from the texts of supporters and critics, Holton regards thematic cornmitments 

as crucial indexes to the rhetoncal space in which scientific disagreements occur (ibid.). 

Holton's work suggests that taking the paradox of McLuhan senously means not 

reducing it to eithet pro or con, or even right or wrong, but rather finding a way to probe 



the assertions of McLuhan and the responses of his critics against a wider backdrop. 

Adapting these working conceptual tools to the objectives of this study, the task is to 

scrutinize the texts of McLuhan and his commentators, highlighting for examination those 

critics whose opinions on McLuhan were widely cited by others, and whose criticism can 

be seen as typical of as well as contributing to the rhetoric of rejection of McLuhan's 

contribution. Pnmary attention is directed to the rhetorical space in which McLuhan's 

rhetoric of assertion met a rhetoric of appropriationlrejection and to identification of the 

themata at play in this rhetorical space. 

To return to the question of McLuhan as intellectual figure, the circulation of 

McLuhan's ideas within the general public sphere accessible via mass media requires that 

attention be paid to the language of the controversy, particularly the use of metaphors and 

other indicators of themata in play. Lakoff and Johnson, in their discussion of "metaphors 

we live by," distinguish conventional metaphors from "metaphors that are outside Our 

conventional conceptual system, metaphors that are imaginative and creative" (1 980,139). 

They argue further that "much of cultural change arises Rom the introduction of new 

metaphorical concepts and the loss of old ones" (ibid., 145). Their prernise is that "New 

metaphors have the power to create a new reality" (ibid.). In the wake of their 

introduction these metaphors create a new imaginative and sensory reality, and a new way 

through which we make our world in cornmon. There is a similarity between this concept 

and Krippendofls notion of the "morphogenetic" paradox mentioned above.' Debates 

over Thomas Kuhn's inquiry into the structure of scientific revolutions serve as a kind of 

backdrop for this discussion as 1 wrestle implicitly with some of the problems posed by his 

notion of paradigm shifts for the human sciences in relation to McLuhan's insights. 

One way to get at these issues is through Holton's notion of the thematic or scientific 

imagination (which he prefcrs to the older terni "worldview"). Holton takes the view that 

scientists share "something like a scientific imagination" (xiii; 1973, 12) which he calls the 



"thematic imagination" (1973). To speak of imagination is a vague but necessary way of 

attempting to speak about the climate or ground of thought of a period. If one accepts that 

language shapes and guides thought, then what grounds language? That is part of the 

question to which McLuhan's work forms a response. 

By the end of his career, McLuhan as an individual talent and public intellectual 

wanted to establish a new science by advancing a generai theory about the dynamic ratios 

of sensory and spatial perception in contact with changing artefact forrns, and by 

diagnosing how this new world worked and what forces had given birth to it out of the 

old. McLuhan had not invented this new reality, and continually expressed surprise that 

many of his most severe critics blamed him for it. McLuhan believed that on!y when the 

techno-cultural horizon had shifled was it possible to see the dynarnics of fonnerly 

dominant media in operation. Thus his, and Innis', sweeping diagnosis of the effects of the 

printing press was possible because the "Gutenberg galaxy" was on the wane. The sources 

of new themata, new worldviews might then be located in relationships with new dominant 

media. This constitutes McLuhan's techo-cultural hemeneutics, his attempt to understand 

how collective understanding itself changes along with the common sense and the ground 

of culture in historically shifting human relationships with media and technologies. The 

significance of the paradoxical McLuhan lies in the creative and morphogenetic power of 

his metaphors and the scope of his ideas as he wrestled with this problem. The conclusion 

of this investigation is that if he is read on his own terms, McLuhan's insights into the 

cultural transformations resulting from new media and technologies can illuminate a wide 

array of histoncal and contemporary developments. 



Chapter 1: The Paradox of McLuhan's Texts 

"... 1 have taken in place of abstract art and industrial culture, the new 
media of communication and their power of metamorphosis." 

Letter to Wyndham Lewis, 1954 (Letters 1987, 245) 

Fart 1: The Phases of Intellectual Production 

Framework 

Chapter 1 presents the results of an investigation into the paradox of the contested 

meaning of McLuhan's texts. While some have dismissed his work as a form of 

"technological determinism" (Carey 1967), "nonsense" (Finkelstein l968), "lies" 

( m e r  197 l), or "McLuhanacy" (Fekete 1977), others have rejected these 

interpretations as did McLuhan himself. Chapter 1 takes as its archival Chapter 

McLuhan's texts nom the first publication in 1936 to the last, posthumous 

collaboration published in 1989. The overarching question fiaming this Chapter 

concems the core meaning of his works as he wrestled to express his insights. Because 

McLuhan's textwork is cornplex, fluid, and open to multiple interpretations, 1 employ a 

close reading and refonnulation of his themes in order to provide a coherent exegesis 

that balances the parts in relation to the whole of his corpus. Following Holton and the 

rhetoric of inquiry approach, I probe McLuhan's rhetoric of assertion, in tems of what 

he said and why he said it as he did. My approach is also genetic, in that the origins, 

developrnent, and continual refinement of McLuhan's core themes over his lengthy 

career have been retraced. 

This close reading and genetic interpretation refutes the comrnon characterization 

of McLuhan's work as a type of "technological determinism." Instead it supports 

McLuhan's 1974 surnmary statement of his contribution which he called a 

"communication theory of transformation" (Letters 1987, 505.) Others have identified 

this key theme in McLuhan's work, including Eric Havelock (1986,27). Francesca 

Guardiani has observed that "the theory of cultural transformation was expounded by 

Marshall McLuhan in every single one of his books" (1991, 144). Without exception, 



(199 1) shae awareness of this thematic coherence. This is not surprising as they are 

among McLuhan's closest students and include inner circle members, Eric McLuhan and 

Bamngton Nevitt, and members of the extended circle who collabonted with McLuhan 

at the University of Toronto during his lifetime, Demck de Kerckhove and Robert 

Logan. However, no one has yet prepared a full exposition of the development of themata 

associated with the theory of cultural transformation in McLuhan's work. Some dispute 

that he was doing theory, a point to be addressed in Part 7 of this chapter. Nor has 

su fficient attention been paid to McLuhan's contribution to a thaory of communications 

as "techno-cultural" and not simply "cultural" transfomation. a dual emphasis that 

signûls the signiticance of his achievement at the University of Toronto's Centre for 

Culture and Tcchnology. Nor in my view has the linkage between McLuhan's 

contribution and that of his fellow pioneer in the Toronto School of Communications, 

Harold Innis, been explored adequately. Such an extensive and nuanced account is 

required to appreciate McLuhan's significance. and Chapter 1 is dedicated to these tasks. 

There are numerous advantages in taking a historical. hermeneutic and rhetorical 

appronch to McLuhan's texts and strategies of intellectual production. Such a tnctic 

assists in reappraising the relationship between the work of McLuhan and Innis. Tracing 

the development of his core themes shows how McLuhan's interest in the iopic of 

communications as transformation preceded his contact with Innis, and permitted him to 

appreciate and publicize innis's pioneering contribution upon first exposure. This allows 

a preliminary statement of the importance of Innis's work in aiding McLuhan to 

recognize his own subject and how to tackle it more effectively than his literary training 

would allow. Chapter 2 continues this inquiry into the conjunction. 

This approach helps to navigate through McLuhan's massive textual corpus. The 

Herbert Marshall McLuhan Foundation estimates that he produced 600 articles. 75.000 

letten, thirteen books, and hundreds of houn of audio and video tapes (McLuhan Stzrdies 

199 l ) . '  Coherent exegesis is thus a daunting undertaking. Following Holton, and in 

keeping with a genetic approach, in order to follow the development of McLuhan's ideas, 



his work is divided into major phases in his thinking and production. (See illustration 1 .) 

Five distinctive phases of production can be identified: the Early Phase up to 195 1 when 

his first book, The Mechnr~ical Bride, is published; the Explorations Phase up to 1960, 

when he completes the unpublished Report on Project in Understanding the New Medici; 

the Catalyst Phase from 1960 to 1970. which includes the zenith of his celebrity and 

publication of his best known books. The G~itenberg G z l q  (1962) and Uriderstcindiizg 

Media (1964); the Last Decade from roughly 1970 to his death on the 3 1 st of December 

1980; and the Afterlifi Dzciidz, when two posthurnous books. several essays, and a 

collection of his letters appear.' Most critics have focused on the period of McLuhan's 

fame, and later commentators sometimes mistakenly assume that there was no further 

extension of his ideas. Others erroneously believe that McLuhan came late to the study of 

communications, that he was a derivative student of Innis. or attribute sorne of his major 

ideas to his former student. Walter Ong. It is part of Chapter 1's task to correct these 

inaccuracies, without however obscunng the fact that i t  is the McLuhan of the 1960s 

whose work exened a global impact and put the topic of media on the public and 

intellectual agenda. a McLuhan who repûys his debt to innis's pioneering achievement 

by acknowledging. promoting, and interpreting it, and by inspiring many others. 

including Ong. to make their own contributions. 

This genetic approach and division into phases is panicularly important in 

comprehending the genesis of the "laws of media". It is possible to observe. for example. 

that in the iast Decade of his intellectual production, during the 1970s. McLuhan is fully 

aware that his work has been rejected by rnost Anglo-American acadernics, although he 

believes Continental writers to be more sympathetic. This (and other evidence reported 

below) provides important background for understanding why he considers it important 

to develop a "new science." Up until 1970, McLuhan's rhetoric indicates greater concem 

with discovery than justification, on the principle "1 explore, I don? explain." During the 

Last Decade, however, McLuhan begins to articulate his discovenes from a fresh angle 

in an attempt, as he said, "to invite cnticism, directed not at me or my rhetoric, but rather 



Illustration I 
Phases of McLuhan's Intellectual Production 

EARLY 

LAST DECADE 

- .  - 

AFTERLIFE 
DECADE 

KEY EVENTS/PUBLICATIONS 

'G.K. Chesterton: A Practical Mystic" 
Conversion to Catholicism 

Ph.D. Thesis "The Place Of Thomas Nashe In 
The Learning Of His Time" 

The Mechanical Bride 
Ford Foundation Seminar * 
Explorations Journal * 
Counterblizst 

Report On Project In Understanding New Media 

The Gutenberg Ga@ 
Understanding Media 
Voices of Literafure Vo 1.1,2 * 
The Medium is the Massage * + 
War and Peace in the Global Village * + 
Counterblàst * + 
culture is Our Business 
Cliche to Archetype * 
Take Tbd& * 
"Laws of the Media" 
City As Clc~ssroorn * 
McLuhan's Death 

Letters (Edited Collection) 
h s  Of Media * 
Gfobd Vïllage * 

* Collaborations 
+ With Graphic Designer 



at the content and substance of rny thought" (1975, 74). A genetic approach also helps to 

illuminate how he resolves various tensions in his formulations, moving (so 1 will argue) 

away from an organic and diachronic formalism in the works of the 1960s, towards a 

metamorphic and synchronic formalism in the works of the 1970s. By formdism 1 mean 

unpejoratively attention to form, pattern, and structure, in contrat to a focus on content 

and detail. h pmallel with this shift from an emphasis on history to simultaneity, his 

penchant for dualisms--evident in the formulation of hot and cool media during the 

1960s and discovery of the significsnce for his work of ri@ and left brain hemispheres 

in the 1970s--deepens during the Last Decade into further work with four-part analogical 

ratios, into figure/ground analysis, and finally into the tetrad. 

Above al& such an approach pennits the foregrounding of textual evidence in support 

of the refutation of the conventional reduction of McLuhan's work to a form of hard 

technological determinism (Carey 1967). a pemicious misinterpretation that has distorted 

the reception for McLuhan's insights. 

Approached in this way, the central threûd running through his trxrs and interviews 

becornes clearly intelligible: a theory of communications as techno-cultural 

transformation throughout human history. To highlight the significance of McLuhan's 

theory 1 have ccilled it "mediamorphosis" and thus expanded a term introduced by 

B laukopf ( 1989). McLuhan's rhetorical assertions offer themrtic variations on the 

insight that when dominant media and technologies change, al1 aspects of cultures and 

sensibilities are transfonned. This is not a "medium" theory, because such û description 

would unduly emphasize one aspect of the interaction; instead, the term 

"mediamorphosis" calls attention to the significance for McLuhan's theory of the 

dynamic and historical relationships between culture and technology, and between media 

and sensoria. Once grasped, this thread becomes a guide to the labyrinth of his work, so 

that his rnignting formulations disclose deepening insight, rather than contradiction. For 

example, and quoting McLuhan: the medium is the message, the medium is the massage, 

the user is the content, the meaning is the relationship. Part 2 will take a closer look at 



this process of continuous reformulation and other major tactics in McLuhan's strategies 

of production. 

My interpretation suggests how McLuhan's textwork is intelligible, once read in 

context, but it does not and could not exhaust McLuhan's rich texts. Nor can it do more 

than provide grounds for prefemng this reading over othen. The point of this chapter is 

to explicate McLuhan sympathetically, not to argue with him, so the justifications for my 

interpretûtion are located inside, not outside, McLuhan's intellectual production. Chapter 

1 is lengthy because the intelligibility of McLuhan's rhetonc of assertion nnchors 

subsequent arguments regarding the rhetoric of intellectual controversy surrounding his 

work. ui this Chapter the academic controversy provoked by McLuhan recedes from 

direct attention. For now his ideas gain a hearing from within the horizon disclosed by 

the scope of his work. where the rhetoric of his assertion, what he said, how he said it, 

and what 1 conclude on the evidence he probably meant, are at issue. 

One major contextual point must be established from the outset. It is my contention 

that McLuhan's observations on matters ranging from topless waitresses to Richard 

Nixon to living at the speed of light are always interesting and insightful: however the 

enduring aspect of his work. thût which is of the utmost relevance, and that which holds 

the focus for this reappraisal, consists in his ceaseless efforts to understand humûn 

relationships with chnnging techno-cultural and media forms. For purposes of clarity, 

this document will describe what McLuhan called his "communication theocy of 

transformation" in a mmner consistent with the abductive sense in which I believe he 

meant theory. Abductive is a terrn developed by C.S. Peirce. in contradistinction to 

deductive or inductive, to describe the creative formulation of new hypotheses that 

explain a given set of facts. McLuhan's strategic efforts to affect his contemporaries will 

be distinguished as his rhetorical practice. The concluding discussion in Part 1 will 

summarize this theory at length and in Pari 2 will address certain objections, including 

the obvious one as to whether McLuhan was doing theory at dl. 



For the reder's convenience, a prelirninary statement of the theory is in order. 

McLuhan searches throughout his intellectual career for an epistemology of expenence 

and knowledge based in sensory and physical relationships with language and artefacts. 

as opposed to an epistemology grounded in logical concepts. The general theory of 

mediamorphosis, as I interpret it, has two aspects: the core dynamics, and the rnaster 

historiographie patterns (see illustrations 2 and 3). These can be distinguished for 

purposes of exposition, a practice followed in the discussion below; however, they are 

inrxtricably linked in his work. The core dynamics refer to the operciting principles that 

animate the interaction between human individuals and groups and their cultural 

environments, which cire intermeshed with media and technologies. Within specific 

historical periods, where identifiable medis and technologies dominate within particular 

cultures, these animating principles become "operating systems"' whereby expenence 

shapes understanding and knowledge. An &y and prominent example of his discoveries 

can be found in his best-known work. Understtritdirrg Medicr, where he develops the idea 

of media as "extensions" of man. Over his carerr, McLuhan can be seen to develop a four 

part diagnosis. that 1 have phrased (using his terms) as extension, invention of 

environments, intrnonzation. and continuous trcinsformûtion. McLuhan's diagnosis 

encompassed the mind and the body, and also the human relationship with the external 

environmen t through language. Bacon came to personi fy the emphasis on experience. 

while Vico stood in for the emphasis on retracing the human-made world throu~h 

modifications of language and mind. McLuhan's propositions on media anse out of this 

attempt to ground epistemology in experience, and result in û techno-cultural 

hermeneutics that interpets the ground for understanding. Media. he argues, enhance or 

retard various senses or attributes. McLuhan observed repeatedly thût media have 

different effects depending on the historical state of the culture into which they are 

introduced. Yet he also considered that each medium had unique f o m d  properties with 

particular sensory effects that operated independently of the intentions of the user. The 

simplest examples would be the association of speech with the ear and the characteristics 



Illustration 2 

McLuhan's Theory of Techno-cultural transformation or mediamorphosis 
Historiographie Patterns 1 

rechnology 1 senses l~ultural Condition 

Speech 

Writing 

Radio 

Ear 

E Y ~  

TV 

Computer 

Oral 

LiterateNisuaI 

Ear Electnc/Acoustic 

Ear, Eye, Touch 

Al1 Senses 

Electric/EIectronic 

Electronic 



Illustration 3 

McLuhan's Theory of Techno-Cultural Transformation or Mediamorphosis 
Core Dynamics 

1. Extension [of sense, body, mind, attributes] 

2. Make Environments 

3. Interiorization 

[active invention of artefacts and space, 
active processing b y environrnents] 

[sensorium., processed and programmed by 
made environments, comrnonsense + sensus 
comunis created] 

4. Continual Interactive transformation [senses, media are engaged in constant 
translation, producing an ecology of 1 
media + culture] 1 



of acoustic media, and the association of writing and typography with the eye and the 

characteristics of visual media. His fonûlism was always interactive, and not static. in 

the 1960s. for instance, McLuhan proposed a dual formulation of media as hot and high 

intensity, versus cool and low definition. Lûter, the tetrad becarne the most complete 

development of this line of thinking, as McLuhan expûnded his diagnosis of media 

properties to cover the inner dynamics of al1 human artefacts. The advantage of retracing 

McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis throughout his work is that it becomes possible to 

retrieve what 1 would argue is his fundamental fomulntion of the core dynamic. as just 

described, and to distinguish this from the ?etrad. 

McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis has a second crucial element. The mûster 

histonographic patterns refer to the techno-cultural shifts that preoccupy McLuhan 

increasingly after his contact with the work of Innis: from orality to writing with the 

phonetic alphabet. from manuscript wnting to the printing press, from mass mechanized 

printing to tlectric and electronic radio, television and the cornputer. I describe these 

shifts as histonographic because they refer not simply to events over time but instead 

require û theory of historical change for their meaningful interpretation. McLuhan's 

theory pennits the retracing o f  effects of media back to their causes, and enables the 

investigator to read the dues of human history, from architecture to Iiterature, to discem 

invisible pattems that frame understanding. The value of the histonographic pattems 

does not consist excIusively in descriptive periodization. in fact. I intend to dernonstrate 

that McLuhan's articulation of these patterns changes. as had his phrasing of the core 

dynamics. Apart from the useful vinue of drawing attention to the neglected hisrorka1 

role of communications media and technologies in cultural change, the chief value of 

McLuhan's pattern recognition lies in the highlighting of the interrelationships among 

media forms within active environments that McLuhan thought of as media ecologies 

( e g .  Understanding Media 1964, 199) with the power to process entire cultures as well 

as individual psyches. Chapter 1 will expand upon this compressed introduction to 



McLuhan's emergent theory of mediamorphosis and his continual rephrasing of the core 

dynamics, and the master historiographie pattems. 

A Word About McLuhan's Texts 

To read McLuhan's texts today is to encounter a volatile. erudite and skilled intellect. 

and a series of experiments on the page. Umbeno Eco arnusingly captures the mingled 

sense of frustration and exhilaration experienced by many first-time readers, when he 

describes McLuhan's prose as "cogito interruptus" (1986, 221-38).His style of expression 

is central. and not merely incidental to his intended meaning. Because the question of 

McLuhan's style has bearing on the inteiligibility of his work and the response of his 

critics. preliminary ûcknowledgement must be made of the array of techniques deployed 

in his multi faceted experimentation, and why he engaged in these experiments. 

Exuberant use of paradox. pun. and juxtaposition. characteristic of the "McLuhanesque" 

style. renders McLuhan's meaning unusually open to interpretation. This wos, as he 

insisted. by design. He invites the beholder to share in û do-it-yourself project of 

discovery. Privûtely. in the h s t  Decûde he describes the disjunctive style of his books of 

the 1960s (on which Eco had commented) as "Menippean satire" (Leuers, l987.ilJ8; 

5 17). This obscure genre of classical Roman satire combines prose and verse and 

jiixtaposes levels of meaning and sensibility (Coffey 1976). McLuhan's twentieth-century 

version adapts well to multimedia formats in the 1990s; howevrr. in the 1960s. his 

unorthodox texts upset many readers' sensibilities by incorporating poetry. prose. 

headlines. commercial advertising samples (combining text and picture), woodcut prints, 

photos. illustrations, cartoons, captions, and more. Often typognphically expenmentd, 

extensive quotations from diverse authors--particularly James Joyce--are sometimes 

featured as muginalia, and commentary might run upside down, or circle a page. 

His books (called "nonbookst' by his cntics) playfully subvert the conventions of 

Gutenberg, with a serious purpose. Their apparent chaos is intended artfully to shock the 

reader into recognition of patterns of sensibility by jolting into consciousness the 



mechanized tyranny routinely imposed by the rows of unifom words laid out neatly on 

the printed pages, awaiting the expected scanning from left to right, top to bottom, page 

after page. If they are to succeed, paradoxically McLuhan's works rely on the reader's 

willingness to become a CO-expenmenter. McLuhan's disruption of linear print foms 

self-consciously supplies an answer to the question he is wrestling with at the time as he 

wntes io Ezra Pound in 195 1: "How are words to be used to unravel the spell of pnnt? Of 

radio commercials and 'newsl-casts? I'm working on rkat problem" (Letters 1987. 

127).The technique of juxtaposition. initially of words but including visual tlzrnents 

from the time of a cartoon stnp included as illustration for his essay "Dagwood's 

Amenca" in 1944, pemiit him great latitude in the presentation of the patterns he 

discemed. He works at producing an effect and attncting attention. One of bis rnost 

important strategic productions is himself: as he believed al1 writers and perfomers did. 

he fashions his public persona as a kind of mask with which to put on his audience. 

McLuhan's stmtegies of textual production are part of his rhetorical prxtice. yet they 

are also an expression of his theory. Continuously experimenting with how to make the 

medium his message, McLuhan designs his books as teaching machines. do-it-ycurself 

kits for perceptual training with the objective of raising conscious awareness of the 

media environment. in this he is inspired by the lvtists whom he believed retracrd the 

process of cognition, and arrested it for contemplation in their artworks. McLuhan's 

speculative texts and theories are undeniably difficult, as he experiments continuously 

and on multiple levels in search of a format that will show and not simply tell his readers 

about the "reorganization of imaginative life" resulting from the introduction of new 

media and technologies. His vast archive of resources, spanning the arts and sciences. 

and his tutelage in the works of artists such as James Joyce, Wyndham Lewis. and the 

French Symbolists, guarantee that his readers outside a small circle of literary 

intellectuds will not recognize the sources of his inspiration and the models for his 

experiments. We will retum to these strategies of production in Pm 2, after retracing 

McLuhan's themes and emergent theory. 



Several steps are required for the textual interpretation in the next section. Within 

each phase, a capsule summary of key events within McLuhan's intellectual production 

is first provided. A composite chart c m  be found in [Ilustration 1. Exegesis and 

reformulation of McLuhan's core meaning is accomplished by juxtaposing his wntings 

and interviews with his private letters and lesser known essays. By a kind of hermeneutic 

layering of figure and ground. McLuhan's texts rire contextualized as parts within a 

whole. McLuhan is candid about his intentions in letten and interviews. When writing 

for or speaking to audiences of fellow educaton, pxticularly Christian educators, his 

format grows less experimental. his prose more conventionally lucid. As befits a gifted 

orator engaged in expenmentation and thinking out loud on the page. al1 major themes 

are repeated on numerous occasions. After 1959. this on1 quality becomes more 

pronounced as McLuhan dictates al1 letters tc his secretary Mûrgaret Stewart (Lerrers. 

178). With due diligence. without excessive force, in each text can be read pan of his 

larger project. 

The Phases of IntelIectual Production 

McLuhan's biogrûphical context will be discussed in Chapter 2, however it  is 

necessûry to summarize briefly the four key orientations of his mature identity because I 

will refer to them in the next section when discussing McLuhan's intellectuûl trajectory. 

As argued elsewhere (Jeffrey 1989), McLuhan can be understood as a self-created man, 

lifelong educator, supenor outsider, and pattern watcher. As a self-created man, he lacks 

wealth and family connections, and finds a way to make a mark in the world through the 

route of intellectuûl life. His departure for Cambridge in 1934 and achievement of his 

PhD in 1943, confirms his promise and direction. While still a graduate student. in 1936 

McLuhan begins teaching, and although his letters indicate ambivalence towards the 

academy, he becomes a committed educator. His early exposure to rhetoric through his 

mother, a semi-professiond elocutionist, and his Cambridge literary training strengthens 



his vocation as a teacher, and affirms his willingness to consider plûtforms outside the 

classroom and vehicles beyond scholarly publishing to reach audiences. 

In 1937, he converts to Roman Catholicism, and after this time teaches only in 

Roman Catholic institutions. His religion plays a central role in his intellectual life, but 

too much can be made of this point, so clarification is in order. It is as a matter of choice 

made after intense reflection and a caeful study of history and literature. and not as a 

matter of birth or dogma. thût McLuhan selected his religion. The chief intellectual 

consrquencs of this conversion. that colours al1 his subsequent work, is the confirmation 

of McLuhan's (and Vico's) conviction that the mûn-made world c m  be understood. His 

Protestant upbringing had conferred the benefits of independent thinking. even regarding 

the choice of Roman Catholicism. and his faith in the world's intelligibiliiy seems to 

have preceded his conversion. McLuhan consistently challenges his fellow Roman 

Catholics to expûnd their intellectual horizons to include the insights of, among others, 

Jung, Freud. Vico, and Joyce. The other significant intellrctual consequence of this 

conversion for his mature idciitity is thst i t  confirms McLuhan's sense of himself as a 

superior outsider with an "in", rneaning that he has joined a minorîty tradition that he 

considers worthy of his full allegiance. although he is ûware that his worldly prospects 

may be adversely affected by such a decision. The fact thnt he is û conven. and possibly 

his moderately Protestant upbringing. may also account for the fact that in his major 

intellectual production. McLuhan insists that he will not let his persona1 piety cloud his 

observations and comrnentary. His fûith remains unshakeable, however he knows 

firsthand that it is possible to think outside such commitments. 

The final orientation, that of pattern watcher, develops in the Early Phase of his 

intellectual production, beginning with his discovery of the trivium in his doctoral work, 

a pivota1 intellectual event to be discussed shortly. This stance as pattern watcher is 

reinforced by his position as a Canadian outsider with a privileged view on British and 

U.S. culture. Thus it is as a self-created outsider, pattern watcher, and educator inside 



The Early Phase 

"So obsessive a riietriphor as thût o f  lineai- perspe~iive is important rnough 
to deserve soiiie explanation, especially sincr we art: now derp in the 
process of extricating oursrlves froin it. For i t  still holds tïriiily aiiiong 
such inticritors of eighternth-crntury rationalisni as the sociologists and 
the Marxists." --Marshall McLuhan ("lnsidr Blake and Hollywood" 1947, 
7 10) 

The Early Phase of McLuhan's carcer as publishrd author coiiiiiiencrs witli the 1936 

publication o f  an rssay on one o f  his herors, G.K. Chesterton, and ends wiih the 

appearancr o f  his first book. Tlir hfechariictrl Britie. i n  195 1 . During ihis prriod. he 

obtains his Ph.D. froiii Cainbridge in  1943. begins his traching cûreer at Wisconsin in 

1936. followed by jobs ût St Louis University and Assiiiiiption College. aiid secures a 

Ful l- t i ix position as the first layiiian to trrich English at the Universiiy o f  Toronto's St. 

Michasl's Collegc in 1916. Diiring the Early Phiisc. McLuhan i s  rrcognizirtl üs n 

proiiiising young literaiy critic identitied with the New Critiçisiii iiiovciiirnt as i t  i s  

cailed in North Aiiierica. and also identitird with I.A. Richards. one of  his Caiiibiidgr 

professors. and author of Prclcricui Criricisrii (Tlic hirerior Lmcisccy~e 1969; Tliecill 

197 1 ; Wain 1985; Marchand 1989). 

Three major thenies predominatr in the Early Phase. First, his doctorül work and 

discovery of the triviuin establish an interpretive approach to the broüd sweep o f  cultural 

and intellrctual history as a wciy of coniextualizing the innovations of artistic figures. 

This approûch wil l  provide the backdrop for his throry of techno-cultural transforniütion 

and sensitize his thinking to the niaster historiographie patterns. Second, i n  his litrrary 

criticisni he is preoccupied with aesthetic technique as opposed to content, and he 

focusrs in  particular on landscape as a technical device for producing an effrct i n  the 

reader. This line o f  thinking results in his discovery of  the significance offoriii, and has 



relevance for the later core dynamic as landscape beccmes galaxy and eventually 

environment. It also Ieads McLuhan to explore the "inscape" and the process of artistic 

and ordinary cognition, which will influence his ideas on the core dynamic of 

interiorization. Third, he attends closely to dvertising, popular media, and the forms of 

everyday experience. This will be a research area where he makes a pioneenng 

contribution. and promotes him to develop critical awareness of the specific properties of 

media forms. His published work during this phase reflects this triple strand of interests, 

and culminates in The Mechunicd Bride. 

The sus taining roots of McLuhan's interest in the therne of communications and 

culture cm be located in his discovery of the trivium-the three roads of rhetoric. 

grarnmar. and dialectic or logic--while writing and preparing his doctoral ihesis for 

Cambridge during the later 1930s and early 1940s (see illus tration 4). McLuhan's 

fascination with the triviurn thrives throughout his carerr. Dunng the Last Decade he 

continues to research the topic in an ultimately unsuccessful attempt to publish his 

dissertation. lnspired by his professor I.A. Richards at Cambridge, who pioneered the 

ûpproach known as Practical Cnticism, and who was responsible for an intenvar rzvival 

of interest in rhetoric, in his early teaching career of the late 1930s. McLuhan initiates a 

course on rhetonc and interpreiation at St. Louis University (Ong 198 1 ). Rhetonc and 

grarnmar have contemporary relevance, McLuhan believes. in a major essay of 1946. 

"An Ancient Quarrel in Modem Arnenca," McLuhan analyses the "Great Books" 

program, a then popular approach to general education initiated at the University of 

Chicago, in terms of the legacy of the arts of the trivium. In the 1970s these interests 

lead him to evaluate T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound in formalist terms of opposing rhetorical 

and grammatical approaches ("Rhetocical Spirals" 1978). In the posthumously published 

h w s  of Media he offers his laws of media as a new bridge for the ancient tnviurn, a way 

of pressing fonvard the claims of rhetoric and grarnmar, in a linguistic and humanist 

program designed for the electronic period (1 987, 124-25; 1 28). In the Lnws of Media he 



Illustration 4 

Logos (the word) becomes ... 

The "Three Roads" of the Trivium 

McLuhan's key discovery in his 1943 Cambridge Doctoral Thesis 



situates his contribution within a tradition that included the two great rhetorical 

grammarians, Bacon and Vico. 

The trivium was initiated by the Greeks, and later modified to forrn the core arts 

curriculum for schools throughout the West until the late Middle Ages. The Logos or 

word was divided into three. Dialectics sought truth in the methods of logical reasoning 

and argument. Rhetonc sought truth in eloquence, and trûined the doctus ontor in wise 

argument and persuasion. Grammar sought tnith in interpretation by means of etymology 

and excgesis. Rhetons and grammar togethrr comprise thc foundation for humanities, 

the humanities; logic foms the bûsis for natural science. (An Aiicieltt Qucirrel iii Modeni 

Americu, 223-23 1). Through a program of the triviurn and later the quadnvium (which 

included anthmetic, geometry, astronorny, and music), together known as the seven arts. 

the transmission of western knowledge and traditions took place for nearly 2500 years. In 

what was known as the ancient quarrel among the proponents of the three roads 

comprising the trivium, grarnmar and rhetoric vied with dialectics for predominance in a 

rivalry over daims to being the correct method for amving st truth (N~islie 1943, 47). 

and the proper ends of education (The interior Luiidscqe 1946, 224)." The trivium had 

largely been forgotten by cultural historians, although it had provided the dominant mode 

of intellectual training and formiil education in the West. 

It is not the content of the triviurn as a course of study that interested McLuhan, but 

rather how the shifting balance among the ms of the trivium shaped cind reflected 

language and thought while providing the context for conducting intellectual disputes. 

McLuhan argues in his dissertation that recognition of the significance of the trivium 

provides the historical context in which the otherwise inexplicable qumels between the 

sixteenth-century satinst, Thomas Nashe and his contemporaries can be rendered 

intelligible Nor was his interest exclusively antiquaian, for McLuhan later extends his 

observations on the triviurn into contemporary life, finding that a culture steeped in the 

ancient rhetoncal arts, such as in the Southern U.S., or My ,  favours litenture, oratory, 

law, luid the humanities; where logic and dialectic predominate as the basis for education 
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and training, as in the Northem American States, science and commerce are in the 

ascendant ("An Ancient Q u m e l  in Modem Amenca" 1946). He also considers the 

trivium indispensable to grasping the work of James Joyce ( "James Joyce: Trivial and 

Quûdrivial" 1953). Underpinning al1 his later thinking is the idea of a subterranean 

ancient quarrel with demonstrable cultural consequences. He takes a view of cultural 

history as a story of deep shifting rivalries among the legatees to the respective 

disciplines of the trivium. Much of his early work exhibits this recognition of the shaping 

intluences and cultural consequences of educational programs concapiualized in the 

broadest possible sense, as crucial contextual devices for cornprehending the historical 

and cultural roots of con flicting intellectual orientations (e.g., "Edgar Poe's Tradition" 

1 944). 

McLuhan refers to himself as a cultural historian in his doctoral thesis ( 1943, 159). 

As he views it, cultural history is not a linear story of progress, nor of great men and their 

deeds. but rather is quarrelsorne, is history as a series of controversies, with distinctive 

cornpetitive positions voiced; parties are now predominant, now marginal and forgotten. 

This conception is supported by his personal reading of history. influanced by Chesterton 

and others, which leads to his conversion. In a 1939 letter to Corinne, he privately 

describes his decision in terms reflecting a deep suspicion regarding orthodox (Le., 

Protestant) historiography (Letters 1987, 100-0 1). He retains this sceptical attitude, and 

critical awareness of history as a story told by those who may have forgotten or omitted 

the genuine ground that makes the story rneaningful. 

His sympathies with the ancient grarnmrriws orient al1 his later work. taking 

gramrnar in its histone sense as the interpretation of patterns and root structures, and of 

the opention of language in texts and human expression. Yet he found in the trivium û 

living tradition. In his thesis, two germane quotes indicate this enduring orientation. 

First, "the very events of history are a gigmtic and complex statement to which the 

methods of grammatical exegesis are applicative ..." (1943, 29). Second, l'in our tirne the 

methods of mthropology and psychology have re-established grammar as. at least, a 



valid mode of science" (ibid., 5). The exemplar for McLuhan's affiliation was John of 

Salisbury, who argued in his Metalogicus against the dialectitions on the grounds that, as 

McLuhan puts it: "John saw clearly that the rnistake of the dialecticians was to separate 

their discipline from the trivium of which it  is an indispensable part, and to make it do 

service for dl .  John was quite right. The only question which logic can solve by itself is a 

question of logic ..." (Nushe 1943,236). McLuhan canies this argument forwud 

throughout his work, culminating in his claim to advance the rhetoncal and grammatical 

position into the twentieth century in the Lrrws "f iirbledici. The discovery of the trivium 

confirmed McLuhan's strûtegic orientation as pattern watcher. 

During the Early Phase. most of his textwork is l i t e rq  criticism, in which he 

contextualizes the artistic strategies and insights of authors including Poe. Hopkins, 

Eliot, Pound. Tennyson. Dos Passos. against a background of cultural developments. as 

he had done with Nashe. He foregrounds artistic and poetic technique. His essay on DOS 

Passos articulates the principle behind this approach. In order for cri ticisrn to be more 

than "a review of the 'content' of works of an," he writes, it  "must take cognimnce of the 

technical rneruis by which an anist achieves his effects" (The h i e r i o r  Lutidsccipe [195 11 

1969, 56). Politics in a narrow ideological sense, for example is "outside the province of 

criticism, which is concemed with the rneans employed and effects obtained by an artist" 

(ibid., 62). Yet the critic, as McLuhan did consistenily (cg.. in his essay, "Edgar Poe's 

Tradition"), must evûluate the work of art not only by a close reading of the words on the 

page, as New Criticism decreed, but also by standing back and evaluating his subject's 

achievement within the expanse of cultural history, as his Cambridge training under 

Richards and F.R. Leavis had prepared him to do. 

Towards the end of the Exly Phase, another key theme that emerges in McLuhan's 

literary studies is landscape, as Eugene McNarnara has noted in his introduction to The 

hterior Landscape (1969). McLuhan argues that the Romantic poets had discovered the 

natunl landscape, but that the Syrnbolists and their contemporaries shifted focus to the 

interior landscape later in the nineteenth century. Gerald Manley Hopkins' tenn "inscape" 



captures this interior landscape. In Flaubert McLuhan finds a master of the shaping of 

the sensibilities of the inner landscape. With the discovery of 'le paysage inteneur' by 

Baudelaire, Mallarme, Laforgue, and Rimbaud, McLuhan argues that it became possible 

"to be much more subjective and also more objective than the Romantics" because by 

taking as subject the interior and not the natural landscape, artists could mode1 the entire 

spectmm of the inner life; "moreover, the technique of inner landscape not only pemits 

the use of any and every kind of expenence and object, it insures 3 much higher degree 

of control over the effect; because the arrangement of the lnndscape is the formula of the 

emotion and can be repeatedly adjusted until the formula and the effect are in precise 

accord" (The Interior Lcndscupe [ 195 11 1969. 154-55). 

In this ideri of interior landscape as formula for producing an effect. McLuhan draws 

directly upon "The Philosophy of Composition" where Poe advanced the influential idca 

that the artist should begin with the effect he wanted to achieve in his audience, and 

work backward to build it. This rhetorical prose tactic gives rise to the detective story. 

conceptualized, as Poe demonstrated, from back to front. The Symbolists took up this 

doctrine, followed by the h s h  and Anglo-Amencan modemisis. Yeats. T.S. Eliot. 

Pound, and Joyce, whose work McLuhan first read at Cambridge (Lerters 1987,6) and 

would later introduce to his students. Eliot later elaborated on this technique, calling it 

the "objective correlative" by which he meant "a set of objects, a situation, a chain of 

events which shall be the formula of thût particular emotion; such thût when the external 

facts, which must terminate in sensory experience, are given. the emotion is immediately 

evoked" (The Gutenberg Galuxy 1962, 328; Eliot 1932, 145). By focusing on the 

techniques of the artistic act, McLuhan grows increasingly awue of the artists' strategic 

and self-conscious devising of what he would later cal1 "counter-environments" in order 

to achieve effects in their audiences. 

McLuhan follows a trail of literq clues in Haubert, Poe, the Symbolists, the 

modemists--including painter, novelist and cri tic, Wyndham Lewis, and increasingly 

Joyce--until he finds a general insight thût will animate al1 his subsequent work: the 



discovery that form produces an effect independent of and more powerful than content. 

The artist c m  create a form that makes, and need not simply match. an effect. Later he 

connects this discovery with the foms of media and technologies, still later with 

environments that have unintended effects. Later still, McLuhan links the idea to forma1 

causality to (letters 1987,259), but the insight arises in the Early and Explorations 

Phases as a dimension of his literary and aesthetic studies stimulated directly by 

reflection upon the shift from exterior to interior landscape (Letters l987,Z 1 8; 724;). 

The technique that particularly grabs his attention is the use of inner landscape as a 

device to mest and effect "the aesthetic moment" (The Interior L+mdscbcipe [1952] 1969. 

157). 

McLuhan also links this idea of an inner landscape to Vico's discovery that the 

cultural history that humans have made crin be traced back through iûnguagr, in the 

modifications of Our own rninds (The Interior Lmdsccrpe [L953. 19521 1969, 24; 16 1). 

James Joyce. who "used Vico as a trellis." inspires McLuhan's deepening inierests in this 

connection between language and the canvas of cultural history, and he observes: 

"Catholics have failed to understand or utilize Vico. Vico's great discovery of a 

psychological method for interpreting historical periods and cultural patterns is rooted in 

his perception that the condition of man is never the same but his nature is unchanging" 

(Introduction to Parudox in Chesterton 1947, xvii). For McLuhan, on my interpretation. 

the historiognphic pattems change; but the core dynmics remain constant. 

But there was another major lesson that McLuhan draws from this study. McLuhan 

undentood that the point of these aesthetic discovenes was that the reader is invited to 

become CO-participant in the creative act.. This. relationship between artist and audience, 

one of CO-creation. influenced al1 of McLuhan's subsequent intellectual production. 

What struck McLuhan was that when the artists applied their insights to ordinary 

consciousness, they sought to involve their readers as CO-participants in the creative 

process; the aesthetic moment of insight, which Joyce called the epiphany, was to be 

found in everyday life, not in some special moment of mystical awareness. Two phrases 



encapsulate while signalling the sources of McLuhan's insight into the participation of 

audiences in the creative act. a kind of mental short hand or mantra that recurs 

throughout his texts: Baudelaire's "Hypocrite lecteur, mon semblable, mon frere" and 

Joyce's "My consumers, are they not also my producers." 

The third major thernatic strand, already touched upon above, is his interest in 

advertising and popular culture. His Cambridge professor, F.R. Leavis, in Cultriir und 

Environmeni ( 1933) and his wi fe Q.D. Leavis, in Fieriori aird the Reciding Public ( 1932) 

had stimulated McLuhan's own interests. as had the work of Wyndhûm Lewis. with his 

catalogue of newspaper exhibits and commentaries in Dooin uf Yorrth (1932). h t e r  

McLuhan wouid add that he also tumed to the study of popular cultuw in the 1930s as a 

rhetorical stntegy for reaching his audience, the young Amencan students whom he 

taught. and whose culture was foreign to him (Stem 1967, 262). The distinctiveness of 

McLuhan's approach to popular culture is twofold. As a Canadian national. a colonial 

outsider from the prairies. he does not take "culture" for granted; instead. he is self- 

consciously aware of the cultural specificity of the comparative appeal and the forms of 

popular culture (cg.. U.S. and British advertising and popullv entertainment) 

("Arnerican Advenising" 1947.435; 337). Nor does he disrniss popular culture as a 

simple degraded forrn. in a British class-laden or American highbrow snob sense. This 

perspective permits an unusual openness to the idea that popular commercial culture 

must be explained as something we do to ounelves, not something someone else does to 

us. If popular commercial culture is a problem. then we must look to ourselves and to 

aware educaton and critics for the solution. As he writes in "Amencan Advertising": 

To contemplate the products of our own appetites rather than to 
anathematize the people who are keen enough to exploit thein--that is 
surely no programme which must await the sening up of cornmittees or 
social machinery. It is the only fom of adult education which could be 
called realistic and is instantaneously practicable. That the highbrows 
have been content merely to cock a snoot at the fauna and flora of popular 
commercial culture is sufficient testimony to the superficidity with which 
they have envisaged the nature of politics. (1947,437) 



McLuhan regards the mûking of a common culture through populûr communications 

and culture as very political (The Meclicinical Brrde 195 1 ,  1 1). He wntes about 

advertising and the "effluents" of popular culture, and the totalituiân squint of the 

market researchers, but he also calls i t "the poor man's orchids." in this Early Phase, 

McLuhan's work sometimes sounds the moralistic tone set by his influential teacher FR. 

Leavis, yet it  is muted. He departs from Leavis in rejecting the intellectual highbrow 

position that refuses to consider popular culture as art form ("Inside Blake and 

Hollywood" 1947; "American Advertising" 1947). 

In rssays such as "Dagwood's America," McLuhan presents a cal1 to m s  for 

American males; what is unusual is that he takes the cornic strîp seriously enough to 

trace the ancestry of Dagwood's role as father back in comic history. He insists that 

popular culture is complex, repeats his disagreement with those intellectuals who disrniss 

it. and links his exploratisns of popular culture with art forms and msthetic strategies. In 

this strategy, McLuhan remains under the influence of his literary sources and menton. 

So, for example. I.A. Richards notes in Prcicticd Criticism (1919. 299): "Mr. T.S. Eliot. 

than whoni there could be no more qualified observer, has suggested that the intemal 

combustion engine may already have ûltered our perception of  rhythms." The ninetrenth- 

century Symbolists were also interested in foms of ordinary consciousness. and believed 

as McLuhan observes that "the cognitive process was also the creative process" (The 

biterior Lnndscupe 1969, 149). From the artists, including Joyce and Eliot, McLuhan 

leams that great artists could draw upon popular culture as a resource. For example, 

McLuhan discovers in the Symbolist tactics of juxtaposition and discontinuity echoes of 

the formula of the front page of the newspaper, and witnesses how this artistic technique 

is used to frame multiple planes and moments of expenence. Above all, James Joyce's 

Ulysses and Finnegans Wake inspire him to recognize how artists weave the culture of 

daily life into their art. 

McLuhan presses his study of techniques into the criticism of populrir cultural forms. 

In his essay, " inside Blake and Hollywood, " McLuhan draws parallels between movie 



techniques and aesthetic techniques from art and literature (1 947, 7!4). Ostensibly a 

book review, the essûy also dernonstrates the non-linear juxtapositions McLuhan now 

plays with to achieve his effects, linking books on Cûtholic philosophy (E. Gilson), 

Blake's vision (N. Frye) and the products of Hollywood (P. Tyler). "Amencan 

Advertising" diagnoses the conditions of culture based on its popular manifestations. He 

has leamed these unonhodox techniques of discontinuity and the blumng of genres from 

his l i t e r q  studies. Advertising, radio. Hollywood. popular magazines, are now viewed 

as the folklore of a unified popular culture, and McLuhan assesses the impact of these 

technologies, as he continues to do with artistic technique, within the context of culture 

writ large. He concludes in a 1946 letter to his colleague Felix Giovanelli with a 

chûracteristic mixture of optimism and pessimism. "The view is homble. but the garden 

is there too" (Lerters 1987, 184). 

The Mechartic-t~l Bride 

in The Meclctri~ictd Bride (195 l), McLuhan brings topther the three thematic 

strands, and indicates how thoroughly he hûs merged his study of Joyce and the 

Symbolists with his interest in popular culture. With the appemnce of The Meclicci~i~cil 

Bride, McLuhan trecomes one of the first to level the conventional distinction between 

high culture and daily culture, or between the notion of culture deemed appropriate to 

literary and aesthetic criticism, and the *4anthropological" notion of culture. McLuhan 

finds his linkage between high and mundane culture through educûtion and commercial 

media. His rhetorical emphasis. in the dual sense of reûching a broad audience and of 

awareness of the efforts of others who reach audiences subliminrlly, is explicit from the 

first paragraph of the preface: 

Ours is the first age in which many thousands of the best-trained 
individual minds have made it a full-time business to get inside the 
coIIective public mind. To get inside in order to manipulate, exploit, 
control is the object now. And to generate heat not light is the intention. 
To keep everybody in the helpless state engendered by prolonged mental 
rutting is the effect of many ads and much entertainment alike. Since so 



many minds are engaged in bringing about this condition of public 
helplessness, and since these progrûrns of commercial education are so 
much more expensive and influential than the relatively puny offerings 
sponsored by schools and colleges. it seenied fitting to devise a method 
for reversing the process. Why not use the new commercial education as a 
means to enlighten its intended prey? Why not assist the public to observe 
consciously the drama which is intended to operate upon i t 
unconsciously? 

McLuhan expresses his rhetoncal emphasis through the persona of the unonhodox 

educator, a stance that already extends beyond the clrissroom. Yet he operates also as a 

grammarian. The essays in The iklec/ianicul Bride ;ire laid out on the page in two 

colurnns rerniniscent of the newspaper form, and introduced with headline-style captions. 

To these are added advertising samples, combining print and visual images. In this way, 

McLuhan combines the words and images of advertising so that, as hc tells the reader, 

they c m  be "dislocated into meaning by inspection" (vi). In this phrase from T.S. Eliot, 

he works as a grammarian. In the rhetorical sense. McLuhan is not making a case to be 

proved. Irgal-style; rathrr he presents his exhibits so as to reveûl 3 complex situation and 

a hidden truth. Yct the reslization of this insight c m  be achieved only by the reûder. 

within his/her situation. The text cornes to meet the reûder. it  is designrd and packaged 

to produce insights. But "the beholder's share," as Blake put it. is crucial to successful 

communication. McLuhan rhetorically issues an invitation to the reader. Unlike the vast 

majority of  rducators. McLuhan will rarely attack "the very considerable currents and 

pressures set up around us today by the mechanical agencies of the press, radio. movies 

and advertising" (v). Instead, he insists that this folklore and the form of cultural life that 

spawns it, is hl1 "not only of destructiveness but also of promises of rich new 

developments to which mon1 indignation is a very poor guide" (v). 

By the tactic of art analysis applied to the folklore of industriol man, not made by the 

foik but popular in appeal, he will not preach to, but rather mest the vortex for 

contemplation by the intended prey of the marketen. McLuhan tells the reader that he 

offers a strategy of pattern recognition analogous to that of Poe's sailor in "Descent into 

the Maelstrom," This sailor studied the "currents and pressures" in which he whirled 



towards his doorn. yet his "rational detachment as a spectator of his own situation" and 

"amusement" gave him "the thread which led him out of the Labyrinth" (v). The reader is 

offered dues to the current situation, and encouraged to arrive at an individual strritegy 

(v). McLuhan conceives of popular communication and culture not as a static landscape, 

but as dynamic, a whirling vortex. His tactic is to apply the techniques of literary and ut 

criticism to these new forms of life readily displayed in the folklore of industrial man. 

McLuhan acknowledges Burckhardt's significance as the first to show how to apply 

methods of art anâlysis to history. Mallarme and Joyce further point the way. M a l l m e  

discovered his Symbolist techniques in the form of the daily newspaper of 1890. For 

Joyce to wnte "his epic of the modem Ulysses he studied al1 his life the ads. the comics. 

the pulps, and popular speech" (The Meclzuiiicul Bride 195 1 ,  59). 

The landscape theme pewades The Meclrtrtzictrl Bride. beginning wi t h the first item. 

"Front Page." which satincally queries: "You never thought of a page of news as a 

symbolist Iandscape'?" (ibid., 3). The technique of discontinuity links the front page, 

modem science. and art. States McLuhan. The popuIar modem press. that "huge 

landscape of the human family." has been seen by the Symbolists and Joyce as "a new art 

form of universal scope present in the technicnl layout." McLuhan continues: "Here is a 

major instance of how a by-product of industrial imagination. a genuine agency of 

contemporq folklore. led to radical mistic developments. To the alerted eye. the front 

page of a newspaper is û superficial chaos which can lead the mind to attend to cosmic 

harmonies of a very high order" (ibid., 4). The newspaper form presents a "lûndscape 

connected only by a dûteline." It is by linking insight into the form of the newspûper with 

the changing sensibilities of nineteenth-century artists that he begins to grasp this 

pnnciple of the modifications of sensoria through exposure to al1 media forms. Movies, 

magazines (The Ballet Luce), books, radio, market research--al1 form part of this 

landscape and folklore. Again drawing upon T.S. Eliot, McLuhan observes: "The 

throbbing of the gasoline motor and the rhythm of pnnting presses have much to do with 



the everyday thoughts and feelings of ordinary people, whether in Tokyo or New York. 

They provide us with our 'spontaneous' impulses" (ibid., 7). 

The exhibits and commentaries of The Meclicliiicrzl Bride are unfolded as n "single 

landscape" which releases the spectator from the usual participation in the processing of 

popular culture, and arrests the "whirling phantasmagoria" for contemplation so that, Iike 

a work of art, it cm be grasped (ibid., v ) . ~  However, McLuhan is inspired not only by his 

l i t e rq  sources, but also by his expenences with the technologies he uses to teach and 

reach audiences. McLuhan's comrnentary on this dream landscape simulates his own 

techno-cultural experience when he first presented the material that became the The 

Meclitrniccd Bride as a lecture and slideshow in the late 1940s at Assumption College in 

Windsor. Tlie Mechanicd Bride unfolds like a slide show; the reader is there in the dark 

with a skilful lecturer arresting the images and providing commentary on his exhibits. It 

is to the inspection of imagery, which includes the typical fonnat of the ad. at once print 

and picture, and towards a grammar and rhetonc of the commercial media that he 

suggests we tum our mind's eye, so as to grasp the intelligible patterns of culture, 

otherwise a kind of dream or drama which normally operates with our participation but 

without Our conscious awareness: "Where visual symbols have been employed in an 

effort to paralyse the mind, they are here used as a means of energizing it." Art criticism 

offers "a citadel of inclusive awareness amid the dim dreams of collective consciousness" 

(ibid., vi). 

Long before he encountered Innis, as this discussion of his themara of the Early Phase 

indicate, McLuhan adapts the literary and art criticism in which he is trained so as to 

develop a cntical approach to understanding contemporq communications media 

against the mobile backdrop of cultural history. He takes an aesthetic approach, and is 

preoccupied with mistic technique and form over content. Following his sources in the 

arts and cultural history, he approaches advertising, the front page of the newspaper, and 

al1 popular communications media, as powerful techno-culturd f ~ r m s . ~  



The Explorations Phase 

"It is. therefore, a simple mûxim of communication study that any change 
in the means of communication will produce a chain of revolutionary 
consequences at every level of culture and politics." ( "An Historical 
Approach to Media" 1955, 104) 

The second phase can be styled the Explorations Phase, after the journal of that title 

CO-founded by McLuhan and anthropologist Edmund Carpenier, who edited it, at the 

University of Toronto (1953-1959). In Holton's sense, this is the "nascent" phase for 

McLuhan's mature theories. Citing the work on communications by Innis, who dies in 

1952, Carpenter and McLuhan secure a Ford Foundation gant for an interdisciplinary 

seminar entitled "Changing Patterns of Language and Behavior and the New Media of 

Communication." in which they participate for its duration from 1953- 1955. The decade 

ends with the first full statement of the conclusions he has reached to date in the Project 

uj2 Uizderstcirtriing  lie New Mediu. a resewch report on the implications of new media 

for the secondary school cumculum that he is contracted to prepare in 1959 by the 

National Association of Educational Broadcasters, with funds from the Office of 

Education, U.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. The mimeographed 

report appears in 1960. foilowing a sabbatical year. During 1959, McLuhan formulates 

both of his endunng rhetoncal ideograms for his developing theory: the medium is the 

message and an erirly phrasing of the global village. McLuhan continues in this period to 

publish essays on literary figures, and deepens his studies of the Symbolists and the 

Modemists. "James Joyce Trivial and Quadnvial" (1953) is emblematic of his continued 

preoccupation with the tnviurn. Following his exposure to the work of lnnis on 

communications in 195 1, McLuhan begins to look for clues to the modifications of 

human sensibilities and historical change in the impacts of media, a terrn that 

increasingly predominntes in his rhetoric of assertion of his ideas. Most of his essays for 

thc journal Explorations probe aspects of media. Themes around which his thinking is 

now constellating are media and education, media as art forms, the relevance of artistic 

techniques and insights in media study. He continues to discuss the shaping impacts of 

54 



media technologies against the ground of cultural history. The technique of landscûpe 

had-as we saw above-provided a dynamic metaphor in the Early Phase. In the 

Explorations Phase, Iandscape and language are linked further in McLuhan's writing. 

Approaching the emergence of new media as an forms and new languages seems 

prornising as a way to achieve insights into the historical ground and operating dynamics 

of changing sensibilities. 

McLuhan begins planning the book thai would becorne The Guretzberg Gtr l t y  in 

1952 and in a letter to E n 3  Pound outlines his early conception of "The End of the 

Gutenberg Era" (Letters 1987, 33 1). The outline represents a draft of his thinking on the 

master historiographic pattems. In the left-hand column, he places the "inventions". and 

in the nght-hand column, the effects in terms of various Foms of "rnechanizcition." His 

debt to Siegfried Gideon's Meclicittizrtio~i T d e s  Corirrizcitid, and Spm.-e Tiine citid 

Alrhitectwe is evident. as McLuhan grûpples with the notion of 'anonymous history'. 

His approach to historiognphy. or watching the patterns of history. has by this point 

been modified by contact with the thinking of both Innis and ~ i d e o n . ' ~ c ~ u h a n  wntes to 

Pound: 

I'm wnting a book on "The End of the Gutenberg Era" 

Main sections: 

The Inventions of Writing-Alphabet. Transfer of auditory to visual. 

Arrest for contemplation of thought 

and cognitive process. 

Pennits overthrow of sophist- 

rhetoric-oral tradition 

Invention of printing. 

Mechanization of writing. 

Study becomes solitary. 

Decline of painting music etc 

in book countries. 



Cult of book and house and study. 

Cult of vernaculrir because of 

commercial possibilities 

Republicanism via association 

of simple folk on equal terms 

with "mighty dead''. 

Telegraph ultimate stage of mechanizatioii of writing 

Creates newspaper form. 

Simultaneity of many spaces = 

simultaneity of many different eras = 

"abolitiont1 of history by dumping 

whole of past into the present. 

Rimbaud 

Radio--telephone--mechankation of speed. 

Cinema--TV--mechanization of total human gesture. 

h s t  7 stages too steep for present day adjustment 

He adds rit the bottom: 

"Since Rimbaud the newspaper as Iandscape enters al1 the arts'? With 
landscape cornes necessary musical Iidjusiment of al1 parts of poetic 
composition. Juxtaposition of forces in field rather than continuous 
statement. With mechanization of speed and gesture and swamping with 
visual--auditory matter after print-created drought we corne to an age of 
semi-literacy, at best." And he asks Pound. "But are there some big facts 
I've missed?" (Letters 1987, 732).' 

McLuhan punues his central theme of the transfomative powers of new media of 

communications in Explorations, where his published essays develop ideas for his later 

books.g McLuhan's debut article in Explorutions is "Culture withou t Li teracy." 

McLuhan's concem is with the transformations in cultures brought about by the shift 

from exclusively oral communication, which characterizes preliterate societies, to the 

advent of writing and literacy. He argues: "Historie man may tum out to have been 



literate man." McLuhan is From the beginning concemed with the power of 

transfomiation: "But the fury for change is in the form and not the message of the new 

media, a faci which seems almost inevitably to escape men trained in Our abstract literary 

culture" (ibid., 123). In this essay he also explicitly connects the new media and 

language, which he calls "the greatest of al1 mass mediaN(ibid., 124). 

McLuhan returns to the theme of transformation in "Notes on the Media as Art 

Foms" in E~pluintio~is 2 (April 1954). In this essay, he attacks the prevalent assumption 

in media studies that communication is a matter of transmission of information. messas 

or idea: "This assurnption blinds people to the aspect of communication as participation 

in a common situation. And it leads to ignoring the form of communication ..." (6). ln 

E~plorciriaiis 3. McLuhan considers "New Media as Political Foms." By this point. he is 

working with innis as an invisible ground, and invariably cites Joyce as a point of 

depanure or source of anticipation of his insights. Combining his exploration of the 

transforming powers of new media with his interest in rhetoric, McLuhan writes: 

The media have transformed the public in many ways and the public goes 
on transforming the techniques and consciousness of the authors who 
would master it. The mm who has something to say is the man who has 
mastered sorne segment of public awareness. He is capable of lighting up 
some dim, fusty corner of embryonic social consciousness. Formerly an 
author could do this by introspection. when he was essentially a member 
of society. Today when it is no longer possible to be sure of what being a 
member of socieiy may involve, the 'author' has to bestir himself as much 
as any pollster. He lives in an unknown world of strange new components 
and effects. ( 1954, 125) 

Linking his themes of trmsforrnative new media and education. he concludes: "If 

politics and the citizen are to survive the new media, we must alter our entire sighting 

and range-fmding apparatus. which is still oriented to the printed page alone" (ibid.. 

1 26). 

McLuhan is also intent on discovenng aspects of the core dynamic that mimates the 

changes he diagnoses. ln Explorarions 4, a key term for McLuhan, "ûcoustic space", 

surfaces in an article of thût title by Carlton Williams, the psychologist member of the 



Ford Foundation Culture and Communications seminar. It cornes to mean the spatial 

experience created by the sense of hearing, a sphencal centre without margins, and the 

primary cultural condition for pre-literate cultures. Notes from the seminar (5415) 

indicate that much excitement and debate centred around this term and its meaning.1° 

The early significance of the term acoustic space for McLuhan's developing ideas 

regarding cultural transforniation through the dynamics of media and sensory 

metamorphosis is evident in McLuhan's article in Explorcirioris 4, "Space, Time cind 

Now the nineteenth-century press and telegraph effected changes in 
society and communications which we are only beginning to catch up 
with conceptually. Perhûps what has happened, in the past century 
especially, has been the completion of the cycle of mechanization of 
human leaming and communication. But thot cycle began in pre-history. 
We becorne aware of i t  only at the advanced stage when wnting occurs. 
Writing is the translation of the audible into the visible." 

The translation is literally, metaphor. Recorded history is thus set upon a 
metaphor. Before the invention of that metaphor men had been shaping 
not visual but acoustical space. Oral speech is the articulation of that 
vague, temfying ambience by which the ears of archaic man ensphere his 
being. It is by the visible spacing of pitches that he structures and controls 
the persona1 and interpersonal spaces of his world. Until men leamed to 
translate these magicd vocal gestures into visual terms, they went in awe 
and fear of their ordinary breath. their 'winged words'. With writing the 
emotionally ordered acoustical space of pitch stress gndually dimmed. 
But even for Anstotle the obvious fact about speech is that i t  is a 
technique of mesting the hearer's mind and fixing his attention. For a 
culture of readers it seems strange to define speech as a series of 
acoustical gestures for mesting the mind. We had long ceased to 
speculate on this mystery until the mechanization of speech, image, and 
gesture brought the wheel full circle. Today, with al1 our technology, and 
because of it, we stand once more in the magical acousticd sphere of 
pre-literate man. (58-59) 

This passage reveals the Explorations Phase thinking of McLuhan on the core 

dynamics and the master historiographie patterns. in particular, his insights into the 

centrality of metaphor and translation, and the thesis that the post-rnechanization period 



rnight bring about a retum to an acoustic sphere are evident in this essay. Later McLuhan 

confesses his problem with communicating the experience of an acoustic space because 

he finds his print-onented audience struggles to visualize a non-visual experience (S tem 

1967, 268-69). McLuhan's understanding of "acoustic space" is indebted to T.S. Eliot's 

notion of "the auditory imagination," which McLuhan cited in a later description of his 

work: 

"the feeling for syllable and rhythm, penetrûting Far below the conscious 
ïevel of thought and feeling, invigorating every word: sinking to the most 
primitive and forgotten, retuming to the origin luid bringing something 
back, seeking the beginning and the end. It works through meanings, 
certainly, or not without meanings in the ordinary sense. and fuses the old 
and obliterated, and the trite. the current, and the new and the surpnsing, 
the most ancient and most civilized rnentality"(From "The Auditory 
Imagination," cited in McLuhan "My Last Three Books" n.d.. n.p.). 

This theme of acoustic space marks a significant development of McLuhan's 

formulation of the core dynamics and histonognphic patterns as it becornes clear thot 

sensory predominance, shaped by dominant media. plays a role in the "invention" of 

particular sorts of spûces. Eventually. these observations will deepen into the work of 

T/lrougli rhe Vmisiiirtg Point: Spcice in P o e q  and Pliintins ( 1968) and lead to the 

discussion of pre-and post-Euclidean space in the Diws of Media. 

When technologies of communications are introduced into cultures, in media forms such 

as the newspaper or the printed book, these new media languages bring into existence 

new interior landscapes. ln "Space. Time, and Poetry" certain continuities are evident 

with the Early Phase: 

The revolutionary switch from the outer space of Romantic poetry to the 
inner spaces of Symbolist art meant the discovery of the simultaneity of 
many times and many spaces in the inner landscapes of the rnind. The 
juxtaposition of such times and spaces provided the form of 
Illrrminutions, Illysses, and The Waste Land. But such juxtapositions had 
long been present in the fom of the nineteenth-century newspaper. (1955, 
61) 

McLuhan concludes: "Not any art doctrine, then, but such complex changes as occur 

in the emergence of press as art form, lead to the union of the visual and ricoustical space 



in a new time-space poetry" (ibid., 62). It follows that it is not a history of ideas or 

doctrines, but a history of media and technologies that may hold the clues to changes in 

artistic sensibility and culture. The importance of this formulation lies in the fact that 

McLuhan has taken the properties of space and tirne, which Innis located in media--with 

their space-and time-binding properties-and instead locates the ground for changing 

experiences of space in the relationship between human senses or sensorium and media. 

His development of acoustic and visual space, as related to the ex and eye. retum the 

question of media to its genesis in human senses and experience. It is necessary now to 

digress into a preliminary statement of the impact of hnis on McLuhan's developing 

thinking. 

The Innis Connection in McLuhan's Early Phase Work 

McLuhan's contact with the work of Innis inspires him in three main thematic 

directions. First, he articulates the subject of his life work. "the new media and their 

powers of transformation," and retums to the theme repeatedly in his essays published in 

the Explorcitioiis journal. Second. he stms to bring his own specialties in art and literary 

analysis to bear on the topic posed by hnis of the great shift in human history from 

orality to wnting and printing. Third, he again draws on bis interdisciplinary studies to 

consider more deeply the question of how al1 of this hûppens. and the core dynamics of 

change. innis directed McLuhan's attention to the bias of communication. the invisible 

shûping influence of dominant media forms, but McLuhan continues to search for the 

mechanisms by which such cultural changes are effected. Where Innis stresses the 

connection between specific media and their space and time extending properties." 

McLuhan probes the dynamic interplay between inner and outer landscape, seeking in 

the relationship between media, language, and sensoria the dynarnics of cultural 

transformation. "Technology and Political Change" (195 1) inaugurates a series of essays 

where he links material and aesthetic concems, as also in "Joyce, Mallarme and the 

Press" ( 1954) and "A Histoncal Approach to the Media" (1955). innis's economic 



themes, such as media as staples, are first embraced and Iater rnodified as McLuhan 

finds other ways to reconnect with his earlier literary and cultural history concems. The 

theme is changing cultural conditions, but contemplation of the bias of communication 

leads McLuhan to retrieve Vico's point that to understand history, it is necessary to 

comprehend the modification of our own minds. This insight directs his analysis of 

changing media not to the political administrative empires, as with innis, but to the 

history of language, art, and the senses. Scnitiny of Innis' communications work shows 

clearly that he pdd attention to d l  aspects of culture, and was not limited to the political 

economy of his training. A close reading of McLuhan's work reveals that his emphasis is 

intended to uncover the fundamental processes of this core transformaiive dynamic. not 

to ignore the institutional or political economic dimensions of the problem. Such close 

reading also confirms that McLuhan continually affirms the role of the body and bodily 

extensions in his formulation of the core dynamics, and thus did not restrict his diagnosis 

to languûge. 

in his characterisûtion of whnt he believes to be a shift in Innis's later emphasis, 

McLuhan reveals his own (The Lcrrer lmis  1953). McLuhan concludes that when innis 

turned his attention in his later communication studies from fish and furs to the trade in 

Canadian lumber and paper-mûking, and findly the press, he shifted in effect from the 

study of trade routes to investigation of the trade routes of the mind. McLuhan goes in 

reverse. It was tnnis who permitted him to glimpse the prospect for bold juxtaposition of 

the trade routes of the mind (the literary critic's province) and the tnde routes of the 

matenal world (the political economisi's province). They amve rt a similar point- 

inquiry into media and technologies as shaping powen within human cultural history- 

and the conjunction of their distinctive insights gives birth to the emergent tradition of 

comrnunicritions history. McLuhan's emphûsis also differs from Innis's plea for time and 

the oral modes. He stniggles to keep his opinions out of his diagnosis, and w m s  that 

"until we understand that the forms projected at us by our technology are greatly more 

informative than any verbd messages they convey we are going to go on being helpless 



illiterates in a world we made ourselves" ("A Historical Approach to the Media" 1955, 

1 10). 

McLuhan's ericounter with the work of his colleague, Harold Innis, is decisive (but 

not excl~sive) '~ in heiping McLuhan recognize how to apply his literary and aesthetic 

techniques to the analysis of material as well as symbolic culture. Siegfried Gideon is 

also a crucial influence. He later reflects that, "innis was the first person to hit upon the 

process of change as implicit in the f o m  of media technology" (The Gitreiiberg Gufcuy 

1963. 65). According to McLuhan, only hnis had previously drawn together these 

macroscopic historiographic themes. and singled out communications media as agencies 

of fundamental historical change. For this reason, McLuhan calls his The Griteriberg 

G d q  "a footnote of explanation to his work" (The Gltreiiberg G a i q  1962'65). In the 

conjunction of his own interests and the later cornrnunicûtions work of Innis, McLuhan 

clearly recognizes his subject. "new media and their powers of meramorphosis." Yet the 

groundwork for his ûppreciation of Innis's significance is evident in his liirrary. 

historical, and aesthetic studies of the Early Phase, pior to contact. His encounter with 

and appropriation of Innis's ideas. before and after Innis's premnture death in 1952. 

spwks a decade of furious exploration.'' 

McLuhan did not stop wifh the insights of Innis, however. and his significance dws 

not rest on his contribution as a footnote to Innis. Two key distinctions that emerge in the 

Explorations Phase are McLuhan's recognition of the special significance of the phonetic 

alphabet, and a revision of the historiographic patterns that he had been inspired by Innis 

to ûcknowledge. The latter insight will concem the discussion at this point. 

McLuhan's breakthrough in the E.xplorations Phase 

The breakthrough for the emergence of McLuhan's general theory of techno-culturd 

transformation cornes in the mid 1950s when he recognizes that the electric period is not 

simply an extension of a mechanical industrial phase, but rather represents a distinctive 

techno-culturd shift ("A Historical Approach to the Media" 1955, 109- 10; "Educûtiond 



Effects of the Mass Media of Communicatioii" 1956,40l).Here is an early formulation 

illustrating this crucial linkage among the core dynamics and histbriographic patterns of 

McLuhan's theory as presented in his 1955 essay, "A Histoncal Approach to the Media." 

McLuhan is working with an evolutionûry analogy when he writes: 

It would be possible to develop an elûborate theory of the various media of 
communication in Danclinian terms of natural selection. The media can be 
viewed as artificial extensions of our sensory existence ... The cultural 
environment created by the extemalization of the modes of sensation now 
favours the predominance of one sense or ûnother, and these species 
struggle through various mutations in a desperate attempt at adaptation 
and survival. Improvements in the means of communication are usually 
based on a shift from one sense to another and this involves a rapid 
refocusing of al1 previous experience. It is, therefore, a simple maxim of 
communication study that any change in the means of communication 
will produce a chain of revolutionary consequences at every Ievel of 
culture and politics. ( 1 955, 104). 

McLuhan announces his conclusion that under electric, and Iater electronic, 

conditions. al1 aspects of communications, and cultures are transformed (e.g., "A 

Historical Approach to the Media" !955.  109-10; "Educational Effects of the Mass 

Media of Communication" 1956, 40 1 ; Letfers 1987. 252-55; "New Media and the New 

Education" 1960, 182). Characteristiccilly, his diagnosis of this pattern shift includes ci 

plea for understanding, not for submitting to this environment. McLuhan later concludes 

period. which, according to McLuhan lay in decentralization, and centres without 

margins, in contrast to hnis' darker view of greater centralization ("Introduction" Biczs of 

Comrnzinication 1 964, xii-xiii). 

In July of 1955 he writes to Wyndhrm Lewis that he is spending the summer "on a 

book on the Gutenberg Ers-an attempt to assess the pre-literate, the pre-print, and post- 

pnnt eras of culture." (Letters 248). By this point, he is further developing his conclusion 

that the electric era represents a funher discontinuity beyond mechanimiion, another 

great divide in human techno-cultural histonopphy. His task thus becomes clear, if 

dnunting. He paraphrases this idea in Explorarions 8: "The new art or science which the 



electronic or post-mechanical a p  has to invent concems the alchemy of social change." 

McLuhan and his colleagues must invent a new art or science to meet the demands of the 

times. 

On another front, these developrnents in his thinking mn piurillel to his approach to 

populiu culture and he explicitly revises an attitude expressed in The Meclzmiicxd Bride. 

He includes a frank note on his changed perspective in the last paragraph of "Sight, 

Sound and Fury." a 1954 essay which circulates wide1y.l5 He begins by admitting that at 

the time of writing The Mechanicul Bride. he "did not redize that [he] was attempting a 

defense of book-culture against the new media " Transformation is central to the shift in 

his thinking. 

1 can see now that I was trying to bring some of the citical awareness 
fostered by literary training to bear on the new media of sight and sound. 
My strategy was wrong, because my obsession wi th literary values blinded 
me to much that was ûctually happening for good and i l l .  What we have to 
defend today is not the velues developed in any particular culture or by 
any one mode of communication. Modem technology presumes to attempt 
a total transformation of man and his environment. This calls in t u r n  for 
an inspection and defense of d l  human values. And so Far as merely 
hurnan aid goes, the citadel of this defense rnust be located in analytical 
awareness of the nature of the creative process involved in human 
cognition. For it is in this citadel that science and technology have alrendy 
established themselves in their manipulation of the new media. 

This passage is revealing on several counts. McLuhan is by no means abandoning the 

question of values, yet his hummist plea ("the inspection and defense of al1 humnn 

values") follows a rare admission that the world has changed ("much that wlis actually 

happening") and the conclusion that a new strategy of critical awareness to address the 

new media of sight and sound thus must be devised. 

The Mechanical Bride announced that moral indignation was a poor guide to the 

apparent chaos of popular culture. But now McLuhan goes further, opposing the 

Hollywood morality code and what he considers to be other examples of misperception 

of the meaning of new media culture by those under the spell of the culture of print. He 

is on the attack. The defenders of book culture, charges McLuhan, have never considered 



any of the media as art forms, including books (Siglit. Solirld and the F~rw 1954,495). 

Having found his subject, McLuhan recommends, "it behooves us to consider the whole 

process of rnagical transformation involved in the media acutely and extensively" (ibid.). 

in "Third Program in the Human Age" (E.rplorritions 8) McLuhan summanzes one 

of his major intellectual contributions, the recognition that: "The alchemy of media 

between themselves and upon their audiences is a totally unexplored subject. But why 

should it be doubted that radio and TV will transform prose and verse styles'? Or how 

could anybody, in view of the history of such transformations, wish that they would 

cease to affect language and expression?" ( 1 7)16. This point is crucial. for McLuhan 

asserts that any shift in the techno-cultural environment will resonate throughout the 

rneans of cultural expression. Following the example of the Symbolists and modemists 

such as Joyce, Lewis, and Eliot. who responded to the forms of industrial culture and the 

popular media of their day, McLuhan probes how the perceptual process and culture 

i tself is engaged and shaped by new post-mec hanical, post-li terate or electric media. 

After The Meclituiicd Bride, McLuhan insisis thût premature mordism. the question 

of whether new media are a good or bad thing, prevents senous understanding or insight 

into contemporary developments. Unlike most educators writing in the mid 1950s. he 

does not take the question of new media. notably television, as the pretext for a sermon 

or diatribe. Instead, he announces in 1955, "today we are living in what is in many ways 

the greatest period of culture in the history of the world. The auditory and oral heritages 

of some cultures are being poured through the visual traditions of other cultures to the 

enrichment of all" ("A Historical Approach to the Media" 1955, 1 10). Again McLuhan 

has gone beyond Innis. for it is in the hybrid forms of these oral and visual media ihat he 

finds cause for optimism. 

The theme of the linkage of education and media deepens over the decade as 

McLuhan makes the connection between the formidable educational powers of nrw 

media and the need for new counter-strategies, as he had done previously in The 

Mechuriical Bride. But he wms:  "Unfortunately for the direction and control of 



education [a] literary bias is quite unable to cope with the new 'images' of the 

postliterate age. As a result of our using literary lenses, the relevant new data have 

escaped our scmtiny" ("Myth and Mass Media" 1960,297). Like the trivium, which 

McLuhan now regards as a cumculum devised when oral speech culture was 

ovenvhelmed by written literacy based on the alphabet. and like the humanist 

curriculum. devised by Erasmus at the time of the introduction of the printing press. 

McLuhan argues that educaton must devise counter-environrnents in response to new 

media. The challenge is grcat, but again McLuhan tjnds promise in the situation: "We 

could do for the classroorn of our century what Erasmus did for the classroom of his 

time. We could make it the matrix of a cultunl fiowering much greater than that of the 

Elizabethan Age" (ibid.). 

In E.rplomriom 6, McLuhan concludes. "lt is now obvious thût as al1 languages are 

mass media, so the new media are new languages. To unscramble our Babel we must 

teach these languages and their grammars on their own ternis." The nature of the link 

brtween new media and education is now through language. The rhetoric and grammars 

of the media c m  be mûstered and taught. Here is where perceptual training to cope with 

the new media can begin. 

As the phrase 'hl1 languages ;ire mass media, so the new media are new languages" 

shows. McLuhan's developing formalism opentes on structural principles that are at 

once rhetorical and grammatical. The statement. "Al1 languages are mass media. so the 

new media are new Ianguages". is a case of "chiasmus" or invening the order of repeated 

words or phrases. The term derives from the Greek letter x, in which there is an ABBA 

pattern of mirror inversion (hnham 199 1). Very common in McLuhan's writing and 

reasoning, chiasmus sets up interna1 analogies, and eventually will be linked by 

McLuhan to formal causality, and provide a form for the tetrad. 

Later in the decade these key themes of language, landscape, popular culture, 

education, and mass media converge in the essay, "Myth and Mass Media" (1960). By 
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refocusing his literary themes within cultural history, McLuhan has found a way to 

present his conclusions regarding the contemporary environment: 

[whereas extemal landscape has been abandoned for inner landscape 
since Rimbaud, Madison Avenue clings to the earlier Romantic concept 
of consumer control by means of extemally manged scenes. The recent 
flutter about 'subliminal' advertising indicates the delayed shift of 
attention from outer to inner landscape that occurred in many of the ans 
in the later nineteenth century. And it is this same shift thai today focuses 
attention on myth in al1 its modes. For myth is always a montage or 
transparency cornpnsing several extemal splices and times in a single 
image or situation. Such compression or muitilayering is an inescspable 
mode of the electronic and sirnultaneous movernent of information, 
whether in popular media or esoteric speculation. It is. therefore. an 
everyday occurrence for academic entertainment to stress 'content,' while 
displaying coniplete illiteracy with regard to media old and new. For we 
have now to possess many cultural languages for even the most ordinary 
daily purposes. ( 1 960, 298) 

Far from determinism or pcissivity. McLuhan regards his stance as that of the 

humanist dedicated to critical awareness and autonomy. Critical awareness may tlike 

many forms. McLuhan stressed as possible avenues art. counter media diets. such as 

print to counteract electric media. and rigorous perceptual training. He spoke widely 

dunng the 1950s and 1960s recommending media education as a cultural strategy. He 

often recommended that the young be engaged as CO-explorers in this discovery procrss. 

He did not consider that the outcome of media effects was inevitable. 

We cm. perhaps we must become the masters of cultural and historical 
alchemy. And to this end we can. 1 suggest, find means in the study of 
media as lûnguages and languages as myths. For our experience with the 
grmmar and syntax of languages can be made available for the direction 
and control of media old and new. (1  960,299) 

Project in Understanding New Media 
At the end of this Explorations Phase, McLuhan accepts an invitation to spend 3 

sabbatical year probing the topic of new media and education. His assumptions 

regarding the state of media studies in 1960 are revealing: "(a) that nothing had yet been 

done to bring understanding to the effects of media in patteming human association, (b) 



that such understanding was quite possible; media assumptions do not have to remain 

subliminal, (c) that the absence of such understanding was eloquent testimony to the 

power of media to anaesthetize those very modes of awareness in which they were most 

operative." (Project in Understanding New Media, 3-41 McLuhan's methods instead are 

rhetorical and grammatical, which is to say he engages in dialogue with those whom he 

considers on the front lines of the latest developments, from the schools and the business 

world, and to read intensively and reflect upon the history of specific media. His sources 

reflect his literary training and the aesthetic approach to cultural history that he has spent 

the decade working out, but, in the marner of encyclopaedic humanism, he is prepared to 

draw insight from al1 sources regardless of discipline. McLuhan draws on the insights of 

physiology and perceptual psychology. His definition of media is now very broad, 

including, for exarnpla, the automobile, and reflects the emergence of this core themata 

following contact with the work of Innis, and the development of his thinking on the 

metamorphic powers of new media over the decade. The strategy animating his study of 

media effects is consistent with the discoveries of the Early Phase, based on the insight 

that it is necessary to consider not the content but the forms and dynarnics of media. By 

now he is convinced that current (1959- 1960) cultural conditions have been transformed 

in line with his insight into the changed historiographic patterns: "The movement of 

information at approximately the speed of light has become by far the largest industry of 

the world" and, in the electronic age, "the globe has become a tiny village." 

The Report on Project in Understanding New Media summarizes the themes he 

has pursued over the decade, and serves as a point of departure for al1 his subsequent 

work. He poses his key question at the outset: "Why have the effects of media, whether 

speech, writing, photography or radio, been overlooked by social observers through the 

past 3500 years of the western world?" Ifhe can answer this question, he can account for 

Innis's "bias of communications." The answer lies in the "power of the media themselves 

to impose their own assumptions upon our modes of perception" (Report on Project in 



Understuiidii~g New Media 1960, 1-1). For support in his growing interest in the effects 

of media on sensory life and perception, he begins with Wolfflin's dictum: "the effect is 

the thing that counts, not the sensuous facts." The report is deeply indebted to Ernst 

Gombnch's Art aitd Illtrsim, which he recommends as required reading for al1 media 

students. The attraction is that Gombnch has combined a history of artistic technique 

with application of scientific findings in the psychology of perception.'7 He adopts a 

rnosaic approach because, as he writes citing von Bekesy, when the frarnework is 

uncertain and the number of variables is large "the mosaic approach" is the only relevant 

approach, as artists and physicists since Cezanne have shown. Today, under electronic 

conditions, "lineal perspective and pictorial organization cannot cope" (ibid., 111-2-3). 

McLuhan combines the insights of Innis. Gideon and others, adds his inspirations in 

cultural, literary and an history, and focuses on the histoncal emergence of media 

considered broadlyA major discovery that now supplies a focal histoncal theme for 

McLuhan's ernergent theory of techno-cultural transformation is the special significance 

of the phonetic alphabet and the parallel development of Euclidean space. He departs 

significantly from [mis in this conclusion. In the original, McLuhan capitalizes his 

conclusion for emphasis: 

"The phonetic alphabet alone. of al1 forms of writing, translates the 
audible and the tactile into the visible and the abstract. Letters, the 
language of civilization. have the power of translating al1 of our senses 
into visual and pictonal space." (ibid., 1-1 8) 

The core dynamic for his developing theme of transformation focuses increasingly on 

"extension" and "trûnslûtion," as indicûied in this parcidigrnatic statement of his theory to 

this point: 

Just as ail media, including speech, are technological extensions of our 
various senses, so the communal processing of these extensions of our 
senses is that which drives the various media through their numerous 
phases of transformation. And just as our individual experiences of our 
individual senses get processed by some sort of inner cornrnon sense 
which gives unity to the diversity of our sensations, so with the media as 
extensions of our senses. These cooperative technological extensions of 
ourselves undergo a social or communal processing which gives them 



unity, and which ensures also that they will always be changing their 
forms as they continue to inter-penetrate and to "translate" into one 
another. (ibid., 1- 18) 

He adopts the terni "extension" for a key insight into the core dynainic that he has 

arrived previously, and also what he considers to be corroboration, in anthropologist 

Edward Hall's The Silent Lcingriuge (1959). McLuhan had discussed an "ablative" 

function in correspondence with Walter Ong, which he defined as a process of "outering" 

or "uttering"; however, Hall used the term "extensions" to refer to a similar process. in 

his influentid work on the invisible spatial and customary ground rules of cultures. 

Early evidence that McLuhan intends from the outset to develop his themes into a 

distinctive theory can be found in the Report section, "General uitroduction to the 

Languages and Grammars of the Media," where McLuhan writes that his studies have led 

to "the discovery of basic laws concerning the sensory effects of various media" (1960). 

McLuhan is now combining his insights into the core dynamics of transformation. such 

ris in the quotation above. and his abductive propositions on understanding media. A 

good example surfaces in his conclusion that "[olne medium ûlways exploits another 

when possible. It seems to be a basic humûn impulse to translate one sense into another. 

and one medium into another" (Project iil Understunditig New Media 1 960. 111- 1 1 1 ). 

McLuhan continues to refine his formulation of this ide3 of a continuous transformation 

by means of a translation process. These emergent themata will be taken up next. in the 

Catalyst Phase discussion. 

in the Report on Project in Understco~diizg New Media he illustrates his findings with 

four-part ideograms of the operations of media reception,'%d eech medium discussed 

has a chut which is presented with commentary. The four-part diagnms are compressed 

visualizations of the core dynamic at work (Illustration 5 ,6 ) ,  and represent prototypes for 

the later tetrad forrn. His chief discovery at this point is the distinction between the 

sensory impression ( a h  called the structurai impact) conveyed by the specific medium 

in question, and the sensos, cornpletion, or beholder's share in reception. So, for 

example, McLuhan observes that radio presents the auditory in high definition, but the 



sensory effect obtained is intensely visual. Radio plays to the mind's eye. The structural 

impact, meaning the sensory impression on offer, is not identical to the sensory effect 

experienced by the audience member. The other two terms that complete the four-pan 

diagram are high and low definition, which will soon be transmuted by McLuhan into his 

distinction between hot (meaning high definition) and cool (low definition) media, which 

respectively discourage and encourage audience participation (ibid., 111- 128). In this 

formulation, McLuhan works with an interaction between two dyads: sensory 

énvironit~rnt and sensory interioritûtion, and the open or closed propcnies of media. 

McLuhan expresses a debt to the sponsors of the Report o ~ i  Projejecr in Ufzdenrcitrdirzg 

New Medici for urging him !O find a way to develop testable hypotheses for media 

research (ibid., 1-3): "These resulting hypothzses now appear in  connection with the 

media chans subrnitted in this report." This seerns a prelude to the task that lecids to the 

h s t  Decade's announcement of the laws of media. In fact, McLuhan consistently called 

for intelligent empirical work to test out his ideas. He was in principle always committed 

to research, and some initiatives, such as 3 sensory study of Grecce before and after the 

nationat introduction of television, were ideas aherid of their time. 

Project in Urtdersrcitiditig New Mediu includes the results of a media experiment 

done in 1954 in Toronto. in conjunction with the Culture and Communications seminar. 

and a later retest conducted in 1956. The original report on the experiment is qualitied, 

as it  is conducted as a kind of pilot project (C. Williams in Explorritiom 3); however, the 

New York Times had written up the eariier findings ihat television and radio (in that 

order) out-performed print in student retention of a lecture. Repeated eight months later 

to the sarne participants, the same order of media effectiveness in inducing retention was 

found. The 1956 test jazzed up the presentations, using visuals, for example, for 

television, and this time radio outperformed television. No fully scientific generdization 

was possible, but this attempt at empirical testing indicates to McLuhan the ment of 

further study of the respective properties and powers of each medium, and that such a 

study need not focus solely on content (Project in Utzderstu~tciin,g New Mediu I I I ,  



14 1-70; Carpenter in Carpenter and McLuhan eds. 1960, 178-79).lg 

His thematic linkage of media and language serves as an unusual source of 

insightHe believes that one test of his hypotheses in the media charts could be undertaken 

using Charles Osgood's approach in The Memement  of Meaning (l957), which taps 

ordinary language as a reservoir of collective observation (Report on Project in 

Understanding New Media 1960,I-18). To this end, McLuhan h d s  ches to the 

transfomative effects of new media in the language of metaphors and slang, such as 

"wireless" for radio or "horseless caniage" for automobiles. Cithg Thomas Edison's 

inability to foresee or accept the phonograph's use for entertainment, McLuhan concludes 

that the circumstances of adoption of new technologies provide insights into the core 

dynarnics and histonographic patterns: 

These types of initial confusion are of the utrnost value in providing dues 
to the grammars or structures and patterns of the existing situations which 
the new medium was about to transfom. It will be many years before 
analysts and histonans, capable of using such clues, have taken up the job 
of popular cultural history. Even such a concept as "popular" or 
"entertainment" or "mass media" provide vaiuable clues to the cultural 
assumptions of our own world ... For these ternis are Ioaded with distnist 
and disapproval of the very things we are doing to ourselves by means of 
Our own technology. Increasingly we corne to confront ourselves, when we 
are confronted by change in our institutions. (ibid., III- 108) 

At the end of the Explorations Phase, McLuhan devises various narratives to 

express the meaning of the large-scale techno-cultural transformations he believes he is 

diagnosing. He finds one in "the mystery of the rise and fdl of Western man, the mystery 

of his detribalkation by literacy and his retnbalization by electric communications" (ibid., 

5). He finds another in the darwinian media struggle for suMvd of the fittest, as noted 

above. McLuhan consistently varies his speculations on the meaning of history, however it 

is apparent that he does not consider history as a linear story of evolutionaiy progress. 

Instead, he regards the notion of a retum, or Vico's ricorso as a possible model. However, 

scmtiny of his work makes plain his conclusion that the retum of a previous cultural 

condition-orality and tnbalism for example--wiîi not take an identical fom to 



its predecessor. He repeats on numerous occasions that post-literacy will resemble but 

will not be synonymous with pre-literacy. 

An ecirlier paper delivered by McLuhan on "New Media, New Education" and 

appended to the Report on Project in Understcrnding New Medin, further establishes the 

prominence of the thematic Iinkage of media and education that has emerged during the 

Explorations phase.'' He writes: 

The electronic age abandons mechanism for the movement of light and 
information only. Viewed in the crudest quantitative terms, the shift from 
mechanism to electronics presents the chawcter of total revolution. It is 
inconceivable that school and society alike should not receive the full 
impact of this change." ("The New Media and New Education" 1960, 
182.) 

Ln û revealing aside. McLuhan the pattern watcher drops his impassivity and 

confesses: "Personally. I feel quite helpless and pûnicky as 1 contemplate the range of 

new assurnptions and frames and panmeters which our new technology has imposed 

upon us." In his conclusion he issues a sirong cal1 for media study, but he is not 

optimistic about the educational establishment's willingness and ability to meet the 

challenges of the electronic age. The only exception to this mle is Harold Innis." Why 

should we understand new media when no generation of the western past has understood 

al1 media? However. now that we have begun to understand al1 media for the tint time 

(see H.A. Innis, Empire uiid Comrnirnicrrrioiis) there is the outside possibility that we 

might decide to consider them as fit objects of study and control" (ibid.. V-45). 

McLuhan singles out an innovative secondary school teacher's approach to media study 

as offering a mode1 kind of dialogue with her students, so that her students' experiences 

could find a place within the classroom. Yet his growing ambivalence towards the 

academy and its ability to respond to the challenge of new media pervades the Report on 

Project in Understunding New Medin. His contacts with management consultants and 

former philosophy professors, Bernard Muller-Thym and Peter Dmcker, contribute to a 

hardening of his opinions on the openness of the business community versus the closed 

mindedness of the academy. He concludes: "Education follows behind commerce in 



leadership." (ibid., 11-4) "Educators present a unifom, homogeneous front of 

sornnambulisrn" (ibid., 111-8). 

McLuhan's genius as a rhetor ignites at the end of the decade whrn he invents both 

of his master phrases while he is at work on the Report on Projecr in Uizderstcindirig 

New Mediu. in 1959, in conversation he fornulates "the medium is the message" at a 

gathering in British Columbia, as recalled by communications educator Alan Thomas 

(Nevitt and M. McLuhan 1994). He concludes in Project in Undersruridii~g New Media 

( 1 - 18): "This revolution [resulting from electric modes of moving information] involves 

us willy-nilly in the study of modes and media as forms that shape and re-shape our 

perceptions. That is what I have meant al1 dong by the medium is the message--for the 

medium detemines the modes of perception and the matrix of assumptions within which 

objectives are set." In 1959. he first articulates the idea that under electric conditions. the 

world becomes a tiny village, and in The Girfenberg G d a q  ( 1  962) modifies the phrase 

to the "global village." Later, in the Laws of Medicl, McLuhan ack~owlrdges 

Hawthorne's anticipation of this idea in his response to the introduction of the telegraph, 

charactenstically regarding this as confirmation of his ideas. 

Catalyst Phase 

''The 'common sense* was for many centuries held to be the pecu1ia.r 
power of uanslating one kind of expeience of one sense into al1 the 
senses, and prrsenting the result continuously as a unified image to the 
mind. in fact, this image of a unified ratio among the senses was long held 
to be the mark of our r~tionûlity~ and mûy in the computer age rasily 
become so again. For it is now possible to program ratios among the 
senses that approach the condition of consciousness. Yet such a condition 
would necessarily be an extension of our own consciousness as much as 
wheel is an extension of feet in rotation." --McLuhan (Understuruiing 
Media L 964, 60). 

In the Catalyst Phase, dating from 1960 to about 1970, McLuhan shapes his ideas 

into publications, which in 1965 ccitaiyse a firestorm of global debate and enthusiasm. 

His experimental prose appears in his best known books, The Gutenberg G o l q  (1962) 



and Uiiderstnndirig Media ( 1964). uistitutiondly, McLuhan teaches English literature at 

St. Michael's College, and operates during the Catalyst Phase from the University of 

Toronto's Centre for Culture and Technology, which is established for him in 1963 with 

the support of his fnend, Claude Bissell, president of the University of Toronto. and 

Ernest Sirluck, the new dean of the School of Graduate Studies,. He is "discovered" by 

U.S. and British intellectuals, journalists, and advertising executives, and becomes an 

intellectual celebrity. Father John Culkin recalled his surprise at McLuhan's request in 

1963 for a Irttrr for the University of Toronto presidéni in support of the significance of 

his work (Sanderson and MacDonald 1989,99). Raising research funds from scholarly 

sources proves difficult, so with the help of associates and a public relations agent, he 

seeks funding from corporations and individuais. He spends one highly publicized year 

in New York at Fordham University in 1967-8 as the invited Schweitzer professor of 

humanities, with a $100,000 grant. He hires his former colleague and editor of 

E.rpiorcitioti the mthropologist Edmund Carpenter, and his collaborator, the painter and 

museum curator, Harley Parker as pan of the contract. His stay is interrupird by a 

seventeen hour successful operation to remove a brain tumour. Upon his retum to 

Toronto in 1968, he continues to publish books and articles and to hold coun in the new 

headquarters for his Centre, an antique Coach House on the University of Toronto's east 

campus. Collaborations with designer Jerome Agel and editorial coordinator Quentin 

Fiore produce two visually sophisticated and unonhodox books, Wur and Peczce in rhe 

Global Village (1968) and The Medirim is the Massage ( 1967). He engages public 

relations agent Matie Molinuo to assist him with managing his career. The decade 

begins with an occasional mirneograph sheet designed for rapid circulation of key 

insights, an idea similar to one he proposed to Harold innis in 195 1. The Catalyst Phase 

ends with a paid subscnption newsletter, the Dew Line, with sirnila goals, but a different 

target audience, which he wcites and son Eric edits at the instigation of a New York 

impresario. Al1 the books published in the early 1970s are under way by the late 1960s. 



During this Catalyst Phase, he extends the insights into techno-cultural transformation 

that he articulated in the Report on Project iri Understrindiiig the New Media. 

McLuhan's name becomes indelibly linked with the topic media with the publication of 

Understcirrdiizg Mediu. Following a retrâcing of the thematic commitments and 

developrnent of McLuhan's tlieory of techno-cultural transformation in The Gutenberg 

G d q  and Understanding Mediu, a summation of McLuhan's expansive use of media 

can be offered. 

Dunng the Catalyst Phase. McLuhan continues to build upon and go beyond Innis in 

three crucial respects. First, he finds support in a wide variety of sources for his 

conviction that the Greek (phonetic) alphabet represents a decisive innovation in the shift 

from orality to literacy. Innis had concentrated on the bias of communications cissociated 

with writing, but did not accord the alphabet the signifisance McLuhan ûssigned it." 

This means that McLuhan's master historiographie pattern diffen from that of Innis, who 

wrote: "We can conveniently divide the history of the West into the writing and the 

printing periods" (1950. 5). After the publication of The Grreiiberg Cttliixy. McLuhan 

finds corroboration for his ideas in Eric Havelock's Prefiice to Plcrro. ( 1963) which he 

refers to thereafter. 

Second. he funher transmu tes Innis's emphasis on space and time and on media as 

staples. He stresses the history of artistic insight as a means of probing cultural 

transformation. Eventually he locates his core dynamic for cultural change in sensory 

organization pattemed by relationships with dominant media. The theory. which will be 

further developed below, is that al1 media and technologies are extensions of human 

organs or functions. Simultaneously, an interiorization occurs, and the process of 

translation within and without processes the collective sensoria and further transforms 

the environment. At the point of saturation of a media forrn, McLuhan concludes during 

the decade, a flip or revend into an opposite form occurs. The bdûnce that innis sought 

between space and time-onented media, McLuhan seeks in the rebalancing of al1 the 

senses within individual sensoria and the collective sensus communis. Translation 



among acoustic, visual, and other sensory modalities occurs continuously. but the 

dominant sensory balance in any culture reflects the influence of dominant and hybrid 

media. The dynamic life of foms apperceived by McLuhan discloses a cultural and 

media ecology that McLuhan refers to variously in his work (e.g., U~~derstandi!ig Media 

1964, 199). It indicates a kind of media diet, a balancing or equilibnum of media and 

cultural life, which may be filled with harmony or conflict but which is nonetheless in 

constant flux. This resembles Innis's stress on balance; but McLuhan is ambiguous on 

this point. in keeping with his strategy of keeping his own value judgements out of his 

diagnosis. He makes no plea for time and the oral as did Innis. In exasperation at the 

accusation that he was an enemy of the book, he sûid once that he personally favoured a 

print-based culture; however. this was not relevant to the task of evaluating what was in 

fact the state of the techno-cultural condition. Elsewhere, McLuhan speaks of the 

prospect of controlling media and the sensory life of populations as one wou1d adjust a 

thermostat. McLuhan offers a variety of answen on the question of a strategy for culture. 

Third. ris noted previously, he concludes that Innis missed the fact that electnftcation 

represents a different son of development, distinct from mechanization. As an rxample. 

McLuhan discusses the distinction between film and television. profoundly different 

media forms. Television, it seerns to McLuhan. represents an electroni fication of culture 

which is post-mechanical and which signais new developments, in thrit the mobile 

pattern of electrons on the screen is composed in the perception of the viewer. The eye is 

like a touching hand, an aural-tactile retina of the mind where the viewer is the screen. 

whereas movies rapidly unreel repeûted images mechanicaily one after another. In an 

unprecedented manner, under electronic conditions, the central nervous system itself is 

extemalized. He is indebted to J.Z. Young (1961) for this insight, commenting in 

U~idersranding Media that Young's book, Doubr und Cemino in Science. offers a 

"view of the central nervous system as a new mode1 for understanding electnc 

technologyn(364). This conviction that electronic media represent a funher shift in the 

"evolution of media formsn--a core theme of his theory of mediamorphosis--1eads him to 



perceive a fresh set o f  problems for media study, and to consider further the wider 

cultural consequences of electronic conditions. This he does in his books and essays 

rhroughout the decade. 

He arrived at this insight by juxtaposing reflection on the contemporary electronic 

period with the pre-literate p s t ,  in particular with what he perceives to be the rise of 

auditory and decline of typographic sensibility. From these reflections he draws an 

analogy wi th the previous key shifts. He calls attention to the histoncal roots and 

consequences of "eiectrificntion" and "electronification" of new media, including the 

telegraph and telephone in the nineteenth century, and extending to radio. television, and 

later cornputers in the twentieth century ("A Historical Approach to the Media" 1955, 

109- 10; "Educational Effects of the Mass Media of Communic;ition" 1956,40 1-03; W u  

and Peoce i ~ i  the Global Villrige 1968, 35). Although he is cornmitted to û multi-sensory 

approach, and explores the unified tactile sense, he focuses increasingly on the split 

between acoustic and visual space, which he considers fundamental sensory and psychic 

biases, and the consequences of dominant eye and ear onented media forms. His core 

dynamic operates on the principle that new media and technologies as extensions alter 

sense ratios. 

McLuhan's theory of techno-cultural transformation during this Catûlyst Phase c m  

be charactenzed as "organic fonnalism," meaning that he studies the structural 

patteming of the extensions of human senses, organs, and functions by the forms of 

media and technologies. His study of media effects concentrates on the relationship 

between the hurnan individual sensorium or collective sensus cornmunis and human- 

created media and technologies, and he prepares inventories of these effects so as to read 

their patterns. He disputes the critical tag "technological determinist" and refers to 

himself as an "organic autonomist" in an interview with Richard Kostelanetz (1967). 

Dunng the decade he seems as interested in the question of the histonographic patterns 

as he is in the core dynamics. This begins to change at the end of the decade, as his 

preoccupation with the core dynarnics grows. 



McLuhan's tluee early thematic strands have branched profusely and are now 

thoroughly integrated into his emergent theory. He makes a contribution to cultural 

history and media study in a recognizably McLuhanesque style, and provokes controversy 

while stimulating many to think again about media and education. McLuhan becomes an 

occasional media pundit, commenting on diverse events such as the TV coverage of the 

Kennedy funeral, the Nixon-Kennedy political TV debates, and modem sex. He has 

become part of popular culture, and begins to treat the McLuhan of "McLuhanism" as an 

iconic entity, in the third person. He inctudes a Nou Yorker cartoon as a seKsatire at the 

end of The Medium is the Massage (1967). He denies that he could ever be a McLuhanite 

(Steam 1967, 291). Nevertheless his core themata and incessant discipîinary border 

crossings remain constant. He says of his work in a 1967 interview: "I'm looking in the 

rem-view mirror of Joyce, Carroll, the Symbolists, Adolph Hildebrand?They related the 

sensory life of metamorphosis and transformation in contact with new technology" (Stearn 

1967,272). McLuhan develops the themes that will emerge as a recognizable theory of 

mediamorphosis over the decade. 

The Gutenberg Galaxy 

Ten years a j l r  the idea occurred to him, The Gutenberg Gafmy: The Making of 

typographie Man is published in 1962 and in 1965 in the United States. In his most 

polished book, McLuhan applies the "mosaic pattem of perception and observation" or 

field approach for the purpose of "revealing causal operations in history." He comments in 

a letter to Kermode that The Gutenberg Gafmy could be reduced to an ideogram (Stem 

1967,287). The Gutenberg Galmy establishes that McLuhan is engaged in a practice of 

communications history, inspired by Innis and directly challenging conventional 

histonography. He believes he has discovered a master historiographie pattem of techno- 

cultural transformation and some of the core dynamics that illuminate its operations. He 

presents a literary and macro-historical argument with multiple facets and copious 

sources? Cezanne's mosaic planes are translated ont0 the post-Gutenberg page. 



0 
The virtue of the book, which will prove an anathema to specialists, lies in 

McLuhan's scope. Drawing on an archive of seerningly unrelated scholarship, including 

his own, he tnces his general themes across a wide expanse of cultural history. retuming 

to the Greeks, adding anthropological findings on non-literate societies, adding work on 

medieval scribal culture, continually layenng until in mosaic fashion a master 

histonographic pattern becomes evident: oral culture gives way to literate culture, which 

is residually oral up until it is superseded by typographie culture in the wake of the 

printing press, whish itsrlf is chûllenged by the rise of electric media, beginning wi th the 

telegnph. The Guteiiberg Grrluty represents his contribution to reorganizing the 

imaginative picture regarding media. culture. and technology. It confimis the fenility of 

innis's approach to communications history. It recasts the orality-literacy problem 

(Havelock 1986, 25). FinalIy, it announces the communications history tradition, if  not 

by name, and in retrospect will be recognized as one of the enduring works of the 

Toronto School of Communications. 

McLuhan is quite rware that these three mediamorphic shifts in modes of 

a communication do not contûin al1 possible factors in technological, much less cultural 

change. Otherwise, for exûmple. why would he refer repeatedly to Lynn White k ' s  

( 1967) interpretation of the impact of the stirrup in Mediewl Tecliriology crnd Social 

Cliririge, and to many other historical examples of techno-cultural effects, ris had innis 

before him? His exaggerated emphasis is designed to redress the conventional neglect of 

a basic aspect of historical change--the powerful shaping effects of communications 

media and technologies--and he insists on their fundamental place in any adequate 

account of historical and cultural change. However, as he notes playfully in introducing 

his general theory: "The Gutenberg Galaxy at l es t  attempts to supply the 'one thing we 

do not know.' But even so, there may well prove to be some other things!" (The 

Gutenberg G a l q  1962, 1 1-12). Unfonunately for McLuhan, irony is a risky genre in 

scholarship and abductive theory cannot satisfy the criteria of conventional theorizing. 

He notes more earnestly: "Far from being deterministic, however, the present study will, 



it is hoped, elucidate a principal factor in social change which may lead to a genuine 

increase of human autonomy" (lbid., L 1). 

McLuhan traces "the ways in which the forms of experience and of mental outlook 

have been modified, fint by the phonetic alphabet and then by printing" (The Gutenberg 

G d m y  1963, 9). Drawing on the work of Millman Parry and Albert Lord, McLuhan 

diagnoses the shift frorn what he calls oral to literate culture, extending Parry's work on 

orûl and written poetry "to the forms of thought and the organization of expenence in 

socizty and politics" (ibid.,9). This is the boldness he grasped in innis. Giedion, 

Burckhardt, Huizinga, Mumford, and others. He will not restrict his scope to literature or 

the arts, but rather intends to include symbolic and material culture within his account. 

Convinced (as indicated in Projecr in Understcrttding New Medicl) of the significance of 

literacy based on the phonetic alphabet. his argument now strengthened with funhrr 

sources,'' McLuhan ingeniously assens his case: " B y the meaningless sign linked to the 

meaningless sound we have built the shape and meaning of Western man" (The 

Gute~iberg Gduy 1962,65). He concludes: "The interiorization of the technology of the 

phonetic alphabet translates man from the niagicd world of the eûr to the neutral visual 

world" (ibid., 27)? This "interiorization" process becomes a crucial moment in the core 

dynamic. 

McLuhan's thesis work on the trivium has prepared him to attend to the impact of 

invisible background contexts, and he now examines "the transformation of alphabetic 

culture by the printing press" (ibid., 65). The book's pnmary concem is to establish the 

shift frorn scnbal manuscript culture to the making of typographie man, but it is by 

comparing the Gutenberg galmy of the eye and the pre-literate sphere of the e u ,  that he 

finds the analogy he requires to illuminate his argument in support of such a techno- 

cultural shift. After tracing the effects of the alphabet on ancient Greek culture, McLuhan 

turns to medieval manuscript culture, noting "[il t was leming from Chaytor [From 

Script tu Print] how literary conventions are affected by the oral, written, or the printed 

forrns, thnt suggested to me the need for The Gutenberg Galaxy" (ibid.. 109)'~. 

8 1 



He concludes that changes in technologies within particular cultures are 

accompanied by shifts in sensory patterns which have moulded human history in 

invisible ways. The great paradox of technology as an extension of senses in culture is 

central now to his thesis of transformation, and McLuhan cites biologist J.Z. Young: "it 

is important to realize that great changes in ways of ordinary human speaking and acting 

are bound up with the adoption of new instruments" (ibid., 15). To explain the dynamic 

of these changes, again, as he had done in Projecf Ni Uiuiersrmdir2g New Media. he cites 

anthropologist Edward Hall's The Silent L«ngnuge (1959) on extensions of the body into 

man-made material things, conjoining it with his study of art and interest in Thornist 

philosophy. His own development of this idea consists in the linkage to sensory 

balancing and translation. as McLuhan writes to Ong in 196 1 :"The media as extensions 

of the sense organs alter sensibility and mental process al1 at once. All the other senses 

are altered in themselves, and in their ratios among themselves. by any technology that 

extends or externalizes ûny one of them. The history of an provides a massive check on 

this." He continues: 

My throry is only acceptable to Thomists for whom consciousness as 
analogicül proportion amoog the senses from moment to moment. is quite 
easy to grasp. But print technology actually smashes that analogical 
awareness in society and the individual. Mss. technology put it  under 
great strain. But an event like radio or even telegraph has the deepest 
consequences for the momentary sense ratios of the ordinary person. To 
understand these it is necessary to know the prior state of sense ratios. i.e. 
Radio has quite different effects in Germany or Russia than in France or 
England. And so with film or TV . . .A am naturally eager to attract many 
people to such study as this and see in it the hope of some rational 
consensus for our externalized senses. A sensus cornmunis for externaf 
senses is what I'm trying to build. (Letfers 1987, 280-8 1) 

in 1962, he resumes his discussion of Hall's approach, again finding it parallel to his 

own. Al1 his media work, he writes Ong, has assumed that technologies extend senses 

and faculties which are "al1 acting as sepante closed systems that re-enter our 

sensibilities with metamorphic power ...". And he continues: "But who else assumes this 

approach? The orientais only? 1s it not the approach from formai cause?" in a "sheet" on 



"The TV [mage: One of Our Conquerors" from 1962, which he sends to Ong, McLuhan 

advances ideas that will predominate in the List Decade: "Walter, it's about time that we 

did something for philosophy in regard to 'touch', that 'interface' tnnsforming moment 

when the sensus comrnunis translates one mode into another. Our media now do this 

outside us and thus calls urgently for an outer consensus of media proportioned to the 

proportional ratios of consciousness" (Lerters 1987, 287)." 

In his search for a formulation, McLuhan adapts this key term, the sensus communis 

(ibid.. 132)--an ancient rerm used ûiso by Vico--which stresses the simultaneous 

interplay among the active senses that forrned a kind of reason. McLuhan's use of the 

tenn is also influenced by the Thomists, and he relies upon a history of the concept in the 

Greek and Arab world, from Ryan's Rule of the Sriisrrs Commia~is ijt the Psyc/zology <.f 

Sr. Thornus Ayriiiicis (195 1). McLuhan believes that entire cultures have performed 

expenments on the collective psyche or body, trrinsforming the sensus communis in the 

process. and hr casts himsell in the role of observer of those vast cultural "experiments." 

in McLuhan's work the sensus communis is a complex field which manifests itself at the 

collective level. His concem is both with the pnvate wit. and with the collective patterns 

of association. Hall's work was important in part because it reinforced McLuhan's insight 

that sensory life includes gesture and extensions of the body, and thot 311 experience 

cannot be reduced to language. nor to consciousness. Eventually, an earlier formulûtion 

by Rnlph Emerson that the body is the magazine of inventions, seemed to have 

anticipated both Hall and McLuhan. Hall rmphasized the extensions of ourselves and 

how the consequent invisible ground rules operate within cultures (Ibid., 13). McLuhan 

argues that new media alter the ratio of al1 the senses, inciuding the body-based sense of 

touch, in a dynamic and interactive fashion." 

McLuhan cites Leslie White's Science of Cultitre (1949) to link this notion of 

extensions to that "outering or uttering of sense which is language and speech ..." (The 

Gutenberg Galan, 1962, 13). Central to McLuhan's comprehension of the techno- 

cultural transfomative process itself is his particular qproach to language. metaphor, 



translation, and his broad use of media. McLuhan presses his argument into a genrral 

proposition regarding the core dynmic, which requires full quotation and discussion. 

because he endorses it sufficiently strongly to reprint it almost identically in k w s  of 

Language is metaphor in the sense that it not oniy stores but translates 
experience from one mode into another. Money is metaphor in the sense 
that it stores skill and labour and also translates one skill into another. But 
the principle of exchûnge and translation, or metaphor. is in our rational 
power to translate each of our senses into the others: this we do every 
instant of our lives. But  the pnce we pay for special technological tools, 
whether the wheel or the alphabet or radio, is that these massive 
extensions of sense constitute closed systems. Our private senses are not 
closed systems but are endlessly translated into each other in that 
experience which we call con-sciousness. Our extended senses, tools. 
technologies. through the ages, have been closed systems incapable of 
interplay and collective awareness. Now, in the electric age, the very 
instantaneous nature of CO-existence among our technological instruments 
has created a crisis quite new in human history. Our extended faculties 
and senses now constitute a single field of experience which demands that 
they becorne collectivrly conscious. Our technologies, Iike our private 
senses. now dernand an interplay and ratio that makes rcrtiontrl 
CO-existence possible. As long as our technologies were as slow as the 
wheel or the alphabet or rnoney, the fact that they were separate, closed 
systems was psychically and physically supportable. This is not true now 
when sight and sound and movement are sirnultaneous and global in 
extent. A ntio of interplay among these extensions of our human 
functions is now as necessruy collectively as it has aiways been for our 
pnvate and persona1 rationûlity in tems of Our private senses or "wits." as 
they were once called. (The Gutenberg Gulwry 1963. 13- 14) 

This is neither determinism nor passivity. It sounds a clear call for consciousness and 

action based on critical awareness. The crisis he perceives consists in the tension 

between the innering private senses in constant creative process, and the outering into 

closed technological extensions. The speed, simultaneity and global dimension of the 

newer electric technologies drastically upset the previous ratio or balance. This 

"extensional cnsis" is located in the collective sensorium, or sensus cornmunis. To grasp 

the significance of this observation requires recognition of McLuhan's particular use of 



the term "sense." Following Aristotle and Aquinas, who considered thût the sense wûs a 

kind of reason, McLuhan amis himself with the principle "that there is a ratio or 

rationdity in the senses themselves" (ibid., 132). But note that McLuhan's version of the 

senses is active, not passive. The senses make the world, they extend themselves out into 

it, and do not simply serve as passive receivers. 

Concemed with the power of perception which underlies the power of social and 

political elites, McLuhan nonetheless addresses social and political organization, from 

organizrd unlies to the rise of nationdism. Technological changes m a t e  the conditions 

for cultural change and continuity: "The invention of typography confinned and 

extended the new visual stress of applied knowledge, providing the first uniformly 

repeatable 'commodity*. the first assembly line, and the first mass-production" (The 

Gutenberg G d c q ,  153). Again, diagnosis and description must proceed valuation and 

therapy and McLuhan does not believe that accknowledging the transformations he 

diagnoses means approvai of them. As he hûd in his Nashe thesis, McLuhan's role as 

techno-cultural pattern watcher is to supply the missing context so that we may 

collectively understand what has been going on. 

To see these changes and shifts. to reconstruct this history of cultural 

metamorphoses. McLuhan requires a critical historiography. He cannot present his 

discoveries using the rhetoric of history as a tale of great men and their accomplishrnents 

or greût ideas; nor does he recommend an extemnl history, say of the press or printing 

press. Insteûd. he studies history from the inside, through artefacts from architecture to 

novels to scientific and religious philosophies, so as to juxtapose mosaic style the 

relationships between changing technologies and sensibilities. Thus Shakespeare's and 

Platos's texts become archives of the modifications of sensitive minds keenly responsive 

to changing cultural conditions. Yet, according to McLuhan, before Innis they had been 

unaware of the precise nature of the causes of major historical changes. A new 

historiographic method is required, one which regards the traces in al1 forms of cultural 

life, including science, as important sources of e~idence.'~ Hidden causal operaiions are 



revealed in a "galaxy or constellation of events" and The Gutenberg Galuxy concentrates 

on "a mosaic of perpetually interacting forms that have undergone kaleidoscopic 

transformation--pûrticularIy in our own time." Thematically, the landscape of McLuhan's 

Early Phase of intellectual production has become a galaxy. 

The flaw of previous historiographie method, argues McLuhan, has been to isolate 

technological events, as classical physics isolated physical events." The patterns are thus 

rendered imperceptible. yet constitute a gap in historical explancition and understanding. 

McLuhan argues thnt this fallacious linear approach and historical "point of view" is an 

artefact of typography. "and flourishes where the unconscious effects of literacy flourish 

without countervailing cultural forces" (Ibid., 15). He is using his diagnosis of cultural 

conditions as a wway of explaining rival explanations, and accounting for the neglect of 

the phenomenû of the effects of media and technologies. 

McLuhan's diagnosis offers an explmation for the previous neglect: "Perhûps the 

reason for the omission is simply that the job could only be done when the two 

conflicting fomis of written and oral experience were once again CO-existent as they are 

todny." This is an inclusive mode of historiogrnphy--one in which the historian of 

culture's position in a historicol form of life is self-consciously implicated within the 

horizon of what he is enabled to describe. This is also an extension of the tantalizing 

suggestion of Innis in the Bicis of Commrinicution. He repeats this idea. which is central 

to his developing thought: "And. as usual, when some previously opaque area becomes 

translucent. it is because we have moved into another phase from which we cûn 

contemplate the contours of the preceding situation with ease and clanty. It is this fact 

that makes The Gutenberg G u f q  possible to write at alln (Ibid.. 326). 

Following innis, McLuhan postulates great divides, but these discontinuities do not 

stem from media properties of time and space extension, as with Innis; rather, media and 

technologies are extensions of senses, organs, and functions. Alteration in the dominant 

media and technologies changes the ratio and balance among al1 the senses, and thus 

alters sensibility. The major discovery of The Gutenberg G a f q  is the notion of the 



linkage of extensions into dominant media and consequent interiorization. "When 

technology extends one of Our senses, a new translation of culture occurs m swiftly as the 

new technology is interiorized" (Ibid.34). "Until now a culture hûs been a mechanical 

fate for societies. the automatic interiorization of their own technologies" (ibid.,95). And. 

thus. a "theory of cultural change is impossible without knowledge of the changing sense 

ratios effected by various extemalizations of Our senses" (Ibid.. 56). 

McLuhan's hyperbole disguises his developing emphasis on the d ynamics of change 

in a process that is revolutionary but not instantaneous. From a culture based on the ear, 

the pre literate culture. described by Lord and Parry, he sees writing with its progeny 

literacy and the phonetic alphabet as resulting in transfomative structural changes. 

invisible to those. even Plato. who live within the form of life shaped by them. McLuhan 

writes: "My suggestion is that cultural ecology has a reasonably stable base in the human 

sensorium, and that any extension of the sensorium by technological dilation has a quite 

appreciable effect in setting up new ratios or proportions among al1 the senses. 

Languages being that form of technology constituted by dilation or uttering (outering) of 

al1 of our senses at once. are themselves immediately subject to the impact or intrusion of 

any mechanically extended sense" (Ibid.. 48). Printing, or the meclianizlition of the word. 

breaks down the sensus communis by extending the visuûi sense and fragmenting the 

medieval manuscript culture in which silent reading is rare. The ear culture. diminishrd 

by literacy is decisively replaced with an eye culture: the visual sense is enhanced, and 

the oraVaunl sense displaced. But these changes do not happen ovemight. While those 

who experience the first onset of a technology, be it alphabet or radio, respond most 

emphatically, "the initial shock gndually dissipates as the entire community absorbs the 

new habit of perception into al1 of its areas of work and association. But the real 

revolution is in this later and prolonged phase of 'adjustment' of al1 persona1 and social 

life to the new mode1 of perception set up by the new technology" (Ibid., 33). in similu 

vein, elsewhere, he stresses generational change, and concludes that the young are the 

only natives in a new sensory environment. 



McLuhan now adapts his Emly Phase ernphasis on artistic technique to what he calls 

"method." He cites Whitehead's judgement that the "greatest invention of the nineteenth 

century was the invention of the method of invention." To understand the epoch. 

Whitehead proposed that the details from railways to radio can be neglected so as to 

focus on the "real novelty, which has broken up the foundations of the old civilisation" 

(The Gldteilberg G~ilary 1962, 326-27). Following suit. McLuhan focuses on the 

Gutenberg " method" of "homogeneous segmentation. for which centuries of phonetic 

literacy had prepared the psychoiogicai ground, ihat evoked the traits of the modem 

world. ... It is the method of the fixed or specialist point of view that insists on repetition 

as the cntenon of tmth and practicdity"(lbid.. 327). The dizzying prospect looms: our 

epistemology. our notions of truth, al1 may depend on 3 particular sensory ratio, which is 

subjrct to change. And profound changes are underway. whereby "under electric 

conditions of simultaneous information movement and total human interdependence", 

twentieth-century science and art suive for a unique method suited to the new 

conditions. the method of suspended judgement and the open "field" (The G u i e ~ i b e r ~  

Gdaxy 1962. 327). Again. McLuhan challenges the logical grounds of "rationality": 

And to speak of the stream of consciousness as unlike the rational world 
is rnerely to insist upon visual sequence as the rational nom. handing art 
over to the unconscious quite gratuitously. For what is meant by the 
irrational and the non-logical in much modem discussion is mrrely the 
rediscovery of the ordinary transactions between the self and the world. or 
between subject and object. Literary had made of the enlightened 
individual aclosed system. and set up a gap between appeûrance and 
reality which ended with such discoveries as the stream of consciousness. 
(Ibid., 339) 

McLuhan warns of a cnsis of unprecedented proportions, which bnngs him back to 

where he started: "We have no more difficulty in understanding the native or non-litercite 

experience, simply because we have recreated it electronically within our own culture." 

And he adds significantly, "Yet post-literacy is a quite different mode of interdependence 

from pre-literacyW(ibid., 60)?' Here, he can barely (e.g., 159) refrain frorn leaping ahead 

to his final section, for his point is precisely that we are enabled to see this great cultural 



shift that produced "typogrûphic man" only because the dominance of print has corne to 

an end, and the implications of a new era are dawning to conscious awareness: "The 

Gutenberg galaxy was theoretically dissolved in 1905 with the discovery of curved spûce, 

but in practice it had been invaded by the telegraph two generations before that" (ibid., 

30 1) This sense of the prolegomenon is reinforced by the closing lines of the book: 

Whût will be the new configurations of mechanisms and of literricy as 
these older foms of perception and judgement are interpenrtrated by the 
new electnc nge? The new electric galaxy of events has already moved 
deeply into the Gutenberg galaxy. Even without collision, such 
coexistence of technologies and awareness brings trauma and tension to 
every living person. Our most ordinary and conventional attitudes secm 
suddenly twisted into gwgoyles and grotesques. Familiru institutions and 
associations seem at times rnenacing and malignant. These multiple 
transformations, which are the normal consequence of introducing nrw 
media into any society whatever, need special study and will be the 
subject of another volume on Uuderstcrnditig Medici in the world of our 
time. (ibid., 278-9) 

Thus McLuhan announces his inter.:ion to further explore the core dynamics and the 

histonographic patterns. 

Understanding Media: The Extertsions of Man 

McLuhan's work on the Project in Urzderstmding New Media becrime the bnsis for 

his best-selling work, Uizderstcinding Media: The Extensions of Mun (1964). in which he 

punues the questions raised in The Gutetlberg G u i q .  The metamorphic power of 

media and technology old and new is the theme. The subtheme is the shift from a 

mechanical to an electronic age." McLuhan opens with a formulation of the core 

dynamics and the histonographic patterns. He widens the discussion of media along the 

lines of Project in Ut~derstunding New Media discussion of the highway as medium 

("the polyantics of the highway") and includes money. He probes the dynamic 

relationships beiween culture and 26 figures of media (calling to mind the letters of a 

new alphabet and ground for a new media trivium) throughout the book. Major themata 

that recur or are developed in fresh directions can be identified. 



1. Environment. hndscape has undergone a metamorphosis in McLuhan's thinking: 

frorn the landscape and inscape of literary criticisrn, to the galaxy in The G~îienberg 

Gci lq .  The crucial refonnulation of the Catalyst Phase appears in the paperback 

introduction to The Gutenberg Gdury when McLuhan notes that there migh t have been 

some advantag in substituting the word "environment" for the more alliterative 

Gutenberg galaxy. The principle is ecological: " Any technology tends to create a new 

human environment .... Trchnologicai environmen ts are not merely passive containers of 

people but are active processes that reshape people and other technologies alike" (The 

Giiteiiberg G u l q  1962, vi). 

7. Media hybnds. McLuhan recognizes certain correlates to his formulation that the 

medium is the message. One concems the intemal dynamics of the media themselves, 

and McLuhan concludes that the "content" of a new medium is an old medium which is 

reprocessed. Early radio took plays as content, television took radio. "Each new 

technology", he writes, "creates an environrnent that is i tsel f regarded as corrupt and 

degrriding. Yet the new one tums its predecessor into an art form" (Ut~dersrciriding 

Media 1964, viii). McLuhan illustrates this point. When writing was new, Plûto tumed 

the old oral dialogue into an art form; when printing was new, the Middle Ages became 

an art form as the world view of the Elizabrthans; the industrial age tumed the 

Renaissance into an art form, as Burckhardt showed; Giedion in Mecltctrzizcrrion Tukes 

Corn~nand teaches an electric age how to see the process of mechûnization as an art 

process (ibid., viii.). In the television age. Bonanza, a Western or "horse opera", 

becomes a nostalgie longing for the good old days. 

3. Media ecologies. McLuhan's concem is with the psychic and social consequences 

of the forms as they amplify or accelerate existing processes, not in isolation but rather, 

in relation to the dynamic environment: "For the 'message' of m y  medium or 

technology is the change of scale or pace or pattern that it introduces into human 

affain" (ibid., 8). in this sense, technology and media are not neutral, but exen effects 

independently of geography, or the use to which they are put. Yet these effects and the 



consequent balance or sensory equilibrium depend on the culture into which media are 

introduced. "[Tl he effect of the TV image" for example, "will v q  from culture to 

culture in accordance with the existing sense ratios in each culture" (ibid.. 45). 

4. Updating the ideograms from Project in Understundiiig New Mediu. The 

in terplay McLuhan diagnoses between culture and technology operates at two parallel 

levels: within sensory life and among the media themselves, for "no medium hûs its 

meaning or existence done, but only in constant interplay with other media" (ibid., 26). 

Media hot and cool are McLuhan's tems for respectively high definition (fiiled with 

data, extending one sense in isolation, discouraging audience involvement) and low 

definition media, b i n q  tems introduced in the four-part charts in Projecr in 

Understmding New Mediu. These descriptions allow him to probe the transformative 

effects of media, but his objective is nor to classify, for hot or cool will Vary depending 

on the postrnodem culture and historical moment. in this hot and cool formulation, 

McLuhan departs further from Innis's emphasis on space-and time-binding media. 

McLuhan's alternative directs attention to the relationship between media and populace 

or audience member and thus again moves beyond the restrictive focus on contenr. 

McLuhan's point here is that "media as extensions of our senses institute new ratios, not 

only among Our private senses, but among themselves, when they interact rmong 

themselves" (ibid., 53) Radio changed the form of the news story; TV caused changes 

in radio prograrnming, in the newspaper, and in the fom of the docurnentary novel. 

5. Reversal of the overheated medium. McLuhan seizes upon a historical moment 

within the continual transformation of sensory life and the life of media forms. "When 

al1 the avûilable resources and energies have been played up in an organism or in any 

structure there is some kind of reversal of pattern" (30) "The principle that during the 

stages of their development al1 things appear under forms opposite to those that they 

finally present is an ancient doctrine." (34) With this principle McLuhan probes his 

historical dynamic: "The siepping up of speed from the mechanical to the instant 

electnc form reverses explosion into implosion." McLuhan cites Toynbee's numerous 

historical examples of reversals; and credits the Eastern classic, the I Ching, The Book 



of Changes as exemplifying Oriental wisdom on the question of the flip or reversal of 

form. 

6. "Narcissus as Narcosis." McLuhan reinterprets the Greek myth and transmutes it 

into an explmation for the conventional neglect of the media phenornena he 

diagnoses." Our sensory extensions numb us, and make us oblivious to their 

consequences. Narcissus did not fall in love with himself, says McLuhan, but rather 

with a stranger whom he did not know "was an extension or repetition of himself' 

(ibid., 42). McLuhan conjoins scientific physiology of the senses and perception3' to 

his metaphorical, literary and mythopoeic technique by incorporating into his emerging 

formulation Hans Selye's discovery of stress. He argues that the stress on the human 

organism forces it to become unconscious of its own extensions as media and 

technologies; thus the "principle of self-amputation as an immediate relief of strain on 

the central nervous system applies very readily to the origin of the media of 

communication from speech to cornputer" (ibid., 43) The central nervous system is an 

electric network that coordinates the various media of our senses, and protects itseif 

from shock or irritation. However, "self-amputation forbids self-recognition." 

7. The role of the active human senses in continuous transformation. Always the 

argument circles back to humanity as the inventor of these extensions. These media do 

not operate autonomously: so long as we are unaware of their powers and effects, they 

impose their assumptions upon us; nevertheless "[tlhese media, being extensions of 

ourselves, also depend upon us for their interplay and evolution" (ibid., 49). William 

Blake had an entire theory of communication and social change, concludes McLuhan, 

compressed in his poetic verse, "If Perceptive Organs vary, Objects of Perception seem 

to Vary; If Perceptive Organs close, their Objects seem to close also." Luminously he 

expresses these dificult observations: "Tt is this continuous embrace of our own 

technology in daily use that puts us in the Narcissus role of subliminal awareness and 

numbness in relation to these extensions and images of ourselves. "By continuously 

ernbracing technologies, we relate ourselves to them as servomechanisms" (ibid., 46). 



Yet again, McLuhan insists that he is not advancing a determinism because what he 

describes is only an inevitable fate where awareness is lacking. "Physiologically, man in 

the nomal use of technology (or his variously extended body) is perpetually modified 

by it and in tum finds ever new ways of modifying his technology" (ibid.. 46). "ln the 

electric age we Wear al1 mankind ris our skin." (ibid., 47). 

8. Media as hybrid forms release energy. "The hybrid or the meeting of two media is 

a moment of tmth and revelation from which new form is bom. For the parallel between 

two media holds us on the frontiers between forms that snaps us out of the 

Narcissus-narcosis" (ibid., 55).The electric implosion brings oral and tribal e u  culture 

to the literate West, as "electric technology now begins to translate the visual or eye man 

back into the tribal and oral pattern with its seamless web of kinship and 

interdependence" (ibid.. 50). This is analogous but not homologous to the previous shift 

from orality to literacy. Electnc implosion brings about its own distinctive 

transformations, i ts mediamorphosis. 

9. Media are Iringuages with material effects. In an electronic age. McLuhan finds it 

comprehensible that study has turned to the ways in which the medium of language 

shapes the arrangements of daily life, a subversive notion that communications shape 

social development as much as do the means of production (ibid., 49). 

10. Autonomy not determinism. The increase in human autonomy that McLuhan 

promised from the outset, in contrûst to technologicai determinisrn, cornes from 

undrrsmnding media as extensional environments and their transfomative powers 

(ibid.. 5 1). This is a situation fraught with conflict and promise. The exercise of will (or 

the imitation of great men) will not serve as a cultural strategy; instead, McLuhan calls 

for the "cidequate perception of situations" (ibid.. 70). Looking in a rewview mirror 

will fail. "The implosion of electric energy in our century cannot be met by explosion or 

expansion, but it can be met by decentralisrn and the flexibility of multiple small 

centres." (ibid., 7 1). The dangers are also great: Western societies face a challenge, and 

risk collapse. 



1 1. Crucial role of the artists and arts. Awareness by artists of the early implications 

of media effects, and the prospect of perceptual training in the arts offer ways to break 

the "narcissus nucosis" sprll. As Ezra Pound put it, the artist is the antenna of the race. 

Wyndham Lewis said the artist is the only one who is writing a detailed history of the 

future, because he grasps the present cleûrly. The artist similarly for McLuhan is a man 

of integral awareness. Continuing his ecological notion of creative inner and outer 

balance, he concludes that, "in Our age artists are able to rnix their media diet as easily 

as their book diet." (ibid., 53). The cutists can serve as a kind of distant eorly wnming 

system for Society. 

12. Media 3s environments demand creation of counter-environrnents for human 

survival. Counter-strategies emerge among the artists at moments of saturation, as with 

Lewis Carroll's Alice 's Adverltirres in Wonderlund in the Victorian age, or Blake's 

counter-strategy for "single vision and Newton's sleep." The artists create 

counter-environments so that we may perceive these new environments--necessary 

because, as E.T. Hall has shown in The Silent hngrruge, we are never awrire of "the 

ground rules of the environmental systems or cultures." Now however. "technologies 

begin to perform the function of art in mahing us aware of the psychic and social 

consequences of technology" because technologies and their consequent environments 

succeed each other so rapidly. Yet art as anti-environment is needed as a means to train 

perception and judgement. "Media study at once opens the doors of perception." and 

"[Mledia study considers not only the "content" but the medium and the cultural matrix 

within which the panicular medium operates". The young have a significcint role to play 

as part of a stntegy of cultural response that must include art and the educational 

system. "In the electronic age, data classification yields to pattern recognition" which 

means, as Poe's mariner in the maelstrom discovered, thût it is necessary to study 

configurations, in pariicular (this is 1964) those patterns imposed by TV, which is 

"environmental and imperceptible, like J I  environments." Democntically, everyone is 

invited into this vortex. 



13. Beware ignorance of the power of media foms. McLuhan has not abandoned 

his wariness about the commercial media on offer [harking back to The Meclinniciil 

Bride] and expresses his point in satirical style: 

Once we have surrendered our senses and nervous systems to the private 
manipulation of those who would try to benefit from taking a lease on Our 
eyes and ears and nerves. we don? really have any righis left. Leasing our 
eyes and ears and nerves to commercial interests is like handing over the 
comrnon speech to a private corporation, or like giving the earth's 
atmosphere to a Company as a monopoly. ... As long as we adopt the 
Narcissus attitude of regarding the extensions of our own bodies as really 
out there and really independent of us, we will meet al1 technological 
challenges with the same sort of banana-skin pirouette and collapse. 

Archimedes once said. "Give me a place to stand and I will move the 
worid." Today he would have pointed to our electnc media and said, "1 
will stand on your eyes, your eus, your nerves. and your bnin. and the 
world will move in any tempo or pattern 1 choose." We have leûsed these 
"places to stand" to private corporations. (ibid., 68) 

14. Media are active metaphors and translators. McLuhan links his master historical 

pattern and his core dynamic in the chûpter on "Media as Translators". He wntes: 

"Translation is a 'spelling-out' of forms of knowing. What we cal1 'mechanizotion' is a 

translation of nature, and of our own natures, into amplified and specialized forms" 

(ibid., 56). 

He continues once again retrieving the themes eveloped in 1962: 

Al1 media are active metaphors in their power to translate experience into 
new foms. ... In this electric age we see ourselves being translated more 
and more into the form of information, moving toward the technological 
extension of consciousness. ... But there is this difference, that previous 
technologies were partial and fragmentary, and the electric is total and 
inclusive ... The poet Stephane Mallarmé thought 'the world exists to end 
in a book.' We are now in a position to go beyond that and to transfer the 
entire show to the memory of a cornputer. For man, as Julian Huxley 
observes, unlike merely biological creatures, possesses an apparatus of 
uansmission and transformation based on his power to store experience. 
And his power to store, as in language itself, is also a rneans of 
transformation of experience ... For just as a metaphor transforms and 
transrnits experience, so do the media .... As in al1 metaphors, there are 
complex ratios among four parts ... And al1 media as extensions of 



'common sense' was for many centuries held to be the peculiar humûn 
power of translating one kind of experience into al1 the senses, and 
presenting the result continuously as a unified image to the mind. In fact, 
this image of a unified ratio among the senses was long held to be the 
mark of our rationality and may in the computer age easily become so 
again." (ibid., 57-60 

15. Reason and logic are artefacts of technology. McLuhan's most radical conclusion, 

trenchantly strted in The Gicterzberg G u l q  concems the implications of his 

histonographic patterns for the question of reason itseif " 'Rational' of course. has for 

the West long meant 'uniform and continuous and 'sequential.' In other words. we have 

confused rerison with literacy, and ntionalism with a single technology" (ibid., 15). Thus 

McLuhan has taken his argument Far beyond conventional art analysis, and cites Gilson's 

point thût "[elvery culture and every age has its favourite model of perception and 

knowledge that it is inclined to prescribe for everybody and everything." This "favounte 

model" is linked to Innis's biases of communications. but here McLuhan presses his 

theory to the limit. He is not ûrguing that there is no truth. but he is arguing that what we 

a know 3s t ~ t h  is an artefact of our dominant technology. until we crin devise counter- 

environments for full awareness. 

The meaning of media in McLuhan 

McLuhan presents his work in the belief that principlrs of intelligibility con be 

discerned in the contours of our extended beings in our media and technologies (6). He 

expresses a fûith that undentanding rnay lead to greater ûutonomy. In Understcinding 

Media. the principles of the fint part give way to specific meditations on particular 

media and configurations of media. He clarifies the rneaning of media because he 

broadens it so that it incorporates al1 the related services and disservices, new languages 

and behaviours. Take the cm. Beginning with the Repon o ~ i  Project in Understcuiding 

New Media McLuhan argues that the car exists within a ground of services: highways 

and service stations and road conduct and dating teenagers. His innovation is to point to 

the nature of media as environments, in which, as he says, we often live as unconsciously 



as the fish in water. As he had in The Gliteiiberg Gdary, again McLuhan observes that 

what is required for understanding and study of the media is a total reorientation of our 

"imaginative" landscapes. in other words, his reworking of media stresses a mode of 

awareness. This can happen consciously or can continue to happen unconsciously. 

McLuhan takes up 26 specific media figures in Uiiderstanding Mediu, as noted. Let 

us look briefly at how he approaches television. as this is the thematic selected for 

probing his legacy in chapter 4. and then move on to discuss the question of media. 

McLuhan asserts that the television image has trünsfornied the imaginative landscape 

(Understnndiiig Mediu 1 964, 333). McLuhan challenges conventional wisdom in the 

study of television as coinmunications medium, fini. by even considering this low 

cultural f o n  as a sigr.Axnt factor in human history. His concem is with the "ecological 

sweep of new electnc media" (Undersruridiiig Mediu 199) that effects a reorganiziition of 

imaginative life. For this process. and processing. again McLuhan returns to his theme of 

new media and education: 

Whether there ever will be TV in every classroom is a small matter. The 
revolution has already taken place at home. TV has changed our sense- 
lives and our mental processes. It has created a taste for al1 experience iii 
deprii that affects language teaching as much as car styles. (ibid., 33 1-2) 

He describes the posture of children sitting close to the T.V. set. and links this 

observation of body language to find that the child has leamed to read in a tactile 

manner, Le. the with the face pressed close to, and almost touching the book. in a subtle 

parody of the "close reading" espoused by the New Critics, McLuhan is making a senous 

point regarding the invisible impacts of media: this impact on learning under elec tronic 

conditions. The question becomes: when children l e m  to read under the influence of 

television, what sensory, behaviounl or experiential configurations may be expected? (in 

Chapter 4, we will examine how Pauicia Greenfield takes up McLuhan's observations.) 

The answer is not supplied by focusing on content or using questionnaires, but rather by 

observing an inventory of effects within everyday culture, as reveded in slang or spoken 

in body language. McLuhan argues that TV as experienced in 1950s and early 1960s 



North Arnerica is not so much a visual as a tactual-auditory medium, an extension. not of 

the eye, but, of the most complete or synaestheiic sense, touch (ibid., 336). This reworks 

the insight he Ûmved at in Report on Projecr itz Understuirding New Mediri that there is 

no necessary identity between the sensory impression offered by a new medium. and the 

sensory closure effected in the user of the medium. " With TV, the viewer is the screen" 

(ibid., 3 13). Such a tactile medium encourages in-depth participation. He calls for 

intense and empincal scrutiny of the form of television as the dominant medium of the 

hybnd media environment through observation of its effects within culture. 'The ground 

rules. pervasive structure, and over-all pattems of environments elude easy perception" 

(The Medium is the Masscige 1967.68) McLuhan engages in a mosaic of explorations of 

his topic: he is the techno-cultural cntic. probing the hidden core dynamics and 

historiographic pattems, so as to formulate abductively the meaning of individual and 

collective experience with the television medium. His crucial investigative assumption is 

thût: "Everybody experiences far more than he undentands. Yet it is experience, rathrr 

than undentanding, thût influences behaviour, especially in matters of media and 

technology. where the individual is almost inevitably unaware of their effect upon him" 

(Uiiders~czriding Medici 1 964. 3 1 8). 

To paraphrase, McLuhan argues: Tum attention not to the programs, but to the 

programming of the senses as we relate to this television technology. 

Consistent with his continual focus on transformation. McLuhan makes no attempt to 

posit a once and for al1 essentialist analysis of television as cultural force. Like the vortex 

metaphor in The Meclzunical Bride, McLuhan recognizes that in the complex whole of 

interrelated culture and tec hnology, the investigator must in effec t learn to navigate the 

force fields set up by new media. This explains in part why during the Catalyst Phase in 

his developing thought he informs interviewers that his probes explored, but did not 

explain. The life of forms is dynamic (Understanding Media 1964, 335). Events move 

dong; technologicai extensions are in constant interaction with cultures and populations. 

Likewise, McLuhan sees television as evolving. This probe technique works especidly 



well when two media are juxtûposed for comparison--that is, seeing one thing through 

another-within a diagnosis of the formal dynamics in play. For example. in his 

discussion of one of the media. figures, "Movies: The Reel World," McLuhan observes: 

"At the present time, film is still in its mnnuscript phase, as it were; shortly i t  will, under 

TV pressure, go in to its portable, accessible. pnnted-book phase. ... The present 

dissociation of projector and screen is a vestige of our older mechanical world of 

explosion and separation of fumions that is now ending with the electrical implosion" 

f i  bid., 29 1-92), Voila book-like video cassettes and VCRs. Later. the article "Television 

in a New Light" (1967), expresses this aspect of McLuhan's method and theory: "Don't 

try to hold it fixed in front of you, and continue to look at it as if it were going to stay 

fixed. Television will change totally. just as advertising is going to change ..." ( 105). 

McLuhan did not define, so much as explode al1 previous conceptualizations of 

media. Media is a protean word, slippery and imprecise (Czitrom 1982). It is not possible 

to deny the ambiguity resident in this key term--an ambiguity shared with others in 

common use among scholars and the general public, including technology. culture, and 

communications. The interest lies in the expansive sense McLuhan gives the terni. when 

compûred to the "official" definition enshrined in the OED and discussed below. One 

need not agree with him to be influenced by his provocative formulations, for after he 

placed media on the public agenda. the terms of discoune on the topic changed. The 

Oxford English Dictionary (OED 1989) acknowledges his contribution as an inventor of 

rhetoncal devices by including 346 mentions of his name. His role in expanding the 

usage of the term media is marked in the OED's citation of a sentence from The 

Gutenberg G u l q :  "1s not the essence of education civil defense against media fall-out?" 

in a celebrated general fomulation, McLuhan called media and technologies 

"extensions of man" and in the introduction to Undentanding Media he described their 

effec t s : 

After three thousand yeacs of explosion. by means of fragmentq and 
mechanical technologies, the Western world is imploding. During the 



mechanical ages we had extended our bodies in space. Today. after more 
than a century of electric technology, we have extended our central 
nervous system itself in a global embrace, abolishing both space and tirne 
as far as our planet is concemed. Rapidly, we approach the final phase of 
the extensions of man--the technological simulation of consciousness, 
when the creative process of knowing will be collectively and corporately 
extended to the whole of human society, much as we have already 
extended our senses and Our nerves by the various media. (3-4) 

Public opinion polling and market research provided him with early examples of 

t hese ex tensions: more recen tl y. the in temet offers a post-broadcast mode1 thût 

approximntes McLuhan's description of the t'technological simulation of consciousness." 

His sense of media cuts across levels of meaning and conventional categories to cover a 

vast array of phenornena. For example, in the chapters on extensions in Understundirig 

Mediu. McLuhan begins his inventory with the spoken and written word, and includes 

the road, number ("the profile of the crowdt'), games, weapons, television, rnovies ("the 

reel world"). and finally automation. 

Throughou t his wn tings. McLuhan continuously reformulates the general dynamics 

of the operations and effects of media and technologies. Media and technologies are 

related, and never clearly distinguished in his work. As environments, new media and 

technologies are not neutral. concludes McLuhan. but are insteûd transfomative. The 

way this worked wûs that. "if a new technology extends one or more of Our senses 

outside us into the social world. then new ratios among al1 of our senses will occur in that 

particular culture" (The Gutenberg Gulnxy 1962.54). in a complex and unconscious 

process of translation, when we extend ounelves extemally through technologies. an 

interna1 sensory rebalancing or interiorization takes place. This sensory reconfiguration is 

not simply an individual matter; rather it  occurs collectively within a particular culture, 

in response to dominant or comrnonly experienced environments of media and 

technologies. He concludes: "Any extension, whether of skin, hand, or foot, affects the 

whole psychic and social complex" (Understunding Media 1964,4). As envisioned by 

McLuhan, this fluid extension and interiorization process, far from being a passive 

container, is dynamic and interactive. Media are extensions that are also languages with 



grammars; as metaphors they translate one domain of experience into another. Extension 
C 

through technologies shapes environments which actively process the men and women so 

extended. This concept of the operations of media and technologies is a kind of matenal 

and linguistic media ecology, a human science of interdependent large-scale and long- 

term environmental effects of cultural relationships with technology. 

Compare the definition offered in the 2nd edition of the OED (1989) which notes 

that "media" takes on iis modem sense in 1927, and defines it as "newspapers, radio, 

television, etc., collectively, as vehicles of mriss communication." One can only marvel at 

the OED's use of "etc." It is further observed that media in the plural is probably after 

"mass media." The reader is advised against the common mistake of using media as a 

singulv noun, as in "the media is powerful." This note of course reflects the frequency of 

this usage within o r d i n q  language, which presumably echoes the shared experience of a 

kind of environmental unity among diverse media (as in "the media said" or "1 heard it 

on the media"). 

To retneve McLuhan's expansive probes of media, and follow the discussion beyond 

the limitations of conventional thinking represented by the OED definition, is to discover 

that media as a term includes far more than the history of journalism, propaganda, and 

public opinion. or the politics, economics, or content analysis of mûss media. McLuhan 

brings the rich legacy of the humnnities to bem upon media study. He finds media and 

technologies to be crucial agencies of histoncal transformation, and thus advances a 

controvenial version of the fundamental dynamics animating cultural change. As he 

makes clear in The Gutenberg Galary: "Man the tool-making animal, whether in speech 

or in writing or in radio, has long been engaged in extending one or another of his sense 

orgûns in such a manner as to disturb al1 of his other senses and faculties. But having 

made these experiments, men have consistently omitted to flow them with observations" 

(1962, 12). 

After the publication of Understanding Media, McLuhan continued throughout his 

career to probe and theorize the meaning and significmce of media. Many critics, 



however, stopped reading him in the 1960s, and gave up on his provocative and fluidly 

expansive concept of media. They had stopped listening when he first published his 

"laws of media" in 1975, and distinguished what 1 beiieve to be his techno-cultural 

henneneutic approach to media from what he calls a narrowly conceived ûpproach to 

"communications media." McLuhan articulates the key pnnciple that distinguishes this 

approach when he writes, "it is the framework itself that changes with new technology, 

and not just the picture within the frame" (Understcmding Media 1964, 2 19). 

Aniicipating rhe work of the Lrist Decade for purposes of this discussion. note 

McLuhan's the breadth of McLuhan's increasingly explicit definition of media: 

1 am talking about "media" in ternis of a larger entity of information and 
perception which forms our thoughts, structures our experience, and 
determines our views of the world about us. It is this kind of information 
flow--media--which is responsible for my postulation of a series of 
insights regarding the impact of certain technological developments. I cal1 
them "laws" because they represent, as do scientific "laws." an ordering of 
thought and experience which has not yet been disproved; 1 cal1 them 
"laws of the media" because the channels and impact of today's electronic 
communication systems provide the informûtional foundation upon which 
we order. or structure. these experiential perceptions. ("Laws of the 
Media" 1975,75) 

The boldness of McLuhan's theoretical move is that during the Last Decade he finds 

a way to consciously focus his attention on the relationship between media figures and 

the techno-cultural environment or ground. Once again taking Steiner's definition of 

hermeneu tics as "the understanding of understanding" ( 1975)" McLuhan's shi ft in the 

Last Decade takes him from the figures of media and technologies discussed in Project 

Ni Understcinding Media and in Understanding Media, to the understanding of the 

techno-cultural grounds for understanding, by probing transformations in the 

"informational foundation" not approached as content, but through the biases of 

communication engendered by and evident in experience with media environments. 

In the process of exploding conventional definitions of media, McLuhan's 

unonhodox work became indelibly linked with his subject matter. He succeeded in 

posing a chailenge to the entrenched conventional mode1 of a medium as a son of 



pipeline, and communicûtions as a process of moving a "message" in linear fashion from 

sender to receiver, analogously positioned at two ends of the pipe. As Michael Reddy 

later observed, this linear mode1 is embedded in the English Ianguage through the 

"conduit metaphors" by which the process of communication is commonly expressed 

(Ortony 1979, 284-334). On this basis, McLuhan's surnmary statement in the iast 

Decade takes on fresh rneaning, in a letter to Marshall Fishwick, Suly 3 1,1974 he States: 

"1  have the only theory of communications as transformation. al1 the rest are theories of 

transportation only." (Leriers 1987, 505.) 

End of the Catalyst Phase 

Throughout the decade McLuhan continues to produce provocative essays and books 

that probe the principle insights into cultural transformation that he has ddiscovered. He 

experimenis funher with textual formats and collaborates with designers. including his 

artist friend, Harley Parker. who had worked on the 1954 essay "Counterblnstt8. which is 

modified and reissued in 1969. The pair collaborate on Througli the V~it2idiitig Poi~zt:  

Spcice iii Pueri? und Pwht ing  (1968). a work which McLuhan considers cinother stage in 

"new criticism" in that, where the new critics discovered multi-semantic levels in 

literature by close reading of the words on the page, McLuhan and Parker elucidate 

multi-levels of sensory space in poetry and painting (Lerters 1987, 361). Throligli the 

Vunisliiizg Point demonstrates how verbal and visual art can be used as a form of 

perceptual training in awareness of sensory modes, and as a kind of research (1968. 

xxiii-xxiv). in a section in the book. called "Toward a Spatial Dialoguett, the 

juxtaposition of s the words of a poem and image of a painting (on verso pages. the 

pairhg indicated by numbers) is interspersed with McLuhan's aphoristic comrnentq 

that mixes erudition and pop culture. The tactic unleashed in the The Mechunicul Bride, 

of training the prey to be aware of the environment by tuning up the sensibilities with 

advertising applies now to training the senses in art and literature. Througli the 

Vanishing Point can be considered an extension of McLuhan's grammatical theory and 

1 O3 



rhetorical practice of communications. in its attempt to sharpen the reader's 

a perception by presenting an unorthodox exegesis that invites participation and 

creative dis~overy.'~ The influence of I.A. Richards' "practical criticism" has 

migrated from the study of poetry into an original multimedia and multisensory 

approac h to understanding the contemporary environment of media and technologies. 

McLuhan restates his position that the role of art "is to create the rneans of perception 

by creating counter- environments that open the door of perception to people 

otherwise numbed in a nonperceivable situation" (ibid., 241). Strategies of attention 

must be created to break the numbing spell of the invisible environrnents. 

Instead of hot cind cool, McLuhan now speaks of visual space (connected. 

excluding participation) and auditory spûce (disconnected, inviting participation). 

Recall his presumption that each sense actively makes a forrn of space. The prospect 

of plenary sensory involvement. known as synaesthesia, is invoked as a possible 

consequence of the decline of typogrûphic literacy and linear visual space. An 

example from Joyce's Utysses demonstrates how words con involve al1 the senses. 

cind the commentary notes further: "The sensus communis as the interplay of al1 the 

senses creates an involvement that unifies the imaginative life in the way sought by 

William Blake" (ibid., 207). 

With coordinator Jerome Agel and designer Quentin Fiore, he produces the 

typographically avant garde and illustrated The Medirtnl is tire Musscige ( 1  967) and 

W w  and Peuce in the Globul Vilkiige ( 1  968). The Medirtm is the M~issuge is a 

"collide-oscope of interfaced situations" that retneves many of his previous wntings 

to explore the new electronic environment. He repeats his rejection of technological 

determinism, in the statement that "there is absolutely no inevitûbility as long as there 

is a willingness to contemplate what is happening" (1967,25). A surnmary of one of 

the breûkthrough themata of the decade, media as environments, appears beside a 

closeup photo of a toe nail: 

Al1 media work us over completely. They are so pervasive in their 
personal, political, economic, aesthetic, psychoiogical, moral, ethical, 



social consequences that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected, 
unaltered. The medium is the massage. Any understanding of social and 
cultural change is impossible without a knowledge of the way media work 
as environments. [And running one word at a time down the left side of 
the page] Al1 media are extensions of some human faculty--psychic or 
physical. (ibid., 26) 

Wnr und Peace iit the Globo1 Villuge is "an inventory of some of the current spastic 

situations that could be eliminated by more feed forward." Quotes from Joyce serve as 

running muginalia. By now McLuhan's work repeats earlier themes, and rnnnifests the 

dynamism of his diagnosis, as he trcicks more recent media developments. McLuhan 

writes pnvately of his book in a 1967 letter: 

The sub-plot is the effect of the cornputer. The main plot is that every new 
technology creates a new environment that alters the perceptual life of the 
entire population. Since violence is the inevitable means of quest for 
identity when the old image. private or corporate, is smudged by the new 
technology, wu is automatic as a means of recovenng 
identity ....[ Speaking of Vietnam] We are now in the middle of our third 
world war, our first TV war. ... [Speaking of the generation aged fifteen] 
TV is the end of the western world. We have gone Oriental while the 
Orient tries to go West. Another major theme ... is that war is the great 
educational agency. ... On the other hûnd, education is war conducted 
against the sense life, and we now do this by new media. (Letters 1987, 
348-349) 

His outlook grows darker. The cornputer is hailed as a most extnordinary extension 

because it directly extends the central nervous system ( W m  aitd Peuce Ni the Global 

Village 35). Returning to his physiological sources on the senses," and throwing his 

discussion in Understanding Mediu of the mythical Narcissus narcosis into ncw relief, 

the book's subtext is pain--the pain of the auto-amputation of the central nervous system 

itself (ibid., 73).)' He also describes this auto-amputation in Throrrgh the Vanisliiiig 

Point: "Every new technologid innovation is a literal amputation of ounelves in order 

that it may be amplified and manipulated for social power and action. Naturally, such 

amputation is rissociated with pain that is referred not so much to the body as to bnin 

centres" (73). 



h his promotional activities. and speaking engagements McLuhan seeks audiences 

and funding for his ideas outside the acaderny, works through conversations with 

collaborators, and extends previous objectives, particularly research on the perceptual 

effects of new media. He attempts unsuccessfully to raise money to prepare a before and 

after study of the introduction of television into Greece. With the help of a friend, he gets 

iBM to contribute $10,000 for a study of sensory profiles. However the project collapses 

when McLuhan's collaboration dissolves into conflicting claims over intellectual 

property (Marchand 1989, 162-65). Expenmentcil work is tned by with P head-mounted 

camera developed by a colleague and able to capture eye movements and refer these to 

the object under attention. An "encapsulating chamber" designed by an architect to 

sirnulate the environment presented to the senses by foreign cultures is proposed (ibid.. 

164-65). From the perspective of the 1990s. it is apparent that these projects anticipate 

researchable questions, or perhaps vinuûl reality entertainment. However McLuhan 

anticipates, but is unabie to execute these innovative ideas in a coherent and 

acadernically acceptable research progrcim. 

A dignified photo of McLuhan dominates the overheated promotional rhetonc of an 

ad for the Dew Liiie newsletter which mns in the New York Times Mugtrzine (28. July 

1968). promising "[the newsletter] will use multi-media to deliver its message. It is 

designed not only to give you facts, but a whole new set of sensory equipment." 

Pmdoxically, at one level McLuhan has become what he beheld. The ad could be 

parodied effectively in the manner of The Meclztrnicd Bride. At another level, his 

explorations of the transfomative powers of media continue. and convinced of the 

importance of his ideas, unable to attract scholarly funds, feeling the rejection of many 

academic colleagues, his ambivalence toward the academy deepens. The paradox 

presented by McLuhan io his commentators expresses the tension of the public 

intellectual who finds that the wider the circulation of his ideas, the more alienated are 

his academic colleagues. Some of his startling insights have become commonplaces, 

such as the global village and the medium is the message, yet with rare but important 



exceptions the full import of his work rernains obscure, in part eclipsed by the 

controversy. The ambiguity of McLuhan as celebrity public intellectu~l blurs the line 

between intellectual pionerr and popular icon. These issues will be taken up in Chapter 3. 

Nevertheless, once re-red, it seems impossible to justify the reduction of McLuhan's 

diagnosis of techno-cultural transformations to technological deteminism, given his 

repeated assertions dunng the Cntalyst Phase, including the following: 

Today, in the electronic age of instantaneous communicûtion, I believe 
that our survival. and at the very least our comfon and happiness. is 
predicated on understûnding the nature of our new environment, because. 
unlike previous environmental changes, the electric media constitute a 
total and near-instantaneous trans formation of culture, values and 
attitudes. This upheaval generates great pain and identity loss. which can 
be ameliorated only through a conscious awareness of its dynamics. If we 
understand the revolutionûry transformations caused by new media, we 
cm anticipate and control them; but if we continue in our self-induced 
subliminal trance. we will be their slaves. ("McLuhan Mosaic" in The 
Antigoniclz Review 1988, 1 1 ). 

The Last Decade 

"Rernember, 1 have the only communication theory of transformation--dl 
the other theories are theories of trûnsportation only." (Lerters 1987.505.) 

McLuhan spends the decade ût the University of Toronto, teaching English and 

his Media and Society course for St. Michael's College, and conducting a Monday 

evening public seminar at the Centre for Culture and Technology housed in the Coach 

House. Books initiated later in the Catalyst Phase are published between 1970 and 1972, 

but his audience has moved on. He accepts invitations to speak al1 over the world, and 

participates in gathenngs of intellectuals and their patrons. His requests for research 

funds, refereed by academic juries, are mostly denied.3q Publishers are more receptive 

and he signs several book contracts; however The Ciry as Ckissroorn, published in 1977 

(with K. Hutchon and E. McLuhan), would be the Iast book to appear in his lifetime. 

Liws ofMediu begins as a revision of Understuiiding Media, on which he collaborates 



with numerous associates. but soon the project takes on a life of its own, and results in 

several articles in which McLuhan announces his discoveries. 

In addition to the last books published, frustration with unfinished projects. 

perceived scientifk and histoncal corroboration for his ideas, hopeful announceinent of 

the laws of media and (as we will see shortly) new developments. one other key feature 

distinguishes this Last Decade. There is. as Marchand (1989, 745) aptly puts it. "a hint of 

anguish" in his response to his critics. He begins the decade with his former spirit: "A 

guy who tums in a fire alarm is not necessariiy an xsonist!" The phenornenon is now 

spoken of in the third person: "Marshall McLuhan has never said that the printed page 

has corne to an end. McLuhan has said that the book is obsolescent" (Lerrers 1987. 398). 

With the frequent assistance of his dedicated ally and collaborator (on T~zke Tod~iy). 

Barrington Nevitt. he aitempts to correct what he considers misrepresentations of his 

position in letters to the popular press (Lerrers 1987. 410). in  pnvate letten to his 

commentators: Carey (Lerrers 1987.49 1 ); Kuhns (Lettel-s 1987, 448), in published 

letters to hostile critics (e.g. The Listeiier, in response to Jonathan Miller's book (Lerten 

1987,4356). and to his friends (Letters 1987. 430). He seeks ridvice from Fishwick on 

how ro respond to other academic attacks (Lerrers 1987, 505-06). He is rspecicilly 

outraged at Jonathan Miller's assessrnent thût he may bc guilty of lies. One friendly 

response--from Esslin. 197 1 --gently cautions that "lies" may be Miller's forceful wûy of 

expressing "matters not scientifically proven or correct" (Lerrei:~, 410). McLuhan later 

declares: "Nobody could preiend serious interest in my work who was not completely 

familiar with al1 of the works of James Joyce and the French Symbolists" (Letfers 1987, 

505). He cornplains that he is better appreciated in the Latin world. that print-fixnted 

academics resist his ideas. and that the sixties generation that once embraced his work is 

now going straight (Letters 1987,505-06). Yet he is convinced of the importance of his 

ideas, and continues to work to overcome the obstacles he perceives. If a humûnist. a 

doctus ontor, is to succeed in the twentieth ceniury, it is necessary to put forwûrd a 



"scientific" proposition. Over the decade McLuhan develops his "new science" which he 

later links to the works of Bacon and Vico. The Iaws of media and tetrad are one result of 

McLuhan's final intellrctual production.(See illustration 7.) 

In 1970. McLuhan is informed that Herbert Knigman. a public opinion researcher 

with Generd Elcctric. hûs concluded that McLuhan was right in assuming that print and 

television media ore experienced in distinctive ways by viewers and readers. Krugrnan's 

smdl study links brainwaves and difftrential responsts to printed and televisrd material. 

Rrgardless of content. Krugmnn confiriiis. without having set out to do so. that thcre is a 

physiological basis for concluding that the medium is the message (Krugman 1970). ln 

the wnke of this finding. McLuhan grows more hopsful of finding scirntific 

corroboration. Within the decade. hr considen the brain central to the core dynamic and 

mastrr historiogrriphiç patterns of his thcory. It sernis relevant to mention that in 1967 he 

had experiencrd the lonjest operation for a successful brain tumour removd in U.S. 

history to that point. Later he displays a right versus left brriin overlay on the cure 

dynaniic. Trotter and others had obsrrved that the lrft brain hemisphrre serins to control 

Iinsar. logical approûches. whrreas the right hemisphere srems to çontrol the intuitive. 

anistic and non-linnr orientation. For McLuhan this rnight explain the incomprehension 

thot he genuinely had encountrred in colleagues. It is evident that McLuhan continues to 

find a basis for his insights in the body, as well as in language. His authorial position 

remains that of the encyclopûedic humanist. In addition to his literary sources. with 

Joyce the most prominent and prescient student of media. McLuhan continues to cite 

Innis's pioneering insights. and to locate significant corroboration in Havelock (1963). 

Hall ( 1959), and Goinbrich ( 1960). Unquestionably, Gideon in fluencrd him. in Spice .  

Thle m d  Archiret+nci-e. and Meclictniu~tion Trrkes Cmintcind. So did. to a lesser degrer. 

k w i s  Munlford's Tec*liilicir mtd Cit-iliz~tticlrt. Over the decade McLuhan adds 

Lusseyran's (1963) Iucid autobiographical account of his childhood blindness, and 

persona1 expenence of the shift from visual to acoustic srnsory spaces (Lerters 1987. 
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41 3), and Entralgo's (1970) history of early medicine, which McLuhan considers a study 

of the audile-tactile (Letters 1987.45 l)." 

In addition to essays, interviews, and public appearances, early in the decade he 

publishes three books with typographically experimental formats and prose styles on the 

theme of "the effects of electnc technology on the human cornmunity" ("My Last Three 

Books" [ 19731). His books are mostly collaborations, and part of a conversational mode 

of production. Thus he lacks the strength of lasting voice on the page, and his dits 

remain unconvinced. His bief  expositions of the iaws of media and other topics. 

unquestionably open up still unprobed vistas. He retneves the theme from Wm- m d  

Pecice Ni the Global Villuge that violence is a quest for lost identity, and reworks his 

comments on the tnbalisrn that he believes rmerges under electronic conditions. The 

global village theme migrates into the global theatre, where roles are preferred over jobs: 

"Since Sputnik, the planer hûs become a global theatre under the proscenium arch of 

man-made satellites" (Cdtrrre is orir Brisiriess, ciirtlior's rtote). The space age landscape 

has now uptumed the earth itself into an art form. with the ecological movement one 

consequence. 

During the Last Decade. speed becomes an even more important variable in 

McLuhan's environmentd diagnosis. He regards contemporq historical patterns as 

global techno-cultural dynamics operating at varying rates of acceleration, so that media 

forms collide and set up force fields. with accornpanying effects, now called service and 

disservice environments. The urgency of his message is unabated: "Social navigation and 

survival depend on recognition of the processes, and knowledge of the diversity of 

environmentd 'dm-spins' and epicycles that we have created by Our own innovations. 

When a fast cultural spin is put around a slow one (e.g., when instant radio software is 

put around cumbersome nineteenth-century hardware), the slower hardware breaks 

down" (ibid.,). The result can be breakdown or breakthrough but, in any event, observes 

McLuhan as he had in Understanding Media, the result is a flip into another pattern. 



Another theme retrieved from Ut~derstandi~ig Media is Toynbee's idea of 

"etherealization" which variously sufiaces in McLuhan's work as "discarnate man" 

living at the speed of light, doing more with less, and a kind of dematerialized electronic 

sirnultaneity that abolishes space and time. For example, "Etherealised" via electric 

media we become discarnate rninds: "WE are there and THEY are here, 

instantly .... Electronic man i s  not only instantly transferable via information anywhere in 

the world, he cm also be 'out of this world' or simultaneously in many pans of it." We 

become angels. by which McLuhan means raiional presences minus a physical body 

(McLuhan and Nevitt 1972. 28-29). Where The Gutetiberg G d u y  ended with the galaxy 

reconfigured in an electronic age. and Uiiderstmrdiny Media ended with automation, it is 

etherealization and the relationship between hardware and software that has become a 

leading theme early in the decade's work. He detïnes the relationship in a later essay: 

"Software is the organization of information for the shaping and metamorphosis of its 

'hardware' embodiment. The hardwarekoftware relûtionship is not fixed. but is 

çonstantly changing in the process of 'etherealisation' (Ctiusciliy in the Eiecrric Wurld 

1973. 1 ) .  The last section of Culture is oitr Blrsiness addresses "Software". It begins with 

Boccioni's line, "[wle are the primitives of a new kind of culture". illustrated on the 

facing page by an rnti-Vietnam w u  poster, hedlined "And now the Bombt?"--by which 

he means electric software--and from which ll[t]here is no finish line" (Ciiltrire is our 

Business 1970, 334-5). 

Frorn Cliclié ta Archetype, prepared in conversation with Wilfred Watson ( 1970). 

follows the patterns of human cognition as manifest in language and the ar ts .  The related 

principles of reirieval and obsolescence are major themes of this work, and will become 

an aspect of the four fold tetrad. Retneval means "the paradox of the process by which 

wom-out and conventional themes and perception [which are explored as aspects of 

clichel are hâbitually flipped into resplendent new form" ("My Last Three Books", n.p.). 

Another way of putting this is thnt obsolescence is the matrix of innovation (Oltman 

1974,74). The relationship between cliché and archetype is dynamic, and the emphasis 



on speed again emerges: "New ckhé ,  new technology retrieves unexpected 

archetypes from the rag-and-bone shop. New means create new ends as new 

services create new discomforts. New speed-up, a new rim-spin put around any 

slower organization, destroys the slower one" (Fi-orn Cliché to Arclieppe l970,46). 

The slide show of The Mechunicul Bride has accelerated into a simultaneous global 

sound and light show, accompanied by McLuhan's mosaic anti-narration. This 

prompts a further reworking of the meming of media: 

Al1 media of communications are clichés serving to enlarge man's scope of 
action, his patterns of association and awareness. These media create 
environments that numb our powers of attention by sheer pervasiveness. 
The limit of our awareness of these foms do not limit their action upon Our 
sensibilities .... Since the resulting symbolic systems are numerous, they rue 
in perpetuai interplay, creating a kind of sound-light show on an 
ever-increasing scale.(Frorrr Cliché IO Arclietype. 57). 

His ides  are speeciing up, as though in response to the environment that 

surrounds him. Innovations are extensions that create hidden systems which stem 

frorn man's own psyche and interact with al1 the senses. The diqnosis of the core 

dynarnics and histonographic patterns continues. "Today we experience a return to 

that [tribal, with no pst ,  no history] outlook when technological breakthroughs 

have becorne so massive as to create one environment upon another, from radio to 

TV to satellite. These foms give us access to al1 pasts" (ibid., 1 19). Vico's New 

Scie~zce had shown Joyce, arnong others that ancient fables and tales are 

compressed records of moments of technical breakthrough, which are also resonant 

in the patterns of human speech and sensibility (ibid.. 125). McLuhan takes up 

Vico's theme. New technologies toss whole societies into the glubap can of 

obsolescence. where they become accessible to retneval by later generations, and 

other cultures (ibid., 126). "Electric information", he writes, "has canied 

enlightenment to the flip point: The world of bugging and X-ray has brought back 

the occuit and the exterior world has yieided to the inner trip" ("My Last Three 

Books" n.d., n.p.). Again, T.S. Eliot's "auditory imagination" expresses the acoustic 



all-at-once pattern that the electric world imposes on human ûwareness by reorganizing 

the sensory and imaginative picture, but only if we stay asleep? From Cliché to 

Archeype is preoccupied with the multi-level operations of a Viconian kind of ricorso. 

the retrieval of the primitive acoustic simultaneous mode of experience, under electronic 

conditions. However, as he consistently maintains, the transformation of Western literate 

man under electronic conditions is not the same as the transformation of man 

accompanying the shift from oral to literate culture (The Gutenberg G ~ l k u y  1962,40, 

Utiderstotditig Mediu 1963, 50), and post-literacy is a quite different mode of 

interdependence from pre-li teracy (The Gir teil bers Gulaq  1964. 60). 

in conversation with Barrington Nevitt, by profession an electrical engineer. 

McLuhan applies his ideas to business management and corporate organizrttion. The 

result. T d e  Todny: The Executice a s  Dropoiit (1972), probes diverse aspects of 

mediamorphosis, including reversais from hardware to software, job-holding to 

role-playing, and from centrdizaiion to decentralization. The approach is to "reveal 

pattern and process by means of inventories of effects "(McLuhan and Nevitt 1972. 27). 

ris he had done previously in The Mediitrri is rlie ~~rssccge ."~ By this point, McLuhan bas 

adapted Innis' s taples thesis into the proposition thai: "Change itsel f hns become the 

main stûple" (McLuhan and Nevitt 1972.6). 

McLuhan continues to reforrnulate the core dynamics of his theory: "The user is 

always the content of any medium, whereûs the message is the totality of cffects whether 

intended or not." (McLuhan and Nevitt 1974. 30). He restates a point from Project Ni 

U~zderstuudi>tg New Media (again ciiing Gombrich). but now his concem begins to focus 

on the grounding of experience in interplay, a gap where the action of transformation is: 

Sensory inputs are not the same as sensory closures. in the process of 
"closure" or "synaesthesi~," whatever the eye receives is modified by the 
e x  and touch and smell and al1 Our past experience .... The "interface" 
between the old and new creates a transformation and merging that we 
cal1 " experience". (ibid.) 

Bolder regarding the coherence of his diagnosis, he criticises nvals to his theory of 

cornmunications as transformation: 



Conventional communication theory is concemed with matching the old, 
not making the new. It is a theory that reduces al1 "messages" to yes-or-no 
choices--"bytesw of "two-bit" information, to be transrnitted through 
"noise" from input to output of a tele-communication channel. It is a 
theory of communication for machines that has been applied to people by 
speciûlists. (McLuhan and Nevitt 1972.28) 

McLuhan grows increasing preoccupied with simultaneity as he continues to rework 

his thernes. Citing T.S. Eliot and James Joyce. McLuhan repeats his fundamental 

assumption. that we can have the experience of any medium without discovering its 

rneaning until long afterwards (ibid., 30). "Resonance" is now on important term to 

describe the "instantaneous world of information movernent" or "Echoland," which 

McLuhan links to the earlier idra of acoustic space: "The 'action' has moved from the 

'ngid connection' to the 'resonant gap.' The fact that the eûr creates a physicûl space 

quite distinct from the physical spûce created by vision, or touch or smell. or 

proprioception (visceral and postural), or any of the other senses, is a fact long lost to 

li terate Western society" (i bid.. 3 1 ). McLuhan's core dynamic is now plain. but an 

important thematic that anchon his work of the Lûst Decade emerges in the notion from 

gestalt psychology of the figurelground relationship : "The technological extension of 

cach sense makes its own space, just as each participant make sense in his relationship to 

the communication process .... The meaning of a word is not what it  says not merely its 

definition. but what it does as a figure in its context or ground."(ibid., 29). The 

development of this theme extends his training in practical criticism into the multimedia 

work of techno-cultural experience. 

McLuhan discovers an exquisite experiential account that appears to provide 

corroboraiion for his linkage of core dynarnics and sensory change in And There Wc~s 

Lighi, by the French resistance leader. Jacques Lusseynn. Lusseyran described the 

revolution in sensibility resulting from his sudden childhood blindness and, based on this 

experience, drew a puailel conclusion to McLuhan's. namely, that reason itself is 

dependent on sensory organizaiion. Lusseyran writes: 



When 1 came upon the myth of objectivity in certain modem thinkers, it 
mode me angry. So there was only one world for these people, the same 
for everyone. And al1 the other worlds were to be counted as illusions left 
over from the past. Or why not cal1 them by their name--hallucinations? I 
had leamed to my cost how wrong they were. From my own expenence 1 
knew very well that it was enough to take from a man a memory here, an 
association there, to deprive him of hearing or sight, for the world to 
undergo imrnediate transformation. and for another world. entirely 
different but entirely coherent, to be bom. Another world? Not really. The 
same world rather, but seen from another angle, and counted in entirely 
new measures. When this happened. al1 the hierarchies they called 
objective were tumed upside down, and scattered to the four winds, not 
even theories but like whims. (Letters 1987,436; Tuke Todq ,  144; 
Lusseyran 1963, 112) 

McLuhan maps this illurninûtion of the core dynamics onto the historiographie 

patterns, and comments: "What Lusseyran ascribes to the physical fate of südden 

blindness. has in the electric ûge of instant information and new man-made 

environments. become a universal experience of sudden re-orientations and lost goals 

and identities" (Lerters 1987, 436). 

tn T d e  T o d q  and throughout the decade McLuhan extends the figurefground 

analysis into a perceptual probe of dynûmic environments. This tactic permits McLuhan 

to fomalize the mosaic approach, and confer a social scientific lineage on his approach 

to understanding media. as he had done previously by invoking such figures as 

Gombnch, von Bekesey, Hildebrand, and others. McLuhan explains (using exûmples 

previously developed in Projeci irt Undersrunding New Media) to an interviewer: 

Each kind of technique, or technology, necessarily has a large ground of 
services and disservices associated with it. Now, the ordinary attention is 
fixed on the figure rather than the ground, on the wheel rather than the 
huge system of road services necessq to maintain the existence of a 
wheel or wheeled vehides. ... By not looking at the ground around the 
automobile, you miss the message of the car. For it is the ground of any 
technology that is the medium that changes and it is the medium that is 
the message of the technology, not the figure. (Oltmans 1974,7373) 

In Take Toduy, he McLuhm's extension of his roots in literary criticism into his theory 

of communications is evident, an he writes: 



It is hûrd for the conventional and uncritical mind to grasp the fact that 
"the meaning of meaning" is a relationship: a figure-ground process of 
perpetual change. The input of data must enter a ground or field or 
surround of relations that are transformed by the intnider, even as the 
input is also transformed. Knowledge, old or new, is always a figure that 
is undergoing perpetual change by "interface" with new environments. 
Thus it is never easy to divorce knowledge and experience. h the sûme 
way that knowledge and experience are continuously modifying each 
other, the relation between "hardware" and "software" is not fixed but is in 
a perpetual state of metamorphosis. (1972, 86) 

Each medium favours a sensory mode. He continues: "Al1 models, 'hardware' or 

'software'. like metaphors, transfer or transform meaning from one sensory modality or 

field of being to anotherW(with Nevitt 1972, 28) 

Translation hûs always been central to McLuhan's line of thinking regarding 

transformation. variously manifest in the inetaphor (seeing one thing in terms of 

another), and the sensus cornmunis. common sense or wit that processes experience. In 

the Catalyst Phase, the companion notions of extension and intenorization supplied a 

mode of realization Sor the operations of the core dynamic of transformation. In the h s t  

Decride. as mentioned above. he delves further into the process of transformation. and 

emphasizes the interval. as the gap where transformation occun."' He announces 

privately in 1970 after reading Ovid's Metcir>iorphoses: "It is a bit mortifying to discover 

at this time of day that the technique of metamorphosis is quite simply that of the arrest 

the interval. whether of space or time or rhythm. It is this that causes the change or 

metamorphosis" (Lerrers 1987,4 17). The continuity with McLuhan's Early Phase of 

literary cnticism and emphasis on the aesthetic moment, are evident here, as is the fluid 

way in which he melds his extension of literary criticism into media study. The televised 

instant replriy becomes a formula for metamorphosis. In the same letter in which he 

announces his full awareness of the significance of metamorphosis, he writes: "The 

electric light as a medium and message combined is clearly an environment that includes 

the viewer as content. The same however is true of al1 other media, as with fish in water- 



al1 media which surrounds or envimnments that use not only everybody but al1 earlier 

media as their content. Hence the metamorphosis" (ibid., 41 8). 

The theory of mediamorphosis is fashioned out of the earlier preoccupations and the 

new concepts. After Through the Vunisliiizg Poit~r, he emphasizes: "The electnc age 

gives ascendancy once more to the 'resonant interval' that Wamer Heisenberg designated 

as the structure of quantum physics, and which Lines Pauling descnbes as the 'chernical 

bond'. It is the sudden recurrence of the resonant interval as a dominant cultural fact in 

the elcctronic age that gives twentieth-century man his rapport with primitive societies as 

well as with medieval culture" ("Discontinuity and Communication in  Literature" 1970, 

190). The interface is "tactility itself. the metarnorphic moment of the resonant interval 

such as occurs between the wheel and the axel. Without the interval, there would be 

neither wheel nor axel" (ibid., 193). Joyce makes full use of the resonant interval, setting 

up a parallel between mythology and language, which is a mirror of the modifications of 

the human mind, as Vico had said (ibid., 193). Joyce uses myth to manipulate a 

continuous paralle1 between contemporaneity and antiquity, as T.S. Eliot put it. in a 

rnanner as important for literature as a scientific discovery (ibid.. 194). 

McLuhan is deepening his awareness of themes first advrnced in The iMecliciizicu1 

Bride. pnrticularly the theme of discontinuity, for between two things there is not a 

connection (as is posited in visual linear space) but mther a gap or interval. McLuhan 

traces this recognition in Wes tem li terature to the S ymbolists, but finds full awareness in 

Eastern (Oriental) art and philosophy, notably the I CI i iq .  The shift in emphûsis in his 

work from extensions to the idea of the resonant interval, 3s interface or moment of 

metamorphosis, casts a different shading on his insights of the Last Decade, and 

indicûtes a parallel shift from organic to metnmorphic formalism. These fresh concepts 

appear in his books and pnvate papers, and indicate the convergence of his thinking on 

the topic of the memmorphic powers of the fonns of Our extended human artefacts. Key 

concepts are figure/ground and the resonant interval or interface, however McLuhan also 

retrieves the notion of formal causality. I believe that McLuhan's recognition of the 



a formal powers of electncity, namely the speed of light, and simultaneity leads him to 

conceptualize his previous work in new ways. He writes in a 197 1 letter to E.T. Hall. for 

instance, "the user of the electric light. or a hammer, or a language. or a book. is the 

content. As such, there is s total metamorphosis of the user by the interface. It is the 

metrimorphosis that 1 consider the message" (Letters 1987,422). This is a paradigrnatic 

statement. for the example of the electric light captures McLuhan's focus on 

simultaneity. He had called attention to the significance of the electric light in 

U~iderstu/idi/ig 1CIedicl however he now finds in the propenies of the light, or electncity. 

the forma1 cause for the patterns he diagnoses. Thus he describes the impact of electric 

and electronic media on the human community as living at the speed of light. The shift 

in McLuhan's thinking places greater stress on pure fom. openting outside of the 

confines of chronological history. By tracing the process of interaction between "users" 

of media. and al1 artefact forms. the theme of metamorphosis culminates in the tetrad. 

The laws of media extend his core dynamics. and historiographie pattems. into an 

increasingly synchronic formûlist theory. 

Before examining the tetrad, several othzr research strands pertinent to the 

development of McLuhan's theory of cultural transformation in the Last Decade require 

attention. 

One of the unfinished projects (abandoned in 1975, after his research grûnt proposal 

wûs denied by the Sociul Scienses and Humuniries Resc~irck Cotiilcil) indicates the way 

in which he had hoped to develop his thesis of master historical pattems within cultural 

history. This is a "Baedecker" or guide to the developments in art and science in the 

twentieth centuryU Reinspired in the early 1970s to take up themes suggested by Gideon 

w hen reding Thomas Kuhn's Striictrt re of ScientiJc Revolu tions, McLuhan envisions a 

series of aphonstic essays inventorying the major artistic and scientific breakthroughs of 

the twentieth ceniury, beginning in 1900 with the discovery of discontinuity between 

conscious and unconscious in Freud's Interpetution of Dreams, and of matter in 

Planck's quantum theory. 



He intends to illuminate how these and other breakthroughs depend on changes in 

'modeis' of perception. Parallel breakthroughs are apparent in cubist and multilocational 

art, and McLuhan proposes that the unity underlying these recent artistic and scientific 

developments lies in a shift from visual to other types of space--such as acoustic and 

tactile space--under electric conditions. in The Gutenberg G d u y  and Undersrmrding 

Medi~r he had advanced the case that art and science were transformed under conditions 

of alphabetic and Iater typographie Iiteracy. In The Mecizcinicirl Bride he had argued that 

the discontinuous newspaper form. a hybrid medium of prini and tclegraph iechnology, 

preceded and became the ground for mtistic and scienti fic insights. The intellrctuol 

Bûedecker then was an attempt to supply a fuller account of that ground shift for the 

twentieth-century paradigm shifts (or figures) for al1 of cultural life. as Kuhn had done 

for the natural sciences (Letters 1987. 504). McLuhan argues that media forms provide 

the ground for the new discovenes. which the artists and creative scientists are the first to 

detect. This supports my interpretation that McLuhan's most ambi tious project would 

have been to preprire û diagnosis that linked the core dynamics and the histonographic 

patterns, as a kind of awlueness manual on the shifting operating systems in twentiath 

century thought. McLuhan urged his talented colleague. Ted Carpenter. to collaborate, 

and, after he refused, sought other names (Leiters 1987.450). In addition to the Letters. 

and essays such as "Discontinuity and Communication in Literature" (1970) and 

"Literature and Scientific Knowledge" (Apnl 1976), McLuhan's ideas appear in an 

unpublished memo, "Changing Paradigms in the Arts and Sciences Since 1900" and are 

sprinkled throughout Tuke Toduy (see also Marchand 1989.239-40). 

Reading Kuhn's Strrictiire of Scienrific Revolritiotis with its discussion of normal 

science and paradigm shifts provokes McLuhan to conclude that "there never was a 

scientist in history who set out to make breakthroughs or discoveries. All scientists seem 

to have been eamest supporters of whatever establishment they could unite with" (Letters 

1987,450). Once McLuhan diagnoses the grounds for natural science itself as a form of 

knowiedge arising from a particular mode of experience, he moves funher into what 1 



have cailed his techno-cultural hermeneutics. His effort to reveal the grounds of 

understanding ernerges out of his stance as grammarian: "General Systems science, 

mathematical models, and cornputer languages dike are media. They impose their own 

'grammars' and hidden assumptions upon the user as content. But science, the child of 

literacy, has hitherto ignored the effects of literacy on itself' (Tuke Todav 1972. 136). In 

paradigms, which Kuhn argued were indispensable for science, McLuhan detects the 

paradoxical imposition of a tyranny of concepts: "AI1 paradigms are traps" (ibid.. 137). 

His iheory diffèrs, as later wiil his "new science," and lie asks: 

Who will define 'scientific truth'? Who will expound the hidden biases 
not only of scientists but of science itself? ... Scientists who condescend to 
treat language and literature as minor amenities for undisciplined minds 
have al1 the while tidden blithely on the coattails of literacy. Without 
literacy as ground for perception, there could be no figures for science or 
mathematics or logic. (ibid., 125) 

Western science, argues McLuhan (citing Havelock's Prefiice ro Pkiro), is linked to 

the history of literacy, and unconsciously depends upon the introduction of the phonetic 

alphabet and later the printing press. His core theory of cultural transformation is now 

applied to a critique: 

Any philosophy that considers sensations and concepts as mere 
"reflections" or "copies" of material objects in the human mind fails to 
account for the continual transformation of sensory inputs into outputs of 
quite different kinds. Food for the mind is like food for the body; the 
inputs are never the same as the outputs! This pattern of non-linearity is 
evident in every human activity. AS "FIGURES" ALL SENSES CREATE 
THER OWN SPACES, WHICH ARE METAMORPHOSED BY 
INTERACTION WITH THEIR ENVRONMENTAL "GROUNDS." 
"Causes" become "effects" via concepts, whereas effects merge with 
causes in process pattem recognition via percep ts. (ibid., 1 37) 

"The poets and artists are masters in anticipating such gaps decûdes 
before they become dangerous." (ibid., 139) "Being overiaken by the 
future is the terror in the rear-view mirror!" (ibid., 14 1) "AT ELECTRIC 
INFORMATION SPEEDS ART AND SCIENCE AND NATURE 
CONVERGE THROUGH UNDERSTANDING MEDIAt' (ibid., 148). 



On my interpretation, McLuhan tums away from history and the organic body and 

towards an increasingly synchronie fomalism over the h s t  Decade. in part this tum 

aises from his diagnosis of contemponry conditions, 3s noted above in the discussion of 

simultaneity and the speed of light. However, his inability to find a collaborator so as to 

realize his Baedecker in the Lûst Decade meant that the tore dynamics of his theory of 

mediamorphosis reached a fniition in his thinking thût was not achieved for the 

historiographic patterns. (Below I will indicate how the historiographic patterns shift as 

illustrated in the posthumous Laws of Media). I believe that had he been able to do SO, 

McLuhan would have deepened his profound recognition of the need for a new humanist 

science, which he first advances in scrittered references in T ~ l k e  Toduy ( 1 972. 1 50- 1 ). "In 

1850 science looked like the bandwagon of progress that had replaced the anarchy of 

humanist history" (Ibid., 69). Under the relentless pressure for more speed of 

information. ''The things we assumed as the grouiid for human existence have simply 

been cancelled" (Ibid., 324). And in the final section, entitled "Eco-Log for Navigation": 

The familiar idea of 'making the news' now yields to making the world 
itself. For the best part of a century, we have been programming human 
consciousness with retnevals and replays of the tribal unconscious. The 
complementq of this process would seem to be the 'natural' program for 
the period ahead: progrumming rlie uncoiiscious witli she rcceti~fy 
ocliieved fonns of consciorisiiess. This procedure would evoke a new form 
of consciousness radically different from former consciousness. 
Everybody becomes a voluntary participant in creating diversity withnut 
loss of identity. Man is the content of the environment he creates, whether 
of 'hardware' or 'software', whether of consciousness or unconsciousness. 
There is therefore no technical alternative to 'humanism', even though for 
many this would include the divine gace of the superhumûn. (McLuhan 
and Nevitt 1972,297) 

On other fronts, McLuhan continues The Meclianical Bride and Explorations Phase 

Iinkage of the themes of media and education. He maintains consistently that for students 

and teachers, English literature offers a "control tower in communication study" because 

writers are often sensitive detectors of pattern shifts and effects of technology. He argues 

that "it is necessary to use the techniques of the investigator, of Sherlock Holmes, in 
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studying the transforming powers of the communication process. The electric age is 

necessanly the age of the data hunter, and even the man hunter" ("English Literature as 

Control Tower" 1974,6). In City as Ckissrooni, prepared with Katherine Hutchon and 

Eric McLuhan, the figurelground analysis is applied to the training of sensory perception 

in the Young. Figure and ground are not categories, but tools to help discover the 

structure and properties of situations (Ciy as Clissroorn 1977.3 1). Suggestions are 

offered for study of the properties and service environments of sixteen forms of media. 

Ci- cu Cltrssmotr~ is no& a book to be read, so much as to be used; however, a note in the 

front advises the reader to begin with the first chapter in order to grasp the rest of the 

book. Slang and popular culture once again offer avenues for research. McLuhan 

Since the advent of electronic media such as cornputen, enormous 
amounts of information are now available in the classroom. We have 
already noted that in an age when answers are being discovered outside 
the clossroom. questions belong inside the classroom: similarly, when an 
"information explosion" is occumng outside the classroom. the study of 
structures of information or "pattern recognition" can p on inside the 
classroom ( 1977, 165). 

As his work shifts from the organic forrnalism of the Catalyst Phase, to a increasing 

preoccupation with synchronic and structural principles," McLuhan's formalism 

nonetheless retains an "interactive chamter." The prirniüy reason is that his work and 

practice as teacher and public intellectual is deeply rhetorical, in the classical sense, and 

he recognizes the significrince of audience participation in al1 modes of communication 

("Formal Causality in Chesterton1' 1976, 253-55; Letrers. 1987,412; 1976. 535.) His 

rhetorical theory of communication is evident in the Chesterton essay ( 5) where he links 

his themes in a discussion of why Western philosophers and scholars have neglected 

study of forma1 causality in the arts and sciences: 

[Vhe public [is] a formal cause in the sense that the public is always in 
need of some help in some area of concem, an area in which it is ignorant, 
or mistaken, or confused .... Since scarcely anybody has studied the 
audience of any writer fiom Plato to the present, ... l suggest that this 
reason is to be found in the visud bias of Western man. Visual man is 



typically concemed with the lineal and the connected and the logical. 
Visual order has regard to figure and not to ground. The audience is 
always the hidden ground rather than the figure of any discourse. 
... However, without the interplay of figure and ground, no art or 
knowledge is possible." ("Formai Causality in Chesterton" 1976,254-55) 

By 1976, he concludes that research into the brain offers important clues to a plenliry 

explanation for the dynamics of culture, corroboration for his insights, and û possible 

explanation for the incomprehension that his ideas a t t r ~ t : ~ ~  "For thirty years at least 1 

have been usine the two-hemisphere approach under the names of the written and the 

oral the visual and the acoustic the hot and the cool the medium and the message figure 

and ground and so on. Now it tums out that medicine has been building a great 

beach-head for this approach with its new understanding of the two hemispheres of the 

brnin" (Lerrers 1987. 521). McLuhan associates the left hemisphere with the literate and 

industrial First World, and the nght hemisphere with the acoustic Third World, minus 

the phonetic alphabet. The new electronic environment "automatically pushes the nght 

hemisphere into a more dominant position than it  has held in the Western world since the 

invention of the phonetic alphabet" (ibid.. 527). How does this dynamic work? "The two 

hemispheres naturally respond to the milieu or total surround in which people live and 

work." McLuhan wdes this letter (and sends numerous dupliccite copies) in order to help 

his correspondents "to follow my work more eûsily" (ibid., 359; 52 1). He continues: "My 

work has been a dialogue between the two hemispheres in which the characteristics of 

the right hemisphere are given so much recognition thût 1 have been unintelligible to the 

Ieft-hemisphere people. It happens that the left-hemisphere people are completely out of 

touch with the results and the forma1 characteristics of their own new electnc 

technologies" (ibid., 522). 

At once McLuhan has presented scientific corroboration for his abductive theories, 

which he tdces more senously than the earlier probe phase. He has explained why his 

critics seem so unreceptive to his ideas and he hm opened up a line of research that 

focuses on the parallels between the brain and his other themes. It is tantalizing to reflect 

on the fact that just as Innis' last decade work on the paradoxical commodity of paper, 



which could be transformed into paper and the medium of the press, so McLuhan has 

now found in the paradoxical brain and mind a possible source for the core dynamics 

and explanation for his historiographie pattems. in his 1978 article, "The Brain and the 

Media: The 'Westem' Hemisphere" McLuhan presents these ideas to communications 

scholars. recasts some of his themes. and drûws out their implications." "The dominance 

of either the left or the right hemisphere is largely dependent upon environmental 

factors" (1978, 55). Hemisphenc specialization offers a dynamic for cornprehension of 

the signiticance of the phonetic alphabet: "Luria's observûtions provide an understanding 

of how the written alphabet, with its lineal structure, was able to create the conditions 

conducive to the development of Westem science. technology, and rationality" (ibid., 

56). The brain in response to the environrnent configures cultural pattems, and through 

exposure to dominant media appears to be linked to visual or acoustic space. "However, 

hemisphenc dominance does not mran there can be no interplay between the 

hemispheres" (ibid., 57). The corpus callosum bridges the heniispheres in the brriin. and 

permits interplay, a biological parallel to the linguistic process of translation. 

McLuhan draws the conclusion for communications scholarship that conventional 

approûches to study of media and effects represent ûn (unconscious) lineal and left brain 

bias, which he illustrates with the influential "pipeline mode1 of hardware container for 

software content" proposed by Shannon and Weaver (1978.58-59). This concentration 

on figure (and pipeline) is ovrrcome in a nght brain orientation, which rmphasizes the 

ground of media effects. For example, "the side effects of telephone or radio assume a 

complex systern of electric technology which transforms the entire society" (ibid., 59). 

"[Tlhe side effects of any communication system tend to be an entire environrnent of 

interfacingsW--a point which would be dismissed by the Shannon Weaver mode1 of 

communications as irrelevant or "noise," but which McLuhan considers the ground. and 

thus (along with the figures) the proper focus of the study of media effects (ibid.). Again, 

as he had argued in 1964, the "generation gap" is one side effect of the ground of 



pervasive television technology, as the young grow up natives in an emerging electronic 

environment, alien to their parents and print-based institutions. (ibid., 60) 

He pushes towards an encyclopaedic and abductive interpretation, and his theory of 

cultural transformation is increasingly preoccupied with the synchronic Me of artefact 

foms. Extensions remain, as al1 innovations are extensions ("Causality in the Electric 

World" 1973, 2), but the theme of organic extension is muted as compared to the Catalyst 

Phase. In the tetrad he will modify this aspect of the core dynamic to the question what is 

amplified, extended or enhanced? The shifi begins in 1970 (Letters 1987,416-19). 

Confirmation for the observation that McLuhan's thinking shifts to a synchronic formalism 

lies in the increasing attention he pays to forma1 causality. Again his focus is in part on the 

claims of natural science, and what he perceives to be the neglect of the literate grounds 

for conventional science. "What most scientists still fail to perceive is the 'visuai' bias of 

Iogical inference imposed by Westem civilkation itself' ("Causality in the Electric World" 

1973, 12). McLuhan diagnoses the obliviousness of the scientist to the hidden ground of 

Westem culture in the printed word ("Causality in the Electric World", 3-4), and agrees 

with Mario Bunge who had observed that the Greek idea of four causes had become one: 

efficient causality. McLuhan argues that the decline of formal causality accompanies the 

pervasiveness of typographie literacy. 

In the 1976 essay on Chesterton, his rhetorical and grammatical approaches to theory 

are merged. Rhetoncally speaking, the public is the formal cause or ground for an author's 

work ("Formal Causality in Chesterton", 254). Formal causality cannot be abstracted 

"since it is always a dynamic relation between the user and his ever-changing situation" 

(ibid., 258) yet, as the grammarian observes, "In the everyday order, fomal causality 

reveds itself by its effects.. .. There is a strange paradox in this, because shce the effects 

corne from the hidden ground of situations, the effects usualiy appear before their causes. 

When a Danvin or an Einstein appears, we Say 'the tirne was ripe' and that the figure 

appeared in its natural ground" (ibid., 256). Like McLuhan, "Chesterton's awareness of the 



figurdground consequences pervades his studies of history and human thought in general" 

(ibid., 257). Speaking as rhetor: 

It was the "rhetorical" interplay between philosophy and its public which 
was eliminated by Descartes in the seventeenth century with the result that 
formai cause was transferred from the public to the subjective lXe of the 
individual philosopher or student of philosophy. The fùrther consequence 
was that the "contentt' of philosophy and the arts became relegated to 
efficient causality. Forma1 causality simply ceased to have any conscious 
role in the arts and sciences fiom then until our own day. Chesterton was 
part of the avant garde in re-discovering forma1 causality in his 
rnulti-levelled grasp of his public and his themes. (ibid., 258-59) 

McLuhan moves away from history because he concludes that under electronic 

conditions, conventional history is abolished and al1 of what is known about the human 

past can be retrieved in a simultaneous present. 

In today's ECO-world of electric information that flows unceasingly upon 
us fiom every side, we al1 encounter the predicament of Alice in 
Wonderland. Now effects merge with causes instantly through speedup, 
while "software" etherealises "hardware" by design. Al1 ngid distinctions 
between thinker and doer, observer and observed, object and subject are 
being eroded by the "im-spin" of electric media. OId ground rules and 
human perceptions are being transfomed by this new resonant surround 
where nothing is stable but change itself But like water to a fish, the 
environment we live in remains hidden. (ibid., 1) 

He is also retrieving Gideon's observation that "History is not a compilation of facts, 

but an insight into a moving process of life" (Take Today 1972, 15). History itself, as he 

had repeatedly observed for literature, has become an "observatory of change" where "the 

culhiral histonan can reveal the hidden factors in the cultures of the past" (ibid.). In this 

fresh sense, history is a kind of counter environment. McLuhan now takes his recognition 

of the signincance of Gideon's and Innis' histoncai work, and expands it fiom 'feedback' 

to 'feed forward' (Ibid., 16). Writes McLuhan: "When we push our paradigms back, we 

get 'history'; when we push them forward, we get 'science.' " (Ibid., 15) Where he 

identified his position with cultural historians in his doctoral work, in Tuke Today (15) and 

the work of the Last Decade, McLuhan becomes the master pattern watcher, who, like 

Vico, must invent a new science. Midway through the decade, he invites histoians of 



technology to test his hypotheses when he announces his 'scientific' laws of media: "1 am 

not prirnarily a historian [note the equivocation], so my reference base is not historical. 

However, 1 should like to test the validity of rny laws in tems of history: ... Does the 

history of technology "prove" or "disprove" my postdates?" (1975,75) 

This shift to synchronie fonnalism and the growing preoccupation with forma1 

causality also pervade his literary criticism. Two essays are published, on Ezra Pound 

(1977) and T.S. Eliot (in Bessai and Jackel, eds. 1977), which analyse the formal qualities 

of the approaches taken by the two modemists in a wide-ranging case study of their 

collaboration on editing Eliot's nie Waste Land. In these essays, McLuhan also retums to 

the language of the trivium, and contextualizes Eliot as the rhetor, and Pound as the 

grammari an. 

Returning to the trivium and his grammatical and rhetorical roots, McLuhan's tetrads 

present an ideogram of forma1 dynamics and principles. Recognizing that a negative 

scholarly consensus has been achieved on bis work in the Anglo-American-Canadian 

milieu, and in response to his  growing number of critics, he introduces, in two articles, the 

laws of media (1975; 1978). By scientific McLuhan intends at one level a dictum denved 

from Karl Popper: a scientific statement is one that is set forth in such a manner that it can 

be disproved. This desire for the legitimacy of science is partly rhetorical: it is an attempt 

to answer his critics. Mer  his criticisms of old science, the posture is a bold move 

reminiscent of the slogan, "if you can't beat them, join them." Read closely, however, the 

tetrad offers a rival to scientific claims to legitimacy, a new humanist science arising from 

rhetoric and grammar to replace the victorious successor to logic and dialectics. The 

recognition that animates the new science is the fundamental place of language. McLuhan 

makes his argument that al1 human artefacts share a linguistic base, and likewise the tetrad 

consists of a linguistic constnsct in a four-part ratio. Yet it is important to note that 

McLuhan's theory of communications as transformation partakes of his understanding of 

technology and language: man is the tool making animal, and his first great tool is speech. 

It is' also worth note that he continues to search for the core dynarnics in the operations of 



the brain, thus seeking a biological and physical correlate to his linguistic explorations. 

McLuhan's daim is that al1 human knowledge is shaped by relationships with dominant 

technologies and media fonns, considered as artefacts that are not "natrirai" but have been 

made. His new science includes and explains the old. 

He weaves his preoccupations with scientific and artistic insight into an account of the 

dynamics of Iife with artefact forms. He insists that the basis for his laws of media is 

inductive, but sets out an account that is compressed, synchronic, formal, linguistic, 

stmctural, and less historical than his earlier work. "Exploration of the 'laws of the mediat 

opens up the matter of the grammar and syntax of each artifact" ("Laws of the Media" 

1977, 175). The "hypothesized" laws are heuristic, meaning for McLuhan that they begin 

with ignorance and percept, not knowledge and concept. The tetrad fom is open, and 

embodies not statements, but rather four questions: What does any artefact enhance? 

What does it make obsolete? What does it retrieve that had been rendered obsolete 

earlier? What does it flip into when pushed to the limits of its potential? (ibid., 175) (See 

Illustration 8.) 

McLuhan wrote, in the journal et cetera, that: "The 'Laws of the Media' are stmctural 

@ forms closely related to metaphor" (1977, 177). In its forma1 characteristics, the metaphor 

has four terrns which are discontinuous, yet intemally related, comparable to the ratios of 

analogy. This works dong lines suggested by Aristotle: "It follows that the sou1 is 

analogous to the hand: for as the hand is a tool of tools so the mind is the f o n  of forms 

and sense the forrn of sensible things." (ibid., 176). Thus he clarifies his synchronic 

position: "al1 the extensions of man, verbal or non-verbal, hardware or software, are 

essentially metaphoric in structure, and [they] are in the plenary sense linguistic" (ibid., 

175). The laws work in both verbal and non-verbal operations, but describe human 

artefacts, not the operations of nature. (ibid., 176-77): "[Tlhey are a testimony to the fact 

that the mind of man is stnicturally inherent in al1 human artefacts and hypotheses 

whatever." (ibid., 176) The ratios (analogical proportions) also extend to technology. 

(ibid., 177). Thus the laws of media are a formal sumation, compressed into an 



ideogram, of McLuhan's observations on the operations and effects of human artefacts on 

man and society. Al1 out artefacts and technologies are words, or forms of speech, 

outerings and utterings, of man (ibid., 175). In a state of constant interplay and 

metamorphosis, the tetrad expresses a dynamic four-part motion. 

Much earlier in UnderstandingMedia, McLuhan had observed that aii media are 

metaphors in their active power of translation. In the Last Decade, his theory has found a 

ground in language and the modifications of our own brains and minds, not in history. His 

use of analogy, striking in the 1960s, when he linked the major media revolutions of 

orality to literacy, manuscnpt to typography, and mechanical to electronic, now becomes 

detached fiom histoiy. He applies a version of Aquinas and Aristotle to a growing sense 

that intelligible pinciples are at work in the dynamics of media forms, and his attention is 

directed to the structures of relationships with and within these forms. In other words, his 

attention focuses increasingly on the core dynamics. Yet 1 do not mean to overstate the 

shift, merely to cal1 attention to the development of his thinking, for McLuhan does not 

perform a purely linguistic reduction, and underscores the fact that it is material, physical, 

and psychological operations, as well as verbal operations, that his laws are designed to 

encompass. More will be said on the success of this endeavour in the last decade 

discussion. 

His shift to a synchronic fomalism has two motives. First, as grammarian, he is 

generalizing his insights into a formal account of the life of al1 human artefacts. He is 

pursuing the electronic dynamic and working out its consequences for his discoveries. 

Second, as rhetor, he is responding to his critics, and asserting a new science as he 

critiques the bias of communication of old science. 

McLuhan keeps watching his topic media, as part of the wider study of the life of 

techno-cultural forms. His "A Last Look at the Tube" ( 1978) reveals the Last Decade 

foreboding and continues his probing of the qudity of etherealization. He has become as 

negative regarding television as those who once dismissed his work: "Discarnate man, 

deprived of his physical body, is also deprived of his relationship to Natural Law and 



physical law .... The TV experience is an inner trip, and is as addictive as any known dnig. 

The discarnate TV user lives in a world between fantasy and dream, and is in a typicdy 

hypnotic state which is the ultimate form and level of participation"(ibid., 46). And, 

"[wlhen the viewer himself becomes a kind of discarnate information pattern, the 

saturation of that pattern of an electric environment of similar patterns gives us the world 

of the conternporary TV user. This is a parallel to the cornputer-the oniy technology that 

lives on, and produces the same materialV(ibid., 48)? McLuhan uses the terms 

angelkation and discarnate man to describe the displaced person's experience of the 

abolition of space and time under electronic conditions. Of course, McLuhan's shift in 

persona1 opinion does not eliminate the space opened up by his previous stance of 

suspending premature judgement on media. In fact, it illustrates the obvious fact that his 

suspension of values had never elirninated judgement; instead he called for investigation 

open to the situation, prior to premature conclusion. On balance, then, McLuhan's 

humanist contribution to communications and media study is to increased autonomy and 

understanding through critical awareness of the media environment. His is an interactive 

formalism, not a determinism? As McLuhan remarks in "Causality in the Electric World": 

"Tmth is never a label; it is not something we match. Truth is something we make with al1 

our senses in a conscious process of remaking the world as the world remakes us 

physically, psychically, and socially " ( 1 973, 17). 

The Afterlife Decade. 

"In tetrad form, the artefact is seen to be not neutral or passive, but an 
active logos or utterance of the human mind or body that transforms the 
user and his ground." 

--Marshall and Eric McLuhan, Laws of Media 

The Afierlife Decade follows McLuhan's death in 1980 and represents a fifth phase in 

his Phases of Intellectual Production. His pnvate papers are sold to the National Archives 

of Canada in Ottawa where the extensive collection is catalogued (partly by Philip 

Marchand) and opens to the public in 1988. A selection of his letters is assembled by his 



widow Connne, and his agent, Matie Molinaro. These are published with important 

biographical and editorial cornmentary by William Toye in 1987. Collaborations 

undertaken near the end of his life now appear. Laws of Media: Tne New Science (1988), 

i s complet ed b y son Eric. The Global Village: Transformutiot~~ of WorZd Lijie mzd Media 

in the 21si Centwy (1989), finished by co-author Bruce Powers, covers computer-assisted 

telecomrnunications and incorporates earlier themes and essays with those developed over 

the decade. Other books appear that draw heavily on previous collaborations, such as 

Barrington Nevitt's gloss on McLuhan in Commutiicafiotr Ecology (1982) and Robert 

Logan's n e  Alphabet Efject (1986). 

Laws of Media: The Nou Science 

With the appearance of these late collaborations the question of authorship becomes 

more cornplex. Laws of Media is an amalgarn of the Last Decade of McLuhan's work, and 

a manuscript had been prepared and circulated prior to McLuhan's death ( Sanderson and 

MacDonald 1989, 1 10). The final work bears Eric's imprint, in particular in the 

introduction and in his chapter on "Media Poeti~s."'~ In Laws ofMedia, McLuhan's 

concem with transformation and retrieval of the Early Phase work on the tnvium is 

apparent, and the New Science is defined as the retrieval of the obsolesced approaches of 

rhetoric and grarnrnar. McLuhan endorses his own perceived legacy, invoking Bacon's and 

Vico's parallei grammatical and rhetorical traditions as providing the context within which 

his new science takes its place in intellectual history. Bacon's doctrine of the four idols 

offers dues to the bias of communications imposed by media, as do Vico's four axioms 

and the principle that what humanity can know is what it has made. This is a humanist 

science, based on the prise de position that: "The study of human media and technologies 

must begin with their humanity and remain steeped in the study of the senses" (Lmus of 

Media 1988,4). Lmvs ofMedia represents the synoptic apogee of the synchronie 

dimension of McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis, as the laws encompass the operations 

of al human artefact forms, fiom computers to philosophies. 



Eric McLuhan's account of the genesis of the Laws of Media illuminates the nature of 

his father's intellechial production. Eric describes the origin of Laws of Media as a 

revision of Understanding Media, as requested by McLuhan 's publisher. Al1 of 

McLuhan's earlier works are in fact synthesized, oeen verbatirn. The major serious 

criticism of the earlier book, writes Eric, was that it was not scientific. Understanding 

Media was satire, and the question became how to make it scientific, but not conventional 

science, which would subvert the insights advanced. The answer was a new science, but 

what did 'scientific' mean? As noted in the previous discussion, McLuhan had referred to 

Vico's work from the Early Phase onwards, and to the new science in Tuke Today ( 

McLuhan and Nevitt 1972). M e r  two years of searching, Eric reports that McLuhan 

found in Karl Popper's Objective Knowledge the dictum that a scientific statement was 

"something stated in such a manner that it could be disproved" ( h s  of Media, viii). 

McLuhan returned to his previous work in search of these core laws. Understanding 

Media provided three laws: technologies and artefacts are extensions; there is sensory 

closure and equilibriurn so that when one area of experience is enhanced, something else is 

diminished; and every form pushed to the limit of its potential reverses its characteristics. 

Eric reports that retrieval was discovered three weeks later, and had been the main theme 

of From Cliché to Archetype. With Eric and many other collaborators, McLuhan d u h g  

the last decade undertook a plenary study of media, from alphabet to electricity, and the 

variety of spaces made by the senses, including acoustic and visual space. (See table ##) 

Significantly, the scope that had always been apparent in his approach was applied now to 

aU artefacts, considered in the special sense that McLuhan had previously described for 

media: "each of man's artefacts is in fact a kind of word, a metaphor that translates 

experience fiorn one fonn into another" (Laws of Media, 3). Making this linkage between 

speech and artefacts erases the distinctions between art and science, and makes it possible 

for insights in one field to serve and enhance the other. (See table ##). 

The laws are linked directly to the core therne of transformation: "Simply knowing in 

advance which transformations to expect, knowing where and how to look, lets you 



predict the effects of any new device or technique before they actually appear in t h e  and 

experience" (ibid., 8). It can be objected that without any ability to incorporate history, 

and the sophisticated (and arguably henneneutic) insights of the historiographic patterns, 

that the tetrads mn the risk of abstraction, and of becoming detached fiom the flux of 

expenence with structured human artefacts that the tetrads are devised to explain. The 

laws and tetrad have value as consciousness-raising devices and further formulate the core 

dynamics of relationships with techno-cultural artefact forms as diagnosed by McLuhan. 

Yet the lack of specifics and neglect of attention to histonographic pattern detection 

makes it difficult to support the claim for prediction and presumably control. This 

statement of the tetrad once again confirms the synchronie formalism of McLuhan's theory 

of the Last Decade. The tctrad is detached fiom history, from the body and the organic. 

To see how the laws work, it is necessary to retrieve, as the McLuhans do, the 

trivium. "The proverbial rivalry between the two camps [grammarians and rhetoricians or 

the Ancients, and the Dialecticians or the Modems] and their intellectuai wars continue 

apace today, albeit largely unknown to the cornbatants" (ibid., 10). "With Laws of Media 

we launch a fiesh campaign in the war, against the futility of deploying the science of the 

Modems of recent decades and centuries to deal with matters of media, as distinct from 

messages." The proposed new science accounts for these biases of communications and 

culture "and in some measure compensates for them, by the tools of figure and ground" 

and by the discussion of "the sensory bias imposed on us by our extensions" (Ibid., 1 1). 

This is Innis' bias of communications, although the term is surprisingly not mentioned (eg. 

ibid., 37; 105). 

The historiographic patterns have migrated now into ternis that reflect the influence of 

an important 1936 essay by Cambridge classicist F.M. Comford, "The Invention of 

Space." (This essay will be discussed in Chapter 2). (See illustration 8.) Acoustic space 

appears in two phases: pre-Euclidean, or prior to the phonetic alphabet, and 

post-Euclidean, in the twentieth century. Visuai space has its genesis in the introduction of 

the phonetic alphabet, and its entrenchment afler the printing press. Pre-Euclidean is 
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linked to the mythical figure of Proteus, who stands in for the constant interplay of al1 

senses (synaesthesia) and shape shifiing of al1 forms. Oral to literate to typographic to 

post-Euclidean and electronic are important categones in Laws of Media; however their 

importance does not reside in their historical quality. This is played out in the enduring 

theme of the dual modalities of experienced space. The McLuhans recognize that there are 

as many forms of space as there are senses (ibid., ix); however the acoustic (eu) and 

visual (eye) spaces are primary. A hidden subtext for the book is speed and simultaneity: 

tirne seems transfomed by electronic media, so that al! history seems contemporary. Thus 

the tetrad itself is perceived as simultaneously present, and without historical dimension. 

McLuhan's Last Decade orientation to findings on hemispheric specialization are 

linked to space, so that the nght brain is associated with acoustic, and the left brain with 

visual space. Evidence is advanced for these experiences of space as distinctive 

expenential and cognitive modes that have unfolded throughout history. McLuhan's theory 

of communications as cultural transformation draws together these themes and his 

contemporary media work: "For use in the electric age, a right-hemisphere model of 

communication is necessary, both because our culture has nearly completed the process of 

shifting its cognitive modes from the leR to the right hemisphere, and because the 

electronic media themselves are right-hemisphere in their patterns and operation. The 

problem is to discover such a model that yet is congeniat to our culture with its residuum 

of left-hernisphere tradition" (Laws of Media, 90-9 1). 

Continuhg to retrieve earlier themes, the McLuhans write: "The wars of the Ancients 

and the Modems were grounded in a rivalry between the hemispheres .... laws of media 

offers a bridge between the hemispheres, a dialogue-structure in accordance with the role 

of the corpus callosum, which neurosurgeons identiS, as the organ that facilitates interplay 

between the two types of cognition" (ibid., 123-24). Aligning the proposed laws with 

George Steinerk (1975) discussion of translation and the "hermeneutic act" the battle cry 

sounds: "The tetrads render obsolete al1 groundless dialectical and systematic M d s t  

approaches to interpretation of social processes and technological transformations of 



culture by flipping the discussion into a kind of linguistic of reai words" (ibid., 127). This 

refers to the discovery that artefacts are metaphors with the power to translate and 

transform: "The laws of the media, in tetrad form, bnng logos [the trivium combines the 

arts of the logos] and forma1 cause up to date to reveal analytically the structure of al1 

human artefacts" (ibid., 127). "The laws of media in tetrad form belong properly to 

rhetoric and grammar, not philosophy; ... This is to place the modem study of technology 

and artefacts on a humanistic and linguistic basis for the first time" (ibid., 128). What is 

not quite so apparent here is that the ability to encompass both cultural and technological, 

both symbolic and material phenornena that McLuhan had been inspired to by the 

historical innovations of Innis and Gideon is in eclipse on this formulation. The tetrad 

usefilly helps raise questions about al1 human relationships with artefact forms, yet as 

presented in Lows of Media it runs the risk of abstraction as a linguistic formalism from 

the very ground that it seeks to cover. The fùrther insistence that the tetrad is 

paradoxically an heu ristic law without theory (ibid., 7), may contribute inadvertently to the 

obsolescence of McLuhan's powerful insights into the historiographic patterns. Without 

these patterns, the needed context for understanding media and technologies, including the 

tetrads, is missing. This is of course quite a different problern from that conventionally 

raised against McLuhan. Once again, the McLuhans insist that the laws of media are not 

deterministic. Media determinisrn "is only possible while the usen are ' well-adjustedl-- 

sound asleep." (ibid., 128). And, "[tlhere is no inevitability where there is a willingness to 

pay attention" (ibid.). 

McLuhan's achievement is a complex gestalt, comprehension of which requires a 

whole reading of his works. Read in context, the Laws serve as a remarkable reminder of 

McLuhan's unique and original contribution, and the development of his ideas in the Last 

Decade. A more convincing suma,  in my view, would require reunifkation of the core 

dynamics with an updated version of McLuhan's previous insights into the historiographic 

patterns. This move, as 1 will attempt to suggest in Chapter 2, should be undertaken on 

the basis of a reunification of the work of Innis and McLuhan within a communications 



history tradition. Furthermore, as 1 wiil restate in the conclusion to this section, it seems 

quite possible to identify an emergent, heuristic and coherent theory of medimorphosis, 

or techno-cultural transformation, in McLuhan's corpus. 



The Global Village: Trunsforrnution in World Life and Media in the 21st Century 

nie Giobal Village takes transformation as its subtitle, and offers a final recognition of 

the predorninance of this theme. Taken together with Laws ofMedia, it also indicates that 

there is no one path for application of McLuhan's insights. Powers has a distinctive style, 

and incorporates numerous sources available after McLuhan's death. The book takes an 

"aesthetic and technologic" approach to the discovery of the tetrad, and meditates on 

electronic communication technologies, which travel at the speed of light. The warning is 

that the global impact of video-related telecornmunications technologies will likely bring 

about invisible transformations: 

Robotisrn, or right-hernisphere thinking, is a capacity to be a conscious 
presence in rnany places at once. Communication media of the future will 
accentuate the extensions of our nervous systems, which can be 
disembodied and made totally collective. New population patterns will fuel 
the shift fiom smokestack industries to a marketing-information economy, 
primarily in the U.S. and Europe. Video-related technologies are the 
cntical instruments of such change. The ultimate interactive nature of some 
video-related technologies will produce the dominant right-hemisphere 
social patterns of the next century. For example, the new 
telecommunication multi-camer corporation, dedicated solely to moving al1 
kinds of data at the speed of light, will continually generate tailor-made 
products and services for individual consumers who have pre-signalled 
their preferences through an ongoing data base. Users will simultaneously 
become producers and consumers. (Global Village 1989, 83) 

In this book, the pros and cons of right hemisphere predominance surfaces. The 

prospect of a collision between the Visual space of the Gutenberg Galaxy and the 

Acoustic space of the discarnate electronic media looms. With the book McLuhan hoped 

to reach a new generation, and he told Powers "the sons and daughters of the 'Flower 

Children' would transfomi the world because they would find words to translate what had 

been ineffabie to their parents" (ibid., ix)." A dialogue between McLuhan and Powers 

entitled "Angels to Robots" indicates how McLuhan worked with al1 his collaborators to 

apply his percepts and tetrads to developments in media and technologies during the Last 

Decade. For example, Powers reports frorn these conversations, a computer as a research 

and communication instrument could enhance retrieval, render obsolete mass library 



organization, retrieve the individual's encyclopedic function, and flip into a private line to 

speedily tailored data of a saleable kind (ibid., 143)." 

A review o f  McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis 

Let us now review the major themata in McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis. His 

premise is that it is experience, not formal knowledge that requires understanding and 

explanation. "Everybody experiences far more than he understands. Yet it is expenence, 

rather than understanding, that influences behavior, especially in collective matters of 

media and technology where the individual is almost inevitably unaware of their eEect 

upon him" (The Gutenberg Galmy 1962,3 18) He considered his own approach, and that 

of Imis, to media study an innovation. "What is called communication is, on the one hand, 

the conventional transportation theory, with its concem with the rnovement of data fiom 

point to point; on the other hand, there is the study of the transformation of individuals 

and groups by the very instruments which they ernploy in relating to each other" ("English 

Literature as Control Tower in Communication Study" 1974, 4). In McLuhan's 

transfonnative mode], media and technologies are not neutral things out there, obedient to 

our conscious will, carrying Our messages like packages. Instead of the "conduit 

metaphor" (Reddy 1979) of a pipeline of communications, McLuhan continuously 

reformulated the way media operate as active environments, and how individuals, groups, 

and cultures form relationships with these environments. 

In his theory of mediamorphosis, as 1 have interpret it, he diagnoses two distinct 

processes: shifting histonographic pattems and core dynamics and links them through a 

techno-cultural and media ecology. The changing histonographic patterns characteristic of 

the mixed environments of hybrid media technologies form the technological ground or 

conditions for culture, by making certain relationships possible. The core dynamics 

characterize the processes by which the group or individual is transfomed by interaction 

with their extensions in these media environments. In tum, users continuously transform 



the environment through ongoing relationships. McLuhan also addressed the topic of 

interrelationships among media, and specified forma1 characteristics for each medium. 

McLuhan directed attention to four core dynarnics of mediamorphosis. The original 

insight of the core dynamic, which he believed Innis was first to recognize explicitly for 

communications and media study, was that the forms of hurnan artefacts affected al1 

aspects of culture by operating on the human sensorium. McLuhan's core dynarnic unfolds 

in four parts: extension, interiorization, making of new environments, and continuous 

transformation. In one variant (prominent in Laws of Media) McLuhan stresses for the 

latter a flip or reversa1 into a new environment. 

1 .  Exrensions. "Al1 media are extensions of some human faculty - psychic or physical" 

(The Medium is the Me~soge 1967, 26); "Any extension, whether of skin, hand, or foot, 

affects the whole psychic and social cornplex" (Understanding Media 1964,4). The 

psychic extensions included senses, chiefly the ear (orality) and the eye (the printed page), 

but McLuhan stated clearly that al1 the senses could be extended. He argued, for example, 

that television of the 1950s and early 1960s extended the haptic sense of touch, which 

unified the senses, not vision. In the Last Decade, he diagnosed al1 artefacts as linguistic, 

although he continued to present his earlier formulations with respect to extensions of the 

body. He became increasingly preoccupied with how the brain was implicated in the 

process of extension and modification of the senses when the central nervous system itself 

was extended via electronic media including the cornputer. 

2. Invention ofnew etivironments." ... 'the medium is the message' can perhaps be 

clarified by pointing out that any technology gradually creates a totally new human 

environment. Environrnents are not passive wrappings but active processes" 

(Understrading Media 1964, vi); "The ground niles, pervasive structure, and over-dl 

patterns of environments elude easy perception" (The Medium is the Massage 1967,68). 

These extensions create environments which can be closed systems; however, the process 

is not static, because the introduction of newer media or technologies alters the pace, 

scale, and scope of existing extensional environments. 



3. Interiorizution of the made environment in new world views: "Media, by altering 

the environment, evoke in us unique ratios of sense perceptions. The extension of any one 

sense alters the way we think and act--the way we perceive the world" (The Medium is the 

Massage 1967, 41); "...I am talking about media in terms of a larger entity of information 

and perception which forms our thoughts, structures Our expenence, and determines Our 

views of the world about us. ... The charnels and impact of today's electronic 

communication systems provide the informational foundation upon which we order, or 

structure, these experiential perceptions" (1975, 75). The environments are taken for 

granted and become invisible unless tactical counter-environrnents are devised. 

4.  Contimtous tran~ormation of users through interaction with environments 

engendered by extensions in media and technologies. McLuhan diagnosed a continuous 

process of translation via Our extensions through media and technologies: 

Al1 media work us over completely. They are so pervasive in their personal, 
political, economic, aesthetic, psychological, moral, ethical, and social 
consequences that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected, 
unaltered. The medium is the massage. Any understanding of social and 
cultural change is impossible without a knowledge of the way media work 
as environments (The Medium is the Massage 1967, 26). 

The clues to understanding this transformative process lie in attending to these core 

dynamics in interaction with the extensional environments, and to the reorganization of the 

sensory ratios and imaginative iandscapes. In addition, as discussed below, it is necessary 

to scmtinize the unique properties of media and technologies, as they extend particular 

senses and engender closure or sensory cornpletion by groups and individuals. The power 

of media lies in their fonns, not their content. 

The introduction of any major new medium according to McLuhan brought about 

techno-cultural transformations or historiographie patterns, analogous to the revolutionw 

impacts of writing, the printing press, and electrid electronic media. Within Western 

culture, McLuhan divided history into successive periods: ord, literate, typographie, and 

and electric/electronic. He concluded that the current electric age began in the nineteenth 

centuxy with the telegraph and, by the later twentieth century, constituted an Age of 

Infoxmation and Communications. In the opening of Uierstmding Medio, McLuhan 



trained his observation on this contemporary period: "During the mechanical ages we had 

extended our bodies in space. Today, afler more than a century of electric technology, we 

have extended Our central nervous system itself in a global ernbrace, abolishing both space 

and tirne as far as our planet is concemed." Later in the decade, he concluded: "By putting 

our physical bodies inside our extended nervous systems, by means of electnc media, we 

set up a dynamic by which dl previous technologies that are mere extensions of hands and 

feet and teeth and bodily heat-controls--al1 such extensions of our bodies, including cities- 

will be translated into information systems" (Understmding Media 1964, 57). 

The relationships, possible and actual, with new media always unfolded over time and 

within the matnx of culture and current techno-cultural conditions (Understanding Media 

1964, 11). This ongoing process is histotical not essentialist, dynarnic not determinist. 

McLuhan stated clearly (to take a cornmon misperception) that television would become 

something other than TV as we know it once higher screen resolution was achieved, and 

would require its own distinctive analysis should the conditions of its reception and 

properties as a medium change ( Steiner 1969, 271; "Commercial Television in a New 

Light" 1974). 

Media environments become visible when they are in the process of being supplanted 

by the introduction of newer media and technologies. He believed that the clarity of his, 

and Innis', insighi into the Gutenberg Gdaxy was only possible once print was in eclipse. 

From a new historical horizon, where digital electronic media are on the nse, the dynamics 

of transformation once again may become visible to the disceming intellect. The 

resurgence of interest in McLuhan can be explained in part by o b s e ~ n g  that we are once 

again expenencing the dramatic consequences of the introduction of new digital media and 

forms, such as networks of interconnected personal cornputers. This time, thanks to 

McLuhan, we are better prepared to grasp the invisible environments and their effects. 

The most radical challenge to conventional thinking posed by McLuhan's work arose 

fiom application to the present of the sweeping epistemological conclusion he drew fiom 

his diagnosis of the historiographie patterns of mediamorphosis: " M e  have confuseci 

reason with literacy, and rationalism with a single technology" (ibid., 15). McLuhan 
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argued, beginning in Erplorations, that new electronic media would give birth to new 

forms of rationality and consciousness, but wamed that in the rear-view mirror of 

print-based rationality. 

McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis offers a series of propositions on the 

relationships and wars among media. A key distinction animating these patterns was that 

between ear and eye, orality and literacy, visual and acoustic space. Touch, the unifjmg 

sense, seemed to McLuhan resonant with electronic media, including television. One 

medium did not replace another, although one could become dominant, rendering obsolete 

another, which then could be ready for later retrieval. By historical analogy with the 

revolutionary effects of previous new media, McLuhan identified certain generic 

observations of great value to media investigators. For example: 

1. The medium is the message. Each medium hm distinctive properties. These may 

take tirne to discover or to emerge. In a later phase or generation of media, a new medium 

finds its own forms and modes of expression. The message of any medium of technology 

is the change in scale, scope, and Pace introduced into human affairs. McLuhan believed 

(following Aristotle) that at the moment of a medium's fullest potential, it flips into 

something quite different, in a sort of chiasmus. For example, the photocopier extends the 

printing press, renders obsolete the assembly-line book product, retneves the idea that 

anyone can be an editodauthor, and flips into the democratization of publishing by making 

anyone a printer (adapted fiom h s  ofMedia 1989, 145). 

2. The corilen! of a new medium is initialî'y an old medium. So speech became the 

content of early wnting as, for example, Plato wrote down the oral dialogues of Socrates. 

Movies filmed plays, television featured vaudeville (Ed Sullivan and Milton Berle), and 

later movies. A previous medium can become an art form - such as happened to movies 

&er television - or an object of nostalgia. 

3. Environments are uctiveprocesses that operate through media ecologies. It is not 

content but rather the ecological relationships of experience fomed with the media mix to 

which one must look in order to determine the impact of media environments on an 

individual, society and culture. No medium has its meaning alone or in isolation fiom other 



media (Project in Understanding New Media 1960, 15). Periods of media hybrids-like the 

collision of pnnt and electronic media-produce tremendous dislocations but also 

oppominities for cultural creativity. The relationships, possible and actual, with new media 

and the effects upon the users, unfold within the matrix of the culture. A cool medium 

requires participation by the user; a hot medium does not. The designations hot and cool 

are relative to the surrounding cultural temperature (or environment) which is partly 

determined by the media mix. McLuhan believed controversially that had society the will, 

media environrnents could be engineered so as to produce specific results; if we wanted tu 

change the current situation we could--not by changing content or ownership, but rather, 

by changing collective exposure to the media mix, or the media diet. He explained: 

No society in history has ever known enough about the forces that shape 
and transform it to take action to control and direct new technologies as 
they extend and transform man. But today, change proceeds so 
instantaneously through the new media that it may be possible to institute a 
global education program that will enable us to seize the reins of our 
destiny-but to do this we must first recognize the kind of therapy that's 
needed for the effects of the new media. ("Communication in the Global 
Village" 1969, 166) 

4. Insight into the current environment arises fmm counter-en vironments. Not hing 

is inevitable so long as we are prepared to pay attention, but the media study required for 

the understanding which precedes action is hard work. McLuhan believed that the creation 

of counter-environments by artists and others was one positive response to the nrrcissus- 

narcosis induced by the numbing into unconsciousness of extensions taken for granted as 

environments. Important dues can be found arnong the young who exhibit acute responses 

to new media, especially in their fashions and garnes. Media revolutions take place 

generation by generation. The curriculum within the schools may fnistrate the leaming 

process where it is currently ovenvhelmed by the dominant medium outside the classroom 

that provides a more powerful curriculum. New media inevitably prompt educators to 

devise new counter-environments, or cumcula. The twentieth-century classroom can and 

should provide a sort of counterni~culum, but must radically transform itself to take 

into account the surrounding media environment befon it is able to provide this s e ~ c e .  



Media study is essential to this process. One must also look for dues to the artists and 

persons of integral awareness who serve as a kind of distant early waming system for the 

culture at large. They create counter-environments with their work, which may permit 

perception of the nature of the imperceptible environment, or assist in adjustment to the 

shocks of the new. Alternatively, a new medium or technology may permit the operations 

of previously dominant media to become perceptible. History itself can become a form of 

counter-environment. 

Up ontil the end of his career, he continued to search for stmctural dynamics or laws 

of media, dynamics that would permit human understanding of the patterned ways in 

which the introduction of new media transformed environrnents, sensory ratios, and 

cultures. Whatever one may think of the accuracy of McLuhan's observations (he 

obviously believed there was more to discover), he was well aware that his analyses 

applied to a moving present. He wrote in 1962, for example, that by then North Arnericans 

had moved about as far into the television age as the Elizabethans had shified into the 

Gutenberg Galaxy of colliding manuscript and printing press cultures, that produced 

Shakespeare. 

In rny interpretation of his oeuvre, then, McLuhan's theory provides an original 

account of how we shape Our world with artefact extensions and how we are transfonned 

through our relationships with the environments that we both create and unwittingly 

encounter. Once recontextualized, his work provides a means for understanding not only 

media, but also the role of media, technologies and al1 artefacts in shaping how humans 

corne to understand and experience as we do. This is why 1 conclude that he was 

pedorming a techno-culhirai hermeneutics, and opening up the prospect of exploration of 

the grounds of understanding. Without doubt, the scope of McLuhan's insights exceeded 

their precision. This left plenty of room for his legatees to conduct theù work. He opened 

the imaginative horizon in a historically effective way. 

McLuhan's texts are intelligible on many Ievels and can provoke insight if taken on 

their own ternis. The enduring value of McLuhan's ideas lies in their scope and the way in 

which he links his own insights with those of others into powerful metaphors and 



formalisms for expanding the horizons of popular and scholarly imagination. McLuhan's 

multidimensional tactics are aspects of a larger strategy aimed at re-cognizing the 

unconscious assurnptions imposed by media forms. In privileging scope over precision, 

McLuhan offered a barrage of insights. To comprehend bis texts requires work on the part 

of the reader, but difficulty should not be mistaken for unintelligibility. 1 have shown the 

basis for concluding that his probes gave way in the Last Decade to explicit concern with 

theory and a new human science, and how this theory undenvent a shift fiom diachronic 

and organic to synchronie formalism. McLuhan's diagnosis of master historiographie 

patterns and formulation of core dynamics have been discussed (under the term borrowed 

fiom Blaukopt) as mediamorphosis, a theory of techno-cultural transformation under 

electric and electronic conditions, in which through the process of interplay of senses with 

extemal forms of media and technologies, woven into and out of language, and cultures, 

forms of thought, experience and sensibility are continuously patterned and transformed. 

McLuhan's theory of techno-cultural transformation or mediamorphosis is an 

interactive forrnalism, as reiaiionships with artefacts are something we make; this is not a 

thesis of technological determinism. There is no inevitability, so long as we leam to pay 

attention to the forms of media, the grounds and the figures. Making the subliminal 

conscious is of course difficult and demanding, a task akin to making a fish aware of the 

water that extends, informs, and sustains it. But we are not fish, and McLuhan's work 

remains relevant for contemporary vanants of this challenge. 

Part 2: Strategies of Production 

Two points deserve initial comment regarding McLuhan's strategies because the 

rhetoric of intellectual controversy over these methods signincantly shaped his legacy, as 

Chapter 3 wili establish. First is the question of overt values. As discussed above, after 

me Mechanical Bride, McLuhan rnaintained that an investigator should not succumb to 

the temptation to substitute value judgements before observation and reflection. Popular 

culture and the culture of the young usually seemed threatening to estabiished notions of 



culture, and McLuhan came to understand that the senonizing responses of 

establishments, especially the teachers, obscured al1 possible awareness of the genuine new 

features of the situation under scrutiny: "If a few people could only stop asking whether 

this is 'a good thing or a bad thing' and spend some time in studying what is really 

happening, there might be some possibility of achieving relevance" (Letters 1987, 399). Of 

particular concern to his many neo-Marrist critics was that McLuhan did not consider that 

ownership or other indices of conventional power provided much of a guide to 

understanding media, convinced as he was that the transformative effects of dominai-t 

media foms and the environment of services and disservices afEected owners dong with 

everyone else. Of concem to his cntics on the right, was that he considered that the past 

was not sacred for its own sake, but instead required scrutiny as to what was worth 

preserving in the light of contemporary expenence. Explaining his strategy, he wrote: 

"Modem technology presurnes to atternpt a total transformation of man and his 

environment. This calls in tum for an inspection and defense of al1 human values" ("Sight, 

Sound and The Fury" 1954). 

Second is the question of systematics. McLuhan did not found a formal school, as 

@ defined by sociologists @.g. Tiriyakian 1979) and, during the 1960s, exuberantly rejected 

systematic methods on the substantive grounds that they fnistrated creative discovery. A 

conclusion reached in the wake of reading Thomas Kuhn's Structure of Scienftjic 

Revolutions, for example, was: "General Systems science, mathematical models, an 

computer languages alike are media. They impose their own "grammars" and hidden 

assumptions upon the user as content. But science, the child of literacy, has hitherto 

ignored the effects of literacy upon itself" (McLuhan and Nevitt 1972,139). His emphasis 

on continual discovery and insight discouraged conventional scholars fiom undertaking the 

research he called for, the kind of work necessary to appreciate the discemible theoretical 

components of his work. To some degree, the lack of a previous context for appreciating 

McLuhan's work contributed to this outcorne. It was understandably difficult to follow the 

increasingly aphoristic style of presentation of his insights. McLuhan seems to have 

recognized this fact, expressing private dissatisfaction with Take T*, in part due to its 



origins as a conversation with his friend Nevitt, one that did not receive the carefbl 

thought and attention required to polish it into an effective book. 

Egregious errors of rnisinterpretation flourished with impunity, in no small part 

because McLuhan's work can be dismissed as unsystematic or fragmented.The 

"figurdground method" or the formalist tetrad could not overcome this enduring prejudice 

against his contribution. Marginal to the mainstream academy in many respects, once the 

novelty of his ideas had wom off and his celebnty faded, McLuhan and his sympathizers 

were in no position to mount an authoritative response. Furthemore, those who came to 

his defense, even when they could agree, were oflen dismissed as McLuhanites, or worse, 

technological determinists. The prospects have thus far been too limited to effectively 

penetrate a rhetorical space that bas excluded positions sympathetic to McLuhan, except 

in a most fragmentary fashion, and little ground for correcting rnisinterpretations of his 

work. 

Two techniques require additional comment by way of elucidating McLuhan's 

strategies of production: his non-linear prose and his characteristic repetition. Although 

indebted to the avant garde writers he continuously celebrates, McLuhan's rationale for 

what he called his "mosaic" style is integral to his theory: "Co~ected  sequential 

discourse, which is thought of as rational, is really visual. It has nothing to do with reason 

as such" (Stearn 1967,264). 

His repetition requires comment. He reworks themes, in sequels such as IO î l e  

Mechanical Bride (CtlIftue is Our Business), and to Understanding Media (h of 

Media), and within his texts. His major formulations undergo continuous transformation. 

For example: 

1959 The medium is the message.. . 

1964 The content of  any medium is another medium 

1964 "For the 'message' of any medium or technology is the change of 

scaie or Pace or pattern that it introduces into human afEairs" 

1967 The medium is the massage ... The medium is the mass age.. . 



1971 Y.. the user of the electnc light, or a hammer, or a language, or a 

book, is the content. As such, there is a total metamorphosis of the user by 

the interface. It is the metamorphosis that 1 consider the message." 

[I]n al1 communication the user of whatever medium is the content. (This 

tums out to be merely an ancient Aristotelian observation that the cognitive 

agent is and becomes the thing known.) (Letters 1987,43 1) 

When 1 Say "the medium is the message", I suppress the fact that the user 

or audience or cognitive agent is both the "content" and maker of the 

expenence, in order to highlight the effects of the medium, or the hidden 

environment or ground of the experience. 

1974 The 'meaning of meaning' is the relationship. 

And, on the global village: 

1960 The new electronic interdependence recreates the world in the image 

of a global village. (Project in Understanding New Media). 

1967 The global village absolutely insures maximal disagreement on al1 

points. It never occurred to me that uniformity and tranquillity were the 

properties of the global village. The tribal--global village is far more 

divisive--full of fighting-than any natbnalism ever was ... 1 dont approve 

of the global village. 1 say we live in it. (Steam 1967) 

1970 Since Sputnik put the globe in a "prosceniurn arch," and the global 

village has been transformed into a global theatre, the result, quite literally, 

is the use of public space for "doing one's thing." (McLuhan and Watson, 

From Cliché to Archetype 1970, 12) 

McLuhan explains this technique under the term probes: 

Wlepetition is really drilling. When I'm using a probe, 1 drill. You repeat 
naturally when you are drilling. But the levels are changing al1 the 
time ... .Most of my work in the media is like that of a safecracker. In the 
beginning 1 don't know what's inside. I just set myself down in front of the 
problem and begin to work. 1 grope, 1 probe, 1 listen, 1 test--until the 
tumblers fa11 and I'm in. That's the way 1 work with ail these media (Steam 
1967,273974). 



His probes are later cast into active theoretical principles or ideograms (designed for 

discovery, not embalming) and formally arranged into the four part diagrams of the 

Project in Understanding Nou Media and later the questions animating the tetrad. 

Another strategy of production that requires comment concems McLuhan's use of 

sources. He compresses his sources into textual mantras, which he repeats in later work. 

as a kind of intellectual shorthand, thus tuming them into aphoristic figures, whose ground 

is the entire archive of the work under discussion, and his own previous comrnentary on 

tbat work. These mantras indicate iext companions (as Bryan Green puts this) with whom 

or with which McLuhan's work is self-consciously in dialogue. For the reader familiar with 

either this literature or McLuhan's previous works, the presence of his sources is audible- 

fiorn his outlaw artist companions, James Joyce ("My consumers, are they not also my 

producers" [Letters 1987, 252.531) and Wyndham Lewis ("the artist is the only man who 

is writing a detailed history of the future because he lives in the present"), to those lesser 

known, but always interesting, such as Alex Leighton's "to the blind, al1 things are sudden" 

(Letters 1987,435) and the anonymous: "[tlhe Balinese Say, we have no art, we do 

everything as well as possible."" 

The repetitive pattern indicated by these mantras is an oral, formulait style as well as 

intertextual. It is also-on the printed page--a form of compression, a complex way of 

evoking vast areas of thought. An example of this technique in operation is the use of 

Yeats' poern "The Circus Animal's Desertion." Its closing line,: "Now that my ladder's 

gone,/ 1 must lie down where al1 the ladders start,/ in the foui rag-and-bone shop of the 

hem" is the poetic melody of From Cliché to Archetype and expresses the obsolescence 

and retrieval process that McLuhan expresses in the tetrad as one of the laws of media. 

Baudelaire's "hypocrite lecteur, mon semblable, mon frere" gestures at the inclusion of the 

reader in the act of creating the work, and the essential tension between author and public 

whom he puts on; it simultaneously acknowledges the source of McLuhan's media study in 

the Symbolists and rnodemists, for Baudelaire's line is repeated in T.S. Eliot's ïhe Waste 

Land (at the end of the first section). Later, the mantra may be repeated without 

mentioning Baudelaire or Eliot. If the reader has read neither McLuhan's previous work 



nor his text companions, the figure may appear cryptic or poetic. A final example of how 

this works is Pound's phrase "the artist is the antenna of the race" (from the ABC of 

Reading), which migrates in McLuhan into the "dew line," and renders this narne for the 

distant early waniing (d.e.w.) radar system in Canada's north, a multilevel metaphor for 

the resonant interval in the artist, the man of integral awareness, where metamorphosis and 

insight happen, and the Canadian perceptuai counter-environment to the United States. 

Whole fields are compressed and played out in McLuhan's work in this fashion: the 

pnnciple of discontinuity between conscious and unconscious in psychology (Freud), of 

matter as particle and wave in physics (Planck, Heisenberg), the resonant bond in 

chernistry (Pauling), the mosaic anticipated in art ( C e z a ~ e ,  Seurat), and literature (the 

Symbolists). 

Repetition of sources in the mantras served also as a forrn of corroboration. Once 

McLuhan discovered a parallel to his own developing thinking, he encapsulates it in his 

later work. Anthropologist E.T. Hall's articulation of invisible ground rules and body 

language for the patterns of culture, in The Silent Langrcage (1959) and his many other 

books, provide for McLuhan important cross cultural corroboration. From the fime of the 

Pmject in Understanding New Media onward, he celebrated Hall's work. Classicist 

Havelock's (1963) discoveries in Prejace to PIuto appeared to McLuhan to reinforce the 

insights of Innis and others, and to substantiate the ideas he had independently advanced in 

nie Gutenberg Galmy (1962). and from Understandiig Media onward, McLuhan cites 

and hails Havelock's achievement. McLuhan's work draws into his scope a network of 

texts and authors which would not in ''normal" scholarship (in Kuhn's sense) be 

considered together because of the disciplinary barriers preventing such juxtaposition. 

Acting on his aesthetic principles, McLuhan recognizes that juxtaposition can produce 

insight, and is the first to grasp the thematic unity among anthropologists (like Hall), 

classicists (like Havelock), political economists tumed communications pioneers (like 

Innis), art histonans (like Gombnch) and art design and cultural historians (like Giedion). 

Humanists, scientists social scientists, McLuhan mines ail in search of the clues for 

understanding. 



The fiinciion of osnlity in McLulirin's siyk also deserves c»tiiriic.nt. His i*lit.toiiç of 

assertion is confident and :igirssive. He accuses niost acade~iiics of looting in the rerir- 

virw iiiin-or instrnd of ai wliat is happening acaund therii. He dispaiages the work of 

iiiriny of the lrading lights of the Aiiwicon broûdcast industry (David Sarnofn and social 

science (Paul Lazanfrld. Wilbur Schraiiiiii) as piint cind content oijrn (rd. In a notoi-ious 

incident. hr psesented ri paper to wtiich Robert Mriton nses io objrct ivherrupon 

McLuhan setorts in (i flippant and an-ogani mnnnrr. " I f  you don'! likr those idcons. I have 

othess." He broke the sriles of ac;idernic verbal decorurii (Sanderson and Macdonald 

1989. 170). 

His Inter style of work wos intrnsely oral. He collaboratsd in lrngthy 

conversations to produce books such as Tcike Tod~iy. Tiworrgh the V m i ~ h h g  Poillt. Cie* 

as Clcissi-oo/~ Fiw11t Clic-hi to A ir.he n y w .  and. of course. the posthu mous Globtil 

Villoge. After 1962. when his wifr. Coiinne. nssisred him on an end gloss for The 

Giireitber,q G d t i . ~ .  hr did not prepare extensive indexes for his works. He diçtatrd but 

did not read liis lrttcrs ciftrr 1959. As n result there is an open and tluid quality io these 

ivorks. 

The question of McLuhan's approaçh to theory. and description in the Lrist 

Decade of sonir of his previous texts as "Menippean satire" now will be addressed. To 

begin with the question of why iblcLulian çrilled his work Menippean satire. this wris by  

no mrons the only description lie iiccepted for his work. once ripproving of the phrase 

"rnetaphysicion of media". in a 1970 letter: "My ~wtaphysiçd approxh is not mord. 

That is why I get such grent joy froiii çontcmplatin~ these fornis of culture .... The 

language of forrns is ri source of perpetual joy and discovery ihat is qoitr inrxliaustiblc" 

(Lerrtvr 1 957.4 1 3 ). Elsewhrre he desciibed his work as Thoiiiist. bot ac knowlrdgcd that 

orthodox Roman Catliolics did not accept this description (Strcirn 1967). In his first book 

he felt he had trkd cind failcd to satirizt: the situation he dirignosed in The kte(.limictil 



Howevrr. this is not an rxhnusiivc: description of his corpus: Iiis essays. for rxciiiiplc. cire 

not always satire. and ihr I w s  of iiirdia propose. as previously nrgued. a new science. 

Various scholars. includiy Tht:;ill ( 197 I : 1989) and Eric McLuhan ( 1988) have 

n u r d  h.lcLulilin's use of satire. Mosr of the r~idriiçe coiiies froiii within his writinzs. and 

is esplicit in his Irttris. Responding ro n frllow Clinadilin English professor. wliosc virws 

McLuhan be l i r \ d  distortrd his uork. hr: said: " Most of iiiy writing is Mrnippenn satire. 

presenting the ncturil surface of the world wt: liw in as a ludicrous iiiilige" (Lerrerr 1987. 

5 17). Exlier. in 197 1 .  ht: wrotr: to another critic: " 1  have no the015ts whatever about 

anything. 1 inrike obscnations by way of discosering contours. lines of force. and 

pressures. I saiirizr cit nll tiiiies. and niy hyperboles are as nothing çoiiipared to rhe cvenrs 

to which they refer" (ibid.. U S )  

This rclntionship between satire and theory will be discussed shortly. in light of 

the copious evidrnre presrntrd above that McLuhan was doing throry. A paradigiiiatic 

exaniple of this son of serious satire is to br Found in (l~rilei:trtiri<li/i~ Metiiti: 

Physiologically. mon in the normal use of trchnology (or Iiis vririously 
extrnded body) is peipetunlly inodified by i t  and in turn finds ever new 
ways of niodifying his technology. Man bccoiiies. as i t  wrre. the sex 
orpns  of the ~iiachinr world. as the bee of the plant world. enabling i t  to 
fecundnte and to tvo lvc  ever nrw I'oriiis. The iiirichine world reciprocntes 
iiilin's love by rspediting his wishes and desires. nrinirly. in  providinp hini  
with wtzalth. One of the mrrits of motivation research has been the 
revelation of inan's sex relation to the motorcar. (46) 

Acadeinics rerid tliis passage litrrdly: for tliose who are attuned to blcLuhm's 

work. i t  serins astonisliing to reod into tliis stateiiirnt McLulian's cipprovnl of wlirit hr 

descri bed. 



McLuhan repeatedly used the mantra in defense of his own work, "the best satire is 

non-moral." This phrase is the title of an essay by Wyndham Lewis. McLuhan refers to 

James Joyce in al1 his writings, begiMing with the last line of his doctoral thesis. Certainly 

he believed Joyce to be indispensable for understanding twentieth-century media. Inspired 

by his father's interest, Eric McLuhan's doctoral thesis, which the two discussed fkequently 

in the Last Decade, analyzed Joyce's Finnegan's Wake as an exemplar of Menippean 

satire. Eric made the technical point that no classification of Menippean satire had yet 

done justice to its rhetorical purpose: "Other satirists target a public figure or private vice; 

the Menippist attacks the reader for the purpose of playfblly and therapeutically retuning 

his sensibilities for enhanced awareness of himself and his world. As readers and their 

sensibilities change, as language and literary styles and devices change, so do the tactics of 

Menippists" (E. hicLuhan 1982, ii-iii). 

Satire was not McLuhan's only stratagem of production, but it is crucial to the 

reappraisal of his work on its own terms. The introduction to the posthurnous h v s  of 

Media provides fùrther support in a discussion of the lengthy atternpt to prepare a sequel 

t O Understanding Media. 

The style of Understanding Media had been deliberately chosen for its 
abrasive and discontinuous character, and was forged over many 
redraftings. It was designed deliberately to provoke the reader, to jar the 
sensibilities into a form of awareness that better complemented the subject 
matter. This is poetic technique (science, if you will) of a high sort, 
satirizing the reader directly as a means of training him (Laws of Media 
1988, viii). 

McLuhan found the genre of Menippean satire a congenial description for the eEects 

he wanted to produce in the audience. Satire is a way to wake up an audience put to sleep 

by the narcotic effects of media. For McLuhan, satire meant creating an anti-environment. 

As educator and teacher, dl his tactics were designed to provoke his audience. Some of 

the elements of Menippean satire as they may be found in McLuhan's work include: 

1. Hyperbole, which is also a key tactic for ndvertising. Sweeping historical 

generalization and standing the familiar on its head are designed for effect on the audience. 



This rhetorical tactic infunated his commentators, to which he responded in a style 

characteristic of the Catalyst Phase: 

For me any of these little gestures 1 make are al1 tentative probes. That's 
why 1 feel free to make them sound as outrageous or extreme as possible. 
Until you rnake it extreme, the probe is not very efficient.. ..Of course they 
sound very dogmatic. That doesn't mean you are committed to them. You 
may toss them away .... 1 have no proprietary interest in my ideas and no 
pnde of authorship as such .... Exaggeration, in the sense of hyperbole, is a 
major artistic device in al1 modes of art. (Steam 1967, 277). 

By the Last Decade, McLuhan had becorne more serious, and replaced media probes 

with media iaws. 

2. Textual variety. The classic definition of Menippean satire was that it combined 

verse and prose in one genre (Coffey 1986). McLuhan extended this principle to his mixed 

media environment. Reading McLuhan is a continuous process of leaping from quotes, 

lines, ads, scraps ôom popular culture, medieval retrievals, and back to the prose of his 

own text. Bride uses visuals as part of the effect, and from 1954 on (when he collaborated 

on Counterblast with Harley Parker), McLuhan found collaborators to help execute in 

typography his adventurous verbal expenmentation. 

a 3. Satire is  non-moral. This was a stance McLuhan amved at d e r  me Mechmical 

Bride. He believed that only a non-moral attitude that observed without imposing the 

observer's values, and absent premature indignation could possibly grasp the situation. In 

an exchange of letters with Marshall Fishwick, protesting misinterpretation of his work, 

McLuhan repeats, Lewis' statement: "my work is essentidly satirical and non-moral, cf., 

the greatest satire is non-moral" (Letters, 506). The mantra expresses the conviction ofien 

echoed by McLuhan, that the artist, or man of integral awareness is regarded as the enemy 

of society, another of Wyndham Lewis's themes. McLuhan took the attitude, for example, 

expressed in a 1969 letter to E.T. Hall: "1 deliberately keep my Chnstianity out of these 

discussions lest perception be diverted from structural processes by doctrinal sectarian 

passions. My own attitude to Christianity is, itself, awareness of process" (Letters 1987, 

384j.l' 



A more audience-fiiendly technique with similar ends is the pun, or humour. McLuhan 

had this to Say about the uses of humour in The Medium is the Massage: "Humour as a 

system of communications and as a probe of our environment, of what's really going on, 

aEords us Our most appealing environmental tool. It does not deal in theory but in 

immediate experience, and is oflen the best guide to changing perceptions." In this paralle1 

tactic we begin to get at what McLuhan was doing with satire, and how he thought of 

theory. He was trying to change perceptions, by making his audience aware of the 

modifications of their own minds, and searching for a tool to reach, so as to affect his 

audience. Satire, humour, puns, slang, al1 are key stratagems of McLuhan's production. 

What motivated McLuhan to resort to satire? As a literary critic, and professor of 

English, naturally he might search for a literary form. In his media study he moved from 

his home discipline of English, and into the interdisciplinary temtory of communications, 

usually considered the turf of social scientists or engineers. As a fornial theorist 

preoccupied with the message of the medium form, McLuhan sought an alternative to the 

writing of conventional theory. His emphasis was consistently on discovety, which he 

valued over justification. By adopting satire, and probes, as tactics, he refused to play by 

the conventional rules of scholarship, critiqued academic prose siyles, and tned to 

outdistance his critics by stressing the form over the content of his work. He used satire as 

an anti-environment to bring everyone to their senses; it also served to attract attention to 

what he was saying, and deflect scmtiny f?om what he was not saying which would mean 

buying into conventional approaches. 

What about theory? Did McLuhan do satire instead of theory? In the Early and 

Catdyst Periods, yes and no. Yes, in the sense that when he described his work as satire, 

he also declared he was offerhg probes not theory. He insisted on the immediacy of the 

discovery process. For this, satire was rhetorical, "presenting the image of the world in a 

ludicrous effect." Later, however, in the Last Decade, he considered himself to have 

anived at a theory of communications as transformation t hat differed significantly fiom 

conventional communications theories. McLuhan's sense of his own contribution was that 

he looked at the transformation of perception and expenence at the intersection of culture 



and technology rneshed in sensory organization. The medium becomes the message 

because its fom has a direct impact on the patteniing of its audience. This was as tme for 

McLuhan in his own work as in the media and technologies he dissected. His interest in 

theory grew as he developed a grasp of the core dynamic of the life of artefact forms, and 

the master histonographic patterns. Diagnostic probes into the inventories of effects of 

media forms, and media as languages was the work of the grammarian, in addition to the 

earlier rhetorical play. McLuhan's paradox arguably has much to do with the fact that he 

achieved celebrity dunng his rhetorical phase, but ended by wanting to comrnunicate his 

forma1 insights, the grammars of the media. 

In his search for sources of insight and corroboration McLuhan displayed a voracious 

appetite for texts and ideas. The discovery in the Last Decade of Lusseryan's (1963) 

autobiographical description of the loss of visual and discovery of acoustic space offers an 

exemplary case of this strategy of production. Innis was also a master of drawing 

corroboration from autobiographical sources. McLuhan fine tuned his insights throughout 

his intellechial career. This is why it is appropriate to understand McLuhan as an 

"abductive" theorist. He intuited his conclusions based on his study of sources from art to 

science, and continually rnodified his formulations to reflect fresh insight, and what he 

considered the most compelling corroborations. This is a farniliar pattern, as discussed by 

Holton, who considers themata to represent the often unconscious orientations that 

scientists bring to their work. McLuhan's major themata-which have been discussed at 

length-represented his convictions as to the tmth, and the path to its recognition. 

Chapter 1 has spent many pages directing attention to McLuhan's theory of techno- 

cultural transformation, yet many believe that McLuhan had no theory, and some of his 

writings seem to afnnn this idea. Thus his idea of theory must be clarified if Chapter 1's 

refonulation of his theories is to succeed. The source of this ambiguity lies in the three 

conventional senses of the terrn theory in play in McLuhan's work, which can be Iabelied 

rhetorical, deductive, and inductive theory. I have already outlined how this ambiguity can 

be r'esolved in the argument that McLuhan's approach to theory is abductive, and will now 

present the argument. 



At one level, McLuhan considered any major theory to be deeply rhetoncal, in the 

sense that theonsts such as Plato, Darwin, and Newton share a strategic objective to bring 

about changes in or to affect their contemporaries by means of their theories (Letters 

1973, 467;474)." McLuhan developed this idea of theory in his literary criticism, for 

example, in a 1953 essay on Wyndham Lewis' theory of communication. He noted that 

limited attention had been paid to this persuasive and audience-oriented aspect of theory, 

which recognizes that there is always an irnplied audience, or hidden ground, for theory. In 

this use of the term theory, McLuhan exhibited his awareness of classical rhetoric. Bruce 

Gronbeck (198 1) has accurately called McLuhan "a rhetorical theorist," but this is only 

part of the story. 

McLuhan certainly believed, particularly in the Last Decade of his career, that he had 

been doing theoiy al1 dong, stating as has been repeated above in a letter dated the 3 1st of 

July 1974 to Marshall Fishwick: "Remember, I have the only communication theory of 

transformation-al1 the other theories are theories of transportation ody" (Letiers 1987, 

505). On the surface, this is a rhetorical point since the context for his comment arose in 

response to criticism. However the theory McLuhan believed he bas amved at was not 

limited to the effect he wished to produce in his audience. The textual evidence suggests 

that McLuhan grew more explicitly concemed with theory in the Last Decade. Yet 

McLuhan was clearly not doing a certain kind of theory. M e r  embarking on the quest for 

a "scientific" formulation of his ideas, a quest which resulted in the laws of media, he 

approached the question of theory in a rnanner surnmarized by Eric McLuhan, in langage 

taken McLuhan's earlier writings: 

A theoretical science has to begin with knowledge and theory; empincal 
science, with ignorance and bias. The one is rooted in concepts, the other 
in percepts. The first cannot succeed unless it has an apparatus for locating 
and remedying flaws in reasoning, nor can the latter without a similar 
apparatus to detect and compensate for sensory bias. So the one proceeds 
by figure alone, the other by ground and figure. ( h s  of Media 1988, 1 1) 

For this sort of science, Eric continued, Bacon (with his four 'Idols') and Vico (with 

his fkst four axioms) had developed "a foundation for a detailed theory of communication- 

-that is, of effects and of perceptual bias" (ibid.). This is the sort of theory that McLuhan's 



"new science" amounced, and it is what I interpret as his theory of mediamorphosis. AS 

such, it is consistent with his view of his own contribution, as may be indicated in bis 

restatement of his theory of communications and debt to Innis in the 1970s that has been 

cited above: 

What is called communication is, on the one hand, the conventional 
transportation theory, with its concem with the movement of data tiom 
point to point; on the other hand, there is the study of the transformation of 
individuals and groups by the very instruments which they employ in 
relating to each other." ("English Literature as Control Tower in 
Communication Study" 1974, 4) 

Sirnilarly, McLuhan cnticised rivals to his theory of communications as 

transformation: 

Conventional communication theory is concemed with matching the old, 
not making the new. It is a theory that reduces al1 "messages" to yes-or-no 
choices "bytes of two-bit information", to be transmitted through "noisey' 
fiom input to output of a tele-communication chamel. It is a theory of 
communication for machines that has been applied to people by specialists. 
("The Argument: Causality in the Electnc World" 1974, 28) 

McLuhan emphatically insisted he was not doing deductive theory, which he 

surnmarized in a paraphrase of Georg von Beckesy1s5' distinction between two approaches 

to a problem. The "theoretical approach" formulates the problem "in relation to what is 

already known, to rnake additions or extensions on the basis of accepted principles, and 

then to proceed to test these hypotheses experimentally" (The Gutenberg Gufmy 1962, 

55). The alternative is a "mosaic approach" which, von Bekesy said, "takes each problem 

for itself with little reference to the field in which it lies, and seeks to discover relations 

and principles that hold within the circurnscribed area" (ibid.). For McLuhan, this 

distinction is not simply between a deductive and an inductive theory, as he recognized 

when he wrote regarding laws of media, "in fomulating these laws, 1 have utilized what is 

sometimes called the 'scientific method.' That is, 1 have proceeded by induction, even 

though in the process of induction one discovers many things that could not be merely 

inducted" (1975,75). 



It seems more accurate then to describe McLuhan's theory as "abductive," C.S. 

Peirce's term for generalized and even speculative interpretation based on a diverse set of 

observations. The point is that his theory is grounded in experience, the senses, and 

perception; it is not grounded in conventional logic, nor built on abstract and self- 

referential concepts. McLuhan was not a trained philosopher, and this account of his 

theory does not pretend to tum him into one. Instead, as a humanist and generalist he had 

his reasons for operating in the oflen intuitive manner that he did. There are many possible 

and h i t fu l  styles of theorizing within the human sciences. Perhaps Hamlet holds the clue 

here: "There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your 

p hilosophy." 

Further support for this characterization of McLuhan's theory as abductive cornes from 

a cursory review of his methods. His attention to the inductive, as mentioned in the quote 

above, signals once again his preoccupation with experience, with the senses, and with 

perception. From this angle, percepts are fresh insights, while concepts are ossified 

extensions of old ways of thinking, or more positively perceptions that solidify after 

lengthy reflection and experience. He characterized his method of insightful perception as 

pattern recognition (Understanding Media 1964, viii; Pfayboy 1969). This method and 

style of theorizing was closely allied to what he meant by the practice of a grammarian. 

Because this approach is grounded in the study of language and art, literary strategies and 

artistic techniques make up a major but not exclusive aspect of McLuhan's theorizing. 

Metaphor, to take a prime instance, is fundamental to his abductive approach to pattern 

recognition. For McLuhan, metaphor means seeing one thing through another. He also 

works extensively with analogies, as James Striegel (1978) and others have observed, 

which involve ratios or comparative relations between things. In the Last Decade, he 

combined these approaches when introducing the laws of media. Where Bacon introduced 

a new science of experience, and Vico's i~ovation consisted in o b s e h g  the history of 

language in the modifications of our own minds, and recognizing our ability to understand 

what we had made, McLuhan generalized these insights and applied them to 

communications media and al1 artefacts. 



In al1 of this, a major strategy of production was the production of himself as persona: 

1 find it extremely difficult to write or speak to both British and an 
American public in the same week. One has to "put on" the public as the 
g m e n t  or the "mask" which one must Wear  in speaking to them. In tum, 
this mask is the energy which one tums on when writing or speaking. ... 
The incoherence, the dispersed and non-focused character of the Canadian 
publics makes the Canadian writer or performer very uncertain about how 
to tum on the power that his audience potentially has." (Letters 1987, 
449)." 

Later in the decade, he grasped that the world further resembled the Canadian case: 

"For that matter there is no such thing as a reading public, although there are literally 

thousands of reading publics .... 1 grew up in the '20s when it was still possible to nourish 

the illusion of a structured public of low-brow, rniddle-brow and high-brow readers" 

(Letters 1987,482). 

The desire to reach an audience anirnated the substance and style of McLuhan's work. 

But if rhetorical strategies guided his practice, his sympathies with the ancient 

grammarians onented his theory, taking grammar of course in its historic sense as the 

study of patterns and structures, and the operations of language. It is in the marnage of 

a rhetoric and grammar that, 1 conclude, McLuhan's ideas are intelligible as an unfolding 

formulation of a general theory of techno-cultural transformation or mediamorphosis. 

McLuhan's rhetoric is his practice; his grarnmar is the theory. His pattern watching,the 

aaivity of the grammarian, is in McLuhan's work inextricably linked with a rhetorical 

shock therapy, a satirical program of counter-education designed to wake up the audience, 

Iulled to sleep by content and messages, numbed by the psychic blows of new electronic 

media. From this angle, McLuhan's project was diagnosis of the conditions of historkai 

techno-culture, so as to devise a strategy of counter-cumculum. McLuhan's authorial 

stance can be thought of as the rhetorical practice of the encyclopedic humanist educator 

conjoined with the grammatical theory of a diagnostician of cultural patterns. This is the 

ground he proposed for a new science. In this union of rhetoric and grammar McLuhan 

perfonns a techno-cultural hermeneutics, by which 1 mean the an of multilevel 

interpretation that traces the operations of invisible forces through their effects on 



historical human relationships with extensions in artefacts." In performing this 

hermeneutics on media and technologies, McLuhan searched for the dynamics of the 

changes in the forms of life. His distinction was that he recognized that his objective was 

to amive at an epistemology of expenence, not of knowledge. Even science itself found a 

ground in McLuhan's theory. McLuhan's abductive theoretical achievement represents an 

ambitious attempt to formulate the historiographic patterns of techno-cultural 

transformation via media, and to specify the core dynamics or operating systems prevalent 

in the contemporary and previous periods. 

McLuhan is intelligible on his own terms once it is understood that McLuhan's rhetoric 

was his practice, and his gramrnar was his theory. McLuhan as rhetorical theorist 

announced and articulated the new discoveries, his own and those of Innis and others, 

within the tradition subsequently called communications history. That he combined his 

publishing with oral practice, in lectures, inteniews, broadcasts, and the conversational 

collaborations that produced most of his later books, reinforces this point. At the same 

time, he performed a diagnosis of the patterned conditions of culture, in a manner that 

deliberately echoed previous grammarians. Uniting gramrnar and rhetoric, McLuhan's 

theory becomes hermeneutic, in that he probed the dynarnic effects of media and 

technologies on culture, and the consequences of major shifis in dominant media, and thus 

made a contribution to "the understanding of understanding" (Steiner 1992, 436). '"he 

afnnity with hermeneutics is reirforced by McLuhan's recognition of the significance of the 

achievement of George Steiner, in his hermeneutic study Afer Babel (1975) which is 

"based on the grammatical awareness both of metaphor as translation and of translation as 

transformation of sensibility." (Law of Media, 123). Steiner's book was on McLuhan's 

Centre for Culture and Technology reading list in the last decade. 1 conclude that his 

formalisms and general speculations are unexhausted as sources of conceptual illumination 

and insight . 
McLuhan's significance for this appraisal then lies in his contribution to a techno- 

cultural hermeneutics, which provides techniques, ways of perceiving and of actively 

inquiring into how the ground of human understandhg is continuously shaped and 



transfomed by interactive formal and historical relationships with media and technologies, 

considered as extensions, interiorizations, and environments engaged in ceaseless 

transformation. McLuhan brought his awareness of the tnvium, and his application of the 

arts of rhetoric and grarnrnar to study of the media and technologies. By conceptualizing 

new media as new languages (one of his formulations of media) he opened up fresh 

horizons. He devised counter-environments, including theories and aphonsms, in order to 

perceive the hidden ground for culture. In this task he recognized explicitly his affinity 

with his predecessors Bacon, Vico, and Innis, each of whom grasped the inescapable role 

of prejudices, presuppositions, and biases in modifjhg our own mincis and shaping the 

ground for the understanding of each period. In the Last Decade, he glimpsed the 

possibility that the moulding of culture through technology directly engaged the brain, as 

well as the mind. This insight provides one of the many points of departure in his work for 

his successors. 

Al1 of human techno-cultural history, art, literature, technology, science, offer ches to 

diagnosing the patterns of the contemporary situation. The search continues in the 1990s 

for an effective strategy of culture, for cumcula, and for counter-environrnents to respond 

to the media environment. McLuhan invited his conternporaries to participate in parailel 

projects of discovery. His work and style also provoked a heated controversy that 

threatened to extinguish the light of his insights, as we will see in subsequent Chapters. 



Chapter 2: The Paradox Of McLuhan's Traditions 

"For a brief period Toronto was the intellectual centre of the world. A new 
theory was born there, the theory of a primacy of communications in the 

structunng of human cultures and the human mind." 
Times Liierclry Supplernent, Iune 1 989 

Framework 

The pûradox of McLuhan's traditions consists in the multiple ways in which his work 

ha5 been contextualized. sornetirnes by the same critic. The question frming this zone is 

within what tradition does McLuhan's contribution now seem most intelligible? The zone 

or archive of possible contexts for McLuhan's contribution is vast, as illustrated by this 

partial list: the literary practice of a "typical Canadian humanist of his pmicular point in 

time" (Theall 197 1. 20 1 ;205), twentieth-century cultural cnticism (Rosenberg 1965). 

Anglo-American literary theory (Fekete 1977), "a particulm ctilminntion of an aesthetic 

theory which became. negatively, a social theory" (Williams 1974, 126), an explicit 

ideology (Williams 1974; Fekete 1977). civic humanism (Fekete 1982), an original 

Canûdian discourse on communications (Thomas 1960. 18). "technological humnnism" 

within an original Canadian meditation on technology (Kroker 1984). an inadequate 

theory of trûnsforrnative technologies (Heim 1987, 58). and failed social theory (Thedl 

1 97 1, 204-45; Czitrorn 1982, 1 80; 128). 

Contenders that have gained ground more recently include: "radical Amencan media 

theory" (Czitrom 1982, 147). "medium theory" (Meyrowitz 1985) and "compuative 

media theory" (Angus 1994). An influential rhetoricûl line contextualizes McLuhan ûs a 

"disciple" of Harold Innis (Carey 1967, 39: Kuhns 1972, 169), and casts McLuhan as 

Icarus to innis' Daedalus (as I prefer to phrase this point), the disciple who "distorted" 

(Carey 1967, 15; 39; 1975. 27; Theall 1975, 16; Heyer 1988, 121) and "inverted" (Theall 

1981,233; Havelock 1986,43; Berger 1986, 194) innis' work. McLuhan hris also been 

treated as a mavenck or poet manqué (Thedl 197 1; Eisenstein 1979; Theall 1986,83) 

whose characteristic feature is his break with tradition (Kuhns 197 1, 17 1-72; 200). 



Numerous anticipations of the directions the argument will take here also circulate: 

rhetorical theory and practice (Gronbeck 198 1 ; Lanham 1993, 200-0 1 ), communications 

history and theory (Carey 1967; Czitrorn 1982, 148; Heyer 1988, xvi; Jeffrey 198% 3, 

communications/history (Crowley and Heyer 199 1, 1 ), communications theory and 

historiography (Pattenon 1 990). a Toronto School of Communications (Goody and Watt 

1968, 1 ; Theall 1984.47; Berg 1985; Heyer 1988: de Kerckhove 1989); theory of 

communications as transfonation (McLuhan 1974; Jeffrey 1989, 13; 73). theory of 

cultural transformation (Havelock 1987; Guardirdimi 199 1). and a new hermeneutics 

(Theall 1975,9; Theall 1986,86; Carey 198 1, 166). 

Chapter 2 began as an attempt to answer a question posed by Donald Theall ( 197 1) 

in his "speculative note" on the "influence of the Canadian university milieu on 

McLuhan." Once it became evideni that McLuhan was atypical of Canadians and 

Canadian academics, Theûll's question was refocused to expond the search for 

McLuhan's traditions beyond the Canadian university milieu. Where Chapter I retrciced 

McLuhan's discovery of core themata and practice of intellectuai production. while 

locating the traditions and sources upon which he drew in his textwork. Chapter 2 builds 

its case by looking at the part McLuhan played in the emergence of a new tradition. TO 

avoid an exercise in classification, and focus insteâd on rendering McLuhan's 

contribution intelligible. this investigation has been approciched in four wûys. First. an 

histoncal inquiry was conducted into the formative stages of McLuhan's career as a 

Canûdian intellectual. Second, evidence bearing on the "conj unction" of McLu hm. Innis, 

and Eric Havelock-the original members of the Toronto School of Communications-- 

was examined. Third, the nascent decade for the emergence of this Toronto School 

tradition dunng the 1950s was probed in the work of McLuhan and vanous associates in 

the Ford Foundation seminar on Communications and Culture, and the journal 

Explorutions. Finally, the question of McLuhan's paradoxical role in the emergence of a 

communications history tradition was traced through a rhetoric of inquiry malysis of the 

work of two major synthesizers within the tradition (Walter Ong and Elizabeth 



Ernergence of the Toronto Sehool of Communications 
and communications history tradition 

PHASES 1 KEY EVENTS 

PREHISTORY 1920 1 Innis to Toronto (Politicai Economy) 
1929 Havelock to Toronto (Classics) 

"The Invention of Space" (F.M. Cornford) 
Innis - head of his department 

- - .. 

C O N ~ C K O N  
The Toronto School 
of Communications 

McLuhan to Toronto (Engli sh Lit erature) 
Havelock leaves Toronto 
Innis - Dean of Graduate Studies 
McLuhan and Innis meet in "Values Seminar" 

EXPLORATIONS Empire & Cumm~oiicatio~is (Inni s)  
Cmcz~xion of Intellectual Mm1 (Haveloc k )  
Letter fiom McLuhan to Innis 
The Mechanical Bride (McLuhan) 
Bias of Communicution (Innis) 
lnnis invites Havelock to lecture at Toronto 
Innis' Death 
Charigi~ig C o i t c e p ~ ~  of Time (ms) 
Ford Foundation seminar (McLuhan) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

RECOGNITION 

G~tenberg Gafaxy (McLuhan) 
"footnote to Innis" 

Preface to Platu (Havelock) 
Understanding Media (McLuhan) 

"hails Havelock" 
Introduction to Bias of Communication 

(McLuhan) 
Carey "Communications History" 
Goody and Watt "Toronto School" 

"Introduction" to Empire and Cornmunicalions 
Havelock and McLuhan cornmernorate Innis 

-- 

HISTOIIIOGRAPHIC 
IDENTITY 

- -- 

Czitrom 
Theall 
Kro ker 
Heyer 
de Kerckhove 

199 1 1 crowley & Heyer 



Eisenstein) and three historiographers of the tradition (Daniel Czitrom, Paul Heyer, and 

Graerne Patterson). These four lines of investigation converge on the paradox of 

McLuhan's tradition. A condensed report will be presented. (See illustration 9.) 

The central conclusion here is that McLuhan's work crin be best understood once 

situated within the tradition of communications history (Heyer 1988) which emerged out 

of the work of the Toronto School of Communications. This "school" had its origins in 

the conjunction rit the University of Toronto in the late 1940s and eariy 1950s of Harold 

innis, Marshall McLuhan, and Eric Havelock. I select the term conjunction, because each 

of these men was working independently on his innovative idens while teaching at the 

University of Toronto; contact among them was rare; and it was only in retrospect and 

for historical convenience that the term school came to be npplied (Goody and Watt 

1968. 1 ). Later. Jack Goody rejected his earlier characterization (de Kerc khove 1 989). 

No systematic exploration of the merits of this identification has yet been conducted, and 

Chapter 2 takes this as part of its task. 

The conceptual tools presented in the introduction corne into play in this chapter, and 

Holton's concepts-particulrirly thernata, the nascent moment. and the rhrtoric of assertion 

and of appropnationhejection--are found helpful in charting the rhetorical space of the 

McLuhan controversy. Such solidarity as exists in the communications history tradition 

is traced. ris Holton recommends. through a series of close-ups on published texts, 

unpublished writings, interviews, and recordrd meetings. Frrimed by the question of 

tradition, the zone or datûbûse traversed includes McLuhan's texts and the writings of 

various key associates, including innis, Eric Havelock, Edmund Carpenter. Tom 

Easterbrook, and others, where these bear directly on McLuhan or on Innis.' 

While introducing certain terms to be adopted in the discussion to follow, let me 

clarify several interpretive hypotheses. innis and McLuhan did not leave a systematic 

communications history theory, nor did either man found a coherent "school" in the 

sociological sense outlined by Edward Tiriyakian (1979). The emergent tradition has 

many antecedents, but no direct precedents in its distinctive focus on communications 



media as agencies of cultural transformation throughout human history (Czitrom 1982). 

Heyer (1988) vduably proposes that the communications history tradition may have an 

"unacknowledged" prehistory stretching back to the eighteenth century. As formulated in 

the work of Innis and McLuhan, it  seems a distinctively twentieth-century development 

due to two factors: the unique historical possibility of cornparison ûmong a range of 

media forms. for example, electric radio and the typographie newspaper, and the 

unprecedented prominence of communications media in daily life. By emergent tradition 

1 mean a recognizable set of shared themes and approaches that have arisen as the result 

of historical events, discoverirs in research, and innovations in scholarship. and that 

represent a thematic area distinct from the original discipline or disciplines that made the 

insights possible. in Empire otid Co>ntniiniccitions (1950), Innis was first to publish work 

that belongs recognizably within the communications history tradition (Heyer 1988). 

although he did not give it  a formal name. Innis recognized the promise of both 

McLuhan and Havelock based on their first books published in 195 1, and on his 

knowledge of the work that would eventually lead Havelock to wnte Pt-qkce lo Ploto 

(1963). What is less well known is that there is evidence that Innis was welf aware of the 

significmce of McLuhan's ideas for his own thinking. As a rhetorical entity (Goody and 

Watt 1968; Theall 1984: Heyer 1988; de Kerckhove 1989) the terrn Toronto School 

serves to emphasize the geographic conjunction of Innis. who Ûmved in 1920, and died 

in 1952, McLuhan, who rinived in 1946, and Havelock, who amved in 1929, and 

deputed in 1947. 

The Toronto School designation also signals the broadly shared themata of the 

emergent tradition which concern the transforrnative impacts of technologies, notably 

communications media. upon culture and changing forms of social, political, economic, 

aesthetic, conceptual, and sensory organization. influential and sometimes controversial 

research contributions have included macro-historiccil speculation on the significmce of 

communications media and technologies for histoi-icûl change; the ordity and literacy 

thesis; the importance of the phonetic alphabet in the emergence of Western culture; the 



impacts of print litency and the printing press; and the effects of electronic media since 

the telegraph. Though neither systematic nor codified, the tradition argues that changes 

in dominant media and technologies result in revolutionary transformations in the 

conditions or ground for cultural life, and thût these changes have been largely neglected 

in previous historical accounts. 

Continuing the argument of Chapter 1, 1 contend that the tradition has been 

mislabelled a determinism. Once read whole and in context, the works of contributors to 

the tradition disclose persistent inquines from micro, rnacro, and mes0 perspectives into 

the dynamics of techno-cultural change throughout history and the sources of ihese 

dynamics in human relationships with their media and technologies. For instance, hnis 

studies the technological implications of the rise and fa11 of empires (Enipiir ïiiid 

Comiuiiiaitions, 1950, 187, n. 1 IO), and he also pauses to note Thoreau's percept that 

ads were the rnost interesting aspects of newspapers (ibid., 167, n.29). Havelock uses 

Plato's writings to illustrate his thesis of the consequences of the shift from ordity to 

phonetic literacy, and he also Iater speculates ingeniously on the craft origins of Greek 

appropriation of the phonetic alphabet due to the need for dedications on statuary 

( 1 982b. 10 and passim). McLuhan writes sweepingly of the demise of the Gutenberg 

Galaxy. and he also Inter recognizes in the details of Lusseyran's memoir of his blindness 

the experiential details that support his insight into the relativity of space and its 

dependence on culturally predominmt senses and media. These are inquiries into 

interactive relationships within contexts at the intersection of technology and culture. It 

bems repeating against this misconstrual of the communicntions history tradition that 

recognition of the power of technology does not grant it the power of absolute 

determination. Nor, in the case of McLuhan, does it mean that the observer approves of 

what he reports. in my interpretation, the tradition seems instead incontrovertibly 

dedicated to offering an innovative techno-cultural hermeneutics to the end of 

understanding a neglected and nonetheless powerful agency thnt shapes the grounds of 

understanding itself. The goal is increased autonomy, not enslavement. The term 



communications history tradition highlights these shared general themata and their origins 

in the work of the Toronto School; it links the contributions of Innis and McLuhan, once 

they moved beyond the disciplines of econornic history and English literature in which they 

had k e n  trained; and finally it includes but is broader in scope than the more precise focus 

of classickt Havelock on the shift fiom orality to alphabetic literacy in ancient Greecea2 

This retrospective interpretation does not intend to suggest that Innis would have 

approved of or agreed with the direction McLuhan's work later took. Doubtless the two 

would have argued strenuously, over politics and values, as  they apparently did upon fist 

meeting, according to Easterbrook. (de Kerckhove 1983b). McLuhan's refusal to 

sermonize beginning in the early 1950s would have clashed with Innis' stress on values. 

The argument here is that what they shared is more important than the implications each 

drew fiom his diagnosis. The difference between them is profound: Innis remained deeply 

pessimistic about what he had diagnosed, regardhg it as the decline of western 

civilization; McLuhan recognized creative possibilities in the contemporary media 

environment, asking in 1957: "But why should it be doubted that radio and TV will 

a transform prose and verse styles? Or how could anybody, in view of the history of such 

transformations, wish that they would cease to affect language and expression?" 

 plor or ut ions 8, 17). 

Nonetheless, as 1 will argue here and in the next Chapter, there is reason to consider 

the distinctive work of Innis and McLuhan as variations on a theme of communications as 

techno-cultural transformation, to emphasize the common themata, as McLuhan did, and 

to regard the disagreements as farnily quarrels, not as rival sides. The separation between 

the two, fist proposed influentially by Carey (1967), has become received wisdom for 

many communications scholars, and has prevented full recognition of the emergent 

tradition. For example, Paul Heyer refen to this rhetorical orthodoxy when he writes: 

'McLuhan has claimed affiliation to the pioneering studies of media and history elaborated 

by Innis. This is a controversial declaration, especiaily in Canadian circles 



where Innis and McLuhan are sometimes viewed as being diametrically opposed in 

intellectual spirit, politics, and in tems of the way they prornulgated their work-though it 

is conceded that they share common subject matter." (1988, 125) This "concession" is 

surely the h e m  of the matter! 

Chapter 2 supports this contention in part by reappraising and supplying rnissing 

evidence regarding the relationship between Innis and McLuhan, as Heyer recornmended 

(1988. 125-26). Although no claim is made here to present a full reappraisal of lnnis, nor 

to work out al1 the dimensions of the proposed synthesis of their contributions, ironically, 

in my view another reason to recomrnend the proposa1 for reunification is that it  will be 

possible to understand more clearly the significance of Innis' pioneering work for the 

communications history tradition once the light of McLuhan's achievement is retrieved 

from the heat of these disputes, rescued from the often surprisingly shallow readings that 

have distorted his contribution, and once his and Innis' respective cind collective 

contributions to the emergent tradition are fully acknowledged. Pressing this case. 1 will 

restate below sorne reasons to support the daim that it is in the conjunction, and not the 

disjunction. of the two that the relevance and scholarly strength of the tradition lies. 

The making of McLuhan as a Canadian intellectual 

Most critics agree that as a Figure of intellectual history, McLuhan does not fit within 

the dominant pre- 1960s traditions for communications and media studies, as his work 

explicitly rejects the models offered by Nonh Amencan social science which had 

dominated the field until then. In Chapter 1, McLuhan's own view of where he fit into an 

intellectual history of communications was explicated. However otherwise insightful, 

those, such as Czitrorn (1982), who attempt to analyse McLuhan as a social scientist 

inevitably find fault with his work, while paradoxically appreciating the challenge he 

offered to onhodox approaches. Considering his training as a literary critic, wiihin the 

non-specialist humanist approach of the Cambridge English School, and his inspirations 

in the ancient arts of the trivium and avant garde artists of the twentieth century, plus his 



insistence on crossing al1 disciplinary borders in search of insights, it is not surpnsing 

that his work should violate the traditional canons of social science. Nor is his wotk 

intelligible within neo-Mmist, neo-Conservative, exclusively literary, speech, or 

philosophical frûmes, each a marginal rival in the 1950s and 1960s to the social sciences 

for preeminence in communications and media studies.' Given the vast archive disclosed 

in his work, it seems pointless to dwell upon the sources not mentioned by McLuhan, 

revealing more about the critic's agenda than the object of criticism. It might be observed 

that what MacMillan ( 1992) has characterized as the "unintelligible" commentary on 

McLuhan results from contextualizing his work within traditions that cannot assist in 

illuminating his contribution. However, if i t  be accepted that the interdiscipline of 

communicûtions has for some time now participated in  a convergence of themes and 

methods drawing from the hummities and the social sciences, a process pualle1 to what 

Geertz (1983) has refened to as "blurred genres." then McLuhan's contribution to an 

emergent tradition within the interdisciplinary human sciences as more than simply a 

maverick becomes possible. 

The first task is to summarize key aspects of McLuhan's development as an 

intellec tuai. Wherever relevant, some comparative comment will be made about innis. 

This iactic permits a statement on the relationships between McLuhan as individual 

talent and the contexts--national. biographical. institutional, and intellectual--in whic h 

and against which his contribution unfolds. McLuhan's training at Manitoba and in the 

Cambridge English School, his early career in the U.S. Midwest, and national ongins as 

an outsider from the Canadian prairies without wealth or family connections. gave him 

unusual insight into the operations of the particular cultural environments of the U.S. and 

the U.K.. His conversion to Roman Catholicism and position at St. Michael's College at 

the University of Toronto further sharpened his appreciation of the outsider's perspective. 

His Roman Catholicisrn, which he called "catholic humanism" in one early and 

important essay (McLuhan 1954; Kroker 1984), anchored his mature intellectual 

production not in religious dogrna but in a faith in the intelligibility of al1 things. in a 



letter to Barbara Wud he sstated that his religion reinforced his attunement to the process 

of transformation (Letters 1987,468). Tracing McLuhan's particulx approach to media 

and popular culture, and how it draws upon and then departs radically from that of his 

teacher, F.R. Leavis, also sheds light on his intellectual training and development of an 

emergent tradition. 

Most senous commentators on McLuhan have recognized some link between his 

work and that of innis. Czitrom echoes others in his argument that ''the most radical and 

elaborate Anierican media theory" can be found in the work of innis and McLuhan. who 

"represent two wings of a body of speculation that locates the forma1 chmcteristics of 

comn~unications media as the prime mover behind the historical process. social 

organizations. and changing sensory awxeness" (1982, 147). Czitrom accounts for this 

breakthrough on grounds of national tradition. or perhaps its absence: "As Canadians, 

both men were less constrained by the behavioral tradition of communication studies 

dominant in the United States" (ibid.). Theal1 ( 1  97 1 ; 1975). who downplayed the 

connection between the two men, had argued earlier that Innis and McLuhan shûred 

certain thematic interests because they emerged within a similar Canadian intellectual 

milieu, each making his mature academic contribution while based at the University of 

Toronto. "One of the prime chmcteristics of that milieu," Theall observed, " was a kind 

of marginality to the mainstream of Nonh American influence today--the United States" 

(198 1.225). Theall(1975, 7) shares the view that there exists a chluacteristic Canadian 

interest in communication and culture. and distinctive emphases in communication 

theory (Thomas 1960; Kroker 1984). More thûn their Amencan or British counterpûrts, 

Theall argued further, lnnis and McLuhan raised "henneneutic" questions about 

communication (1 975.9; 13- 14; l986,79), "chiefly owing to the Cânadian perspective 

being conditioned by its marginal cultural position, a situation which led to attempts to 

'understand' rather than to 'control' communications institutions" (1975, 13): 

Havelock locates a "simple answer" to explain Innis' interest in communications 

within the subject rnatter of hnisl early works on the fur trade and cod fisheries: Canada 



itself, "which owed its existence to the exploitation, by varying techniques, of the meons 

of physical communication" (1982, 36). For Havelock, the rural community of innist 

upbringing was a residually oral society, fundamentally pre-literate, fu removed frorn the 

"highly literate cultures" in which European intellectuals are bred (1982. 37). This theme 

of Canada as a primitive sort of place. on the margins of civilization and intellectual li fe. 

may hold some tmth. but it is suspiciously prominent in British assessments, redolent of 

the days of empire, and i ts aftermath. intellectual snobbery. Havelock, like McLuhan a 

graduate of Cambridge, applies the same logic to his own work. noting that his lengthy 

experience teaching in Canada (1926- 1947) "brought [him] into touch with certain rural 

realities which in other circumstances would have escaped [his] attention" (1982,42). In 

the case of McLuhan. many US. critics exhibited surprise at the novelty of Canada 

producing such an "intellectual cornet"; others dismissed McLuhan as a marginal man 

frorn a marginal country and thus how he received the attention he did-or the 

phenornenon of McLuhanism--seemed as worthy of comment as what he had to Say. 

Carey offered his opinion that Innis' communications scholarship was ignored in the U.S. 

because "in the United States a monopoly of knowledge has grown up that has 

successfully resisted the penetration of Canadian scholarship generally and Cûnadian 

communication theory specifically" ( 1975, 27). 

Arthur Kroker also links the intellectual contributions of innis and McLuhan through 

their shûred national tradition: "Canada's principal contribution to North Amencan 

thought consists of a highly original, comprehensive, and eloquent discourse on 

technology ( l984,7)." He elaborates: 

The Canadian discourse is neither the Amencan way nor the European 
way, but an oppositional culture trapped midway between economy and 
histo ry.... The essence of the Canadian intellectual condition is this: it is 
our fate by vinue of historical circumstmce and geographical accident to 
be forever marginal to the 'present-mindedness ' of Amencan culture (a 
society which specializing as it does in the public ethic of 'instrumental 
activism' does not enjoy the recriminations of historical remembrance); 
and to be incapable of being more thm ambivalent on the cultural legacy 
of Our European p s t .  At work in the Canadian mind is, in fact. a great 



and dynûmic polarity between technology and culture, between economy 
and landscape ... The Canadian mind may be one of the main sites in 
modem times for working-out the meaning of technological experience. 
Indeed, a general fascination with the question of technology extends like 
a brilliant arc across the Canadian cuitural imagination, from cinema and 
music to literature and philosophy. (1984, 7-8) 

The contributions of lnnis and McLuhan figure within this national intellectual context. 

If the ground for their respective contributions to the emergent tradition of 

communications history resides in the national cultural imagination and experience, then 

specifying McLuhan's contribution to the conj unction requires examination of the 

rhetorical and sociological communities and the milieu in which he was located. 

McLuhan preferred to focus attention on his ideas, and declined to discuss his 

persona1 background. By cooperating with the media to prornote his ideas, yet refusing to 

speak candidly about hirnself and his motives, he gnined a reputûtion for secrecy 

(Czirrom 1982, 166; Heyer 1988. 126). in addition, because McLuhan refused to take a 

value position on what he observed-instead strategically asserting that "the best satire is 

non-moralw--yet paradoxically was known to be a Roman Catholic convert. dark 

speculation surfaced as to his persona1 agenda. I t  is helpful then to revisit the question of 

the making of McLuhan as a Canadian intellectual in terms of training and biographical 

background with more than biognphical consequence. 

By binh, but not by character, McLuhan was Canadian. Born in Edmonton, Alberta, 

McLuhan grew up in Winnipeg, where he lived until age 23, when he graduated with a 

master's degree in English from the University of Manitoba. Loving but ineffectual in 

business, his father became the primary care giver, when mother Elsie left home to 

pursue a career performing on stage as an elocutionist and recital artist. hpressed by this 

exly exposure to the pnctice of rhetonc as theatrical monologue, his letten show that 

McLuhan lemed eariy the importance of audiences, and the nuances of performance, 

taste, and reception. As a Canadian, it was not possible to take one's own cultural 

environment for granted, and McLuhan was sensitive to the differences distinguishing 

Canada, the United States. and Bntain (Letters 1987,49). As reveaied in an interview by 



de Kerckhove with Maurice McLuhan, mother Elsie, a participant in the cultural life of 

colonial Canada and the United States, expected great things from Marshall. She was 

greatly upset by his decision to convert to Roman Catholicism, fearing that his worldly 

prospects were at an end (Letters 1987, 72). McLuhan's early interests included prsctical 

pursuits. He built sailboats, crystal radio sets and later during two years at a technical 

high school. a vacuum tube radio with which he tuned in distant signals. 

Communications as a means of access to the world is a formative element in the making 

of any Canadian intellectual, particularly one brought up far from metropolitan centres, 

and especially for McLuhan, with a beloved and absent parent off performing for 

audiences on a wider stage. 

McLuhan was a self-created man who inherited no wealth. As with other bright 

young men of his generation, intellectual life represented one route out of poverty and 

obscurity. In matunty, McLuhan's sense of his own and his chosen religion's superiority 

gave him an unmistakeable air of the outsider convinced of his insight, his ability to 

recognize what was true, what merited attention. confidently maintaining his opinions 

and chosen themata against al1 opponents. His faith anchored his mature identity and 

underpinned his conviction of the intelligibility of al1 phenornena. As an intellectual he 

was aggressive rather than deferential. His temperament was active rather than 

contemplative, restless rather than philosophical, relentlessly iconoclastic rather than 

piously dogrnatic. The global celebrity he attracted was unprecedented for a man of 

letters who made his career in Canada. Paradoxically, st the apogee of his fame in the 

1960s, he was also described accurately as, "married, the father of six children (four 

daughters, two sons), [who] lives in a modest house in a prosaic section of a du11 city: 

Toronto" (S tem 1967, xiv). Although later identified with his subject media and popular 

culture, McLuhan insisted that he was the last on his block to get a television set. He 

enjoyed Westerns and other shows, but prefemd lively conversation and the scanning of 

books. in his prime, he is reported to have tumed first to page sixty-nine to determine 

whether the book was wonh reading. His many lifelong friends and colleagues portray 



him as thoughtful, generous, and unpretentious, with a zest for life, ideas and perpetual 

debate, frequently vergng on soliloquy. His many detractors found him mystifying, rude, 

a promoter, a charlatan, and quite possibly mad. There is evidence that his medical 

problems of the 1 s t  decade impaired the flexibility of his mercurial mind (Marchand 

1989; Cqenter  1992); however, as demonstrated in Chûpter 1, there is copious 

evidence that he continued his relentless and erudite quest ro understand media and 

cultural transformation, and developed and deepened his insights until he was silenced 

by a stroke in the final year of his life. 

Canada grew from colony to nation during McLuhan's youth. His fûther, like Innis. 

enlisted for World War One, w here innis saw service overseas as a member of the signal 

core. innis' early reputation rests in part on his original contribution to revisioning the 

formation of Canada, not as a story of American frontiers or British politics. but as a 

history of circulation beiween centres and margins. traced through the currents of staple 

goods, such as furs, wheat, and codfish, dong an east West axis in the orbit of the 

European empires and markets. What was unusual about the euly Innis was that he told 

this story not merely as a footnote to previous texts but from within the experience of the 

rnargins, taking canoe trips. for instance, to understand the voyageur expenence. Innis 

was the leading social scientist of his generation of Canadian intellectuals (Clark 198 1. 

33; Berger 1986, 195). among the first to think through historical problems from the 

ground of the Canadian imagination and experience. He looked to Europe for 

scholarship, and not to the University of Chicago, the hotbed of Amencan sociology, 

where he had been trained (Clark 198 1, 32). innis attained wide influence in his battle 

"to raise the standard of social science scholarship in the countryt' (ibid.). He brought 

passion to his scholarship, and although holding a pragmatic suspicion of ungrounded 

theory, positioned his later historical writing in relation to the tradition of macro 

historical theories advanced by authors including Mead, Marx, Moscn, Pareto, Toynbee, 

Spengler, Kroeber, Veblen, and Sorokin (Empire and Communications 1950, preface). 



McLuhan grew up an Anglophile, an attitude he maintained until he mived in 

England and discovered mother focus. He explained to his mother: 

You see my "religion-hunting" began with a rather priggish "culture- 
hunting." 1 simply couldn't believe that men had to live in the mean 
mechanical joyless rootless fahion that 1 saw in Winnipeg. And when 1 
began to read English Literature 1 knew that it  was quite unnecessary for 
them so to live. ... Al1 my Anglo-mania was really a recognition of things 
missing from our lives which 1 felt to be indispensable (Letters 1987,73). 

Solemn, gregaious, thoughtful, his early heroes were nineteenth century historian. 

Thomas Macaulay, and social critic and novelist, G.K. Chesterton, who converted to 

Roman Catholicism in 1922. As a Canadian, unencumbered by the British class rigidity 

that mnrked a man for life by his accent, if one worked hard at acquiring the best of what 

the world had to offer, thinking for oneself, and always assessing the imrnediate 

situation, it seemed possible to figure out, in a hopeful and pragmûtic new world sense 

quite foreign to twentieth-century Europe, how things worked. McLuhan's intention to 

contribute to making the world intelligible is consistent with his earliest intellectual 

pursuits. He enrolled in engineering at the University of Manitoba, and in the second 

year shifted into English literature. a cuniculurn which demandrd intensive study of 

history. He excelled, and frequently dominated his seminars. 

As a bright colonial, McLuhan chose Cambridge, and was supponed initicilly by a 

scholarship from the Imperia1 Order of the Daughten of the Empire. Once there, from a 

solid nineteenth century educational base at Manitoba, he stluted a second B.A., 

absorbing at first hand the foremost literary critical training of the day, taking courses 

from renowned professors including I.A. Richards, F.R. Leavis, Arthur Quiller-Couch, 

and Mansfield Forbes, and beginning his lifelong tutelage in the work of Joyce, Lewis, 

Pound, Yeats, and Eliot. The Cambridge English School trained the "non-specialist 

intelligence" in a "literary-cntical discipline," and not researchers in a quantitative or 

empirical sense (Leavis 1948, 33-86). His early interest in popular culture was sparked 

by this period at Cambridge, as he absorbed it under the inspiration of Cdtwe and 

Environment (1933) by F.R. Leavis and Denys Thompson, and a pioneenng study of 



literature, Q.D. Leavis' Fictioii and rlie Reading Public (1932). Richards' technique of 

testing reader response to unsigned poems, conducted in classes, including one attended 

by McLuhan and previously reported in Pmcticcd Crilicisrn (1929), directed attention to 

the sense actual readers made of the poetry they read. Wyndham Lewis' trilogy. The 

Hiirnlin Age, and book, Doom of Youtli, allowed him to glimpse how literary and 

aesthetic analysis could be brought to bear on the works of popular culture. Al1 these 

works iook a highly negative position on popular culture and criticized and ridiculed the 

tastes of both those Iûcking aesthetic appreciation and those whose work held appeal for 

the masses. Interested in advertising as an extension of his early ihetorical interests, 

McLuhan also collected ads, a practice he continued throughout his career. 

What disiinguished McLuhan's work from that of his influences was his open mind. 

He took Joyce and the Syrnbolists senously as allies in his quest to rnake popular cultural 

li fe intelligible. He analysed media and popular cuitural forms, including advertising and 

comic books, applying aesthetic strategies and critical awareness of artistic  technique^.^ 

In 197 1.  he wrote to Etienne Gilson: " My interest in Symbolist poetry from Poe to 

Valery inspired my interest in the study of media. Symbolism starts with effects and goes 

sleuthing after causes" (Letrers, 42 1 ). Media represented a new "literature." and the 

opponunity to extend the tactics of education to the critical inspection of the cultural 

environment. After his encounter with Innis' work, new media and their transformritive 

powers became the subject around which McLuhan's mature work was built. It is 

possible to argue that the limitations McLuhan perceived in English as a discipline 

within the academy from the beginning (e.g., Letters 1987, 5 1) prornpted his eventual 

tum to fresh ways of exercising the critical function, and of understanding the forces that 

shape culturd sensibilities. His critical training penitted him to find in the work of the 

artists he adrnired clues to retracing the labyrinth of creative cognition. This offered a 

route to a new humanist contribution to an interdisciplinary approach to understanding 

the c.ontemporary world. It also offered a new direction for educaiion in the Iate 

twentieth-century environment, as McLuhan makes clear in his letter to Innis of 195 1 



(Letters, 222), in which he proposes a school of communications, although he was noi 

able to realize this ambition. 

Two defining moments mark McLuhan's mature identity. First was his decision to 

becorne a professor, dthough he was always ambivalent about the academy unsure 

whether he might make his mark in sorne other way, possibly journalism. Both 

professions seem linked through the act of communication and the need to make the 

world intelligible. in 1944, he wrote in response to a query from Wyndham L e w k 6  

As for rny aims and projects. Sensing, these past years, a kind of 
indeterminacy in my life and milieu, yet having a strong need to work 
towards making more and more of my studies, and the life around me, 
intelligible,-of raising the particulars to the level of intelligibility, 1 have 
cultivated a sort of "negative capabiliiy", trying to achieve a readinrss to 
act in some unforeseeable way when that way should define itself. That is 
the present position. There is some sort of work in me. I shall impinge in 
some sort of way. but whether ûcademic or not I am unable to sez. But 
what complete isolation governs the maturing of any thought in this 
country! fLet?er.s, 1 4'7) 

He also expressed his ambivalence to Ezra Pound7 in 195 1. After summarizing his views 

on the problems facing contemporary men of ideas, he writes of his fellow educators: 

Now. the teachers. They are people of lowly origins and no cultural 
background or tradition. They take a dim view of themselves as persons 
out of touch with the extrovert drives of their own world. They have no 
tradition which would enable them to be critics of their own world. They 
have a temperament which prefers a quiet. simple life, but no insights into 
anything at dl. They distmst any of their nurnber who has ideas. (Lerters. 

The second defining moment was the decision to become a Roman Catholic, taken in 

1937. McLuhan was brought up with a prairie Protestant (Baptist) independence of 

rnind, and his Roman Catholicism grew out of this background. His frequent advice to 

his fellow Catholics as to how to overcome their "mental squint" and his observations on 

what Catholics had overlooked in artists they may have neglected for dogmatic reasons, 

indicate his strong sense of himself as an outsider on the inside. in his 1947 introduction 

to Kenner's Paradox in Chesterton, he discusses what Cathotics have missed in Vico, 



and how the teachings of art and philosophy in the Catholic colleges are "reflections of a 

mechanized worldW'( 1947, xvii-xviii). Chesterton was a major influence, and McLuhan 

read Chesterton on Aquinas in 1934 (Letters, 39). Yet he did not stop there, writing to 

two of his close Jesuit colleagues, in 1944: 

increasingly, I feel that Catholics must master C.G. Jung. The little self- 
conscious (uneamed) area in which we live today has nothing to do with 
the problem of Our fûith. Modem anthropology and psychology are niore 
important for the Church than Si. Thomas today. (Lerters, 166) 

Despite bis sense of intellectual kinship with Aquinas, evident in his analogical 

reasoning and Aristotelian emphasis on the senses ris rational, he said: "1 dont have a 

background in scholastic thought. never having been raised in any Catholic institution. 

Indeed, 1 have been bitterly reproached by my Catholic confreres for my lack of 

scholastic termi nology and concepts" (Letters. 26 1 ). His Catholicism was of the 

intellectual variety, a point emphasized in his account of discovering the work of 

Maritain while at Cambridge (Lerrers 1987. 521) simultaneously with his discoveries of 

Richards, Eliot, Pound, Joyce. and Lewis. "Al1 of these people". he writes. "seein to 

relate to each other in many different ways, and each seems to ennch the other" (ibid.). 

To this list McLuhan then adds conternporary painters, ballet. and film theorist, Sergei 

Eisenstein. His Thomist orientation deepened early in his career dunng his time teaching 

in St. Louis, where a revival of interest in Thornist thought was undenvay (Ong 1988). 

His friend, Bernard Muller-Thym, taught him a great deal, especially about mediaeval 

philosophy. and as a management consultant with a doctorate in philosophy also 

represented the ability of the Catholic intellectual to he a practical man of the world, 

outside the priesthood and cloistered academy. Similarly, McLuhan was impressed by 

his fnend Peter Drucker's ability to spûn both worlds. However, McLuhan did not accept 

uncntically either his new religion or the acdemy. 

It was his Cambridge training modified by his religion that provided the guiding 

orientation for his intellectual production. The intemal and textual conversation in which 

he engagrd to produce his textwork took place with fellow Catholics and non-Catholics 



alike, but also with the modemist artists about whom he taught, and with some of whom 

he corresponded. "The genuine critical discoveries ... made by T.S. Eliot and F.R. Lavis. 

about how to train, simultaneously. aesthetic and moral perceptions in acts of unified 

awareness and judgment: these major discovenes are ignored by Catholic educators" 

(1947, xviii). His most important statement on the link between his faith and his 

vocation as educator and intellectual is "Catholic Humanism and Modern ietters" 

(1954).' By this point he has embraced the insights of Harold hnis, and in this essay he 

synthesizes the relevance of his central theme of communications history and its 

trans formative impacts: 

He who would discuss humanism and literature today must know 
something about the history of the media of human 
communication .... Printing was as savage a blow to a long established 
culture as radio, movies, and TV have been to the culture based on the 
printed book. Today, therefore. when writing, speech, and gesture have al1 
been rnechanized, the literary humanist can get his beruings only by going 
back to pre-literate societies. If we are to defend a civilization based on 
the written and printed word against the present threat from TV. for 
example. we must know what we are defending. ("Catholic Humanism & 
Modem Letters" 1954,56) 

McLuhan adds the key discovery from his work of the 194Os, awarenrss of the power 

of foms to have effects, and cites Innis as he draws out the crucial clue: 

any change in the foml or channels of communication, be i t  writing, 
roads, carts, ships, Stone, papyrus, clay. or parchment, any change 
whatever has revolutionary social and political consequences. Related to 
this fact is another one. that any channel of communication has a 
distorting effect on habits of attention; it builds up a distinct form of 
culture .... The printed page was the cultural mûtrix of Our ûbstract 
technologicd world today, just as the pnnting press was the mcestor of 
assembly-line production. (ibid., 57-58). 

Four interpretive hypotheses summarize these cardinal aspects of McLuhan's mature 

identity. He was a supenor outsider, who chose membership among outsiders with an in, 

expressing an arnbivaient solidarity with his fellow Roman Catholic intellectuals, and 

after his conversion teaching only in Roman Catholic institutions; a self-created man 

180 



who when young expanded his vocabulary by teaching himself a word a day. later 

leming Latin, for whom intellectual life offered a route to worldly influence. eventually 

a fine home, and wealth enough to support his large family; a pattern watcher who 

focused on recognition of form, structure, and technique, not simply the content of the 

words on the page; and a lifelong educator, a rhetor reaching his audience in the 

academy, and later promoting his ideas to a wider audience through the media as 

classroom and populat speaking engagements. He retumed io North America with his 

Cambridge Ph.D., confinned as a superior outsider and ready to invent himself as a 

public inteliectual figure. A superior outsider within his own marginal national context. 

McLuhan was fully aware of his position, as is evident in his 195 1 letter to Pound. 

I am an intellectual thug who has been slowly accumulating a private 
arsenal with every intention of using i t .  in a mindless age every insight 
takes on the character of a lethal weapon. Every man of good will is the 
enemy of society. Lewis saw that yean ago. His "America and Cosmic 
Man" was an H bomb let off in the desert. impact nil. We resent or ignore 
such intellectual bombs .... 1 should prefer to de-fuse this gigantic human 
bomb by starting a dialogue somewhere on the side-lines to distract the 
trigger-men. or to needle the somnambulists. (Lerren. 727) 

The leading Cûnadian intellectuals of McLuhan's generntion were, iike Innis btfore 

them. marked by an onginality of mind and a foreign graduate educûtion: Northrop Frye 

(who studied for his master's degree at Oxford). and the expatriates John Kenneth 

Galbraith and Erving Goffmnn. The four rejected conventional wisdom and specialisrn. 

and reached audiences beyond the academy. McLuhan took the view that Ciinûda was an 

ideal place in which to carry on his work. Elsewhere his celebrity might have distncted, 

but in Toronto no one took it very seriously. The marginal position of the country seemed 

a strength, as Innis h d  observed, because Canada could cast an outsider's critical eye on 

Britain and the U.S. in an attitude of wariness mixed with empathy. GeraId S t e m  

captures the context for the Canadian intellectual of McLuhan's day: "Canadian culture 

is, at. its best, a very fragile thing, shaped by English patronization and American 

indifference" (1969, 18). Kroker articulates the response of the best and the brightest to 



this condition, in filrnmaker Jean-Claude Labrecque's description of a national 

intellectual imperative: "we must be original or disappearV*--the Canadian fate is simply 

this: "create or perish" ( 1984, 129). 

Another aspect of the national tradition is the distinctive way in which the work of 

hnis and McLuhan figures within the context of Canadian criticism. The text base for a 

rhetonc of inquiry analysis on this point is found in a collection entitled Corttexts of 

Cmadiun Criticism (197 I), edited and introduced by Eli Mandel, within a general series 

on "Patterns of Literary Cnticism", edited by McLuhan. R.J. Schoeck, and Ernest 

Sirluck. The tone of the collection favours a broad approach, on unusual grounds 

articulated by Mandel in his preface: "[ut seems important to expand the notion of 

litemry criticism in Canada to include the work of histonans and philosophers" (197 1. 

vii). Mandel reasons: 

[Slome of the best wnting in the country is histoncal and philosophical. 
Moreover. Canadian literary cnticism consistently seeks its organizing 
principles not only in theories of literature but in historical and social 
contexts. It may be that Canadian concern with historiography, social 
structure, and aesthetics cm be viewed best as an expression of an alrnost 
paranoic self-consciousness or simply as part of an attempt to understand 
the importance of communication theones in a demanding physical 
setting .... any collection of cntical cssays that aspires to represent 
Canadian cntical writing fairly and accurately will obviously present 
selections concerned not only with traditional comments on patterns of 
literary development but with the history and form of Canadiûn society 
and with problems in poetic theory as well. (ibid.) 

Thus Mandel strategically diverts attention from criticism to the field around it on the 

assumption that Canadian criticism is only discovered in its fields or contexts (ibid., 3). 

The major impulse of Canadian literary criticism, Mandel continues, is to create an "anti- 

environment," a concept drawn from McLuhan, "that will enable us to perceive the 

environment--the art, poetry, and literature of an invisible country." This can be done by 

framing the question of patterns of literary and critical development in terms of 

reflections upon historiography, as well as social and cultural history (ibid., 4). Thus the 



section on social and historical contexts includes essays by Innis and George Grant; 

Northrop Frye and McLuhan are included in the section on theoretical context; and 

patterns of criticism are traced through Frye and others. Mandel adopts McLuhan's point 

that the experience of environment, far from being a deterministic factor, can be a human 

creation (ibid., 9). Text for this assertion is found in two fundamental propositions from 

McLuhan: "any technology gradually creûtes a totally new human environment" and "as 

our proliferating technologies have created a whole series of new environments. men 

have becorne aware of the arts as anti-environments or counter-environments that 

provide us with the means of perceiving the environment itself." Innis is credited with 

first exploring the idea ihrt Canada exists not as a function of its physical environment 

but in the technologies that create a new human order (ibid.. 9). McLuhan, (dong with 

Frye), is hailed as a Cmadian cntic whose work "radically alten the context within 

which we view ourselves, our society, and Our literature ...." (ibid.. 17). This point 

resembles T.S. Eliot's (19 19) notion of tradition--the idea that an original contribution 

alters the existing order. For Mandel, the paradox that emerges consists in the fact that 

the work of these writers brilliûntly exemplifies Canadian criticism, yet these writers tum 

away from the immediate concrete tasks of present day criticisrn of texts to the 

construction of a theoretical ground, where they work at integrating disparate materials 

(ibid.). Mandel argues that McLuhan, who is represented by the section on "The Medium 

is the Message" from Urderstanding Media, accomplishes this theoretical integration by 

attending to technology, environment, and art (ibid., 18). The unity among these diverse 

formalists and their theories of critical contexts is paradoxically that "the contexts they 

provide are contexts for funher contexts" (ibid.). 

It has been said that Canada has too much geography and too little history. There 

seems an echo of this national condition in Mandel's critical appraisal from the early 

1970s: too much form, too linle content; too much ground, too little figure. Kroker's 

rerninder then cornes into play: the imperative of Canadian culture is to create or perish. 

Out of this imperative, and Mandel's insight into a vastly conceived Canadian criticism 



that includes literuy, historical, and theoreticûl meditation, stands revealed the 

paradoxicûl ground, at once humanist and technological, out of which and against which 

the work of innis and McLuhan emerges. in words that could also ûpply to his own work. 

McLuhan, in a 1965 letter to Claude Bissell, places Innis within a national context: 

Canada as anti-environment to the USA is able to perceive many of the 
ground rules and operational effects of the Amencan environment that are 
quite imperceptible to the USA. If the USA has built its distant-early- 
waming system in Canada for military use, let us observe that we c m  be 
of far greater use to the USA as an early-warning system in the social and 
politicd spheres generally. Thus it is no accident that Canada produced 
Harold innis with his uniquely stmcturing perception of large 
environments. He was a product of the Canadian anti-environment. The 
function of the anti-environment, whether in the arts or sciences or 
society, is that of perception and control. (Lerters, 3 19) 

The conjunction of Innis and McLuhan 

Discussion of the relationship brtween the work of Innis and McLuhan, which is 

fundamental to the Toronto School of Communications, is resumed from Chapter 1. with 

a sociological dimension now ûdded to the rhetorical and intellectual dimensions, which 

are probed selectively.' The focus remains on McLuhan and the rhetoric of his 

appropriation of Innis. friimed by the question of the making of McLuhan as a Canadian 

intellectual, and his affiliations with those whose work he considered corroborative of his 

own developing insights. Chapter 1 chronicled McLuhan's appropriation of Innis, and 

established certain convergences and divergences from within McLuhan's text. The 

discussion in this Chapter continuously circles back to the conjunction of innis and 

McLuhan. not because either man's work is reducible to this conjunction, but rather 

because in retrospect 1 conclude that it is in terms of the shared themata of 

communications as techno-cultural transformation that the work of McLuhan and the 

later hnis seems most intelligible. The premise behind this tactic of "circling back" is 

rhetorical and historiographic: it was only after McLuhan's fame that innis' work on 



communications attracted wider attention, and that the shrired themes becami: a tradition 

which took on discemible shape within the intellectual Iandscape (Czitrom 1982, 148). 

On the vexed subject of the continuity or discontinuity between the "early" and 

"later" innis, 1 agree with Heyer's (1988, 1 12) assessment that innis' later interest in 

communications, which appem to begin around 1940. and his methodology are 

prefigured in his earlier work. William Chnstians ( 1980, ix-xi) also provides evidence 

for a continuity in the work of innis after examining his "idea file", but unfortunately 

goes on to oventate his case. For one thing, the idea file itself, which contains research 

nuggets for the development of innis' communications history work, begins with entries 

that Christians dates back to 1944. More important. Chnstians (ibid.) echoes 

conventional disdain in regarding Innis' communications studies as somehow 

unimportani: "...the studies in communications were to a considerable degree a device 

for getting at more important questionst' (ibid.. xi). The problem with this view is 

obviously that hnis' innovations denve precisely from his bold demonstration of the 

significcince of a specific if broadly conceived factor-narnely communications, 

technologies ruid media--for understanding historical change. not from the fact that, just 

as others had done for centuries. he was concerned with the "political and cultural issues" 

underlying the rise and faIl of political organizations, cultures and empires, as Christians 

suggests (ibid.). Here 1 think McLuhan was correct in calling attention to the shift in  

emphasis of the later hnis, and in tracing this shift back to his encounter wirh a complex 

staple-namely pulp and paper-and a related institution--namely the press--an encounter 

that led to a deepening of his dissatisfaction as a historian with the scope of his own 

discipline of economics. It is funhermore possible to make the strong case that the 

political and cultural issues that preoccupied innis, in his later role as a communications 

historiographer, can be best addressed from within a communications history tradition 

that incorporates the contributions of hnis and McLuhan, and not by ignonng this 

possibility as Christians appears to do. 



McLuhan's celebrity outside Canada resulting from the critical attention paid to The 

Gutenberg Gafaxy and popular success of Understnndirig Media brought attention to 

innis' neglected works on communications, which partly explûins why a literature 

professor should be invited to write the introductions to the reissued works of an 

economic historian (Bius of Conaiiunicution 1964; Empire und Commrirticatioris 1972). 

Another reason is that McLuhan was one of the few wbo clairned a coherent grasp of 

what Innis was up to in his last works. It was in McLuhan's reading. the identification of 

his own work with that of innis, and the cnticism these moves eventually attracted, that 

the tradition as a rhetorical entity and its themata ernerged within communications study. 

McLuhan advanced his reading of hnis in articles and reviews published beginning in 

the 1950s (e.g., Review af Ckir~girig Coizceprs of Titne 1953; The k r e r  h i s  1953), but 

it was in the introductions, where McLuhan called The Gliteitberg Gtrfwn, a footnote to 

the work of Innis. taken together with his appropriation of Innis' work in The Gutenberg 

G a k q  and Uriderstmdirzg Media. that rhetorically announced a new approach to the 

study of history and communications. 

1 support Graerne Patterson's (1990) interpretive argument that, as individuals. hnis 

and McLuhan brought their respective backgrounds in the social sciences and humnnities 

to make an original Canadian contribution to the emergence of a twentieth-century 

tradition.1° positioned at the intersection of communications and history. Despite what 1 

consider to be his distortion of McLuhan's contribution, the subject for Chapter 3. Carey 

w3s the tirsi after McLuhan to recognize this achievement: 

Innis and McLuhan, alone among students of human society. make the 
history of the mass media central to the history of civilization at large. 
Both see the media not merely as technical appurtenances to society but as 
crucial determinants of the social fabric. For them, the history of the mass 
media is not just another avenue of historical research; rather it is another 
way of writing the history of Western civilization. innis and McLuhan do 
not so much descnbe history as present a theory of history, or, less 
grandiloquently, r theory of social change in the west. It is a theory which 
anchors socid change in the transformations in the media of 



communication on which this civilization has been progressively 
dependen t. ( 1 967,5-6) 

in Chapter 1, the nascent moment for McLuhan's mature work was located in 195 1 

when he read Innis's work on communications, after learning (probably from 

Easterbrook) that The Mechanical Bride had been placed on hnis' course reading list 

(Bius of Corn~nriniccitioil, ix). innis also cited The Meclianicd Bride in a revised paper, 

"Adult Education and Universities". published in Bias of Conirii~citicutioil ( 195 1 ,  n.2 13). 

As argued in Chapter 1, exposure to Innis's lûter work allowrd McLuhan to idrntify his 

subject as "the new media of communication and their power of metamorphosis." a topic 

he had previously discovered through his literary studies (Letters 1987. 245).11 Several 

published and unpublished quotations will illustraie McLuhan's appraisal of innis' 

achievement. and how over the course of his career McLuhan read Innis. past the 

incomprehension of his colleagues. in the direction of his own themes. In the process. 

McLuhan expanded the scope of the tradition by conjoining his own studies in liierature 

and culture to his extensions of the themes raised by innis. 

H.A. innis has been the great pioneer in opening up the study of the 
economic and social consequences of the vrvious media of 
communication; so that today any student of letters is necesslirily indebted 
to him for insight into changing attitudes to time and space which result 
from shifting media. in particular his studies of the newspaper as r major 
branch of the technology of pnnt are relevant to the study of modem 
literature. Beginning as an economic historian, innis was gradually 
impelled to consider not just the external trade-routes of the world but also 
the great trade-routes of the mind. He became aware that the modem 
world, having solved the problem of commodities, had tumed its 
technology to the packaging of information and ideas. (Joyce, Mdanné 
and the Press, 43) 

McLuhan's rhetoric of appropriation consistently recognizes and reformulates the 

significance of Innis' achievement. Later he observed: "Innis was the first person to hit 

upon the process of change implicit in the f o m  of media technology" (The Gutenberg 

Galwry 1962,65). McLuhan writes that to hnis, who is "above al1 a recognizer of 

patterns," can be applied Bertrand Russell's comment on Einstein: the ideas c m  be 



expressed. but are difficult and dernand "a change in Our imaginative picture of the 

world" (Bius of Cornmunicarion, vii). S till later, McLuhan reflected privately in a 1972 

letter to Father Laurence Shook that, "Until the work of Harold [mis I have been unable 

to discover any epistemology of experience as opposed to epistemology of knowledge. I 

can find no doctrine of how and why men are changed in their inner natures by their own 

technologies'' ( 1972; cited in Patterson 1990, 38). He immediately recognized the 

significance of Innis' contribution to a theory of communications as techno-cultural 

transformation. and regarded him as an ally. McLuhan observed in 1954: 

The study of communicûtion theory and practice has recently been 
fostered by numerous separate approaches to the comrnon problems of our 
present world. Yet there has been no spectacular sponsor of such study, no 
doctrinaire approach to diston flexibility and sensitive awareness of its 
complexity. But such study seems inevirably to hold the key to the 
unification of the proliferating specialisms of modem knowledge. In this 
study, the physicist c m  profitably confer with the student of poetry or 
philosophy. And the advertising executive c m  converse intelligibly with 
the anthropologist or linguist. In moving towards this hamonizing of the 
arts and sciences, the later Innis appears as one of the indisputable 
pioneen whose work will for long remain not only a source of standard 
reference but a source of ever renewed insight. (The Later Itmis 1954. 
393-94) 

Few associates of innis held sirnilar views. A note by Tom Easterbrook retlecting on 

the "voyage of discovery" on which he embarked as a result of having to take over 

teaching of his colleague innis' economic history course on "empire and 

communications" at the University of Toronto, shortly before innis' deoth, eulogises 

hnis' pioneering status from an insider's perspective: 

In his explorations he reveaied a richness of insights into historical 
process unmatched in the schoiarship of his day or ours. To challenge so 
strenuously conventional, onhodox, widely accepted concepts and 
pwadigms, to move beyond long established frontiers of scholarly 
investigations takes courage and this he had in abundance. He paid the 
price for a time in loss of contact with many who knew him best, and it is 
only in the past few years, that a growing recognition of the extent and 
depth of his findings has become apparent. His international reputation as 
a creative scholar of the first rank is now beyond dispute, and 1 have no 



doubt that with the recent swing of interest to the larger themes he was 
explonng, this reputation will steadily increase. Those who neglect his 
work and his discoveries will do so at their peril." 

In a later interview (de Kerckhove 1983), Easterbrook was less optimistic and 

remarked on what he perceived to be the subsequent neglect of hnis' work on 

communications among U.S. political economists. and appropriati~n without credit by 

others. Easterbrook's views are of histoncal signi ficance for this account, because he 

provides a link between Innis and McLuhan, whom he had introduced in the late 1940s. 

Alone among their colleagues, Easterbrook quened each man about the substance of his 

mature work, up to the time of their respective deaths. Easterbrook. who is mentioned by 

Innis in the preface to Empire and Corn/nrritiartions. became chairman of the 

Department of Political Economy ( 196 1 - 1970). where hnis had served as head. A 

boyhood friend of McLuhan's in Winnipeg, the two worked their way across the Atlantic 

on a cattle boat, travelled for several months in England. and attended the University of 

Manitoba together. Easterbrook was also one of five faculty members in McLuhan's 

Seminar on Communications and Culture ( 1953- 1959, for a time an associate editor of 

Explorations. and later a member of the executive cornmittee for McLuhan's Centre for 

Culture and Technology. 

While preparing the introduction to Empire cind Commnniccitions, McLuhan wrote 

privately about another aspect of the kinship he perceived between his and innis' work, 

noting that innis' study of media "baffled and alienated his colleagues and his readers." 

He adds in a 197 1 letter to Gilson: "in my own attempts at understanding media 1 have 

discovered a uniform distaste in even my friendly readers and critics for the atternpt to 

discover causality of any kind in the environmental action of media on man or society" 

(Letters l987,42 1). Continuing in another letter, this tirne to Bissel1 in 197 1, he wtites 

of the rhetoric of rejection encountered by both: 

Innis also spent much of his life trying to draw attention to the psychic 
and social consequences of technologies. It did not occur to him that Our 
philosophy systematically excluded techne from its meditations.. . .The 



entire academic establishment will fight [this recognition] for centuries to 
come simply because it has a stake in the old ignonnce.(letters, 429) 

Developing his own themes in the introduction to Empire and Co~ninurtic~ztioris, 

McLuhan calls innis an anist and satinst of history, who uses the figure-ground or 

Symbolist tactic of compression in his later prose, who concentrates on effects not 

causes, who is compelled through the range of his enidition to recognize the paradoxical 

and not reduce it, but instead to respond to it as a historian by providing more than one 

facet of a cultural situation to the reader. Taking Empire m d  Commrolicutions as text, 

McLuhan concluded that hnis was not inclined to rnoralize as he became better 

acquainted with the historical processes released by technical innovation. 

Another major commonality in their approaches. McLuhan suggests. Iay in Innis' 

rejection of narrow specialism. To make his case, McLuhan demonstrates how the 

diagnosis of the effects of media environments works: 

The kind of understanding of social processes which Innis achieved is not 
shared by other historians. innis is unique in having been the first to apply 
the possibilities of pattern recognition to a wired planet burdened by 
information overload. lnstead of despairing over the proliferation of 
innumerable specialisms in twentieth-century studies, he simply 
encompassed them .... A historian Iike hnis was not inevitûble in this age 
of electric information, but his insights became possible only in our 
electric time when it is the speed of access to retrieved knowledge i tself 
that provides new possibilities of stnicturûl understanding in depth. ( 
"introduction" to Empire und CommtiniCcitioris, vii) 

McLuhan reforrnulrites innis' "bias of communications" into an awareness of 

"perceptual metamorphosis*'. Here, McLuhan reads his formulation of the core dynamics 

(discussed in Chapter 1) into Innis' work, and discovers a parallei techno-cultural 

hermeneutics in the work of the economic historian of communications: 

What innis indicates as a basis for social survival is nothing Iess thm a 
reorganization of our perceptual lives and a recognition that the 
environments we witlessly or involuntarily create by our innovations are 
both services and disservices that make very heavy demands of our 
awareness and understanding ....( ibid.). Wi th this kind of awareness Innis 



entered into the twentieth century with prophetic eyes; but he was 
surrounded by people for whom his trained perceptions and insights were 
merely opaque or transcendental .... innis is not talking a private or 
specialist language but handing us the keys to understanding technologies 
in their psychic and social operation in any time or place. (ibid., vii-xii). 

Various stones circulate regarding the contact between innis and McLuhan. When 

innis and McLuhan fint met, Easterbrook recalls, Lnnis brought up the subject of the 

inquisition in Spain, whereupon Mc Lu han de fended the Roman Catholic persecu tion of 

Protestants, and the "hard boiled" Innis (as Easterbrook recalls him) argued with 

McLuhan. Afterwards relations were cool (de Kerckhove interview 1983). 

It would appear that they did continue to meet. and that before innisi publications on 

commuiiications. McLuhan regarded Innis, then head of the grnduate school. as 3 

potenrial ally. in 1948. following a lunch conversation with Easterbrook and Innis, 

McLuhan wrote on behalf of Dean innis to invite Lewis Mumford to visit, and described 

his version of the conversation: "1 was illustrating further possibilities of a genuine 

encyclopmdic synthesis from your work and suggesting how English. Modem 

Lûnguages, History and the Fine Ans drpartments might be got to work together" 

(Lette13 1987, 208). Mumford was unable to corne. McLuhan fini read Murnford in the 

1930s, greatly appreciating his work. However he was demonstrably more influenced by 

the Swiss architectural and art historian. Siegfried Girdion (Lerrers 1987, 136). Siegfried 

Giedion's Meclianization Tukes Cornmuiid. which was published in 1948, renewed 

McLuhan's aspiration to probe the aesthetic unity that crossed disciplinary specialisms. 

He later descn bed reading Giedion's previous work, Space. Time. rind A rchitectir re 

(194 1 )  as "one of the major events of my lifetime" (Stearn 1967,263). 

Easterbrook also brought innis and McLuhan together for an informal 

interdisciplinary discussion group he was chairing on "values", which was held over nine 

evenings in 1949.13 McLuhan's presentation addressed the topic of the arts as a 

storehouse of culturd values (Notes from 8 March 1949). The minutes reported that 

McLuhan told the group that artists such as Joyce were innovators, whose object is to 



renew humanity's awareness of itself and of the world by techniques aimed at a renewal 

of perception through sight, sound, smell, and touch. Historical attitudes towards the arts 

have varied, and contemporary education does not use the arts effectively as a rnethod to 

train values. hnis scrawled "humanities" in the margin of his carbon typescript of the 

session. hnis discussed the topic communications and values, and argued that changes 

in the technologies of communications, such as the printing press, and the case of the 

monopoly over communications by the press in the U.S., result in an obsession with the 

immediate: "Civilization becomes cut off from a concem with continuity, with the long 

terrn approach" (Notes from 5 April 1949, 1). Radio arose in response to the monopoly 

by the press. and contributed to centralization by govemments (1949. 2). but offers less 

opportunity to exercise an individual critical faculty than the newspapers (1949. 3). The 

important questions for Innis corne near the end of the session: "What correlation is to be 

found between shifts in the means of communication and political systems? 1s there 

pressure that brings innovations'?" in response, he advances his general thesis: "Each 

medium builds up a monopoly that creates a bias which ultimately breaks down" ( 1949. 

3.'" Innis' concept of monopolies of knowledge will be discussed below. 

After reading Innis in 195 1, McLuhan took the initiative to write and suggest "an 

entire school of studies" which would "estabiish a focus of the arts and sciences" around 

"communication theory and practice" (Letrers 1987.220-23). He proposed that the study 

of art and economics were both relevant to understanding the "real, living unity in our 

time" through a "sirnultaneous focus of current and historical forms" (ibid., 223). This 

proposa1 (and the one to Mumford mentioned above) reflected McLuhan's ongoing 

preoccupation with finding a way to seek intelligibility in the Iife of forms. Prior to 

reading Innis, as mentioned, McLuhan came under the influence of Siegfried Giedion. 

Giedion proposed that there is a unity underlying the apparent chaos of modem 

sensibility, an approach he leamed from his teacher, Wolfflin. McLuhan later iold S tem,  

"Giedion begm to study the environment as a structural, artistic work-he saw language 

in streets, buildings, the very texture of fonn" (Steam 1967,263). In his 1951 letter to 



Innis, McLuhan refers to this "experiment in communication" or "rneans of linking a 

variety of specialized fields by what might be called a method of aesthetic analysis of 

their common features" a method, he explains that was used by Giedion in Space. Tirne 

und Architectiire and Mechanizatioii Takes Comn~rznd (Lerters 1987, 223). McLuhan 

proposed to disseminate a mimeo sheet juxtaposing insights into the unity of or 

in telligibili ty of various fields, a mosaic designed to elicit comment. '' 
intrigued by innis' Empire and Canirnuniccltioris. McLuhan believed that hnis' 

department could be the centre for an educational initiative in communications theory 

and practice. The prominence and credibility of Innis undoubtably would have advanced 

McLuhan's objectives. The plan he proposes at this point continues his ambition to 

reposition the humanities out of the nûrrow confines of academic English. and to find a 

new relevance for arts education. He cited innis' finding in Empire cind Corn~nrrilicurioris 

that ages of literature in human history have been few and brief. McLuhan suggests 

many indicciton that the 400-year-old literary epoch was at an end. among them the 

comic book. although he put a positive spin on popular culture: "The comic book for 

example has been seen as a degenerûte literary form instead of as a nascent pictonal and 

dramatic fonn which has sprung from the new stress on visual-auditory communication 

in the magazines, the radio and television" (Lerters 1987, 222). In this churictenstic 

thematic linkage of media and education, McLuhan warned: "If literature is to survive as 

a scholastic discipline except for a very few people, it must be by a transfer of its 

techniques of perception and judgement to these new media. The new media. which are 

already much more constitutive educationally than those of the class-room. must be 

inspected and discussed in the class-room if the class-room is to continue at al1 except as 

a place of detention" (ibid.) McLuhan is motivated in part by what he believes to be the 

irrelevance of English as a discipline. He continues, "as a teacher of literature it has long 

seemed to me that the functions of literature cannot be maintained in present 

circumstmces without radicd alteration of the procedures of teaching" (ibid.) His 

proposal for a school of communication studies, with a historical and aesthetic 



orientation, is "necessary to make studies of the ninctions and effects of cornmunication 

on society." He explains: "Present ideas of such effects are almost entirely in terms of 

mounting or sagging sales curves resulting from special carnpaigns of commercial 

education. Neither the agencies nor the consumers know anything about the social or 

cultural effects of this education" (ibid.) 

Innis expressed interest, requested a typescript of McLuhan's hand-scrawled letter so 

that he might circulate it, and also requested copies of the experirnental newsletter that 

McLuhan had described. He wrote, "1 would like to see your views elaborated since they 

seem very important and could be used as a basis for general discussion" (UTA 

B72-0003/005). At the top of his copy, Innis scribbled "memorandum on the humanities". 

This likely referred to the fact that as Dean of Graduate Studies, that previous summer 

Innis had been asked to look into the future of the humanities at the university, and was 

planning to write a memo (28 August 195 1 letter to Innis from Sidney Smith, UTA 

B7Z-OOO3/OO5). 

In his appraisals and reviews of Innis' later works, McLuhan was convinced that he 

comprehended the problems to which Innis' work on communications, including his 

cryptic style, formed a solution. As with his response to McLuhan's letter, Innis was 

receptive to McLuhan's innovative proposals. A crucial piece of evidence on this point 

was retneved by Patterson, whom 1 quote at length: 

In the spring of 1952, when [Innis] was dying of cancer, the economist, 
W.T. Easterbrook, wrote to him about his ownncurrent preoccupation with 
McLuhan's 'juxtaposition of unlikes"' as a means of gaining new insights 
into what is juxtaposed. "It is a rnethod not at ail uncommon in your own 
writings but it is only recently that 1 have begun to see its possibilities. It is 
the only way 1 know out of the dilemma of narrative versus 'scientifid 
history." "1 agree with you," replied Innis, "about the importance of 
juxtaposition along the lines suggested by McLuhan. It seems to offer the 
only prospect of escape from the obsession of one's own culture, but of 
course needs to be carefùiiy considered since whiie one's own views of 
one's own culture change as a result of looking at other cultures 
neverîheless the problem of objectivity aiways seems to emerge. (1990,28) 



This letter provides evidence in support of McLuhan's position that Innis rnay have 

consciously intended his style in the manner McLuhan praised i.e., as, in McLuhan's 

words, a technique of discontinuity, "a mosaic structure of seemingly unrelated and 

disproportionate sentences and aphorisms" (Introduction to Bim of Con~~nuiziccrtion, vii) 

which took the "natural f om of conversation or dialogue rather than of wntten 

discourse" and in which there was a "natural interplay of multiple aspects of any matter" 

that " a n  generate insights or discovery" (ibid., viii). McLuhan found art in the 

formidable prose of Innis. Considenng innis' response to Easterbrook, McLuhan's views 

seem plausible, in that the two men clecirly understood the historiographic problem at 

hand--namely. how to wnte history in full awueness of the bias of cornmunications--and 

they also wrestled with the problem phrased by Easterbrook-that of locating an 

alternative to the dilemma of narrative versus scientific history. 

Hûd McLuhan not celebrated Innis' difficult prose as the inspired and intuitive 

application of aesthetic pnnciples to history akin to Baudelaire and Crzanne (ibid., vii). 

Innis' work rnight have remained obscure and inaccessible. as it  was to most of Innis' 

collragues. It rnight have become 3 dead end. rathrr than a point of deprirture for 

cornmunicotions history study. perceived perhaps regretfully as the tantalizing but 

incomplete later life work of a brilliant and distinguished Canadian economic historian. 

The Canadian historian, Pattenon. takes a similar position on the significance of 

McLuhan's reading of Innis: "Certainly McLuhan seems to have discovered the only 

possible way of making sense out of writings that simply maddened other readers" ( 1990. 

30). On different grounds, Muchand reaches the s m e  conclusion: "If hnis is read in the 

future it will be as a footnote to McLuhan, and not vice versa" (1989, 115). While 

rirguing for thematic continuity between innis' early work on the fur trade in Canada and 

later work on communications, Patterson shows convincingly thût puzzlement over innis' 

later achievement was common among his historian colleagues (1990,25-59; Berger 

1986, 194), and concludes that the parallels between the early and later Innis "could not 



be noticed by anyone, however, were Innis not read in the manner McLuhan indicated" 

On the much discussed question of innis' style, there is a revealing exchange of 

correspondence between Innis and his prospective editor at McClelland and Stewart 

regarding a manuscript that h3d been discussed with publisher Jack McClelland. After 

apologising for having possibly placed himself in  a "false position without realizing it," 

Innis writes: 

1 am not in a position to prepare a book in the sort of language for the sort 
of penon you have in mind. As a student 1 have been concemed in the 
main with a very limited audience. emphasizing ideas appeûling to them 
and attempting to convince them with the cumbersome apparatus of the 
student. 1 must face the fact, frankly therefore, that the son of book you 
have in mind must be done by someone skilled in that sort of work. This 
irnplies that a change in stype [sic] adapted to a wider audience means a 
change in the ideas themselves. Nevenheless I appreciate the point that 
the change is of no great significance for your purposes and 1 am quite 
willing to CO-operate dong the lines you have suggested if you think it 
feasible. (letter to Ellen Anderson 10 December 195 1 ,  UTA B7S-0025/03) 

innis' reservation (in the letter ci ted above to Easterbrook) regarding the "objectivi ty" 

of his cross-cultural method for revealing the bias of communication was not shared by 

McLuhan. instead, McLuhan grasped that al1 cultures implied some bias. in the sûme 

way that al1 cultures represented some distinctive organization of sensory, perceptual, 

and intellectual life in response to relûtionships with dominant media and technologies. 

ïhe  question became the hermeneutic one of how to detect the bias, how to characterize 

and cope with it, and not, in positivist fashion, how to eliminate it. hnis appem to have 

shared the perception that a biûs of communications was inevitablr, but was troubled by 

the implications. 

McLuhan praised innis for a quality they shared as genenlists. McLuhan wn tes that 

as "a recognizer of patterns," innis invites us "to consider the fomalities of power" 

exerted by structures in their mutual interaction. "He approaches each of these forrns of 

organized power as exercising a pxticular kind of force upon each of the other 



components in the complex" (Introduction to Bius of Conzniiuliccitiotz, ix). McLuhan 

argued that Innis shifted his attention "from the trade-routes of the extemal world to the 

trade-routes of the rnind" (The Luter itztiis 1954, 385). Easterbrook argued, as quoted by 

McLuhan in his review of Clianging Concepts of T h e  (1953.44) that the transition 

from the study of staples to the press resulted from Innis' study of the effect of prices on 

the movement of goods. but McLuhan countered that "pricing is so very much an affair 

of information and comn~unication that it is natural for a student of prices to shift 

attention from the flow of goods to the flow of information" (ibid.). He restates his point 

in terms of the core theme of the con~munications history tradition: "And the penetrative 

powers of the pricing system were as nothing beside the power of the new media of 

communication to penetrate and transform al1 existing institutions and patterns of 

thought" (The h i e r  Imis 1954. 385). McLuhan wntes later in a 1970 letter to Hugo 

McPherson that innis operated with an "ecological vision" (Letters, 409). in a 1973 letter 

to Barbara Wûrd, he formulates Innis' achievement in his own ternis: "Visual man likes 

to assume a merely neutral transportaiion process as between thefirire and the grurrnd. 

ignoring the complex changes that take place in bothfiptre and gruirnd during al1 

communications--except for H.A. Innis' Er11pit-e atid Conimiriiicutiotzs" (Letters, 467)! 

McLuhan challenges certain of Innis' conclusions but notes immediately that such 

criticism, "in no way impairs the vûlidity of his way of testing the structural propenies of 

social forms" ("Introduction" to Bius of Conitn~itiicntioti 1964, x). It is Innis' method as 

well as his subject matter that commands McLuhan's respect: "He hûd discovered a 

meûns of using historical situations as a lab in which to test the charricter of technology 

in the shaping of cultures" and "taught us how to use the bias of culture and 

communication as an instrument of research" (ibid., xi ). Thus, "By directing attention to 

the bias or distorting power of the dominant imagery and technology of any culture, he 

showed us how to understand cultures" (ibid.). in Innis, McLuhan found a staunch ally in 

his conviction as to the importance of study of techno-culturai transformation. 



hnis the social scientist broadened the scope of communications by bringing to it 

his background in economic and political history. McLuhan the humanist brought 

complementary themata in his studies of the senses and the cognitive and artistic 

process. They converged on an alternative histonography that postulated a transfonnative 

and central role for communications media. The search for a dynamic to account for this 

techno-cultural transfomative process led Innis and McLuhan to acknowledge the 

significance of the role of the senses, beginning with eye and ear. McLuhan went on to 

probe the structure of language itself, regarding language as the first mass medium. in his 

thesis of rnediamorphosis. McLuhan reworks Innis' attention to the cultures of eye and 

e x  into "a structural analysis of the modalities of the visual and the audible" (ibid.. xiii). 

Thus, he distinguishes his interpretation of the decentralizing yet participatory impacts of 

the "new electnc pattern of culture": 

[innis] is merely assuming that an extension of information in space has a 
centralizing power regardless of the human faculty that is amplified and 
extended. But whereas the visual power extended by pnnt does indeed 
extend the means to organize a spatial continuum, the auditory power 
extended electrically does in effect abolish space and time alike. Visual 
technology creates a centre-margin pattern of organization whether by 
literacy or by industry and a price system. But electric technology is 
instant and omnipresent and creates multiple centres-without-mugins. 
Visual technology whether by literacy or by industry creates nations as 
spatially uni fom and homogeneous and connected. But electric 
technology creates not the nation but the tribe-not the superficial 
association of equals but the cohesive depth pattern of the totally involved 
kinship groups. Visual technologies. whether based on papyrus or paper, 
foster fragmentation and specialisrn, amies, and empire. Electric 
technology favours not the fragmentary but the integral, not the 
mechanicd but the organic. It had not occurred to Innis that electricity is 
in effect an extension of the nervous system as a kind of global 
membrane.(ibid., xiii-iv) 

With respect to Innis' drarnatic model, a "very different kind of histonography from 

the previous narrative type," McLuhan writes: "It is not surprising, however, that having 

committed himself to this kind of dynarnic history, hnis found hirnself led eventually 

beyond the confines of his own subject matter. The technique of totd presentation or 



reconstruction led swiftly to the vision of the total inter-relatedness of social existence" 

(The h t e r  h i i s  1954, 386). "It is quite evident that Innis was not prepared for al1 this." 

(ibid., 386) Why? Because: "Absent. however, from his equipment as a social analyst 

was training in the use of the tools of artistic analysis." (ibid., 387) 

No individual can ever be adequate to grappling with the vision of what 
Siegfried Giedion calls "anonymous history." That is to Say, the vision of 
the significance of the multitude of persona1 acts and artefacts which 
constitute the total social process which is human communication or 
participation .... The patient, watchful analysis of these intricate modes of 
social experience such as Siegfreid Giedion brings to anonymous history 
was lacking in Innis. For innis the concept of the media of communication 
led him towards a panoramic survey. But it was a survey of great range 
and value. (ibid., 386-89) 

In fact, McLuhan shared ihis lack of patient, watchful analysis. Among the many 

things he brought to the conjunction was his training in critical awareness of the artistic 

process, the absence of which. he cornplained privately in a 197 1 letter to Kuhns. was 

innis' "gross defect" (Letters 1987,J 18). The conjunction of the two brought a vision of 

great scope to the study of communications history. Both moved beyond the disciplines 

of their training-economics and literature, respectively-and found in communications 

that crossroads that held the plenory potential for their sweeping theones." The tradition 

remains open and tantalizing in its promise. 

in retrospect. it seems apparent that Innis' original and respected contributions to 

Canadian economic history, his stature as public intellectual (mernber of several 

govemment inquines) and Dean of Graduate Studies at a leading Canadian university, 

lent him the credibility to defy the academic consensus against the interdisciplinary and 

speculative study of communications. After his death, his critics were not so kind, a fact 

for which McLuhan is not solely to blame. Havelock ( 1982, 35) has also commented on 

the "professional Iegitimacy" conferred by the emly innis for the later speculative work. 

(A college at the University of Toronto was later named after him.) in McLuhan's case, 

the affirmation of his promise by the Ford Foundation, international attention to 

Erploruiions, and later global recognition for and popular interest outside the academy 



in his work. along with the support of numerous sympathetic individuals, including his 

fnend Claude Bissell, University of Toronto president from 1958 to 197 1 (Letfers, 

263-64), allowed hirn to pursue interdisciplinary communications study despite the 

hostility and resentment this subject and McLuhan's approach attracted at the University 

of Toronto and elsewhere. 

The Toronto School of Communications deserves to be called a school because it is a 

way of speaking about the origination point for an innovative set of ideas and themata 

that significantly expands the horizon of communications study specifically, and the 

human sciences generally. The tradition of communications history emerges out of the 

Toronto School as an interdiscipline, rneaning a group of scholars "who identity with 

various disciplines but share a common interest in a thrme that crosses traditional 

boundaries" (Littlejohn 1979, ). Each continued to teach within his traditional discipline. 

while introducing the newer themata. In 1% 1 lnnis taught'qourth-year students in 

Economics and Political Science a course entitled, "Empire and Communications." 

credited as the requirement in economic history." From his Centre for Culture and 

Technology, McLuhan taught his graduate seminar on "Media and Society." In the 

practice of innis and McLuhan, communications history is deliberately interdisciplinary. 

It self-consciously rejects specialism. yet borrows purposefully from al1 disciplines and 

relies heavily on reinterpretation of the resemch of others. It routinely crosses the lines 

that parce1 out the human sciences among the humanities and social sciences. and 

discloses many possible approaches and methods for discovery. It influences a wide array 

of researc hers to tackle their subjects in new ways. Methodologically and theoreticdl y, i t 

calls into question the cultural bias of the researcher. It lacks the fixity of method or 

problem that characterizes conventional disciplines. The oxyrnoron, "ernergent tradition", 

represents an atternpt to capture, without collapsing, the themes that unite, and the 

emphases that divide the respective contributions to communications history of innis and 

McLuhan. 



What the two men share can be discussed in Holton's sense as themata. Each in his 

own fashion and for his own reasons became convinced of the truth and validity of the 

insight that communications media and technologies were crucial agents in histoncal 

cultural change. They saw the wisdom n pursuit of what McLuhan called "the 

epistemology of experience as opposed to knowledge." At lnnis' death he left in rough 

manuscnpt form the 1 s t  eight parts of an eleven-part work on the invention of paper and 

the printing press and the international history of the newspaper." During his final yem 

he dedicated himself to mining secondq sources, so as to locate historical evidence 

with which to illuminûte the themes that commanded his later thought. McLuhan, as 

indicated in Chapter 1. took Innis and others as point of departure for pursuit of his own 

thematic objectives. His intuition and rhetorical ability permitted hirn to invent ways of 

grajping and expressing these insights-poetic wordplay the tenacious academic lnnis 

never mastered. 

McLuhan's diagnosis of the master historical shifts from orality to literacy, and the 

significance of the printing press were indebted to Innis, and he extended these patterns 

funher into a more detailed treatrnent of the shift from manuscript to typographie culture. 

and generalized the observations to undentand electnc media. In the early 1950s he 

began to develop his thesis of mediamorphosis. the transformation of cultures 

consequent upon introduction of new media and technologies. He speculûted more 

intensively than had Innis on the core dynamics by which media and artefact forms 

worked their effects in relationship with the senses, yet he did not ignore institutions. 

McLuhan consistently probed for a clearer formulation, eventually miving at the tetrad 

and locating the 'perceptual met<unorphosisl in the relationship of brain and created 

environment." 

There are nevertheless numerous important distinctions, beginning with McLuhan's 

suggestion that Innis would have benefitted from training in the application of msthetic 

principles to history. One significant divide was McLuhan's attitude toward his 

diagnosis: he considered a mord stance a deterrent to genuine insight, an impertinence in 



the face of "anonymous history". Although over the whole course of his career his 

ambivalence on the matters hc discussed is in evidence, McLuhan recognized the 

potential promise of culture transformed by electronic media, and believed thrit it was 

necessary to see the present clearly, in order to discem the future He told Edward Hall, 

"My own avoidance of value judgements about the effects of technologies is based on 

pnctical expenence. Sucli opinions simply derail al1 further discussion of the nature of 

technology" (Letters 1987,42 1 ). With this ground-breaking stance over popular culture, 

media and technology, McLuhan departed from the typical humanist lament. hnis's 

pessimism meanwhile abandoned the enthusiasm for progress characteristic of some 

cconomists. McLuhan believed that. "as a great liberal, tnnis was tom latterly between 

bis trust in the blessings of industry and his historian's awareness of the power of the 

historic process to undo everything that i t  seemed to have achieved" ("The Later tnnis" 

1953. 389). McLuhan concluded in his 1953 review of C/icrrigirzg Coricepts of Time 

(Nonhem Review 6) that "Professor innis expenenced a serious conflict between his 
* .  

loyalties to certain nineteen th-century concepts and the realities he perceived in t his 

century." 

He was unwilling to give offence or to create alarm by his observations. 
Yet much of what he had to say was in itself disturbing. He saw that 
actual changes in the modes of human communication had in the past 
been the most radical and fecund sources of political and socid 
revolution. However, in the past few years the scope of change in the 
rneans of communication was far greater than during any previous penod. 
He hesitated to draw the conclusion. He created a stammer in his mind 
and in his prose to protect the sensibilities of his audience. He beccime 
obsessed with the need for bureaucratie forms of social structure which 
would serve to absorb and retard the impulse to ever-occelerating change. 
He begm to open up new lines of communication with our own traditions 
and our Western past. He became an exponent of Canadian nationûlism 
vis-à-vis the U.S.A. (ibid., 1953,45-46) 

Within a communications history tradition, 1 have argued that the emphases of hnis 

and McLuhan c m  be regarded as complementary. There is however, a key distinction 

between the work of uinis and McLuhan over their respective approaches to the question 



of power, so it seems of paticular importance to circle back to Innis' articulation of his 

theniata.'? This point is best considered ihrough Innis' idea of monopolies of knowledge, 

a concept central to his later work. Many have observed the arnbiguities in innis' use of 

this tenn (Kuhns 197 1, 154; Wemick 1986, 130). Characteristically, hnis employs it in 

an exploratory fashion, without formal definition and intends the term on several levels. 

It implies the power to control and shape knowledge. conferred by command over access 

to a medium or technology of communications. on the part of an organized group. which 

may in fact organize or reorganize institutionally around the medium in question. Such a 

group might include scribes, priests. newspaper or textbook publishers. The concept 

simultaneously expresses the conditions that empower or suppress creative thought. In 

his dynûmic macro-historical analysis of the rise and faIl of empires. Innis concluded that 

there is a "tendency of each medium of communication to creûte monopolies of 

knowledge to the point that the human spirit breaks through at new levels and on the 

outer fringes of society" (innis 1986, 1 17). Innis' diale~tical'~ conception of history 

identi fied the perpetual challenge to existing mono polies of knowledge by marginal 

groups who rally around innovations or alternative media and technologies. In diverse 

examples. he linked these monopolies of knowledge to rivalries for power among interest 

groups, now dominant, now marginal, and access to media. Media rivalries are sources 

of and contribute to other nvalries. For example: "An interest in vernacular scriptures. 

pariicularly after the rise of universities, led to conflicts between scholars and the 

Church" (ibid., 145). 

in a paper delivered ût a meeting in Paris, in July 195 1, innis describes his work as 

"attempting to develop an ûpproach to the study of civilizations through the subject of 

communications and of monopolies in relation to them" (''The Concept of Monopoly and 

Civilization" 195 1 b). The dimensions employed in his analysis are time ("the length of 

time over which a political organimtion persists") and space ("the temtorial space 

brought within its control"). In "The Press: A Neglected Factor in the Economic History 

of the Twentieth Century", Innis writes: 



1 have attempted elsewhere to develop the thesis that civilization has been 
dominated at different stages by various media of communication such as 
clay, papyrus, parchment, and paper produced first from rags and then 
from wood. Each medium has its significance for the type of script, and in 
tum for the monopoly of knowledge which will be built and which will 
destroy the conditions suited to creative thought and be displaced by a 
new medium wi th its peculiar type of monopol y of knowledge.. ..The 
conservative power of monopolies of knowledge compels the development 
of technological revolutions in the media of communication in marginal 
areas. (1952,78) 

Describing his paper as a footnote to Graham Wallas," Innis specifies his subject as 

"the problem of efficiency in creative thought" and concun with Wallas' emphasis on 

"the importance of the oral tradition in an age when the overpowenng influence of 

mechanized communication makes it difficult even to recognize such a tradition" (ibid.). 

He concludes that, "it is difficult to over-estimate the significance of technological 

change in communication or the position of monopolies built up by those who 

systematically take advantage of itt' (ibid.. 108). 

Al1 media, innis postulates. are chnrûcterized by specific space-or time-extending 

properties. and the introduction of a panicular medium within a given historical 

civilization would accentuate certain tendencies. Empires were long or short lived 

depending on the efficiency of their communications, which in tum implied the ability of 

creative thinkers to rise to positions of power. Successful civiliziitions mannged to 

balance monopolies of time and space. Successful empires mannged to achieve 

efficiency in communications, a precondition for economic efficiency: 

The achievements of a tich oral tradition in Greek civilization becarne the 
basis of Western culture .... The influence of the written tradition, shown in 
the problems of lex was in stnking contrast with the power of the oral 
tradition in civil law, a contrast that boded il1 for the history of the 
Republic and the Empire .... The effect of writing was evident in every 
phase of cultural life .... The spred of writing contnbuted to the downfall 
of the Republic and the emergence of the Empire. (Empire and 
Commrrnications lBO,87- 10 1) 



ui retrospect, hnis cm be seen to include both hardware and software in his rneaning 

of media-that is, types of script, such as the phonetic alphabet or hieroglyphics. as well 

as types of material media, such as papyrus sheets or clay tablets. He writes: "Each 

medium has its significance for the type of script, and in turn for the monopoly of 

knowledge which will be built and which will destroy the conditions suited to creative 

thought and be displaced by a new medium with its peculiar type of monopoly of 

knowledge." Control over ûccess to and exclusion from these media create monopolies of 

knowledge; yet the properties of the dominant media of pmticular cultures also foster 

extension in and obsession with space or time. As he warned his Paris audience, under 

conditions of the mechanimtion of the paper and printing industries, "the problem of 

duration or monopoly over time has been neglected. indeed obliterated. Time has been 

cut into pieces the length of a day's newspapertl ("The Concept of Monopoly and 

Civilization", 7-8). 

Innis' linkage of monopolies, an economic concept. and knowledge, a cultural 

concept, is evident in his discussion of science and mechanization, which again draws on 

Wallas: 

Mechanization has emphasized complexity and confusion: it has been 
responsible for monopolies in the field of knowledge; and it  becomes 
extremely important to any civilization, if i t  is not to succumb to the 
influence of this rnonopoly of knowledge, to mûke some critical survey 
and report. The conditions of freedom of thought are in danger of being 
destroyed by science, technology, and the mechanization of knowledge, 
and with them, western civilization. (Bius of Commrinicution. 190). 

Innis saw dangers for the universities in mechanized knowledge as a source of power 

(ibid., 195). As an antidote he recommended that "universities should subject their views 

about their role in civilization to systernatic overhauling and revise the machinery by 

which they take a leading part in the problems of Western culture" (ibid.). McLuhan 

endoned and highlighted this point, in his 1964 introduction to Bias of Communication, 

citing innis' disdain for "the departmentalized specialisms of out universities as ignoble 

monopolies of knowledge" (ibid., vii). Innis' statement was: "Findly we must keep in 



mind the limited role of universities and recall the comment that "the whole external 

history of science is a history of the resistance of academies and universities to the 

progress of knowledge" (ibid., 194). The specific instance he cites is a period in British 

history when poor men, tûlented in creative thought, rose to leadership positions within 

intellectual, commercial, and political life in the absence of a system of compulsory 

educûtion (ibid.). 

To the mechanization of the word innis counterpoised his self-declared "bim" with 

the oral tradition, particularly as reflected in the balance between the oral and written that 

he diagnosed within classical Greek civilization (ibid., 190). in a clarification of the 

contemporq situation. which he diagnosed pessimistically as the end of western 

civilization, innis ad&: 

The impact of science on cultural development has been evident in its 
contribution to technological advûnce, notably in communication and ihe 
dissemination of knowledge. In tum it has been evident in the types of 
knowledge disseminated; thrit is to sûy, science lives its own life not only 
in the mechanism which is provided to distribute knowledge but also in 
the sort of knowledge which will be distributed. (ibid., 192) 

Freedom of creative thought and efficiency of communications are linked for Innis to 

the medium and the bias of communication engendered within a particulrir civilization. 

Like McLuhan* innis stressed f o n  over content; both attempted to specify the 

dynamics of the power of media and technologies to reorganize the psychic and social 

conditions under which cultural life is experienced, and to explore how changes in 

dominant media changed these conditions. Innis was not a specialist historian on any of 

the areas he touched upon in his later communications work. His theme. the bias of 

communications, could only be glimpsed by speeding up juxtaposed moments within the 

passage of history so as to reveal the forces in action. This dynamic ecological approach 

distanced him from the noms and conventions of scholarly prose. 

McLuhan did not invert or distort Innis' work; rather in his writing and rhetorical 

practice he demonstrated a way of making innis intelligible and extending his themes 

while conjoining McLuhan's own discoveries. Where Innis brought an economic 



histonan's background to questions of culture. McLuhan brought his literary training to 

bear on material, as well as symbolic culture, and to his reading of Innis. McLuhan had 

previously understood (through Burckhardt, Wolfflin, and Giedeon), how to apply 

aesthetic principles to history. innis pointed the way to viewing the matenal world as a 

continuous circulation, the trade routes of the world; coming from the humanities, 

McLuhan extended hnis' investigations into the tmde routes of the mind and senses, and 

in so doing gained an approach to the historiographie patterns, and funher developed his 

diagnosis of the core dynamic for techno-cultural transformation. 

The key to how McLuhan ultimately transmuted Innis lies in the relations he sets up 

between the concepts of time and space and the visual and aurai sensory modes. He 

wri tes in the 1964 forwmd to Empire and Co~~tinciriica~ioiis: "The entire volume relates to 

the ineluctable modalities of the audible and the visible, of time and space .... Civilization 

is a precanous balance between written and oral structures of social organization" ( 1  961. 

viii). innis' dialectical method. which McLuhan calls his "diagnostic analysis of û 

complex process" and "total field-theory of cause and effect," has in this way been 

expanded into a perceptual dimension. Thus. for example, as mentioned above, 

McLuhan took innis' "bias of communication" and transmuted it into a "perceptual 

metamorphosis". in no wûy, however, did this redirection of Innis' emphases towards 

McLuhan's themata prevent him from grasping innis' core themata, as his choice of 

excerpt from hnis' Empire aiid Commimicutions for the 1964 introduction shows: 

The powerful oral tradition of the Greeks and the flexibility of the 
alphabet enabled them to resist the tendencies of empire in the East 
towards absolute monarchism and theocncy. They drove a wedge 
between the political empire concept with its emphasis on space and the 
ecclesiastical empire concept with its emphasis on time and reduced them 
to the rational proportions of the city-state .... But the destruction of 
concepts of absolutism assurned a new approach of rationûlism which was 
to change the concept of history in the West. (cited viii) 

Out of this conjunction in the Toronto School emerges a tradition of communications 

history. Clearly for hais and McLuhan media is a core thema, but the scope of this t e m  



media is sufficiently broad in their respective works as to justify the phrase 

communications history. When the conjunction is stressed over the disjunction, it 

becomes possible to retrieve Innis' specific concems with the power of social groups and 

institutions to develop monopolies of knowledge, without losing McLuhan's insights into 

culture and artistic strategies. 

Havelock and The Toronto School of Communications 

The third man prominently identified with the Toronto School is Havelock. A 

Cambridge-trained Englishman who taught classics ai Toronto beginning in 1929 before 

departing for Harvard in 1947. Havelock considers his relûtionship with Innis "slight" 

and "a matter of happy coincidence" (1  982,40-42). Nonetheless, he believes that his 

work rnay have inspired innis. a view Patterson accepts as probable (l990,64-65). The 

archiva1 evidence, however, indicates a more modest conclusion. [mis wrote. 

congratulating Havelock on his book, The Crucifirion of Irirellectiicd M m :  "1 w3s 

particularly interested in the discussion of the problem of time since I have been 

wrestling with this subject over a considerable period and 1 was very much struck by 

your suggestion that it was linked with the problem of power" (8 Decrmber 195 1.  UTA 

872-0025/010). Havelock replied, "You seem to have thoughis of your own which run 

parallel to my Prometherts .... and I would be glad to heu  what they are" (n.d.). Prior to 

this exchange. innis wrote to his fnend and colleague, University of Chicago economics 

professor, Frank Knight, cornmenting on the relevance of Havelock's book for the 

question he was wrestling with of how to escape the bias of Our own culture in order to 

understand other cultures. He notes that Havelock was a former student of F.M. 

Comford, who will be discussed in a moment. innis writes about Havelock's work on 

"the question of the shift from the orai to the written tradition in Greek culture" which 

was not published until 1963 (lener 2 1 May 195 1. UTA 872-0003/005). Following 

correspondence with Havelock, hnis arranged a visit for him to Toronto. Havelock 

writes that he was unable to obtain Bias of Communication in Harvard's L i b r q .  but is 



reading hnis' Stamp lecture, "The Press, A Neglected Factor in the Econornic History of 

the Twentieth Century" (28 January 1952. UTA B72-002510 10). Havelock proposed 3 

Toronto lecture on "The Semantics of Early Greek Science", but writes again just before 

he anives to suggest reflections on "the despotic command of short range time made 

possible by certain forms of technology, in line with your Stamp lecture" (4 Much 1952. 

UTA 872-OO2YO 10). Innis accepts this suggestion. (ibid.). Following Havelock's talk at 

the University of Toronto, hnis continued to believe that he and Havelock were on 

parailel tracks in their "general argument" (Preface to Clrctiigitzg Coucepis of Time 1952). 

However. in response to a request for suggestions as to who might review his books, 

Empire atid Cornrnuniccztions and Bias of Commrtiiicczrion, he observes that Havelock 

may not be an appropriate choice because "his main conce m.... is with Greek culture" 

(letter to F. Knight 79 May 1952. B72-0003-005). Thus Innis recognized the 

mcrohistoricril scope of his work when compared to Havelock's nmower focus within 

clûssical SC holarshi p. 

After reading Preftce fo Piito ( 1963), McLuhan conjoined the work of Havelock. to 

the emergent tradition. immediately regarding it  as a significant confirmation of his 

insights ((ltidersruridi~i,g Media 1964), and later considering Havelock and himself 

fellow followers of Innis. While grateful for McLuhan's tireless championing of his book. 

Havelock eventudly downplays the contribution of Innis (1986) and, in his reappraisal of 

hnis as a "philosophical historian", views his premature death as a "minor disaster in the 

long history of the human unders tânding" ( 1982, 26). Publicly declaring himself again a 

"follower" of innis, McLuhan expresses his dismay at this appraisal, and gently rejects 

Havelock's assessment as "overly modest" (Preface to Havelock 1982, 10). For 

McLuhan, the tragedy was magnified by the fact that had innis lived, he might have 

funher corroborated their shared themata. McLuhan's assessment stresses Innis' scope 

and Havelock's precision, and restates the conjunction: 

hnis was the first person in the Western world to make an extensive study 
of the effects of technological innovation and the related disequilibrium in 
man and society. Eric Havelock, on the other hand, appears to me io be 



the first classicist to have made a careful investigation of the effects of our 
phonetic alphabet in creating disequilibriurn in the ancient world. By the 
strange apposition of these two prominent figures there was created not a 
connection but a resonant interval. ... Both Eric Havelock and Harold Innis 
were radical and revolutionary in restoring fornial causality and pattern 
recognition to their primary place in the investigation of social change. 
(preface 1982,9- 10). 

Havelock thanked McLuhan for supplying the support and recognition for his work 

that Innis did not live to give (1982.42). In a later partial assessment of McLuhan, 

Havelock de-emphasizes McLuhan's revisioning of the oral to litency shift plainly 

evident in The Gutenberg G d q  (1986, 10; 27). Havelock recognizes clearly that 

McLuhan's main theme is "cultural transfomation" yet to different effect from my 

interpretation of McLuhan and hnis' profound insight into techno-cultural 

metamorphosis (ibid.. 27). In a revealing example. he misstates the publication date of 

The Gtite~tberg Galuy so that i t  appean to have been published in the same year as 

P r e f ~ c e  tu Plutu (ibid.. 26). There are other signs of a less than careful reading of 

McLuhan, such as the denial of the attention paid in Tite Gutenberg G u k q  to the 

condition of orality that precedcd the introduction of writing with the phonetic alphabet 

(Havelock, 26-28). At the end of his life, Havelock revisited these questions and wvised 

his assessment. He concluded of McLuhan: "He made orality the subject of ongoing 

investigation in scores of institutes and departments of universities devoted to the study 

of communications technology" ( 199 1. 12). 

The Missing Link: F.M. Cornford 

A missing link for the Toronto School tradition was the Cambridge classicist, F.M. 

Comford, under whom Havelock trained. innis was clearly aware of the importance of 

Comford, and cites him in Empire und Commrrnications (1950,59-60) and The Bias of 

Commrrnications (195 1 ,  129). McLuhan recognized much later, in the 1970s, while 

preparing Laws of Media, that Cornford had been the first to nise a fundamental 

histonographic question that preoccupied McLuhan, innis, and ~ a v e l o c k . ~  Comford's 



1936 essay, "On the Invention of Space", broke new ground by posing the question: 

What concepts of space existed before Euclid? in amving at this question, Comford 

worked by analogy with the twentieth-century paradigm shift from a Newtonian to an 

Einsteinian universe. Comford noted that the findings of theoretical physics: 

... have irrepanbly damaged the framework of space and time, which 
formerly served like a skeleton of steel girders to support the structure and 
determine the outline of the external world.,..So what we took for the steel 
structure of the universe turns out to be less like steel than like india- 
rubbcr; and the hdia-rubber itsêlf cxists only as an cirbirrary figrnent of 
the human brain. ( l963,2 15- 16) 

Cornford argues that the evidence for the earlier transformation to Euclidean space 

can be found in linguistic shifts in the philosophic literature of ancient Greece." He 

writes: "There was a pre-Euclidean common sense, whose conception of the world in 

space had to be transformed into the Euclidean conception. just as our Euclidean 

common sense has now to be transformed into the post-Euclidean scheme of relativity" 

(ibid.. 21 8- 19). Euclid's system can be seen. in Comford's view. as a construction thût 

emerged, and thus was invented at a pxticular time. in a particular place. displacing 

previoiis concepts and worldviews. 

Havelock credits Comford with instnicting him in the admonition from William 

James to take the past on its own terms in answering al1 histoncûl questions. innis 

recalled a similar question about fundamentals, his philosoph y teac her's essay question 

on psychology: "Why do we attend to the things to which we attend?" (1950, xvii). Innis 

inspired McLuhan's search for the epistemology of experience, as opposrd to knowledge. 

These preoccupations with fundmentals unite the three founding memben of the 

Toronto School in their iconoclastie sensitivity to the anomalies (Kuhn 1970) taken for 

granted by othen. Such a shared investigative stance also animates the core techno- 

cultural hermeneutic question for the communications history tradition: How do we 

understand the dynamic relationships between communications media, technologies, and 

the structures of attention and understanding out of which we make the cultural world we 

inhabit and ar daily remade by it? The terni, media, vastly expands within the tradition 



because (as noted above with Innis) it includes the historicaily changing dominant 

conditions underlying these structures of attention and understanding, such as the oral, 

iiterate, and the "post-literate" posited by McLuhan (Explorations 1 1953). The tradition 

poses variations, not on the theme of technological or media determinism, but rather, on 

the theme of techno-cultural transformation of the ground for understanding, as implied in 

this basic and paradoxical question. 

Wheras this account prefers to stress the conjunction out of which was bom the 

Toronto School of Communications and the communications history tradition in the early 

19509s, Havelock saw 1962-1963 as the point when major new ideas emerged regarding 

"the oral-literate equation" (1991). Havelock cannot ignore McLuhan, but does not fully 

appreciate McLuhan's achievement. He understates McLuhan's appreciation of the general 

dynamics of techno-cultural transformation that prompts McLuhan to begin with orality 

and then query its revitalization in an electronic phase of history (1986, 127). If Carpenter 

(1 992) is correct in his recollection that Havelock was a subscriber to Euplorations, then 

this point is reinforced. Numerous associates of McLuhan published in Ewplorations were 

engaged in contemporary conditions of orality, including the anthropologists, Dorothy Lee 

and Edmund Carpenter. McLuhan's distinction was the scope of his understanding, 

whereby, for example, oral cultures included ancient Greece as well as non-literate 

cultures. He was familiar with the implications of the twentieth-century work of Parry and 

Lord as evident in The Gutenberg Galmy, but also with research developments such as an 

article by the psychiatnst, J.C. Carrothers, who looked at the implications of the 

introduction of electnc media into oral cultures. He recognized the importance of 

anthropology and collaborated with Carpenter, and others, notably Edward Hall. The 

kinship among these approaches lay in their mutual appreciation of the significance of both 

language and physical environment in the fashioning of culture and worldviews and their 

rejection of the literate bias. Havelock, like Innis, held a more old-fashioned view of 

culture, less oriented towards daily life, and more focused on the heritage of the West in 

which aii roads lead from Greece. McLuhan's concept of culture was more 
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roads lead from Greece. McLuhan's concept of culture was more anthropological, at once 

attuned to daily life while also mindful of ûrtistic high culture. McLuhan's expansive 

sense of culture was thus more amenable to the inclusion of popular culture. 

Where innis and McLuhan are linked through the centnlity of media in their work, 

the focus on media is less m e  and Iess expansive for Havelock. Havelock nonetheless 

finds in his research independent confirmation of the idea that "the medium is the 

message" in the following passage, (although he does not mention McLuhan by name). 

It may be objected that to ask this question at al1 [of the orality of the 
ancient Greeks including Homer] brings one closer to accepting that 
modem doctrine or slogan which States that "the medium is the message". 
Though coined to apply to electronic and audio-visual means of 
communication recently invented, there is indeed some truth to the dictum 
as it can be applied backwards to the medium of script. The coverage and 
content of the message depends upon the efficiency of the script used, and 
efficiency is measured by ûccuracy and speed in the act of recognizing or 
as we Say "reading" what the script intends to "say" (1982b). 

Note also how Innis' emphasis on the "efficiency" of communications oppears in 

Havelock's work. 

Havelock reveals another shared pattern distinguishing the tradition-namely an 

unsympathetic response from some colleagues in the academy. Havelock cornrnented on 

this phenornenon, which he attnbuted to colleagues threatened by an attack on their own 

"literate", or what Ong (1982) had called a "textual", bias (cited in Havelock 1986, 123). 

Within his discipline of classics, Havelock discusses the negative consensus at Berkeley 

against the now classic graduate work of Milman P q .  Havelock's radical thesis on the 

oral to literate shift of Plato's day was a matter of prolonged controveny. Havelock refers 

repeatedly to the hostile reception accorded his heresy of regarding Homer as a pre- 

literate, given the general disdain of literate scholars for "primitive" oral cultures." 

Havelock worked against the familiar conviction of classicists that al1 of Greek thought 

was rnetaphysical and abstract. Relying on Rhys Carpenter's epigraphy, he concluded 

that Greek culture was maintained on a wholly oral buis until about 700 B.C.. Havelock 

argued that the conditions fostenng literacy would be slow to develop because they 



depended, not on the art of wnting by a few but, on fluent reading by the many (1963. 

ix). in an important insight for the tradition that ties his work to McLuhan's linkage 

between media, language, and education. Havelock reasoned that for genuine literacy to 

develop, learning to read must occur at the same time that the biological Ianguag of 

speech is being learned. Here, Haveiock intersects with McLuhan's comments regarding 

the shaping of literacies and sensibilities in childhood and generational change following 

the introduction of new media, and amves at an alternative hypothesis on the core 

dynamic of techno-cultural transformation within the context of the emerging tradition: 

The reading trauma. to use a modem tem. had to be imposrd at the 
primary level of schooling, and not the secondary. As late as the first half 
of the fifth century the evidence, we suggest, points to the fact that 
Athenians learned to r a d  if at dl ,  in adolescence. The ski11 was imposed 
upon a previous oral training, and perhaps .... in Attic schools the 
introduction of letters at the pnmary level as a standardised practice had 
begun by the beginning of the last third of the fifth century. Cultural 
change does not occur in neatly separcible episodes with clear breaks in 
between .... The question here is not the availability of writing and of 
writers. upon which so much scholarly attention has been focused. but on 
the availability of readers. Any diffusion of the reading habit would 
depend upon a reform of that ancient school C U ~ T ~ C U I U ~  which had 
depended upon memorized recitation; a reform. if that is the word. which 
would enforce mastery of the alphabet as an automatic reflex at a tender 
age. (ibid., 39-40). 

Probing more deeply into orality. Havelock tums to Milman Parry's work. and 

modifies Cornford's question: What had been the shape of knowledge when preserved in 

the oral rnemory and stored there for reuse? He turned to the Pre-Socratics. and asked 

why they spoke in the curious ways they did: "The formulait style characteristic of oral 

composition represented not merely certain verbal and metrical habits but also a cast of 

thought, or a mental condition" (ibid., x). He continues: 

The Pre-Socratics themselves were essentially oral thinkers. prophets of 
the concrete linked by long habit to the past, and to forms of expression 
which were also forms of experience, but they were trying to devise a 
vocabulary and syntax for a new future, when thought should be 
expressed in categories organized in a syntax suitable to ribstract 



statement. This was their fundamental task and it absorbed most of their 
energies. So far from inventing systems in the Iater philosophical manner, 
they were devoted to the primary task of inventing a language which 
would make future systems possible. (ibid., x) 

He takes a genetic-histoncal approach to study the shift from orality to literacy 

because "until the fit word is present, you do not have the idea, the word to becorne fit 

requires a suitable contextual usage" (ibid.. xi). The crux of the matter lies in the 

transition from the oral to the written and from the concrete to the abstract, and here the 

phenornena to be studied are precise, and are generated by changes in the technology of 

preserved communication, which are also precise. 

When Havelock engages with the present, he recognizes McLuhan's pioneering role. 

and states the essential relevance of his own work for the emergent tradition: 

in Amenca, the proliferation of new media of mass communication has 
encouraged a new interest in communication as such. What are its modes. 
its rnrthods, and its airns'? Within the range of these problems, an 
investigation of the modes and effects of oral communication plays an 
increasingly prominent role. If. as the writings of McLuhan and Ong 
suggest, the culture of our own generrition is seeing a revival of orality as 
a viable mode of communication with a long historical ancestry, a mode 
moreover which has advantages over the "linear" methods of the literate 
word, are we to look into Homer for additional light upon this important 
question? 

McLuhan's seîrch for the core dynamic that animated these transforrnûtions and 

enabled the relationship with media to work its transformative effects, made hirn 

sensitive to Havelock's discoveries, notably the significance of the phonetic alphabet. 

Havelock also shares McLuhan's stress on rhetoric, prose style, and readen, 3s well as 

Innis' stress on script. Havelock's insight was that phonetic litency required a critical 

mass of readers who were systematically educated to read and write ai a young age, to 

bnng about the shift to literacy and conditions for Greek thought. Havelock's research 

interest was the "growth of the early Greek rnind" (ibid., vii). innis' early recognition of 

Havelock's promise had been tied in part to a sense of the relevance of Havelock's 

notions of power in Prometherrs. or The Critcifxion of lntellectiial Man, where he had 



argued (in a radical move within the climate of McCanhyism), that the "forethinker" 

with some sense of the balance of the public interest and the way ahead was endangered 

by current conditions. innis' point was that the balance and equilibrium between oral and 

litente traditions, and their respective monopolies of knowledge and bises of time and 

space led to the creative fertility of Greece. in the present he lamented the decline of the 

conditions of creative thought as a result of mechanization and powerful monopolies of 

knowledge. Innis' plea for time was contemporary, not nostalgia for preliteracy, and here 

hnis recognized a solidarity with Havelock's investigation inio the oral. and his moral 

and political arguments. As observed above. McLuhan's sense of culture was more 

anthropological, more attuned to dnily life and more open to the domain of popular 

culture. He deliberately kept his religious and political views to hirnselfi "If a few people 

could only stop asking whether this is a good thing or a bad thing and spend some time 

in studying what is really happening. there might be some possibility of achieving 

relevancet1 (Lettus 1987. 399). 

Innis and Havelock were both classic liberal humanists in their proclivity for moral 

jiidgement. McLuhan used his litcrary training in a self-conscious nttempt to see pûst his 

bias. to be the antenna, the dew line. and to pursue insights without mordism which he 

believed could only cloud diagnostics. He wgued that had Claude Bernard, founder of 

experimental medicine, said here is a moral problem instead of looking at the 

phenornenon, had Pasteur said there is a moral problem, and not looked at the invisible 

problem of bacteria, we would know their values, but not their discovenes. McLuhan 

applied his cultural hermeneutics of media and technologies to the process and the forms 

of communications, and avoided the diatribe of the later Innis. McLuhan was not 

convinced that al1 wisdom came from Europe. as Innis announced in his essay, 

"Strategies of Culture", or from the glory of early Greece, as Havelock implied. When the 

product of the Chicago School met the product of the Cambridge School in the Toronto 

School, they converged on communications and the dangers of disciplinary specialism, 

but diverged on values. McLuhan perceived in popular media culture a new sensibility 



being bom, a generation gap that rnanifested itself but had to do not with politics but 

with the newer technologies and media that saturated the culture, especially TV in his 

dûy, and later cornputers. He did not approve of what he wiinessed, as he repeatedly 

insisted. Yet he considered that a strategy of culture to address these revolutionary 

changes called for artists, not sermons. The power preoccupying McLuhan was the 

power of new media to effect cultural transformation. The power that had altered the 

classical Greek mind fascinated Havelock. The power of monopolies of knowledge and 

the biases of communications preoccupied Innis. Al1 considered it a matter of the highest 

important that the power of media, communications, and technologies to reorganize 

culiuml life be recognized. Thus, despite their numerous differences, al1 participated in 

the common themata of the cornniunications history tradition, and developed dimensions 

of a cultural herrneneutics of media. 

The McLuhan Galaxy at Toronto in the 1950s 

It is thus appropriate to speak in a qualified and retrospective sense of a Toronto 

School of Communicûtions, which gave binh to an emergent tradition of 

communications history. Yet such a "school" was unknown to the University of Toronto. 

and in fact until the 1960s the very idea would have seemed far-fetched. The School 

onginaies in the the conjunction of innis, Havelock and McLuhan at Toronto. and the 

relationship between the work of Innis and McLuhan is fundamental to the thematics 

of the Toronto School, and yet these events would have remained a happy coincidence of 

footnotes except for McLuhan's role. Let me conciude the previous section, and 

anticipate this one by outlining the argument for considexing McLuhan the "hub" of the 

Toronto School and communications history tradition. Following ùinis' death in 1952, 

McLuhan in his role as CO-instigator of the multidiscipinary Ford Foundation-sponsored 

seminar on Communications and Culture, and as associate editor of Explorations, 

pursued with his associates lines of inquiry into "new media and their powers of 

transformation" at Toronto in the Explorations Phase of his own work. The 



multidiscipinaxy school of communication theory that he had proposed to Innis did not 

materialize, and following the seminar he networked and corresponded tirelessly with 

coileagues fiom a great variety of fields, world wide, in search of insights and an active 

intellectual cornmunity. Havelock's work was unknown to McLuhan, however Carpenter 

(1992) asserts that Havelock was a subscriber to Explorations. Upon exposure to the 

work of both Innis and Havelock, McLuhan instantly recognized the relevance of their 

work for his own, and for the larger inquiry in which he was engaged, making the world of 

modem culture and its forms intelligibie, which can be variously cailed a historical techno- 

cultural hermeneutics and an epistemology of experience with artefacts. McLuhan 

championed Innis' contribution to communications in his own books, articles, and 

introductions to later editions of Innis' books and kept Innis' pioneering insights into 

communications history alive dunng the 1950s. In 1962, McLuhan published his ideas, and 

in 1964 he succeeded in reaching the wider audience he sought for this new approach in 

the best seller U'nderstmding Media. The term media is prominent in the work of both the 

later Innis and McLuhan, in the expanded sense of a transformative agency (and not 

simply a means of transportation of content), that comprises a key distinction of the 

communications history tradition. McLuhan (1 964, vi) found in Havelock's ( 1 963) 

published discoveries confirmation of the conclusion he had reached during the 1950s with 

the aid of his multitudinuous sources and which he had set out in essays of that decade, in 

ExpIorations and at length in The Gutenberg Galary (1962), namely the recognition of the 

crucial significance of the phonetic alphabet for the process of techno-cultural 

transformation fiom orality to literacy. 

The argument about McLuhan's contribution to the emergent tradition then runs as 

follows. Because he was the Toronto School pioneer expert in modem literary cnticism 

and a student of the history of the visual and verbal arts and of perception, because he 

pushed Innis' insights into communications history fbrther into the cultural and the 

technological dornain, because inspired by Innis he expanded the range of the tradition 

through his sources &om literature (Joyce and the Symboîists), art history (Giedion, 
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Gombrich), and the oralists (Parry and Lord), from experimental medicine (Selye), 

psychology (von Bekesy, Kohler) and beyond, because the network of contacts he made 

and maintained was so talented and productive, (icluding lesser known pioneering 

memben of the tradition, such as his Toronto colleague anthropologist, Edmund 

Carpenter, and former student, Walter Ong, but also including his correspondents 

Wyndham Lewis, Ezra Pound, Edward Hall, David Riesman), because he linked together 

his vast sources and this network of associates, because McLuhan was the first to 

articulate the tradition in such a way as to capture widespread attention-for ail these 

reasons, 1 conclude that McLuhan as persona and McLuhan's textwork supplied a 

rhetorical and historiographie hub for the tradition. The Toronto School was not a school 

in the usual sense, and nor was this network a conventional tradition. The hub metaphor of 

interco~ection updates the idea of an "invisible college" of scholars into the idea of a 

network, as befits an age of electnc communications and transportation. This metaphorical 

role of the hub extends hirther. McLuhan's rhetorical abilities and the popular and media- 

assisted response to his work in the mid-1960s supplied the pivotal and controversial 

linkage across the spectrum of academic and non-specialist audiences, so that the 

emergent communications history tradition and its core themata in the understanding of 

media eventually affected the climate of thought of the late twentieth century. For this 

popular success he put the study of media on the intellectual agenda, and also lost critical 

esteem, was deeply resented, and his contribution seriously misunderstood, even by those 

sympathetic to the tradition. Comprehending the genesis of the communications history 

tradition in the Toronto School of Communications is part of the task of reopening the 

rhetorical space on McLuhan's place within the tradition. 

The fist institutional extension of the conjunction between Innis and McLuhan arose 

in the seminar on cornmunications and culture. There, Innis' work was prominently 

discussed, as was that of Siegfried Giedion. This interdisciplinary colioquium ran from 

1953- 1955, with a grant of $44,25O.*' In a letter responding to a request for comments on 

the two University of Toronto applications fiom the Ford Foundation's Robert Hutchins, 



Innis wrote: "1 do think that the time has amved when consideration should be given by 

some organized group to the whole problem of undentanding as between cultural 

groups .... With the history of civilization people, such as Spengler, Toynbee and Kroeber, 

we are in danger of losing sight completely of the problems of culture" (30 March 1952. 

UTA B72-002510 10). 

A p n m q  objective of the semincir was to approach the question of communications 

and culture by bridging the divide between the hurnanities and social sciences. As 

McLuhan had earlier proposed in his 195 1 letter to innis, the route to this end began with 

an exploration of the core ideas presumed to underlie various disciplines. including 

political economy (Easterbrook), literature and the arts (McLuhan), anthropology 

(Carpenter), design (Jacqueline Tyrwhitt, an associate of Siegfried Giedi~n).'~ and 

psychology (Carlton Williams, another fellow student of McLuhan and Eûsterbrook from 

the University of Manitoba). in 1955, the Department of English "sornewhat reluctantly" 

listed the seminar as a credit course for Ph.D. candidates in English, but not M.A. 

students (Harris 1988, 134). 

The joumal Explorutiorts styled itself "Studies in Culture and Communications" and 

declared in its opening manifesto that it was "designed, not as a permanent reference 

journal that embalms truth for postenty. but as a publication that explores and seuches 

and questions." The manifesto continued: "we envisage a series that will cut across the 

humanities and social sciences by treating them as a continuum. We believe 

anthropology and communications are approaches, not bodies of data, and that within 

eacch the four winds of the humrnities. the physical, the biologicd and the social sciences 

intermingle to form a science of man." Collaboration between close colleagues McLuhan 

and Carpenter, two original and aggressive Canadian intellects, provided the energy to 

bridge the humanities and interpretive social sciences in the creative interplay of the 

seminar and the journal. Nine issues of Explorations were published between 1953 and 

1959. Ten yeûrs McLuhan's junior, Carpenter edited the journal, and in a 1992 memoir, 

he has claimed almost complete credit for it. McLuhan, who was instrumental in 



obtaining the funds for the Ford Foundation seminar, had long wanted to establish a 

joumal (Letters, 182), but his talents were best suited to the "media logs" or "mimeo 

sheets" that he published throughout his career, sornetimes in Explorcrtons. and w hich 

had attracted the interest of Innis. Carpenter supplied the editorial ability for the Joirrnnl 

and most important shared the intellectual drive that made Explorations an avant garde 

classic of the time. He performed most of the administrative work, and his muscular and 

vivid prose style were indispensable to the joumal. The two men were well-matched 

intellectual spming partners. ln his niernoir, Carpenter recognizes no tradition for 

McLuhan, preferring instead his persona1 recollection of him as a maverick: "Marshall 

wasn't like everybody else. He wasn't even like anybody else" ( 1992, 8).j0 Carpenter's 

anthropological sensibility attracted McLuhan. since it  resonated with his outsider 

sensibility and resembled the ûrtist's approach. As discussed in detail in Chapter 1. 

McLuhan wrote prolifically. and took up exploration of the theme of media in most 

issues of the journal, where his essays and epigrams (often unsigned) appeared in al1 but 

the last volume. Meanwhile, he also published elegant, lucid cnticism in various literary 

and professional magazines. Explamtions circulated in France, Great Bntain, and North 

Amenca. Portions were reprinted in Explorrrrioizs iiz Coi~mictizicuriot~s (ed. Carpenter and 

McLuhan) in 1960, and later as Verbi-Vuco-Visucil E.rplorcirioiis (a reprint of 

E.rplorutions 8, which McLuhan hûd edited and raised funds to publish) under 

McLuhan's name in 1967. The last issue of Explorutiotis, in 1959, featured Carpenter's 

book, Eskitno, based on tield reseuch upon which McLuhan would d n w  repeatedly to 

illustrate the qualities of acoustic space and oral cultures. McLuhan said later: 

We started Explorations when we felt we had something to Say. We 
stopped it when we felt we had said it .... The idea that one could run 
sornething of real international interest and excitement in a backward area 
like Canada charmed them. Canadians are al1 a very humble bunch. They 
take it for granted that everything they do must be second rate. Carpenter 
and I assumed that since nearly everything in the world is second rate at 
best, there was no reason why we couldn't do something that was first rate 
right here. So it happened. (S tem 1967,263; 265) 



Explorarions represented a kind of testing ground for the emerging tradition, and 

McLuhan was influenced by many of its talented contributors. Chaytor's article, "From 

Script to Print", for example, laid the ground for McLuhan's later detailed exploration of 

some of hnis' themes in The Gutenberg Gafaxy. In addition to the work of McLuhan 

and Carpenter, Explorcitions published the work of al1 members of the seminar, and also 

included innis, Riesman, Frye. Giedion, Ong, Gyorgy Kepes, Ashley Montagu, Robert 

Graves, and Dorothy Lee. A joint session between the seminm participants and a group 

of researchers on communications was held at the University of Louisville in 1953. and 

included Edwud Hall. It was an important meeting of rninds across conventional 

disciplinary divides. An early formulation of Edwûrd Hall's work on interculturiil 

comrnunicritions. with no reference to what he later called extensions of man, and aIso 

absent his later prominent focus on the hnisian themes of time and space, appeared in 

Explorariom 3 (1954 Trager and Hall). 

Some have argued that a11 of McLuhan's later ideas c m  be traced to Esplorcitiom (eg. 

Marchand 1989, 133): however while his thinking in the 1960's and 1970's is certainly 

prefigured here. examination of the textual evidence indicates that this is an 

overstatcment. As argued in Chripter 1. his Iiterriry essays and other less self-consciously 

avant garde writings during the same period also reveal important stages in his 

thinking." His initial synthesis of the thinking of the 1950s, and contribution to a 

communications history tradition, appear at the end of the decade in Projeci bi 

Understanding New Media. Dunng 1959 he coins the phrases the medium is the 

message and the global village. and thus invents the rhetrical vocûbulq for teaching the 

themes he has now developed. 

In the mingling of humanities and social sciences, McLuhan's focus on media and 

communications deepened. Carpenter (1992) observes that McLuhan wanted to be 

perceived as scientific in order to gain support for his ideas. Yet the record shows clearly 

that McLuhan had always considered the insights of natural science available for his 

emerging ideas, in keeping with the inclusive notion of truth and encyclopedia humanist 



stance legitimated by his Cambridge English School background. McLuhan's approach 

was deliberately non-specialist and interdisciplinary, a position he shared (at l e s t  in 

spirit) with Innis. He collaborated across disciplines, believed communications should be 

taught in through student access to professors in al1 university departments, and 

considered that artistic and humanist insights could provide access to truth as much as 

could the natuwl or social sciences. Carpenter ( 1992) recalls that media experiments 

were conducted in both years of the seminar to test the effects of four fomis of media by 

comparing student recall of a lecture conveyed face to face, via radio, via print and via 

television. Williams wrote a report for the journal. and concluded that TV and radio 

produced greater recall than standard lecture format and print. Publicity appeared in the 

New York Tirizes. This experimentnl work with audiences resembled the techniques of 

"Pnctical Criticism," in I.A. Richards' sense. now apllied to media instead of poetry. 

While at Cambridge McLuhan had been sceptical of the value of Richards' approaches 

(Letters 1987 [1935], 50). McLuhan's doctoral work, the large scnle cultural andysis he 

had already demonstrated in The Meclrunicd Bride, and his essays of the 1940s and 

1950s. indicate that although he would incorporate insights from any orientation, 

including experimental results, his own observations and theorirs followed the grand 

lines of cultural history sketched by innis, rather than an experimental tradition. He was 

of coune not trained in social scientif'c methods, so any validity he did manage to obtain 

must corne from the sheer force of his assembled evidence. He was however well a w m  

of the significance of a 'crucial experiment' as indicated by his ûttempts in the 1970s to 

initiate a study before and after the introduction of television into Greece, and to study 

the sensory profiles of populations. The point is that in al1 of these efforts, he was 

dependent on collaboration, and al1 collaboration with psychologists failed. Work with 

Cqenter, Hall and the reading of other gifted anthropologists (notably Margaret Mead, 

Gregory Bateson and Ruth Benedict) had a profound impact on his work. But in the final 

result, Innis' sweeping communications histociography inspired hirn to the boldness of 

macrohistory that he had also glimpsed in Giedion's "anonymous history."" 



Carpenter lefi to chair an anthropology department in the U.S. in 1958. The two 

continued to correspond, and when McLuhan was named to the Schweitzer Chair in 

Humanities at Fordham in 1967-1968, Carpenter accepted an imitation to join McLuhan 

there. In the 19701s, McLuhan wrote on several occasions to Carpenter, suggesting 

renewed collaboration. These proposais were rejected. McLuhan found in Carpenter an 

ally for his emerging views, as well as a talented editor, able to tame McLuhan's 

conversational wit and experimental prose, In Oh, What a Blow That Phantom Gave 

Me!, Carpenter writes a fom of anonymous scholarship, as the book reads like an 

amalgam of Carpenter and McLuhan, though the latter is mentioned only in passing." 

In his essay "New Media, New Languages", which originally ran in fiplorutions and was 

included in several anthologies dong with McLuhan's essays, again the voices of the two 

men are intenningled. The essay stands as testimony to the fertility of their collaboration, 

and the clear prose style of Carpenter. 

The evidence for arguing that McLuhan represents the hub for the network that 

realized the communications history tradition can be found in the inclusion of his 

associates in his textwork. In addition to Carpenter, another such associate was 

anthropologist Edward Hall. His book The Silent Language (1959) influenced 

McLuhan to fùrther develop insights explored with Carpenter into the stnicturing impact 

of 1 anguage on culture through what Hall considered the invisible ground d e s .  Hall was 

deeply indebted to the descriptive linguist Edward Sapir (1959, 49; 62), for pointing to 

the notion of culture as explicit and implicit and also expressed his debt to Benjamin Lee 

Whorf(as he had in the Explorations 3 article) for his pioneering insights into the role of 

language in the deep patterning of cultural experience. McLuhan drew upon the work of 

Carpenter and Hall and his highly developed " ethnographie imagir~ation"~~ in 

formulating his core themata regarding media as languages, extensions, and 

environments. XII The Hidden Dimension (1 966), Hall recognized his association with 

Carpenter and McLuhan, wherein each man independently had studied art as an indicator 

of how artists use their senses and cornrnunicate this perception to the viewer (80). By 



application of this tactic to literary texts, as McLuhan (1962) hûd showed, Hall includes 

literary texts as anthropological data rather than simply descriptions (94). Once again, 

the ideas flowed through a network of affiliations, with McLuhan as hub. 

McLuhan also continued to teach and supervise theses in the English Department. 

From 1963, the year his Gutenberg G d q  won the Govemor General's Award for Non- 

fiction, McLuhan was cross-appointed to English at St. Michriel's College, the Graduate 

English Department, and as director of the Centre for Culture and Technology. which 

was established to investigate "the psychic and social consequences of al1 technologies." 

The Centre had no degree granting authority (Harris 1988, 1 15; 134). Approval of the 

Centre by the School of Graduate Studies had to overcome the opposition of then Dean 

Andrew Gordon. who. unlike his predecessor, Dean Innis, and his successor Ernest 

Sirluck, "despised interdisciplinary research centres in general and McLuhan in 

particular" (Marchand 1989, 1 59). In 1 967. the School of Graduate Studies "reluctantly" 

approved one graduate course, "Media and Society", taught at the Centre (ibid.. 160). 

The University of Toronto, unlike other Canadian universitirs, did not establish a 

graduate communications degree, a development rlsewhere linked to journalism 

departments, as at the University of Western Ontario. or to English departments. as at 

~ c ~ i l l . "  Robert Harris attributes this neglect of communications to the "nûrrowing 

effect on English studies" resulting frorn the lack of a basic course in rhetonc at the 

University of Toronto (1988, 20 1-02).j6 McLuhan later praised the McGill degree 

program, which had been established by his former student Donald Theall, in a letter to 

Claude Bissell, and again promoted the concept of an interdisciplinary seminar-based 

communications degree program (Letiers, 476). This did not happen. 

The communications history tradition achieved its original statement with the works 

of innis in the early 1950s. McLuhan was the most prominent of those who incoporaied 

and extended Innis' work on media, technology, culture and communications, and the 

fertility of the tradition is demonstrated in the works of McLuhan that appear beginning 

in the 1960s. Havelock's narrower and more conventionaily scholarly approach 



completes the trilogy of the tradition, but as this brief discussion suggests, there were 

numerous other associates who contributed and to whom McLuhan is indebted. This debt 

is readily evident in a reading of his textwork attentive to his sources. His institutional 

impact in Canada was unquestionably minimal, except insofar as he inspired his student 

and later skilled administraior, Donald Thrall, who had taken part in the seminar and 

contributed an essay on James Joyce to Exp[orctrioils. The argument that McLuhan is 

unoriginal cannot be sustained, for many reasons; at this point let me just mention the 

sheer force of his juxtaposed mosaic textwork, that spanned the range of the tradition 

from prehistory through to the present, and his ability to shape these powerful ideas into 

what Chapter 1 discussed as his theory of mediamorphosis and to invent a vocabulary 

with which to make srnse of the media-saturated world. To regard the enthusiasm for his 

ideûs about media and the trrinsformative powers of communications as merely the 

byproduct of marketing hype is to seriously underestimate the intelligence of the public. 

and to demonstrate the unacknowledged factor of envy and resenment of popular success 

within the academy. 

The synthesizers 

Much later, the communications history tradition shifts from its early period of 

inspiration and independent insight into a synthesis phase wiih the publication of two 

major works that extend aspects of the core themata: the orality literacy question in Ong's 

Orulity m d  Literucy (1982) and the impact of the printing press in historian Elizabeth 

Eisenstein's The Printirlg Press (1s an Agent of Cdi~irrrf Trntlsfonrmtioii (1979). Direct 

evidence for the fertility of McLuhan's articulation of a matrix of broad themes cm be 

found in these later scholiirly syntheses. In keeping with the rhetoric of inquiry ûpproach, 

the interest of this section lies in thes rhetoric on McLuhan of these riuthors, which is 

considered below. Whatever their other merits, and they are considerable, these authon 

are deeply indebted to McLuhan's expansion of what Holton (1973) calls the historical 



and thematic imagination regarding communications media and their role as agencies of 

cultural and sensory transformation. 

McLuhan's contribution cûnnot sensibly be ignored by those whose thematic 

imagination is thus expanded. Considering the intertwining of McLuhan's work and his 

cultud significance as a phenomenon--or persona, as Czitrom (1987) echoing Carey 

(1967) has it--the ambivalent rhetoric of rppropriation/rejection directed against him by 

those whose work he believed corroborated his own insights requires explanation. The 

interpretive hypothesis is that these moves seem designed in part to clarify the proper 

bounds of legitimate scholarship by ostracizing McLuhan as a creative mavenck. in the 

absence of n conventionally established tradition, or normal school, the popular attention 

for McLuhan's innovûtive ideas, aesthetic strategies, and experimental tcxts provided the 

emergent tradition of communications history with a controversial figure ûgainst whorn 

to react. By comparison, those who came loter did not seem so unonhodox. If they 

obeyed the conventional rules of the academic game, they might hope to achieve 

respectability. By disclaiming affinity with McLuhan while incorporriting his insights, 

later researchers within the communications history tradition attempt to escape the 

animus thai McLuhan atuacted. and to avoid the pollution of his popular celebrity. al1 

the while benefitting from the attention directed to their field, while securing an 

academic legitimacy denied McLuhan. A relûted interpretive hypothesis suggests that 

McLuhan's marginal position as a Canadinn scholar who mostly remained in Canada 

contributes to the apparent success of these tactics within the academy." 

To anticipate the interpretive hypothesis which will be argued in Chapter 3: Had it 

not been for media and popular attention to McLuhan's ideas, a rival power to the 

academy's power to excommunicate him and counterbalance of sons to his marginal 

national location at the University of Toronto, his influentid impact on the themotic 

imagination and lexicon of his time would most likely not have happened. On this 

counter-factud reasoning, the media emerge pmdoxically as a counterforce to the 

academy, with profound consequences for intellectual life.38 



McLuhan's former student, Walter Ong is a major figure whom McLuhan brought 

into the orbit of the Toronto School. While his work has become prominently identified 

with the communications history tradition; 1 suggest that this identification is misplaced. 

and that Ong's important work should be viewed as supplying a synthesis of one thematic 

strand of the tradition. In tracing the trajectory of Ong's preeminence by the 1990s within 

communications, Carey offer in the preface to an nppreciation of Ong (Gronbeck, Farrell, 

and Soukup 199 1 ) his histonographic version of the genesis of the communications 

history tradition which he calls "the gathenng at the University of Toronto. as the 1940s 

tumed into the 1950s, of a then obscure assemblage of scholars". He continues, " Harold 

Innis. Marshall McLuhan, Northrop Frye, and Eric Havelock were a loose and disjointed 

group and hrvdly aimed ai what they wrought: the creation of a distinctive North 

American version of communication the~ry."~' 

Carey (1991) deems the work of the Toronto group "decisive" because "they creûted 

another track of intellectual life where technologies of communication could be studied 

historically and rhetorically, not rnerely as expressions or addenda to the mode of 

production of information but dso as forms of cultural creation, transmission and 

preservation-modes of cultural production. which are olso and more than modes of 

information" He concludes: "no one has better defined that project, shaped its 

boundaries, given it  coherence. mapped its problems, or humanely articulated its intent 

than Walter Ong." This assessrnent seems surprising in light of Carey's earlier verdicts on 

the importance of hnis for the tradition, considering that Innis is not meniioned in Ong's 

synthesis. Oralip und Literacy. Continuing in this vein, Carey admits that Ong absorbed 

much from McLuhan regarding electronic communicrition, but Ong's contribution was to 

produce "detailed, narrow-focused studies" (ibid., ix), which were "never a fom of 

simple technologicd determinism" (ibid., x). Marchand likewise overstates the role of 

Ong in the communications history tradition (1989, 59; 155). 

Circling back, McLuhan taught Ong, a Jesuit priest, at St. Louis University. 

McLuhan supervised Ong's masters thesis on the Roman Catholic poet, Gerard Manley 



Hopkins, suggested to Ong his doctoral thesis topic (a study of the work of Renaissance 

educator and theologian, Peter Ramus), and introduced him to the work of Perry 

Anderson, who became Ong's thesis supervisor at Harvard. Ong studied "Rhetonc and 

Interpretation" with McLuhan, read McLuhan's doctoral thesis. and was exposed in the 

1940s to McLuhan's practice of thinking out loud while he developed his ideas on the 

trivium. media, and culture. McLuhan welcomed the chance to frankly discuss his broad 

intellectual concerns with a fellow Roman Catholic. Ongfs second published volume on 

Ramus (1 958) is dedicated to McLuhan. "who stûrted al1 this." in this study, Ong cites 

lnnis in passing, and knew his work through McLuhan. As discussed in Chapter 1. 

McLuhan's 1952 letter to Pound indicates that he had amved at the themes he would 

develop in Tlie Gu~eiiberg G d u y  following contact with the work of hnis (Le~ters,  

23 1). In his outline of inventions and consequences he lists wnting-alphabet, printing, 

telegraph. radio-telephone, cinema-TV. He also mentions his pianned book on "The End 

of the Gutenberg Era" in a letter to Ong. noting that the switch to the mechanizûtion of 

gesture from the spoken word. in such media as radio, TV and movies represents "a 

much greater change than from script to print" (Lertets 1987. 734). Ong seems to have 

been influenced by McLuhan to direct attention to the printing press. as indicated in his 

1958 Ramus book. Marchand errs in his conclusion that McLuhan received the ideas for 

Tlie Girtenberg G u i q  from Ong, nor can that work sensibly be reduced to a fuller 

treatment of Ong's article in Explorutions. On the other hand, McLuhan generously and 

properly cited Ong's achievements in Tlie Gir~enbeig G u l q .  Ong's celebration of 

mathematical and symbolic logic, and concern in his Ramus work to resurrect and justify 

the schollistic logical disputations of the medieval schoolmen stood in sharp contrast to 

the scom he heaps on the humanists. These motives are foreign to the published work of 

the more secular, humanist and rhetorically oriented McLuhan. 

Subsequently Ong recognizes that in his probing for the core dynamic, McLuhan had 

corne up with a crucial insight in the The Gutenberg Galwcy: interionation, a process by 

which the ratio of the senses (and Vico's sensus cornmunis or sensorium) wns altered 



through extensional relationships with media and technologies. (This again is the idea 

Lanham (1992) gets at in his metaphor of the "operathg system.") In his 1965 essay, 

"Oral Residue in Tudor prose Style" Ong borrows McLuhan's term interiorization fiom 

The Gutenberg Galaxy (1 97 1,26). Drawing on McLuhan's emerging diagnosis of the 

core core dynarnic, Ong writes: "Habits of thought and expression inseparable from the 

older, more familiar medium are simply assumed to belong equdiy to the new until this is 

sufnciently interiorked for its own techniques to ernerge fiom the chrysalis and for those 

more distinctive of the ofder medium to atrophy" (ibid., 13). McLuhan's insight shapes al1 

of Ong's subsequent contributions, and eventually leads him to depart from the thematic 

focus on media that unites the work of Innis and McLuhan in order to pursue study of 

consciousness. At this early point, Ong works with a psychic evolutioniuy process that 

links the three stages in the development of communications media (oral, chirographic- 

typographie, and electronic) with the Freudian psychosexual stages (oral, anal, genital), a 

comection he attempted to demonstrate in The Presence of the Word (1967). An example 

of this linkage indicates Ong's somewhat bizarre orientation at this point: 

Rhetonc at its most impressive peak was heroic and masculinking through 
its association with puberty rites. In the West ... the study of Latin had the 
characteristics of a male puberty ritual.. . .When Latin gradually disappeared 
and concomitantly schools began to admit girls, formal rhetoric also 
disappeared. The ego dominance fostered by rhetoric is evident particularly 
in the Renaissance, which in many ways represents the phylogenic high 
point of rhetoric development. (More had far greater confidence in his own 
mascullliity, though, with Erasmus, he also scomed formal logic with a 
passion and to this extent remained in the rhetorician's camp). (1967, 14- 
15) 

In his letters to Ong, McLuhan insisted on the significance of the psychological 

discoveries of Jung and Freud, particularly for Catholics whom he considered had 

ignored these writers. Unlike McLuhan's approach, Ong's early writings seem to 

consider non-literate cultures as primitive and childlike. His application of Freudian 

psychosexual stages to the history of communications modes exemplifies this tendency. 



McLuhan took no such view, continually affirming the alternative, not less developed, 

attributes of oral cultures. In his prolific career as published author, Ong exemplifies the 

Catholic p r i a  as educator, pronouncing on the mord quality of contemporary life. He 

shows limited sympathy for the secular, popular culture, women, and adolescents. The 

Mage  to popular culture is the due here, for Ong made no secret of his cornmitment to 

Roman Catholic orthodox values (see, for e.g., The Barbaricm Within). His assessrnent of 

McLuhan (198 1) is that he was a great teacher; however, Ramus had the reputation of a 

great teacher, yet was, in Ong's appraisal, a popularizer, simplifier, willing to appeal to 

teenagers, and not a serious thinker. Ong also questions McLuhan's use of satire, 

wondering what moral value lies in the genre (de Kerckhove interview 1983). 

But the major problem with Carey's nomination of Ong as principal heir to the 

emergent tradition of communications history is that he does not share Innis and 

McLuhan's expansive focus on media of communications. In his masterfui synthesis of the 

orality-literacy question, Ong recognizes McLuhan's achievements and defends him 

against some of the attacks. "Few people have had so stimulating an effect as Marshall 

McLuhan on so many diverse minds, including those who disagreed with him or believed 

they did" (1982, 29). Ong absorbs McLuhan into his  system, drawing heavily as noted on 

McLuhan's idea of "interionzation" and also on his point that media are not neutral, nor 

simply extemal, but also have intemal in consequences (e.g. Rhetoric Romance and 

Technology). Ong's underlying themata echoes McLuhan's influence, and expresses the 

thematic unity within the tradition: 

Both orality and the growth of literacy out of orality are necessary for the 
evolution of consciousness. To say that a great many changes in the psyche 
and in culture connect with the passage from oraiity to writing is not to 
make writing (and/or its sequel, print) the sole cause of al1 the changes. 
The connection is not a matter of reductionism but of relationism. The shift 
fiom orality to writing intimately interrelates with more psychic and social 
developments than we have yet noted .... But most of these developments, 
and indeed very likely every one of them, have themselves been affected, 
ofien at great depth, by the shüt fiom orality to iiteracy and beyond, as 
many of them have in tum affected this shift. (1982, 175) 



The correspondence between McLuhan and Ong in the late 1940s and early 1950s 

indicates that McLuhan a kindship between his work and that of Ong, in no small part 

because of their shared religion and Thomist interest in the interior consequences of 

changes in communications, or what McLuhan refened to as "the life of forms." Unlike 

McLuhan, Ong later focused directly on the word and probed consciousness, prefemng to 

regard his work as within 'the noetic sciences.' McLuhan's contact with Innis allowed hirn 

to go hrther and link the C U ~ C U ~ U ~  of the trivium to the technologies of speech, writing, 

printing and electric media, while searching for the core dynamics that animates human 

relationships with their technological extensions within the historiographic patterns. Ong 

(198 1, 175- 177) attempts to enlist McLuhan in the move away fiom the study of "media", 

stating that his book avoids the term. He raises the familiar objection that medium seems 

to connote a pipeline, with the mind like a box. This of course is to miss the important 

thnist of McLuhan's explosion of the meaning of media, while making use of McLuhan's 

insights. Ong's suggestion should be resisted, as it seeks a retum to familiar modes of 

thinking whereby the question of media and technologies, and their distinctive roles as 

agencies in techno-cultural transformation could easily be lost again. Distinguishing the 

work of the two brings to the fore McLuhan's dynamic sensory and communications 

ecology, and the imporiance of his speculations on translation and the combination 

process of the brain and relationships with media, beginning with the moulding of 

sensibility and literacies in childhood and youth. Against a landscape lit up by McLuhan, 

Ong's abilities as scholarly synthesizer and valuab'y painstaking focus could take shape. 

Elizabeth Eisenstein's book The Printing Press as un Agency of Cultural 

Trm#omation, places her firmly (if unwillingly) within the communications history 

tradition, and illuminates the rhetoric of intellectual controversy on McLuhan. She admits 

that she was inspired by McLuhan to undertake her investigation, but then proceeds to 

daim McLuhan's expansion of the thematic horizon of communications history as temtory 

for the conventional discipline of history. The transparent operations of Eisenstein's 

rhetoric indicate an attempt to construct a monopoly of knowledge. The polemical nature 



of her rhetonc is part of a scholarly tradition of attempting to tame the new, and 

incorporate it into older approaches. It also manifests the themata and anti-themata of 

generalist versus specialist. The paradox of McLuhan for Eisenstein is that while he serves 

as inspiration-by 199 1 she prefers to say she was "provoked" not inspired-it is necessaxy 

to discredit his contribution in order to claim the field for the older discipline of history, in 

preference to McLuhan's field of communications, deemed too avant garde. 

Eisenstein employs diverse and contradictory tactics. First she admits McLuhan's 

onginality, then seeks to demolish it by citing his sources and arguing that he must have 

been indebted to these predecessors. She maintains throughout that the study of the 

transfomative eRects of the printing press can only be conducted properly by historians. 

Eisenstein offers ample evidence in her review of the historical literature that when 

McLuhan advanced his ideas, they were unprecedented. Eisenstein attempts to have things 

both ways. On the one hand, she demonstrates how professional historians have ignored 

an "unacknowledged revolution". On the other hand, she rebukes McLuhan for 

acknowledging this revolution. In her preface, she States: 

Wleglect by conscientious scholars has allowed the topic to go by default 
into incautious hands. Although Marshall McLuhan's work stimulated my 
histoncal curiosity, among many of my colleagues it has been counter- 
productive, discouraging fùrther investigation of print culture or its effects. 
Concern with the topic at present is likely to be regarded with suspicion, to 
be labelled "McLuhanite" and dismissed out of hand. 1 hope my book will 
help to overcome this prejudice and show that the topic is not incompatible 
with respect for the historian's craft. [1979, xvii] 

She repeats "Evasion on the part of careful scholars allows the topic to go by default 

into more careless hands" (ibid., 39) and accuses most communications scholars of 

ignonng history, citing Jowett for support. But she cannot make this claim with respect to 

McLuhan, Ong or Innis: "The apparent blindness of most scholars to effects exerted by the 

medium they look at every day has been most emphatically stressed and elaborately 

treated by Marshall McLuhan." me Gutenberg Galay appears to Eisenstein "bizarre and 

chaotic" (ibid., 17). The typographical format she perceives correctly as designed to 

counteract the conditionhg of print; however, such creative experiment is outside the 



bounds of normal scholarship. McLuhan claims that his ability to withstand the quasi- 

@ hypnotic power of pnnt is due to the advent of new audio-visual and electronic media, 

which affect our senses and condition our perceptions differently so that the new media 

break the bookish spell of the past five centuries. McLuhan presents his thesis in an 

unconventional format and thus tends to undermine it by drawing heavily for 

substantiation on conventional scholarly Iiterature and reiterating conventional nineteenth- 

century literary themes. You c a ~ o t  have it both ways Eisenstein decrees. You cannot be 

unconventional and conventional at the same tirne. And now her interpretation: McLuhan 

is in fact old-fashioned and his wide ranging reading and the difficulty of organising it is 

quite simply explained as the scissors and paste mode of scholarship. Forget the 

Syrnbdists and Joyce. No elaborate media-analysis is required to explain current myopia 

about the impact of print, intones Eisenstein: they are simply cornrnon and not 

newsworthy. This allows her to dismiss McLuhan's arguments on electric media. 

Typography is still indispensable to the transmission of the most sophisticated 

technological skills. It underlies the present knowledge explosion and much of modem art. 

"In my view," she argues, "at least, it accounts for much that is singled out as peculiarly 

characteristic of mid-twentieth century culture." Because newer media are more 

newsworthy, "repercussions that are actually being augmented and amplified at present are 

paradoxically believed to be diminishing instead" (ibid., 17) 

She restates McLuhan's thesis that typography has become obsolete and that an 

"electronic age" has outmoded the "technology of literacy" but quarrels that he has 

overlooked what is under his own eyes. She dismisses the popular attention to McLuhan's 

ideas: "Articles speculating about the effects of television will thus find a larger market 

than conjectures about the impact of print" (ibid,). Now the popular audience and its 

fondness for fads and fashions are to be blamed for the resonance of McLuhan's ideas, and 

for what are obviously his breakthroughs. However, she has not read McLuhan carefully 

and has rnissed the point. Print itself, the book, the printing process, the reading habit al1 

have been transformed in the twentieth cenhiry under the dominant influence of television 



and, later, computers. McLuhan did not Say that print had disappeared, merely that it had 

lost its central cultural influence and was no longer the dominant dynamic. New media 

force old media to adjust or disappear. Yet she retums to this point, perhaps aware of the 

simplistic nature of her explanation, for she admits that current rnyopia about printed 

materials may not be fully explained by their ubiquity and lack of newsworthiness (ibid., 

18). She argues (in terms congenial to both Imis and McLuhan) that the neglect of these 

topics by intellectual and cultural histonans is due to "inevitable modem specialization," 

and also "the persistence of a venerable philosophical tradition of proud ignorance 

conceming material and mechanical phenornena, which weakens the history of ideas as a 

disciplinet' (ibid., 24). This is McLuhan's point precisely, although she avoids drawing out 

this implication. 

Eisenstein's rhetonc presents a paradox: she is well aware, as her citations of Bacon 

indicate, that it is necessary for intellectual advance for a figure to expand the historical 

imagination by linking phenornena norrnally treated separately so that others may explore 

more systematically. Yet she fails to apply this observation to McLuhan, othenvise an 

obvious case in point. Why? 1s Bacon histoncally safe because his century is past? She 

also agrees with McLuhan that the history of the printing press represents not a gradua1 

evolution but rather a set of revolutionary developments that inaugurate a new cultural era 

in the history of Western man (ibid., 33). 

As various studies show, historical imagination is required to bridge the 
gap between the age of scribes and that of the printer.. .. But before it can 
be bridged, the gap must be acknowledged, and this acknowledgement, in 
tum, irnplies acceptance of discontinuity. Historians have erred in their 
caution. (ibid.) 

As she writes in her critique of Febvre and Martin, "the theme of a major cultural 

metamorphosis is mufned by the authors' oblique approach. The preface stresses the larger 

ensemble of transformations within which Gutenberg's invention should be viewed and 

also presents the shifb to p M t  as a mere prologue to later and greater transformations. The 

new presses, [they] argue, contributed to cultural inertia, and did nothing to speed up the 

adoption of new theories or knowledge" (ibid., 35). 



How does one disprove a thesis of evolutionary or revolutionary change? She 

concludes: "When dealing with Our topic scholars are more likely to e n  in the direction of 

understating the change than of overstating itW(ibid., 39). Mostly they evade the issue by 

not addressing it (ibid.). Now McLuhan cornes back into her p u ~ e w :  "Where historians 

are prone to be over-cautious, others are encouraged to be over-bold" By default, the 

topic goes into more careless hands. The castle of scholarship, she wams her readers, is 

vulnerable: "The fifleenth-century 'media revolution' is also of interest to those who 

cultivate various avant garde fields (communications theory, media analysis and the like) 

and who scrutinize the current scene without paying much heed to the past" (ibid.). It is 

time for the historians to rescue their monopoly lest the avant garde have a go at it. 

However much Eisenstein is distressed by McLuhan's unconventional historiography, he 

clearly provides an exception to the blindspot with respect to the impact of the pnnting 

press that she diagnoses for historians. Consequently, she attempts to demonize him so as 

to summon al1 nght-thinking histonans to get on with the study of the print revolution. 

What are the crimes against schorarship committed by The Gutenberg Galmy? First, 

McLuhan dispenses with chronological sequence and historical context, and variegated 

developments over 500 years are randornly intermingled and treated as a single event- 

"most appropriately described as a happening" (ibid., 40). Eisenstein concedes that 

McLuhan's unconventional format is deliberate; however his "non-linear" presentation "has 

not inspired confidence in his arguments" (ibid.). His invoking of field theories of modem 

physics is not credible, she intones, because his "special training" is of Joyce not Einstein. 

Then she broadens her attack to include modem literary criticism, training in which 

predisposes the critic against chronological narrative; but the indifference to mundane 

temporal sequence in McLuhan's work also has "venerable religious antecedents" and 

"Catholic theology may well be more of an influence than twentieth century physics on 

recent eEoris at understanding media" (ibid., 41). Here she also cites Father Ong. So now 

McLuhan's religion plays a role in his choice of approach, another strike against him in the 

camp of scholarship. 



McLuhan acknowledged his debts in The Gvtenberg Gai- to the available 

scholarship, yet his innovation was to take this work as point of departure to arrive at 

unorthodox conclusions. For example, he cites Chaytor (1 949, and Febvre (whose 1 942 

article McLuhan probably did not see, and whose 1958 book with Martin, L'Apparition du 

Livre, translated 1976, he did). Eisenstein refutes Burke's hyperbolic clairn that McLuhan 

took everything fiom Febvre." She comments on the debt of McLuhan to the amalist 

school of history, which rejects conventional narrative form, and Febvre's work which she 

had critiqued just prior to this section. In other words, it is illegitirnate for a literary 

scholar to apply his techniques to history, despite the fact that a non-narrative form may 

prove appropriate to comprehending discontinuity. Curiously, instead of crediting 

McLuhan's sources in the arts and literature, Eisenstein accuses him of borrowing from 

historians. Thus his intellectual production is refiarned within a monopoly of knowledge 

by histonans. 

Eisenstein argues that McLuhan has selected a poor target for his experimental 

approach. Why? Because proper historical methods have not yet been tried, and the shift 

fiom script to print ignored by conventional historians, historical guidelines "need to be 

extended rather than undermined"(ibid.,4 1). Eisenstein's sermonizing on these points is 

unconvincing for the simple reason that had McLuhan's work not opened up the historical 

imagination on the topic of the shift fiom script to print, there would be less opportunity 

for histonans, including herself, to apply their specialized methods to the task. Thus, she 

reaches the astonishing conclusion that McLuhan has not taken data out of context, "for 

an adequate context has not yet been supplied" (ibid.). This is the proper task of 

historians. Yet, despite this, The Gutenberg Galmy performs a usehl function "by 

pointing to a large number of significant issues that cry out for historical investigation and 

have, as yet, received almost none" (ibid.). In another leap of logic, Eisenstein attempts to 

blarne McLuhanism for detemng the timid historians fiom pursuing this worthy task 

because of the fear that their work may be viewed as "McLuhanite." 



Eisenstein is ready to remedy the historical neglect of the printing press, a task she 

accomplishes admirably in her book. However, it is quite possible to appraise McLuhan's 

contribution as essential in expanding the historical imagination that permits Eisenstein to 

find her topic, and in hlfilling Bacon's dictum that facts of life not conventionally seen 

together may profitably be combined in the interests of the advancement of learning. It is 

also possible to regard McLuhan's contribution as al1 the more valuable because he follows 

Innis in generalizing his meditation on the formal dynarnics of the life of artefacts to 

principles that could expand the historical imagination into other inventions. In fact, 

McLuhan's contribution is to atternpt to formulate the process of cultural transformation 

on the broad canvas of history, not codined to the advent of printing, but stretching fiom 

the oral to literate shift, through the hand copied manuscript to printing and on into the 

electric and electronic age. That Eisenstein cannot grasp this achievement is a function of 

the specialized focus that her disciplinary identity has conferred upon her, a sort of 

blinding bias of professional historians. With Eisenstein's rhetoric of intellectual 

controversy on McLuhan, it becomes apparent that myopia is a necessary and prized 

condition of the specialist, while the generalist requires a vision of great scope in 

expanding the thematic and historical imagination. 

Havelock's insights are dismissed as obvious: "cursory acquaintance with 

anthropologists and casual observations of pre-school age children remind us of the gulf 

between oral and literate cultures" (ibid., 8). It is astonishing how once an important idea 

has been advanced, it cornes to seem obvious to others. Again, the difference between 

mentalities shaped by reliance on the spoken and written words has been illuminated by 

Havelock's "suggestive imaginative use of the distinction between oral and literate cultures 

to iiluminate diverse phases of Greek thought". The distinction of McLuhan, and also of 

Ong, she notes, is that they recognize the difference between suibal and pnnt culture, 

"which tends to be blurred by arguments which contrast alphabetic with ideographic 

writing and oral with written transmission but not script with print" (ibid., 9). 



Her concern is with a different gulf, more difficult she believes to fathom than that 

between oral and literate cultures, the guifwhich "separates our experience From that of 

literate elites who relied exclusively on hand-copied texts". Her position on this scribal 

culture is that "[tlhere is nothing analogous in our experience or in that of any living 

creature within the Western world at present" (ibid., 9). In an unacknowledged reprise of 

Innis' observations on the bias of communication and difficulty of grasping a residually 

oral culture before typographie pnnt, which she calls the "scholarly predicarnent" (ibid., 

IO), she objects not to McLuhan's breakthroughs, but that McLuhan did not develop his 

insights in a systernatic fashion. Even granting this, it seems she doth protest too much. In 

fact, her work provides spectacular confirmation of the fertility of the themata opened up 

once this new horizon of the histoncal imagination is revealed by Innis, McLuhan, and his 

associates in the communications history tradition. 

Eisenstein conducts her critique in the name of history; however her comrnents are 

rerninisceni of the sorts of debates that Havelock hints at in classics. Her actual quarrel, 

for which the diatribe on McLuhan is a prelude, is with other historians who have ignored 

the significance of the consequences of the printing press and the consequences of 

"cornrnunications and cultural transformation" in early modern Europe. She calls for 

scepticism, yet also for the necessity of fiaming theoies "in order to corne to tems with 

changes that afTected consciousness and identity and hence necessarily engaged human 

thoughts and feelings". She calls for expansion of the historical scope and customary 

alignrnents resulting fiom exploring "the consequences that came in the wake of the 

printing press" (ibid., 707). She calls also for "a greater respect for hard facts and material 

technologies among hurnanist scholars and intellectual historians; more appreciation of the 

role played by imponderables and the reality of intangible phenomena among those who 

investigate socio-economic, political, or institutional changes" which "could, conceivably, 

lead to more fruithl collaboration between groups of specialists" (ibid.). McLuhan had 

pointed the way, and Innis would have approved. Perhaps Eisenstein is looking in the 



wrong direction. Maybe creative historical insight and cross-fertilization can occur when 

generalists and specialists leam to comrnunicate with one another. 

What have historians ignored? Intellectual and literary historians "have inhetited a 

venerable tradition of proud ignorance of matters material, mechanical, or commercial" 

(ibid., 706). Eisenstein takes historical in the sense of professional historians, but why? 

History is neither the sole preserve, nor an exclusive monopoly of knowiedge of 

professional historians. In forgetting this point, she neglects to ask why a Canadian literary 

scholar and a political economist should glimpse what generations of historians had 

neglected. To expand memory and collective awareness of connections not seen-a role 

she approvingly ascribes to Bacon was surely also McLuhan's contribution (ibid., 43)." In 

fact, she argues, in language applicable to McLuhan: "To set forth views that may be 

invalid cm be justified when it paves the way for more educated guesswork based on more 

empirical evidence" (ibid.,706). She even adrnits that there may be no way to exclude 

"imponderables" such as how readers read texts, which since the readers are long gone 

cannot be measured with precision. but must be taken into account. Thus, speculation is 

required (ibid.). The best that scholarship can daim is "defining margins of uncertainty 

with some precision and thereby holding conspiratonal myth-makers at bay" (ibid.). But in 

the end, these imponderables have to be included in any effort to arrive at working 

hypotheses as to how things happened as they did, as Eisenstein recognizes. This is 

indubitably what McLuhan accomplished, the very basis of what 1 have called his 

abductive approach to theory, as did Innis, Havelock and the communications history 

tradition. Eisenstein's work is testimony to that fact." 

Should this rhetonc of intellectual controversy corn within the emergent tradition 

succeed in occluding McLuhan's contribution, much would be lost. Ong, as noted. 

disavows interest in the subject of media, and rejects the term medium, prefemng to frame 

his contribution in terms of the evolution of human consciousness throughout history and 

the technologizing of the word (1982, 175-78) or the "noetic" processes (1988, 28-30). 

For her part, Eisenstein has liale sympathy with the objectives of communications and 



media study-which she considers too "avant garde1'--and seeks instead to appropnate the 

insights possible in this approach for the conventional discipline of history. There is much 

in McLuhan's copious production to be shared with history and the history of 

consciousness; however the danger of accepting these proposals lies in the probable Ioss 

to the communications history tradition of opportunities to extend McLuhan's often 

perceptive observations, particularly his diagnosis of mediamorphosis, and his thesis that 

we are in the midst of a techno-cultural transformation as profound as the previous literate 

and typographicai revolutions. Another obvious danger in foilowing the prescriptions of 

Ong or Eisenstein is that the subject of media and popular culture and the new literacies 

and post-pnnt sensibilities engendered by them would be neglected for more respectable 

inquiry, similar themes merely surfacing under a different guise or excluded altogether. 

Neither Ong nor Eisenstein adequately addresses the losses resulting fiom their proposals 

to abandon the distinctive scope brought to the themata of media, a scope that that 

animates the communications history tradition. Despite their value, detail, precision and 

synthetic range, both these authors in the works under discussion remain deeply indebted 

to the originators of the communications histoiy tradition; these works can be considered 

partial syntheses in search of a still more visionary future synthesis. Only when McLuhan's 

contribution is contextualired within the emergent and expansive tradition of 

communications history and reunited with the work of Innis-and not marginalized as the 

product of an acadernic maverick--will it be possible to extend his formulations and avoid 

these mistakes. 

The Historiographen 

By the 19801s, the emergent tradition reached a certain maturity and figured in 

historiographic reflections notably in the books of Czitrom (1982), Heyer (1988), and 

Patterson (1990). James Carey's views on Innis and McLuhan fiom the 1960s largely 

continued to predominate, and are key iduences on Czitrom (1982, xiv; 222 n. 13) and 

Heyer (1988, 126). Patterson (1990) indicates grounds on which this version is vulnerable 



(1991, 36-7)." Consistent with the rhetoric of inquily approach in this chapter, no attempt 

is made to summarize the complete projects of these authors.Each of these narratives will 

instead be analyzed with a view to elucidating the rhetoncal space of the intellectual 

controversy surrounding McLuhan and McLuhanism, and the way in which these writers 

fiom the academic generation following McLuhan's, who share some sympathy with the 

tradition and are intent on extending it, appraise McLuhan. 

Czitrorn (1982 ) presents an intellectual history of modem communication in the 

United States, with the subtitle "Frorn Morse to McLuhan". Numerous inaccuracies 

regarding McLuhan mm this otherwise substantive achievement in Amencan history.Here 

is a partial list. 

1. Only by narrowing communications studies drastically and, for example, omitting 

rhetonc and the concem with the tnvium as well as the writing on advertising of the 

19409, can McLuhan, as Czitrom argues, be regarded as coming to communication studies 

late in his career (1982, 147). 

2. McLuhan's work of the 1940s and 1 MOs, up to The Mechanical Bride, cannot be 

reduced to the observation that it takes as a key referent American technological power 

(ibid.). 

3. There is no evidence that the threat of Amencan media and society to Canadian culture 

preoccupies the early McLuhan. f i s  satirical and typographically experimental pamphlet, 

Counterblast (1954), a commentary on the Massey Royal Commission report on Canadian 

c ~ l t u r e , ~  indicates his mixed critical disdain and satirical appreciation for American and 

Canadian popular culture: "The professoriate has tumed its back on culture for two 

hundred years because the high culture of technological society is popular culture and 

knows no boundaries between high and low" (Counterblast, ). Elsewhere, he regards 

popular culture as democratic cornrnon culture, the "poor man's orchids" (Arnerican 

Advertising 1947). By contrast, Innis, in his response to the Massey Commission report 

("Strategies of Culture" in Changng Concepts of The) ,  seems to disdain popular cultural 



expression as he attacks the dangers of American cultural imperialism, a position more 

congenial to Czitrom. 

4. Czitrom's interpretation of both men stresses "the affinities" of their communications 

writings with Arnerican intellectual traditions, and his account celebrates huis in his later 

pessimistic cnticism of American hegemony. This approach may suit to some degree the 

case of Innis, who studied at the University of Chicago and was iduenced by Veblen, but 

is inadequate for McLuhan. Futhennore, both men require contextualization within their 

own national tradition, the mixed American and Euro pean influences that shaped t heir 

thought, and the trajectory of their own work. 

Czitrom adopts McLuhan's reading of Innis' "switch fiom the consideration of material 

staples to that of staples of the mind" (1982, 161). He makes the important point against 

McLuhan's interpretation that Innis' later work differs substantively from Robert Park's 

linear version of communications history as a progressive march of civilization (ibid.,), 

capable of generating scientific techniques of reporting and a new objective social science 

(ibid., 163). McLuhan overemphasized the linkage of Park and Innis while recognizing 

Innis' distinctive pessimism compared to Park and the progressives. The rhetoric is 

interesting: CUtrom forgives the later Innis for his dense prose and unfinished theories 

(ibid., 155-56) in part, one suspects, because Innis' work is easily adapted to an attack on 

the U. S. marketing machinery and the business of broadcasting, Czitrom's preferred 

themes (e.g. ibid., 164). Czitrom sums up Innis' complex legacy by noting with approval 

that his early pursuit of the econornic implications of communication "led him to interpret 

the media from the perspective of a moral critic of modem civilization" (ibid.) 

A very different tone, however, is adopted for McLuhan, "a self-proclaimed disciple of 

Innis" whose adaptation of Innis was "a highly selective and distorted one," whose 

contribution can be reduced to the powemil attraction of the "rhetoric of the technological 

sublime," and who dong with Innis espoused a variety of technological determinism (ibid., 

148): "At McLuhan's hands the subtleties of 'Inniscence' disappeared into the mists of 

mythology" (ibid., 165). Echoing Carey, Czitrom asks rhetorically "How does one 



logically attack a court jester, a man who declares the end of linear logic?" (ibid.). 

Begrudgingly Czitrom appraises McLuhan's signal contribution to instilling "an urgent 

awareness of the media environment as a basic force shaping the modem sensibility" 

(ibid.). Czitrom also acknowledges McLuhan's seminal contribution to the expansion of 

the late twentieth century thematic imagination and his histoncally effective infiuence 

when he discusses the difficulty of writing about McLuhan within a post-McLuhan 

intellectual milieu. Unwilling to grasp the reasons behind McLuhan's insistence on 

applying aesthetic techniques to the study of communications, woetiilly evident in his 

discussion of McLuhan's early literary criticism, Czitrom proceeds to ignore a major 

aspect of McLuhan's positive extension of Innis' work, regarding McLuhan's aesthetic 

doctrines instead as the cause of his "narrow reading of Innis" (ibid., 173). Seemingly a 

long way fiom the charge of technological detenninism, Czitrom again repeats Carey and 

argues, on very shaky grounds, that McLuhan's mature theory "rests on a new version of 

the Christian myth" before restating Carey's argument for stressing the discontinuity 

between Innis and McLuhan (ibid., 174-75). 

Unable to deny the tour de force of The Gutenberg Galary, Czitrom next reduces 

McLuhan's search for the dynarnics of the life of media forms and insight that, under 

conditions of electronic technology, the central nervous system is extended, to a 

"psychological and biological principle at the center of a rigid technological determinism" 

(ibid., 177). How could Czitrom miss the interactive dynamism in McLuhan's theories? 

Even the quotation used by Czitrom to support this contention contradicts his conclusion. 

It is drawn from McLuhan's reinterpretation of the Narcissus myth and phenornenon of 

narcissus-narcosis or trance induced by extensions into media and technologies, a 

decidedly dynamic and non-ngid pattern which uses a myth to focus on the relationships 

we make with our technologies, which then remake us, whereupon the process begins al1 

over again in a "continuous embrace of our technology in daily useH(ibid.). Again, as with 

his failure to take seriously McLuhan's aesthetic strategies, Czitrom is unwiiiing to 

recognize the dynamism in this theory of techno-cultural transformation, so he restates 



received academic opinion and labels McLuhan's approach "technological naturalism" 

because of McLuhan's emphasis on the transformations brought about through ever- 

changing relationships with media as environments (ibid., 178). McLuhan's insistence that 

he diagnoses the environment in which we live unconsciously so that we might become 

conscious of it is ignored. Instead of asking how, for example, such dynamics of 

perceptual metamorphosis might have culturd consequences, and thus how the 

conjunction of McLuhan and Innis may illuminate his subject of "media and the American 

mind", Czitrom avoids the issue. CÀtrom's problem, echoing critiques by Theall and 

Miller, is that McLuhan did not offer a complete social theory. Instead Czitrom judges that 

he contributed "a trick of vision" and "substituted mythology for history by ignonng or 

distorting the real historical and sociological factors that shaped media institutions" (ibid., 

180). Perhaps he might reread Understanding Media and The Gutenberg Galmy, but 

more likely Czitrom's use of "real" as modifier holds the clue to his rejection of al1 

evidence in McLuhan's texts against these opinions. (My general rebuttal appeared in 

Chapter 1). The bias of Czitrom's appraisal and motive for his rhetoric become apparent 

when he returns to the respective ments of Innis and McLuhan: "Stripped fiom the public 

McLuhan were any Innisian vestiges of mord and political concem with Arnencan media 

impenalism, Canadian resistance, the power of advertising" (ibid., 18 1). 

From this point, Czitrom's rhetoric grows more strident and more rerniniscent of 

Carey's contribution to the forging of a negative academic consensus on McLuhan: 

McLuhan the apologist for corporate interests that controlled television, the founder of a 

"McLuhan cult on Madison Avenue," the result of a college professor being embraced by 

advertisers thrilled to be told they were creative artists." He writes: " McLuhan's fiequent 

appearances on television helped tum him fiom knowledgeable sage into a mere pop id01 

gratefbl for the chance to glorify the medium giving him so much free exposure" (ibid., 

182). There is no evidence to substantiate this gratuitous rhetoric. StiU, Czitrom 

announced in his book--and ironically underscored the point in his title presumably for the 

allitèrative recognition factor and to seii more books-that McLuhan is, with Innis, an 



initiator of the most radical and elaborate American media theory: from Morse to 

McLuhan. So, he draws back fiom invective and observes that one need not accept 

McLuhan's persona1 mythology or corporate ties "to acknowledge his contribution to a 

general shift in perception in American culture1' (ibid.). M e r  his vicious and il1 informed 

critique, why would one bother? 

Czitrom's conclusion confims that the ambivalence and hostility towards McLuhan 

and his contribution persist . Yet it simultaneously establishes McLuhan's central 

importance to any rethinking of cornmunications in the expansive manner of 

communications history. What marks Czitrom's work as within the tradition (and not 

solely an historiographie commentary) is its attention to the intersection of 

communications and history, and its concern will tracing a hidden and untold story of the 

idcage between new media and developments in popular life and and intellectual 

innovation. Beyond his obvious distaste as historian and social scientist for the aesthetic 

issues that preoccupied McLuhan, perhaps a fuller account of McLuhan's significance 

could not be written until television broadcasting itself was suffering eclipse. Czitrom's 

media histories end with radio, which is in fact where Innis's work stopped. Arguably, 

without factoring in the social, political, economic--in short cultural-developments 

surrounding the television medium, possibly one cannot fully appreciate or understand 

McLuhan's contribution." 

Paul Heyer expands the intellectual history of the communications history tradition by 

arguing that this subject area initiated by Innis and McLuhan has an unacknowledged 

background. Noting that McLuhan's work inspired his own interest, which was later 

nurtured by Carpenter, Heyer traces the question of communications history, and in 

particular a Westem interest in the question of language, orality and literacy, back to the 

eighteenth century. Most of the sources named by Heyer are uncited or cited in passing by 

Innis and McLuhan, so Heyer's is a bold effort to recontextualize the emergence tradition 

within the sweep of Westem inteliectual history. Thus Heyer provides a valuable 

broadening of communications history to incorporate philosophical, anthropological, and 



archaeological writers. On McLuhan, Heyer adopts Carey's dismissive appraisal: "Does 

McLuhan then belong in the select Company of scholars such as Childe, Mumford, and 

Innis, who have studied key aspects of the history of civilization? Absolutely. Such a 

pantheon should have a clown prince" (1988, 140) 

In recounting McLuhan's background, Heyer adopts the tone of ridicule common in 

the rhetoric of intellectual controversy against McLuhan. Snide inte jections pepper his 

account. The Gutenberg Galmy is "a work many consider to be his most impressive-- 

achievement--although others have sarcastically noted that this honour should be resewed 

for his reputation" (ibid.). The style of The Mechanical Bride is rerniniscent of "the 

infamous mosaic approach" employed later (ibid., 129). He shares Carpenter's view on 

McLuhan's later fame: "In his later works some might say that rather than escaping the 

worst effects of media, McLuhan succumbed to them, with his unabashed proselytization 

and work as a consultant to industnalists and politicians" (ibid.). Heyer has his own 

agenda in evaluating McLuhan, noting of The Mechunical Bride that it is "a work so close 

to being social science which deals with the cultural present". He follows Theall's (1 97 1) 

critique in chiding McLuhan for not drawing on the founding figures of social science 

(ibid., 128). Ignonng the many sources cited in nie Mechanicd Bride, in favour of ones 

not there, Heyer adds: "To proclaim this vision is to be a direct heir, although McLuhan 

does not acknowledge it, to the tradition of Rousseau" (ibid., 1 30). 

Heyer ignores McLuhan's subtle concem with the implications of communications 

history for causality, notably his references (e.g. Bunge 1979) to formal causality as an 

alternative to conventional efficient causality, which McLuhan argued was a product of 

printed literacy. These themes would suit Heyer's important points about the 

unacknowledged tradition, as Mght a discourse on the trivium, which would take the 

tradition back still fbrther, as McLuhan did. Instead, Heyer presents a shallow critique of 

"McLuhanacy" by which he intends McLuhan's "insistence on championing a causal 

technological detemiinism grounded in media." In this common tactic, Heyer repeats the 

critics without a full appreciation of the target of criticism (ibid., 13 1-32). A whole 



reading of ïîte Gutenberg Galmy in context, as demonstrated in Chapter 1, indicates that 

McLuhan cannot be said to ignore social, historical, and institutional concerns as 

maintained by Heyer (ibid., 132). Furt hermore, Heyer ignores McLuhan's explanation t hat 

he is emphasizing media as a factor in history because it has been neglected except, as 

McLuhan notes, by Innis, and his satincd statement of the obvious point that there may be 

other factors at work in historical change. 

Heyer is nontheless sympathetic to the achievements of Undetstanding Media, and 

h t e s  that many of McLuhan's cntics denounced Understandhg Media, "blissfully 

unaware that their own stylistic accomplishments were being fuelled by the ingenious 

perceptions they were disavowing" and that "many have never Witten as well or as 

insightfùlly since moving on to other issues" (ibid., 135). He concludes with the tantalhing 

hypothesis (to be pursued in Chapter 3): "Perhaps it is an unintentional high tribute to 

McLuhan's coolness, in this sense something that compels involved creative participation 

for resolution, that it should be so capable of inspiring eloquent arguments of completely 

diametric persuasionfl(ibid.)." Heyer believes that Understandjing Media is an important 

book, despite its shortcornings, and "complete avoidance of WcLuhan's] position mates 

a situation whereby important considerations inevitably anse in the gap between the new 

non-McLuhan view and the one it tries to sidestep" (ibid., 139) 

Conclusion 

The story of McLuhan and his relationship to the communications history tradition, as 

told from within the horizon disclosed by the emergent tradition, has been vivisected in the 

rhetonc of intellectual controversy of two historiographer-cornmentators, Daniel Czitrom 

(1982) and Paul Heyer (1988). An interpretation of McLuhan's relationship with Innis 

dong lines suggest ed by Graeme Patt erson's History and Communications ( 1  990) is 



preferred, with qualifications suggested by Arthur Kroker's (1984) linkage of the work of 

Innis and McLuhan within the context of a Canadian tradition of thinking about 

technology, and the thesis that their work represents variations on a theme and theory of 

cornmunications as techno-cultural transformation. 

In the main, historian Graeme Patterson's (1990) appraisal of the relationship between 

the work of INUs and McLuhan and their interpretation of history presents a balanced start 

to evaluating the tradition of communications history within which McLuhan's work is 

best illuminated. Patterson restates the chief contribution of the two to historiography, 

and, with minor reservations indicated above in the discussion of Innis, his views are 

compatible with the emphasis that rny interpretation in Chapter 1 places on the theory of 

techno-cultural transformation and contribution to cuitural hermeneutics. As Chapter 2's 

discussion of the conjunction of Innis, McLuhan and Havelock indicates, techno-cultural 

hermeneutics once again stands in for the major theoretical achievement of the Toronto 

School and its lasting legacy. Al1 three men can be seen thus to contribute to the 

understanding of the dynamics of understanding through experience with media and 

technologies (including a technology such as the phonetic alphabet, or literacy). In light of 

the evidence, McLuhan must be considered as more than a rhetoncal promoter or 

popularizer for this emergent tradition, despite the significance of this role, his debt to 

many, and Havelock's understandable gratitude for McLuhan's promotion of his work 

(ibid., 42; 1986, 17). McLuhan's work provides the hub for the emergent tradition in that, 

as argued above, his texts neither systernatize nor surnrnarize, but rather, juxtapose across 

disciplines, open up the field, expand the thernatic and histoncal imagination, and generate 

insights and enduring metaphors. 

As a figure of intellectual history, McLuhan recognized and linked the shared themes 

of a network of sources, including Harold Innis, Eric Havelock, Siegfhed Giedion, Ernst 

Gombrich, William Ivins, James Joyce, the French Symbolists, Walter Ong, Edward Hall, 

Edmund Carpenter, and many others into a powemil and unexhausted account of the 

signincance of technologies and communications media in historical and contemporary 



cultural change. The scope of his theory of mediamorphosis, his diagnosis of master 

historical patterns and the core dynamics of techno-cultural transformation (as discussed in 

Chapter 1) enable later researchers to attend to specialized topics with greater precision. 

In the absence of such a generalized vision, it is not possible to glimpse, much less refine, 

a pattern that connects--or to test the possibility--because the necessary myopia of most 

specialists and hostility toward generalists biases them against revisioning the imaginative 

picture of the whole. Even where inspiration arises from the work of a creative generalist, 

as with the case of Eisenstein, that inspiration seems suspect. As McLuhan would put this, 

he and Innis worked with the interplay of figure and ground, as opposed to figure 

detached from ground. Unquestionably the work of lnnis and McLuhan is speculative, 

abductive and prelirninary, leaving much work for Iater specialists; yet it offers an original 

and valuable revisioning of the historical process as a whole. 

Subsequent syntheses of core themes (Eisenstein 1979; Ong 1 982) demonstrate that 

McLuhan's controversial formulation of communications history was at once indebted to 

and more influential than the work of Innis. The Toronto School of Communications was 

as original and unorthodox as were its pioneering instigators. Yet full appreciation of the 

significance and legacy of the communications history tradition has been occluded by the 

explosive rhetoric of rejection against McLuhan. Illustrations were canvassed above, and 

in Chapter 3 the phases and counter-themata of this rhetoric of response will be traced. 



Chapter 3: The Paradox of Response to McLuhan and his Work 

"You rue farniliar with academic timidity and respectability. You are 
taking your academic life in your hands when you write about Innis and 
McLuhan. You must be a fearless character." 

Letter to lames Carey, 1974 (Letters 1987,492). 

Framework 

The endunng ambivalence audible and visible in the rhetoric of response surrounding 

McLuhan and his ideas constitutes the priradox framing this zone. Key collections of 

textual responses from the Catalyst Phase captured this mixed opinion in their titles: 

Steam's McLuliun Hot & Cool ( 1967). Rosenthal's McLulicii~ Pro & Coii ( 1969).' The 

question framing this zone of evidence is how McLuhan's ideas persisted despite what I 

cal1 the forging of a negative academic consensus on his work. Selecting from the vast 

archive of commentary on ~ c ~ u h a n , '  I have produced this rhetoric of inquiry 

examination of the pûradox of reception in two ways: by presenting a mosûic-style 

wideshot of the popular and academic reaction. orgnnized into the phases of response 

from 19.10- l996: and by developing a close-up rhematic analysis of the shift in the 

rhetoric from 1965-1975. ot which point academic rrjection of McLuhan and his ideas 

came to predominate. 

The conclusion of Chopter 3 is that ihis negative academic consensus has shaped and 

deformed most subsequent undentanding of McLuhan's ideas. This conclusion was 

introduced in Chapter 3's discussion of the historiogrnphers of the communications 

history tradition, and will be tested in Chapter 4. which explores the pmdox of 

McLuhan's legacy and atiempts to substantiûte the argument that this rhetoricûl 

deformation hns impoverished the field of communications. Chapter 3 reports on the 

basis for this conclusion by revisiting the rhetonc of intellectual controversy and the 

forging of the negative acadernic consensus, and by demonstrating that, despite this 

consensus, McLuhan's ideas puadoxically continued to circulate in academic works, 

among various attists, and practitionen, and through popular media. These ideas had a 

lasting influence, particularly on members of the so-called television (or baby boom) 



generation which came of intellectual age during his celebrity; significantly, his ideas are 

now reaching a new generation, which is growing up with computers. The argument in 

this Chapter and the next is that the ferocity of the controversy within the academy and 

the media contributed to the wide but shallow dissemination and perpetual fragmentation 

of McLuhan's ideas. The heat has thus far obscured the light. 

The concept of fragmentation is central to this argument, and what 1 mean by it is 

that such influence as McLuhan has unquestionably exerted has been decontextualized 

from both his work and from the communications history tradition ernerging from the 

Toronto School of Communications, within which his work is most meaningf~l.~ Here is 

where Chûpter 3 fits into the larger argument: it seeks to explore and to explain how the 

rhetonc of intellectual controversy positioned McLuhan and his ideas within the 

rhetorical space of debates over media, culture and technologies. To accomplish this task 

I have found it  necessq to retum to the ongins of the controversy in the Catnlyst Phase 

of the 1960s. when his ideas first caused a sensation and then to trace the patterns of 

response into the mid 1970s in order to discover how the Molten Phase of ambivalent 

response hardened into the phase of Split Opinions. inciuding the negativr academic 

consensus. In order to ground the arguments to follow in Chapter 4. I have extendrd the 

review funher on into the 1990s. and thus traced the larger context of the phases of 

response to the McLuhan controversy. 

The event of McLuhan's catalytic appearance as a public intellectual in 196% his ties 

with television and popular culture in the public and academic mind, the saturation 

coverage by electronic and print media. and the volatile responses he provoked. signal 

that deep cultural conflicts are nested in this controveny. Let me state clearly for those 

readers who may believe that McLuhan and his challenging prose simply received the 

acadernic reception that he and i t  deserved: i t is not common to encounter the intense 

hostility and equally intense enthusirsm that characterised and. to sorne degree. 

continues to chuacterise response to his work and persona. This pandox requires 

explantion.' 



Richard Bernstein (1983, 20-25; 5 1-6 1) has noted a milder pattern of contraclictory 

response to the ideas expressed by Thomas Kuhn in The Srnicriire of Scientflc 

Readritiom, published in 1 962. the same year as The Gutenberg G d u g .  Kuhn W ~ S  

another author and very different sort of intellectual who encountered academic 

ambivalence and hostility (if not to the sarne degree) and whose text and ideas crossed 

over from the academy into popular life. The resonant tem, "paradigrn," and the phrase, 

" pmdigm shi ft," touched many intellectual nerves, and became pervasive within 

academic and popular wnting and discussion. Dcspitc thcir nurnerous differences,' it 

seerns plausible that McLuhan's role as catalyst and that of Kuhn sparked their respective 

controvenies for sirnilu reasons. Each dvanced a major and--if right-profoundly 

subversive insight into how knowledge changes historically. Kuhn's thesis of 

revolutionûry pciradigm shifts sparked an ongoiiig debûte regarding historical 

epistemology within the naturd sciences: McLuhan's sweeping theory of techno-cultural 

transformation. or mediamorphosis, opened up an ongoing debate over histoncal change 

and epistemology for al1 of cultural li fe. These claims threûtened conven tional wisdom 

regarding how knowledge wûs and is constructed, and by implication, threw into 

question the nature of reûson and truth. Doubtless these questions and thrir answen will 

be contested forever within the Anglo-Amencan-Canadian human sciences. Yet Kuhn 

and McLuhan posed major threats because their compelling works not only questioned 

recrived wisdorn regxding the construction of tmth. but also attracted unprecedented 

public attention to the challenges to the status quo that they respectively ad~anced.~ 

These men became acridemic celebrities. 

The difference between these two men also sheds light on the outcome of the 

controversies. Kuhn's appeal lay in his presentation of clear and historically weighty 

support for his conclusions, whereas McLuhan's appeal Iay in his erudite and artistic 

mosaic style and shockingly original thesis. Each proposed a theory of revolution, 

however Kuhn asked the reader to follow his logic to its end, and iater systematically 

qualified the many uses of his conceptual innovation "paradigm" in response to his 

critics (1970, 174-98); McLuhan. on the other hand, rhetoricdly invited the reader to 



participate in the process of insight and conclusion, and insisted on defining his 

innovation. "media," expansively without regard for his cntics' concems (e.g., "Laws of 

Media" 1975). The fundamental thesis of each man could be simplified; yet the scope 

and the nuances of their work read whole, in the context of their respective textwork of 

sources, held much of the interest and staying power for the ideas advanced. Equally 

significant, the appeal to an audience outside the academy was welcomed by McLuhan, 

and of interest, but of no senous consequence for Kuhn. Unlike Kuhn. during the 1960s, 

at the peak of his fame. McLuhan's unonhodox style and refusai to play by the niks of 

conventionûl academic conduct brought him into direct collision with the academy. 

rendering his threat al1 the more subversive. The stakes were high, opinions volatile, and 

opposition inevitable. It is not surprising then that the outnged rhetoric of rejection in 

response to the threats perceived in each case should reflect Niter dili the attempt to 

enforce the proper d e s  of conduct expected froia an academic. and should reveal in the 

process both the nature of those expectations and the ûssumptions about what counts as 

truth, knowledge. and the proper methods of amving at them. Nor is i t  surpnsing. given 

the contrast between McLuhan's expansive scope and defiûnce and Kuhn's narrowing 

scope and cornpliance. thût the outcome of these controversies should differ, with 

McLuhan's fate in the bands of later academic and public commentators. and Kuhn's 

reputation made and maintained within the clerisy of the academy. 

There is profuse evidence to demonstrate that most accounts of McLuhan's ideas and 

significance from intellectuals inside and outside the academy suffered from unscholarly 

rhetorîcal tactics, sush as distortion, condescension, reductionism, and ad hominem 

attack. Typicd is this comment from the cultural critic. Bernard Rosenberg. which was 

first published in the heat of the battle in 1968: 

Many, like Marshall McLuhan and his followers, have mmaged to 
swallow the nausea they once felt [at mass culture]. At peace in the 
electric wonderland. they celebrate what used to sicken them. After years 
of counship, and growing but unrequited love, McLuhan mmied the 
Mechanical Bride whose every gesture used to repel him. He moves and 
anachronistically wntes in a psychedelic delirium comparable only to that 
of Timothy Leary. ... Whole pages from that dated medium of Gutenberg's 



by which they so often go on expressing ihemselves, could be trmsposed 
frorn one author's work to the other's. Here then we confront the 
champions of two debilitating and medically hazardous drugs: TV and 
LSD. (Rosenberg and White 197 1, 3-4) 

Note first the identification of McLuhan with television, only one of the many 

artefacts he dissected under his capacious concept of "media." Note also the use of the 

contemptuous term, "McLuhanacy," coined in 1965 by Ben Lieberman (Stearn 1967. 

22 1) and repeated as a standard epithet by later acûdemics ( e g ,  Fekete 1977; Rutherford 

1990). To his academic contemponries, the more his celebnty grew, the more hostile the 

rhetoric of response became. Through repetition, this rhetoric of intellectual controversy 

attained the status of received wisdom; for many who followed, McLuhan was 

remembered as McLuhanism. a curious amûlgam of slogans and controversy. while his 

works went unread. 

Some of these developrnents clearly had their roots in the tumultuous 1960s. 

However it would be a rnistake to dismiss the McLuhan phenornenon as a fad of that era 

(e.g.. Ferguson 199 1). McLuhan's fame occurred in the 1960s. but he was not of the 

a sixties. As some recognized ai the time (e.g.. Compton [Rosenthûl] 108; Wolfe [Stearn] 

1967,35), the sources for his ideas stretched back to the lise of rhetoric and the trivium 

in classical Greece. Funhermore, his distinctive formulations have outlasted and. as will 

be demonstrûted below, have entered a Revival Phase in the exly to mid 1990s. He will 

be remembered long after most of his critics are forgotten: yet the cultural fact of 

criticism and controversy will forever be associated with his contribution. Chûpter 3 

emphatically does not pretend to present a cornplete history of the 1960s, but instead 

works against that distinctive ground while remaining focused on McLuhan and 

McLuhanism as figure. meaning the man, his work, and the response he and it received. 

in this way the case study of the rhetonc of intellectual controveny surrounding 

McLuhan as presented here is intended as a contribution to the larger rhetoric of inquiry 

project .' 
Although directly relevant, Kuhn's remarkable scholarship cannot be ûpplied to an 

exploration of the McLuhan controversy because there is as yet no singular paradigm 



established for the interdisciplinary study of communications, which is the wider field 

within which the legûcy of McLuhan and the Toronto School of Communications find a 

p n m q  home in the 1990s.' This is not to say that such paradigrnatic diversity is a 

negative feature, nor that the field of communications lacks onhodoxy and received 

wisdom; only that various approaches compete for the allegiances of communications 

scholars, including the emergent tradition of communications history inspired by Innis 

and McLuhan. Exemplifying this observation is a special issue of the Journal of 

Comnzrrnicurioris aptly entitled "Ferment in the Field" which appeared in 1983 and which 

included 35 essays from 10 countnes.' So far, it seems fair to charactenze the 

communications field as in a state of permanent ferment. The importance of 

~cknowledging this point from the outset. and of including this journal issue within the 

zone of evidence, is that it  highlights McLuhan's role and that of his critics within an 

interdisci pline (Littlejohn 1979) in the process of coming to terms with a mixed heritage 

frorn the humanities, social and natural sciences. 

Another factor is highlighted once the non-unitary nature of the interdiscipline of 

communications is admitted. Extemal rvents will exen a greater influence on the 

development of the field and its seleciion of topics than would be the case for a 

discipline engaged in the practice of "normal" science within a self-referentiûl paradigrn 

cut off from the outside world. Thus. in addition to expected theoretical and 

methodological quarrels, there will be practical and political or ideological dimensions to 

debates over the nature of the field of communic~tions and the proper conduct of 

communications reserirch. The study of communications participates in the hermeneutic 

recognition that, as Charles Taylor (1985, 15) puts it in another context, interpretation is 

essential to explanation in the human sciences. 

To unpack the McLuhan controversy, 1 have found it helpful to draw upon the work 

of several scholars, but chiefly to adapt Gerdd Holton's methods from the history of the 

natural sciences to this case study within the history of the human sciences. Holton 

studies the process of scientific controversy as it moves through phases frorn the nascent 

moment of discovery and assertion through response and resolution to aftermûth. Two 



key modifications are required. The first stems from the previous observations on 

pmdigms. The boundaries of communicûtions are unusually permeable and the 

cornpetition for scholarly allegiance may resemble what in ordinary language would be 

called a "turf wu" (or attempted "monopoly of knowledge," in innis' terminology) as 

established disciplines, ranging from history to l i t e r q  cnticism to sociology, lay daim 

to the subject matter of "communications." Furthemore, a process of "pantheon- 

building" is also in evidence. By this term I intend the collective identification of the 

founders or ancestors of the preferred tradition into which communications is to be 

placed, as key figures are pressed into service as legitimizing precursors for strands of 

the recombinant interdiscipline of communications (Robinson 1987. Hardt 1992). These 

manoeuvres. turf wars, and pnntheon-building, are illustrated repeatedly in the rhetoric of 

response to McLuhan. and also in the document "Ferment in the Field." (e.g. Joirnzul of 

Coimzirnialtion 1983, 33). The second modification to Holton's approach consists in 

taking the operating nssumption that the public and media responses have relevance for 

the resolution and aftennath of a con~munications controversy. in a rnanner unthinknble 

for the natural sciences. Showing how this is so is pan of the contribution of Chûpter 3's 

rhetoric of inquiry approach to unravelling the paradox of ambivalent response to 

McLuhan. A brief digression on basic tems will establish the working vocabulary for 

this approach. 

intellectuûl life can be viewed dong an imaginriry spectmm from more specialized to 

more generalist. Within the human sciences, this imaginary spectmm ranges from 

academics who operate within the univesity or research institution and disseminate their 

work to specialized audiences, to literary intellectuals or more colloquially, the literati 

who publish in "little magazines" for tiny audiences, to public intellec tuals who 

disseminate their work in publications and electronic media designed for elite, 

specialized audiences or the general public. Joumalists and other mediaworken who are 

employed by the communications media design their work to reach more generd 

audiences. and can be considered "popular" intellectuals. The lines are often blurred. and 

sometimes one figure rnay play several roles, as for example the laie Cul Sagan, who 



was both a noted scientist employed within the academy and also a popularizer of 

science for general audiences. On the audience (or reception) side of this model, a 

reciprocal spectrum is apparent, from narrow elite and specidized audiences at the 

academic end, who tend to participate in both the production and consumption process, 

due to the publish or perish academic dictum, to more general public audiences, who are 

less likely to participate directly in cultural knowledge production. The "populart' media 

consumed by general audiences are widely availablc and easily accessible without forma1 

prior training in specific knowledge, skills, or literxies. Thus the specialized audiences 

are more homogeneous, the general audiences more diverse. These ternis will be adopted 

without funher comment as they seem self evident. It should be noted that there is no 

widely accepted and non-pejorative system for describing this relûtional system 

associating producers and their consuming audiences dong the spectrurn from academic 

to public to popular intellect~als.'~ These sirnplified distinctions are necessary for two 

major reûsons. First, the implications of the McLuhan controversy raise major questions 

regarding the relationship between academic and other intellectuals. and their 

connections with the academy, the media, and the public. Second. McLuhan's work has 

arguably been open to misinterpretation and the tactics of rejection because i t  has been 

dismissed by academics as popular, or McLuhan himself hûs been discredited on this 

ground. It is therefore necessary to inquire funher into the nature of this transgression 

because of McLuhan's status as a "promotional" intellectual (Wernick 199 1). 

Chapter 3's excavation of the rhetonc of intellectuai controversy explores this 

spectrum of response and interprets it in a fresh light. Unlike most accounts. here no 

prior assumption is made regarding the absolute validity of rhetorical modes "proper" to 

understanding media. As employed here, the terms "public" and "popular" blur 

conventional categories and refer to the democratic cultural nexus of contemporûry non- 

academic intellectuai life from mass media to games to avant garde happenings, from art 

to advenising to architecture, from music to museums, al1 of which thrive outside and 

sometirnes inside the universities. McLuhan had argued as early as The Mecizanical 

Bride (195 1) for the now well accepted (e.g., Crane 1992) interrelationship of the life of 



al1 cultual forrns, an interrelationship that dissolves the ngid hieruchies that once 

sepanted high and low culture. He argued persistently, and in a manner threatening to 

the gatekeepers of officilil culture and knowledge, that in ternis of education or shaping 

influences, the resources of the commercial mûss media had alreûdy dwarfed the puny . 

cumcula mustered by the schools and universities. Popular culture increasingly rneant 

media culture, a point McLuhan phrased again in 1970 in a compressed reprise of The 

Mecho~zi~crl Bride, entitled Cultrtre is Our Busbress. His attention to populiu culture, a 

move made eulier in the arts by outlaw artist Wyndham Lewis, dong with his eveniual 

conviction that ads were an artforrn--"the cave art of the twentieth century "--further 

alienated conservatives, high culture neo-Marxists, and the ricademicians. It is necessq  

to expand Holton's analysis to permit exploration of these questions. 

To develop his analysis. Holton (1973, 199 1 )  studied prominent individual scientists 

whose work and persona became linked with significant challenges to conventional 

wisdorn, including Einstein and Bohr. in bis later writing, Holton (199 1 )  has ernphasized 

rhetonc as a central component of the process whereby the individual dissenier from an 

onhodox pmdigm packages his or her unorthodox idras so as to persuade a target 

audience. Rhetoric cm ûlso be productively ireated as a central component of the process 

of response. Holton h3s acknowledged that his methods are reimported into the history of 

science from literature and anthropol~gy,~' and include close reûding of public and 

private texts. thematic analysis, and interpretation of the factors that contribute to the 

rhetoncal patterns of assertion and response. He argues that despite whai many 

philosophers of natunl science would have us believe, disputes over fundamental 

conceptions of the sort underpinning the shifting patterns of organized understanding 

and practice that Kuhn named paradigrns, are not adjudicated solely by means of 

empiricd evidence or analytical reasoning. instead, he has concluded that û third axis, 

which he calls thematic commitments cornes into play. These are the conscious or 

unconscious allegimces to basic assumptions about how the things in dispute work, or 

should work, and about the proper manner for reaching and asserting conclusions about 

these disputed matters. Holton has used the term thematic commitments broadly,12 a 



practice I follow. An ancient example of a thematic dyad would be a preference for an 

explanation favouring themata of continuity or discontinuity. Value positions, aesthetics, 

normative ideals, ideologies, philosophies, religion, professional practices, gender, 

cultural backgrounds, national origins and locations, al1 and more mriy underlie or 

constitute thematic commitrnents, which c m  be traced in the assertions of original ideas, 

and reactions to such assertions. 

Holton's approach works against the grain of the scientific text, which, since the 

seventeenth crntury, has been constnicted so as to explicitly disavow rhetoric in favour 

of what Pascal called "the inevitabiliiy of the text." Scientists are trained to conceal al1 

traces of the possibly serendipitous process of discovery in their assertion and 

justificati~n.'~ In addition to excluding rhetoric. Kuhn has dernonstrated conclusively 

that scientists are professionally trained to ignore history, except as a tale of the 

progressive stniggle to achieve tru th in the present by eliminating the mors and 

superstitions of the past. Holton reads past these concealments to study the patterns of 

response in the texts of those antagonists whose opinions and forniulations contribute 

directly to shaping the intellectual reception for the nrw ideas. Holton (199 1 )  identifies 

thematic commitments by analysing the rhetoric of assertion and subsequent rhetoric of 

rejection or appropriation rhat mark the particular controversy under examination, and 

thus is able to diagnose the prevailing (and conflicting) assumptions about proper 

scientific conduct and concepts. 

Holton conducts his analyses in order to probe what he calls the "rhetorical space" in 

which intellectual controversy occue. Holton's agonistic and theûtrical mode1 is 

particularly well suited to study of the response to an individual intellectual such as 

McLuhan who was influential without giving rise to a formally organized school, and 

who left copious materials, textual and oral, for lûter scnitiny. McLuhan did not inhabit 

for long the physicnl haunts of the anointed intellectuals, which for English speakers in 

the postwar penod were limited to major U.S. and British centres in New York, London, 

and the chief British and U.S. university towns. One of the threats he seemed to pose was 

that, to the astonishment of his critics, this outsider from the rnargins reached a mixed 



populrir and intellectual audience outside the clerisy of literary scholars. The media he 

diagnosed helped him do this. McLuhan was especially vilified for his frequent media 

appearances and obvious willingness to cooperate with agents who wished to help him 

promote his ideas to any audience willing to listen, including corporate and popular 

audiences. He was playing by new rules, and reaching audiences directly by new means 

that bypassed acûdemic gatekeepers. These themes of marginality, media dissemination. 

and non-academic audiences will recur throughout this chapter. 

Holton's key andytic categories also express a temporal dimension, which I will 

discuss in the genetic terms of the phases of rhetorical response to McLuhan and his 

ideas. Holton holds that the event of the "rhetoric of assertion" or original statement of 

the innovative ideas is followed by the "rhetoric of appropriation and rejection" whereby 

critics and sympûthizers respond to the assertions by incorporating or rejecting the 

challenges to the status quo. To these categories he adds his key concept of thematic 

commitments. Where the first Chnpter presented my challenge to the reduction of 

McLuhan's work to "rechnological determinism" and formulaird a counter-interpretation 

0 
of McLuhan's rhetonc of assertion as his development of a theory of mediamorphosis. or 

techno-cultural trcinsformation, here I will map the rhetotic of response onto the phases 

of McLuhan's intellectual production and rhetoric of assertion, so as to produce an 

account of the rhetorical space in which the controversy and its aftermath developed over 

time. This overview provides the backdrop for discussion of the forging of the negûtive 

academic consensus and traces its aftermath. 

This chaprer is thus more concemed with rhetoric than sociology. Based on analysis 

of the phases of response to McLuhan's work, I have selected the texts of four critics to 

represent the expositions of the rhetoric of rejection on McLuhan. These texts and their 

authors can be considered major architects of a negative acdemic  consensus because 

their respective critiques have been ci ted most frequently as authontative by later 

commentators. Generally well written, easy to red ,  and conventionally organized-- 

everything in short that most academic critics found lacking in McLuhan's texts--these 

works presented significant counter thernatic attacks on McLuhan and his ideas. These 



texts (and not their authors' subsequent writings on McLuhan ) have often substituted for 

McLuhan's provocative originals, and their counter-thernnta have endured alongside and. 

for many cntics. have eclipsed McLuhan's assertions. Quali fying under this citeria are 

texts by James Carey (1967), Donald Theall(197 l), Jonathan Miller ( 197 l), and 

Raymond Williams (1974). The inclusion of one non-academic public intellectual, 

Miller--a cultural critic? media persomlity, playwright, and medical doctor--is justified 

on the basis of his selection by Frank Kermode to author a book on McLuhan within the 

prestigious "Fontana Modem Masters" series." To shed further light on the network of 

affiliations and the special importance in the forging of the negative consensus of 

ideologically-motivated attacks on McLuhan, the work of a "fifth man" will be 

discussed: John Fekete who was at the time a student of  communication^,'^ and who 

obtained his Masters under Theall at McGill and his doctorate under Williams at 

Cambridge. Fekete's 1972 doctoral rhesis (published in 1977) becarne an important 

ctitical text for McLuhan's academic neo-Marxist antagonists from the "new left" ( e g .  

Kellner 1989, 1 32).16 

Although unquestionably McLuhan had been written off by many acadernics earher, 

the date. 1975. is selected for several reasons. Papers by Carey and Thrall reappmising 

McLuhan and his connection with Innis were published together in that year (Robinson 

and Theall 1975). Despite their differing critiques, by this stage the two had found 

numerous points of agreement. In tone, these papers, unlike the authors' eulier works, 

discussed McLuhan's rejection not as a prospective challenge. but rather in the pûst 

tense. as a foregone conclusion. That same year Williams published an afterword to his 

reissued book, Communicutions, which cited McLuhan's three major works in a short iist 

of significant works on media (Mechanicul Bride, The Gmiiberg Gnlruy, 

Understcinding Media), despite Williams' 1974 critique. McLuhan seemed noteworthy, 

but only for the histoncd vdue of the work up to 1964. These publications mark the year 

1975 as the date by which the negative academic consensus had been forged and 

McLuhan's threat apparently contained. Another factor in the designation of 1975 

consists in McLuhan's growing recognition during the early 1970s that his work was 



under serious attack. Always wary of the academy despite his membership within it, his 

flippantly arrogant and light-hearted responses of the 1960s. including the (in)famous 

response to his critics, "1 don't explain, 1 explore," gave way during this time to a more 

anguished response. in 197 1, he wrote to his friend Claude Bissell: "Three years ago the 

ploy was 'McLuhan was a late starter.' Now the pioy is 'he is an early finisher"' (Letters 

1987,430). He recruited his collaborator Barrington Nevitt in an effon to respond to 

these attacks. in 1975, he tried a fresh tack in his effon to reach his colleagues in the 

academy with publication of the article, "Laws of the Media." an eariy version of his 

"new science". But it was too late, and his assenions could not penetrcite the rhetorical 

wall of rejection and indifference. He searched for explûnations as to why his ideas 

appeared to provoke such exûggerated hostility. particularly in the 1970s when he 

recognized that the forging of a negative consensus was undenvay. His letters amply 

illustrate this point (Lerters, 425-26; 439-40; 49 1 ; 505-06). 

Within the sub-period of the McLuhan controversy that 1 have lribelled the forging of 

the negative academic consensus, Chapter 3 focuses attention on the formulation and 

circulation of key counter-themata which have been traced by identifying the rhetorical 

devices by which McLuhan's critics preferred to charac tenze his position. After 

extensive analysis of the rheroric of rejection and appropriation. I have identikd and 

named the four major strands of the counter-themata devised by McLuhan's critics 

against him and his work. The discussion will Flow more smoothly if a summary of these 

conclusions is presented in advance: 

1. Teclinologiml determinist. The primary tactic in the rhetoric of rejection consisted 

in the reduction of McLuhan's ideas about techno-culturd transformation, emblematised 

by the signature phrase "the medium is the message" to a single counter-therne, promoted 

independently first by Richard Kostelanetz and subsequently by James Carey in essays 

originally published in 1967: "technological determinisrn." The origins of this term are 

obscure," but as applied to the problematics of popular or mass culture debates, the 

eariiest widely circulated mention 1 have found is B. Rosenberg's formulation of what he 

called a "tentative technologicai determinism" which he found implicit in the hypothesis 



that "modem technology is the necessary and sufficient cause of mass culture" 

(Rosenberg and White 1 957, 12). Under this covering term his critics charged that 

McLuhan had reduced the dynamics of humûn history to the monocausal factor of 

unmediated technological impacts. Many critics who have never read McLuhan 

nonetheless repent this influential charge. Considered as an extreme or "hard" variant of 

technological determinism, and despite his protests, McLuhan's work is typicûlly 

dismissed as antagonistic towards human and poli tical sel f-determination and autonomy. 

Because h r  insisird repzatedly ihûi indignation and premarure value judgement were 

poor substitutes for investigation into the effecis of techno-cultural transformations, and 

because he maintained an ambivalent, satincal. and often optimistic view of the potential 

of ekctronic technology, McLuhan was accused repeatedly of glonfying what he 

descri bed. 

2. Gtobd villïige rftopiïirz niillemzid oprir~iist. McLuhan's formulation that. under 

electronic conditions. the world becornes a "global village," was characterized in often 

condescending rhetoric under the counter-themata of global optimism. iechnological 

utopianism. and millenarianism. His acceptancr of Wyndham Lewis' view that one can 

only predict the future by understanding the present clearly, was seized upon ÛS 

"futurism" and characterized as pop prophecy. His insistence that values must be set 

aside so as to examine current developments wiih clarity of mind was interpreted by his 

citics variously as a rejection of al1 values, the embrace of positivism or the adoption of 

a hidden agenda. Again, McLuhan's protests that he had never said that village residents- 

-under oral or electronic conditions--would always get dong hmoniously were ignored. 

Typically, McLuhan's status as a convert to Roman Catholicism was introduced-directly 

or ellipticalIy--in support of this counier-themata, and as a way of suggesting a hidden 

agenda. Another strand to this counter-themata was the characterization of McLuhanism 

as a myth, or of McLuhan as puweyor of a myth, for instance an electronic myth. A key 

architect of this counter-theme, James Carey. labelled McLuhan's work "the rhetonc of 

the electrical sublime." Upon closer inspection, this myth became for his critics an 

ideological position which amounied to a secular religion. 



3. Enemy of rile book and priiir cirltirre. McLuhan's assertion that, following the 

introduction and assimilation of electric and electronic media, mechanized print and ail 

of Western culture built upon i t  were in eclipse, prompted his cntics to formulate the 

counter-thernaia that cast McLuhan as an enerny of the book and print-related values. 

Especially threatening was his thesis that Western rationality itself might be impenled 

because of the decline of the dominant literate technology upon which it  was based, the 

marriage of the phonetic alphabet and the printing press. Critics took delight in the 

pmdox that McLuhan had pubiishrd his idras about tiie obsolescence of the book in 

books. no matier how non-linear the format. while bemoaning his mosaic-style 

juxtapositions. His assertions that the electronic media had displaced the Gutenberg 

Galaxy seemed to condone popular culture and to threaten high culture. Again. 

McLuhan's refusal to articulate a moral position on the observations he made fuelled the 

critique of his position. Most vociferous on this counter-themata were McLuhan's cntics 

nmong educators and certain public intellectuals (e.g., Rosenthal and Winn). many of 

whom simply misread his argument to rnean that books were disappranng. instead of 

obsolescent in their current form and in the process of transformation under electric and 

electronic conditions. Eisenstein ( 1  979) made the same careless mistnke. 

4. Rogire sclrokir. Another highly significant counter-theniata with nunierous strrinds 

can be identified in the cautionary narrative or morality tale that was constructed around 

the persona of McLuhan as what I will cal1 a "rogue scholar," The myth of McLuhan, 

once exposed by his cntics, revealed a con man, trickster or charlatan. engaged in 

perpetrating what Miller ( 1  97 1, 132) bluntly called, a "gigantic system of lies." 

McLuhan's experimental texts, deliberate refusal to abide by the conventions of orthodox 

scholanhip. claim to be one of the few who comprehended what was going on during 

this turbulent period, and success at promoting his ideas to an audience outside the 

academy, motivated this rhetoric of rejection, which amounted to a tactic of 

dernonization. As discussed in Chapter 1, he delighted in "putting on" an audience as 

one would clothing or a mask, when writing for, speaking to or performing before them; 

he believed that one put on a different mask to involve and thus reach British and 



American audiences, something a Canadian who had lived and worked in both places 

could do (Letters, 449)." 

Once he becarne a media celebrity, his credrntials as a Cambridge Ph.D. in English 

literature. his publications. honours, and full-time university teaching position (albeit at a 

Roman Catholic college) couid not shield McLuhan from the scom of a hostile and 

anxious academy. The use of quasi-religious language, and the often veiled assertion that 

McLuhan, a Roman Catholic convert, was a guru of some sort of cult with disciples. was 

commonly introduced to support this point. His repeûted declarations that genuine study 

required a suspension of value judgements was viewed with extreme suspicion, and into 

this "values vacuum" his critics projected their thematic commitments. Abhorrent to his 

cntics on the left was his supposed espousal of "conservaiive" values and conviction that 

Marx had it al1 wrong (Theall 197 1 ; Williams 1974; Fekete 1977 j. Conservatives for 

their part rejected McLuhan equally strenuously for upsetting tradition and for his 

association with new non-pnnt media and popular culture, including barbaric television 

and advertising (West 1969). Academics found it reprehensible that one of their fellows 

should become a celebrity. unthinkable that he might charge for speeches and advise 

corporations, poli ticians, and others in power, and verging on treason to depart from the 

gloomy pessimism and sermonizing that marked most academic responses to populcu 

culture. new media, and their creators and consumers. The appeal of his work for anti- 

establishment students. young faculty, artists, and mediaworken further undermined his 

legitimacy within the academy. 

in its rhetorical nmative on McLuhan as rogue scholûr, the academy directly and 

indirectly articulated the niles of conduct for proper scholuship, and devised fables and 

folklore to w m  unwary graduate students and others who rnight be seduced into 

McLuhanese. in particular, his rejection of specialism and endorsement of generdisrn 

and insight into the "big picture" struck at the hem of the academic modus operandi. 

Yet simultaneously, paradoxically, and despite the negative consensus within the 

academy, McLuhan's originality and boldness in forcefully placing media on the agenda 

for public debate as o factor in historical techno-cultural transformation were widely 



recognized. His ideas and themes were appropriated by his critics in a scenario that 

rnight be thought of as academic cannibalism. Eisenstein's (1979) rhetoric illustrates this 

tactic of paradoxical rejection and appropriation. Literary critic, Hugh Kenner, who was 

as guilty as anyone of this appropriation. commented that absorbing McLuhan's major 

idea on media (the medium is the message) was like hearing about gravity: once heard, it 

becarne so obvious that one need not read the book (Rosenthûl 1969,24). But in not 

reading the books. one missed the context and McLuhan's many other ideas were 

overlooked. The patent reduction of the nuances and çornplzxity of McLuhan's work by 

his fellow academics pemanently distorted and rnisrepresented his work. 

Holton's approach assists this case study of the rhetoric of intellectual controversy in 

several further respects. By making these thematic commi tments and counter- 

commi tments explicit, the rhetorical space in w hich the McLuhan controversy occurred 

can be reassessed. In Holton's analysis, the rhetorical space is the "place" where themata 

meet counter-themûta (Ho1 ton 199 1,  1 76). A literal reading of the content of the 

protagonists' contributions cannot fully illuminate these controvenies: yet identifying the 

counter-themata used to reject McLuhan and his work permits insight into the larger 

question of the aciidrmic neglect of media and technologies as crucial transformathe 

factors in human history. Later researchers and theorists who wished to extend 

McLuhan's insights operated in the shadow of this powerful rhetoric of rejection to the 

detriment of communications and the human sciences. Holton's performative mode1 

provides a valuable analytic agenda by directing attention to the interplay between the 

rhetoric of assertion and the counter rhetoric of appropriatiodrejection, and stressing the 

active and constructive or destructive nature of these practices. Holton's work 

demonstrates the function of the rhetoric of scientists, whereby it serves to enforce the 

cornrnunity's definition of proper scientific and, in the McLuhan case, also academic and 

intellectual practice; in the result, insight is possible into the stncturing aspects of 

rhetoric where words are used to do things and prevent other things from being done. 

The issue addressed here is neither the fmniliar one as to whether or not McLuhan's 

intentions as author matter, nor the sociological question of how the official networks 



operated to exclude him. Rsther the issue is twofold: first how McLuhan's innovative and 

iconoclastie ideas were absorbed and rejected by his audiences as evident in the rhetoric 

of their texts; second, how the official academy responded to the thrent to its power and 

authonty when the ideas of an "author" succeeded at bypassing conventional gatekeepers 

via popular publications and other communications media so as to reach audiences 

directly. 

The work of Bruno Latour in Science in Acriuiz (1 987) is instructive in unravelling 

this paradox of McLuhan's reception. Making a strong case for the importance of 

reception (and indirectly supporting Holton's idea of thematic commitments), Latour has 

observed that. "the fate of what we Say and make is in Inter uses' hands" (1987. 29).'" 

For example. as rnentioned, McLuhan's contribution was characterized influentially by 

Richard Kostelanetz and James Carey as " technological determinism." McLuhan's 

plausible protest to Kostelanrtz (McLuliciii E.vplusioi 1968, 1 J8), that he was instead an 

"organic autonomist" sounding the a l m  so as to prornote understanding and enable 

individuals to avoid becoming slaves of their technologies, did not prevail. 

One of McLuhan's favourite analogies for the questionable wisdom of onhodox 

knowledge communities was the case of Pasteur's assertion of the existence of invisible 

bacteria, an assertion that initially his colleagues found ridiculous, with tragic human 

consequences. Holton holds that charting the "rhetorical space" in which major 

intellectual disagreements occur sheds light on the worldview--or thematic commitments 

collectively, consciously and unconsciously held-of the protagonists. and that these 

commitments are factors in the ways in which such intellectual controversies unfold and 

are resolved. Shared thematic comrnitments also underlie monopolies of knowledge, and 

may change due to intemal or extemal events. As the case of Pasteur shows, collegial 

rejection does not always mean that the ideas asserted are wrong. This rhetoric of inquiry 

approach to intellectual controveny helps to explûin why some controversies appear to 

have unexpected outcomes, or why such debûtes often appear after the fact to have had 

little to do with the initial assertion, but much to do wiih the climate of reception for the 

dissenting ideas as shaped by antagonists. Thus when further events occur, or the 



intellectual climate changes, the reception may also change. Kuhn can be read as 

skilfully (if controversially) dernonstrûting that sometimes the reaction to new ideas 

constitutes refutation of the unthinkable discoveries by those imprisoned within 

established fmmeworks of thinking.'' 

To account for the paradox of reception for McLuhan's ideas, it is necessary to 

recognize the unprecedented growth in the role and importance of mass communications 

media. Media and knowledge workers disseminate idras via books, periodicals. and 

electronic media to an increasingly wide and educrted public, including of course 

themselves. They travel by plane or car to easily reach once remote destinations. Such 

reciprocal dissemination and access to ideas throws into question the status and function 

of conventional intellectual gatekeepers. and after the mid-twentieih century, brings the 

academy into conflict with the media over power and authority. At this point. the 

argument is that McLuhan's threat lay in his direct challenge to the academy and his 

announcement (as early as 195 1) that print-orientrd academics hced obsolescence 

because they had ûlready been out-manoeuvred in their educational role by commercial 

and electronic media for the hearts and minds of their students and the public. The 

McLuhan controversy demonstrates that the academy has lost its monopoly of knowledp 

on understanding the media, its authority over it. and the ability to exclude media from 

the cumculum of approved subject matter. One might Say that the academy has been 

surrounded and infiltrated, with immense consequences for intellectual life. On this 

argument, McLuhan as celebrity public and academic intellectual may unwittingly have 

been a highly visible casualty in a much luger battle. For some, the outcorne of the 

McLuhan controversy signifies that the academy has conveyed a firm message to those 

who would defy its conventions. Altematively. others conclude that reappraisal of the 

McLuhan challenge indicates the need for the academy to rethink its role and its 

response to the shifting role of the intellectual as ncademic andor public media figure 

within the changing environment in which cultural production takes place. Either this or 

nsk obsolescence. McLuhan would, of course, argue that the very media environments in 

which we extend ourselves and in which we live, work, and form professional 



communities shape our thematic commitments. So long as we remain unconscious of 

these environments that we have made, their effects will remain silent. invisible, and 

inexorable. The continued circulation of McLuhan's ideas by the media of 

communications, and by a generation exposed when children to the medium of 

television. and when coming of age to the first original theorkt of the television medium. 

among other factors, suggests a rhetorical process of cultural knowledge production and 

reception that diffes from the conventional mode1 of invisible collrges or authontathe 

networks established by and for officia1 scholrirs and fint dzscribed in the seventeenth 

century. 

The hypothesis that emerges then is thût McLuhan as persona and intellectual was 

caught up in a battle for power and authority between the academy and the media. The 

waning influence of the academy under electronic conditions is evident in the career of 

McLuhan's ideas, which were widely diffused despite officia1 excommunication. 

Simultaneously. testimony to the acûdemy's lingering grasp on the power to legitimate 

and authonze ideas is evident in the fragmentation of McLuhan's contribution. the 

decontextuatization of his work as a whole, and the belated reaction to McLuhan's 

invitation to take up media study in a drarnatically different manner. Thesc issues matter 

for many reasons. but here chiefly because the academic cntics' positioning and 

chmcterization of McLuhan's ideas and his significance reveal not only deep suspicion 

of media, popular culture. and the public, but also reveal assumptions about the proper 

conduct of academic inquiry into the effects of media and technologies. assumptions that 

rnay prevent adequate understanding of media and block significant innovations that will 

help the human sciences better to comprehend the powers of media effects. This anrilysis 

of the rhetoric of intellectual controversy surrounding McLuhan and his ideas raises 

serious questions about the ctcderny's willingness to remin intellectually open to fresh 

approaches to new media and communications study. This reapprûisai of McLuhan 

suggests that disentangling the heat from the light on McLuhan and recognizing his 

contribution to the communications history tradition c m  provide a point of departure for 

the questioning required to genente and consolidate such innovative approaches. Only 



tentative hypotheses can be offered on these broad questions; however in the conclusion 1 

will draw upon certain parallels with the case of the controversy surrounding the 

nineteenth-century pioneenng sociologist. Georg Simmel, in an attempt to focus one 

aspect of these observations. 

The final contribution of Chapter 3 then is to expand the rhetoric of inquiry project 

by factoring into it the tensions between the populrir media and the official academy. 

Recall frorn above that Holton holds that major controvenies over fundûmentals are not 

resolved (even in the natural sciences) soldy by drductive or analytic means; rather 

thematic commitrnents corne into play. Latour argues that al1 successful scientific 

contributions are extensions of the networks of people. practices, and ideas that produced 

them (1987. 249). in this sense. McLuhan's mistically-inspired invitation to the user or 

reader of his work to participate in making meaning left his texts open to interpretation. 

while his Inck of a school. marginal status in Canada at a Roman Catholic college. and 

maverick status within the academy left him vulnerable to academic rejection. The 

ferocity of the rhetoric that forged the negative academic consensus. the media interest in 

a controversy. and the broad spectrum of response provoked by McLuhanism have al1 

contributed to the permanent fragmentation of McLuhan's ideas; yet excommunication 

from the academy did not eliminate McLuhan's historically effective influence. Now let 

us examine more closely this endunng pandox of response. 

Phases of Response 

This section mûps the phases of response to McLuhan's work onto the phases of 

intellectual production discussed in Chapter 1. The objective is to situate the response to 

McLuhan within the context of the career of his ideas. (See illustration 10.) The survey 

covers the period 1940 to 1995. This section presents a nonexhaustive overview, while 

the next section treats the forging of the negative academic consensus in detail. 

McLuhan advanced his key themata during the course of a productive, creûtive, and 

controversial career spanning more than forty years. Publication of Understaiiding 

Media: The Extensions of Man (1964) in the U.S. in 1965 marked the point when 
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McLuhan's work found an audience beyond the academy, and attracted widespread 

attention across disciplinary borders within the academy. At this time, his earlier work. 

in The Griteizberg Calan> ( 1 962), The Mecliriniccil Bride ( 1 95 1 ), and Explomtions, 

found a wider audience. 

Minor Recognition: Early to Explorations periods 1940-1960 

Beginning in the late 1930s. McLuhan bccame an obscure intellectual, known to 

some for his promising doctoral work. and for articies published in small literary 

joumals. His thesis on Thomas Nashe and rediscovery of the ancient quarrels among the 

arts of the trivium attracted the attention of leading lights of US. literary criticism 

(Jeffrey/McAninch. Theall interview 1989). McLuhan's initial book The Mechriiiicul 

Bride of 195 1 --despite being one of the first to take popular culture seriously--attrûcted 

scani attention and few reviews. During the 1950s. his published work in E-rplorcitioiis. 

with its small but international audience, his speeches to conferences and English 

teachers. and his activities as a founder of the Ford Foundation Seminar on Culture and 

Communications ai the University of Toronto ( 1  953- 1955). attracted increasing attention 

to his promise. Esplorntio~~s remains a rare achievement. due to the cross-disciplinary 

nature of its stimulating contributions and due to the willingness of well-known authors 

including David Riesman. Jean Piaget, and Robert Graves to publish with those lesser 

known. McLuhan's work gained sufficient notice that he was selected to conduct a U.S. 

government-sponsored study of the new media and education, which was issued as the 

Report on Project in Understaizding the New Media in 1960. 

British literary cntic md contemporq, John Wain, described his reaction to 

McLuhan's work during the Minor Recognition Penod: 

Most critics make an aperçu serve them, as theme, for a whole essay, or 
even a whole book; McLuhan provided an aperçu in virtually every line, 
and if they were not al1 equally good, if indeed some of them were 
unconvincing to the point of absurdity, well, there was always the interest 
of seeing what the man would say next; and there was a large, gusty 
breeze of fresh air blowing through the whole enterprise. (Saderson and 
MacDonald 1988, 115) 



Molten Period: The Catalyst Phase of the 1960s 

Midway through the Catûlyst Phase of production, McLuhan's work exploded out of 

obscurity and into "McLuhanism" at the same time that the controversy surrounding his 

assertions grew heated. "Canada's intellectual cornett' became one of the best known 

acadernics on the planet. This process of the making of a celebrity intellectual began 

among academics and public intellectuals with the publication of The Giirenberg Gtrliiyv 

in 1962. This book wûs reviewed and noticed primarily in Britain (e.g. Times Litemn, 

Supplemeiir 1962), in rare U.S. educational journals such as E&c~~rb~rtrl Lrudersliip 

(1963 [Crosby and Bond 1968,39]), and in Canada. where it won the Govemor 

General's Award for Nonfiction. The Gutenberg Gulruy was not released in the U.S. 

until 1965. Understmditig Mediu was published in 1964, and appeared in pûperback in 

the U.S. in 1965. This book became a best-seller and crossrd over to n popular audience. 

At this time McLuhan became one of a minuscule number of intellectual celebrities 

whose ideas circulated inside and outside the academy throughout the world. beginning 

in the English-speaking western couniries." The year 1965 slearly niarked the brginning 

e of McLuhan's unofficial dual status as insider and outsider to the academy. object of 

ambivalence and subject of debate. He became a public intellectual. McLuhan's celebrity 

arose in large degree from his newswonhiness as a man with something to Say about a 

topic farniliar to everyone. expressed in an original style, at once erudite and evocative. 

in a manner incomprehensible to some and inspirational to others. He was a cool 

cornmentator who claimed to know what was happening in û hot period. By adopting an 

unprecedently broad definition of media. interweaving popular and high culture in his 

presentation, and presenting a narrative account of television's significance in the electnc 

revolution that threatened to overtum Gutenberg's printing press. he becûme an object of 

media fascination and fnistration. and a target of academic outrage. 

The question in this section is twofold: What promise did insightful commentators of 

the Molten Penod find in his ides? What threat did he appear to pose? The objective of 

this section is to present highlights in brief from some of the commentaries on McLuhan 

by a range of intellectuals who assessed his significance and found ped  and promise in 



his ideas. This sampling sets up the ground for examining the shift from the Molten 

Period of response to the forging of the negative academic consensus and Split Opinions 

Phase. 

The response during the Catalyst Phase c m  be called " Molten" because opinions 

across the intellectual specirum were M d  and volatile, for and against, hot and cool. In 

their pu blished and broadcast responses ût the time, an astonishing range of citics 

denounced McLuhan as a threat, viewed his fame as symptomatic of the declining times, 

and dismissed his ideûs os the work of a rnadman, a charlatan, or both. Others equally 

strenuously hailed his promise as a poetic genius, a pop metaphysician of the media. 

argued that it mattered whether or not his predictions were nght, believed thût the public. 

media, and artistic ènthusiclsm for his i d e s  signified their relevance for and resonance 

with a cultural revolution in the making. and pnised the boldness of his prophrtic vision. 

Sympathizers and detractors alike usually agreed that he had focused attention on the 

importance of media, comniunications, and technology, even if they quarrelled over what 

he meant and the value of al1 other aspects of his work. 

The reception for McLuhan's work was inixrd from the outset, with popular response 

often negative. McLuhan's ideas and texts seemed su fficiently unorthodox that prrplexed 

editon were unsure how to react: What was he saying'? Was he puiting everyone on? 

Who should he be compared to'? What tradition did he fit into? Richard Kostelanetz 

recalled that his initial favourable reviews of Utzdectrtr~idii~g Mediti went unpublished in 

both the U.K. and U.S. (Kostelanetz [Crosby and Bond 1968,991). The first review of 

Understcmding Media in Tirne Mquzine (1964). entitled "Blowing Hot and Cold." 

deemed the book "fuzzy-minded, lacking in perspective. low in definition and data. 

redundant, and contemptuous of logical sequence" (ibid., 44) Later in Canada. joumûlist 

and cultural critic Robert Fulford leapt to the attack, crowing: "We've been saying far 

worse things about him here in Canada for a long time" (Olson 198 1, 136). Whether pro 

or con, once it became the self-proclaimed duty of a cultural critic to render judgernent 

on his work, McLuhanism provided a common topic on which joumdists and public 

intellectuals (such as Tom Wolfe, Dwight MacDonald. and Richard Kostelanetz), literary 



and cultural critics (including George Steiner, Susan Sontag, and Harold Rosenberg), 

advertising executives and media practioners (e.g., Howard Gossage, Barry Day. and 

Ierry Mander), newcorners to the academy (such as James Carey and Donald Theall) and 

elder statesmen (such as Kenneth Burke) could react within the same pages or on the 

same programs (e.g., Miller, Steiner, and Forge on BBC Radio, S t em 1967.234). 

These debates and responses circulated in the aclidemic, tnde. and popular press and 

were made readily accessible to a wide readership in two collections, Steam's McLtilim 

Hm & Cod and Rosenthal's ~ClcLdiati Pro & C m .  hkLul iu / i  Hor di Cool. prcsented ri 

comprehensive multilogue on the controversy that incorporated McLuhan's work. that of 

his critics, and his responses to his critics. M d u l i m z  Pro & Con. published the following 

year. w3s more negative i i i  tone. Raymond Rosenthril, editor of McLulicm Pta & Coti. 

questioned and disparaged the "myth" of McLuhan in his preface. whereas Gerald 

Stean, editor of Mc.Lrrhm Hot & Cool, interviewed McLuhan and orchestrated a 

McLuhanesque rebuttal ai the end of the collection that captures McLuhan's 

perfomative bias for the playful oral over the fixed written word. The McLuhan 

controversy also served as a serious and "with-it" way to teach composition and rhetoric. 

notably in Crosby and Bond's The McLtrltciiz Explosioii: A Ctrse Book i t i  McLtiI~m m d  

Utiderstuizding Mediu ( i968), thus disseminating fragments of the original and a 

spectrum of cornrnentûry to a wide audience of students and educntors. as well as to the 

public through the libraries. Other educational books appeared on the topic of niass 

media featunng fragments of McLuhan's ideas (e.g., Irving 1962; Casty 1968). In 1969. 

Plcryboy Eilrgc~zine published a sensitively edited and lengthy interview which again 

featured the oral flow so congenial to McLuhan's thinking process, and so influential in 

disseminating his ideas to and beyond the academy and literati. The hit TV show Lrrigli 

III brought McLuhan as pop icon into North Amencan living rooms with Henry Gibson's 

rhythmic gag line "Marshall McLuhan, what are you doin'?" 

Magazines, as Everene Dennis (1974) later noted, were crucial to the circulation of 

McLuhan's ideas in North America. The mass media, including Time and Newsweek 

(where he appeared on the cover in l967), and the so-called class media, such as The 



New Yorker, ran numerous articles, notably a critical yet sympathetic review by cultural 

critic, Harold Rosenberg, in 1965. That essay and a second by celebrated "new 

joumalist," Tom Wolfe, also published that year in the New York Herdd Tribrine. 

represented defining moments in launching McLuhanism as a popular cultural 

phenomenon. McLuhan was immortalized by Wolfe with the question that caught 

attention, and marked McLuhan's borderline stature for the academy as celebrity 

intellectual: "Suppose he is what he sounds like, the rnost important thinker since 

Newton, Darwin, Freud, Einstein and Pavlov--studs of the intelligentsia gmw-suppose 

he is the oracle of the modem times--what if lie is riglit?" (Rosenthal 1969.3 1-32). Since 

the reader was presumed to be somehow dernocraticûlly involved in deciding whether or 

not he was right, and the academics were dismissed as old fogeys who had not bothered 

to investigate the impacts of the media, despite the fact that such media as cars and TV 

operated right under their noses. the perception of McLuhan's threat grew within the 

ûcadrmy. Tom Wolfe's prose captured the mood of the Molten Phase of response. and 

marked another sort of moment. when the joumalist and public intellectual writing for an 

educated audience throws off deference and passes judgement on academic significance: 

But, al1 right. he may have rnissed the mark on this or that, but McLuhan 
will remain a major figure in the social sciences if for no othrr reason than 
that he has opened up the whole subject of the way the new technologies 
are changing people's thinking, reactions, life styles. everything .... 
Sociologists and physiologists have done practically nothing on the 
subject.. .. Not even with cars! Much less with television, radio, 
computers--McLuhan cornes on like the only man to reach a huge, 
hitheno-unknown planet or something, and there is so much ground to 
cover and so little time, al1 this unknown ground, mothering errthquûke, 
swallowing everybody up and they don? even know it. That is the way 
McLuhan thinks of it, and he exasperates. (Stearn 1967.43-44) 

This article also influenced the image of McLuhan as a borderline academic who 

held appeal for corporations and advertising executives. Wolfe described the behind-the- 

scenes making of McLuhanism as a marketing and intellectual phenornenon by the San 



a Francisco ad agency guru, Howard Gossage, and his partner, Gerald Feigen. Gossage 

became known in the U.S. ititer ulki as the "discoverer" of McLuhan, his advisor on 

pnctical matters. such as how much to charge corporations for speciking engagements, 

and also ris a sympathizer who helped explain his arcane but brilliant sayings to a general 

public (Gossage 1995)." Others reject this interpretation, as Wolfe and Gossage seem to 

have later, instead agreeing with John Culkin's assessment: "...it was in no way the 

'packaging of a star' type of thing which the later mythology would often prefer to 

interpret it as. Both Gossage and Feigen disclaiiried any such causality and they were 

right. They were merely pointing to a star which was already well above the horizon" 

(Sonderson and MacDonald 1989, 102). 

Celebrity status was conferred on McLuhan as an intellectual phenornenon in 1965. 

peaked between 1967 and 1969. and then declined. Senior former journalist and lecturer, 

Everette ~ e n n i s ' ~  (1974. 39), accurately observed that McLuhan's media celebrity waned 

after 1968 following his departure from New York City, where he hod been the 

controversial recipient of the 1967- 1968 Albert Schweitzer Chair ai Fordhani University. 

and retum ro Toronto. In the inevitable rise and fall cycle of celebrity, Professor Arnold 

Rockman was already speculating in 1968 (in Eticouiirer) on whether McLuhûnism as a 

movement represented (t fashion or a revolution in thought. He concluded that i t  was a 

revolution. Once away from the New York media, McLuhan moved off the main stage. 

While McLuhan's fame grew, the reaction among academics and public intellec tuals 

became increasingly hostile and dismissive. The media, always interested in controversy, 

fostered this genuine uproar. For instance, Benjamin De Mott is likely the unnamed critic 

(referred to by Hu& Kenner [1969, 231) who allegedly wûs commissioned by Esquire 

Magazine in 1966 to write an essay, "Against McLuhan." De Mott's rhetoric was typical 

of the times, as in his essay of this title (Stem 1967,241) where he States that, "the 

favored method of organizûtion [of The Gutenberg G n l q  and Understcmding bfedia] 

has a bit too much in common with that of an impresario squirrel." 

De Mott concludes: 



tn sum, give it al1 over, is the message. Give over self-doubt, self-tonnent, 
self-hatred. Give over politics. Give over conscience. Relax, go soft and 
complacent, accept your subliminal perfectibility . 

This, according to de Mott, is the temfying message of "the new king of Popthink." 

For a11 the nit picking regarding McLuhan's artistically-motivated use of evidence, for 

most of his critics inside and outside the academy, systematic counter-evidence or 

alternative explmation. much less comprehension. was rarer than a compelling tum of 

coun ter-p hrase. 

Most academics responded negatively from the outset. British sociologist Tom Naim 

articulated this stance in his essay, "McLuhanism: the Myth of Our Tirne" (Rosenthûl, 

1 JO): "The difficulties of interpreting Marshall McLuhan lue notonous. Academics hate 

him, ad men love him, most people feel he is perversely and uncomfortably important." 

Eisewhere on the spectrum of intellectual life, initial response was often enthusiastic. 

Cultural cntics found derp rneaning in McLuhan. His attention to the relationship 

between forms of electronic media and the transformation of sensibility seemed 

syrnptomatic of widespread changes triking place within the arts and culture. Susan 

Sontag, for example. included McLuhan in an m a y  of intellectuals including Nietzsche, 

Wittgenstein, Buckminister Fuller. Artaud, Barthes, Siegfried Giedion. and others whose 

texts illuminated an emergent sensibility and new cultural alignment no longer based on 

the literary work ris its mode1 product (Stem 1967, 253). She argued that the curent 

notion of culture itself required reexamination given the tnnsformative conditions that 

had prornoted the ernergence of this new sensibility (ibid.). Key to this new sensibility 

were two factors prominent in McLuhan's work: the breakdown of the division between 

high and low art forms, and an openness to popular and evrryday life forms. Harold 

Rosenberg placed U~rderstcinding Medidi within "that wide channel of cultural cnticism 

of the twentieth century that includes writers like T.S. Eliot, Oswaid Spengler, F.R. 

Leavis, David Riesmûn, Hannah Arendt'' (ibid., 196). Rosenberg saw clearly that 

McLuhan was diagrtosing the metamorphosis of the print-reading individualist under the 

bombardment of al1 his senses by new electronic media, beginning with the telegraph. He 

saw also that, of al1 the "crisis philosophers", McLuhan was distinctive in that he 



discemed discontinuity in the current period, yet refused to see decline, and instead 

found transition (ibid.). Also distinctively, McLuhan welcomed popular culture on its 

own terms (ibid., 197). Rosenberg disapproved of McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis, 

which he succinctly grasped, and wamed: "[McLuhan's] drama of history is a crude 

pageant whose inner meaning is man's metamorphosis through the media" (ibid.. 20 1). 

While Rosenberg found McLuhan refreshing as an individual writer, he believed that 

should a school of cultural or media anûlysis anse out of his work, it would suffer from 

deficiencies (ibid., 202). George Steiner cornparrd McLuhan to Blake, strcssing the 

oracular and inspired poetic quality of his prose and vision. Despite the later hardening 

of his attitude against McLuhan, Steiner included his critical essay on McLuhan in a 

collection on "Mûsters of Modem Thought." and insisted that McLuhan's 

experimentrtion wiih stylistic form was essential to demonstrate his argument that the 

medium is the message. 

Tom Wolfe placed McLuhan in a lofty intellectual pantheon alongside Newton. 

Freud, Einstein, and Pavlov, but believed that much of his grnuine appeal to the artistic 

world arose, like Freud's earlier appeal in North Amenca, from his erudite allusions and 

obvious familianty with the cultural legacy of the West. The intellectual who could 

encompass ancient Greek rhetonc, James Joyce, and strip clubs seemed, to Wolfe, quite 

possibly a man for the turbulent tirnes. As for the public intellectuals, the erbiters of 

officia1 taste, whom Wolfe calls "the standard old-line romantic-reactionary literati of 

New York," Wolfe predicted accurately that their reaction io McLuhan would be to recoil 

and to want to attack him (Steam 1967,42). Dwight MacDonald, celebrcited for his 

attacks on middlebrow and popular culture, attacked not only the ideas but the man; but 

again, McLuhan was in good Company. "Compared to Mr. McLuhan", MacDonald 

writes, "Spengler is cûutious and Toynbee positively pedantic" (204). MacDonald 

continues, and in his rhetoric patronizingly spells out the rules of the intellectunl and 

academic game that he believes McLuhan has violated in Understu~zdiizg Media: 

If he had written, instead of a long book, a long article for some scholady 
journal, setting forth his i d e s  cclearly--and once--Mr. McLuhan might 
have produced an important little work, as Frederick Jackson Turner did 



in 1893 with his famous essay on the frontier in American history. At the 
worst, it would have been provocative, stimulating, maybe even seminal. 
And readable. But of course he wrote the book because he couIdnlt write 
the article. Like those tnbesmen of the Golden Age, his mind-set doesn't 
make for either precision or brevity. (S t em 1967, 305). 

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. saw a type of social hisrory and theory in McLuhan's work. 

He perceived, perceptively as it turned out, that the neo-Marxists would find in McLuhan 

a nval to their analysis of the inevitable engines of history. McLuhan was explicit in 

attacking Marx, but what Schlesin~er noted was that he replaced production with 

communication as an agency of historical change. On the con side, the neo-Mmists 

were swift to pick up the challenge. Sidney Finkelstein. for example, in his book Seiise 

rind Nonsense of McLuliuii ( 1 968), contrasted "McLuhanese History vs. Real History ." 
The ideological attacks on McLuhan proliferated from al1 sides. The sel f-declared 

conservaiive educator George P. Elliott responded to Wolfe's question by observing: 

"McLuhan's teaching is radical. new, capable of moving people to social action. If he is 

wrong. it matters" ( S t e m  1967, 77-78). This was the perceived threat. Othcr educators 

believed that McLuhan had openrd up a debate on issues too important to be ignored. 

The texts that incorporated his works. such as Crosby and Bond's The McLiilici~i 

ExpIosiorz (1968). were designed to present relevant material to students. whilr using the 

controversy itself to teach criticcil thinking about the nature of argument. 

Meûsuring the impact of a twentieth-century intellectual defies quantification. The 

weight of evidence indicates that McLuhan's ideas were especialiy well-received among 

creative producers, those in search of insights to carry out their work in the midst of 

profound and often dislocating cultural change. McLuhan's ideas resonated for creators 

and knowledge workers from al1 backgrounds, visual and conceptual artists, media or 

advertising workers, musicians, and designers of new technologies." These groups and 

individuals were less concemed about whether or not they could understand al1 that 

McLuhan wûs saying and more interested in applying his radicai thinking about 

technology and media to their projects. McLuhan was well known for his conviction that 

the new media required artists to fathom their possibility and meming. Those artists and 



a practitioners who applied McLuhan's insights to theii work came to understand him by 

incorporating him. Take as exemplary this description of McLuhan's impact by the sound 

engineer and producer, Tony Schwartz, in The Resontint Clioi-d ( 1974): 

[n the early sixties I discovered the work of Marshall McLuhan. The pop 
culture that developed around McLuhan, and the guru status accorded him 
has, unfortunately, clouded the extraordinary contribution he has made to 
communication theory. McLuhan's argument that people cm approach a 
medium from totally different sensory bases allowed me to focus clearly 
on how 1 had been working al1 along. I realized that 1 approached sound 
from an audi tory base, while the rest of the advertising industry was 
structuring sound communication from a written, printed base. (1974, xiv) 

Many such accounts of direct and even life-altering influences surfaced in 

Marchand's 1989 biography, still more in the 1990s Revival Period (Sanderson and 

MacDonald 1989; Nevitt and McLuhan 1994). During this Molten Period, McLuhan 

became a favourite among radicûls of al1 persuasions. New York's E m  Vilkige Orller 

applied McLuhan's concepts to a new form of newspaper. and creûted McLuhan 

Megillah, a multimedia play form. The counter-cultural new left. distinct from the 

humouriess and onhodox neo-Marxists. found him inspiring. and the Yippies espoused 

his thought. John Cage set i t  to music; composer Murray Schafer was inspired by 

McLuhan in his studies of the soundscape and to write The Ttitiiiig ofthe World; 

McLuhan's fnend, Glenn Gould, played with McLuhan's concepts to make sense of his 

own complex process of creation and decisions about performance (Page 1984; Theberge 

L 986); Timothy Leary invenied his famous slogan. "tune in, tum on, drop out", based on 

a suggestion from McLuhan. His influence was felt in new arts, such as video (Nam lune 

Paik). new technologies, like personal computing (Alan Kay; Ted Nelson). and by early 

explorers of vinual reality and the intemet. Iater recounted by the pioneers of these new 

media techno-arts to chronicler participants S tewan Brand ( 198 3) and Howard 

R heingold ( 1 987). 

The mass media also circulated McLuhan as icon and idea, in sound and mind bites. 

- Plays on his signature phrases--the medium is the message and the global village-- 

became the media's rhetorical commonplaces. Enthusiasm for McLuhan's work was 



expressed by many media practitioners. McLuhan's insights were adopted by the creators 

of political ad campaigns, including Joe McGinnis of the presidentiûl campaign (White 

1968) and Tony Schwartz (1  974). By their sheer pervasiveness and scope, McLuhan's 

ideas became historically effective. Fragments of his texts became part of wider debûtes 

over media and the changing techno-cultural environment. McLuhan's work provided en 

opportunity for playful yet senous cntical commentaries, which, as Heyer (1988) noted 

later, attained a quality which some of the critics never again reached. But while some 

were putting these ideas to work, others were ensuring that i t  would bz drsades before 

these contested concepts--if attached to the name McLuhan-could find a heûring within 

the academy. 

Split Opinions: The Last Decade of the 1970s 

McLuhan's work of the 1970s (in T d e  T o d ~ y .  From Cliché to A rclierype. Cdtiire is 

Our Blrsiness. and numerous articles) reached a limited audience. There were many 

reasons, among them: the erudi tion his work required for comprehension, his deiiberate 

use of juxtaposition and other literary and artistic techniques which easily tax the 

resources of an audience. He seemed too glib for the intellectuals. too arcane for the 

populace, too popular or unscholarly for the academics. Everette Dennis ( 1974) traced 

the rise and fa11 of McLuhan as a public symbol and concluded thût he had in effect Iost 

his audience because he was not clearly focused on a nmow set of clear ideas. The ironic 

aspect of this commentûry is that McLuhan's work had always possessed this scope and 

breadth so foreign to market-oriented targeting. Perhaps more accurately his influence 

lingered, but it had become invisible, and he had lost the immediate attention of inost of 

the numerous audiences across the intellectual spectrum who hsd taken notice, al1 

making sense or taking offence based on different aspects of his work. The times had 

shifted, and his i d e s  had continued to expand, not to contract. Upon receiving a copy of 

Dennis' article From the populx culture historian, Marshall Fishwick, McLuhan 

responded in a 1974 letter with his interpretation of events: 



Apropos my sudden rise to prominence in the 603, it happened with the 
dropout TV generation who were happy to discover the rage which my 
stuff produced in the academic bosom and to associate themselves with 
me on that account. Now that the TV generation is squaring up again. 
ihey no longer feel the same satisfaction in zapping the establishment via 
McLuhan. McLuhan continues to engender acûdemic rage while the TV 
kids are running for cover. (Letters 1987, 506) 

Robert Fulford retrospectively summed up this shift in response: "Celebrity stains 

whatever it touches, and he had more celebrity than any other professor in recent 

decades ... lûtrr when some of the intellrctuals who wrre enihralled by his work decided 

ihey had been wrong, and people in the media inevitably grew tired of him. the anti- 

McLuhan reaction was as astonishing as his populûrity had been" (199 1.4). 

During the Split Opinion Period of response in the 1970s, reactions diverged in a 

manner different t'rom the ambivalence of the earlier Molten Period. The rhetoric of this 

period among public intellectuals is best captured by Lewis Mumford in The Mytli of the 

Mcichiie (1970). a revision of his pioneecing and optimistic outlook in Techizics mid 

Civi1i;ution (1934). McLuhan's position is caricatured in Mumford's portrait. and ha 

enierges as a supporter of mankind's total surrender to a pseudo-life. whether through 

"constant bombardment of meaningless messages" that "massage the tribal mind" ( 1970. 

227), in his "trancelike vaticinations" and "electronic phantasmagoria" (ibid.. 293). or 

unwitting participation in an "electronically induced mûss psychosis" (ibid., 294). 

Bombastic i n  the manner of the juvenile cracker barre1 philosopher style of the U.S. 

populist (e.g. ibid.. 297; 304), Mumford casts McLuhan as the enemy of the book. 

supporter of "total cultural dissolution" and of "tribal comrnunism" which he regards as 

McLuhan's "public-relations euphemism for toialitarian control" (ibid., 295). In keeping 

with William James' comment on the career of a theory, having ridiculed an imaginq 

version of McLuhan's position, next Mumford claims that he invented it, and 

furthemore. "unlike McLuhan I anticipated its drawbacks" (ibid., 295). 

Mumford's rant also expresses a predominant feature of the hostile rhetoric on 

McLuhan's ideûs: the accusation that he avoided the question of political and 

institutional power. As Mumford phrases this ideological counter-themûta with respect to 



power and response: "McLuhan's ideas about the role of electronic technology have been 

widely accepted, I suggest, because they magnify and vulgarize the dominant 

components of the power system in the very act of sreming to revoit against its 

regirnentation. So far from there being any spontaneous communication under this 

regime, these electronic media are already carefully controlled to make sure that 

'dangerous,' that is, unorthodox views do not slip through" (ibid., 298). McLuhan. he 

continues, the "promulgator of the system," supplies proof of "the real nature of 

electronic control" (ibid., 339). This proof the literal-minded Murnford locates in 

McLuhan's most seriously satincal passages, such as McLuhan's trenchant observation 

that we have surrendered our senses and nervous systems to private interests, and that 

man rnust serve his electric technology as he did all previous extensions (ibid., 296; 

338). McLuhan's point, if one reads the whole of Uriderstïrndirig Medici. is that these 

fates are inevitable unless we l e m  to pay attention to this negiected and fundamental 

aspect of the techno-cultural world thût we have constructed. Blinded to subtlety by his 

outrage, Murnford refuses io recognize the powerful historical dynamic that hns yoked 

a technology and culture into a fundamental human relationship in and with the world, that 

is not predetermined to an inevitable outcome, but is a factor that cannot be thought 

away or walked away from at will (ibid.. 135). 

Academic attitudes also hardened against McLuhan, and in the aftermath of the fa11 

from newsworthiness, the academy took the lead in fonning an officia1 consensus. His 

works were less likely to be reûd, and he was no longer considered to be a " m u t  read". 

Stuck on the metap horical surface, his ideas had a tremendous afterlife, particulûrl y as 

slogans and sound bites; however this continued circulation lacked a ground for 

comprehending the meaning of his contribution. The influential divorce of his 

contribution from that of Harold Innis, due to innis' obscurity and Carey's (1967) 

influential essay, and the erroneous suggestion that his work was simply denvative of 

innis' funher decontextualized his contribution. The forging of a negative academic 

consensus prevented attempts to take up his invitation to more deeply explore the 

transformations wrought through interactions with media and technologies within 



history, daily tife, or across cultures. This point can be conclusively established by 

0 attending to the lag between the assertion of McLuhan's ideas and the serious applications 

of those ideas, which-with rare exceptions-did not take place until the 1980s and 1990s. 

Instead of research, McLuhan attracted mostly critics as the academy attempted a 

permanent rhetorical excommunication of McLuhan and his ideas. 

The negative academic consensus was complete by 1975, following the appearance of 

major critiques fiom James Carey, Donald Theall, Raymond Williams, Jonathan Miller and 

others. His theories were dismissed as technologicd determinism, and the rhetoric of the 

electrical sublime; he was ridiculed as a willing celebrity creation of the media or sirnply as 

a rogue scholar who laughably used books to announce the death of books. The collective 

power of these themes was typified in an accessible book written by academic and public 

intellectual William Kuhns (197 l), The Post-Industrial Prophets: Interpretations of 

Technology, where Carey's work is cited as part of Kuhns' dismissal of McLuhan as "the 

sage of Aquarius" and apologist for a technological Eden. 

Although most of the information is anecdotal, and there are exceptions notably in 

0 New York, numerous reports circulate of students discouraged by faculty from reading or 

taking seriously McLuhan, and king warned away from pursuit of his ideas for fear such 

association might min their careers, beginning in the 1970s and continuing into the 1980s. 

It was still common, as this author can attest, in the late 1980s, to find that citing 

McLuhan in a public gathering of academics would prompt the label, "McLuhanite", and 

fiutrate any serious sort of intellectual engagement. With rare exceptions, these unofficial 

and unacknowledged practices set back attempts to extend McLuhan's insights or add 

precision to his scope. In North Arnerica, intellectual excitement shifted to French 

structuralist and post-structuralist ideas, and to the resurgence of neo-Maorist ideas 

imported fkom the strong new U.K program of cultural studies (Hardt 1992, 178). Where 

attention was paid to communications media, wtiich, d e r  McLuhan, and given the 

growing importance of the phenornena, was inevitable--neo-Mancist communications 

scholars, such as Dallas Smythe (1977). belatedly called for the Mantists to rernedy their 



blindspot with respect to communications, while ignoring or tnvializing McLuhan's 

importance. These movements overshadowed McLuhan's contribution and ohscured the 

communications histoiy tradition that emerged out of the Toronto School of 

Communication. His critics attempted to incorporate Innis into a neo-Marxist fiame, 

ignoring his liberal orientation, and thus were further motivated in their rhetoric of 

rejection of McLuhan, perceiving him as leading commentators astray regarding the true 

Innis. Eisenstein's (1979) extension of McLuhan's The Gutenberg G a l l  to the printing 

press continued the rhetorical rejection of McLuhan; as noted in Chapter 2, however, 

simultaneously and despite her rhetorical attacks, this work further solidified the daim for 

the fertility of McLuhan's ideas and those of others comected to the Toronto School of 

Communications and the communications history tradition. 

The academy had collectively rendered a verdict. Few dissented out loud. Yet an 

obvious a n o d y  arose since even McLuhan's most severe critics had admitted the 

significance of McLuhan's central contention regarding the importance of attending to the 

medium, and not sirnply the message. Partly due to continued circulation through popular 

print and electronic media, partiy due to the resonance of his ideas and theû migration into 

basic htellectual equipment for rnany, McLuhan's ideas and signature phrases lived on, 

leading a sort of double life, simultaneously prevalent and suspect inside but also outside 

the academy. His later intewiews on the themes of what he called living at the speed of 

light, insights into computen, telecornrnunications, the brain, and the mked promise and 

penls associated with these developments rnight have sparked his critics to reassess their 

interpretations of his contribution. Yet after the negative consensus, he remained a 

marginal academic figure, and no serious reappraisal appeared during the later 19709. 

Curtis made a rare and early attempt in Culture as Polyphony (1978) to demonstrate the 

value of McLuhan's insights. When he was mentioned, the critics mostiy stuck to his 

earlier works and their hostile opinions. The forged negative academic consensus achieved 

a kind of inertial force as orthodoxy. 



During the Split Opinions Period, the ambivalence continued, despite this officid 

academic excommunication. McLuhan's appeal rernained broad if diffuse on the popular 

fiont and in professional circles, arnong st udents, advert king and business execut ives, 

architects teachers, artists, art historians, media producers, museum perso~el,  and 

political advertking campaigners. Many reminisced later about the impact of McLuhan on 

their careers (e.g., Sanderson and MacDonald 1989; Nevitt and McLuhan 1994), but 

during the 1 WOs, acadernic and media attention had moved on. Circulation of McLuhan's 

ideas continued through his books, live and media appearances, and the popular culture 

which had now embraced hirn as an icon. As Boorstin (1 96 1) had noted memorably, the 

celebrity is a person who is known for his well-knownness, and once such curious status is 

constructed, the traces linger. Even McLuhan h e l f  refened to the McLuhan of the 

controversy in the third person (Letters 1987, 506). He was also known to the media as a 

potential guest commentator, for instance on the topic of Watergate in 1973 (Demis 

1974), and on new media developments by Tom Snyder (1976), and in Maclean 's 

Magazine (1977). Another event durhg the 1970s which underscored both his continuhg 

celebrity and his absorption as icon into popular culture was his carneo appearance in 

Woody Allen's 1977 box office hit and Academy Award winning movie, Annie Hall. 

Significantly, the McLuhan controversy c m  itself be considered to feature in the plot, as 

the director, a New York artist and intellectual, fantasizes about having McLuhan himself 

emerge in a movie lineup to put d o m  an academic pontificating about McLuhan while 

uttering the lines: "You know nothing about rny work." Ironically, McLuhan the pop 

cultural icon of an academic intellectual had for most acadernics corne to epitomize the 

intellect ual manqud. 

On the popular fiont, while reaction continued to be mixed, it hardened in a negative 

direction (e.g., Wi 1977; Mander 1978) for those who had grown convinced of the 

power and evil influence of television and who considered that McLuhan's work had 

glorified the medium and pronounced books, which seemed the antidote, dead. Television 

and popular culture continued to fiourish and to reshape the cultural environment, as 



McLuhan had predicted. Tuming McLuhan's arguments against hm, he was associated 

with and sometimes blamed for most of the ills of modem life. His ideas were by now 

distorted sufficiently, and his original works so rareiy read, that they approached 

incoherence through misuse. 

Dismissal and Reappraisal: Afterlife Decade of the 1980s 

Mer his death in 1980. some critics began to take a second look. The divergence of 

vie- continued, and a mixed Dismissal and Reappraisal Period of response commenced. 

In retrospect the academic consensus can be seen to have been unstable, even *le the 

negative consensus predominated, as  some recognized the undeniable value of McLuhan's 

contribution for various areas within the interdiscipline of communications. The scope of 

his ideas, which so troubled the specialists, rnitigated against coherence; in the absence of 

a school or interpretive network of scholars willing to read his work whole, the play of 

multiple interpretations further fiagrnented his infiuence. A multiple paradox intensified: 

official rejection, accompanied by covert appropriation within acadernic domains. 

continuing popular media circulation, and the occasional rebel willing to publish views 

questioning the received wisdom on McLuhan. 

A younger generation of scholars (including Tom Cooper, Bruce Gronbeck, Paul 

Hirsch, Paul L e h o n ,  James Curtis, and James Striegel) tended to take a somewhat more 

benign and even nuanced view of McLuhan's contribution. As a group, they expressed 

these views in a retrospective special issue of the Journo1 of Communications, published 

as the "Living McLuhan" in 198 1. Despite the diversity of their focal interests, refl ecting 

their own thematic cornrnitments, ail made the obligatory reference to the celebrity that 

had clouded the reception of McLuhan's work. This volume marked the commencement of 

a Reappraisal which paradoxically coexisted alongside the ongoing Dismissal. Later, as 

academic life took hold, sorne of these career acadernics seemed to revise their vie- in a 

more negative direction (e.g., Gronbeck 1991). 



Taken as a whole, "Ferment in the Field" (Journal of Communication 1983) exhbited 

the enduring ambivalence in its rhetoric on McLuhan. Carey, for example, who had 

compared McLuhan unfavourably as almys to Mudord in the 1981 LivingMcLuhan 

retrospective, now hked Innis to Amencan radical individuals whom he clallned were 

touched by Manisrn (David Riesman, C. Wright Mills, and Kenneth Burke), whiie 

identifjhg McLuhan's work in a footnote to the British tradition of cultural studies 

"formed around" Raymond Williams' work, because both men had studied under Leavis at 

Cambridge. Carey dismissed McLuhan as "the oddest of the lot" (1983.3 12). ûther 

authors acknowledged and incorporated aAer a fashion McLuhan's contribution, dong 

with that of Innis and the communications history tradition, as pivota1 because they 

reinscribed the humanities and hktory into the field of communications (e.g., Rogers and 

ChafTee 1983,25; Katz 1983, 52; White 1983,284-86). There was also no doubting 

McLuhan's international impact, as Balle and de Baillon (1983, 150) wrote: "His work had 

a tremendous impact on media research in general and on French research in particular. " 

Superficial as these Bagments of attention seemed, the subtext was clear: the ferment in 

the field of communications referred to in the title arose fiom the impact of Birmingham 

School U.K cultural studies in particular, and neo-Mamism in general, as Hardt (1992) 

later declared. Brantlinger's Bread and Circuses (1983) provides another exemplary 

illustration of the academic ambivalence towards McLuhan, and d u r e  of reappraisal and 

dismissal that prevented clear-sighted recognition of his contribution. Brantlinger found 

merit in McLuhan because he recognized the potentially emancipatory prospects of new 

media, a recognition that had evaded previous neo-Marxists. Yet Brantlinger sided with 

the authoritative critiqua of Williams (1974) and Carey and Quirk (1970) in dismisshg 

McLuhan as an arch technological determinkt and exponent of the rhetoric of the 

electrical sublime. In retrospect, the fledgling reappraisal of t h  period seems inchoate and 

lacking in context and critical ground. Without re-reading McLuhan whole and placing 

himh the context of the ernergence of communications history, the critic could follow his 



or her thematic commitrnents, unconstrained by a full appreciation of the object of 

criticisrn 

A reappraisal of 1nn.i~' work early in the decade had triggered a round of fùrther 

condernnatiow of McLuhan's ostensibly pemicious infiuences and interpretations (Melody, 

Salter, and Heyer 1981); however, even at this tirne, rare voices began to reappraise 

McLuhan in a fksh light (e.g., Crowley 1981). A conference on McLuhan and Orweli, 

entitled "Beyond 1984," was convened in Paris by the Canadian Commission on 

UNESCO, and provided an occasion for a lirnited reappraisal by and for a very specialized 

audience. Again opinions were split. Thedl had already begun to revise some of his 

previous view, and at this conference cautioned against the tendency of the ideological 

lef€ (in which he included his own 1971 book) to dismiss the Toronto School and 

McLuhan's importance for study of communications, culture, and technology. The recently 

appointed director of the McLuhan program, Demck de Kerckhove, in association with 

French colleagues spoke sympathetically if defensively of the extensions of McLuhan's 

last decade insights into and intuitions on the brain in scientific directions through 

"neurocultural" research. The published conference proceedings had restricted circulation. 

By this point those who appriopriated McLuhan often did not mention their debt to 

hm, for instance the ongoing work of leading U.S. communications scholar George 

Gerbner, beginning in 1969, on cultural indicators. Gerbner distinguished his empirical 

content analysis approach by employing one of McLuhan's key concepts, that of media as 

environment. Som public intellectuals writing for popular audiences dismissed him glibly, 

as for example Schicke1(1985,292-3) in his study of celebrity, Inrimate Smgers .  

Mostly references remained confined to Understanding Media and The Gutenberg 

Galary. By  this the ,  the noted communications history scholar, Ong, had distanced 

hirnself gently Eom McLuhan fiom whom he had leamed much. Ong's work in Oraiify 

and Liiemcy (1982) provided further tes thny to the fertility of McLuhan's themata and 

the extent of Ong's debt. The deeper issue, discussed in Chapter 2, revolved around Ong's 

atternpt to refocus the tradition away nom media and towards more conventional and 



acceptable subjects, such as the historical evolution of consciousness. In a sornewhat more 

positive spirit, prominent Toronto schular of the orality literacy problem, David Olson 

(1 98 1), expressed ambivalence about McLuhan, and trenchantly assessed how his style 

alienated the acaderny. Nonetheless Olson attempted a partial recuperation of McLuhan's 

significance. Thus tentative reappraisal rernained a minority view alongside the prevalent 

dismissai, distortion, and trivialization of McLuhan's contribution durhg the early to mid- 

1980s. 

Meanwhile, as discussed in Chapter 2, the emergent tradition of communications 

history had matured as indicated by the appearance of several ambitious books that 

incorporated McLuhan's insights, yet simultaneously demonstrated the signs of 

deformation in the aftermath of the orthodox negative academic consensus. The counter- 

thematic charges of technological detenninism, rogue scholarship, enerny of the book, and 

global village millen'al optimism stuck; rnost writers prefirred reference to partial glosses 

of his best known works over engagement with his difficult texts. Communications 

historian, Daniel Czitrom (1 982), developed an argument that hailed "the radical American 

theories" of Innis and McLuhan and masterfùlly intertwined theory and American history 

to narrate the story of communications fiom telegraph to radio. Czitrom acknowledged 

Carey as inspiration for his dismissal of McLuhan. Later, but in similar rnanner, Canadian 

communications professor Paul Heyer (1988) traced an unacknowledged lineage for the 

field of communications history in Cornmunicarions and History. Again, Carey's 

judgement on McLuhan held sway, as well as Heyefs teacher, Edmund Carpenter's disdain 

for the later media icon, McLuhan. McLuhan was included in Heyer's pantheon of the 

ernergent tradition, but dismissed as a "clown prince." 

Despite the widespread influence of his themata and metaphors, few appeared ready to 

apply McLuhan's ideas seriousiy to research projects. There were exceptions, which will 

be rnentioned and taken up in Chapter 4. Patricia Greenfield (1984) adapted McLuhan's 

insights, especiaiiy his point that the medium is the message, and that new media such as 

personal cornputers and video games may give rise to sensibilities learned through 



childhood exposure. Joshua Meyrowitz valuably extended McLuhan's work in No Sense 

of Place (1985), while Paul Levinson (1988) took a philosophical and evolutionary 

approach to a similar task. Both were associated for a tirne as graduate students at N.Y.U. 

with Neil Postman, whose work had been greatly influenced by McLuhan. Despite his 

excellent research application, in an influential and misleading formulation, Meyrowitz 

narrowed the scope of the Toronto School contributions of McLuhan and Innis by 

dubbing the pioneers "medium theorists," a tag that gained favour arnong other 

comrnunications history t heorists (e. g.. Thompson 1995; Crowley and Mitchell 1994). 

D u ~ g  this tentative Reappraisal decade, Fekete (1982) tond down his previous 

harsh criticisrn, adopting a "ffiendly hurnanist reading" of McLuhan. Arthur Kroker in 

Technology and the Canadian Mind (1984) provided a coherent postmodem context for 

a reappraisal of McLuhan (as well as Imis and George Grant) w i t h  a Canadian 

intellectual tradition of thinking about technology poised midway between the her ican 

pragrnatic dynamo and the European lament. In a major retrospective on this tradition 

instigated by Kroker, Theall's earlier appraisative article was reprinted in the Canadian 

Journal of Social and Political îïzeory (1 984". By t his point, postrnodernism was 

begLuiLig its sweep across the intellectual landscape, and the superficial and deep affinities 

with McLuhan were dirnly perceived. 

McLuhan's inner cucle also published. Collaborator Nevitt glossed the complete 

McLuhan in The Communication Ecofogy (1982) but his dense prose limited its audience 

appeal. Logan published The Alphabet Eflect (1986), a continuation of his collaborative 

work on phonetic literacy with McLuhan (1977). De Kerckhove published articles on 

rhetoric and communications with the phonetic alphabet (1982) and BrainFrames (1988), 

which applied neurocult ural researc h to the conduct of business organizat ions? Havelock, 

McLuhan's fellow pioneer in the Toronto School, in The Muse Leams to Write (1986). 

finally and reluctantly linked his own work in Preface to Ph10 (1963) 4 t h  the 

breakthrough contribution of McLuhan in n e  Gutenberg Galary, in a curious and seK 

s e h g  retrospective that misstated the original publication dates of McLuhan's book 



(1963, instead of 1962).26 On the popular culture front, David Cronenberg's film, 

Weodrome (1982), portrayed a dark vision of television and McLuhan, who figured in 

the character of Brian O'Blivion, a man available only on videotape in the Cathode Ray 

Mission and who utters the McLuhanesque Iine: "The television screen is the retina of the 

mind." 

The mjority of academics who bothered to mention McLuhan during this period were 

still mostly dismissive. Carey's enduring influence can be cleariy established in the work of 

authors both sympathetic and hostile towards McLuhan's project of communications 

history (e.g., Czitrom 1982, xiii-xiv; 165; 180-82; Slack l984,57; Marvin 1986; Heyer 

1988, 125-26; Ross 1989, 115; Ferguson 1992). Most hostile or indifferent authors use 

Carey's early texts as the anchon for their rhetoric of rejection on McLuhan and tend to 

cleave to his version of McLuhan. This pattern of citations of and attribution of authority 

to Carey has become orthodox wisdom for North Arnerican communications scholars 

(Schement and Curtis 1995,223, n. 14). 

Carolyn Marvin is of especial interest because she participates in the communications 

history tradition, albeit fiom a "social relations" stance, which she distinguishes fiom that 

of the Toronto School in a five-page article entitled, "InNs, McLuhan and Marx." In her 

truncated discussion and rejection of the "grand theory" of Innis, Marvin has this to Say of 

McLuhan: "For reasons of parsirnony, I am collapsing McLuhan into INUs for this 

discussion. 1 agree with Jim Carey that as a 'student' of Innis, McLuhan attempted (with 

less success) to do for psychological perception what Innis attempted to do for 

institutional organization" (1986,359). The bias of the forged negative consensus is at 

work. Yet M d s  major work, When Technologies Were Young (1988), shows the 

indelible duence  of McLuhan, while avoiding seriously crediting his line of thinking. She 

hails the signincance for historians of treating the electric light as a medium, and waits 

until page 254 to cite the source of this insight-McLuhan's Understanding Media. 

Furthemiore, she argues for a contextual treatment of al1 media, including the telephone, 

and traces the rise of electronic media back to the telegraph. Understanding Media 



(1964) preceded her in tilling the same ground, while also expanding the scope of the 

concept of media. While MaMn is ambivalent about this expansion (1986,358) in that she 

believes McLuhan "sacrificed both force and historical precision," in her book (1988), she 

nonetheless offers powerfùl arguments as to why a narrow restriction of cornrnunications 

history to the mass instnments of radio and television-a mistake McLuhan at no tirne 

m a d e 4  unhelpfiiL2' MaMn's work offen compelling evidence in support of the 

conclusion that the negative acadernic consensus forged in the eariy to rnid- 1 970s persists, 

and deforms comprehension of McLuhan's contribution. 

Later in the decade, the Reappraisal and Dismissal Period tilted further toward 

reappraisal with the release of new material. McLuhan's papers becarne available at the 

National Archives of Canada, the edited collection of his Letters appeared ( 1  987), as did 

the first bibliography by Marchand (1989), based on the papers and interviews. There 

were no hidden scandals uncovered of the magnitude of Heidegger or deMan's Nazi pasts; 

yet rnost critics seized upon McLuhan's early suspicion of rejection by the academy, his 

preoccupation with the influence of secret societies in the arts, and his homfic private 

visions of the future with media during the Last Decade. Belatedly, the ambivalence of his 

private views on what he beheld was recognized. Yet few beyond the joumalist 

biographer, Marchand, attempted reappraisal based on these rnaterials. The posthumous 

Laws o m i a  (1988), completed by son Eric, s h e d  limited interest, as  did The Global 

Village (McLuhan and Powen 1989). 

Canadians were notably active at promothg such reappraisal as did emerge in this later 

part of the decade. Academics, artists, and practionen reflected together on McLuhan in 

î l e  Antigonzsh Review ( 1  988). The Canudian Journal of Communications ( 1  989) 

published academic reappraisals by Theali, Heyer, and de Kerckhove, while also reprinthg 

one of McLuhants finest oral performances, the Playboy i n t e ~ e w  (1969). It seems no 

coincidence that much of this rethinking took place in Canada. Not only was McLuhan a 

native son wfio unusualîy declined to participate in the Canadian brain drain, but as 

discussed in Chapter 2, Canadians have long had a fascination with the linkage among 



communications, technology, and nation-building (IrWig 1962; Kroker 1984). By the later 

1980s, possibly coinciding with a decline in the traditional dominance of most Canadian 

universities by imported U.S. and U.K. scholars and deference to foreign traditions, a 

growhg number of academics seemed open and willing to rethink McLuhan's 

contributions. 

Revival: The instability of the negative academic consensus 1991-1995 

During the tirst haif of the 1990s McLuhan's ideas surfaced vibrantly in popular and 

scholarly contexts. Once again his significance was praised, scomed, and generally 

contested. In short, McLuhan's resurgent work had by this tirne become unquestionably 

fiagmented. This stage of the enduring ambivalence (wtiich continues at the time of 

reappraisal in 1997) can be characterized as the Revival Phase, and results in part from 

extemal events, namely, the renewed need for cornmentary on the emergence ofanother 

major set of techno-cultural developments, this time linked to the cornputer and the 

Internet. 

The negative consensus continued to circulate in Canada early in the decade, as 

exemplified in Babe (1990) who restated the dismissal of McLuhan under the couder- 

themes of ideologue and rnyth-der. The historian, Paul Rutherford (1990), likewise 

took up the attack, but included more recent texts while making obligatory mention of the 

early counter-themata of Carey and Miller. Rutherford's fellow historian at the University 

of Toronto, Graeme Patterson (1990), also drew upon McLuhan's letters in Histov and 

Communications to reach an entirely different conclusion. Pattenon appraised the 

interpretations of McLuhan and Innis and found their communications historiography 

fertile for his own case study within nineteenth-century Canadian history. In Cfurzfving 

McLuhan (1992), S.D. Neill a professor of Information and Library Science, took issue 

with points of fact in Lmvs ofMedia (McLuhan and McLuhan 1988) and (Inderstanding 

Media. Based on his reading of McLuhan's letters, Neil independently concluded that 

McLuhan's core theory was of "communications as transformation" (1992,55), but he 



overlooks other evidence in the letten (supported by McLuhan's published texts, as 

Chapter 1 demonstrated), and accepts the implausible view that McLuhan's theory is 

technological determinkm He then surveys various literary anticipations of this idea, and 

alternative theories of communications as transformation (1992, 59-64), al1 advanced after 

McLuhan, and shows that technologicai determinkm need not be an element of such a 

theocy. Neil could have found this same evidence within McLuhan's own work. Neik 

point that media are not the only causative factors in historical change was again evident in 

McLuhan's (Inderstanding Meciia and aiso in his references to the work of Innis and the 

role of other technologies, such as the stimp as discussed by White, textual evidence Neil 

inexplicably seem to think McLuhan ignored. In this interesthg if tedious critique, Neil 

suffers fiom what cm be called a fallacy of misplaced refùtation. This is a controversial 

point; however, it seem apparent that the whole horizon of what McLuhan's abductive 

theory-as announced in his striking rhetoric--discloses is greater than the facts out of 

which he could glimpse it. His scope, as argued in Chapter 1, exceeded his precision. 

Minor refiitations seem designed to discourage vision rather than encouraging scholarship, 

the latter doubtless Neil's intent. Neil (1992,62) may be right that "people who do not 

want to be taken literally should not write books." Perhaps he can be forgiven his other 

smug references to proper scholarship, yet he cannot disguise the jack of vision in this sort 

of enterprise, arnounting to a critique for its own sake as it were. The "facts" that Neil 

believes he has hunted down to "refute" McLuhan only serve to emphasize that response 

to McLuhan's work is unproductive if his invitation to take up parallel discoveries is 

rejected by the critic. In this respect, Neill's sterile and unilluminating clarification stands 

in for others of similas myopic purpose. 

Once again, as Dennis had seen earlier, magazines played a major role in 

disseminating McLuhan's ideas; now, however, new media found, in McLuhan, 

appropriate non-linear content and a theorist who seemed, in retrospect, to have foreseen 

many current developrnents and whose work could be mined for insight. On the techno- 

cultural front, Wired Magazine claimed McLuhan as patron saint. As this magazine was 



itself hailed by other media as a harbinger of the emergent cornputer sensibility, the 

recycling of McLuhan's aphorism and irrsights was much wider than the limited 

circulation of WNed itself Harperiî magazine editor (and public intellectual), Lewis 

Lapham, introduced the reissue of Understanding Media in 1994, arguing t hat McLuhan 

made more sense in the 1990s than he did in the 1960s. Nurnerous articles appeared, and 

references abounded, as always pro and con, in magazines ranging f?om the Economist to 

Scientific American. "Imprint" on TV Ontario profiled the revival of interest in a 1996 

program, and the Canadian investigation of teievision "TVTV" created by Moses Znaimer 

reflected upon McLuhan's contribution. SouthamNoyager issued a CD-ROM replete with 

McLuhan's work, audio Msual clips and later cornmentary in 1996. In a sign of the times, 

the CD-ROM gave rise to an elegant and thoughtfully non-linear book (Benedetti and 

DeHart 1996). At least two plays were produced in 1995. More than 5,000 "hits" or 

potential destinations on the World Wide Web mentioning McLuhan tumed up in a quick 

search in late 1996. The multimedia list of revivals continues. 

McLuhan's imer and extended circle published prolifically. Eric McLuhan and 

University of Toronto Italian Studies professor, Francesco Guardiani, co-edited Volume 1 

of the McLuhan Studies Journal ( 1  99 l), which featured an array of interpretations, 

placing McLuhan within an indigenou postmodem tradition (Guardiani 199 l), and uskg 

his ideas to rethink modemity (Barilli 1991). De Kerckhove (1995) and Logan (1995) 

brought out books applying and extending McLuhan's insights, which will be discussed in 

the next chapter. Nurnerous books of collected essays were also published that shed light-- 

often of an anecdotal nature-on McLuhanism, (e.g., Nevitt and M. McLuhan 1994; 

McLuhan and Zingrone 1995; Benedetti and DeHart 1996). These books fuelled the 

reap praisal wit h impressions. McLuhan emerged as a paradoxicai kaleidosco pe of 

fiagrnents. Much of the tesurgent interest focused on the man b e h d  the mask and 

whether or not his personal opinion was "actually" optimistic regarding the electronic 

revolution and its consequent transformations. The revelations in the published Letters and 

Marchand's 1989 biography had sparked som of this interest, which seemed to reflect a 



mixture of tabloid television taste for "revelat ions" behind the scenes and a genuine 

anxiety as the techno-cultural transformations represented by the micro cornputer called 

once again for fiesh approaches to understanding media. 

During the eady to mid-1990s, circulation of rnany contradictory versions of 

McLuhan's work continued, decontextualized firom his traditions or corpus as a whole. 

The master of the one-liner continued to be reduced to one-line eagments. Yet, the 

academy had failed decisively to excornrnunicate McLuhan and to deny him credit for his 

insights. Once again, for many outside, but increasingly inside, the academy, McLuhan's 

controversial assertions seemed relevant to and resonant with contemporary experience. 

Once again his lack of focus on institutional power posed threats to the ideologically 

motivated, ofien neo-Marxjst interpretation of events (e.g., Babe 1990); while others took 

a more benign view on McLuhan, finding ways to incorporate his thinking about the 

information age. Richard Lanharn (1993, 58) applied McLuhan's insights perceptively to 

the newer digital media, and recognized McLuhan as the scholar who perhaps more than 

any other since the Second World War had "opened rhetorical study to new ways of 

thinking." The familiar distortions were also in evidence, and the consensus effective in 

convincing some scholars at second hand that McLuhan was merely derivative of Innis 

(Schement and Curtis 1995,207-09; 223, n. 14). Once again, his work was identified with 

technological determinim. The difference this time was that there were an increasing 

number who had read his work and who neither shared nor accepted these distortions 

By the 1990s McLuhan was known not just for behg known and for placing media on 

the public agenda as a topic in the 1960~~ but for the controversy over establishing media 

and popular culture as topics worthy of serious study within the academy. The dismissal 

continued, but the instability of the orthodox consensus had become apparent. On the 

scholariy front, for exarnple, John Thompson (1995) adapted McLuhan and Innis--whom 

he called, in a slight twist on Meyrowitz's phrasing, the "media theoristsW--to social theory, 

but hcluded the by now de rigeur dismissai of McLuhan's importance. Even the 

philosopher, Michael Hein who astonishingly had dismissed McLuhan's work (1987, 



57-58) while cleady recognizing the significance of a theory of transformation (which he 

found in Ong and Havelock) along lines similar to the interpretation presented here, had 

by 1992 rethought his position and included McLuhan with Martin Heidegger in a 

compelling discussion of the computer and its significance. To take yet another important 

example, again to illustrate non-exhaustively the myriad approaches to reappraisal during 

the Revival period, Richard Coyne (1995, 17) argued that the "current wave of popular 

and accessible computing" was attributable to the pragmatic tradition of communications 

represented by John Dewey and sustained by the "media philosophy" of McLuhan. The 

historically effective influences on the designers of democratic distributed persona1 

computer networks flows fiom these sources, observed Coyne.*' A final example, to 

conclude the evidence for the Revival of McLuhan, cm be found in the writing of Ian 

Angus, who began to teformulate the communications history tradition as what he called 

"comparative media theory" in the late 1980s. In a 1994 article, Angus argued that "the 

perspective of comparative media theory can offer cultural studies a renewal of its criticd 

edge" (1994, 235) by refocusing attention away fiom the plurality of interpretations of 

content possible for audience rnembers, and ont0 the lack of democratic reciprocity in 

relations between audiences and media thernselves. This shift within cultural studies 

approaches to communications can only be achieved with McLuhan's help, by "putting the 

various media in relation to each other by discussing the context of the medium in a 

comparative manner" ((ibid., 247). 

With the Revival, the 1990s witnessed an increased interest among doctoral 

candidates. Perhaps most paradoxical, several dissertations reappraising McLuhan's 

contribution were prepared and published by 1996, w i t h  a neo-Marxist (Stamps 1995) 

and a neo-Marxist postmodem tradition (Wilmott 19%)'9 The third stage of William 

James' dictum had been fulfilled: "Flinally [the new theory] is seen to be so important that 

its adversaries claim that they tliemelves discovered it." Most of these later appraisals 

included reference to the controversy surrounding McLuhan's ideas, or some disdainhl 

dismissal of his fame and his appeal to public audiences through popular media. The role 



of ideologues of the lefl in distorting McLuhan's contribution has not yet been 

acknowledged by theu heirs. Once again, the academy is mostly negative, if perhaps less 

dismissive once it averts its eyes from the popular circulation of McLuhan's ideas; once 

again, McLuhan's paradoxy enables his critics to read their thematic cornrnitments into 

their interpretations of his work. Yet the camp of dissenters fiom the negative acadernic 

consensus continues to grow. 

McLuhan is evidentiy not to al1 tastes; yet this is no excuse for rejecting his 

contribution based on a negative consensus that even many of its authors seem to have 

modified. As discussed in Chapter 2, Carey, in the early 1990s, hally rnanaged to include 

McLuhan in the pantheon that he had been first to recognize publicly: "a distinctive North 

Arnerican version of communication theory" which also included Innis, Havelock, and 

Northrop Frye (Gronbeck, Farrell, and Soukup 199 1, viii). The predecesson Carey traced 

for this "loose and disjointed group" included Patrick Geddes, Mudord, Dewey, Park, 

rnembers ofthe Chicago School of Sociology, and Kenneth Burke. The Toronto group, 

declared Carey, proved "decisive" not because it represented the initiation of a 

communications history tradition, as argued here, but because it gave cultural studies a 

distinctive North American articulation. The exemplar of this Toronto-originated tradition, 

Carey now intones, is McLuhan's former student, the St. Louis University Jesuit, Walter 

Ong, whose work has "never been a forrn of simple technological determinism" (ibid., x). 

One must admire Carey's dogged penistence: anyone but McLuhan. 

Theall's reappraisal in the 1990s appeared in the first of his two rnaster works on 

Joyce, Beyond the Word: Reconstmcting Sense in the Joyce Era of Technologv. 

Culture and Communication (1 995). He cont hues his previous assertion (Theal1 1 97 1 ; 

Theall and Theall 1989) that McLuhan should have been able to do more about presenting 

Joyce's work to a broader audience since, he argues, Joyce the "poetical engineer" and 

radical modemist anticipates not ody McLuhan but also the postmodem multimedia 

environment known as cyberspace, multimedia, and virtual reality. Theall acknowledges 

that McLuhan credited Joyce with anticipating his findhgs, but regards this as insufficient. 



The rhetoric of the old combat remah ("McLuMtic", 1995, 99, and the major counter- 

thernata are updated. Now Theall critiques McLuhan because he did not painstakingly 

address the "slow, gradua1 change and cornplex interaction between social, economic, 

political, cultural and material factors" (ibid., 96). Theall has discovered new allies for his 

critique of McLuhan in Marvin (1986; 1988) and Eisenstein (1979), whom he cites 

approvingly as providing alternatives to McLuhan's flawed approach. Theall cannot bring 

hirrself to acknowledge the obvious, namely, that both of these authors are as deeply 

indebted to McLuhan as is he. 

Theall concludes that another of McLuhan's key flaws is his imprecision in his use of 

the terni media (ibid., 97). Elsewhere Theall approvingly propounds a revision of 

McLuhan's enduring slogan, "the medium is the message," as "the micro is the message" 

(ibid., 91). The focus of attention by McLuhan and Innis on major transformations and 

historical tuming points is dismissed by Theall as the work of "good Romantics" (ibid., 

96). Ultimately, then, Theall would have McLuhan retum to his roots in literary c r i t ic i s~  

incorporate social theoty, conduct painstaking studies, and develop a communications 

eco10&~ that places Joyce at the centre of the pantheon. This is not a critique of 

McLuhan so much as a rhetorical prescription for a preferred program and course of 

academic conduct. Nor can this be considered an answer to the deeper question that 

Theali's work has so consistently and valuably raised, namely, what strategy will revivi@ 

the humanities in the electronic age, and how is communications the heir to a vital 

hurnanist legacy? 

In conclusion to this overview, diverse additional reasons can be reviewed that may in 

combination partially account for this instability of the orthodox rejection and subsequent 

revival of interest in McLuhan. Fint, the academic contribution to this revival stems fkom 

a changing intellectual climate. There can be little doubt as to the significance of media as 

a major factor in late twentieth century life, even if its meaning rernains vigorously 

contested. Culture as a concept has taken a decidedly anthropological tum, yet give the 

"blurred genres," literary and other artistic strategies are routinely incorporated into 



cultural analysis. Media are not only omnipresent, but computer-based education and 

media are altering approaches to education and scholarship. Politically, the neo-Marxist 

version of history has been invalidated by events, as McLuhan predicted it would be. 

While McLuhan rernains ideologically suspect for some, his work cm no longer be so 

easdy dismissed as McLuhanacy (Fekete 1977). Postmodemism pemiits a fiesh context 

for appropriation of McLuhan, a context in which he does not seem so alien, in part 

because his satire, wit, puns, and intertextual references are better appreciated. Thus some 

of McLuhan's most dedicated opponents and most creative potential allies find it 

opportune to appropriate, and more dificult to dismiss, his views. Another powerful 

contributing factor to the revival of McLuhan's ideas is the presence within the academy of 

some of those "television babies" who, at an earlier stage, were inspired by McLuhan. 

Some gravitated towards study of media and communications history. 

The impact of these extemal events, notably the newer techno-cultural transformations 

surroundhg the personal cornputer, require further investigation. For some public 

intellectuals, including Lewis Lapham, McLuhan rnakes more sense in the age of the 

Internet than he did in the 1960s. McLuhan's ideas about techno-cultural transformation 

and mediamorphosis rnake him one of the few to attempt to frame the vast number of 

variables required to make sense of what's going on. (Innis was, of course, another.) 

McLuhan's mosaic approach and deliberate lack of a fixed point of view-aspects of his 

work that so troubled his critics-anticipated a nonlinear sensibility, whether expressed in 

cornplexity theory or on CD-ROMs. A new "wired" generation is corning of age amidst 

profound technological changes with impacts on al1 aspects of cultural life, and McLuhan's 

ideas and metaphors are as yet unpassed as inspuation for thinking about new media. This 

is particularly tnie once one considen that the newer media such as CD-ROMs, the 

Internet, World Wide Web, and books that are typographically designed to be scanned like 

television, bring McLuhan's work to life and make his thinking more accessible. Younger 

students and scholars oAen do not know McLuhan by name, nor have they read his work; 

yet they seem to have absorbed his ideas within the general cultural ambience, which 



hcreasing ly means po pular media culture. Nic holas Rushkoq for example, whose books 

(e.g., Media h s  1994) mention McLuhan, and who appears to have absorbed McLuhan 

thoroughly, states that he has not read him (personal conversation, Ontario Institute for 

Studies Ui Education, Toronto, November 1996). To those unfàmiliar with the previous 

quarrels, McLuhan's work does not seem so outrageous in the 1990s. The idea of media as 

environments, for example, in which we live like fish in water, as well as the puns, 

wordplay, and typographical innovations, no longer seem so unfamiliar. McLuhan's f m e  

is strangely attractive, an attraction that For some is directly iinked to McLuhan's rejection 

by the acaderny. In this sense, he appears to later generations as an outlaw. This question 

of creative impact is not simply a matter of style. While it is widely known that Wired 

magazine claimed McLuhan as "patron saint," it is less well known that the magazine's 

innovative layout was inspired by the aesthetics of McLuhan's collaboration with designers 

on The Medium is the Massage (Benedetti and DeHardt 1 996). Technologies can become 

art f o m  and shapers of sensibility, a fact that McLuhan was one of the first to recognize; 

culture and Uûormation have become the business of the world, as McLuhan grasped 

early. For better or for worse, these sensibilities and the digital typographic productions 

that reflect them do not seem outrageous to the creative members of a Young, wired 

generat ion. 

In short, the climate of reception has changed, inside and outside the acaderny, and 

there is a chance that McLuhan's ideas will receive a hearing that they did not have the 

first t h e  around. But this will not go unopposed. There is a search undenvay for 

metaphon and the means to express the upheavals taking place. To change the world, as 

McLuhan inverted Marx's statement, first we must understand it. The revival of McLuhan 

cannot overcome the fiagrnentation of his ideas without a re-reading of his textual corpus 

(Chapter 1) within the context of the ernergent tradition he announced and helped initiate 

(Chapter 2). Nor will this be sufficient without a sustained questioning of the forging of 

the negative acadernic consensus, *ch wiil be undertaken belcw. Even so, in the 

aftermath of the controversy there will never be one monolithic interpretation of 



McLuhan, and his works will rernain open to the reader's participation, as he designed 

them This review serves its fùnction if it casts doubt on the conventional rhetoric of 

rejection of McLuhan's contribution. It succeeds if it persuades the reader that a fist and 

even second look at his work is required. 

In conclusion to this non-exhaustive ~verview,~' the effective influence of McLuhan's 

ideas lasted long after the hardening of academic attitudes against his persona, his work, 

and the waning of his celebrity. His ideas percolate subversively throughout popular, 

artktic, and academic culture, wherever the topic of new media and communications and 

information technologies are considered. As the 1989 edition of the Oxford English 

Dictionary rnakes plain, McLuhanism has become synonymous (and eponymous) with a 

style of understanding media, that consists of a playfùl use of words, wit, and erudite 

allusion to capture the momentous changes resulting fiom Our relationships with media 

and technologies. His name is linked to the widespread use of the term, media, and sorne 

of McLuhan's phrases have become "metaphors we live by" (Lakoff and Johnson 1980) 

which thus have contributed to the reorganizat ion of the imaginative and conceptual 

hrnework through which we perceive and cornmunicate about the way the rnedia- 

saturated world works. McLuhan was an educator and rhetor adept at ingenio, or the 

invention of words and topics to capture meanligs and expenences. This is a devalued art, 

as are al1 the rhetorical arts. McLuhan fiightened the academy, and this sense of threat has 

sustained the orthodox academic animosity towards and dismissal of McLuhan's 

contribution. Yet this orthodoxy eventually proved unstable. McLuhan did not devise a 

system; rather with the help of his rnany sources, he suggested one and, in the process, 

contributed to the invention of an original vocabulary and perceptual tool kit out of which 

such a future system can be constructed. 

The Rhetorical Space of the Molten Phase of response 

A summation of salient characteristics of the rhetorical space of the Molten Phase of 

response can now be undertaken. McLuhan's works were known in d Engiish-speaking 



countries, published in Europe and elsewhere. This was the first of the major paradoxes of 

response: how could this marginal man fkom a marginal city, country, and university, 

attract such widespread attention? The phenornenon of McLuhan took on a life of its own, 

known as  McLuhanism in part because his ideas sparked debate across conventional 

national and disciplinary divides. Everyone had an opinion on television, popular culture, 

and the decline of the book. Likewise, everyone had an opinion on McLuhan, even if it 

was to Say that they had no idea what he was talking about. Media appealing to both 

specialized and generd audiences were vocal on the controversy, with U.S. critics more 

likely to give McLuhan's ideas in Understanding Media a hearing than their counterparts 

in Britah, who had shown interest earlier in the ideas advanced in The Gutenberg Galaxy 

(MacMillan 1992). 

During the Molten Period of response, when opinions had not yet hardened, 

arguments pro and con constituted a turbulent rnix of ideas, a response appropriate to a 

Eesh and contested set of ideas, but also characteristic of the excited 1960s. But there 

seemed to be several deeper, thematic battles in play, as  evident in the cornrnents of the 

critics. The tactics of the public and acadernic intellectual critics exhibit patterns of 

distortion, misquotation, and demonization, which seemed to thematically reflect the 

struggle against the growing power and infiuence of popular and particularly electronic 

media Despite his intentions, McLuhanism came to personify these issues. It became 

cornmonplace to argue in the 1960s (e.g., Compton; Rosenthal; Nairn; Rosenthal ) for a 

divergence between academic and non-academic reception to McLuhan's unorthodox style 

and ideas. This ofien meant that those who found metit in McLuhan's views were 

considered gullible or self serving, while clear-minded, politicdly and methodologically 

correct academics knew better. The operations of the rhetoric of response across the 

intellectual spectrum as traced above through its phases indicates this persistent refiain: 

the academics were anxious to distinguish their (superior) professional dornain fiom that 

of the (infirior) rnediaworkers, in a replay of the ancient t hemtic d ~ d e  of head and hand, 

theory and practice. McLuhan appeared to have blurred that Iine because of his wiiiingness 



to cooperate with agents such as Gossage and Feigen, who aided him in reaching popular 

audiences. His experirnental wordplay that valued discovery over definition, coupled with 

his disdain for disciplinary specialism Molated the canons of academic behaviour and the 

deep thematic and professional commitrnents of most academics. Thus for the 

interdiscipline of communications, the case of the rhetoric of controversy surrounding 

McLuhan poses interesthg questions regarding the role of the public intellectual and the 

academy in a media-saturated environment under electronic conditions. Rhetorically, the 

dividing line seemed to grow at once more important to the academy and paradoxically 

more blurred as the debate over media and over McLuhanisrn intensified, 

Four s u m t i v e  points can be made about the rhetorical space of the Molten Period. 

First, from the outset, exciternent mingled with disagreement and disapproval across the 

intellectual spectrum fiom popular to public intellectual to academic response. Different 

people read different things in and into McLuhan's texts. Al1 agreed that he had raised an 

important topic worthy of debate, but little agreement existed beyond this crucial point. 

The astonishing feature was the broad spectrum of response elicited by McLuhanisrn and 

the way in which cornrnentary was focused on a familiar topic--media--which was placed 

ont0 the agenda for public debate in unfaMliar ways by McLuhan. McLuhan was thus 

indelibly linked to media, but the nuances of his ideas were lost in the controversy. For 

example, Understanding Media devoted one chapter to television and concluded with a 

look at automation, yet McLuhan's critics tended to identify his work with the television 

medium, as though they had not read the contextual chapten or the various developments 

of McLuhan's expanded notion of "media." The most superficiai re-reading clearly 

indicates that McLuhan's discussion, reflected in the title, concemed media in the broadest 

sense, and did not focus exclusively on TV. 

Secondiy, within the wide spectnim of response, professionals, artists, and the young 

incorporated his ideas as his influence spread. Gossage understood this fiom his first 

exposure to McLuhan's ideas in Understanding Media, which prompted him to £iy to 

Toronto with partner, Gerald Feigen, to meet McLuhan. Based on a conversation m n g  



the three men in 1965, Gossage wrote to McLuhan, "the people who will be most 

attracted to you are those who already have well-developed theories along your lines. 

Your structure and nomenclature will extend them as they extend you."32 Thus one C O U ~ ~  

say that instead of the traditional acadernic approach to media as a cultural "problem" to 

be studied, for these producers and knowledge creators, McLuhan's approach brought into 

focus media as transfomative instrument and environment. 

The media covered McLuhanism as a hot controversy, particulady of interest because 

the controvenialists were often cloquent, witty, and Uripassioned in their rhetoric of 

rejection or praise. The dry tones of the acadernic commonroom were replaced by elegant, 

barbed speech. McLuhan encouraged this response with his own monologic and 

provocative debating style. Following the publication of Understanding Media, the more 

McLuhan became identified with the popular controversy of McLuhanism, the more 

disdain the acaderny exhibited. When his books of the later 1960s (War and Peace in the 

Global W a g e ,  The Medium is the Massage: An Inventory of Effects, Through the 

Vanishing Point: Space in Poetry and Painting) appeared to be more popular or 

graphically innovative in format, academics and public intellectuals began to lose interest 

and patience. It was the academics, however, who seized the opportunity to consolidate 

their rejection of McLuhan. 

The disagreements hardened by the end of the decade, as the Molten Period shifted 

into a more negative assessment. Academics led the way, along with neo-Marxists of al1 

stripes. (e.g., Finkelstein's Sense and Nonsense in McLuhan [ 19681). Those who saw 

qualified merit in McLuhan (Wolfe, Harold Rosenberg, Sontag, the early George Steiner, 

Arthur Schlesinger, Ir.) tended to place him within a context of hurnanist cultural 

criticism, and saw in his unorthodoxy the signs of a shifi in sensibility that desewed serious 

attention. They read his books, but they also read McLuhanism as a phenomena. Either 

these critics did not concem thenselves with issues of acadernic propriety or 

methodological purity, or where they did his transgressions seemed integral to McLuhan's 

contribution, part of his art, and the medium for his unprecedented message. Critics and 



joumalists operated under different rules iiom academics. They aimed to grasp the larger 

cultural picture, so details were less important. This appreciation of Sontag, Rosenberg, 

and Wolfe resembled the critical tradition in which McLuhan had trained at Cambridge. 

For this reason, it is possible to conclude that McLuhan received respect from those who 

were steeped in the study of Western culture and its art f o m  and sensibilities, while they 

remained receptive to the emergent techno-cultural conditions and significance of popular 

culture. 

Within the human sciences, the academy has traditionally performed the ongoing work 

of classifying what counts as authentic knowledge and truth and what does not, and 

passing the results on while training the next generation. To the academy ais0 fiills the task 

of enforcing its verdicts, however uiformally rendered. Thus d e r  the overt media 

controversy had subsided, presurnably a more objective reflection could take place. Yet 

what rules should be adopted in the case of McLuhan's innovative ideas? Such objectivity 

could faU victim to pedantry or overreaction to the celebrity or controversy, and not to the 

substance of what McLuhan asserted; or such judgement could be swayed by rnisplaced 

disciplinaiy loyalty, whereby, for exarnple, what McLuhan had to Say was less at issue 

than whether or not he said it in a manner acceptable to disciplinary specialisrns. By the 

early 1970s, when the media glue began to subside, the tirne for sober appraisal of 

McLuhan's contribution within the academy arrived. At this point, the lack of his formai 

school apparatus and the fl uid state of communications itself as a contested site for turf 

wars and pantheon-building contributed to the incomprehension and hostility that greeted 

his ideas. His refiisal to play by conventional rules had won him enduring enernies, and 

now it was their tum. Furthemore, the scope of McLuhan's contribution meant that his 

influence was scattered across m y  disciplines w i t h  the academy, neither concentrated 

into a formai school that could corne to his defense, nor absorbed fuüy by the 

interdiscipline of communications. 



Construction of McLuhan as paradox in the Molten Phase 

During the later 1960s, while his celebrity waned, the forging of the negative academic 

consensus gathered momenturn It is a different sort of critic to whom we tum now. For 

these academic critics, there was no criticaf ground to receive McLuhan, as study of 

rhetoric was in eclipse, the ideas seerned too new, and the communications history 

tradition barely bom. Thus the unheralded could comment and expect the sarne degree of 

interest as those well established, as the essay collections d e  clear. Mer dl, McLuhan 

seemed to corn fiom nowhere. Why not his critics? The critics to whorn we now tum- 

except for the eclectic Miller-play by different rules âom the public intellectuals. They are 

ensconced within the university; they make their careers there; they publish or perish there. 

The question concehg this section is: What was the nature of the rhetorical space 

surroundhg the McLuhan controversy? 

Ail his citics made one preliminary rnove, and it is crucial to understand this move in 

order to grasp the rhetorical strategies employed in the forging of the negative academic 

consensus. McLuhan's critics began their critiques by positioning his persona, and 

portraying hirn (and his work) as mysterious, quixotic, and paradoxical, an object which it 

was the critic's proper task to unmask for the audience ( e g  Compton; Rosenthal)." 

Another parallel tactic was to position hirn as a myth requiring demystification, as did both 

Rosenthal and Naim in McLuhan Pro di Con. McLuhan unwittingly cooperated in this 

tactic in severai respects: he did not regard his biography as relevant to his work; he 

designed his texts to be open to the reader's participation he operated without a fixed 

point of view, preferrkg to present a rnosaic of insights; at t his stage, he did not explain, 

he explored; and he was flippant. Within the resulting arnbiguity of his work, designed to 

make room for his audience, lay the opportunity for ~ I S  critics to project their 

interpretations, their thematic comrnitrnents--even their narratives--ont0 his meaning. As 

he wrote in a 1974 letter to Fishwick when he felt attacked by Everette Dennis: "One 

major misundentandhg concerns my 'style' which happens to be a very good style for 

getting attention. As for getting understmtding, that depends entireV on the reader. The 



user is always the content, and the user is often very evasive or very stupid" (Letters 

The construction of McLuhan as paradox or myth was a necessary prelude to the 

forging of the negative academic consensus, because once so constructed, the critics could 

seize the occasion to resolve McLuhan's paradox in the direction of their own thernatic 

comrnitments. Paradigrnatic of the academic construction of McLuhan as paradox was an 

early essay, entitled "The Paradox of Marshall McLuhan" (Rosenthal 1969) by Neil 

Compton, then chairman of the English Department at Montreal's Sir George Williams 

University. A close reading of this essay illuminates the primary rhetorical manoeuvres in 

the forging of the negative academic consensus on McLuhan's life and work. 

For Compton, the first layer of paradox lay in McLuhan's unorthodox intellectual 

biography. Note the tone of description: "The paradox is that this darling of marketing 

associations and the switched-on set ideahes the twelfl h cent ury, dislikes almost 

everything about the twentieth centuiy to date (except its ut), and has never really 

wavered in his Ioyalty to one of the most orthodox and conservative (not to Say 

e reactionary) of intellectual traditions" (1969, 107). Compton finds the surface paradox of 

McLuhan in the contradiction between the reactionary conservative intellectual traditions 

evident in his earlier work and the radical conservative work that appeared in the 1960s. 

Inconsistency raises suspicions within the acadernic cornmunity, as Compton illustrates: 

Because he held such views it is not surprishg that McLuhan at one t h e  
gave the impression of being a bitter man who scomfully contemplated the 
world about hùn Today, however, he embraces the universe with an 
almost alanning eagemess and zest. His system of values rernains very 
much what it has always been (at any rate since his conversion to 
Catholicism) but recent history ha9 apparently transformed his pessllnism 
into a kind of miIlennial optimism In spite of repeated daims to 
detachment and irnpartiality, he has clearly invested a great deal of 
emotional as well as intellectual capital in his faith that we are entering an 
era wbich bears the promise of paradise in the form of an undissociated 
electronic culture. (ibid., 108) 

McLuhan's values are at issue, particulady his shifi ffom pessimism to "rnillennial 

optimism" Compton continues the veiled religious metaphor ("the promise of paradise"), 



which appears structuraily related to his parenthetical observation regarding McLuhan's 

conversion to Catholicism, when he writes that The Gutenberg Galmy: The Making of 

Typographie Man "expounds a revised standard version of the gospel of history 

according to McLuhan" (ibid., 1 14). 

What would motivate McLuhan to make such a S M ?  Compton will now supply a 

narrative to explain to the reader McLuhan's paradox, or how "this improbable conviction 

came to take hold of him " In ad hominem fashion, Compton discovers "defects in 

McLuhan's emotional and intellectual equipment" (ibid., 123) which account for his lost 

pessimism, and scoms his apotheosis 60m an academic in the University of Toronto's 

English Department to "Madison Avenue's favounte philosopher " (ibid., 124). How has 

t h  apotheosis k e n  achieved? According to Compton, McLuhan claims to be a detached 

observer, but is in fact committed; his deep emotional investment in the expected new 

order, which is to Say, the triumph of electronic technology, is in fact not conscious, but 

rather "stems from motives of which he himelf is oniy partly aware." Compton speculates 

that McLuhan has allowed "wish hlfilment to have a distorting effect upon his view of 

reality" and hhts at the "real story" behind McLuhan's apotheosis when he wanis darkiy: 

"It would be better for McLuhan if his oversimplifications did not happen to coincide with 

the pretensions of young status-hungry advertising and television executives and 

producers, who eagerly provide him with a ready-made claque, exposure on the media, 

and a substantial incorne Born addresses to sales conventions" (ibid., 124). Compton 

claims to uncover McLuhan's thematic commitments. In the process, he lays bare the 

expected boundary dividing academy fiom media. McLuhan's threat then arises î?om his 

deliberate crossing of barrien designed to separate the academy fiom the media. He 

weaves a rhetorical narrative on the recept ion of McLuhan's work. There are two cultures. 

Outside the academy, the popular and business culture of Madison Avenue is seen to 

respond different ly to McLuhan's " oversimplifications'' t han do those genuine intellectuals 

possessing a higher Ievel of social consciousness within the univenity. The fact that 

McLuhan appears on the media and speaks to sales conventions for a fee compounds the 



problem of McLuhan's paradox for Compton. He is now an outsider on the inside, a 

traitor to his c l w  of intellectuals. Compton accuses McLuhan of feigning disinterested 

scholarship, but driven by (poçsibly) unconscious mot ives, he perpetrates a conservative 

agenda. These accusations were typical of the ideologically-tinged criticism of McLuhan 

which came to predominate within the academy after the Molten Period. In the rhetorical 

structure epitornized by Compton's critique, paradox serves as a trope devked to set up a 

case for McLuhan's superficial inconsistency. To resolve this paradox, a narrative is 

supplied which offers the critics' account and which provides a coherence sharpiy at odds 

with McLuhan's sornetimes cryptic staternent of his intentions. McLuhan rejected these 

crticism publicly in his interviews, and privately as confirmed much later in his Lettem. 

However the deliberate openness of his writings made room for his criticst motivated 

misreadings. 

McLuhan posed several threats, but early in the codroversy, the perceived political 

implications of his work attracted insistent negative critique. Compton begins by 

problematizing McLuhan as inconsistent, or paradoxical, and then argues that McLuhan is 

in fact ody too consistent in tus conservative ideology and Roman Catholic value system 

Thus the paradox is apparently resolved. This kind of resolution usually rneant 

overlooking what he had to say in favour of the implications of what he might be saying, 

at least according to the critic. McLuhan's insistence that Marx was looking in the rear- 

view rnirror infuriated his rnany neo-Marxist critics. In the eyes of critics such as Naim, 

McLuhan posed a danger by becoming "a myth for our the." Carey (1 967) wrote of 

McLuhanisrn h a h g  become a rnovement. Many critics thus resolved the paradox of 

McLuhan at the level of demystification of this purported ideological position. 

. One reason why this tactic of rejection by counter-themata of ideology seerns 

particularly interesthg is that the threat posed by McLuhan appears to reside in his critics' 

fear not that he is right, but that he might be believed. In Compton's discursive strategy, 

McLuhan's alleged flaws of character, or of min4 might have ken harrnless traits, but 

only so long as McLuhan stuck to his earlier pessimistic views about the prospects of 



technology, and only so long as he stuck to audiences within his field of English literature. 

But now McLuhan had reached conclusions that resonated 4 t h  a wider public via media 

and sales conventions. McLuhan's version of media and his claims for communications as a 

tramformative agency in techno-cultural history might pose a serious threat to rival 

explanations of how the world worked by those who had another agenda. The question 

became, not as Wolfe had it, what if he is right, but what if he is believed? Within the 

rhetorical space of the controversy, the issue then tumed in part on credibility, and called 

for ad hominem attack. For Compton, and for the many others who adopted sunilar 

rhetorical constructions of McLuhan as paradox or myth, his paradox could be explained 

by the perceived implications of his work, the lack of preferred values in it, or its 

illegitirnate appeal within popular culture and for media workers who sought inteiiectual 

legitimation a s  well as power. The paradox--whether biographical, htellectual, or 

ideological--then can be resolved by offering counter-thernata. This is where the thematic 

commitments of his critics against the backdrop of the tirnes become important. 

It is my contention that some variant of this structure of rhetorical response serves as 

ground for the forging of the negative academic consensus. This cornrnon positioning of 

McLuhan as paradox or myth helps to expiain why the interpretations of McLuhan's 

meaning were so contradictory. The reason does not lie exclusively in his work, which 1 

hold cm be interpreted whole and in a rnanner sympathetic to his project. In the absence 

of a recognized tradition, &er problernmatkhg his work and persona as paradoxical, each 

critic could read his or her own agenda of thematic commitments into McLuhan. He 

became a projection screen for his critics' counter-themata. 

Understanding this initiai move is cmciai to fathorning the way in which the Molten 

Period of response within the acaderny gave way to the forging of the negative consensus. 

The real question should be why McLuhan's pioneering insights were not further 

developed, and applied to specific projects with precision. The Molten Period witnessed a 

diversity of voices--joumalists, teachers, acadernic and public intellectuals--expressing 

opinions pro and con on McLuhan and his ideas. He shook them up, and many thanked 



him for this. Later in the decade, as a grirnmer mood took hold-for many reasons. 

including Vietnam-McLuhan's playful work took on a darker tone, as did the culture at 

large. Read carefully, there are many tiesh insights in his later Catalyst Phase books, The 

Medium is the Massage and War and Peace in the Global Village, and in the works of 

the last decade. From the perspective of the critics, however, the academic attack began to 

consolidate, especially on the part of those whose major concem was the study of 

communications, media, culture, technology, and popular culture. Many students were led 

to the study of communications and media as a result of McLuhan's work, yet extensions 

of his kights stalled. Compton, Naim and Rosenthal were not alone in considering 

McLuhan dangerous. For acadernics, the greatest threat he posed was to the academy 

itself This sense of McLuhan's paradox or myth as threatenuig also cornes across in the 

texts of the key critics whose work was most influential in shaping the negative consensus. 

Following the next section, the discussion of the threat posed by McLuhan continues. 

The forging of the negative academic consensus 

The task in this section is to examine closeiy the rhetoric of appropriation and rejection 

(Holton) in those texts that cm be identified in retrospect as playing significant roles in the 

forging of the negative acadernic consensus in the late 1960s up to 1975. This will be done 

by demonstrating how McLuhan was constnicted as paradox and the nature of the 

counter-t hernata formulated by t hese aut hors in their responses. The t hernat ic analy sis of 

the texts of the authors selected discloses some or al1 of the four major counter-themata 

that (taken together) comprise the dominant rhetoric of rejection of McLuhan's work. 

Texts by James Carey, Donald Theall, Raymond Williams, and Jonathan Miller will be 

discussed narrowly and ody insofat as these works and the counter-themata they exhibit 

bear on the forging of the negative academic consensus on McLuhan. The section to 

follow concludes Chapter 3 by discussing sorne implications of the McLuhan controversy 

for the question of the public intellectual and the battle between the media and the 

academy. 



James Carey 

Afier obtaining his Ph.D. f?om Illinois in 1963, James Carey became an assistant 

professor ofjournalism and an instmctor at the Illinois Institute of Communications 

Research, where he specialized in studies of propaganda, television, and popular culture. 

Carey rose to prominence as a senior figure within the North American pantheon of 

humaistic communications, acting as Dean of Communications at the University of 

IUinois-a major Midwestem univenity where many in the field of communications were 

trained, including George Gerbner, Dallas Srnythe, and Gertrude J. Robinson--and also 

serving on the boards of several communications research journals in the 1980s. During 

his disthguished career, Carey has brought a humanistic and historical sensibility to the 

study of communications. A talented essayist, Carey made his early reputation with his 

eloquent attacks on McLuhan. His first article of 1967, published in the Antioch Review, 

credited most of McLuhan's scholarship to Imis, and raised ail of the major counter- 

thernata that were to predominate against McLuhan. Unquestionably the single most 

infiuential academic article published on the communications history tradition., Carey's 

essay was reprinted in the 1968 McLuhan: Pro and Con. Taking up his subject again in a 

two-part series in the American Sehofur in 1970 (with John Quirk), he piaced McLuhan 

within the tradition of technological utopianism Drawing on Leo Marx's The Machine in 

the Garden (1964), Carey coined the phrase "rhetoric of the electrical sublime" to 

categorize McLuhan's contribution. These three essays established the definitive 

interpretation on McLuhan within U. S. academic circles. In 1975, his paper, "Canadian 

Communications Theory: Extensions and Interpretations of Harold uuiis", was published 

by McGill's Programme in Communications. As rnentioned in the review of the rhetoric of 

intellectual controversy, Carey contuiued his attack on McLuhan over the years, always 

contrashg McLuhan's work unfhvourabty with that of another writers--fiom Lewis 

Mudord (198 1) to Walter Benjamin (1987) to Walter Ong (1991). It cm be said that 

Carey made a career specialty out of his antagonism toward McLuhan's position. 



Attuned to new developments in the field of communications, Carey became a leading 

synthesizer and promoter of a uniquely North Arnerican arnalgam of communications and 

cultural studies (1988). For these tasks, Carey incorporated rnany of McLuhan's insights. 

Credit, if given, was always paid to Imis or a figure other than McLuhan. Given his 

influence, it is particularly unfortunate that Carey's lacunae and distaste for McLuhan's 

contribution helped to forge the negative consensus that has only recently begin to shift. 

Perhaps the most ironic postscript on this contradiction was his series editor's use of a 

quote in the introduction to Carey's collected essays (1988, ix), taken fiom a letter to 

Carey ( and used as this Chapter's introductory quotation) taken out of context and 

missing McLuhan's satûical intent. 

Carey grasped early and clearly what McLuhan and Innis intended: a revolutionary 

new way of doing history, in which media and communications technologies were central 

and not incidental (Rosenthal 1969,27 1). However, his grasp of McLuhan's work was 

shaiq indeed. His interpretation prompted his conclusion that where Imis had made a bold 

and valuable contribution, McLuhan was misguided, dangerous and derivative. Carey, 

along with Kostelanetz, was one of the first to reduce McLuhan's work to a form of 

technological determinism, but even here Imis was a "sofi" technological determinist and 

McLuhan a "hard" technological determinist (ibid., 272). This is the fist of the major 

counter-themata raised against McLuhan. 

Carey constructs McLuhan as a paradoxical set of inconsistencies: "while he is a 

S ~ ~ O U S  critic of traditional logic and rationality, his argument is mechanistic, built upon 

linear causality, and illustrative of ail the deficiencies of this type of analysis. His 

terminology is ill-defined and inconsistent ly used and maddeningly obtuse" (ibid., 29 1). 

Due to McLuhan's stylistic paradox, "one cannot tell what he is serious about and wbat is 

mere whimy" (ibid.) To resolve this paradox, Carey asserts his infiuential argument that 

McLuhan was a student and disciple of Innis, who had taken INUS' pioneering insights in 

an unfortunate and regressive direction. (ibid., 294) Where Innis' sweeping narrative on 

history had taken account of econorny and politics, empire and communications, and he 



sees the principal effect of communications technology on social organization and culture, 

according to Carey, McLuhan had nanowed Innis' themes to the senses and social 

psychology, finding the chef effects on sensory organization and thought (ibid., 28 1). 

Carey purports to compare and judge which of the two arguments is more persuasive, and 

concludes on the bais of modest and dubious evidence that Innis was right, and McLuhan 

wrong: ''the most visible effects of communications technology are on social [and not 

sensory] organization" (ibid., 293). Yet Carey admits what Holton would regard as a 

thernatic cornmitment, when he states: 'My preferences for Innis are partly aesthetic; they 

stem partly fiom a simple aversion to much of what McLuhan represents" (ibid., 294). He 

also predicts, wrongfy 1 conclude, that Imis' argument will be "ultimately more productive 

of significant scholarship" (ibid.) 

In this shallow appraisal of the relationship between the work of the two key rnembers 

of the Toronto School of Communications, Carey laid the groundwork for an artificial 

separation of their contributions, and did not consider the prospect that both aspects of the 

theory, the social and the sensory, mi@ be required. In effect, Innis was granted the 

political and moral sphere of the new t heory of communications, while McLuhan was 

relegated to the persona1 and subjective. To accornplish this detachment manoeuvre, Carey 

links McLuhan's work to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, in effect invoking what he considers 

a flawed and overly general linguistic determinim. However, much as  McLuhan may have 

shared Sapir and Whorf's important notion that language is deeply implicated in 

worldview, his understanding of language, perception and psychology was fm more 

nuanced than this criticism suggests (McIlwraith 1994). Carey misses McLuhan's 

numerous sources in sensory psychology (discussed in Chapter l), and his indisputable 

striving for precision of insight by combining the core dynamics (which offer a 

sophisticated version of human behg and becoming in the world) with a diagnosis of the 

htoriographic patterns. Carey goes on to misread McLuhan's rich classical use of the 

term grammar ( e g  ibid., 284) while producing an occasionally accurate version of 

McLuhan's notion of perceptual metamorphosis by rneans of the relations between 



extensions and interiorization. The problem, however, is that Carey is intent on dismisshg 

McLuhan, so that he fails to recognize the transfomative quality of McLuhan's 

interpretation, instead misstating McLuhan's position as proposing "laws of perceptual 

determinism." McLuhan clearly intends to provoke his readers--academics or public--hto 

awareness of the forces at play ui the media environments we have made, and which in 

tum rnake us, so as to gain greater autonomy. In addition, and most seriously, Carey 

grossly misreads McLuhan to assume that he regards the audience as some sort of "black 

box" or "empty organism view of the self' and accuses h m  of espousing a naive tabula 

rasa Lockean view of perception and communication (ibid., 296). The most cursory 

review of McLuhan's notion of the active role of the senses, and of the audience refbtes 

Carey's repetitive misdiagnosis of McLuhan's detenninism. But it was not sirnply 

what McLuhan said that irritated Carey, it was how he said it, and the public impact that 

his ideas appeared to be having: the counter-thernata of the rogue scholar. McLuhan as an 

intellectual is dangerous and appears beyond the criticism of academics because he is more 

than a social analyst, "he is also a prophet, a phenomenon, a happening, a social 

movement. f i s  work has given rise to an ideology--rncluhanisme--and a mass movement 

producing seminars, clubs, art exhbits, and conferences in his name" (ibid., 291). For this 

reason, Carey is convinced that "a technical critique of McLuhan" is a useless undertaking, 

"analogous to criticizing Christianity by pointing out contradictions in the Bible" (ibid.) 

The religious metaphor also recun in this essay, despite Carey's Roman Catholicism. In a 

move similar to that of Compton's, Carey acknowledged his strategic decision in the face 

of McLuhan's paradox: "the only criticism of McLuhan that can hope to be effective is 

one that admits the possibility of a system of values and meanings preferable to those 

iniplicit in McLuhan's work" (ibid., 303). On this basis, Carey felt justified in reading his 

counter-thema into McLuhan's work. McLuhan represents the triumph of the techrucal 

over the moral (ibid., 304). Carey rnakes the values he reads in explicit: "McLuhan thus 

represents a species of a secularued, religious detemiinism, a modem Calvinism that says, 

'Everything is gonna be ail right baby ' " (ibid., 3 05). Again, Carey is detemiined to find a 



spectrum of determinism in McLuhan's work, and now raises another of the counter- 

thernata: technological utopianism It is "the quality of moral imagination" in the myth 

McLuhan offers for our tirne that Carey fin& so troubling (ibid., 307). By strategically 

comparing McLuhan unfavourably with IM~s, who addressed moral issues and questions 

of political and economic power, Carey could supply a narrative that amounted to an 

ideological critique. This became the dominant rhetoric of rejection on McLuhan. But 

there is more, for Carey finds McLuhan to be "utopian and rnythical" (ibid., 304), and 

despite his protests, Carey charges McLuhan is an enemy ofbooks and liberal rationalism 

(ibid.). 

For Carey, instead of a traditional scholar, McLuhan was a "poet of technology" (ibid., 

303) whose work "represents a secular prayer to technology, a rnagical incantation of the 

go&, designed to quel1 one's fears that, afler all, the machmes rnay be taking over" (ibid.). 

McLuhan's work "is designed to sharpen up the mindless and mundane world of popular 

culture which consumes so much of our lives and to blunt down the influence of modem 

technology on our personal existence" (ibid., 303). Now Carey seems to be rnaking 

assurnptions about passive audiences. Carey thus decisively demonstrates his and the 

comrnon academic bias of the t h e  against popular culture, which he identifies with 

McLuhan's work. 

Throughout his essay, Carey supports the widespread rhetoric of academic rejection of 

McLuhan's ideas because of his unorthodox style, and in so doing, implicitly states the 

niles of expected academic conduct: "McLuhan has often argued that the attempt to 

analyze, classify and criticize scholarship--the intent of rny paper-is not oniy iilegitirnate; 

it also represents the dead hand of an obsolete tradition of scholarship .... But 1 am content 

to let history or something else be the judge of what is the proper or only method of 

scholarship, as I at least am uncornfortable pronouncing on such weighty rnatters (ibid., 

270). On this rhetorical basis, McLuhan's scholarship is illegitirnate, because he does not 

play by the rules of the game. McLuhan appeared imMlne to criticism, as Carey pointedly 

observed later in his essay: "If Robert Merton cannot dent his armor by pointing out 



inconsistencies in his argument and lacunae in his observations, I'rn quite sure that my own 

lesser luminosity shall have little eEect on McLuhan or his devotees" (ibid., 291). Carey 

was outraged that McLuhan did not confom to the rules of expected academic conduct, 

as Carey's rhetoric of rejection asserted. For reasons of personal style, unwillingness to 

play by conventional academic de s ,  appeal to non-acadernic audiences, and non-linear 

mode of presentation, McLuhan seemed to Carey and others a threat. Carey thus helped 

forge the counter-themata of McLuhan as rogue scholar. 

In his second major foray, with former Illinois student, John Quirk, Carey supplied a 

broader context within cultural and intellectual history for understanding McLuhan. This 

tirne his narrative placed McLuhan within a Euro-American tradition of technological 

utopians. Carey's objective was in part to expose the threat that McLuhan seemed to pose 

due to his hopeiùlness regarding technology, an optimism that seemed to Carey to have 

ideological implications. In a personal interview in 1990, Carey recalled that the political 

clhate surrounding the Vietnam war made McLuhan's views seem conservative and 

ideologically suspect. To his critics, McLuhan's conservatisrn seemed to be confirmed by 

bis rejection of a value-based critique, a stance that seemed to the lefi and right to signal a 

hidden agenda In this essay, Carey's rhetoric on McLuhan was even more dismissive, and 

the narrative and counter-thernata more fully developed. Carey and Quirk's second essay 

confhs  another Uiterpretative hypothesis: in the absence of a context in the Toronto 

School, McLuhan as paradoxical figure could be cast in a narrative of the critics' choice. 

Carey incorporated McLuhan within his narrative version of the history of technological 

utopianism, and McLuhan becomes a pretext for Carey's actual target. Carey declares that 

the first task for any opposition to the curent power structure of communications is to 

"demythologize the rhetoric of the electronic sublime." 

Carey's work thus laid the ground for al1 four major counter-themata: McLuhan as 

technological determinist; as utopian millennial optimist of technology; as rogue scholar; 

and to a lesser degree as enemy of the book and rationalism. He contributed directly to the 

forging of the negative academic consensus on McLuhan's work, and also to the 



underestimation of its meaning and significance. An additional set back for 

cornunications history studies to which Carey contributed was that the similarities 

between the work of Innis and McLuhan were occluded in favour of his emphasis on their 

differences. 

In a 1975 essay, Carey restated his views to a Canadian scholarly audience, and 

described Canadian communication theory as an arc ninning from Innis to McLuhan. He 

introduced his view rnemorably with Oscar Wilde's comment on Niagara Falls: "It would 

be more impressive if it ran the other way." Carey did his best to ensure that the tide was 

t urned bac k. 

Donald Theall 

Donald Theall, a Yale graduate who prepared his doctorate under McLuhan at the 

University of Toronto, wro t e The Medium is rhe Rear View Mirror ( 1 97 1 ), mot her 

influential critique of McLuhan. The impact of this book reflected its author's proximity to 

McLuhan during the Erplorarions period, and grasp of the literary sources (particularly 

James Joyce) that shaped McLuhan's thinking. Theall becarne disenchanted with McLuhan 

and lefi the University of Toronto to teach English and Communications and to hold 

important administrative posts at various Canadian universities. Theall c m  be considered 

one of the major figures in the establishment of a scholarly field of communications in 

Canada. 

Writing in the late 1980's Theall fkther developed certain of these insights and d e r  

tracing McLuhan's debt to James Joyce, a debt McLuhan consistently acknowledged, 

charged that "The irony of al1 the complex contradictions of Marshall McLuhan's 

variegated career apparently is that he failed to successfiilly comrnunicate the insights of 

contemporary poetry and art to cornmunications researchers." (1 989, 46) For Theall, in his 

later comment it has as McLuhan observed "ben unfortunate that many of those involved 

in conaiunication and cultural studies have never read his works in relation to the history 

of art and literature f+om the 1880s to the 196ûs" (46). 



Theall expressed ambivalence regarding McLuhan's mot ives and contribut ion, but saw 

disappointed promise amidst the threat. His chief charges were two fold. On the threat 

side, he accused McLuhan of hawig no social theory, and harbouring crypto-Catholic 

conservative politics as a hidden agenda. On the disappointed promise side, he challenged 

the way in which McLuhan had moved away from his humanist roots, and, as previously 

mted, accused him of failing to encourage studies of James Joyce and the literary tradition 

which had given rise to his insights into new media and theu effects on sensibilities. 

Accordhg to Theall, McLuhan's work promised a revivified humankt imagination; yet he 

becarne a positivist technological determinkt with a conservative agenda once he moved 

away &om literature. In his analysis, Theall used both the myth and paradox devices: "The 

veiy fact of McLuhan's central role as a cultural myth suggests that he is deeply involved 

in some essential problems which will reveal either somethg about the culture or 

something of lasting human insight" (1971, 5). Like his fellow critics, Theall found it 

necessary to adopt "some kind of paradoxical logic" to understand McLuhan. (ibid., 7). 

Theall finds the fint paradox to be McLuhan's literary style. However, iristead of the 

0 ridicule c o m n  to many of McLuhan's critics unfamiliar with the literary tradition that 

influenced McLuhan, Theall fmds meaning in this paradox, which, citing Kenner, he 

compares to Flaubert, Joyce, and Beckett. Theall's contribution to the cumulative forging 

of the negative academic consensus lies in the fact that he was one of the few who could 

take up the challenge later issued by McLuhan that no one could take a serious interest in 

his work unless they were completely farniliar with the works of James Joyce and the 

French Syrnbolists (Letters 1987, 506). Despite his appreciation for what McLuhan was 

up to, Theall supports a version of the counter-themata of the rogue scholar by observing 

that McLuhan. steeped in literary scholarship on the Renaissance, dogmatically says one 

thing and then equally dogmaticdly its opposite. Yet Theall also calis attention to the 

construction of McLuhan's aphorisms, which as Colie (1 966) had observed, contradict the 

distinction between form and content, in order to force the mind to meditate upon the 

cornplex relations between medium and message. Along with many other critics, Theall 



found McLuhan's paradox of literary style in the contradiction of expressing post 

Gutenberg ideas in printed book forrn "There is the paradox in McLuhan's own work that 

such a stance is prht oriented and therefore to some degree linear" (1971, 154). Of 

course, and here Theall is a rare exception, when this became less true, as in the 

typographical experiments such as The Medium is the Massage, most scholars responded 

with shock and horror. 

McLuhan's unorthodox academic style gave rise to a fùrther paradox, on an analogy to 

a clown or professional fooi. Theall States: "At least metaphorically, the robes are 

academic, for McLuhan dresses his paradoxes and develops the rnaterial of his intellectual 

'con game' out of a wide range of enidite sources which he uses in whatever way he sees 

fit and with a pose of superiority to those colleagues and thinkers with whom he does not 

agree" (ibid., 63). Here we fhd paradoxes within paradoxes, for Theall is questionhg 

McLuhan's intention, production, the art and act of the put-on, and his rogue scholarship. 

Theall was aware of the lengthy tradition of the fool and trickster or con man in literature 

and mythology, an understanding later lost by less literary and more IiteraCrninded critics 

who followed Theall's authority on McLuhan (Heyer 1988; Wired 1996). But Theall could 

c l ah  authenticity in his backstage view of McLuhan's academic "con game." It is not 

surprising that following an initially positive response, McLuhan expressed anger over the 

book (Jefiey/McAninch. Theall Interview 1989). 

Theall illustrated the paradox of Roman Catholic literary influences by citing G. K 

Chesterton, an acknowiedged twentieth-century master of paradox who had iduenced the 

young McLuhan. Theall continually, if often elliptically, returns to this theme of the 

paradox of McLuhan's personal commitment to R o m  Catholicism despite his daims to a 

detached non-moral perspective (ibid., 45). Theall located another paradox in McLuhan's 

approach to history, calling this a paradox of hktoriography, or interpretation of history. 

Theall cals McLuhan's approach to history dialectical history, or a nineteenth-century 

point of view expressed in some naive and Romantic versions of Hegelianism (ibid., 39). 

Given that dialectic is elsewhere a terni of approbation for Theail, certady when applied 



to Innis, it is at first not clear why this observation should be negative. It would seem that 

Thedi's philosophical and political objection to McLuhan surfaces throughout his critique, 

in the charge that beneath the divenity diagnosed by McLuhan lay an underlying harmony 

of al1 contradictions, a h m n y  verging on totalitarianisrn The "unity" that Giedion wrote 

about, that McLuhan wrote to Innis about Ui t e m  of patterns and fonnal qualities within 

various disciplines, arts, and inventions, that he expressed in "mirneo sheets" or "media 

logs" seem threatening to Theall, who senses orthodoxy not diversity. This interpretation 

seems consistent with another of Theail's perceived paradoxes in McLuhan, which he 

identified as "McLuhan politicus," namely "the paradox of a McLuhan who, while 

appealing to anarchist artists, or students o f N o m  Brown, might well contain an even 

stranger type of repression at the heart of hk vision" (ibid., 6 1). This paradox is for a 

hstrated Theall a 

. . .paradox at the heart of al1 McLuhan, and it is conceming this paradox 
that he never gives us a serious encounter or insight ... The paradox is that 
he seems to Say that we rnust strive for one mode, singleness (integration, 
unification, wholeness, cal1 it what you will), to the entire exclusion of the 
other, division (doubleness, opposition, fragmentation, cal! it what you 
will). Though one suspects McLuhan's choice is theological, it is forbidden 

{to mix the overtly theological, since it necessarily implies a value system, 
with the role as  observer-participant at the centre of the vortex. (ibid., 193) 

Theall's charge contradicts McLuhan's continual stress on the interplay that achieves 

hannonies in motion, or constant translation of senses, and metamorphosis of the dynamic 

life of f o m .  Over the balance of McLuhan's writings, harmony in diversity, paradoxical as 

the concept may seem, appears a more adequate interpretation of his rneaning than 

homogeneous unity. Despite his critique, Theall found merit in McLuhan's work: "The 

very base fiom which McLuhan moved into a consideration of the mass media provides 

him with a unique quality of imagination to bring to the study of cultural objects. One of 

the simple reasons why McLuhan has corne to be so important is the widespread lack of 

qualities of imagination" (ibid., 10). Where Carey had regretted the quality of McLuhan's 

moral imagination, nKall celebrates the literary and historical imagination that McLuhan 

brought to his work. Theall observes that metacommunications study, or what Theall cab  



communications about communications, is bound up in the sort of paradox that he believes 

McLuhan exhibits. It is evident to Theall that full appreciation of McLuhan requires 

training in artistic sensibility, and sorne appreciation of McLuhan's sources, especially 

Joyce. 

The negative academic consensus was not forged by the logic of its refutation, for 

most of the chief architects took distinct ive and even contradictory perspectives; instead 

the consensus was achieved cumulatively and rhetorically. Theall brought authenticity to 

the process as an apostate graduate student once close to McLuhan, who tumed his 

formidable literary knowledge against his former teacher. Theall's openness to the left- 

wing politics of his tirne also contributed to his receptiveness to the anti-McLuhan animus, 

and made him sensitive to the absence of concem over power in the foreground of 

McLuhan's work. Yet he recognized McLuhan's distinctiveness tiom Innis, and the value 

of the humanist legacy he brought to the study of media and communications. As he later 

acknowledged, Theall knew that McLuhan's work presumed the question of power as 

background, and understood also that his training predisposed him to bring his hurnanist 

training and study of art and its history into play in his approach while rejecting the 

behaviourist and positivist assurnptions of the social scientists whose uninspired approach 

to communications had (according to McLuhan) led it nowhere. In addition, ThealFs 

lifelong scholarly dedication to reviving the study of Joyce made him inordinately aware of 

the need for the tasic, an opportunity he believed McLuhan had been given, by dht of his 

talent or celebrity, and disappointment with the results. 

Theall's insistence that McLuhan was a positivist and behaviourist reveals the 

operations of the counter-themata devised against McLuhan's work. It seem on the face 

of it an astonishing charge. While McLuhan believed that moral indignation hindered 

understanding media to d e  a leap fiom this observation to a charge of positivism, 

considering al1 that McLulian wrote and Theall's own recognition of McLuhan's 

hermeneutic approach, seem a major distortion. 



In a sense, this counter-themata matches William James' observation of the first stage 

of criticism of a new theory-namely, that it is not original. Where Carey personified 

McLuhan as the derivative disciple manqué of Innis. Theall found McLuhan to be a distant 

heir manqué to the legacy of James Joyce. Theall did give McLuhan some credit as an 

artist: first, by comparing his work to Addison, who (as McLuhan reported in The 

Gutenberg Galary) had invented an "equitone" prose to match the onset of the telegraph 

and mass press medium; second, extending this cornparison, by crediting McLuhan with 

innovating the "essai concrete," a new hybrid prose form responsive to electronic media 

Later, McLuhan seem to prefer 'Menippean satire" as the description for his work. 

Theall's contribution was also to suggest, in a brief note, that McLuhan's marginality 

was a key factor behind his ability to devise such an unorthodox approach to 

communications. Theall(1971) argued in his appendix that McLuhan's humanist values 

resulted fiom his marginal Canadian Mlieu which like any such milieu (such as Joyce's 

Ireland) could supply a tradition that would becorne the ground for "strategies for using 

artistic creativity as a means of social discovery and cultural scholarship" (ibid.). However, 

writes Theall, the humanist McLuhan must be disentangled fiom McLuhan the 

technological millemialist. The counter-thernata of the technological millenialist surfaces 

in Theall's critique. 

Restating his t hemes in 1975, in the same volume as James Carey, Theall s u m i z e d  

his earlier critique, now arguing that his book had intended "to extricate the 'humanist' 

values fiom the general 'technological determinism' which McLuhan developed" (1975, 

15). By 1 975, then, Theall's views had shified closer to those of Carey: " WcLuhan] failed 

when he relinquished [his humanism and his aest het ic interpretat ion] by uncrit ically 

participating in the apocalypse of the electronic revolution which James Carey has so 

accurately described" (1975,24). Theall had now embraced Carey's counter-thernata of 

technological determinism and utopian optimism He explains McLuhan's political stance, 

as he had implicitly in his book: "Nt was associated with McLuhan's interpretation of the 

central role of the tradition of the Catholic Church and Catholic philosophy (traditional 



cultural monopolies in Innis' sense of the term) in an understandhg of the new world of 

' electronic communications"' (1 975, 1 6). McLuhan is now a crypto-Catholic rogue 

scholar. This assertion is only convincing if one agrees that McLuhan has failed to keep his 

religion out of his media understanding. It fails if one concludes, as 1 have, that his 

conviction of the intelligibility of the universe. and insights into analogies and perceptual 

relationships, were fostered unquestionably by his religious faith, but that his writings on 

media are remarkably free fkom religious or political dogrna. Theali's perception of 

McLuhan's threat seems exaggerated. 

With the texts fiom Carey and Theall discussed so far the academic narrative within 

the rhetorical space of the McLuhan controversy in North Arnerica is already apparent: 

McLuhan moves fiom his hurnanist traditions into the new field of communications where 

as rogue scholar he beguiles with his non-academic adman style, and becomes a 

technological determinkt and an electronic utopian speaking in tongues of the rhetoric of 

the electrical sublime in order to advance secret political and religious objectives 

Jonathan Miller 

British public intellectual Jonathan Miller's book-length appraisal of McLuhan, 

prepared for the "Masters of Modem Thought" series edited by Frank Kennode, reversed 

the author's previous favourable opinion of McLuhan's promise. He argued that 

McLuhan's naive agrarian pastoralism had indelibly shaped the development of his 

thought, a flaw which Miller traced to McLuhan's rustic Canadian prairie upbringing. 

Ironically, in 1995 Miller revealed that he had lied throughout his career about his 

birthplace in Western Canada. Miller had claimed Britain as his birthplace, whereas in fact 

his parents had moved there when he was very Young. He had apparentk been rnotivated 

to lie by an early encounter with a legendary editor of the New Yorker magazine, who 

claimed he would not accept any articles by Canadians because of his conviction that they 

were terminaliy boring. 



Miller's second charge was that McLuhan was simply wrong. His work was also 

nonsense: although in the 1960s, it had seemed of the utmost importance, upon further 

reflection, Miller now found it to be insuôstantial. Nevertheless--and this seems to be what 

infiiriated McLuhan's critics to such fkenzy of rhetorical excess--Miller wrote in an oflen 

cited passage (197 1, 13 1): "For al1 the maddening slogans, paradoxes and puns; for al1 the 

gross breaches of intellectual etiquette-or perhaps even because of them all--McLuhan has 

forced us to attend to the various media through wfüch we gain our knowledge of the 

world." Equivocal, duly recognizing the achievements of The Mechunical Bride and 

Explorations, he concludes: "Perhaps McLuhan has accomplished the greatest paradox of 

all creating the possibility of tmth by shocking us al1 with a gigantic system of lies" (ibid., 

132). Sofiening this harsh conclusion, he then cited Kemer on Chesterton's paradox and 

linked the "rhetorical purpose" of each "to overcome the mental inertia of hurnan beings" 

(ibid., 132). Thus Miller begrudgingly recognizes McLuhan's role in generating attention 

for media effects. 

An infuriated McLuhan responded ineffectively in The Times Literav Supplernenf, 

with the help of Barrington Nevitt. Miller defended himelf Kerrnode (with whom 

McLuhan corresponded regarding his outrage ) reported that Miller had experienced a 

conversion in his reading of McLuhan. However, the more serious point made by Miller 

was similar to the one made by Theall, but without the literary edge. McLuhan was 

ultimately a put-on, a fiaud. His ideas were exhilarathg but evaporated. 

Miller saw multiple senses of paradox in McLuhan, both as man and in his work. He 

could not shake the sense that McLuhan was ont0 something and had convened a 

neglected debate. Miller's book ends with a lengthy quotat ion on the function of paradox 

to lead the rnind to rneditate on its own operatiom. This appeared to be as far as the 

academy was able to grant McLuhan credence at this tirne: He had paradoxically given 

them something to think about, though just what no one was prepared to Say with 

certainty. McLuhan was disrnissed, and the public intellectuals could mve onto the next 

topic. 



Raymond William 

Both McLuhan and Williams were Cambridge graduates, who had studied under 

Leavis. Williams was well known as a neo-hilaoust literary scholar, particularly for his 

work, Culture und Society, which McLuhan had cited approvingly in The Gutenberg 

Galary. William had published a book in 1962 entitled Communications--1argely a 

conventional Marxist literary treatment of the subject, destined to be substantially 

rewritten in subsequent years (1966, 1976). His influence sternrned largeiy Eom his 

founding presence within British Cultural Studies, which becarne in tum an enormously 

influential school of thought within North Amencan media, culture, and communications 

studies. 

On first encounter, Williams responded positively to McLuhan, writing a review 

for the Univers@ of Toronto Quarterty (April 1964) on m e  Gutenberg Guliq  ( 

Stearn Hot cwzd Cool 188). Wiliiarns saw paradox on fist appreciation of McLuhan's 

insights: "Paradoxically, if the book works it to some extent annihilates itself' (ibid. 

189). Thoughtfuily critical, Williams notes, "1 regard McLuhan as one of the very 

few men capable of significant contribution to the problems of advanced 

communication theory, and nie Gutenberg Gam as a wholly indispensable book" 

(ibid*, 191). 

By the 1970s, after the publication of Understanding Media, nie Medium is the 

Massage and War Md Peace in the Glubai villoge,'' Williams had changed his views. 

In Television: Techno00 and Cultural F m  (1974), he developed a neo-Marxist 

ideological critique of McLuhan. Williams dismissed McLuhan as an ideological 

agent of the worst sort. For the neo-Marxists McLuhan represented a very direct 

rhreat to theu version of history, and they were quick to respond. The line of neo- 

Marxist thinking which emerged in Great Britain under the banner of Cultural Studies 

took its early cue in response to McLuhan fiom the work of Williams. The dilemma 

for neo-Marxists was that theu views of popular culture, and deteminkm were under 



a attack, and Cultural Studies represented a 6esh approach to these topics. AS the 

Birmingham School was imported into North America, the anti-McLuhan animus came 

along also. One of the major figures in the importation of cultural studies, and 

development of a North American tradition, was James Carey. Thus it was predictable that 

McLuhan's ideas would receive an unsympathetic reception. 

Williams would become canonized as a central figure in the emerghg neo-Marxist 

pant heon of cornmunicat ions media studies. When Television: Technology cmd Cultural 

Fonn appeared, Williams attacked McLuhan's apparently sophisticated version of 

technological detemiinism, although he predicted inaccurately that McLuhan's 

formulations would not last long (1 974, 128). Where Theall had criticized McLuhan for 

lacking a social theory, Williams dernonized him for the one he read into McLuhan's 

work. McLuhan's new theory was, according to Williams, "explicitly ideological" (ibid., 

126): "Thus what began as pure formalism, and as speculation on human essence, ends as 

operative social theory and practice, in the heartland of the most dominative and 

aggressive communications institutions in the world" (ibid., 128). The reduction of 

McLuhan's arguments to a species of technological determinism and construction of his 

persona as politically and ideologically incorrect gained major impetus with the publication 

of Williams' book. 

Later, in ProbIem in Malerialjsm and Culture (1 980, So), Williams raised the 

thematic commitments clearly fiom the neo-Marxist vantage: "As a matter of general 

theory it is usehl to recognize that means of cornunication are theniselves means of 

production." However there were three blocks to succeeding with this theoretical view of 

the means of communication within the perspective of "historical materidism" The ideas 

of McLuhan were one of those blocks. Again Williams identified McLuhan with 

technological detenninism, this tirne also linking the "global village" to the religious 

undertones of "unfàillen" natural man (ibid., 52). As Schlesinger had correctly surmised, 

McLuhan posed a threat to the neo-Marxists. 



John Fekete 

Williams' line of critickm was sirnilar in tone to that of the then unpuMished doctoral 

thesis of one of his students, Canadian John Fekete. In The Criricul Twilight: 

Explora lions in the Ideology ojAnglo-Arne rican Literary Theory /rom Eliot to 

McLuhan (1977), which is included in Williams' selected bibliography, Fekete writes: 

"McLuhan's mature critical theory, 1 would argue, will ba t  be understood as the 

bourgeois ideological fonn of the main tendencies characterizhg the manipulative and 

hegernonic structural modifications of the p s t  war period. In this capacity. it has been 

able to becorne a powerful ideological construction" (1977, 136). Fekete's argument is 

that McLuhan should be understood in t e m  of "a rnaterial basis for a renewal of Catholic 

ideology" along the lines Weber had analysed for an earlier period of the formation of 

capitalkm "Just as Protestantism could emerge as the religious form of classical capitalist 

accumulation, so today it is the developrnent of neo-Capitalism that is ideologically 

favourable to corporatist and ritualistic religions and that provides a basis to account for 

the adequacy of McLuhan's theory as a chief contemporary cultural ideology" (ibid., 25 1, 

n.4). 

As a Masters student under Theall at McGill, Fekete's work at that time had stressed 

what he called McLuhan's "fetishisrn of technological determinisn" McLuhan called 

media rnagic, and his argument revolved around an urgent cal1 for the necessity to 

cornprehend the alchemy of social change, via comprehension of media forms. Fekete's 

concem lay with the rnythical and ideological nature of McLuhan's "fetishisrn" 

During the 1970s and 1980s. Fekete's critique of McLuhan had an impact on the 

stance of the "new lefi," which is well represented in the field of communications and 

cultural studies. The Crirical Twilght was subsequently adopted and cited by neo-Marxkt 

communications scholars, such as Douglas Keliner (1985). Despite his otten insightfbl and 

carefùl reading of McLuhan, Fekete's work represents the nadir of the triviakation, 

reductionism, and demonkition ("McLuhanacy") expressed in portentous and insider 

jargon designed for a thy elite. Into McLuhan's texts, which he hailed as the end of the 



line for the Western pantheon of literary criticism, Fekete read his own ideological 

counter-themata. McLuhan is a formalist in Fekete's t e m .  This point, obvious at one 

level becornes curiously static in Fekete's renderh and misses the dynamism of 

McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis. Fekete's analysis is rnarred by the conceptual 

fiamework irnported into his work which is utteriy foreign to McLuhan's texts. The book 

relies heavily on Marcuse's (1964) One Dimensional Man, and other Marxist works of 

the day. Much of his argument revolves around the ideological threat posed by McLuhan. 

Fekete sets up McLuhan's paradox within the Anglo-American literary tradition. In a 

recuning phrase he refen to the "technocratic ideology of one-dimensionality" (ibid., 

164). The conception of sensory extension is central to the whole theory, says Fekete. 

This seems correct but incornplete, since McLuhan's dynamic involves extension, creation 

of environment, interiorization, and flip into new form, which Fekete rnay reject as an 

analysis but which is not reducible to one reified phase of its perpetual motion. McLuhan's 

argument is not so one-dimensional. 

Fekete (ibid., 167) finds in McLuhan's theory "the specific technocratic cultural 

a ideology of neo-capitalist one-dimensionality. The extension theory as a whole", Fekete 

charges, is once again a projection fiom aesthetics into social analysis, a projection of 

anthropomorphism." Fekete observes that McLuhan offers an "anthropomorphic theory, 

which considers technology to be an immediate human extension" instead of "a genuine 

theoretical elabration of the relations between a historical society and its technology" that 

would ''take note of the reified nature of those relations in the present society" (ibid., 168). 

One looks in vain arnidst the jargon however for a deeper and humane counter-analysis 

that would supply the bais for such a genuine theory. Fekete challenges McLuhan's lack 

of solutions. McLuhan's discussion of the citadel of intellect, and the way in which the 

amateur must become an artist, or media should be treated as a diet do not resolve these 

large problem. The difficulty, as was evident with Carey and Theall, is that McLuhan's 

critics seem filled with rage at the "problem" of media and technology, but curiousiy 

impotent to do anything about it. It is more convenient to attack McLuhan. 



Fekete recognizes the complexity of McLuhan's paradox: "the specific unity of the 

theory resides exacte in the integration of al1 these aspects. Lke the social features it 

expresses, McLuhan's critical theory is an idealist materialism, a hurnanist anti-hurnanism, 

an immanent transcendentalism. " Most seriously, 

T h e  prominent ideological pillar of McLuhan's theory is, of course, the 
fetish of technology, the reduction of the totality of a structured social 
formation to a technological environment that is postulated, not as a 
moment oc but as the exhaustive deterrninant of the life activity of a 
society." (ibid., 180) 

This charge seems curiously rnisplaced. In effect, here is the charge of technological 

determinism played out on a grand scale and juxtaposed within the counter-themata of 

Marxism: "This substitution of a type of ecological theory for social theory is not only a 

vulgar reduction of a complex reality to the transparent simplicity of a single social factor, 

but ais0 a reified projection of history as a l a h l  natural order" (ibid., 1 82). It is 

interesting that the veiled threat posed here is to the faith of Marxi'sm, and its determinism 

of the laws of histoiy, no rnatter how disguised by a humanist veneer. Fekete observes: 

McLuhan ... abstracts technology fiom the social production and 
reproduction of human life and asserts its autonomy; it becomes a 
transcendent force in hurnan life. It is this transcendence to which 1 
want to draw attention here, for in McLuhan's theory, technologism 
effectively becomes a secular religion. The traditional religious foliage 
merely rnasks (while reinforcing) this real religious core of the theory. 
(183) 

The counter-themata of McLuhan as master of the secular religion of technology 

surfaces in Fekete, rather than the interplay between technology and the perceptual life as 

mediated in culture, that seems readily evident in McLuhan's works. Fekete expresses the 

neo-Marxist duty to respond to McLuhan: "once WcLuhan's] isolated insights, like 

technical military successes, are situated in the overall patterns to which they contribute, 

and by which their iùnction is shaped and distorted, they can be seen as moments of a 

counterrevolutionary totality " (ibid., 187). Yet another charge is that "while direct h g  

attention to an important problem, McLuhan has simultaneousiy blocked access to it." 

Unlike Carey, who argued that methodological critique would not succeed, Fekete takes 



on exactly this task. However, 1 argue, he can only do so because the negative academic 

@ consensus had been forged by this point, and hc knows rhat he m u t  do so because of 

McLuhan's threat in offerhg an alternative version (a counter-themata) to a Marxist 

narrative on the dynarnics of history. Fekete argues: "Communication cannot be separated 

fiom the matrix of power in which it is embedded" (ibid.., 189). This is a point that will be 

conceded by many, although not in the direction Fekete intends, but rather, in a duection 

that could be remedied within the Canadian communications history tradition once 

McLuhan and Inriis are reunited. 

Fekete's critique en& in faith of another sort: "In contrat to McLuhan, we rnay insist 

that reified passivity is not necessary to technology, and that a genuinely new period in 

human history has not yet begun, but begins ody with a qualitative break in the continuity 

of capital and, more broadly, of domination. " 

The rhetorical space of the McLuhan controversy 

These negative attacks contradict one another (Curtis 1978; Jeffrey 1989; MacMillan 

a 1992). Upon re-reading McLuhan, as discussed in Chapter 1,I rnaintain that the criticism 

cannot sustain the orthodox rejection of McLuhan's work. Yet taken together, these four 

architects played complementary roles. By clarifiing these manoeuvres, 1 hope to 

disentangle McLuhan's themes frorn the codroversy he provoked, and to distinguish the 

heat fiom the light . 

The ks t  charge was technological determinism In Carey's critique, the accusation of 

technological determinism becarne resonant 4 t h  US. histoiy. In William's hands, it 

became an ideological weapon. For Theal4 it became the path McLuhan wandered off 

ont0 when he shified fiom his h u d s t  values. McLuhan had said fiom the outset that his 

aim was to diagnose the current conditions so that conscious response might be organized. 

McLuhan's work cannot be reduced to technological determinism, but the reasons for his 

wlnerability to this charge seem evident: his concept of power differed âom that of his 

critics because his interest lay in the power of media forms to impose their assumptions. 



One problem was that he did not have a clear answer to the question of what should 

be done about what he had diagnosed in the cunent conditions. His answers varied: 

everyone must becorne an artist; counter-environrnents mut  be created; media 

envkonrnents should be tumed up and down like a thermostat. His contribution was to 

point out what was going on so that it might be predicted and controlled; however this 

position lefi his critics unconvinced. Nor did he have clear politics. Opposed to utopias 

and more interested in literary satire, the later Fekete's characterisation of him as a "civic 

humanist" holds much tnith. He admired men of action, and preferred Roman Catholics. 

Like Machiavelli, a courtier role seemed consistent with his view of the intellectual as one 

who brings ideas to the public sphere: he wanted to be a man of action, and wanted his 

ideas to be usefûl. He ended up ambivalently in the academy, and his ideas about an 

educational program were so broad in scope and lacking in precision that they were 

difficult to put into pragmatic form. 

The charge of technological determinism as a secular religion had staying power, but 

can be viewed differentiy once one considers that the university may represent a sort of 

clerisy. Who were to be the high-minded priests of this new environment? Who would see 

through the false consciousness of the ideologues and false prophets? 

The second charge was the McLuhan was an enerny of the book and print culture. The 

epithets flew when it came to identifjing of McLuhan as champion of the "electronic cal1 

girl" (as White put it). n ie  book was the bedrock of the academy. Not until later with 

Postman did the scholars take this charge up with a historical interpretation. What 

appeared to take place in the debate that contributed to the negative consensus was that 

McLuhan appeared to be the enerny of print logic and consequently the values on which 

Western Civilkat ion was built, and on the side of the new sophists, champions of the 

rhetoric of the electronic sublime. The university came to represent the church of the 

book, logic, and reason. Thus the ancient quanel of the trivium was reinscribed with 

McLuhan caught in the rniddle. 



Third, McLuhan was cast as rogue scholar, and this represented a grab bag of threats 

to the academy. The major themes that propped up this position included his association 

with media promotion, rnarginality, an adman's style, performative and oral style instead of 

proper publishing al1 of which worked agakt  him in the camp of the academics. His 

oracular style, prose style, lack of peer review, and footnotes, aggressive attitude, and 

celebrity challenged expectations. Throughout these accounts ran assumptions, both 

implicit and explicit, on the models of the proper tasks of an academic, and the rules of 

conduct and rationality. Media threatened the academy. McLuhan was hailed as an oracle 

by the media and his pronouncements had attracted widespread attention. Who did he 

think he was, anyway? In this way McLuhan threatened the n o m 1  operations of 

schoiarship. McLuhan seemed to write himself out of the scholarly circle. 

Was this a new fonn of the humanities? In posing a threat to conventional scholarship, 

McLuhan tested the limits of humanist experirnentation. R e d  McLuhan's reaction upon 

reading Kuhn. He was not fooled into thuiking that science offered a route to 

revolutionary insight, for, as he concluded fiom his reading, no scientist had ever set out 

to rock the establishment boat. For a man so ofien accused of sinister conservatism, 

McLuhan continued to identify his position with the outlaw artists who had been so 

iduential in his thinking. Yet nothing bothered his critics more than that he did not play 

by the conventional niles of scholarship. He had paid his dues, but in literary criticism, not 

in empincal social science. The narrative or morality fable that was constnicted around the 

persona of McLuhan as a "rogue scholar" seized upon McLuhan's experimental texts, his 

deliberate refûsal to abide by the conventions of orthodox scholarship, his daim to be one 

of the few who comprehended what was going on during this tumultuous period, and 

success at promoting his ideas to an audience outside the academy. These were prime 

motivators for this rhetoric of rejection, which arnounted to a tactic of demonization. Yet 

despite the negative consensus within the academy, McLuhan's ideas and themes were 

incorporated by his critics in a scenario that might be thought of as acadernic cannibalism 

In the designation of McLuhan as rogue scholar, the academy indirectiy articulated the 



rules of conduct for proper scholarship. Yet by appropriating McLuhan's ideas, the 

academy Uidicated how much would be lost without McLuhan's contribution. 

This task of constnicting a narrative of the rogue scholar was made easier because of 

the celebrated identification of McLuhan's scholarship with the lowly and despised topic of 

popular media-notably television-and because of his willingness to promote his ideas 

through media. Again it can be witnessed that the ancient quarrel between philosophy and 

rhetoric was revived in this intellectud controversy. This time the institutions of academia 

and media were positioned in opposition to each other, with academia taking on the 

mantle of logic, and McLuhan and the electric media charged with the sins of sophistry. 

Reflection upon the implications of this case study of McLuhan prompts further 

questionhg regarding tha changing roles and responsibilities of educaton, and public and 

academic inteilectuals, in a media saturated age.36 

M e r  committing al1 these apparent transgression, it is no wonder that he was 

excommunicated from the church of the academy. A central paradox is thus revealed: the 

real secular religion of science with its rhetorical and academic rules of conduct and 

procedure. McLuhan's subject matter media, and his role on the masgins without an 

institutional schooi, rendered hun defenseless in this situation. Scrutiny of the rhetorical 

space in which the reception for McLuhan's assertions unfolded has helped to chri@ this 

event of McLuhanism, and directed attention to the curious fragmentation of his corpus of 

ideas as this fierce contest played itself out. This conclusion supports the hypothesis that 

the controversy pitted the media against the academy as rivais, with the latter resisting the 

eclipse of its power and influence? 

The final counter-themata that emerged fiom this analysis was the refûtation by 

ideological critique, a dominant lines of rejection taken by rnany of the serious critics of 

McLuhan, hcluding William, Carey, Theall and Fekete. By the 1990s, this line of rejection 

would be restated by disrnissing McLuhan's as part of "an ideology of the late bourgeois 

era"(Ferguson 1991:87). The clue to the paradox of response to McLuhan is threat. In 

the rniddle sixties, McLuhan put the study of mass communications media as an agent of 



cultural change on the agenda for public reflection. Communications and m a s  media, 

considered broadly as powerful forces for cultural change, presented a terra incognita for 

social theorists, historians, social scientists, and humanists alike; this was so because, as 

McLuhan delighted in observing, these theorists had mostly ignored the shaping power of 

media in favour of content analysis. In the 1960s, part of the contest was over who would 

claim to interpret this contested terrain, and who would make their version stick. Certain 

outmoded assumptions about audience response are at work here, such as the notion of 

audience victims and dupes of Madison Avenue. Media provided a common culture, which 

in the 1960s both lefi and right found threatening. 

That McLuhan elected to champion the view that-whatever his private opinions--the 

point was to study the: consequences of media and technologies of communications, not to 

condemn them without scrutiny, nor to assume that the only limits to our power over 

media lie in what we intend to do with them, counted against him in the acadernic camp. 

That he preferred to look to both high arts and popular culture for ches to penetrate the 

meaning of the situation, seemed ludicrous to many. That he continuously reworked his 

discoveries in an attempt to convey his insights to audiences, subverted academic n o m  of 

consistency and proper style. That he consistently ridiculed the experts and encouraged 

amateurs, especially the Young, to join in the exploration of media effects, disrnayed his 

colleagues. That he succeeded in reaching audiences, seemed to represent a flagrant 

exarnple of the bypassing of conventional academic control over the validation of 

authoritative knowledge. That the media cooperated in his ability to reach the public- 

albeit independently of his direction, further infiiriated his critics. If the gatekeepen could 

not control the flow of authoritative ideas, English-speaking civilization as we know it 

might be flushed away on a tide of popular media. 

The narrowhg of his views cannot be solely attributed to the simplifications of popular 

media; the acaderny, as demonstrated dso played their part. The airn seem to have been 

to continue to divide the academic f?om the popular, public intellectuals 60m those within 

the academy, the marketplace of ideas fiom the hallowed halls. Taken as a whole, these 



rhetorical tactics disclose the nature of the threat McLuhan represented to his 

contemporaries: his assertion of the significance of dominant media and technologies as 

cmcial-neither incidental nor exclusive--agencies of cultural transformation. This account 

threatened rival accounts of social, political, and economic change. This is the electronic 

and pnnt world of scholarship in collision. Whatever McLuhan had intended, he becarne 

caught up--as persona and public intellectual--in a collision between popular and elite 

scholarly monopolies of knowledge on understanding media. 

The academic response to McLuhan and his ideas raises senous questions regardhg 

the academy's willingness and ability to consider unorthodox and potentially productive 

approaches to understanding the multifaceted power of media, particularly the complex 

and threatening question of electronic and commercial media. The reaction to McLuhan, 

and the inability of the acaderny to eliminate his ideas f om the culture at large, c o n f i  

that there are limits to the academy's power to impose a monopoly of knowledge on the 

media and the question of its understanding. This battle also has sociological dimensions. 

National origin and background contribute to the paradox of response to McLuhan, as 

b t h  Carey and Theall proposed, and as is irnplicit in Miller's response. Despite this 

sympathies for Canadian scholarship, Carey's influential critique demonstrates the 

continuing control by U.S. acadernicians of legitirnation in North America. The media 

permit a jumping over the gatekeepers and out of the backwaters, and did for a time in the 

McLuhan's case. Then an initially tnbe of academics set out to enforce the rules of proper 

conduct. The fear of secular religion may be a fear of the power of media linked to 

popular culture. 

McLuhan was "mediagenic" in part because of the controversy. Media need a subject, 

and ideas are only part of what that "something" rnight be. McLuhan was cast as the 

intellectual with entertainment value. His comments--delivered in a flat "is this not 

O bvious" tone-were insight fiil but considered above the average intelligence of television's 

usual fare at this tirne. Once one needed to fil1 in too rnany audience membea about who 

McLuhan was, he became l e s  of interest. The ambivalent and ofien ovenvrought response 



to McLuhan's work and persona also echoed growing cultural anxiety over the impacts of 

the newer media and increasingly pervasive technologies with *ch his name was linked. 

Technological determinkm h d s  a resonant ground in an ahvious academy. Yet his ideas- 

fiagmented and uprooted fiom their context in his work and tradition-olive on. This 

situation confim that there are lirnits to the academy's power to impose a monopoly of 

knowledge on the question of understanding media. The popular enthusiasm for his ideas 

has faded, although memorialized in the Oxford English Dictionary. A revival is under way 

as a younger generation of scholars emerges, as  the power of intellectuals in the media, 

with little or no allegiance to the academy, continues to grow and the rate of change and 

cultural impacts of new generations of media continue to accelerate. 

This case study concludes that the consequence of this intense pressure between the 

tectonic forces of media and academia is that McLuhan as intellectual, as originator of a 

set of ideas, and as pop cultural icon is irredeemably fiagmented. Jacoby argued (1 987, 

232-33): "The long view suggests that intellectual work has been recast; and this means 

intellectuals have been recast in the way they live and function.. . .The transformation of the 

traditional intellectual habitat is not instantaneous; it parallels the decay of cities, the 

growth of the suburbs, and the expansion of the universities." But he continues (234) his 

argument, observing that the key here lies in changing notions of the public and of the role 

of the intellectual. 1 suggest the key lies rather in the emergence of a rival to the academy 

for authority and power, and that rival was the institutions surrounding and constituting 

media and the culture which shaped it. As McLuhan argued, no more successful program 

of education could have ken  imagined. 

This is part of an updated ancient quarrei, a turf war between media and academy with 

many side b a t h  undenvay. The rhetoric of intellectual controversy is particularly 

important within the human sciences, where central concepts fiequently are "essentially 

contested" (Gallie in Connolly 198 l), which rneans that, like Holton's thematic 

cornmitments, they cannot be resolved conclusively by appeai to empirical or analytic 

domains. Of course, this way of phrasing rnatters draws attention to longstanding debates 



between positivism (and the hein to Comte) and hermeneutics, social constructivis~ and 

the diverse group of approaches that consider interpretation fundamental to the hurnan 

sciences. This debate goes under many names. Rhetoric is irrelevant in to the positivist 

model, whereas for a constructivist model, it is an essentid ingredient of scientific inquj, 

and debate. "Facts" are waiting to be discovered in the former view, and do not exist 

without interpretation in the latter. Thus rhetorïc is found to have either an ornamental or 

a primary role in the conflicts arnong intellectuals and their tribes. 

McLuhan's contribution to this debate was to broaden the hermeneutic position 

beyond language to the techno-cultural sphere, and thus to incorporate the formal shaping 

powen of any medium, conceived as an extension of ourselves, our senses, and in theu 

plurality as an environment.The demonization of McLuhan by the academy rnay have had 

the effect of repressing certain types of investigation. Some conjectures cannot be resolved 

by reference to the "evidence" because what counts as evidence depends upon the 

fundamental assumptions that are accepted by a rhetorical community; likewise some 

important questions that should be asked, such as questions regarding the long term 

a shaping impacts of media, may not get asked because they are mled out. Within 

communications, McLuhan's message is in part that acceptable evidence spans a11 

disciplines. The case of McLuhan also calls attention to the changing role of intellectuals 

within a twentieth-century environment of pervasive electronic media, which may alter the 

operations of networks and "invisible colleges" in ways not yet fully accounted for by the 

academy nor appreciated in histories of ideas and culture. Public and media intellectuals- 

in other words, those whose ideas circulate and whose images as intellectuals confer a 

celebtity status-pose a @esh set of problem for the epistemology of a media-saturated 

age. Andrew Wemick's point regarding McLuhan seem well taken in this context: 'The 

price of such an amplified celebrityhood can be the loss of pureiy professional esteem" 

(1991, 176). This point will be taken up next, in the final discussion. 

A Final Discussion on Public Intellectuals 
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Both rhetorically and sociologicaliy, 1 have argued that McLuhan as intellectual and 

persona appears to have been caught up in a conflict over power and influence between 

the media and academia. The unfortunate result has ken  that scholars and students have 

been discouraged from reading his work and continuing his explorations. Those who have 

persevered have ofien lacked the context that would render his work most meanuigful and 

thus most useful. Understanding of his work and the application of his ideas has been 

permanently eagmented by the force of the collision. 

The tactics used to dismiss McLuhan and his iconoclastic contribution rnay be more 

comrnon to humanities and social scientific scholarly practice than is usually adm'tted. In 

elucidating the McLuhan controversy, and drawing out the larger implications of this case 

study for t h  rhetoric of inquiry in the human sciences and the role of the public 

intellectual, discovery of a historical parallel with the work of the tum-of-the-century 

sociologist, Georg S immel(1858- 1 9 1 8)'' has proven instructive in t hat it opens up the 

general question of the operation of rhetotical tactics within the human sciences. At the 

substantive Ievel, 1 intend no direct cornparison between these pioneers of sociology and 

of communications. 

Like McLuhan's tramformative media theory, S h e l ' s  sociology served the 

sociological community as a "focal point of controversy" at the tum of the century. As 

Novak observes, the chief criticisrn of Simmel's contribution was that his work was 

unsystemat ic: 

So, for these readers, Simmel's brilliance, his flashy insights, his creative 
provocative talk al1 distract us 6om the importance of systernatization. 
Critics, then, through their reference to the importance of systematization 
and order, serve to reiterate and reintroduce into sociological memory that 
which is lacking in Simmei's work. They thereby serve as guides who wam 
sociologists fiom the siren's Song of Sinunel's speech. (Ray 199 1, 5) 

Novak points out that the critics take an active role in constnicting SUnmel as figure, 

with the following result: "At the han& of many of his colleaguq SUmnel was 

transformeci into an icon, an example of a briiliant rnind gone astray. This criticisrq 

however, did not simply represent a benign rejection of SUnmei's views; rather, as [Max] 



Weber noted at the t h ,  many of Sirnrnel's colleagues expressed inexplicable animosity 

toward S h e r s  ideast"(ibid.). McLuhan as paradoxical icon encountered a sirnilar fate. 

Like McLuhan, Simrnel's transgressions against science are linked (by Durkheim 

among others) to his transgressions against the academic comrnunity (ibid., 7). Novak 

concludes that what Sirnmei's critics accused him of defjkg was the proper use of speech, 

meaning "the unquestionable rule of the [sociological] community over speech" which 

should lead to "progress, order, and cornrnunity solidarit-". By contrast, Simmel exhibits 

"a philosophical fieedorn that mocks the discipline of the scientific community and its 

obedient membership" (ibid.). 

Sirnmel's other transgressions, a s  discussed by Novak, also assist our understandhg of 

the academic response to McLuhan: "Simmel clearly invites the reader to consider a 

'plurality of possible interpretations' rather than adhere to a single concretized version that 

will necessarily betray the nature of language itself' (ibid., 8). Although a gifted writer, he 

"stubbomly refused to write 'correctly"' (ibid., 9). Many consequences resuited from this 

stance. Simmei was denied recognition by the academy and the university where he taught 

a (ibid.). In arguing for a new reading of Sinunel, Novak suggests that Sirnrnel's speech and 

writings be read as an ironic cornmentary on academic chauvinisrn (ibid., IO), a stance 

which "attacks the myth of social science which claims it is a neutral, benign, democratic 

community of scholars" (ibid.). Novak demonstrates that the criticism raised against 

Simmel is based on a positivistic, scientized conception of social science. He concludes: 

In the ps t ,  socioiogists have often corne to Simmel's work with an 
intention of disrnembering his studies, of holding them to scient istic 
criteria of adequacy, or of hamessing these generative studies to the 
plow of progressive positivist social science; but Sirnrnel's work can also, 
as he suggests, serve as a creative occasion to begin a sociological 
exploration of our own condition, to re-form ourselves and our world. 
(ibid., 12) 

Axelrod discoven a mode of rationality in the ambivalent response of the scientific 

cornrnunity toward Sirnmel's work, an ambivalence which ensures that Simmel cannot be 

understood on his own tem, but instead, must remain penpherai or an outright failure 



(1991;156). The chief charges brought against Sirnmel are that his work is fiagrnented, 

unsysternatic, discomected, even if ofken subtle and brilliant (ibid.). Axelrod commeds on 

this sanitized version of the practice of social science, in terms applicable to both 

McLuhan and S immel: 

[Wlhat is most curious about this criticism is that the critics feel no 
obligation to formulate the standard by which they criticize Sinrmel's 
work.. . .To SimrneSs crit ics. fiagmentation or disunity is immediately 
recognizable as negative characteristics in scientific work to such an extent 
that no further explmation for rejection is required. In other words, 
Eagmentation is by its veiy nature a failure, and objectively visible 
unification is considered a fundamental necessity of scientific work. (ibid., 
157) 

Axelrod unmasks this approach to fiagmentation in order to understand more fully 

"the grounds upon which nom1  science rats. that is, the grounds of the cornrnunity in 

wtuch Simmel participates as an author" (ibid.). In effect, using fragmentation as a 

thematic, Axelrod and Novak manage to open the issue of what constitutes normal science 

within the hurnan and social sciences. Axelrod uncovers the deeper issue at stake--nameIy, 

a version of rationality-which underpins the negative appraisal of Simmel, and observes 

0 that Simmel regarded the fiagmentary quality of his work (of which he was well aware) as 

a necessity, given his conviction that "nothing more c m  be attempted than to establish the 

beginning and the direction of an infinitely long road [becausel-the pretension of any 

systernatic and definitive completeness would be, at least, a self-illusion" (ibid., 164). Like 

McLuhan, S imrnel's unorthodox style was deliberate and int egral, not incident al to his 

meaning. McLuhan's analysis of this critical situation of  course woufd locate the source of 

the problem in the bias of communications that rendered science transfmed by its print 

orientation. 

Axelrod concludes that speech which c l a h  to be deliberately fiagmented and 

unsystematic violates the injunction to uni@ the comunity of practitioners, or to work 

within or towards a "comrnunity-sponsored paradigm" (ibid., 158). Such an Uijunction 

discourages memben 6om questionhg or addressing the grounds of the paradigm itself 

(ibid.). Not playing by the rules while engaging in ironic and fundamental questioning is 



regarded as an attack on the community. Thus, Simmel the outsider "is seen as the enemy 

of concerted inquiry and fragmentation becomes a metaphor for nihilism and intellectual 

anarchy" (ibid., 1 59). 

Lewis Coser's analysis of Simmel's style provides an important due raised by this case 

study of McLuhan as to how to evaluate the scholar who desires to reach popular 

audiences. Acknowledging the longstanding resistance of the acaderny to those among 

their members who stress teaching (which is oral) over research (which is published), 

Coser concludes that S h e l  favoured teaching, "in t e m  of the brilliance of his 

performance, the novelty of his ideas, and the ability to fascinate," as opposed to the 

"systematic and methodical gathering of evidence and [the] disciplined pursuit of 

painstaking research endeavours" (Ray 1991, 141). 

Lke McLuhan, Simrnel as public intellectual and educator attracted and fascinated 

diverse audiences of students, foreigners, intellectuals f?om publishing, joumalism, the 

arts, and memben of 'society' in search of intellectual stimulation. Many of his lectures 

were public events, written up in the dominant medium of the day, the newspaper (ibid.). 

Coser notes that while the popular lecturer may offend his acadernic colleagues, he may, 

sirnultaneously, gain the approval of a wider audience. S ~ m e l  cared about audience 

reaction and worked to achieve it (ibid., 142). His writings were, according to Coser, 

related to his oral style of delivery, and contained features designed to appeal to 

audiences. In fact, Coser dernonstrates that Simmel published more articles and essays in 

non-scholarly joumals "destined for a wider cultivated public such as liberal newspapen, 

art magazines, and literary monthlies" (ibid.). 

Coser argues that Simmel addressed two publics, inside and outside the academy, and 

that the more he addressed hinself to a general audience, the more disapproval he 

obtained from his academic colleagues (ibid.). Coser concludes on this point: "His 

awiliary status in the academy exerted pressure on hirn to find a supportive audience at 

the margin of the academy, and the attempt to live up to their expectations which he had 

provoked involved hirn in a further process of alienation fiom the demands of the 



acaderny .... He could afford to maintain such a difficult marginal role because he found 

support and encouragement armng his non-acadernic listeners" (ibid., 143). Coser adds a 

provocative note directly relevant to the case of McLuhan, in which he hypothesizes "an 

interactive process between Simrnel and the lay audience, with the publishers acting as 

intermediaries" (ibid.). By this he means that as Simrnel became well known outside the 

academy, non-scholarly publishers invited hirn to publish with them, so that rather than 

exercising his own initiative in seeking out non-scholarly audiences, these agents of the 

audience sought hirn out. Thus his popular reputat ion increased, while his scholarly status 

declined. 

Simmel's deliberate arnbiguity made him wlnerable to his cntics.)' In the case of 

McLuhan, the deliberate ambiguky of his style also made his work vulnerable to his critics; 

when he invited the reader to participate in making meaning, his critics obliged by 

projecting their own counter-themata ont0 his texts. In hstration at his unwiilingness to 

conform to the noms of conventional scholarship, they attempted to read hirn out of the 

academy. McLuhan as a paradoxical intellectual figure chose to embrace rather than to 

deny the ambiguities of his complex subject matter, media. In retrospect, it would appear 

that he grasped (as Don Theall saw) a paradox central to the process of communications. 

The parallel with Simmel sheds light on the rhetorical tactics practiced by the acaderny 

with respect to an public academ'c intellectual who reaches general audiences. More 

recently, a case in point surfaced that indicates that these rhetorical tactics that were in 

play with the hurnanist, McLuhan, and the social scientist, Simrnel, may also apply in the 

natural sciences, as in the example of the late celebrity astronomer, Car1 Sagan. In the 

popular science magazine, Discovery, Jared Diamond (1997,44) reports on the troubling 

phenomenon of the disdain arnong his fellow scientists for popular audiences. "[S]cientists 

who do comunicate effectively with the public oAen find theu colleagues responding 

with scorn, and even punishing them in ways that affect their careers." According to 

Diamond, the National Acaderny of Sciences rejected Sagan's nomination for membership 

"not becaw he Eiileû to produce sufficient important scientific research but because he 



had too much succeu as a popularizer of that research. ..Sagan's cornmunication skilis 

paradoxicalLy provoked a backlash among many scientists, who r ehed  to believe that he 

could simultaneously be a serious scientist and a charismatic 'IV personality"(ibid.). 

As with Simmel, there is no intent to confiate the accornplishment of Sagan with 

McLuhan; however, this counter-themata of a hostile reaction against popular appeal 

provides a curious link within the rhetoric of intellectual controversy. Diarnond focuses on 

the division of styles required for success in the scientific and the popular areas, and 1 

summarize here because these distinctions are general indicators of the unwritten niles of 

the academic game which McLuhan was also accused of transgressing. Communicating 

with specialized audiences requires avoidance of vivid poetic language and simplifications, 

use of precision, qualifiers, impersonal writing, and providing "exhaustive credit" to 

colleagues. It is about science, not ego; it is about the cornrnunity of science, not the 

individual. Writing for the general public, on the other hand, requires the author to be 

succinct, vivid, direct, that to use nontechnical language, and simplify for the sake of 

clarity. Diamond considen that, "it inflames us to see a colleague violating al1 these rules 

of academic writing and getting away with it." As Sagan put it, jealousy and outrage are 

often duected at the colleague who has the attention of the media. As indicated in this 

chapter's rhetoric of inquûy analysis of the McLuhan controversy these unmentionables of 

academic life rnay play a greater rote than previously suspected. 



Chapter 4: The Paradox of McLuhan's Legacy 

"[Tlhere is absolutely no inevitabiIity as long as there is a willingness to 
contemplate what is happening." 

Mars hall McLuhan (The Medium is the Mussage, 1967) 

Framework 

This Chapter takes up McLuhan's legacy, where the paradox consists in the 

fragmentq way that McLuhan's ideas circulate in the aftermath of the forging of a 

negative academic consensus on his work. The question framing this zone is not easy to 

pose. It concerns the paradoxical presence and anomalous absence of McLuhan's 

contribution as represented in the works of others. Numerous writers have taken up 

McLuhan's invitation to venture beyond conventional study of media content and to 

probe the longer-terni shaping effects and impact of communications media. Yet few 

admit their full debt to McLuhan. Within the vast zone or archive of texts inspired by 

The Guteizberg G d a q  of 1962 and Uiiderstmdirig Media of 1964, when reference is 

made to McLuhan's significance. even by insightful commentators. often it takes the 

rhetorical form of a brief. begnidging and even sarcastic one-liner. For instance. 

Gronbeck (199 1)  trivializes McLuhan's work. calling his former student, Walter Ong. 

"the thinking man's McLuhanv--a scumlous phrase he repeats from Heim (1  987. 57-58). 

Cute erudition is also commoriplace. Heim writes: "Empedocles fell into the volcano and 

Marshall McLuhan fell into the random, friigmentûry world he was describing" (1987, 

1 1). Such rhetorical hostility to McLuhan's work obviously is not designed to do justice 

to his contribution. 

In order to illustrate McLuhan's paradoxically fragmentary legacy and to explore the 

fertility or stenlity of his theory of mediamorphosis, from the vûsi archive of texts 

indebted to McLuhan, I have selected a broad spectrum spanning the fields of 

communications, information and media studies, English, cultural hisiory and criticism, 

sociology, leaming theory and cognitive development, educûtion, rhetonc., brain 

research, and more. The selection criteria for these texts include: critical sympathy 



towards McLuhan's contribution; a willingness to defy conventional wisdom, look 

beyond the charge of technological determinism and other counter-themata, and consider 

afresh McLuhan's assertions; insightful treatmen t of themes clearly linked to McLuhan; 

and application of these recognizable themata (if not identified in this way by the 

authon) to understanding of the impacts of television and post-television media. For the 

task at hûnd, i t  is more important to demonstrate the scope of McLuhan's influence than 

the precision of these applications, and once again as in previous chapters the focus is on 

the rhetoric of the works in question. 

The major texts selected include Pûtricia Greenfield's Mind crnd Media, Joshun 

Meyrowitz's No Sense of Plcice, Neil Postman's Antrtsing Otrrselves ru Decith, Cecelia 

Tichi's Electrorzic Heurth. Paul Levinson's Mitid at h r g e  and Richard Lanham's The 

Elecrror~ic Word. Bnef attention will also be paid to several works that mention 

McLuhan in modest but revealing ways: James Lull's World furnilies W(~clr Televisiori. 

Jane Healy's The Endtrqered Mitid, Jorge Schement and Terry Cunis's Tetidetlcies tind 

Tensiotis of rile Iti/onnutio~i Age and Howard Rheingold's Virtritrl Reciliiy. Recent works 

by members of McLuhan's extended Toronto circle. Demck de Kerckhove's The Skiti of 

Culfrire and Robert Logan's The Fifth Lmigucige, will be touched upon in ordcr to 

examine how direct inheritors of the McLuhan legacy handle this process of application 

and extension.' This diverse list represents a fraction of the publications, authors. and 

fields of study that make reference to McLuhan, whether pro or con--a number 

noticeably on the increase in the 1990s.' 

Working independently, the authors discussed have applied McLuhan's core themes 

as working hypotheses in their research projects. Norte would consider him or hcrself a 

technological detemlinist. Most if not al1 would be offended to be identified as 

"McLuhanites." Some of these researchers situate their work within a conventional 

academic discipline, but if so likely consider the tradition in need of fresh insights, 

particularly in a twentieth-century context of pewasive media and information 

technologies. .Al1 treat McLuhan as a fellow pioneer; however, none of the authon 

discussed take McLuhan's work as an ending point, but rather, al1 share the attitude that 



his work provides a point of departure. In the texts and lines of resexch under 

examination, each author raises important iriticisms, or reservations, while opening up 

avenues for students of McLuhan and other communications scholars. Much distortion 

of McLuhan's work is also in evidence. My general hypothesis is that the rhetorical space 

in which McLuhan figures--even among those sympathetic to his project--has been 

defonned in the aftermath of the rhetoric of intellectuûl controversy dissected in Chapter 

3, and especially the historically effective (if unstable) forging of a negative academic 

consensus. 

Chapter 4 continues the rhetoric of inquiry examination of these texts because by 

reveding the themata behind the surface contents, this inquiry cm prove useful in 

reconstructing the thetoncal space in which major controversies play out.3 Such shared 

"McLuhanesque" themata as exist among these diverse texts are rnostly evident in the 

formulation and application of interpretive hypotheses about how and with what impact 

media operûte as techno-cultural environments at the rnacro-, meso-, and micro-levels, 

and how the institutions, groups, nations. and individuals immrrsed in these 

environments are transformrd as their relationships to thrse active environments change. 

As McLuhan wrote in The Mediriin is rlie Mmsrige: "Al1 media work us over completely. 

... Any understanding of social and cultural change is impossible without a knowledge of 

the way media work as environments." (1967, 26). Al1 the texts discussed contribute to 

expanding this knowledge. 

This Chûpter thus contnbutes to the overarching objective of reappraising McLuhan's 

contribution by examining the ways in which some of the key themes he raised (as 

discussed in Chopter 1) have played out in the works of those reserirchers who have 

acknowledged their debt to McLuhan and have taken his work senously enough to 

extend his ideas in their own directions. In the discussion to follow, malysis of the 

rhetorical features within the designated texts also permits speculation on some of what 

may have been so far lost to the human sciences, generally, and to the histoncally 

informed study of communications, specifically, as a result of this occlusion and often 

odd inclusion of McLuhan's ideas. The rhetorical deformation of McLuhan's contribution 



matters because it blocks many later scholars from taking McLuhan's coqus of work 

seriously enough to fully appreciate and make use of it. 

Several preliminary points must be estûblished before introducing the texts under 

scrutiny. An extensive interpretation of McLuhan's theory of rnediamorphosis was 

offered in Chapter 1. However misunderstood his work may have been, from the horizon 

of the 1990s, McLuhan's contribution can be appraised as significant in opening a new 

front in the debate over how technologies, in general, and media, in particular. operate." 

His ideas have already exerted an effective historical influence, in Gadamer's sense, due 

to his contribution to stimulating greater public and academic awareness of previously 

neglected topics. Despite the attempted excommunication of his work from the academy, 

the generative and pervasive force of McLuhan's insights is readily established once we 

consider severai irrefutûble facts: the few works prior to his own that addressed the 

question of the historical effects of the forrns of media and technologies or that took 

senously populm, media-linked culture; the multiplicity of authors who recognize an 

inspiraiional debt to him. whether pro or con, and those whose work brirns with his ideas 

despite a lack of acknowledgement; and the revival of interest in his work during the 

1990s. Whether one believes that he is right or not, from the horizon of the 1990s he 

stands out as an unsurpassed pioneering twentieth-century theorist of communicntions 

media or mediamorphosis. There could be no finer recognition of this point than the 

designation of the electronic media period as the "McLuhan Galaxy" by scholar Manuel 

Castels (1996, 337). Alas. Castels' work came to my attention too late for inclusion in 

this chapter. 

One factor contributing to the difficulty of msessing his legacy is that McLuhan 3s 

pop icon and as intellectual has become a fixture of late twentieth-century thought.' His 

influence is manifest across intellectual contexts worldwide (e.g., Baudrillud 1983). 

Wildly diverse applications are apparent within popular thought. For instance, Joel 

Kurtzman in The Death of Money: How the Electronic Economy Hus Destabilized the 

Worid's Markets und Created Financial Chaos.(1993) recognizes what he colls 

McLuhan's prescience in anticipating the electronic economy and the impact of new 



technologies on world financial markets, and hails his accurate dismissal of Marx's 

economic determinism; Oliver Stone's 199 1 movie, "The Doors," links McLuhan to the 

1960s by featuring a collage of iconic influences on the singer Jirn Morrison, 

prominently including the paperback cover of Umierstanding Media; the cyberhip 

magazine, Wired (1993; 1996), sdutes McLuhan as patron saint, and editor Louis 

Rosetto acknowledges the magazine's debt to the "multimedia" graphical format of The 

Medirrrn is the Massage (Benedetti and DeHart 1996) ; meanwhile Mondo Cnnuck 

(Prvere and Dymond 1996) celebrates his iconic pop cultural stntus. 

There is ûnother important reason for the difficulty of reappraisal, a point touched 

upon in the previous chûpter: the fragmentary nature of McLuhan's legacy as a result of 

the aftemath of the violent controversy surrounding his contribution. The continuing 

circulation of contradictory interpretations and uses of fragments of McLuhan inside the 

academy and media has produced mixed effects. On the positive side. the widespread 

practice of creative bricolage permits an author to employ one of McLuhan's mernorable 

phrases to point to the wider dimension of a topic. James LuIl thus suggestively adapts 

McLuhan's notion of media as extensions to an ethnographie study of the impact of TV 

vicwing in World Fuinilies Wcmh TeIevisim ( 1988). In Video Kids: Mdiiig Serzse of 

Nirirendo. Provenzo ( 199 1 ) situates his study of video gûme usage by retrieving 

McLuhan's dictum "the medium is the message'' and his cornments in Clndersiuiiding 

Media on the significancr of play. In his philosophical study of information technology 

design, Coyne (1995) insightfully draws upon McLuhan's writings and influences to 

formulate a pragmatic approach to information technology. These rhetorical yet 

substantive uses of McLuhan often ground discussions of contemporary specifics within 

a broader historical context, acting, for example, as references to the general question of 

the word versus the image, oraiity venus literacy, or Gutenberg's pnnt galaxy versus the 

post-telegraph information age. A similar tactic also c m  be employed to set up 

McLuhan's position as foi1 for a later author's inquiry into the media's impact upon 

culture (e.g., McKibben 1992; Birkerts 1994). invoking the narne of the maverick master 

of communications media c m  set up a context of insight by serving as a hook, dlowing 



a the writer or joumalist to involve the reader in a recognizable debate by conjuring up the 

one who initiated the conversation in the first place. Thus Katsh (1989) invokes 

McLuhan in his illurninating discussion of the electronic transformation of law, an 

example of begrudging acknowledgement of the scope of McLuhan's pioneenng and 

visionary genius. 

This personification of idem in the figure of an author is a familiar phenornenon, 

from Plato to M m .  and from Freud to Einstein. Dunng the 1960s, McLuhan became an 

intclleçtual touchstone once he became an academic celebiity identified with three chief 

topics: communications media (especially television), historical techno-cultuwl change. 

and popular culture. Varied uses of McLuhan continue to proliferate dunng the 1990s 

and McLuhan as figure thus stands in for or personifies a nexus of ideas and debates. For 

the scrupulous author (eg. .  Katsh 1987: Thompson 1995, 7-8). to omit him would be to 

ignore intellectual history or even to commit plagiarism because his sweeping vision of 

techno-cultural change through history has bcqueathed historiographie themes upon 

which later specialists can create variations. Within the electronic era, McLuhan's 

fragments also find echoes in soundbites, mindbites or promotional hooks on popular 

and scholarly books. Thus the reûder leams that Douglas Rushkoff, author of Mediu 

Virus (1996) is deemed "an heir to McLuhan," or that Cecelio Tichi's Efecrrortic Heurri1 

(1992) is "McLuhanesque." In other cases, McLuhan and his metaphors have passed into 

the language and are appropriated as common property, pan of the fabnc of thought, ris 

though the product of an anonymous author. Take, for example, this odd sentence from 

the U.S. federal court decisioa to overtum the Communications Decency Act: "Any 

content-based regulation of the Internet, no matter how benign the purpose. could bum 

the global village to roast the pig" (Time Magaziiie 24 June, 1996). Elsewhere, mention 

of McLuhan serves to invoke a rhetorical figure in a rnorality tale, personifying the rogue 

scholar and reinforcing the rules of proper academic conduct, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

The eponymous "McLuhanesque" has passed into the language, in senses both pro and 

con. 



Grasping the existence of this fragrnentary yet pervasive ground is crucial to Chapter 

4's attempt to illuminate the figure of McLuhan and his legacy in the aftermûth of the 

forging of the negative academic consensus. Ironically, this process of fragmentation 

resembles the survival of the authors of antiquity (such as Herriclitus). The difference 

however is that those fragments are carefully reconstructed, catalogued, and argued over 

by classical scholars. Perhaps the same will happen for McLuhan; more likely he will 

proliferate into millions of facets on the World Wide Web. in a profound sense, this 

phenornenon of fragmentation resembles Horace's "disjecti rnembra poetae." w hic h 

means "the lin~bs of the dismembered poet" and refers to the process by which the lines 

of a poet are "divorced from their context, or absurdly applied" and thus represent only 

the "rnangled remains" (King 1904.73). McLuhan is consumed by his readers who 

become his producers. in keeping with his dictum that the user is the content. Thus many 

of those who empioy meiaphon such as the global village have no idea who onginated 

them. Thcse metaphon are generative and creative, in Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and 

Knppendorff s ( 1984) senses. 

@ 
These examples are positive instances of the fertility and vitality of McLuhan's ideas, 

yet numerous negative effects also stem from this fragmentation. Closer inspection 

reveals an influence that seems cunousl y defomed. The one-line quotations that 

encapsulate his work rip it out of context, al1 the while (and paradoxically) illustrating 

the pervasive influence of Mc Lu han. When McLuhan's insights are decontextualized. the 

profound roots of his ideas, the development of these ideas over the course of his career, 

and his affinity with the emergent tradition of communications history are mostly 

ignored, or at best superficidly recognized. Where citation is in evidence, the works 

named are routinely restricted to the loci classici Understanding Media and The 

Gutenberg Galary, with occasionai reference to the The Mechanical Bride? 

Several other points require chification. The reader rnay legitimately ask why this 

fragmentation of McLuhan's influence should matter. I intend to show that the negative 

consequence for the communications field and the human sciences of perpetuating such 

a defomed legacy is that certain important themes McLuhan raised have been rejected 



prematurely due, in large measure, to the heated controversy over his contribution. 1 put 

fonh two main reasons for this: the difficulty of reading the whole McLuhan on his own 

terms, complete with some comprehension of his sources in Joyce and the Symbolists. 

among many othen, and thus the lack of interdisciplinary scholars who can or will 

engage in such an undertaking; and the tirnidity of scholars who feor being associated 

with heated controversy. Understanding McLuhan is hard work. His writings and other 

productions are seriously playful, often ambiguous. and require erudition to follow and 

apprecilite fully. This takes time. He continued to evolve his ideas to the last. and even 

beyond the grave via his collaborators. If one does not attend to the roots of the ideas, or 

neglects their later blooming, then the force of his sense and meaning is lost. One 

troubling finding in this investigation is that al1 too often McLuhan's cntics, notably 

those whose smoothly written and hostile work contributed to the forging of the negntive 

academic consensus. are quoted. or their opinions substituted for his ideas, while 

McLuhan's works and objections to his critics' interpretations are ignored, often on the 

feeble pretext that he did not say what hr meant in a conventional acodemic sense, and 

therefore. whatever the critic believed he said goes. Often his critics write the entnes in 

the official literature, as for example the entry in the Iriterncitioricil Er~qclopciedicz of 

Coiiimirnicutions by Btian Winston. author of the aptly titled Mitiitzder~stczi~dirig Media 

( 1  986). Most senous in this respect is the enduring fact that, as argued in the third 

chapter, McLuhan's work has been reduced and dismissed under cover of the 

counter-themata of technological determinism. To this misleading onhodox 

interpretation I have opposed the theory of techno-cultural transformation (or 

mediamorphosis) based upon a re-reading of McLuhan's oeuvre in Chapter 1. 

Demonization of McLuhan as a rogue scholar while sirnultaneously cmnibalizing his 

ideas, hûs presented another formidable barrier to Iater understanding and application of 

his work. Popularization of his ideas in the media has likewise scared off scholars, and 

even those deeply indebted to McLuhan, such as Eisenstein (l979), have admitted that 

the animus against McLuhan has deterred al1 but the brave or avant garde (she includes 

communications scholars) from taking up his themes. The most serious consequence, 



therefore, of this heretofore successful tactic of supplanting McLuhan's stated meaning 

with his critics' counter-themata is the loss to communications schoiarship of the 

directions opened up by his insights into the transfomative operations of technology 

within culture. 

There are exceptions. By probing the applications of his ideas within the diverse texts 

of those who evince critical sympathy with his project, it becornes possible in this 

chapter to trace the paradox of McLuhan's legacy into the present. The issue is how these 

later nsearchers applied his ideas and themata to their siudies of techno-culturd changes 

as linked to contemporary media, which I have for this Chapter defined as television and 

post-teievision media. There are several reasons why i t  seems useful to focus on the 

patterns of applications of McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis to the recent past. 

For his contemporaries McLuhan's most controversiûl historiographic innovation was to 

extend his theory of mediamorphosis into the present. It was troubling enough to 

proclaim as McLuhan did in The Gureiiberg G d u y  with Plata's Socrates. and wirh Pany 

or Lord that the shi ft to writing and litcracy had profound impact. or to demonstrate 

artfully that the printing press had transfomative consequences. These were significant. 

but remote quarrels. It was quite another matter to argue that in Our own tirne the 

electric/electronic wave beginning with the telegraph of the last century was washing 

over the now obsolescent culture of pnnt, retrieving in its wake a post-litente orality. If 

correct. this conclusion would affect everyone and everything. 

The most funous rhetoric of rejection by McLuhan's critics came after the 

publication of Uiiderstutiding Media, where he developed at length this extension of his 

historiographic innovation into the present, and thus--if he was right-appeared to pose i 

threat to conventional understanding of the foundations of Western Civilization and 

rationality, to undermine the print-dependent academy itself, and to challenge previous 

explanations of social and cul tud change. Quite sirnply, McLuhan's theory of 

mediamorphosis posed this threat, not by suggesting a monocausal theory of history, but 

nther, by forcefully pointing out serious blindspots in al1 previous explanations and by 

asserting with stylish and exasperating irreverence the Toronto School of 



Communication's unprecedented alternative interpretation of historical change.' 

Application to the conternporary period of this historiographic innovation of 

mediamorphosis also struck a nerve due to its relevance for and resonance with the fears 

and hopes, dreams and desires, of the 1960s. This resonance and the fame that 

accornpanied it further temfied the anxious academy. 

The most radical challenge to conventional thinking posed by McLuhan's work arose 

from application to the present of the sweeping epistemological conclusion he drew from 

his diagnosis of the historical patterns of mediamorphosis: "[Wle have confused rcason 

with literacy, and rationalism with a single technology" (ibid., 15). McLuhan argued. 

beginning in Erpiorcitioiis, that new electronic media would give birth to new foms of 

rationality and consciousness. but warned that in the rear-view mirror of print-based 

rationality. these new foms would appear menacing and irrational. McLuhan as catalyst 

inspired his successors to trase out the profound consequences of mediamorphosis; he 

simultaneously sparked controversy with these assertions, most obviously in his critics' 

characterizaiion of him as an "enemy of the book." 

The texts discussed in Chaptrr 4 do not, for the most part. repeat the tactics of 

rejection trxed in Chapter 3. Thus these texts confimi the conclusion that the onhodox 

rejection of McLuhan's ideas is unstable. Historicûlly. however, the texts also iilustnte 

the rhetorical space of the post- 1975 forging of the negative academic consensus. where 

McLuhan has been positioned within his critics' counter-themata. From the 

horizon of the 1990s, McLuhan can be seen as having bequeathed research questions of 

the utmost relevance, revolving around a central question: how to trace out the dynamic 

patterns of techno-cultural tnnsformation and render the imperceptible environments in 

our own time perceptible. 



Applications of McLuhan's work 

From various angles, or disciplinary optics, in the 1980s and early 1990s a growing 

number of investigators inspired by McLuhan's work addressed questions that tumed on 

inquiries into this historical process of contemporary mediamorphosis. Due to the 

breadth of texts selected. in this section, a compressed mosaic treatment will be 

employed that focuses narrowly on two aspects in keeping with this rhetonc of inquiry 

analysis: the application of key themata from McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis, and 

the positioning of McLuhan as persona within the rhetoricril space of the texts. I have 

also elected to pair authors whose texts address complementary themata, even if their 

conclusions diverge. The discussion to follow will amplify these dyads. 

Media as curricula 

Patncia Greenfield explores the question of the impact of media on the developing 

North Amencan child and the resulting cognitive learning styles, particulrirly in the 

classroom. A cognitive psychologist who hûd conducted field work in Srnegal and 

worked with Jerome Bruner, she writes: 

Educators (myself included) have a tendency to be literary snobs. 
regretting the passing of an old order in which people reuQ knew how to 
reûd and write. This attitude has prevented us from seeing the 
revolutionary promise of the electronic media: they give new cognitive 
possibilities to disadvantaged groups, and they have the potential to 
enrich and diversify educational experience for everyone. ... Society is 
also in direct need of the skills thût are developed through experience with 
the electronic media. Already most people receive most of their 
information from television, not frorn print. Feature films provide 
children's most univenal cultumi experiences. Thus the need for 
sophisticated viewing skills is great. (1 79) 

Greenfield positions McLuhan rhetoicaily by recognizing him as originator of the 

idea that the medium is the message, and as initiator of the study of the forms of media 

as opposed to the content. In his commentary on television (l964), McLuhan had 

observed that the child growing up under the influence of television took a different 

approach to the book. What concemed him was not content but the fact that the child 



held the book doser (Understunding Media 1964. 308), and that nonlinex story lines 

were preferred over linrar narrative (ibid., vi). She cites only The Gutenberg G d q  and 

Uiderstundiiig Medici, and as point of departure notes that McLuhan did not offer much 

detail on the topic of children and education. Of course he had spoken on this topic 

throughout the 1 950s. conducted Projecr iit U~iderstrzndiiig New Mediu in 1959, and 

makes frequent reference to children in Understmding Medirz. 

His work, she notes provided "free-ranging speculation" rather than "scientifically 

grounded information" (1). Greenfield's rhetoric on McLuhan indicates a perceived 

division of the field of communications into two streams. In 1958, Himmelweit et al 

conducted an empincal interview-based study of the impact on British children of TV 

contenr, a research approach canied on in North America by Schramm et al (in 196 1).  

Dunng the same penod, McLuhan introduced the idea that relationships were formed not 

with content. but with media forms. Greenfield recognizes McLuhan as a fellow pioneer, 

and seeks to apply his ideas whilc grounding them in formal and informa1 social 

scientific methods. Greenfield demonstrates the importance of further pursui t of the 

linked thernata of: media. child developrnent. and the curriculum, and valuably extends 

her themes to encompass "the message of each medium" as it affects hurnan not simply 

child development (ibid.. 4). 

Greenfield directly tackles the key question posed by McLuhan's search for core 

dynamics: "[Wle have confused reason with literacy, and rationalism with a single 

technology" (5). The challenge is to the privileged and taken for gnnted status of the 

pnnt medium. If so. he âsserted, alternative forms of rationality would likely emerge in 

the wake of newer media. These would not please everyone, and cultural and 

genentional clashes were to be expected. Greenfield takes up these questions without 

sermonizing. Drawing on the litenture of social and cognitive psychology, supplemented 

by anecdotal observation where necessary (for cornputers and video garnes), she finds 

different learning styles and confirms that children are not homogeneous in their 

responses to the potentials of media. Socid class and other factors, such as gender, corne 

into play. She refuses to adopt the negative outlook of the supposed linkage between the 



death of reason and dangers of television. Instead, she constructs hypotheses based on 

observation regarding the new sorts of intelligence that rnay be fonbcoming from video 

games and orher non-print media. 

Her study of the effects of newer media within the cognitive tradition focuses 

attention on the impact of media on children during pivota1 sensory and cognitive 

developnient. Media content has effects, she argues, but, dong lines suggested by 

McLuhan, she provides empirical evidence for the idea that the medium is the message. 

She advances the view thnt new forrns of rationality and intelligence may stem from 

video game playing, and rnay provide unexpected positive contributions. in a rare 

admission for a social scientist, she confesses (based on observation of her son's video 

game playing) that some skills may be simply unimaginable to the uninitiated. 

Greenfield cites the few studies available, including her own work and persona1 

observation to advance the important hypoihesis that distinctive cognitive ski11 sets - 
which she calls "parallel" as opposed to "serial" processing - rnay result from early 

exposure to television and electronic games (20-2 1 ; ibid.. 1 1 7- 14). These "porallcl 

0 
processing" skills can have positive effects, permitting, for example, recognition of 

patterns in complex phenornena. The tantalizing prospect suggests itself (and is 

developed by others as we will see below) that perhaps technological innovation plays an 

as yet unsuspected role in human evolution; the obility to develop skills through 

relationships with new media and technologies may engendrr skills that will assist in 

coping with the environment we are continuously fabricating. 

Green field comments: "Each medium hûs its own profile of cognitive advantages and 

disadvsntages, and each medium can be used to enhance the impact of the others. In 

short. to retum to Marshall McLuhan, each medium has its own message" (ibid.. 178). 

Her work follows McLuhan's suggestion that research attention be directed to new media 

literacies and sensory development in a msnner cognizant of the creative possibilities. 

The importance of incorporating this insight is that most Nonh Amencan children now 

grow up within a multimedia environment. She argues that bringing the electronic media 

into the schools could capitalize on their motivational force for children. She makes a 



crise for multimedia learning, and lends support to the idea that positive literacies may 

result from TV and video games, within a broader concept of a media diet that also 

includes pnnt, and suggests that the media diet idea may prove useful as a remedy for 

learning problems. McLuhan had raised this notion of media diet as a prescription, 

arguing that the effects of one medium could be counteracted by the operations of 

another (Understanding Medio, 53-4). Greenfield points out that : "Most of tomorrow's 

occupations will involve computen in one form or another, and video games will be 

most children's first experience in interacting with n computer" (1984, 180). She shares 

McLuhan's understanding of the potential of media. in this case the computer, to 

provide not simply a tool. but a transfomative device for human mental activity (ibid., 

153). She notes that. in the case of word processing. transformations are already evident 

in the child and ûduli's relaiionship to wnting (ibid.. 154). Greenfield explores resewch. 

including expenmental work. showing that children who play video and cornputer games 

are oblivious to the story line (ibid.. 158-67), a case McLuhan made previously for TV 

babies. She repeats that introduction of these transfomat ive tools into SC hools may prove 

motivational for children and makes a strong case for using a variety of media in 

education (ibid.. 157-65). In small scale experiments reminiscent of the McLuhan and 

Cqenter  efforts in the 1950s. she finds that print and TV are about equal in tests of 

comprehension and rnemory, while radio does not perforrn so well (ibid.. 79-80). Social 

class may also have an impact on the most effective medium for use in leaming. 

Another of McLuhan's insights which proves productive for Greenfield is that media 

change happens generation by generation. and thus children exposed to TV when young 

develop alternative learning styles.%fluenced by Huizinga's classic, Honto Liidens, 

McLuhan hûd observed that new and alternative media usually infiltrate the cultural 

repertoire by becoming a part of play, and can have profound effects, despite the fact that 

they are usually excluded frorn formal classroom environments. Greenfield ernploys 

psychological testing on adults and notes that they do not seem to maintain the leaming 

habits acquired from early television exposure later in life. Much more work on this 

question of new media and generaiional impacts is required, as is readily evident from 



the rest of Greenfield's book. The issue of developrnent, learning styles, age stages, and 

generations requirer surtained attention. Many cognitive psychologists have concluded 

that what matters is the place in the life cycle, not the particular exposures of the 

generations to media. McLuhan's work challenges this ideû, by reason that the 

techno-cultural environment may be in heri ted or taken for granted--li ke a second nature-- 

by the next generation. Continuing the Greenfield example. in her small-scale study. 

important detail is omitted, such as the age of the "adults" studied and the nature of their 

eariy axposure to media. This question of the linkage between generations and media 

change is one area wliere the occlusion of McLuhan's work has frustrated important lines 

of inquiry. 

in a manner reminiscent of McLuhan's 1959 Piujecr irt Undersrcziidiiig New Media, 

high school teacher. Jane Heûly, searches for answers to the question of why school 

children seem less able to learn than their predecessors, and what the media to which 

they are exposed may have to do wi th t his in Eitdcuigered Mirids: Wh? Olîr Ch ildreii 

Don't Thitik (1990). Writing nearly a decade after Greenfield. and thus aware of cenain 

breakthroughs in brain research, notably the findings on pivotal stages and hrmisphares 

of the brriin--the latter an issue that McLuhan considered central-she asks. what kind of 

impact new media have on the plasticity of the brûin as it  is in the process of formation. 

Healy reaches a pessimistic conclusion, in the tradition of McLuhan's self-declnred 

populm antagonists, such as Marie Winn in The Pbrg hi Drrig (1985) and Jrn-y Mander 

in Four Argri~nents for the Elimititrrion of Tefevisioii (1978). Healy's pessirnism stems 

from the fact that she works on the front lines of teaching where she has observed that 

children and their leming styles have changed. In cornparison with students of the past, 

they seem unable or unwilling to perform certain mental tasks that once were expected at 

their age and stage. They also--although this is controvenial--seem to score lower on the 

national Scholastic Aptitude Tests. 

Rhetorically, McLuhan's influence is present yet absent. In her final chapter, 

"Expanding Minds," Healy raises the prospect of new foms of intelligence by citing an 

aspect of McLuhan's core dynamic: reorganization of the ratio of senses, the common 



sense or wit, in response to new media (1990, 3441, what McLuhan refers to as 

"interionzation". Fragments of McLuhan's insights into mediamorphosis seem to pepper 

Healy's book. Two of his extended circle (Robert Logan and Demck de Kerckhove, 

discussed below) are included to elaborate Healey's question that if alphabetic literacy 

brings about profound changes, then perhaps other sorts of intelligences may a i se  from 

non-alphabetic (and electronic) literacies. Precisely the question McLuhan raised as far 

back as the 1950s. Despite her pessimism, then, Healy ends her book on a questioning 

note (dong lines of Greenfield's more positive eorlier arguments) by asking whether or 

not different types of intelligences may be emerging in response to new media, 

intelligences which may have a basis in cultural evolution (ibid., 333-35). The spirit of 

Healy's pngmatic inquiry thus applies McLuhan's themata of the impacts of the forms of 

new media on the development of the brain and the consequences for education and the 

wider culture. 

Certain of McLuhan's inadequately developed thrmes provide fertile points of 

drpnrture for these two texts. Greenfield and Healy's work--although providing no final 

answen--indicate that o major theme worth furtber research is the significance of new 

media in shaping the genemtions whose literacy and sensibility is constituted in part 

under their influence. Opinions in the debate diverge widely. Once McLuhan's themata 

are recontextualized within the Toronto School of Communications, these promising 

directions can be retneved for researchers. To substantiate this daim, it  is worth restating 

one of the areas where McLuhan found value in Havelock's work and regarded it as 

= man, as confirmation of his own findings. Havelock (1982, 50) observed that readin, 

opposed to speaking man, is not biologically determined. Full literacy can only occur, 

Havelock writes, 

M e n  a system of instruction is devised to impose the habit of 
recognition upon the brain before it has fully concluded its growth; 
that is, in its developmentai stage before puberty. More precisely, the 
habit must be formed in that period when the b r in  is still engaged in 
the task of acquinng the oral langage code for which it is biologically 
equipped. It would appear that the two codes necessary for speaking 
and then for reading have to meld together at a time when mental 



resources are still in û plastic condition - to use a loosely conceived 
but convenient image - so that the act of reading is converted into an 
unconscious reflex. in short, a population is rendered literate when an 
educational apparatus can be brought into being which is able to teach 
reading to very young children before they have been introduced to 
other skills. (74) 

Their opinions may be pro and con; however Greenfield and Healy would agee that the 

thema of new media and new sensibilities. new literacies, brain plasticity and 

development, the media as curriculum for culture, and prospect of the classroom as 

counter-cumculum for media provide routes towards a unified focus of fuaher research. 

Media and cultural change 

Joshua Meyrowitz in No Serise of Pkuce: The I>npuct of Electroiiic Medici on Socid 

Behavior (1985) explores how television in the household reshûpes the culture. 

McLuhan considered that the media were powerful educators. He asserted that i t did not 

matter whether or not TV came into the clrissroom, for the revolution of television had 

already taken place in the home. The most thorough and serious application of 

McLuhan's ideas about the television medium and how media effects in the home 

environment affect the entire repertoire of culturûl behaviour can be found in Joshua 

Meyrowi tz' No Seme of Place. Meyrowitz's larger purpose is "to offer a new approach to 

studying both media effects and social change," which he does by offerhg a "situational 

analysis" that "describes how electronic media affect social behavior--not through the 

power of their messages but by reorgmizing the social settings in which people interact 

and by weakening rhe once strong relationship between physicai place and social 'place"' 

(1985, ix) Meyrowitz applies McLuhan's key thema that media work as environments in 

his search for "the missing link" between media and behavioral change in Nonh 

Arnenca, since the upheavals of the 1960s. He critically and systematically extends 

McLuhan's formulation of the core dynamics for techno-cultural transformation and 

conjoins this formulation with the work of Erving Goffman. 

Rhetorically, Meyrowitz acknowledges McLuhan's influence (ibid., 3) and weighs his 

significance (ibid., 16-23). Although most of his discussion is based on The Gutenberg 



G a l q  and Ll~iderstcinding Mediu, Meyrowitz refers also to later interviews (1  969; 

1977), because McLuhan's ideas are clear in an oral mode of presentation.He is well 

aware of the lingering animus towards McLuhan's work and mentions the negative 

comments from an anonymous reviewer of his book as a case in point (1985. 343, o. 19, 

n.20). This animus in fact forms an important subtext. McLuhan is hailed as a prescient 

generator of insights--a move which allows Meyrowitz to attempt to remedy certain 

lacunae in the application of McLuhan to his discipline of social psychology and 

sociology. Read carefully, it  becornes obvious that Meyrowitz uscs McLuhan to innovate 

within the human sciences. For example, Meyrowitz finds definitions of key terms within 

the traditional social scientific disciplines wanting, such as "role" which he calls an 

"elusive concept" and "a theoretical havent' (ibid., 336); Meyrowitz also singles out 

another key tem, "socialization" (ibid., 338) which he considen "so vague as to be 

alrnost mystical." Meyrowitz finds in McLuhan a fellow pioneer becûuse, despite 

McLuhan's contriburion, the social sciences have made limi ted attempts to incorporate 

the study of changing media into social throries. 

Meyrowitz repeats the prevrileni (and erroneous on my argument) view that McLuhan 

is a "disciple" of Innis (ibid., 17). but contradicts this point with his recognition that 

"McLuhan's di fficult mosaics remain the richest source of hypotheses that relate 

specifically to the telephone, radio, and television" (ibid.. 23). Meyrowitz limits his 

appnisal of McLuhan (and of Innis) to a "medium theonst," which leaves out McLuhan's 

historiography and broader techno-cultural scope. In this sense, McLuhan provides a 

rhetorical hook for the topics Meyrowitz wishes to raise. In a variation of the 'rogue 

scholar' argument, his criticism focuses on McLuhm's Iack of narrowly focused work 

that develops "strong and convincing arguments built on historical research and field 

data" (ibid.. 22), but as argued in Chapter 3, this move is obviously designed to 

disassociate Meyrowitz's own radical contributions from the hostility attracted by the 

maverick. Yet Meyrowitz acknowledges the virtues of a general field spproach, along 

with the problem of narrow but academically credible studies. How could he not, since 

this is his strategy aIso? 



Significantly, Meyrowitz regrets the lack of a general body of literature (and audience 

for it) beuing on the problem of "the general principle that ulî media are powerful 

shûpers of culture and consciousness" (ibid., 22). There can be no such literature. 

audience or network xising out of the Toronto School of Communications so long ûs 

McLuhan's work remains decontextualized and his persona continues to be perceived as 

the "sol i tq  outlaw" (Powe). Scholars such as Meyrowitz contnbute to extending such a 

network. The greatest problem with McLuhan and the medium theocists, argues 

Meyrowitz, is that they provide 3 perspective for studying the effects of media on 

behaviour. but not a detailed t l ieoy.  in particular, McLiihants discussion of sensory 

balance (sumrnuized in Chapter 1 as part of the core dynamic) offers fertile suggestions, 

but not the systematic rigor that will count as social science. or convince a hostile 

academy: "Part of what is missing from the medium theory studies is any real attempt to 

link an analysis of media characteristics with an analysis of the structure and dynamics 

of everyday social interaction" (ibid.. 23). Rhetorically, then. Meyrowitz identifies his 

task: to develop a systematic theory that will "bridge the gap between the perspective 

offered by the medium theorists and the sociologicnl perspectivet' based on Goffman's 

work so as to explain "the relationship between 'social situations' and social roles" (ibid.. 

23). 

Thus Meyrowitz cntically recognizes both the merits of McLuhan's insights. and 

attempts to remedy the deficiencies. Usefully, he brings the macrohistoncal perspective 

down to humrn situational scale. To achieve credibility, he must overcome the 

prejudices against McLuhan as rogue scholûr. utopian optirnisi and technological 

determinist. Thus he defends the view that value judgements about the situation he 

describes crnnot be made easily (ibid., 3 19). He denies any connection between his 

discussion of the breakdown of boundaries m o n g  people and "a prophecy of a utopian 

society of h m o n y  and bliss" (ibid., 3 17). Much effort is also spent on avoiding the label 

of technological determinist, again in an effort to avoid the mimus. In summary, 

Meyrowitz writes that, of course, individual freedoms remain; however, "once invenied 

and used, media affect us by shaping the type of interactions that take place through 



them. We cannot play certain roles unless the stages for those roles exist" (ibid.. 329). 

McLuhan would certainly have approved of this formulation. 

Thus this text shows traces of the deformation of the rhetorical space surrounding 

McLuhan's contribution while evincing a detemination to incorporate McLuhan's 

insights into scholarship. in this regard, it seems no accident that Meyrowitz is a 

self-described TV baby. Going funher still, Meyrowitz overtums the critics' refusai to 

consider his own (and McLuhan's) points with a strong defense: 

Ultimntely. the most detenninistic perspective may be unwittingly 
embraced by those who refuse to apply our greatest freedom - human 
reason and analysis - to the social factors that influence behavior. We do 
not retain free-choice simply because we refuse to see and study those 
things that constrain our actions. indeed, wc often give up the potential of 
additional freedom to control Our lives by choosing not to see how the 
environments we shape cm. in  tum, work to reshape us (ibid.). 

As McLuhan put this: "lt's inevitable that the world-pool of electronic information 

movement will toss us al1 about like corks on a stormy sea. but if we keep our cool 

dunng the descent into the maelstrom, studying the process as it affects us. and learnin; 

to program and control it, we cm corne throughtt (1969, 167). McLuhan's key thema that 

media are environments that we shape and which in turn shape us provides the core of 

Meyrowitz' theory. 

Meyrowitz unusually defines media as "certain types of social environments that 

include or exclude, unite or divide people in panicular wayst' ( 1985, 33 1 )  Meyrowi tz 

presents a theory suggesting that the relationship between social situations or social 

environments and expected behavion provides one key to an analysis of the impact of 

new media of communication on social behavior (ibid., 332-33); "[E]lectronic media 

creûte new types of social situations that transcend physically defined social settings and 

have their own rules and role expectations" (ibid., 333). The lacuna in McLuhan is seen 

to be lack of precision about how the media environments operate. McLuhan takes aim 

ai content, and argues that it is to the medium's direct shaping effects that the 

investigator should look to find answers to the shifting relationships. Meyrowitz modifies 

this position so as to have it both ways. When a family watches TV together, everyone 



has access to everyone else's behaviours--including Goffman's backstage behaviours. 

Access to information is a generic phenomenon (the medium of the message). yet the 

question is left open as to what the content teaches. Meyrowitz then argues that it is this 

pattern of breaking down the restrictions of "place," in the dual sense of role and physical 

location, that changes patterns of access to information, and thus changes roles and 

identities in society on a wider scale. So, for example, children observe backstage 

parental behaviour, and the divisions between child and adult blur. Men see women's 

backstage, behaviour and vice versa and ngid sex roles blur as a result. Finûlly, TV 

bnngs the mighty down to size and reduces hicrarchies, while altering the barriers 

between public and private spheres (ibid., 73; 93). This is hyperbolic in that Meyrowitz 

would argue for nuance: he does not imply (as McLuhan did not) that media are the only 

operating factor shaping techno-cultural environment. See dso Babe (1990) for further 

use of "tec hnological determinism" as the demonizing tactic for McLuhan, and darkest of 

the "myths" that can be propagated by intellectuals. 

To locate the missing link between changing media environments and behaviour, 

a Meyrowitz has taken McLuhan's forma1 ideas about media as environments. narrowed 

environment to mean social situations, and then added the forma1 content of Goffman's 

"definition of the situation." His conceptual innovation is to translate this linkage into a 

sense of place. He finds that the cornmon therne connecting many diverse contemporary 

phenomenû in American life is a change in this "sense of place" (308). 

What sort of sense is this? Meyrowitz calls it  a serious pun, one that connects four 

aspects: sense as perception and logic; place m social position and physical location 

(ibid., 308). " Evolution in media, he wntes, has changed the logic of the social order by 

restructuring the relationship between physical place and social place and by altering the 

ways in which we transmit and receive social information" (ibid., 308). McLuhan, of 

course, regarded extensions of senses (and other extensions) as fundamental to his theory 

of techno-cultural transformation, or mediamorphosis. What sort of sense is a sense of 

place? Surely it is a composite of touch, sight, smell, plus the more complex "senses" of 

group belonging, role, status, and identity. Thus Meyrowitz's attempt to define culture in 



terms of behaviour and access to information cannot completely resolve the difficult 

problem of how media alter sense of place without involving some of the other senses. 

senses that McLuhan addressed. Meyrowitz seems to recognize this, and his contribution 

is a shift in emphasis towards the social environment as he applies McLuhan's core 

dynamic, a point supported by his commentary on the impacts of television: 

[El lectronic media, especially television, have had a tremendous 
impact on Arnericanst sense of piace. Electronic media have combined 
previously distinct social settings. moved the dividing line between 
private and public behavior toword the private, and weakened the 
reiationship between social situations and physical places. The logic 
underlying situational pattems of behavior in a print-oriented society, 
therefore, has been radically subverted. Mmy Amencans may no 
longer seem to "know their place" because the traditionally 
interiocking components of "place" have been split apart by electronic 
media. Wherever one is now-at home, at work, or in a car--one may 
be in touch and tuned-in .... Our world rnay suddenly seem senselcss to 
many people because. for the first time in history, it is relatively 
placeless (ibid., 308). 

This quotûtion illustrates the positive application of McLuhan (and of Goffrnan) by 

0 
Meyrowitz into a diagnosis of the historiographie patterns considered in formal but not 

stntic ternis. Numerous scholars have attempted to account for the consequences of life 

with media, and rnany have been inspired by McLuhan to theonze large-scale cultural 

changes. The distinction of Joshua Meyrowitz here is his attempt to arrive at a theoretical 

formulation that will hold together and posit that missing link between the behaviours 

that have changed and the changing mass media. Meyrowitz has been cnticised for a 

lack of precision by Kubey (1990). smong others, but this ftiendly criticism indicates 

merely that there is much more work to be done. What is exemplary is that Meyrowitz 

has developed a theoretical system as well as a series of case studies indicating how the 

core dynamics of electronic media inteeect with historical cultural pattems. 

Meyrowitzts application of McLuhan's themata cm become still more insightful once 

further attention is paid to what actuaiiy occurs as household members use media. The 

rnove in the 1980s to media audience ethnogmphy provides a parallel source of 



inspiration which, if combined with Meyrowitz's attempts at theoretical ngor. hold the 

prospect of major breakthroughs for the heirs to McLuhan. 

These issues are taken up by James Lu11 in his edited collection, World Furnilies 

Watdi Television ( 1988). McLuhan's point was that once we stopped looking first at 

content, and examined the medium's effects, there were many places to investigate the 

problem of techno-cultural transformation. As Meyrowitz also recognized. the placement 

of television in the home changed the cultural threshold and the relations hip between 

public and private life. so that the world out there entered the life in here. James Lu11 

finds endunng theoretical currency in one of McLuhan's core themata - media as 

extensions of ps ychic or physical faculties-but Lu11 reverses the emphrisis to consider 

"acts of viewing, wherein audience membrrs' interpretations and uses of television and 

video cassette recorden extend not only the individuûl viewer, but also social and 

cultural patterns and dispositions " (1988. 237). Thus it  is audience extensions that 

concem LuIl--an approach that pemits him to incorporate extensions at the culturel. 

household, and persona1 levels (ibid.. 239), the "whole gestalt of the viewer's life 

situation" (ibid., 238). The book offen tantalizing cross-cultural evidence for the media 

ecology approach, whereby television in the home reorganizes the spxe. habits, and 

styles of the household; uliimately these widespread small-scale changes can have 

signi ficant cultural ramifications. 

Ln these comparative ethnographies, Lull and his CO-authon found that television 

alters preexisting social relations. wherever it is introduced (ibid., 244-45). In a 

surprisingly neglected finding, for example, meal prepûration time by females in Nonh 

Amenca , India and China to take but three examples. decreases once TV is introduced. 

North Amenca invented "TV dinners." In india and China. food preplutition time drops 

after television is introduced (ibid., 244). (The authors explain that everyone wants to 

finish so as to wrtch TV.) Funhermore, spatial arrangements in countries/places where 

sexual segregation in living quarters is practised, is adjusted in the wake of TV's 

introduction, presumably with consequences for the rigid division of gender roles. These 



case studies strongly suggest that exposure to the television medium (not simply its 

content) c m  alter the balance between traditional and modem culture. 

The other promising feature of Lull's work for applications of McLuhan's theory of 

mediamorphosis lies in the empincûl evidence provided to shed light on the apparent 

paradox which says (in simplified terms), media are not neutral, and each medium has its 

own propenies; simultaneously the introduction of new media into a histoncal society 

and culture varies depending on the cultural and media matrix of the society in question. 

Comparative resexch outside Nonh Amenca and Western Europe hris confirmed 

McLuhan's observation that use of television has varied effects depending upon previous 

way of life, or traditional culture. (McLuhan 1965, 50; his term was "cultural rnatrix" 

Understuiuiiiig Media 1964, 1 1). As the case study of Venezuelan TV (Lull. 76-77) 

illustrates. the media are not homogeneously " American" and the pattern of TV virwing 

varies worldwide. The actual way in which ihese developments play out. as McLuhan 

observed. depend upon the culture in question. 

Lu11 and his colleagues look carefully at the stage of television introduction. and the 

a particular society into which it is introduced. whilr not abandoning the search for general 

observations amidst this piuricularism. Neglect of t his approach (which Geertz has 

described as a kind of iacking between the general and particular) helps explain the 

difficulty faced by McLuhan's more myopic cntics. who claim, on the basis of limited 

evidence, to refute a theory that cannot successfully be disconfirmed on û narrow basis 

(e.g.. Petnsek 1980). McLuhan's work makes clear that in communications research. 

comparative study is important, as are a historical and culturally-sensitive perspective. 

The problem for such researchers is that they are so intent on disproving McLuhan that 

they fail to read his work carefully, and instead too often extract small parts and 

substitute these for the whole (a fallacy of misplaced refutation, symptomatic of the 

difficulty of professional communications between specialists and generalists). In the 

earliest days of TV's introduction in North Amenca, the public would watch test patterns 

outside department store windows. Later, Bruce Springsteen sang "57 channels and 

noihing's on." 



Television, or any other medium for that matter, does not remain static--despite the 

misleading fact that the name does not change, as McLuhan was well aware. Yet in spite 

of these cultural and demographic differences, similu pattems have been found 

worldwide. As noted above, one common effect of the introduction of television has been 

the substantial alteration in worldwide household and family habits. It is well known. for 

exarnple, that the first television, considered as an unusual piece of fumiture. is placed 

where the "fmily" gathers, and reconstnicts the "living" or "recreation" space. N## A 

promising application of the theory of mediamorphosis would combine the work of 

ethnographie grounded theory endorsed by Lull, with the social scientific and historical 

approac hes developed b y Me yrowi tz. 

Media as environrnents 

Media as cultural environment and the impacts of TV versus print are explored by 

Neil Postman in Amrising Orrrselves to Decitli: Public Discourse itz the Age of Sfiuioiv 

Bmiizess (1985) .  New York University English professor. Neil Postmûn was a graduate 

student when he fint became mesmenzed by McLuhan. In his many books. Postman 

battles ngriinst what he considers to be the disastrous consequences of television. and 

thus retums to the serrnonizing jererniad abandoned by McLuhan ûfter Tfte hle.lecltunicul 

Bride, while insisting on the value of McLuhan's contribution. He served on the thesis 

cornmittees of both Meyrowitz and Paul Levinson (considered below). Thus. Postman 

has contributed to providing one of the few fertile spots in the U.S. for senous 

encouragement of McLuhan's ideas. Postman applies McLuhan's theory of 

mediamorphosis by extending his best-known histonographic propositions in a sweeping 

argument regarding the pattems of historical media change, calling his book "an inquiry 

into and a lamentation about the most significant American cultural fact of the second 

half of the twentieth century: the decline of the Age of Typogrriphy and the ascendancy 

of the Age of Television" (1985, 8). The key word here is "lamentation." Postman's work 

illustrates both the importance of the linkage between media study and historiography, 

and the appeal of nostalgia and the counter-themata of technologicd pessimism. 



Rhetoncally, Postman acknowledges his debt to McLuhan, and eloquently restates 

McLuhan's arguments while dnwing his own radically pessimistic conclusions. The 

chief distinction is that Postman laments the decline of print-based public discourse, and 

its replacement by a "descent into a vast triviality" (ibid., 6). Of his central thema he 

says: "If al1 of this sounds suspiciously like Marshall McLuhan's aphorisrn, the medium 

is the message, 1 will not disavow the association (although it is fashionable to do so 

among respectable scholars who. were it not for McLuhan, would today be mute)" (ibid., 

8). To understand the electronic revolution, he writes, prirticularly the introduction of 

television, one must read McLuhan (ibid., 145). 

The virtue of Postman's application is that, despite his obvious disagreements with 

McLuhan, he eloquently restates McLuhan's (and the Toronto School of 

Communication's) fundamental themata. Take, for example, the medium is the message, 

or environment. Postman bnngs out the significance of this general proposition as a form 

of cultural herrneneutics: 

Television has become, so to speak. the background radiation of the social 
and intellectuûl universe, the all-but-imperceptible residue of the 
electronic big bang of a century past, so familiar and so thoroughly 
integrated with Amencan culture that we no longer hear its faint hissing 
in the background or see the flickering gray light. This, in tum, means that 
its epistemology goes largely unnoticed. (ibid., 79) 

C q i n g  his translation further. Postman argues that "the medium is the message" 

means that. "each medium, like languoge itself, makes possible a unique mode of 

discourse by providing a new orientation for thought. for expression, for sensibility" 

(ibid., 10). Funhermore, Postman amends the term "message," prefemng McLuhan's 

alternative version (Uiiderstandirig Media 1964, 57), that al1 media are metaphors. the 

phrase then becomes, the medium is the metaphor. Postman writes: "[Wlorking by 

unobtrusive but powerful implications to enforce their special definitions of reality ... Our 

media-metaphors classify the world for us, sequence it, frame it, enlarge it, reduce it, 

color it, argue a case for what the world is like" (1984, 10). 

Subtly but surely, Postman amends McLuhan to advance the dystopian case that 

insofar as television hm displaced the book (ibid., 14 1), it has degraded the public 



discourse, so that "we move rapidly into an information environment which may rightly 

be called trivial pursuit" (ibid., 1 13). Retrieving arguments advanced exlier in Teacliiiig 

as CI Conseming Activi~, Postman accepts McLuhan's point that the introduction of 

major new media has led historically to the devising of new cumcula. As McLuhan 

argued beginning in 195 1, and continued to argue once he decided that the new 

electronic media could engender, and not simply obliterate, intelligences and artforms. 

the media can be rxpected to have profound effects upon the young. Postman considers 

television 3 kind of curriculum, "a specially constructed information system whose 

purpose is to influence. teûch. train or cultivate the mind and chxacter of youth" 

(145-46). McLuhan argued dong similw lines. however his point was that (as 1 will 

rephrase it)  the dominant medium is the cultural cun-iculum, an environment that young 

and old remake daily in use and which processes us. usually unconsciousiy. Thus the 

cumcular function of television w3s an unintended consequence of TV's development. a 

position that seems closer to the historical case. McLuhan went further and argued thnt 

counter-environrnents--inciuding a curriculum incorporating media study--were urgently 

needed. and could be consciously devised. Recall McLuhan's deeply ambivalent 

question: "1s not education civil defense against media fall-out'?" Postman makes a 

sirnilar case ( 162-63) and thus in an important sense ends his jeremiad with a cal1 for 

educational reform. Of his proposals for reform Postman remains pessimistic, arguing: 

"Our schools have not yet even got around to rxamining the role of the printed word in 

shaping Our culture" (ibid.. 162). McLuhan reached the same conclusion in Project in 

Undersrciriding New Medicl in 1960. Postman's wmings hold a clue to what is missing 

from communications study and the public debate tnggered by McLuhan in the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  

since McLuhan's exhortation to cake up study of the forms of media has been neglected 

as a variant of technological determinism. As Postman says: 

The problem, in any case, does not reside in what people watch. The 
problem is tlzat we watch. The solution must be found in how we watch. 
For 1 believe it may fairly be said that we have yet to l e m  what television 
is. And the rerison is that there has been no worthwhile discussion, let 
alone widespread understanding, of whrit information is and how it gives 
direction to a culture .... We have apparently advanced to the point where 



we have grasped the idea that a change in the forms, volume, speed and 
content of information means something, but we have not got any 
further ...A is not important that those who ask the questions arrive at my 
answers or Mûrs hall McLuhan's (quite di fferent ans wers, b y the way). 
This is an instance in which the asking of the questions is sufficient. To 
ask is to break the spell (ibid.. 160-6 1). 

in Electror~ic Henrth: Creciting uii Ainericriii Television Qd tio0e. Vanderbilt 

University English professor, Cecelia Tichi. opens by observing that McLuhan's 

pioneering insight that media operate as environments. and that new media create new 

environments, remains unabsorbed in accounts of the impacts of television on culture 

(199 1, 3). This seems especially puzzling, she notes, since his unonhodox insight 

asserted in the 1960s has been appropriated by later communications theorists, including 

George Gerbner, and popularized by others. such as Jeny Mander. Tichi explnins this 

anomaly by asserting McLuhan dissuaded those w ho foll~wed him from scrutinizing this 

media as environment by presenting the case as to how and why this environment was 

invisible and imperceptible. This shallow reading, uncharacteristic of this insightful 

scholar. provides further evidence of the fragmentnry presence of McLuhan's insights in 

the works of those who would extend his legacy, due to the long shadow cast by the 

forging of a negative consensus. 

Rhetorically. Tichi praises McLuhan as "unsurpassed as the most prominent theorist 

of media;" yet, the lapse is striking, and reveûls the defont ion  of the rhetorical spice 

sunounding McLuhan's legacy. Throughout his works, McLuhan stressed the urgency of 

the task of attending to the impacts of media environments. He called upon amateurs and 

professionals, artists and technologists, to assist in this crucial task of undentanding 

media environments. He stressed also (as did Edward T. Hall) the difficulties involved 

since any new medium imposes an invisible set of ground rules. Tichi shares McLuhan's 

sense of urgency, but fails to appreciate its full import. The point is hardly trivial (and 

will stand in for many similar omissions). This decontextualization of one of McLuhan's 

phrases from the meaning evident in his work read whole prevents the readers from 

gnsping that McLuhan's entire oeuvre is dedicated to changing this situation. His tûsk 

was to raise to consciousness this unconscious environment of media. Tichi continues 



this task adrnircibly, and would be unable to conceptualize her study as she does wi thout 

this crucial insight. It is equally obvious that Tichi could not get away with such a 

superficial reading of a Riesman, Roosevelt, or Emerson--al1 figures rnentioned in her 

account. How is it then that even those in sympathy with McLuhan's goals rnisrepresent 

his work to such a major degree'? 

Rhetorically, Tichi positions McLuhan by contrasting his work with that of Postmûn. 

mûking the fûmiliar observation that Postman ttumed McLuhan on his head (ibid., 

174-75). She criticizes the dualism evident in the work of both, noting: "Even the 

preeminent spokesmm on behûlf of the television era reinscribes the polar opposition 

between the cultures of pint and of television" (ibid., 183). McLuhan's work cannot be 

reduced to this dualism. But she presses further and raises revealing questions about why 

McLuhan defied a conventional view of rationality and ihus contributed to the forging of 

the negative academic consensus: "ln the earlier 1960s. Marshall McLuhan, unsurpassed 

as the most prominent theorist of media. cast his ideris and opinions in rhetoric certain to 

temfy those committed to the culture of print." She cites his fundamental challenge: 

"Western values built on the written word ... are in a precarious position because of "a 

new electronic technology that threatens this ancient iechnology of litcracy built on the 

phonetic alphabet" (ibid.. 84-85). Unequivocally, he proclaimed the "ecological sweep of 

the new electric media." especially television. and dismissed those committed to print as 

old- fashioned conservatives unable even to offer "ioken resistance" (ibid., 1 79). 

But this professor of literature, by training and profession a m m  of letters. 
must surely have understood the impact of his rhetoric on his professional 
colleagues and on their cohorts in joumalism and other pnnt forms when 
he reminded them that their predecessors, the medieval scholastics, were 
driven to extinction by the printed book, and when he then proceeded to 
declare the new electronic media, especially television, to constitute a 
sweeping epistemological revolu tion "vas ter in scope than that of 
Gutenberg. (ibid., 1 62) 

In his rhetoric, McLuhan both nmed and also nurtured the "current anxieties," even 

the "mon1 panic ... of civilized man concerning the written word"(84) and particulrirly his 

point that "A moral point of view too often serves as a substitute for understwding in 



technological rnatters" (ibid.. 150). She also (184) unusually picks up on McLuhan's own 

anxieties in U~lderstandirig Medici: his horrific satincal concem over the hazards of 

leasing out a monopoly on Our common senses to pnvate commercial interests; the grisly 

diagnosis of collective surgery performed on the body politic; and need for whole 

cultures to reprogram. 

With McLuhan's insight into media as environment as point of depanure, Tichi 

retums to the subject of the intersection of technology and culture which she explored for 

the period 1890- 1930. in an exlier book. Following the path of McLuhan's pioneering 

work in The Meclinnical Bride, which is however not mentionedvg Tichi includes in the 

purview of her analysis both high and low culture: advertisements and novels; 

newspapers. cartoons and art to illustrate the construction of America's television culture 

as environment. 

Tichi criticises George Gerbner. who followed McLuhan in descnbing the 

mediûscape as a symbolic environment in which we are al1 immersed. because he 

stopped at content analysis. Tichi uses diverse cultural expressions to probe how U.S. 

television culture was mode, and did not simply happen. Yet she too has difficulty 

breaking out of the habit. and falls back upon content analysis when the problem she is 

ûttempting to solve calls for scnitiny of the dynamic patterns animating what she 

beholds. When Tichi breaks out of this formula, the effectiveness of this alternative 

stmtegy is apparent. She shows the connections between material objects - such as 

television receiven - and the advertising thût helped shape the public response to such 

devices. Another example is the thematic anûlysis she performs on various literary works 

in order to probe the stance of auihor as insider or outsider to the media culture under 

discussion. Tichi also skillfully uses the literature to spell out the cultural anxieties in 

response to this new TV technology, and ties some of these to deeper seams of thought 

within American culture. For example, the couch potato (in his La-2-Boy chair) seems to 

violate the Puritan prohibition against leisure and sloth. She notes, as do most observers, 

the cunous cultural split between attitudes of dread and hope in confronting the 

prospects of life with technology. However this anxiety is not fully explained. 



The reason is of interest. McLuhan provides her central point of departure; however, 

given the limits of a modified content analysis, in her account this environment remains 

cunously inert. McLuhan's point (as retraced in the theoretical surnmary) was that the 

environment into which we have extended ourselves actively processes us; we interionze 

this environmental expenence; and this interactive rnetamorphic process is continuously 

transfomative. Art, literature, ads provide dues to the transformations underway at any 

historical juncture. 

The theoretical points Tichi incorporates to assist her nnnlysis--Raymond William's 

notion of the flow of television (1  13-14), Eco's concept of hyper reality and Baudrillard's 

simulations (Tichi. 129-54)--could better serve Tichi's explorations once the dynrimic 

environment posited by McLuhan is fully incorponted into her analysis. As matters 

stand, these insights provide scûnt room for the notion of active audience mernbers who 

construct daily life within a television culture and environment (e.g., ibid., 104-28). 

Instead, she retraces the familiar strain of theorizing in her historical account and, against 

her stated intention presents TV as doing sornething through content-whether flowing, 

hyper real. or simulated--to the audience. To get around this problem, she adopts the idea 

of a shift in the image from the addicted couch potato, to one of dual status whereby TV 

flows on while life goes on, and cisserts the multiplicity of postmodem multivalent 

consciousness (ibid). Further application of the dynûmics of mediamorphosis as traced 

by McLuhan would improve Tichi's account by directing her attention to ways to regard 

the environment and the users as active processed processors, as it  were, and not simply 

i nert . 

Tichi takes up other themes prominent in McLuhan's work. Most promising is the 

use rnentioned above of the notion of insiders and outsiders which mises McLuhan's 

question of generations and their relationships with media of communications. Here she 

uses thematic analysis to good effect, as a way of tracing the relationships with media of 

the authors she considers - as they position themselves in their prose as insider or 

outside. 



Tichi valuably widens the sense of meaningful places where relûtionships unfold with 

the newer technologies. In this she is also indebted to McLuhan. Not simply the house, 

childhood, leisure, conventional categories--she extends her analysis to demonstnte how 

television technology as rnetaphor is intenorized, and interpeneirares with psychosocial 

and biochemical realms, including dmgs, to produce what she calls teleconsciousness. 

Her point is that this cultural assimilation of technology is also its social construction 

(ibid., 7). McLuhan's inspiration is evident in the attention paid to literary and artistic 

expression ris well as the blurring of artistic and cornmercinl culture. But again the focus 

on texts and extension of this focus only with difficulty to contexts diffuses the question 

of media as cultural environments into one of media 3s multiple messages (of many 

types. from many sources), nther than the bolder task suggested by McLuhan: how to 

understand the dynamics of multiple media as manifold operating environments 

patterning the entire culture. 

Tichi ends her book with a sidelong glance at the more recent techno-cultural 

changes undenvay. particularly the cornputer. Yet she ûppears unaware that McLuhan's 

mediamorphic anal y sis posi ted that a previous media environment becomes readil y 

apparent to observers only when i t  is on the wane. Thus she (inadvertently) supplies a 

possible mswer as to why the TV culture and its fashioning seem different and coherent: 

because TV culture is now obsolete although still the dominant consumer medium. 

McLuhan would fully endorse Tichi's conviction that "The interpretive obligation to 

bring that [TV] environment into high visibility is thus more urgent than ever." (4) Once 

one crosses genres and conventional disciplinary divides, Tichi's work indicates that the 

texts are now available to extend McLuhan's insights further into history. Tichi's work-- 

and that of Postman--demonstrates that a cultural historian attentive to communications 

theory and McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis c m  continue the lengthy process of 

unravelling the multiple interactions within the shifting techno-culture. 



The New Media and a New Trivium 

New media and the ancient quarrel between rhetoric and philosophy emerge in two 

important applications of McLuhan's themata that work opposite sides of the ancient 

quanel between rhetoric and philosophy, the theme of McLuhan's doctoral thesis of 

1943, and underpinning for his later work. In Miiid crt Large: Ktiowing in the 

Tec/rnological Age (1988), Paul Levinson, a graduate of New York University wlio is 

now deeply involved with distance electronic education, applies McLuhan's thernata of 

the transfomative impacts of technologies and communications media to the question 

of the growth of knowledge. His book "examines the ways thût the human brûin works 

through technology to produce accurate knowledge of the world--knowIedge that serves 

as the basis for subsequent technological transformations of the world to human 

specifications. This growth of knowledge and human reshaping of the rnvironment is 

linked to the evolution of orgrnisms and human life" (1988. xiii). Levinson descnbes his 

chapter, "The Double Entendre of Communications Media" as an extension to cognition 

of the media study pioneered by McLuhan (ibid.. xv). 

Rhetorically, Miizd cir uirge is dedicated to McLuhan. whorn Levinson regards as 

pioneer and inspiration. He refen to numerous works of McLuhan, including those after 

1964. Again. the shadow of the negative academic consensus looms over Levinson's 

work. as revealed in his rhetoric. In an earlier paper, "The Technologicai Determination 

of Philosophy." Levinson made clear that he rejects technologicd or any other sort of 

monocausal deteminism (including Marx's economic drterminism), but has no doubt 

that media (by which he means al1 communications technologies. including speech) 

have impacts. which he traces. Clarifying one's position vis--vis the question of 

technological deteminism is a necessity before any application of McLuhan's insights 

c m  proceed; indicating the continuing hold of the critics' counter-themata. Levinson 

positions himself within the generation of pst-McLuhan (and post-television) scholars 

who began in the 1980s to defy the orthodox consensus against McLuhan's work. This 

challenge to received wisdom on McLuhan first became apparent in a collection of 

essays on McLuhan in the Journal of Commtrnications (1 98 1). where Levinson took the 

phi1osophicdr;itiona~ side of the ancient quarrel, but without explicit recognition of the 



other side of the quarrel, that of the rhetorical grammarians with whom McLuhan 

identified his position-a point established in his condescending reference to McLuhan's 

"channing contempt of iogic" (1982, 180). Anticipating his later book, kvinson wrote: 

"McLuhan's work is part of the great human tradition of rationality both because of, and 

in spite of, itself' (ibid., 179). The philosophicaUrationaI side of the ancient quarrel has 

always attempted to appropriate for itself the rhetoncal/grammatical tradition with which 

McLuhan identified his position. in his more recent work. in an interesting ûside (1  43) 

Levinson identifies himself as a TV baby, and follows this by ri plnyful reference to his 

ability to perform as ntionnl author despite this childhood exposure. 

Based on his appraisative conclusion that McLuhan is both intelligible and rational. 

Levinson npplies McLuhan's themata in an unexpected and interesting direction. He 

locates McLuhan's signi ficance in expanding understanding of the growth of know ledge 

by attending to those areas thût had been left out namely. technologies and 

communications media. Levinson adds to this discussion initiated by McLuhan the crise 

for "evolutionary epistemology" based on the premise that knowledge is both a biological 

and technological activity (ibid.. 1). The expression of rationnlity (or the extension of 

ideas into the world through technologies) depends on the media through which 

knowledge is communicated. Where McLuhan posits an extension of senses, Levinson 

posits an extension of ideas and mind into the world. Again. this position is identified 

with the logical side of the ancient quarrel. Missing in Levinson's account is a full 

treatrnent of language, and its place in reason. Possibly this is the bridge that might link 

reason and the artefacts. For Levinson, iIn the beginning was the mind, not the word. He 

identifies technology as the extension of ideas in material fonn, which permits 

communications technologies to be treated as a special case in part becruse they may be 

medium as well as message. Levinson phrases the attraction of technology in terms of the 

abstraction it makes possible, and thus the dissemination arnong many minds that 

communication technology permits, as it moves further from the oral condition. So, 

Levinson argues in his charactensticaily McLuhanesque discussion of the printing press: 



The coupling of the alphabet and the book, on the other hand, set loose 
the disseminative powers of both, and resulted in a means for propagation 
of knowledge that remained unrivalled until the twentieth century. The 
cognitive intercourse spurred by books created a population explosion of 
ideas, in which books were the sex cells and the alphabet was the DNA .... 
The fulfilment of the book's disseminative potential, however awaited the 
Second Coming of the alphabet in the pnnting press, a device which at 
last began to bestow on the alphabet a physical accessibility 
commensurate to that of the spoken words it recorded .... (ibid., 132). 

This long view of history provides a necessary background for Levinson's 

observations on the twentieth century, where he asserts (ibid., 135) thet the computer is 

revolutionq for both dissemination of the content of printed information, and for 

development of primary cognition (an application of McLuhan's core dynamics that 

involve sensory rebalancing or "intenorimtion"). In a contemporwy appropriation 

McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis as historiographie pattern, Levinson finds that the 

process of digitization is "ûnalogous to the alphabet's processing of extemal reality" 

(ibid.. 135). Levinson tkes  the position (ibid., 143) thût one way TV and radio have had 

"the least apparent impact on the cognitive process and the growth of knowledge" is the 

computer however is another story. 

The goal of his book--"knowledge of our knowledge processes" (ibid., 147)--is 

consistent with McLuhan's sesch for the cultural hermeneutics of media. Yet Levinson 

advances an alternative core dynamic and interpretation. He finds that the invention and 

deployment of successively more li fe-like media are not coinciden tûl: "Eons of natu r d  

selection in the orgûnic foundry have resulted in natural modes of perception which are 

highly efficient--thus the quest for efficiency in information transmission, whether 

overlaid with commercial, artistic, scientific, or no additional motives, leads quite 

logically (though likely unconsciously) to the natural" (ibid., 141). The importance of 

this passage is that Levinson (consistent with his emphasis on rationality) equates the 

natural and the efficient. This thematic dyad is doser to the work of innis (who defined 

empires as efficient communications). It also resembles McLuhan's argument that 

technology and the mediascape form a new sort of "nature." Yet at another level, it 



resembles the rational regiud for tnith as matching, as compared to the rhetorical and 

grammatical notion of tmth as making sornething in the world. 

Levinson pushes these themata further, and argues dong the lines of Havelock and 

McLuhan, that there may be a biological basis, and an evolutionary dimension to the 

relationship between our technologies and the growth of our rational knowledge. Within 

the Toronto School of Communicûtions. Havelock had posited connections between the 

acquisition of literacy and the evolution of the hurnan species. By 1968 in W u  otid 

Peuce in rhe Globtrl Vifluge, McLuhan expressed his view this way: 

Since the new information environments are direct extensions of our own 
nervous system, they have a rnuch more profound relation to our human 
condition than the old "natural" environment. They are a form of clothing 
that con be programmed at will to produce any effect desired. Quite 
nnturally, they take over the evolutionary work that Darwin had seen in 
the spontaneities of biology. (36-37) 

Levinson's exploration of these thernes is important because he opens up the question 

of the linkage between the development of technologies and communications media. the 

environments created, and human evolution. McLuhan's religious faith need not separate 

the two, as it is notable that as McLuhan saw early - this idea of a son of species 

evolution based on the modifications of our own minds through relationships with our 

extensions appears to have originated (in its premodem form) in the work of Vico. who 

argued that the human species can understand what it  has fabricated. There is not yet 

enough information to indicate how far this themata of techno-cultural evolution cm be 

pressed; McLuhan's role is in part to open up û line of thought (which Lrvinson and 

others explore) that brings into new relief the shifting relationships with technology as 

environment posited as a crucial dynûmisrn beyond natural selection and overlaying the 

evolution of the species. 

What is not clarified in Levinson's 1988 discussion is whether the presurnption of 

progress is necessary to his position that technology is an agent of cognitive evolution. 

No such progressive assumption was necessary for McLuhan. who tried out various 

formulations, including a cyclical retum of an eiirlier but not identical post-literate 

techno-cultural condition (Le., post-literate orality). 



Rejecting the view that technological solutions to human problems necessady 

involve "advocacy of a technological escapirm" (ibid.. 228). Lsvinson locates technolagy 

within the grand evolutionary design of the human place in the cosmos. Here he 

abandons detenninism and pessimism, endorsing instead an "imperialism of the 

intellect" (ibid., 232). He continues: "human hope rernains only a fairy tale until 

embodied in the human steel of technology and its properties of physical extension, 

durability, and permanence. The rational, directed component of technology is the hope 

of the universe; the nuts-and-bolts material of technology is what makes the hope real" 

(ibid., 229). The Iûrge question for Levinson becomes: "the extent to which technology 

c m  be rationûlly directed" given that it  is "an instrument of deliberate design in the 

universe" (ibid., 224). Thus cognizûnt of the unintended consequences that seem to 

follow in the wake of al1 technologies and ail growth of knowledge, h r  adds: "ln the new 

evolutionary schema, human technology proposes, but the cosmos still disposes" (ibid., 

23 1). 

Richard Lanham cornes at this from anther angle in The Elecrrunic Word: 

a Dernocrciq, Teciinology, and the Arts ( 1993). A humanist and professor ementus of 

English and prose composition at University of California at Los Angeles. Lanham is 

steeped in study of the history of education and rhetonc. Lanham presents a 

wide-ranging series of essays on the word under electronic conditions. His province is 

the hurnanist deep questioning of the revolutionary shift to the digital word. Lanham 

became awue later in his career rhût he was following McLuhan's work on the ancient 

quarrel between philosophy and rhetoric (1993,203). and ûcknowledges McLuhan as 

"the scholar who, perhaps more than any other since the Second World War, opened 

rhetorical study to new ways of thinking" (ibid., 58) Lanham also recognizes that 

McLuhan "made 'mediag a household word" (ibid., ix) and "set the agenda for our 

thinking about electronic media" with his "prophetic vision" (ibid., 124). 

Lanham takes issue with two aspects of McLuhan's work, which he considers have 

misled those who carne after. First, he observes that McLuhan did not anticipate digital 

computing, sticking instead with analogue technologies. Second, and even more 



misleading, Lanham daims that McLuhan stopped at television, seeing in this the 

pinnacle of technological accomplishment. A comprehensive reading of McLuhan 

provides a more plausible position, while also encouraging the sort of inquiry that 

Lrinham clearly recognizes and pursues. McLuhan ends Umierstczizding Media not with 

television, but with automation. Furthemore, he does not stop there. He interlaces his 

discussions in Mediwn is the Massage and Wïrr und Pecrce 111 The Globul Villcrge with 

pointed commentary on the computer and its role. Tûke this representûtive example : 

"The computer is by a11 odds the rnost extraordinary of al1 the technological clothing ever 

devised by man, since it is the extension of our central nervous system. Beside it, the 

wheel is a rnere hula-hoop." ( Wur and Peuce iii tire Global Villuge, 35 ) .  in fac t, 

McLuhan discussed the computer in his work from the 1960s onwards. McLuhan's 

theory of mediarnorphosis posits a dynarnic and histonographic pattern, not the end of 

history with television. As for analogue and digital. hnham is correct that McLuhan 

does not devote much attention to this. although he is clearly aware of it, punning 

typically (after Joyce) that the binary computer is "a two bit wit." (His association with 

long-time collaborator Burington Nevitt, an electrical engineer, doubtlessly stimulated 

this line of thinking.) Lanham. like others of lesser insight, has missed the geeneerd 

significance of McLuhan's rich theory of mediarnorphosis, likely because he 

concentrated on the loci classici of the early 1960s. In ûny event, on this argument. 

McLuhan's interactive formalism meant that his themata were far broader than the 

specific technologies or media - it was to the dynamics that he looked to make his 

broader case. 

Regardless of this lapse. Lanham advances a digital humanism, regarding the 

possibilities of new media at once from an evolutionary view, and suggesting as 

previously noted that the digital environment may provide the milieu for an 

unprecedented operating system that will stimulate new forms of creativity and 

complexity. He thus inherits the optirnism of the Catalyst Phase McLuhan, while never 

abandoning his rhetoricd humanist roots. Lanham has anticipated the arguments 

advanced here in his interpretation of McLuhan as grounded in study of the ancient 



qumel ( 202), and as incomprehensible to many of his critics because they read him 

against the grain of his work (i.e., from the philosophicavlogical side of the qumel). 

Surnmuizing his work and McLuhan's significance, Lanham writes: 

The rhetonca~philosophical distinction, though [in McLuhan's work] it 
grows from the technological distinction between oral and literate 
cultures, concerns more than technology. It debates opposed theones of 
hurnan motive. human selfhood, and human society .... [The debote] 
involved the basic positions of Our cultural world as soon as the argument 
opened in ancient Greece, and has done so ûgain ever since McLuhan 
preçi piiated i t back onto the populrir cultural agenda. ..The deepest debntes 
about TV, about the decline of the book. about the cornputer as Big 
Brother or little one, are usually variations on the long-standing debate 
between the rhetoricians and the philosophers .... Around the electronic 
word, then. around this movement from book to screen. cluster the major 
humanistic issues of our time (ibid.. 203). 

Lanham. a dedicated educator. shares the optimism that animated McLuhan's 

strongest work: the sense of potential in our relationships to and with the new media. He 

also shares McLuhan's sense that the confusion of rationality with a single technology 

(print) is the factor that bas cûtcipulted the critics into their gloomy monlism. Like 

0 McLuhan, he considen i t  necessary to investigate the current situation on its own terms 

without premature rejection of important themes. His humanist training and ability to 

grasp the luge context explain his willingness to take McLuhan seriously. As a teacher 
C 

Lanham shares the pioneering sense of breciking through some of the limitations of the 

crusty academy. For example, he reveals that he has encountered the stigma of inferiority 

attached to the notion of training in composition, as opposed to an exclusive focus on 

theory. He shares a self-perception of being an outsider to the ûcademic system with 

McLuhan: "tn al1 of large-scale corporate American enterprise, no crûft guild has proven 

more hidebound than the professonate" (ibid., 21 1). 

Lûnham applies this rediscovery of rhetoric (defined as an information 

counter-system to Platonic philosophy) to develop an evolutionary explmation for the 

development of humm culture and knowledge (ibid., 57). Within the Toronto School of 

Communicûtion, Havelock placed gseatest emphasis on the "evolutionary ingredient" 

which Lanham views as "the enfranchising framework for rhetoric." (57) By this he 



means that the mots of rhetoric can be found in hurnan (and primate) biology and genetic 

makeup. Lanham asserts that once the ancient qumel is mapped ont0 recent 

developments (such as chaos theory) the prospect exists for a general theory of 

knowledge (ibid., 6 1). Reason itself is multiple on this view, not singulru. The key 

insight to this development is what Lanham calls "the bi-stable allusion," a perpetual 

oscillation between rhetoric and philosophy and their many hein. This oscillation cornes 

to the fore in a digital age, he concludes, and far from prornpting a technological 

determinism, such Jevclopments seem to reprcsent a cultural convergence xross mûny 

fields, with the following result: "What is extraordinary is not how digital technology has 

compelled us toward a fundamental cultural reevaluation. but rather how that technology 

cm--if we use it right--express so eloquently an ornnipresent reevaluation already in 

being" (ibid., 84). 

Lmham pursues McLuhan's themata of the counter-environment through to the 

question of a curriculum appropriate to a transformed world, a digital age, observing 

ihat. "the electronic classroom has a different motivational mix from the print clnssroorn" 

a (ibid.. 127). The electronic ingredients are a rnix of game, play and purpose. McLuhan 

had suggested to lnnis that continuities could now be found across al1 ans and sciences, 

and across the cumculum. He proposed to his colleague that a school of communications 

theory and practice be established to transfer this awareness to the educational milieu. 

Lanham argues forcefully that the electronic text can realize this sort of intellectual 

objective (ibid., 124-36). A different son of core cumculum is called for dominated not 

by print technology but by a new rhetoric of the digital arts (ibid.. 130)--an educational 

practice that is intrinsically theoretical, not mesmerized by the race/classlgender debnte. 

but rather focusing on the fundamentai issues of how electronic texts and university 

structures are changing around us (ibid., 13 1 and passim). 

ianham and Levinson take up the ancient qumel, reinscribe it in opposite directions, 

and raise important questions regarding the history of hurnan transformation and its 

linkage to media and technologies. These issues, so prominent in McLuhan's work. 

which have inspired these two scholm, deserve sustained scrutiny. 



Media and a new age: Continuities and Discontinuities 

Many writers refer to McLuhan as one of the announcers of the information or 

communications age, often by the metaphorical means of his phrase, "the global village" 

(e.g., Bell 1973, 55; Beniger 1986. 4; Diard 1985, 19). Such mention of his work is 

generdly superficial, although recently less dismissive (e-g., Harasim 1993, 8). McLuhan 

used a vxiety of tems io descnbe the twen tieth-century techno-cul tural transformation:- 

-an information and communications age, an electronic age ("Cybemation & Culture" 

1966.99). As numerous themata are nested within this question of the narning of the age, 

this section will pursue the rhetoncrl space surrounding the contested rhetonc regarding 

current histonographic patterns. 

In Tendeiicies crnd Teizsiom of the Info,nl<rtioii Age: The Productioiz triid 

Distribirtioiz of bijbnt~~irioii in the United States ( 1995) Jorge Reina Schement and Terry 

Cunis indicate a recent trend towards a less hostile reception for McLuhan's ideas. 

Nonetheless the deformations of the negative academic consensus are well illustrated in 

this book. The authors' objective is to supply a social theory, as Thedl (197 1 )  had hoped 

0 McLuhan would do. while incorporating what they consider to be a more adequate 

explanation for politico-economic developrnents. Distinctively. the authors recognize 

McLuhan and Daniel Boorstin as the two writers whose "near theories" came closest to 

an explanation for the current situation, add Daniel Bell's post-industrial theory and 

vdous  neo-Mamists, and offer their own. Thus the pantheon of social theory now 

incorporates McLuhan. as it becomes less possible to deny that there is sorne sort of 

development undenvciy. referred to usually as the information ûge. 

The issue as defined by Schement and Cunis tums in part on the question of whether 

or not there has been ri rupture between the modem industrial period of the nineteenth 

century, and the so-called information or post-industrial age of the twentieth century. The 

authors accept the position that such a discontinuity does not exist: "To view the 

information society as unique or historically unprecedented, reinforces a myth, albeit a 

powerful one." The neo-Marxist critics somehow believe they have pierced the myth by 

identifying capitalism as a cause; but Schement and Curtis push this argument further 



and argue that the U.S. produces and distributes information as its primary economic 

octivity "precisely because capitalism remains the motivator and industrialism remains 

the organizing principle" (ibid., 39). 

The key myth to which this onhodox view is opposed is technological determinism 

(ibid., 192-97). To this the authors repeat: 

The point is that machines rlone do not make a culture. The culture of the 
information society resulted from the growth of capitalism and the uses of 
industrialization to benefit capitalists. Its most important socioeconornic 
manifestations, the commoditizntion of information and information 
work, are the logicrl outgrowths of capitalism. Individuals invented new 
information machines. in order to profit from selling information .... 
Information technology does not produce social relations; rather social 
relations produce information technology (ibid.. 194-95). 

Thus Schement and Cunis join numerous wnters who concludr that current 

developments in the information age reflect a variant of industrial capi talism: they also 

assert that there has been no disjuncture between the conditions described by Marx and 

the current penod. This position amounts to a thematic commitment fcr continuity and 

against discontinuity. It is difficult to comprehend how developinents such as the lnternet 

can be accounted for on such a diminished structure of motives. Perhaps capitalism itself 

serves as a necessary mythical figure. Key to the authors' position is their attack on 

technological determinisrn. The critique is that technological determinism misleads 

because it focuses on machines and thus ignores the motives of those who control the 

system (ibid.. 197). The motives of others are assumed, but not addressed. Thus. the 

authors reason that most Amencans focus on the machines, swailowing a myth, ruid 

misinterpreting the real source of social reality and change. This would srern to repeat 

the marxist canard about false consciousness. This debate over continuity or 

discontinuty is far from settled, and it is flagged here without further detail so as to draw 

attention to the fact that McLuhan continues to figure in most accounts as a supporter of 

a discontinuity between past and present (which he was) and that the central flaw in 

McLuhan's theory is found to be technological determinism (which 1 have refuted in 

Chapter 1). 



Schement and Cunis make these points with a refreshing lack of rancour. Yet the 

authors end up with an old, not a new, theory, taking a more conventional rear-view 

economic line that nothing major has changed, that technological and cultural and al1 

other dcvelopments are merely effluents of capitalism (and its byproduct, industrialism) 

in other guises. The problem is that such a position does nothing to assist in 

undentanding the technologies and media environments which present genuine (not 

mythic) dilemmas of policy, and of politics, for collective decision making. 

Rhetorically, bIcLuhan is positioned dong with Boorstin as presenter of a "near 

throry" but not a "systematic macro theory" (ibid.. 205). The deficiency results allegedly 

from the observation that most authors looking into the information age "retrenched and 

Iûrgely ignored the goal of explaining society." The chief problem with this argument is 

the reduction of McLuhan's contribution to a forni of technological determinism. which 

from the authon' perspective confers on his work an "interior logic" on the basis of 

which it cm be refuted. The authors cornplain that McLuhan dazzles the reader with 

visual images, while making little attempt to consider the social relations surrounding 

a whichever medium he is explaining: "There is no room for explanations involving 

currents of history or the nuances of culture" (ibid.. 208). This seems f a  fetched. 

panicularly in light of the chûrxteristic reduction of al1 motives to the motives of 

capitalists. It is (as Theall had argueci) McLuhan's lack of a social theory that chietly 

concems these authors, however ne could argue that McLuhan said more about historical 

and cultural change than these authon, who spend much of their argument denying such 

change. The authors seem correct in their conclusion that McLuhan did not have 3 full 

blown social theory; however, one may argue that one reason he did not is that his efforts 

were directed at diagnosing the conditions underlying al1 social theories (his cultural 

hermeneutics) ruid thus provides a valuable addition to inquiring how social theory itself 

is transformed under conditions of changing media, and in the contemporary period, 

under electronic and digital conditions. 

The authors recognize that the work of McLuhan (and Boorstin) moved 

communication and information studies io a new plane. 1 challenge, however, their 



assertions that McLuhan does not deserve a following of theonsts; that his work cannot 

be formulated into hypotheses to guide ngorous research and that research agendas have 

not resulted from his work (ibid., 209). t would argue nther that his influence has been 

so fragmented. pervasive, yet nonetheless, inspiraiional, that work on his theory of 

mediamorphosis has barely begun. 

Rhetorically, the authors largely cleave to a neo-Marxis t economic in terpretation, 

despite tlieir self-declared intent to arrive at a social theory. The neo-Marxist or political 

econorny rejection of McLuhan is a self-conscious and tactical move as seems evident 

from Kellner's reconstruction of McLuhan as "technological reductionist and 

determinist" (1 989. 132). In the rhetorical sprice of his sritics from right and left. 

McLuhan's work is cornmonly reduced to and dismissed as a form of "technologicûl 

deteminism," the heaviest epithet that cm be applied within the rejectionist rhetonc. But 

there is more. as these authors repeat the tired conclusion thût: "Most scholars recognize 

McLuhan as a disciple of Innis." If so. they have not r a d  McLuhan fully. Typical of this 

error, the authors attnbute study of Giedion's imponan t and in fiuentiai works to hnis. 

when it  is McLuhan who wrote Innis about Giedion (Leiters 1987.). Innis mentions 

Giedion in a minor footnote (Bicis of Co~nniitnicrtrion 128. n. 132). These seem--and are-- 

small points, but they add up and their casual repetition has guaranteed them a kind of 

value that they do not warrant. Also characteristic of the rhetoric on McLuhan. the 

authors cannibdize McLuhan's insight on "media as cultural environments" into their 

discussion. The choice of this phrase and lûck of acknowledgement in a work that 

elsewhere foregrounds McLuhan's contribution points to the present absence of 

McLuhan's themata, and the fertility of the shifts in thinking and vocabulary directly 

traceable to McLuhan's controversial schievement. As noted above, it is through this 

operation of media as environments that McLuhan argues not simple determinism, but 

rather transformation, which is neither utterly inevitable, nor utterly within our persond 

freewill. Yet this aspect of his legacy is detached from his contribution. Who then is 

guilty of perpetuating myths? One could rnake a case that the myth of McLuhan as 

technologicd determinist has run its course as a tactic of rejection. 



On another front, thût of the master builders of a new age, numerous works have 
@ appeared that credit McLuhan's influence on many crentive individuals who came of 

intellectual ûge in the 1960s and who have subsequently designed the machines, 

networks and concepts that empower the information age. Howard Rheingold is the 

prime chronicler of recent information age activity, and McLuhan figures in his Virtucc.1 

Realify (199 1) as a background influence on many of his protagonists, a part of the 

climûte of thought and 1960s or counter-culture Zeitgeist. Ln his survey of virtual reality, 

he cites, for exûmple, Alan Kay, a chief archiirct of the "personal computer" ivho credits 

the inspiration of McLuhan in the late 1960s for helping him to think of the computer as 

a medium, not a tool(199 1,85). This insight combined with McLuhan's theme of how 

we l e m  by cxtending our senses as instruments of exploration (attributed to rinother 

explorer Jerome Bruner) (ibid.) play a role in the invention process. u? this aspect of 

McLuhan's legacy. his intlurnce consists in inspiration for invention. especially for the 

TV babies. R heingold quotes Kay's 1 990 stûtement: 

Though much of what McLuhan wrote was obscure and arguable, the sum 
total to me was a shock that reverbentes even now. The computer is a. 
medium! 1 had always ihought of it as a tool, perhaps a vehicie - a much 
weaker conception. What McLuhan was saying is that if the personal 
computer is a truly new medium then the very use of it would actually 
change the thought patterns of an entire civilization. He had cenainly 
been right about the effect of the electronic stained-glass window that was 
television-a remedievalizing tribal influence rt best. .. . What kind of 
thinker would you become if you grew up with an active simulator 
connected, not just to one point of view, but to al1 the points of view of 
the ages represented so they could be dynamically tried out and 
cornpared? I narned the notebook-sized cornputer idea the Dynabook to 
capture McLuhan's metaphor in the silicon to corne (ibid., 93-94). 

These words stand in for those of many others who felt that "shock thût reverberates" 

and were inspired to action. The subtitle of Rheingold's book, "The Revolutionary 

Technology of Cornputer-Generûted Artificial Worlds--and How It Promises and 

Threatens to Transform Business and Society," makes clear that a discontinuity is 

assumed. Many of those influenced by McLuhan feel as though they have lived through 

this peciod; some feel they have had a hand in cnating ihis new redity. There is an 



unwntten history (written perhaps in the margins of diverse accounts from the front 

lines) of interconnections between the 1960s counter-culture (which took up McLuhan as 

a totem and inspiration) and the 1990s wired world. 

As these rernarkably divergent applications of his ideûs should make clear, the 

histoncally effective force of McLuhan's ideas is not exhausted. 

McLuhan's extended circle 

McLuhan's extended Toronto circlz has applizd his work in diverse directions. The 

posthumous works, Laws of Media and The Global Vilkige, had the quûlity of pastiche 

and initial sketches, as though the artist assigned completion of an unfinished canvas to a 

competent but uncelebrated associate. In similx vein, the literature of the 1990s niostly 

repackages McLuhan's previous writings and providcs sometimes insightful comrnrntary 

(e.g., McLuhan and Zingrone; SoutharnNoyager Benedetti and DeHart: Nevitt and 

McLuhan), but without extending McLuhan's ideas very far. Considered as direct 

extensions of McLuhan's work, authors Eric McLuhan and Bruce Powers added new 

a references and their own comrnentûry to topics prefigured in McLuhan's writings. 

Among McLuhan's extendrd circle, the most significnnt and original applications of his 

theory of mediamorphosis to the present are found in the works of Demck de Kerckhove 

and Robert Logan. both of whom had colleborated with McLuhan. 

Demck de Kerckhove's The Skirl of Ctrlttrre: 1ni.estigciting the New Elecrronic 

Realiry (1996) represents one in (i senes of works prepared by de Kerckhove. who had 

previously translated McLuhan's Clidze ru Archeype into French, and worked with 

McLuhan as his translater. A professor of French at the University of Toronto and, since 

1992, Director of the McLuhan Program in Culture and Technology, de Kerckhove 

applies McLuhan's insights to more recent techno-cultural developments, such as the 

intemet and World Wide Web. de Kerckhove's institutional role provides a backdrop to 

these activities, as he has rnûintained this centre despite a lack of interest and limited 

funding from the University of Toronto. Rhetorically, de Kerckhove speaks increasingly 

from the poetic dimension of McLuhan's theory of communications, as he has shi fted 



from publishing scholarly papers on rhetoric and neuro-cultural research to an ongoing 

attempt to reach a wider audience by applying updated insights of McLuhan on assorted 

phenornena such as connected intelligences. Nonetheless, de Kerckhove has pursued 

substantive thema stressed in McLuhan's work, including the significance of the alphabet 

and chirographic pattems of writing on the brain, and the significance for business and 

social organization of the extensions of the nervous system into a global village through 

electronic technologies. de Kerckhove's work on the alphabet ernphasizes the neuro- 

culturcil interface. while his panllel line of work on the psychotechnologies of the self 

(Crowley and Heyer 199 1)  develops the idea of the fashioning of the self systern through 

histoncal relationships with media. 

McLuhan's nttempt to locate the dynamics of techno-cultural transformation in 

psychic mechanisms and connections among the brain, senses and central nervous 

system received a boost with publication in the early 1970s of Krugman's findings, 

which supported the idea that television stimulated a different part of the bnin from 

print. McLuhan's speculations on the significance of the two hemispheres of the brain as 

a moulded by exposure to media has received little further study; however. more is now 

known about the hemisphenc model of the brûin championed by McLuhan (e.g.. 

Corballis 199 1). It is no longer possible simply to dismiss the question of the historicd 

(and evolutionûry) impact of an asymmetrical brain structure, while 3 simplistic two 

hernisphere model has becorne more nuanced. de Kerckhove has extended McLuhan's 

speculations. and applied them as working hypotheses for a new field called 

"neuro-cultural research," which studies the conditions and effects of the interaction 

between the nervous system and the environment or the cultural objects which define the 

various human environments ( 1984, 1 3 1). The field brings newer research and greater 

precision to McLuhan's core dynamics, taking as a prernise his intuition that electric 

technologies extend the human nervous system, and create new environrnents, which 

then reprocess the sensory ratios or pattems. During seminars held in Toronto and 

Venice (1982), Puis and Toronto (December 1983), and Orleans and Toronto (January 



1997), scientists and social scientists met face to face or via video-conferencing to 

pursue these insights in light of more recent research. 

de Kerckhove's recent book extends these applications in a more popular direction. 

Originally prepared as Bmirfrmnes (199 1), de Kerckhove was assisted by the poet, Chris 

Dewdny, to redo the book in mindbites which present a kaleidoscope of insights into the 

current situation. The title takes off from McLuhan's phrase: "ln the electric age, we Wear 

al1 mankind as our skin." The theme of discontinuity is evident: "We are already in a new 

age." McLuhan's theme of extensions is applied to human psychoiogy as weil as ouf 

nervous systems and bodies. de Kerckhove assembles evidence. including experiments 

with a head-mounted camera and brainwave monitors at Simon Fraser University. to 

support the notion of direct physiological effects of the media, notably how television 

speûks to the body not the mind. He retnevrs from McLuhan the idea that television 

extends the sense of touch, which becomes a dominant sensory mode for an electronic 

age. de Kerckhove endorses the idea of a cyclical histonographic pattern, and argues 

approvingly for a retum of an eariier oral mode. Retrieving also McLuhan's ideas about a 

coming global consciousness brought about by electronic technologies. de Kerckhove 

restates the relevance of neuro-cultural research: 

According to neuro-biology. we grow into our environment not only 
anatomically. following genetic programming, but also neurologically, 
following cultural programrning. Our brain, though initially geared to 
develop according to cross-culturally common programs, is gradually 
exposed to more and more exclusively cultural influences and 
conditioners that require selective responses and define the ratio of our 
sensory inputs in daily life. (1  996, 102) 

de Kerckhove draws extensively on the work of the neuro-biologist, Jean-Paul 

Changeux. who has theorized that consistent environmental conditioning may bring 

about "selective stabilization of synapses" (ibid., 103). From the first medium, lmguoge, 

de Kerckhove presses his argument into the present where newer technologies notably 

the intemet permit him to posit an emergent form of collective planetluy intelligence 

(ibid., 190). This vision is optirnistic but not monolithic, as de Kerckhove remains 

hopehil about the ability of diverse cultures to thnve. Sensitive to more recent research 



that presses the notion that the user--and the audience--is the content and author of the 

media mix, for de Kerckhove, McLuhan's classic phrase, the medium is the message, 

becomes the medium (and the context) is the message (ibid., 122). Thus de Kerckhove 

adds his voice to the mosaic of applications of McLuhan's insights, addressing the core 

dynamics and the historiographie patterns of the theory of mediamorphosis. As de 

Kerckhove shows in The Skin of Cirlrrtre, given the scope of his theories. there are many 

different ways to extend McLuhan. including the poetic. 

Recent research into the brain, which supports the notion of critical stages in mura- 

physiological and sensory development, and the conditioning role of the environment in 

development of neural pathways, provides fresh impetus for reconsidering McLuhan's 

embryonic speculationc on the slioping powers of media environments, as de Kerckhove 

bas suggested. However the anirnus against McLuhan's work and fear of association with 

any fom of technological (or biological) determinisrn has contributed to a neglect of the 

relevance of the media and techno-cultural environment as an important means to 

investigate these signi ficûnt topics. 

Robert Logan's most recent work. The Fifili Lcuqyuge: Leunzing u Livittg itz the 

Cornputer Age ( 1995). extends themes he had previously developed in collaboration with 

McLuhan. A professor of physics at the University of Toronto. and active member of 

McLuhan's extended outer circle, Logan's previous collaboration was first published as 

"The Alphabet: Mother of Invention." Subsequently influenced by the work of Denise 

~chrnandt--~esserat'' on the historical development of writing, which linked the earliest 

form of writing to numeracy and accounting in pre-Phonetic alphabets, Logan continued 

this line of reseltrch and his own developing thoughts in his book The Alphabet Effecf 

(1 986). He positions himself within the heritage of the Toronto School of 

Communications and usefully sumrnuizes the basic propositions advanced by innis and 

McLuhan (14-61). 

Logan (1995) has extended McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis into the domain of 

education and work in the twentieth century. The book originated as a study of the uses 

of microcornputers in the ciassroom. Following McLuhan (and Carpenter), Logan appiies 



the idea that cornputen are not simply tools, or media. but also languages. Leaming the 

new language of computing requires a new computer litermy. This focus pemits Logan 

to trace five languages that he considers part of the human heritage, and which should be 

part of the educational curriculum: speech, writing, mathematics, science, and 

computing. By placing the discussion of media litencies within a mix of vanous 

cognitive and communicational literûcies, Logan broadens and applies McLuhan's 

aphorism that, in the information/electronic age which succeeds the 

industnaVmechanica1 age, what matten is no longer eaming but leming a living. 

Providing the skills for life-long learning thus becomes crucial for the cumculum. 

McLuhan's notion of the C U ~ C U ~ U ~  as a kind of counter - environment shows up faintly 

in Logan's analysis of what is wrong with the educational systcn~. Logan argues the 

famiiiar point frorn education critics worldwide that the schools are doing the job of the 

nineteenth-century industrial Age amidst the twentieth-century Information A g .  

McLuhan's ûpproach seems more subversive in that he appeared to believe that a 

counter-environment designed to engender critical thinking about the invisible media 

a environment (and real cumculurn) was ri necessity. 

Logan's distinction is his background as a physicist, and comfon with mathematics. 

in fact, where his work departs from McLuhan's (a point he does not acknowlrdge. but 

which cornparison with Lûnham's contribution easily demonstrates) is in his emphasis on 

the notion of an evolutionary scheme for verbal Icinguages, which implies placing a 

higher order value on numerûcy in its various forms (mathematics, science, computing). 

Other aspects of McLuhan's work that are extended by Logan include the broad 

designation of knowledge as crucial to new forms of wealth creation, organizational 

change, and the impact of new information technologies on the relationship between 

work and leming. Here a humanist approach is clearly required in order to bridge the 

knowledge gap between natural science. and the hurnanities and social sciences. 

As noted previously McLuhan has been criticized for his lack of attention to the 

question of socio-economic and political power, areas whereas innis appears to have 

gone further. Logan incorporates a notion of social class in his approach, and observes 



that agriculture led to the formation of the aristocracy, print literacy to the formation of 

the rniddle clîss, and the information revolution rnîy lead to the ernergence of a 

distinctive "coinputerate" class. Yet he posits that al1 class distinctions are merging, 

while maintaining that the control of information will become the key to success and 

power and confer advantages upon cornputer literates (294). 

As the divergent applications of McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis by de 

Kerckhove and Logan illustrate, McLuhan's legacy is applied in diverse and sometimes 

contradictory ways even among those who consider their work most directly associated 

with his. The Fragmented influence endures. Yet this very divergence also indicates a 

prospective fertility. When a Darwin emerges with a synthesis of the evolution of human 

specirs adaptation to its historically changing techno-cultural environment. he or she will 

be deeply indebted to the scope of McLuhan's theones. Logan takes us closer to a natural 

scientific version of that synthesis; de Kerckhove to a poetically-expressed amalgarn that 

embraces natural science. social science and the hurnanities. Rhetonc and grarnmar. 

logic and philosophy. al1 will be required for this synthesis. Prrliaps complexity theory 

(Waldrop 1997) itself a theoretical innovation unthinkable without cornputer 

technologies, points to the direction that will be required. McLuhan's insights into 

mediamorphosis can be retrieved within this prospective framework. 

Conclusion 

McLuhan's first legacy is the vocabulary he bequeathed to a media-saturated age. His 

conceptual insights are embodied in memorable phrases--notably, "the medium is the 

message" and "the global village." but also others, such as looking in the rear-view 

mirror to see where we are going, media as environments, as metaphon, as languages. 

and reorganization of the ratio of the senses. These phrases circulate as fragments which 

have become metaphon we live by, in Lakoff and Johnson's (1980) sense, embedded in 

debates over techno-cultural change. Catchphrases in both the mass media and academic 

publications, these metaphors both resonate with and help to shape the imagination of 

common experience; for this reason they endure within popular and scholarly 



a conversations about media, techno-cultural change, and popular culture. By directing 

attention to media as environments, not as contents, and by challenging the pipeline 

metaphor so deeply embedded in the language (Reddy 1979), McLuhan provided an 

alternative to the transportation model with his transformational model of 

communications. His contribution, inspired by innis. altered al1 subsequent approaches 

to the study of media. In an ancient rhetorical sense, McLuhan's legacy lies in the art of 

inventing terms and arguments which capture and express the imaginative ground out of 

which the Irnguage of self-ûwûreness ernerges For a nzw age. 

Equally evident is the fact that definitions continue to be hazy in the post-McLuhan 

period. Media, tec hnology, culture, in formation--these trrms are used in di fferent ways 

by different authors, and within different disciplines. This problem cannot be blamed on 

McLuhan, without whose creative contribution the Ianguage of such discussion would be 

grossly impoverished. The solution is not to stop using the tems. for this move would 

succeed only in displacing the issues under scrutiny ont0 other terrain. The answer lies - 
as he recommended - in probing more dreply into the merining of these important 

elements not 3s abstract systems, but within the ground of hurnan experiencr. Al1 the 

disciplines within the natural and human sciences can contribute to this task. The 

solution lies also in making further attempts to agree upon common meûnings in use 

within specified contexts. This is where the lack of r common interdiscipline which can 

exchange and apply McLuhan's ideas frustrates the further development of this line of 

thinking, as Meyrowitz noted. The onhodox rejection of McLuhan has contributed to û 

miscornprehension of the contributions of McLuhan and the Toronto School of 

Communications, unnecessarily frustrating al1 attempts to arrive at insightful solutions. 

Chapter 4 has found that increasingly a construction of McLuhan as pioneering 

catalyst is used as a way to break new ground, and to signal that this is what the author is 

up to. 1 submit that this phenornenon points to the dernand for fresh and 

multidisciplinary approaches, and the recognition by some that so fw McLuhan has not 

been surpassed at opening up a complex farnily of issues that invite further and sustained 

investigation. The texts discussed above follow in the path of Ong (for orality literûcy) 



and Eisenstein (for the printing press), each of whom applied McLuhan to the task of 

breaking out of conventional patterns of thinking about media and techno-cultural 

change. More recent efforts differ in that the animus against McLuhan's work is less 

pronounced. Thus 1 conclude that fertile fragments of McLuhan's works and themata will 

continue to emerge in texts that advance understanding of the contemporary and 

historical impacts of communications and information media. The texts in question wili 

use McLuhan both as ground for their contributions, and as figure, as a way of calling 

attention to newer ways of thinking about communications media. and thus of reclaiming 

a pioneering spirit by defying the orthodox rejection, and invoking the master who hûs 

been shunned by much of the academy. 

The animiis dissipates slowly, but lingers still. With rare exceptions, even the most 

fniiiful extensions of his work are based on The Glrteiiberg G d u y  and Uiiderstunditzg 

Meditr of the early 1960s. as few authors followed the further development of McLuhan's 

ideas. Like gadflies frozen into fossils. McLuhan's earlier texts marked his thought as 

reflected in the work of others: ihis wûs how far the critics would go, and they followed 

him no funher. Even then, the interpretations were often superficial. Later ideas did not 

make i t  into the conversation at ûII." As a result McLuhan's insights appear fragmentary. 

not pnmarily because his formulntions were too cryptic. but rather. because they lacked a 

coherent critical ground in his work as a whole. and an intelligible context in the 

communications history tradition which onginated as the Toronto School of 

Communications. His work wûs in this sense--and paradoxically--too pervasive. too 

influential. 

This examination has indicated features of the deformation of the rhetorical spûce 

surrounding McLuhan. There is reason to believe that the careful effort invested in 

"normalt' scholvship (in Kuhn's sense) is often missing with McLuhan. Sometimes the 

author seems careless, as with Tichi's erroneous charge that McLuhan had concluded it 

was impossible to discem the invisible media environments, or as with h n h m  missing 

McLuhan's comrnents on the cornputer, and qualification regarding his observations on 

the television medium. Most serious for the legacy of McLuhan is the enduring charge of 



technological determinism, repeated by Schement and Curtis, a charge which has steered 

many students away from a genuine encounter with the interactive fomalism and inquiry 

into mediamorphosis that marks his work. Al1 the ûuthon surveyed display a 

defensiveness regarding this question, indicating the success of this counter-themata. It 

makes more sense to argue with McLuhan that "there is absolutely no inevitability as 

long as there is a willingness to contemplate what is happening" (The Mediiim is the 

Massage 1967. 25). By this McLuhan meant to direct attention to powerful media forms 

and technologies as shaping factors in cultural (properly tcchno-cultural) history. This 

reductive critique of technological deierminism deflected attention from the questions 

McLuhan raised, which could only be answered by taking up the difficult task of 

scrutinizing the long term shaping effects of media and technologies. Post-McLuhan. 

some have vanously and fruitfully documenred aspects of these cultural mutations. An 

author indebted to McLuhan (whose work has gone unrnentioned only because it does 

not deal with the post-War period) shows the fertility of such approûches: Stephen Kern 

in The Cultitre of Tiaie crrid Spclce: 1880- 19 13 ( 1983). Acûdemic study of media is well 

estriblished, particularly in Nonli Amenca and Britain. but within al1 thrse works the 

absence of a more coherent ground for the work of McLuhan (and hnis. Havelock. and 

the Toronto School of Communications which unites them) impoverishes the field. 

More studies should be conducted that take up McLuhan's invitation to make sense 

of large-scale cultural change by examining media as environrnents and extensions. The 

texts considered affirm the fertility of McLuhan's insights for researchers in that he 

offered relevant hypotheses and conceptual tools for the complex task of interpreting the 

shaping powers of media environments. Certain common features of the fertility of 

McLuhan for iater applications have emerged in this analysis. These texts recognize that 

the environment changes as new predominant technologies are introduced, an insight 

that proves effective puticulluly when investigating the ongoing shifi from television to 

computer culture. New media transform their users and thus require new skills, skills 

which if acquired early enough in Iife, reshape the interna1 Iandscape of the generational 

cohon under the medium's influence. 



Al1 these texts follow McLuhan by not taking for granted the invisible environrnents, 

but rather. by tracing out their impacts and examining their properties. The idea thût new 

media require new literacies, and promote new ways of coping and new cognitive and 

learning styles highlights two of the central questions: how the young are to be educated, 

and what counts as truth. The question of how the medium operates as a cultural 

cumculum--whether print or electronic--for al1 members of society thus becomes not the 

subject of sermons, but of investigation. in the era of the computer the question of how 

genrrations are affeçted differrntially by new media has become extremely urgent. 

It seems no accident that the common themata of cumculum emerges as a unifying 

thread in many of these highly diverse texts, signifying (explicitly or implicitly) a linkage 

between core dynamics and historiographic principles. There is a great deûl to explore. 

and some of McLuhan's legûtees have taken up his invitation in diverse directions: 

Logan traces the shifting curriculum required (he argues) to induct new members into the 

fifth (cornputing) hnguage of iheir time; Lanham finds a renewed sense of the trivium 

and need for a digital electronic rhetoric. One of McLuhan's collaborative books of the 

last decade. The Ciy As Clossruom (with Eric McLuhan and Kathryn Hutchon), 

indicates McLuhan's fertile approûch to media study and the classroom without walls. 

Green field and Healy search inside and outside the classroom for the defining cognitive 

styles, and trace the linkages to media. 

Certain shared themata emerging from this rhetoric of inquiry examination of these 

texts further illuminate the contribution of McLuhan. Some of the texts (e.g., de 

Kerckhove; Lanharn; Healy) apply McLuhan's insighis into the significance of the brain 

as a mediator between extended environments and the reorganization of the senses in 

light of more recent research. There is also a recurrence of a linkage between various 

evolutionary notions and the insight that extensions through media and technologies, and 

the making of a techno-cultural environment mold human evolution.   rom diverse 

angles, Lanham, Levinson, and de Kerckhove find inspiration in this line of thinking, 

originally suggested for the Toronto School by Havelock. Whether addressing the micro, 

meso, or rnacro level of analysis, these authors exhibit an awareness of the larger 



historical context within which these events unfold. Sensitive to the charge of 

technological determinism, al1 these ûuthon find ways to deny that they intend 

monocausal theories of history; yet they refuse to resort to conventional content-centred 

explanations, explanations solely in terms of ownership, or non-explanations which 

dissipate into the unpattemed particular. McLuhan's pattern-watching provides 

inspiration that proves fertile for these authors. They are unafraid of crossing disciplines 

and of resorting to anecdotal observation where more formal studies have not been 

conduc ted, as in the case of Greenfizld. They are also unafraid of incorporating evidence 

drawn frorn popular culture, everyday life, or their own direct observation (Meyrowitz; 

Lanham; Healy; de Kerckhove). 

What McLuhan did not arrive at was any successfui definition of a cui-riculurn to 

counteract the effects of media thût he diagnosed. His answers Vary. At points he implies 

that the new media technologies require that everyone become an anist. At other points 

he suggests that a multimedia diet (as Greenfield also suggests) is the best ûpproach as 

some media counteract others. At yet othtr points he insists that the nred to pay attention 

is what will ward off the dangers; by studying the patterns of Force put in play by media 

and technologies, we will be able to guide ourselves accordingly or collrctively control 

these forces. Scrutiny of the texts discussed suggests that it is fniitful to couch the issue 

of the search for a strategy of culture in terms of the search for counter--environments. 

This seems to expiain why so many of the texts discussed take cumculum--in one form 

or another, inside or outside the classroom--as central to the discussion. History itself 

may provide an important counter-environment, a point implici t in McLuhan's own 

work. The search for historiographic patterns and core dynamics linking media and 

cultural change leads inexorably to the question of education and the curriculum, inside 

and outside the classroom. But as McLuhan clearly saw, and as Logan reminds us, in the 

contemporary period the issue is not sirnply schooling for the Young, but rather leaming 

a living. As Lanham finds. echoing McLuhan, these questions lie at the historic centre of 

the humanist question. Other foms of counter-environments suggested in McLuhan's 

work have been less explored, such as the arts and artists as distant early warning 



systems, despite the global efforts by de Kerckhove in this area. The retwcing of the 

cognitive process which had so inspired McLuhan in the works of Joyce and the 

Symbolists offers useful insights into the creative process as a strategy of culture. 

Looking to present technologies themselves as potential counter-environments supplies 

ûnother example. 

Chapter 4 confirms that the controversy surrounding McLuhan's contribution. and 

the lingering academic hostility towards his style and his work, have deformed the 

rhetoricd space w h m  his contribution to study of communications and information 

media are understood and interpreted. Due to the persistent condemnations of McLuhan 

as rogue scholar, enemy of the book, technological determinist, and global millennial 

utopian, and due to the onhodox rejection of his style, mutatis mutandis his ideas have 

not received the full attention thcy deserve. The intellectun1 controversy surrounded his 

work has occluded or prematurely foreclosed certain themata and avenues of 

investigation that may yet prove fruitful. The sympathetic works under discussion in this 

Chapter offer some confirmation of this riftennath of the controvenies. Later researchers 

are discouraged from taking up his lines of investigation; or once discovered. the old 

quarrrls (notably the reduction of any attention to technology as technological 

determinism) retard the debates. Yet perhûps because another technology 

(cornputer-based media) is raising some of the same questions as previous media 

revolutions, McLuhan's insights rire once again relevant. The loss of the ground in which 

McLuhan's work and persona figure - which I seek not to lament but to reverse - results 

in an occlusion of recognition for the promise of the communications history tradition in 

which his work is associated with that of Harold innis and Eric Havelock. In shrup 

contrast to this received wisdom, it is ugueed that, once recontextualized, McLuhan's 

theory of mediamorphosis offers an unexhûusted source of insight into the dynarnics of 

techno-cultural change. 

A partial inventory of under-explored insights would include the general question 

raised by the prospect of revolutionary techno-cultural change. Instead of a medium 

theory, his theory of techno-cultural transformation or mediamorphosis suggests that 



everything has changed under electronic conditions, as it did previously under 

mechanical and prior to that under conditions of literacy. Media forms are not static, but 

evolve. McLuhan points to the resonance of this evolutionary pattern with culture by 

looking at the reorganization of the senses in interaction with the changing cultural 

environment into which we extend ourselves collectively. McLuhan would have been 

fascinated by the new "science of complexity" (Waldrop 1992) which as a field of study 

he would doubtless explain as a consequence of and adaptation to the development of 

recent information processing media. The metaphor of the computer, and of complex 

adaptive systems-a core concept for the new science--would provide compelling support 

for some of McLuhan's eulier speculations about the role of media as extensions. His 

speculations on the importance of the brciin and its role in mediating the core dynamics 

of techno-cultural transformation point perhaps to a line of research that links the 

complex adaptations of the human species to the history of its media extensions. 

His insights into new media as new languages requiring new literacies offer ground 

for hypotheses on the extension of our nervous systems into computer networks, such as 

a the Intemet and World Wide Web. The idea r hat planetary cornmunicotions networks 

hold the promise of global consciousness and even a global brain - as de Chardin posited 

in his concept of the noosphere. and as de Kerckhove has argued more recently - seem 

(as mmûny commentriton including Lewis Lapham 1 996 have wgued) less easy to ridicule 

than previously. In fact, it rnay mûke sense to create such metaphors so as to provide 

alternatives to the bleak visions of the doomsayen. As Rheingold captured in his text 

discussed above, McLuhan served as inspiration for creators of the information age and 

new media culture. His work may again serve this function. 

There are numerous examples of artists who have been inspired by McLuhan's work. 

David Rokeby's "Very nervous system" engenders awareness with its sensitive 

electromechanical forrn that follows the motions of the viewer who becomes the user 

who becomes the work itself. McLuhan's curious point that technology might be 

chûnging so npidly that study of technological environments may yield insights 

previously possible from the study of art seems highly relevant to the current situation. 



Morphing- the technique b y which one shape gradua11 y becomes another, a rende ring 

task made seamless by computer assistance--can be seen as a signature of digital 

mediamorphosis. McLuhan glimpsed that technology may corne to play the role of art. In 

al1 his works. but most pragmatically with the help of son, Eric, and Kathryn Hutcheon 

in The Cify crs Clussroom, he charnpioned the amateur attitude in that each person must 

become artist andfor sleuth in order to cope with the turbulent changes under way. 

Training in tracking the patterns of technology may provide a companion route to 

training of perceptual awareness, which McLuhan argucd offered a way to understand 

and thus to overcome the techno-cultural maelstrom. 

New research has lent further importance to McLuhan's speculations that the brain 

plays a crucial role in the mediamorphic process. Lanham mentions Corballo's findings 

that in evolutionary terms the brain rnay have developed in response to early expenence 

with the environment. Over the past ten years the "bnin research revolution" has left 

little doubt that the brain is plastic and made, not simply found. The connection between 

media moulding and stages of brain devclopmrnt deserves further investigation. What is 

clear is that the speculation by McLuhan that the brain and its interconnections hold 

important evidence for the discovery of how the process of cognition and re-cognition 

works is of grent importance. McLuhan pursued these matters in the 1 s t  decade (the 

1970s) and break throughs in the field of neuro-cultural research in the 1980s point to û 

more precise application of these ideas. 

The moulding of generations by dominant media in the years of greatest brain 

plasticity presses McLuhan's master analogy from orality to literacy to mechanical 

pnnting to television to video games. The hypotheses on the moulding of sensibilities 

and litencies by the dominant media are tantalizing. The complexity of intemingled 

factors defies the resources of conventional experirnenters: the role of formal classroom 

instruction and varying kinds of script--from phonetic alphabet to ceremonial script 

(Scribner and Cole 198 1); the difficulty of extracting findings from the cultural and 

media mix which dictate varying historiographie patterns, techno-cultural collisions, and 

accommodations; the difficulty of sepanting the operations of core dynamics from other 



sorts of dynamics at the personal, interpersonal, and intercultural levels. The advent of 

cornputer-based media offer useful points of cornparison within North Amenca, yet 

despite the insisence of McLuhan, sensory profiles are not available as baselines. and 

thus the evidence available is anecdotal, accidental, and eccentric or suspect (as with 

SAT scores). Furthemore, despite McLuhan's wamings, the jeremiûd and lamentation 

for things lost (as by Postman) are more common than an approach that tries to take the 

new (cornputers) and old (TV) media on their own terms. Pessimism remains the most 

populu stance inside the academy. 

Another area of McLuhan's line of thinking that has received scant attention is the 

linkage between technological change and violence in response to loss of or threats to 

identity. His view was that, under electronic conditions. a retum to a form of "tribalism" 

seerned likely. ironically. the body piercing so popular in the rnid 1990s. although 

individualistic and thus very different from the signature marks of various tribes. raises 

this theme. Gangs throng together, again with a post-literate twist: graffiti tagging as 

their colourful urban mark. Nazi skinheads bring savage eihnic w a n  back home; the 

young celebnte in North American mosh pits: the werlthy retribaiize behind electnc 

fences in suburban ghettos. These are not answers. but rather dues to the sorts of pattems 

McLuhan believed that his insights brought into focus. The point is that McLuhan's 

insights lay the ground for a way of linking histone patterns with current developments. 

alwûys searching for the core dynamics. 

Now that the computer is becoming the invisible environment in which we live. it is 

possible to see television in a new light. Tichi says she offers a midpoint report on TV, 

thus providing a valuable admission that television is not static, and will not disappeûr 

ovemight. The evolution of the technology of TV itself, as TV morphs into a hybrid with 

the personai computer (PC), again calls for McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis as a 

valuable aid to perception. 

Additional lines of questioning are neglected when McLuhan's work is neglected. 

Lull's ethnographic work questions the idea of audiences for media under electronic 

conditions in terms of the extension of the household. The onset of interactive media, 



such as videogames, and of two-wriy media, such as the intemet, adds another dimension 

and gives new currency to McLuhan's point (from Joyce) that producers may become 

consuiners. This is why the ethnographie imagination (and "communications ecology," 

to use Nevitt's mernorable phrase) is so needed in research. It is a question-as Geertz 

said--of tacking between the general and particular, not forgetting the specific 

observations, yet searching for the patterns. McLuhan's grand generalizations in his 

theory of mediamorphosis were attempts to specify in broad and unforgettable strokes 

the insights, not to fossilize them. His ground up approach (the ûbduçtive approach) fits 

well with the sort of grounded theory advocated by Lull and others. 

Questioning the collective intelligence or sensus communis under electronic 

conditions rnay be possible by applying McLuhan's iheory of mediamorphosis from the 

surveillance side (including public opinion poliing, market and media research). to the 

expressive side, including popular culture as a global language. The issue of common 

cultural literacies prompts anxiety for many. including Postman. Putting these issues in 

historical context and finding the parallels with previous times--as. for example, hnham 

does with the linkage (following McLuhan) to the great rhetorical tradition-could be of 

immense value in opposing the present-mindedness that plagues much of the reserirch 

into communications media and its transfomative impacts. Naturally this leods to 

another important topic which is currently receiving attention:--namely, the questioning 

of how language and the word itself are transfomed under electronic conditions. 

Lanham. Logan, de Kerckhove, and Postman have probed this ûrea; however McLuhan's 

mediamorphic theory could add greatly to a debate which he helped restart. 

Once one grasps a notion of electronic conditions not as determinative, but nther, as 

creating the ground for understanding, it becomes possible to consider more precisely 

specific problems within this Iarger context. Thus Katsch questions the electronic 

transformation of law while Kurtzman and others question the electronic transformation 

of money. The chief question that has preoccupied rnany scholars has been the degree of 

discontinuity, in fact an ancient thematic dyad. 



Applying McLuhan's concept that the medium is the metaphor has been done 

independently by Postman and Sheny Turkle in The Secorzd Se[l. As de Kerckhove has 

also noted. the linkage between the material and imaginative picture of technology helps 

to shape the self. The medium is the metaphor for the self, in the sense that our 

experience of the self is expressed in words coined to fit the operations of a dominant 

machine. But this vocabulary differs depending on generations which use often archaic 

technological terms when they speak of their own functioning (and malfunctioning). 

LlcLuhan's Further point that media have become second nature which seems 

environmental, like first nature, has also been developed by Lrvinson, who reasons that 

technology extends our material embodiment of our ideas and that we evolve as a species 

through interaction with these extensions. The linkage between the notion of an extended 

(and interiorized) self system and techno-cultural system could be enriched by attention 

to McLuhants theory of rnrdiamorphosis. 

To sum up: McLuhants theory of rnediamorphosis provides an original account of 

how we shape our world with artefact extensions. and how we are transformed through 

our relationships with the environments we both create and encounter. To paraphrase 

Postman, McLuhan's techno-cultural hermeneutics vividly brought to light the 

background radiation of the invisible media big bang and thus his contribution in the 

largest sense is to raise collective consciousness and direct attention to the way media 

shape our understanding unconsciously, by operating as environments and systems of 

perception. Once reconttxtualized, his work provides undentanding not only of media. 

but also of the role of media, technologies and all artefacts in shaping how humans come 

to understand and to experience as we do. The scope of McLuhan's insights exceeded 

their precision. however he succeeded in opening the imaginative horizon in a 

historically effective way. There is plenty of room to formulate more precisely these 

insightful theories. 

From a historiographic perspective McLuhants work (and that of Innis) prefigures an 

important alternative to conventional historical accounts which for the most part (as 

Eisenstein 1979 confirmed) ignore the role of media, technology, and communications. 



or relegate these factors to a sideshow marginal to the main event of historically effective 

causes (Li psitz 1988). Once recontextualized. McLuhan's theory of mediamorphosis 

offers an unexhausted source of insight into the dynamics of techno-cultural change, and 

remains a relevant point of departure for communications and media researchers. It is 

recommended that a productive approach for McLuhan's successors. regrirdless of 

discipline, is to take him on his own terms, within the context of his work as a whole. 

This is to agree with literacy scholar David Olson's (198 1 )  observation that McLuhan 

(and innis) pioneered fresh nppronches to the dynamics of historical techno-cultural 

transformations by opening doors for later scholars, but now it is up to their successors to 

make these sweeping diagnoses more precise. This may be done once the work is 

restored to its context.McLuhan's legacy may lie in the very pariidox he presents. 

Perhaps McLuhan's genentive pandox. as Knppendorff supgested, itself provides a 

medium for the growth of knowledge and creative discovery. 

With the addition of Chapter 4, the argument of the "Heat and the Light" is now 

complete and McLuhan's assertion of 3 theory of medicimorphosis, context. the foqing of 

the nrgative cicdemic consensus against his work and the ambivalent aftermath of this 

response have now been presented. The tirne has corne to takr up McLuhan's invitation 

to discovery. 



Conclusion: Reseaming the Narrative on McLuhan's Paradox 

The Chapters speak for thernselves, and at length, so the Conclusion will be brief. To 

reseam the narrative on McLuhan, I propose to surnmarize the conciusions. 

Chapter 1 took up the paradox of McLuhan's texts, and set forth grounds for 

interpretating McLuhan's core thernata as a theory of communications as techno-cultural 

transformation or mediamorphosis, a term borrowed fiom Blaukopf (1989). In this way, 

an alternative interpretation was proposed to the received wisdom which had reduced 

McLuhan's theory to technological detenninism, technological utopianism, or non-theory. 

Grounds for prefemng this interpretation of McLuhan's work were located fiom within his 

textwork, read whole. McLuhan's core theme of "multiple transformations, which are the 

normal consequences of introducing new media into any society whatever" (The 

Gzr~enberg Galmy 1962, 279), were not found to be a determinism: first, because 

McLuhan's project encouraged consciousness of the media environment; second, because, 

in its pragmatic dimension, his hermeneutics served as an incentive to innovate 

consciousness-raising tactics, such as figurdground analysis and the tetrads, and to 

construct counter-environments, including his own texts. 1 argued fbnher that McLuhan's 

theory could be understood as his gramrnar, while his rhetoric could be comprehended as 

his practice. Once read whole and in a manner sympathetic to what he said he was doing, 

McLuhan's work discloses a hermeneutics of techno-cultural transformation, meaning that 

he attempted throughout his career to understand understanding, not as a study of 

consciousness but as an account of how we corne to experience as we do, meaning how 

we corne to believe we are passive receivers living in natural environments, when in fact 

we are active creators of the reality we live. My thesis is that McLuhan's work points in 

the direction of an unexhausted art and science of interpreting the impacts of media and 

technologies on literacies, sensibilities, and culture. How we make collective sense of the 

world is deeply implicated in the ways we shape our understandimg by extending ourselves 

through our media and technologies into environments we then inhabit and daily remake. 

McLuhan's contribution was in part to expand this discussion beyond the limits of print- 



oriented logic, by pointing out that media forms impose assumptions and invisible ground 

rules, and by recommending that expenence with dominant media environments be 

factored into al! historical and philosophical inquiries within the human sciences, not as 

side issues, but as aspects central to any adequate account. McLuhan did not counsel 

submission to these forces, nor was he an unmitigated utopian. Instead, he recommended 

awareness and autonomy as alternatives to sleep and slavery. This awareness included the 

ability to recognize, without premature moralizing, the creative possibilities of new media 

foms, including popular culture. 

Chapter 2 engaged the issue of McLuhan's traditions, and posed an answer to the 

question of the context within which McLuhan's work now seems most intelligible. This 

tradition was located in the Toronto School of Communications and the conjunction of 

Innis, McLuhan, and, to a lesser degree, Havelock at the University of Toronto in the late 

1940s and early 1950s. The tradition to emerge out of the Toronto School was 

communications history, which takes as its subject the transformative impacts of 

technologies, notably communications media, upon culture, and raises micro, mes0 and 

macro histoncal questions about changing foms of social, political, economic, aesthetic, 

and sensory organization by inquiring into a broad range of phenomena at the intersection 

of culture and technology. Major research areas have included the orality and literacy 

thesis, the impact of the printing press and the phonetic alphabet, and the effects of 

electronic media since the telegraph. The tradition argues that changing relationships with 

dominant media and technologies result in revolutionary transformations in the conditions 

or ground for cultural life. McLuhan's role in the emergent tradition of communications 

histoiy was found to be that of a hub in that bis textwork and networks linked a diverse 

group of sources and associates and juxtaposed their insights into an original 

recombination that he expressed in such a way that it captured the world's attention. In 

ofering recommendations for fùrther research, the discussion retums to the relevance of 

McLuhan's contribution for contemporary problems. His profound insights into the power 

and dynamics of media foms did not blind him to the power of societies and individuals to 

act on their knowledge, to shape environments, and devise counter environrnents. 



Figure/ground analysis, the tetrads, his aphorisms, his texts and metaphors, dl were 

devised as counter-environrnents. As he put this: "Nothing is inevitable so long as we are 

prepared to pay attention." Harold Innis, was deeply preoccupied with questions of power 

and with what he called "monopolies of knowledge." As founding figures within the 

emergent tradition of communications history, the work of Innis and McLuhan is indelibly 

iinked. It is Born the conjunction of the two that 1 believe the most proMsing extension is 

possible of McLuhan's theories of cornmunications as techno-cultural transformation. 

McLuhan was preoccupied with the power of the media f o m  to impose assumptions--one 

rneaning of his enduring aphorism, "the medium is the message." Innis was concerned with 

the power of groups and the time-or space-oriented properties of media that permitted the 

construction of monopolies of knowledge. It was suggested that the strength of the 

tradition lies in reunification of the contributions of Innk and McLuhan, and that one solid 

reason for accepting such a proposal is to restore a more robust anaiysis of power to the 

communications history tradition. 

Chapter 3 took up the paradox of response to McLuhan. The endunng term, 

a "McLuhanesque," refers to the expenmental style of his texts and wordplay by which he 

helped devise a language and imaginative vocabulary-a new media rhetonc and grarnrnar 

so that others might grasp this unfamiliar environment. Above all, as educator and rhetor, 

he sought to awaken the sleeping public and the somnolent academy. The rhetoric of 

intellectual controversy was deeply ambivalent as McLuhan threatened the preconceptions 

of members of the public and the academy alike. McLuhan's popular celebrity was deeply 

resented, even by some of his closest colleagues. It was argued that a negative academic 

consensus was forged on McLuhan's work and was complete by 1975. Following this 

point, it was argued that McLuhan's work became irretrievably fragmented fiom his texts, 

from its context in communications history, and that for many, reading his critics' 

distortions replaced the difficult task of reading him first hand. Parallels with a social 

scientist and scientist were introduced for comparative purpose to demonstrate that the 

phenomenon of rejection ofthe public, or celebrity intellectual, had wider application than 

this case study, and raised interesting questions in a media-saturated age. 



In Chapter 4, the paradox of McLuhan's fkagrnented but endunng legacy was taken 

up. His ingenious invention of aphorisms, metaphors, analogies, and puns was a cultural 

event which coincided with glimmering recognition of the possibility that a major shift was 

occurring frorn an industrial to an information age. Scholarly and popular discussions 

continue to resonate with echoes and variations on McLuhan's signature phrases, "the 

medium is the message" and "the global village." It was when he cornrnented on the 

collision between Gutenberg's print galaxy and the electric environment that his ideas 

provoked the greatest controversy, and in particular when he challenged the basis upon 

which he concluded that Western philosophy and science rest: "[Wle have confused 

reason with literacy, and rationdism with a single technology'' (Understat~dii»g Media, 

15). The work of a diverse group of researchers was probed, and the conclusion reached 

that McLuhan's insights had proven fertile; yet due to the explosive rhetoric of the 

intellectual controversy and the forging of a negative academic consensus by 1975, his 

theory remained decontextualized fiom an adequate cntical ground. As a result, important 

research work has been neglected within the interdiscipline of communications. 

At the beginning of this lengthy investigation, 1 argued that, as digital computer media 

grow increasingly pervasive during the 1990s, McLuhan's insights are once again relevant. 

A revival of interest in McLuhan is currently apparent. McLuhan warned in the 1950s that 

monumental changes comparable to the consequences of the earlier revolutions of writing 

and print were undeway. This seems more true than ever. In reappraisal, this argument 

succeeds if doubt is cast on some of the more peniicious counter-themata against 

McLuhan's work, and if the suggestion is accepted that McLuhan's works deserve a 

rereading and his ideas another hearing. It is now possible to observe, in retrospect, how 

McLuhan as a paradoxical intellectual figure serves as a "morphogenetic" or creative 

paradox (KrippendorfT 1984, 46) and a "stimulus for human cognitive growth." The 

deeper question at stake in the McLuhan controversy concerns the relevance of the 

humanities and the role of the humanist intellectual within the interdiscipline of 

communications and, more broadly, within the human sciences. This question is 

inextricably bound up with the larger one of the tension between the academy and the 



media over authority and cultural power. Although 1 have been able to do little more than 

cal1 attention to the need for further reflection on these rnatters, the McLuhan controversy 

seems to offer insights into the fate of a figure caught up in the struggle between the two. 

On the basis of the McLuhan controversy, 1 conclude that theorists who bring visionary 

scope to their subject and who open up areas of research deserve better than the scom 

they too often receive from their colleagues. There are many styles of theorizing, and more 

ways to arrive at productive insight than the narrow myopia prized among specidists. 

Furthemore, the hurnanist and generalist intellectual, particularly one who can 

communicate to the public about media and via new media, is needed more than ever to 

make sense out of the environment that surrounds us and which we CO-create. The 

morality tale of McLuhan as rogue scholar, his demonization as a technological 

determinist and the spectacle of his virtual excommunication from the academy frustrate 

such deveiopments, and undoubtedly prevent much fmitful research. It is a healthy sign for 

the interdiscipline of communications and the human sciences that some scholars are 

taking a second look at the contribution of Marshall McLuhan to understanding media and 

much else. 
* 



Notes toi' Introdiiction 

1 .  Richard Dawkins' idra of iiieiiies. whi& is iiiodrled after the biological concept of 
eenes. and iiieoning idras wi th brond effects and capable o f  chanping history. also hns 
b 

i-esononce. 

Notes for Chnpiri. 1 

1. McLuhan's papeis are held ai rhe Nûtionûl Archives of Canada. Marshall McLuhan 
fonds. I wovld li kr: to thank David Enns. thrn archivist responsible for the McLuhan 
fonds in the iiianuscripr division of the Notional Archives. for his groçious ûssistoncr. 
and in pnriiçular for pioviding an rarly elrctianic tjnding guide. I would also likr to 
thank again Di.. Williaiii Kuhns for sharing iiiarrrinls that he had risseri~blrd foi* an radier 
project on McLuhan. 

2.This inanner of ordering McLuhan's intrllcctiial crireer cliffers froii~ others that have 
been proposrd. for rerisons t hat should be rxplained. Journdist Philip Marchand's ( 1989) 
biognphy is properly iiiore detüiled regarding the early phase. What hr ccills "[t] hc: 
discovery of comiiiunications 195 1 - 1 958" 1 do not regard as suçh. as i t is abundanil y 
&ai (as Marchand appeau io açknowledge [ I  1.1- II]) tliai McLuhan had long sinçr 
"discovrred" this subject. Whrit happenrd is [hot McLuhan brought his thaiiies into 
shorper focus afier his contact with Innis. while perhûps paixfoxiçally graspi ng thnt the 
techniques of art history thot intrrested hiiii had an even broadrr range of application 
t h m  he had previously ncognized. It is ûbsurd to sriy, ris Marchand repeats froiii iiiany 
others. that "Innis did. in rffect. a grrat deal of McLuhan's ixsearch for hini" (ibid.. 1 12). 
One inay as wril say the sanie for Innis' sources. or thosr of ûny generalist who relies 
upon the labours of others for priniûry research. 

Marchand groups the years. 1958 to 1964, together. whrreas I prefer to distinguish 
the period up to the point rit which McLuhan consolidated his insights in the report. 
Pmjec-t iri  Uriclc-.rr~rriilirt,q N t i v  Medici. at the end of the decadr. This i s  the end. in niy 
view. of what Holton calls the nascent phase. and what I have cûlled the Explorations 
Period. Froni h m .  beginning in  1960 the letiers contiriii thnt McLuhan is sure of what 
he wants to say. and intrnt  on tinding a way to Say it. Thçre is for hini a treiiiendous 
burst of  rnergy in the rarly 1960s as he readies his materials for publication. I place this 
rntire decadr together as McLuhan continues to experiment with rvnys to express his 
ideas. He goes froiii unknown to cclebrity to fornier crlcbrity (very different from 
unknown position at which one stûns this process). By 1970 he begins to move into whot 
1 have called the 1 s t  drcadr phase. There are seveml intellec tua1 discoveries iiiade 
brginning in 1968. such as the significance of FigureJground ûnalysis. the resonmt 
interval, and the procrss of metaiiiorphosis, which permit McLuhan to furthrr explore the 
iniplications of the electronic paiod (e.g.. "discarnnte iiian") and deepen earlier insigh ts 

0 asa  so as to cast a differrnt shapr on his previous work. 1 characterise this "derpenin," 
shift froiii ognnic to metamorphic forinalisiii, and regard it  as a move in McLuhan's 
thinking away froiii histoiy (diachrony) and towcirds grrater concern with throry, fonnal 



Notes for Chapter 1 

principles, and "laws", eventuating in the (synchronic) new science and laws of media. It 
is in 1970 that 1 believe a shift emerges in his thinking (although Marcliand's discussion 
of the period 1968- 1973 has a certain coherence). There is a second reason for treating 
1970 as a rough divide: beginning at this time McLuhan starts to become aware that he 
has lost respect among North American and British intellectuals. as his books The 
Mediriin is the Mcrssoge. Wur c<nd Peuce iii ihe Globul Vilkige, Throrigh ilte Vcliiisliing 
Poiiir, and C~iltrire ic Orir Busiizess make M e  impact. He clings to the idea that he is 
better received in "Latin countries" (e.g. Letters 1987. 504-05), and 1 believe he decides 
to go on the offensive in a manner different from the Catalyst Phase, a conclusion also 
reached by Marchand. In the fa11 of 1969 McLuhan engages the public relations agent 
Matie Molinaro. His protests about misrepresentation become more frequent and 
increasingiy testy. By the end of the decade, he is less resilient as an intellectual. is 
humoured by close colleagues such as Nevitt, and shows the effects of age and his 
medical problems (On Campus with McLuhan 1979 "Coachhouse"). However. in sharp 
contrast to Marchand who makes McLuhan's medical problems the key subtrxt of the 
last decade, and 1 believe as a result trivialises the work of this decade, it seems more 
accurate to take up the discoveries and developments achieved by McLuhan, for they 
shed important light on his intellectual career. What interests this account is the 
substantive movement in his theory of cultural transformation in the last decade, and the 
recristing of his discoveries and core themes. Where many readers find repetition. 1 find a 
deepening and shift in  emphasis (as did Gronbeck 198 1). This approach is developed in 
the body of the text, with due acknowledgment of Marchand's readable biography whrre 
appropriate. 

Another serious attempt to periodicise McLuhan's career dong biognphical linrs is 
William Toye's illurninating narrative (with McLuhan and Molinaro) that weaves 
together the letters. There the division is threefold: 19 1 1 - 1936; 1936- 1915: and 
1946- 1979. This rudimentary division separates exly li fe and education, First work 
experience at the Universities of Wisconsin and St. Louis, and lifelong affiliation with 
St; Michael's College. University of Toronto (1946- 1980). Toye et al significantly select 
letters that focus on McLuhan's intellectual development, and include statements, 
clarifications, and elaborations of his ideas (1987, x). 

Bruce Gronbeck ( 1 98 1 ) is one of the few commentators to recognize a major s hift in 
what he calls McLuhan's "awareness method" from the 1960s to 1970s, arguing that his 
work shifts away from a mode1 of the forms of media as causal influences, to a more 
holistic approach, in which the central metaphon are figure/ground and the bnin 
hernispheres. 1 think Gronbeck is correct that there is a shift from 1960s to 1970s, and 
that these are key thernes; however our interpretations differ, as indicated in my 
argument in the text. James Suiegel (1978) also finds changes in McLuhan's work, and 
perceptively treats McLuhan's later analogical rnethods. 

3. The metaphorhl use of "operathg systems" to describe McLuhan's notion of the 
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invisible programming of the sensory life of historical cultures is adapted from Lanharn 
(1993, 227). 

4. Mmou (1938) and othen confirm this description. 

5. Roland Barthes later put this technique to good effect in Mytliologies. 

6. McLuhan's pioneenng work in popular culture is often unrecognized. For example. 
Diana Crane ( 1992) hails the contribution of McLuhan's work in Llriderst~uzditig Medicl; 
however, she appears unaware of The Mec~zurziccil Bride. 

7. Muchand would seem quite incorrect in assigning credit for the "basic notion 
underlying" The Gutenberg G~iluty to Ong ( 1989, 59; 155). 

8. in a masterful response, Pound cryptically advises McLuhan to stop accumulating 
debts, and strut gaining credits (Letters, 232). 

9. More will be said about affiliations within Explorcirioiis in Chapter 2 .  

10. Thanks to Donald Theall for supplying these notes and for a lengthy interview on 
McLuhan in the 1950's. 

1 1 .  This is Chaytor's formuiation and should be flagged, as translation between these 
sensory modes ernerges as crucial to McLuhan's core dynnmic. 

17. 1 am grateful to Donald Thrall for initially alening me to the significûnce of this 
point. Chapter 2 offers a fuller explication. 

13. Giedion's work continues to exert r profound impact. as do Gombnch. Ivins, 
Murnford, and the Catholic historian philosophers Gilson and Maritain. McLuhan's 
former colleague from S t. Louis, the philosopher tumed management consultant, Bernard 
Muller-Thym, is also a source of inspiration. However, none of these writen singles out 
communications media as do huis and McLuhan, as agencies of cultural transformation. 
in Chapter 2 this point is developed. 

14. Theall(197 1 )  saw this clearly. More recently, Patterson (1990) presents a similar 
case, which will be considered in Chûpter 2. 

15. McLuhan in Comrnonweal 1954; in White and Rosenberg 1957; in Languriges of the 
Mass Media 1965. 
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16. Wyndham iewis' tnlogy, The Hitrnun Age. is credited by McLuhan as a major 
inspiration for his media study. Although he rejects Lewisf moralism, and most of his 
particular emphases, he is attentive to these fictional accounts of the structunl impacts of 
media, which are personified as characters in Lewis' trilogy ( e g  Cidtitre is Oitr Bitsiriess 
1970, 334.) 

17. Other major sources in addition to art historians. Heinrich Wolfflin and Ernst 
Gombrich, include hnis and Giedion on cultural history, Dantzig (on number). E.T. Hall 
(on speech and invisible ground d e s  for culture), Innis (on writing), Eliade (on 
preliterate man), Chaytor (on manuscript to typographic printing), Innis, McLuhan, 
Carpenter, and Ong (on pnnting press). Ivins (on prints), Ivins and Gilson (on 
photography), Arthur C. Clarke. Maurice Gorharn, and Dallas Smythe (for the telegraph), 
Clarke (on the telephone). Gelait and Blivins (on the phonograph), Arnheim (on film). 
Pûulu, Gorham and McWhinnie (on radio), Gorham (on television) and Bamouw (on 
broadcasting). James Joyce is hailed as master of media study: "The Wake is the greatest 
of al1 manuals for understanding media." 

18. In his ABC of Reridirig, Ezra Pound used ideogram to describe the compressed 
properties of Chinrse character symbols, and the term - which recurs in McLuhan's 
cvolving theory - means roughly a character symbolizing the idea of a thing without 
expressing the sequence of sounds in its name, ie. not a phonetic charncter. 

19. McLuhan's report on the media experiment is drriwn from reports by DC Williams. 
Carpenter, and his own write up of the later experiment, although these men are not 
mentioned. The date of the Iater experiment is taken from Carpenter's article. 

20. The Report on Project in Understutiding New Media contains a script for a television 
program recorded under the title Gutenberg Galaxy, completed in 1960. McLuhan as 
educator and rhetor is experimenting with alternative forms to cornmunicate his insights. 

21. McLuhan credits Innis with this insight, yet it is apparent from his work (eg. Empire 
cind Commnniccztion, 5 )  that Innisf emphasis was on writing per se. Like McLuhan, 
David Riesman in Explorations had made a trenchant case for this significance of the 
alphabet. 

22. Lewis Carroll is mathematician and author of Alice in Wonderland. Adolf von 
Hildebrand wrote The Problem of Form in Painting and Sciîlptiire (1893; 1932) and The 
Problem of the Form in the Figurative Arts (1 907; 1945.) 

23. The book is divided into three sections: prologue, the Gutenberg Galaxy which is the 
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body of the text, and the Galaxy reconfigured, an epilogue that serves as prolegomenon 
for the sequei, Uliderstmdiilg Media. Typognphically, the body of the book features 
sections that lead with McLuhan's short summations, presented headline style and set 
apart in bold typefûce contained within two horizontal single line borders. 

24. On the alphabet as crucial he cites inter alia Diringer, innis, Kenyon. and on oral 
cultures, Parry, Lord, Carpenter, and anthropological psychiatrist J.C. Carothers. 

25. Particularly important on the Greek shift are passages from Doods, Gombrich. 
Seltman, J White, Ivins, Van Groningen. 

26. Of the many sources. chief are Chaytor, Buhler. Cunius, Febvre and Martin, Hajnal, 
Hadas. and Ong. 

27. In 1975 Hall wrote that McLuhan had borrowed his term 'extensions' to express the 
innering and outering process, a charge McLuhan denied. (Lerters 1987,5 15.) Ironiccilly, 
Buckminister Fuller dso claimed McLuhan had borrowed the tenn from him. Letters 
f 964, 308.) 

78. 1 am indrbted to Don Theall for helping me grasp this point. 

29. The influence of Innis is apparent in this choice of histonographic rnethod, and 
McLuhan calls The Glrtenberg Guluy a footnote to Innis' Biris of Corri~niriiicurioii. 

30. McLuhan is citing deBroglie ( 14). 

3 1. This insight eventually surfaces in Walter Ong's ( 1983) formulation of "secondary 
orality" as a way of speaking of the retum of oral modes in literate societies 
interpenetmted by electronic media. 

32. Typographicdly orthodox, Part 1 presents an introduction and seven chapters 
containing broad principles that form the framework for McLuhan's developing theory. 
The second section treats twenty-six case studies of particulm media. 

33. Another characteristic strategy of production is McLuhan's reinterpretation of myths 
and scientific findings. For example, he reinterprets the Hawthorne effect, whereby no 
matter what techniques were tried, worker productivity in a factory went up, as 
corroboration for the importance of attending to environments, not simply content; 
likewise, he reinterprets Pavlov's famous conditioning of the dog to salivate when the 
bell rang as an example of reinventing the lab landscape or environment based on a 
desired result. Afier alI, he observes, ringing a bell on the street will not "cause" nearby 



a dogs to start salivating. This idea is sirnilar to Latour's approach to science as the 
extension of labs and networks. 

34 He cites inter alia von Bekesy, Bernard, Gombnch, and (on stress as an analogon) 
Jonas and Selye. 

35 An approach McLuhan appears to have approved of, as indicated by his inclusion of 
Steiner's book on his Monday Nght serninar reading list, and approving reference to the 
work, and to hermeneutics generally in Laws of Media, (1988), published of course 
posthumously. 

36 The introductory essay, "Sensory Modes" in Through the Yanishing Point displays 
McLuhan's increasing interest in the problem of form, the title of Hildebrand's (1 893) 
exploration of the subject. The case is made, citing Hall and Piaget, that spatial experience 
is not "natural" so much as learned in childhood, and that such experience varies across 
cultures, and throughout history. McLuhan stresses that it is central to the understanding 
of space in poetry and painting that its multiple dimensions (tactile, visual, aural) be 
understood, as the relativity of cultural experience of time is more easily recognized. (9) 
The book aims to show why the medieval and primitive worlds share spatial experience 
with modem electronic man (8), and how spatial preference and sensory dominance 
change from cave art to colour TV (Letters, 361). The concluding essay, "The Emperor's 
new clothes" makes the point that analogy is key to al1 metaphysicai insight, and perhaps 
the condition of consciousness itself (240). "This analogical awareness is constituted by a 
perpetual play of ratios among ratios.. .This lively awareness of thc most exquisite delicacy 
depends upon there being no connection whatever between the components." (240). 

37 Otto Lowenstein is prominent. 

38 "But the pain may refer to hidden factors, the invisible environments created by 
technological innovations. Technology disturbs the self image of a culture, both private 
and corporate, so that loss of identity rnay bring about violent reaction and war." (126) 
War is a violent quest for the recovery of lost identity, an attempt to fight while looking in 
the rear view rnirror for what is lost. 

39 The Ione exception is a $26,000 grant in 1979, which allows him to pay son Eric to 
assist in the Laws of Media project. 

40. Pedro Lain Entralgo's (1970) The Thetqpy of the Word ln Greek Antiquity. In his 
earlier Mind and Body, Psychosomaiic Pathology: A short histury of the evolution of 
medical thought (1955) he States "until medicine and surgery in al1 their aspects corne to 
fom part of a true anthropology in the Thomistic sense, a Science of Man in health and 
disease, it is best as a first step to try to cl&@ our concepts of aetiology." (1955, ix) This 



a 
history of medicine is written from the psychosomatic point of view: "There can be no 
'idea' without ' expenence', nor ' expenence' without an ' idea', even though there be 
historical and individual situations in which one prevails greatly over the other. The result 
is that the history of psychosomatic pathology is, to a certain extent, the history of 
medicine." (1955, xvii) It seems no wonder that this book, with its Thomistic 
anthropological sensibility would appeal more to McLuhan than the work of Michel 
Foucault, whom he does not mention. 

41. F m  Cliché to Archetype's table of contents (which appears on pages 192-3) shows 
that McLuhan is experimenting fùrther with his discontinuous mosaic fom of probing,with 
categones fkom paradox to theatre now broken into Fragments with no immediate points 
of contact with the master historical patterns previously announced in his works. Yet the 
historical pattern pervades Frorn Cliché tu Archetype, if discontinuously, in keeping with 
his conviction that linear narrative is a relic of literate mechanical sensibility, and not 
illurninating. This is evident in the chapter "Centennial Metaphor. " 

42. A kaleidoscope of bief sections separated by bold face headlines, Tuke Today ranges 
over McLuhan's past and present work, themes, and sources. Dense in its compression, 
reflecting Nevitt's style (as evident later in his The Communication Ecology 1982), 
McLuhan suggests the book is best read by sampling (Marchand, 235). 

a 43. He first takes serious note of the importance of the concept in 1968, when he 
describes tactile space as "the world of the interface and the interval" and links the insight 
to Heisenberg and Pauling. (Letters 1987, 358) However, his 1967 interview with Steam 
indicates the literary roots of the concept. eg. "...Kafka takes the plausible, reasonable, 
literary modes of discourse and narrative and imrnediately juxtaposes them with something 
else-creating metamorphosis, change of structure, change of perception. By putting the 
three-dimensional world against the metamorphic world of changed structure he gets the 
same degree of nightmare and terror that Bosch got by putting his two spaces together." 
(1967, 282). We saw above (Letters 1987,287) that the idea of interval appears in his 
Ietters in the catalyst phase. 

44. An early idea updated, McLuhan first mentioned wanting to wnte a Baedeker, a guide 
to culture, in 1948.(Leiters, 205). 

45. The relationship to the tradition known fonnally as "stmcturalism" is outside the scope 
of thjs document. 

46. McLuhan mentions the significance he finds for his own work of research into the two 
hemispheres of the brain in a 1976 letter to Ruth Nanda Anshen (Letters, 521) An 
identical letter included in the collection and dated 1968 - but in the square brackets 
employed by the authors to indicate uncertainty -- is likely misdated. (Letters 1987, 
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359-60.) Marchand, who catalogued some of the papers, indicates that McLuhan had been 
sent an article as early as 1967 on research into the two hernispheres of the brain, and the 
idea that left and right sides of the brain controlled different aptitudes and functions 
(Marchand 1989, 245). A letter to his friend the author Sheila Watson, who served as his 
assistant in 1968, discusses why this 1967 letter "did not arouse any special interest in me 
[at the time]." Letters 1987, 52Z).His catalyst phase work, beginning with me Gutenberg 
Galmy and Understanding Media, shows that as soon as he began to shifi from literary to 
media study, he drew upon scientific research on the physiological and biological ground 
of the senses, such as von Bekesy, and Lowenstein. This explained, as mentioned above, 
the attraction of Gombrich's Art and Illusion, which masterfully linked art history and 
science of perception. On the evidence, 1 think he recognized the significance of the split 
brain hypothesis for his own work, finding in it corroboration and illumination of his 
thernes, in 1976, afier Knigman's (1 970) experiments offered unexpected corroboration 
for his insights, and more directly after receiving an article by Robert Trotter from 
collaborator Robert Logan (Marchand 1989, 298, n.24; Letters 1976, 52 1 .) 

47. He cites A.R. Luria 1970, and Robert Trotter's article "The Other HeMsphere" 1976, 
which drew on study of the Inuit of Northem Canada-which McLuhan was previously 
acquainted with through the work of Ted Carpenter. 

48. This formulation of the computer came frorn collaboration with New York publisher 
William Jovanovitch. 

49. In a persona1 conversation in 1994, Eric maintains that the work is a collaboration 
comparable to those completed during McLuhan's lifetime. 

50. The book is divided into four parts, explorations in visual and acoustic space, the 
global effects of video-related technologies, an epilogue on Canada as a 
counter-environment to the U.S., with the border as a resonating interval, and a glossary 
of tetrads. The article "Ma Bell Minus the Nantucket Gam: Or the Impact of High-Speeds 
Data Transmission" (198 1) CO-authored by McLuhan and Powers also conforms to the 
direction the collaboration took. 

5 1. Take Today contains applications to telecommunications, a subject on which Nevitt 
was knowledgable. (eg. Take T w ,  248-2255) 

52. This quotation can be found in LA. Richards' Practical Criticim. 

53. From an orthodox Roman Catholic perspective, Father Ong latet commented 
unfavourably on the value of satire, and McLuhan's ~el~descriptio~i ~f >is work. (de 
Kerckhove tapes 1983) 



54. Marchand (1989) offers a perceptive example. Newton wanted his contemporaries to 
recognize God's design, as his pnvate wntings make clear, and thus dedicated his science 
to this objective. 

55. Von Beckesy's experiments on hearing and sensory inhibition greatly infiuenced 
McLuhan. From this scientific source, McLuhan also drew the term "mosaic", which he 
used to describe Innis'" method and his own in ne Gutenberg Galuxy. 

56. McLuhan's letters to former Prime Minister Trudeau offer his cornmentary on 
Trudeau's mask, and how he Mght adjust it to cope with his audiences. (eg. Letters 1987, 
469-79; 1974,499.) 

57. "Cultural hermeneutics," is a tenn used by Geertz (1983, 15 1) 

59. Steiner5 book wus on McLuhan's Centre for Culture and Technology reading list in 
the Last Decade. 



Notes to Chapter 2 

1. The task reported here ir only partly eomplete because rnuch of the correspondence 
available represents one side, the active and constant wnter, McLuhan. It also de- 
emphasizes some of his orally based associations, with his collaborative co-authors for 
example, and during the Explorations Phase with the remarkable Ted Carpenter. When the 
papers of figures including Ong, Carpenter, Havelock and others are available, it may be 
possible to reassess the full picture. However, the future historian will require great 
wariness for reasons traced here: McLuhan's celebrity engendered disdain in his academic 
colleagues. 

2,iThe tradition must be distinquished from "communications history" as discussed by 
Stevens and Garcia (1980) and Startt and Sloan (1989), which is largely a research area 
within American history, with a primary focus on the history of journalism. By contrast, 
the Canadian tradition takes a macro-historical approach that aims to encompass world 
history, and to develop theoretical insights into the dynamics of cultural transformation. 
Such a sweeping approach remains preliminary, and while it deserves and receives 
criticisrn, is less obviously flawed by the often unconscious ethnocentrism of the American 
approach, which suffers From preoccupation with joumalism and issues raised within an 
Amencan judicial and constitutional system. A case in point is Ithiel de Sola Pool's 
Technologies of Freedom (1983) which nods in the direction of world history by 
asserting: "What is true for the United States is tnie, mutatis mt~tandis, for al1 fiee 
nations" (8). 

3.It is possible to speculate that the so-called end of the direct media effects paradigm 
announced by Berelson in 1959 created a vacuum within American communications 
studies, so that for a moment the field was open to new ideas. Such an interpretive 
hypothesis would find support in comparative studies of the growth of communications 
and media scholarship outside the U.S., by demonstrating the receptiveness in the early 
1960s to alternatives to American quantitative empirical social science. The emergence of 
"cultural studies" at Birmingham in the mid 1960s provides one example (Carey 1982; 
Brantlinger 1990). For another, Balle and de Baillon (1982) in "Mass Media Research in 
France: An Emerging Discipline" point out: T h e  return of theoretical analysis and the 
development of new theoretical approaches during the early 1960s marked a decisive 
turning point for media research. This was the decade of McLuhan's theories arguing that 
the same message could have very different effects, depending on the media used to 
transmit it. His work had a tremendous impact on media research in general and on French 
research in particular" (1 983, 150). The work of McLuhan, and through him of Innis, 
would then be contextualized within a global shift in approaches, as a pioneering Canadian 
contribution. This broader history is outside the puMew of The Heat and the Light. 

4.Theall's point is well taken, however it should be objected that this 'hermeneutic' 
response is not inevitable, as the example of the "marginal" society of Francophone 
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Quebec may indicate, whereby enduring efforts to control the means of communication 
have long marked the stniggle for s u ~ v a l  of a linguistic minority within English speaking 
North Amerka, and influenced Quebec communications scholarship in decidedly non- 
hermeneutic directions (e.g. Dagenais 1986). As applied to English Canada, home base for 
McLuhan and Innis, Theall's observation may account for the sweeping and (for most 
critics) unconvincing nature of the rare suggestions oRered by either man as to what to do 
about the situation diagnosed. Innis' plea for time remains just that, a plea, while 
McLuhan's recommendation that media be turned up or down like a thermostat, however 
scary the satire, is of theoretical interest, but little practical use except-as he elsewhere 
notes--for that individual who may wish to control media as one might a diet, balancing 
print and electronic media in a personal media ecology, without deluding oneself that 
society has changed as a result. McLuhan refused to view the situation of popular U.S. 
media dominance with automatic alarm, arguing that the user was the content, and that a 
Canadian viewer (as with other national audiences) brought hidher own cultural 
expenence to al1 encounters with 'foreign' media. Theail saw clearly the hermeneutic 
character of the speculations of Innis and McLuhan, however McLuhan's view is more 
complex than Theall's comment implies. As McLuhan tells Stearn: "Marx's statement 
should have been: 'If you want to change the world, you have to understand it."' (1967, 
271). 

5 Leavis had a major influence on McLuhan, however it is usefùl to note that McLuhan 
later expressed ambivalence regarding the discipline of English, and tumed his back on the 
idea that the critic's first duty was to pass individual judgements on the works under his or 
her scrutiny, where this implied rejecting popular media forms and imposing an opinion in 
place of diagnosis of the world as it presents itself Infiuenced by the Symbolists and 
Joyce, McLuhan took a more democratic approach, as evident in "Joyce, Mallarmé, and 
the Press" where he conjoins Innis' themes with his own: "The author of Ufysses was the 
only person to grasp the fiil1 artistic implications of this radically democratic aesthetic 
elaborated by the fabulous artificer, the modem Daedalus, Stephane Mallarmé. ... And in 
each of these essays [written by Mallarmé in his last years] he is probing the aesthetic 
consequences and possibilities of the popular arts of industrial man" (1954, 48). Leavis 
and Thompson expanded the range of proper application of this judgement to popular 
culture, in Culture and Environment, however th& nostalgia for folk culture, and disdain 
for commercial culture was not shared by the later McLuhan. On Leavis see Walsh (1 980). 

6 McLuhan's mother discovered that Lewis, whose work as novelist and pinter McLuhan 
had adrnired since Cambridge, was living in Windsor. He paid a visit, and the two 
corresponded intermittently until Lewis' death. On Lewis see Materer (1976) 

7 McLuhan corresponded with Pound, another modemist whose writings he respected, 
and once visited, dunng the period when Pound was incarcerated in a Washington mental 
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hospital for his wartime actions in Italy. On Pound see Tytell(1976) 

8 In his days at Cambridge the two options for passionate cornmitment were communism 
or Catholicism. In North Amenca, choosing Roman Catholicisrn represented a bamer to 
worldly ambitions, and contradicted his family hopes. This gave nse to a low grade 
paranoia (Jefiey 1989), about which much has been made by the cntics, but which was 
not without basis in fact. It might be observed that the inteniews conducted by Marchand 
offer copious examples of the sort of disdain and misunderstanding that McLuhan 
cornplains about. Fulford writes: "From the early 1950s to the rnid-1960s it was 
fashionable among journalists and broadcasters, as it was among academics, to sneer at 
McLuhan." (1988, 162) McLuhan's letters of the late 1940s and early 1950s indicate a 
preoccupation with the modemist interest in the occult, which he regards as a sort of 
unexposed conspiracy. His conversion was based in part on reading history against the 
Protestant grain, disclosing another story from the official version. 

9. A complete account of the contribution of Harold Innis will not be offered. This zone 
draws on a reading of Innis' works, with particular attention to the post-1940 lectures and 
writings on communications, including Empire and Communicatior~s (1950); the essays 
contained in The Bias ojlommunica~ion (195 l), both later reissued with introductions by 
McLuhan (1964), (1972); Changing Comepts o j  Time (1952), containing his Stamp 
lecture, "The Press, A Neglected Factor in the Economic History of the Twentieth 
Century" and essay "The Strategy of Culture"; an earlier essay "On the economic 
significance of culture" delivered as the presidential address to the EconoMc History 
Association; a paper delivered to a meeting chaired by Annales historian Lucien Febvre in 
Paris in 195 1, "The Concept of Monopoly and Civilization" (UTA B-72-OOO3/O 12/47), 
later published in the journal on which McLuhan was associate editor, Explorations; a 
1947 address to the United Church of Canada (in Essays in Canadian Economic History 
1979), and the posthumous The Idea File of Harold Adams Innis (1980), edited by 
William Christian. Innis' papers, held at the University of Toronto Archives, have been 
consulted, along with "The History of Communications", the name given the unfinished 
typescnpt which is now in the archives afler a lengthy attempt to see it published, when 
remained in private hands. The Easterbrook papers (B79-0039), and the records and 
correspondence files of the Political Economy department, also at the University of 
Toronto Archives, shed hirther light on Innis' later work and affiliations. The staff of the 
UTA, particularly Harold Averill, are gratefiilly thanked. 

10. Approach to tradition is iduenced by T.S. Eliot's discussion of "Tradition and the 
Individual Talent" (o. p. 1919).Every nation, every race, has not only its own creative, but 
its own criticai turn of mind..Tradition.. .cannot be inherited, and if you want it you must 
obtain it by great labour. It involves, in the first place the historical sense [which] involves 
a perception, not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence; the historical sense 
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compels a man to write not rnerely with his own generation in his bones, but with a feeling 
that the whole of the literature of Europe fiom Homer and within it the whole of the 
literature of his own country has a simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous 
order ... The existing order is complete before the new work arrives; for order to persist 
d e r  the supervention of novelty, the whole existing order must be, if ever so slightly, 
aitered; and so the relations, proportions, values of each work of art toward the whole are 
readjusted; and this is conformity between the old and the new. (1953, 22-24) 

Applied to scholarship, no work is ever completely original, yet a significant 
contribution differs in that it makes a difference to the entire tradition, expands the 
historical and thematic imagination, if ever so slightly. In the 1990s, Eliot's certainty 
regarding one tradition, or canon, and monumental European heritage has been 
superseded by critical awareness of multiple traditions. In this latter day spirit, Eliot's 
discussion remains helpfùl for purposes of the task of contextualization in this Chapter, 
because both Innis and McLuhan wrote with a historical sense that compelled each "to 
write not merely with his own generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the whole of 
the literature of Europe from Horner" resonated, and to work out of a creative and critical 
turn of mind that echoed the environment of his own comparatively new country. The 
result was not canonical literature, as Eliot intended, but a tiesh way of understanding the 
process whereby communications--the topic that the two shared-and culture corne into 
existence. 

11. This argument is supported by Marchand (1989, 1 13-1 14); (Patterson 1990, 34-40) 

12. (UTA B79-003910 14, "Remarks" circa 1954- 1955, n.d.) 

13 1 am indebted to Ian Parker for alerting me to the significance of the minutes from the 
"values" discussion group. Other members, according to the list of those present, included 
sociologist S.D. Clark, and historian Donald Creighton. (UTA B72-0003/030/05.) 

14 (UTA B72-0003/030) 

15. McLuhan had long wanted to start a publication. (Letters [1946] 182; [1977] 536.) 

16 The phrase regarding I ~ i s  was a handwntten addition. Molinaro, McLuhan and Toye 
(1987,467). 

17. INUS' educational background is B.A. McMaster 19 16; M.A. (economics) McMaster 
19 18, Ph.D. (economics) Chicago 1922. McLuhan B.A. (English literature) Manitoba 
193 3, M. A. (English literature) 1934, B.A. (English literature) Cambridge 1936, M. A. 
(titular) Cambridge 1940, Ph.D. Cambridge (English literature) 1943. 
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18 Innis' academic positions are: Political Economy, University of Toronto 1920- 1952, 
full professor 1936, head of Political Economy department 1937-1952; dean of the School 
of Graduate Studies 1947-52. 

19 Sally Zerker (unpubljshed) has notes fiom the 195 1 course (1988, 27). Tom 
Easterbrook took over the course the year of huis' death. V A :  Easterbrook Papers 
B79-003910 14- 1 5 .) 

20 The first three parts were published as Empire and Communications (1 950). The 
manuscript is now in the University of Toronto Archives (B93-0043) and an undated 
description of at least part of the lengthy and ultimately unsuccessful attempt (lasting tiom 
1952 until 1992) to publish this dense draft can be found there. (l393-0043/001) 

21 Several telling instances of McLuhan's faith in his insights, even in the face of 
contradictory evidence, can be found in Marchand (1989). Marchand also reports that 
specialists were impressed at McLuhan's knack of intuiting accurate and insightfbl 
conclusions, despite his often shaky grasp of the "facts." McLuhan believed this ability 
resulted tiom following the dynamics of form, not content, a principle he later phrased as 
studying figure and ground, and not figure alone. He credited Innis with a similar intuitive 
ability, and grasp of the dynarnics of form. (Laws ofMedia 1988, 105) 

O 
22. This section draws on a paper "Innis hits the road: The relevance of the concept 
'monopolies of knowledge' for debates over the information highway" delivered to the 
Innis centenary conference at Simon Fraser University, November 1 1, 1994. 

23 For clarity, dialectical does not mean logical, in the sense McLuhan would intend fiom 
his studies of the tnvium, as the third road, dong with rhetoric and grammar, but rather 
rneans the existence or action of opposing social forces. I agree with Havelock that dl 
attempts to read Innis as a ManOst must faii. "The fiamework of Innis' dialectic is not 
tiimished by conflict between classes with confiicting interests; the ownership he is 
interested in, in so far as he is interested in ownership, is that exercised over the means of 
communication, not production; his sceptical temper would also have rejected the Marxist 
utopia of a classless society as naive and philosophically impossible since it presumes the 
end of the historical process." (1982, 39). Innis seemed to assume that monopolies of 
knowledge are inevitable, but that a balance or equilibrium favourable to creative thought 
could be achieved, as it had been in classical Greece. These conditions were favourable for 
the 'forethinker'-a term Innies took fiom Havelock's discussion of Prometheus, in The 
Crucz~xion of lnteilectruui Man (1 950)--or historically conscious intellect, as opposed to 
his enemies, power and force, which thrive under conditions of space-extendhg present- 
mindedness. Thus Innis' dialectical historiography cannot be neo-Mds t  dialectical 
materidkm with a Canadian accent. In an important interpretation, but on different 
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grounds, Wernick (1986) reaches a simifar condusion. 

24.A British political scientist, the first professor of this discipline hired at the London 
School of Economics, Wallas was known for his critique of rational calculation as a basis 
for political action, and wamings over the obstacles to individual fulfilrnent, and creative 
thought represented by centralized industrial societies. Key books included Human Nature 
in Politics (1908), The Great Society (1914), and of particular interest to Innis, Social 
Judgement (1934), as he noted in a paper delivered in 1948 (Ba of Communication: 
191). Elsewhere he observes that Wallas "has reminded us that writing as compared with 
speaking involves an impression at the second remove and reading an impression at the 
third remove. " (Empire and Commicnicutions, 8) Innis attempted, as he says in his 
introduction, to escape his own bias of communication and render such generaiizations as 
to the significance of writing more precise by contrasting different civilizations, dependent 
as they are (or were) on various media of communications. (ibid.) 

25.Eric McLuhan (McLuhan and McLuhan 1989) notes in the Introduction that "ln 
researching the oral forrns-the true forms-the work of F.M. Cornford, Eric Havelock and 
Pedro Lain-Entralgo bas proved invaluable." 

26Xomford continues: "The literature of the great creative penod preserves abundant 
traces of the resistance offered by pre-Euclidian commor. sense to the then revolutionary 

a doctrine of infinite space" which had no centre and no circurnference. (2 19.) "The Greek 
mind recoiled in horror fiom the boundless vacancy its own reasonings had conjured into 
existence." (232.) "The Euclidean era thus presents itself as a penod of aberration, in 
which common sense was reluctantly lured away fiom the position that it has now, with no 
less reluctance, to regain." (235) 

27,The dominant view, he notes, is that nonliterate culture must be a nonculture. In "Pre- 
literacy and the pre-Socratics" 1966: Havelock refers to speaking to an audience of 
classicists, a discipline which as a matter of pride, has "discooraged the use of general 
concepts and working hypotheses lest they lead to imaginative reconstnictions based on 
assumptions which were not amenable to strict proof or controlled by evidence what (sic) 
was specific and concrete." Yet Havelock argues there were also related assumptions 
more powerfil because not explicitly stated. "The first was that the Greek culture of the 
classical period was a wholly literate phenornenon much as Our own." 

28Notes fiom the seminar 1953-4 were provided by then graduate student Donald Theall. 
The figure cornes fiom Marchand (1 989, 1 17). Easterbrook recalled that most of the 
money was spent on the purchase of books. 

29,In the only other known correspondence between Innis and McLuhan, Innis responds 
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sympathetically to McLuhan's protest that a lecture given by Tynvhitt was neither well 
publicized, nor attended. It seems apparent ftom the rnisspelling of McLuhan's name, and 
style of address that Innis did not recognize the identity of his correspondent. 

30,Carpenterfs sardonic memoir takes a veiy different view from this account, and reflects 
his opinion that McLuhan had no original ideas, instead "His genius lay in perceiving, not 
creating. He accepted the world as he found it and simply described what he saw, free of 
the haze he believed obstmcted al1 others." (1992:9) Carpenter recognizes the influence of 
Ezra Pound on McLuhan, and the front page of the newspaper, a mosaic form, and 
observes "The capacity to h k  seemingly unrelated concepts is also, of course, at the heart 
of science." (1992: 10). Carpenter believed that McLuhan's claim to a new science was part 
of his rhetorical bid to have his ideas taken seriously (1992: 12), as was his claim of kinship 
with the ideas of Innis. 1 believe that FraemZone 1 demonstrates the impact of Innis on 
McLuhan, an impact and ifluence on McLuhan's clear recognition of his subject matter 
that seems incontrovertible, despite Carpenter's rhetoric of assertion. Carpenter's views are 
data, part of the rhetoric of intellectual controversy. As with many of the memoirs of those 
whose ideas were seized upon by McLuhan in the construction of his textwork, (eg. 
Havelock, Hall), a certain lingering resentrnent operates, which seems to stem from the 
celebrity process whereby one is singled out while others are ignored. Carpenter was 
disliked by many of McLuhan's other associates, including Easterbrook and Williams (de 
Kerckhove interview 1983). There seems no question that Carpenter's relationship with 

O 
McLuhan during the nascent phase and afterwards--their fnendship lasted until McLuhan's 
death, and McLuhan invited Carpenter to Fordharn University the year of his appointment 
as Schweitzer professor-provided solidarity crucial to McLuhan's development. Note on 
this point McLuhan's numerous references to Carpenter in his texts, and in the interview 
with Steam (1967), particularly the insertion of Carpenter's letter in support of McLuhan's 
his attack on the conventional anthropological bias against oral cultures, and imposition of 
unconscious literate bias (Steam 1967, 266-268). However, Carpenter's disdain for the 
celebrity that he believed devoured McLuhan in the 1960s signifies his own cornrnitmept 
to a pnestly mode1 of scholarship, despite his unorihodoxy in other areas of life, and 
renders his account wlnerable. His published opinion was,"Knowledge of media alone is 
not sufficient protection fiom them. The moment Marshall McLuhan shifted From pnvate 
media analyst to public media participant, he was converted into an image the media 
manipulated and exploited." (1972, 162) The most telling instance of this principled 
difference in approaches, and perhaps a direct response to his disapproval of the way in 
which McLuhan's ideas were promoted and circulated, may be found in Carpenter's later 
decision (after he married into wealth) to abandon conventional publishing practice, 
devote fifteen years to a multi-volume work which he then had privately printed and 
distributed to selected individuals and institutions. Support for this interpretation is also 
found in Carpenter's well justified recuperation of the reclusive dedication of the neglected 
aithropologist and linguist Dorothy Lee, who abhorred public, and particularly media, 
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attention (1 992). 

3 1 . h  particular, "Joyce, Mallarmé and the Press", "James Joyce: Trivial and Quadrivial"; 
'Wew Media and the New Education". 

32 ,This concept was explored in an unpublished manuscript by Giedion outlining the 
concept, which circulated in the second year of the seminar. 

33, In a veiled comrnentary on McLuhan's practice of borrowing fiom others whom he 
considered collaborators, many examples could be adduced fiom Carpenter's book: 
"Much contemporary music favours interface and interval, in contrast to the acoustic 
continuity of symphonic music. These techniques are basic to the poetry of Pound and 
Eliot, as they were for the Symbolists. Above all, Joyce took over the art of the interval." 
(1972,26) "Electricity has made angels of us al!--not angels in the Sunday school sense of 
being good or having wings, but spirit fieed from flesh, capable of instant transportation 
anywhere. The moment we pick up a phone, we're nowhere in space, eveiyvhere in spiit. 
Nixon on tv is everywhere at once ... That is St Augustine's definition of God: a Being 
whose center is everywhere, whose borders are nowhere." (1972, 94) 

34,I use this terrn to refer to the ability to reflect on one's own culture as an anthropologst 
would on a culture, the ability to "make the familiar strange." 

a 35,McLuhan's graduate student, and later layman colleague at St. Michael's College, 
Donald Theall, initiated the Graduate Program in Communications at McGill, with other 
interested associates, fiom his position as head of the English department. Elsewhere, as at 
the University of Western Ontario and Carleton, communications study was associated 
with journalism. 

36. McKillop (1987) provides an historical sidelight to these matters, in his essay "The 
Research Ideal and the University of Toronto." Discussing the protracted and often 
acrimonious debates over the proper place within the university of humanism and 
empirical research, he observes: "The University of Toronto is not today primarily known 
for its pioneering efforts in psychological research; it is, however, known for the broad- 
ranging speculative work of scholars such as Harold Innis, Charles Noms Cochrane, 
Marshall McLuhan, and Northrop Frye." (1987, 93) And he concludes his account of the 
equilibnum achieved by the 1906 University of Toronto Act with the comment: 
"Reflection and research could now CO-exist in a propinquity of continuing unease but 
relative secunty, as well they should." (1987, 95) As McKillop notes, and as Theall(1971) 
had previously observed, there is much work to be done on the institutional structures 
within which Canadian intellectual history unfolds. 

Telescoping this account to the present, in an unpublished report, history professor 
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Paul Rutherford (1994) enthusiastically reviewed the interest of University of Toronto 
faculty in communication (and cultural studies) research and teaching, and rerninded 
University administrators of the global reputations of McLuhan and Imis  concluding: 
"The key is to find a scheme that will shape that constituency into a community." ("CCS 
Report", 26). He recomrnended that, "the McLuhan Program--the successor to the 
original centre-could become the catalyst for advanced work in the wide realm of 
Communication and Cultural Studies." (1994, 1) On June 28, 1994, thirty-one years after 
its founding, the McLuhan Program in Culture and Technology, no longer a Centre, was 
de-listed fiom the faculty of Graduate Studies, and is now a independent research unit 
within the Faculty of Information Studies. Of necessity students continue to leave Toronto 
in order to pursue graduate degrees in communications. 

37,It is instructive on this point to contrast the position of intellectuals within other 
national cultüres, and especially the 'star making apparatus' available elsewhere. Two 
valuable and very different sources of comparative insight on the question of post-war 
national intellectual communities can be found in Anna Boschetti's (1985) study of Sartre's 
position in France, The Infellecfud Et~terprise, and Richard Pells' (1985) The Liberal 
Mind in a Conservafive Age: American hitelfectuafs in the 1940s and 1950s. This 
account is informed by the work of Berger (1986), Clark (198 l), Fraser (1967), Harris 
(1988), Litt (1992), Lumsden, ed. (1970), McKillop (1987)- Theall(1971; 198 1 b), and 
Tippett (1990). When such a history is written, the question of a preference for 
fashionable imported ideas, the export of domestic talent, the lack of domestic popular or 
scholarly media with the power, interest, and influence to make 'stars' of domestic 
intellectuals, and the role of significant numbers of British and American academics in 
Canadian universities will doubtless form important themes, in sharp contrast to the 
French and American cases. See Sanderson (1988). 

38Jn Chapter 3 the making of an academic morality tale on McLuhan is traced, designed 
to wam others who might be tempted to try a sirnilar route. The rhetoric of intellectual 
controversy figures in Chapter 2, however citics implicated in the forging of the negative 
scholarly consensus (such as Carey and Theall) will be addressed in Chapter 3, where the 
counter-themata asserted in opposition to McLuhan's themes are probed. 

39,Carey's view of the tradition continues "Nor were they without precedent, for it is 
hardly possible to understand the outcome of their encounters without taking into account 
the earlier work of Patrick Geddes, Lewis Mumford, John Dewey, Robert Park, and 
others in the Chicago School of Sociology, dong with the oMUpresent shadow of 
Kenneth Burke." This account of the tradition differs or1 this point, for the reason Carey 
(1967) had himself once recognized: the focus on the transfomative role of 
communications media and technologies by Innis and McLuhan, was unprecedented. 
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40rIt is historically noteworthy that Innis' lecture in 195 1 in Pans was chaired by Febvre. It 
is not clear whether Braudel, Febvre's associate was present. Braudel began his panoramic 
history, using the key concepts of space and t h e  in 1952. 

41.Her comments include: "We should note the force, effect, and consequences of 
inventions which are nowhere more conspicuous than in those three which were unknown 
to the ancients, narnely, printing, gunpowder, and the cornpass. For these three have 
changed the appearance and state of the whoie world." Nowm Orgumm aph. 129) ... 708 
"seeing how many of the facts of life that are presently being kept apart actually belong 
together. " 

42She also cites, apparently favourably, the work of William Kuhns (41, 1980p), in 
reference to the influence of Mumford and Innis on McLuhan. However, even Kuhns now 
admits that he did not get it right. 

43,Careyts critique is addressed in Chapter 3. 

44tThe Royal Commission on the Arts, Letters, and Sciences (195 1) chaired by Vincent 
Massey . 

4SaThis is one major reason why Chapter 4 focuses on the extensions and applications of 
McLuhan's insights by researchers probing television media. Furthemore, McLuhan 
remains unintelligible if treated as Czitrom proposes within American social scientific 
traditions, and without attention to the converging developments in the human sciences. 

46,Chapter 1 addresses the substantive criticisms offered by Heyer (136-139). One point 
should be highlighted: McLuhan did not believe that television content during the 1960s 
constitute "its universal essence" as a reading of the works of the 1970s, and in particular 
"The meaning of commercial television" indicates. In the latter, McLuhan points out that 
what we know as television is undergoing change and transformation. His 'probes' were 
devised-inter dia--to avoid this sort of essentialism. The second point is that McLuhan 
was well aware of Sapir and Who* in fact questioning the absence of references to these 
works in the writings of Innis, in his review of Changiiig Concepts of Tirne. McLuhan's 
later work and fonnulation of the Laws of Media indicate his attempt to formulate the 
process of cultural transformation, and address the question of non-deterrninistic 
'reciprocal influence' diagnosed by Heyer as absent from his work. (The early essays of 
the mid to late 1970s on the laws are not referenced by Heyer, and the book appears after 
Heyg's work).Heyer, who studied under Carpenter, credits Carpentef s influence on 
McLuhan, but his account is flawed by omission of the obvious iduences going the other 
way in the mutual collaboration between the twu men, as discussed above, and 
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conspiuiously Mdent in Carpenter's O Whot o Blow that Phontom Grnie Me. 
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1. Pages refer to the 1969 paperback editions cited in the bibliography. 

2. See JefEey McANnch "Bibliography" on Southam InteractiveNoyager CD-ROM 
"Understanding McLuhan" (1 996). 

3. This point was argued from a textual perspective in Chapter 1, from a contextual 
perspective in Chapter 2 and will be argued fiom the perspective of later applications of 
his work in Chapter 4. 

4. Uncomrnon but not unprecedented. See the discussion on Simmel, at the end of this 
Chapter. 

5 .  In the history and philosophy of science debates in which Kuhn's work functioned as 
catalyst, perceptively dissected by Bemstein, McLuhan more closely resembles Paul 
Feyerabend, "the enfant terrible" of the philosophy of science, as argued in Jefiey (1989, 
7). In an interesting parallel with the interpretation of McLuhan presented in Chapter 1, 
Bemstein (1983, 61-63) shows how Feyerabend's contribution stems from his role as 
serious satirist. 

6. In discussing the response to the work of Kuhn, Bemstein (1983, 5 1) cited the 
quotation from William James--which 1 have also found helpful in grasping the McLuhan 
controversy within its larger historical context--on the "classic stages of a theory's career": 
"First, you know, a theory is attacked as absurd; then it is admitted to be tnie, but obvious 
and insignificant; finally it is seen to be so imponant that its adversaries daim that they 
themselves discovered it." James obviously felt the sting of the rhetoric of response from 
his contemporaries. 

7. To indicate that the ground explored here may prove fertile for other investigators, this 
Chapter offers a historical cornparison through the bief discussion of the rhetorical tactics 
used against the controversial tum of the century sociologist Georg Simmel. That 
discussion cites various authors whose work on Simmel has influenced my thinking on the 
McLuhan controversy, and greatly contnbuted to developrnent of the techniques used in 
this case study. 

8. Communications history and the work of Innis and McLuhan have great relevance for 
other fields and subfields, including history, cultural studies, and information studies, a 
point not at issue here. Mer all, my argument is that fragments of McLuhan's work c m  be 
found splintered thoughout the late twentieth-century intellectual landscape. However the 
interdiscipline of communications provides the major North Amencan institutional and 
disciplinary focus for the core themata developed in McLuhan's work. 1 consider the sarne 
to be tme for the later work of Innis, as 1 believe Czitrom (1982), Heyer (1988), and 
Crowley and Heyer (1991) make clear. 
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9. Again, the authors featured in this collection comprise a community in a rhetorical as 
well as a sociological sense, and the focus here is on the rhetorical community. 

10.1 must thank my undergraduate thesis advisor, Michael Schudson, who first helped me 
develop some of these ideas for my honours thesis in Social Relations, "The Origins of 
behaviorism in Arnerica" which traced scientism in relation to the professionalization of 
psychology as a discipline and the reactions of the public as traced through popular 
magazines 19 10- 1920. A more recent treatment of similar issues can be found in Carolyn 
Marvin's (1988) When Old Techtiologies Were New. MaMn, however, prirnanly focuses 
on a binary distinction between "experts" and "laymen", or "the public and expert rnind" 
(6) in her chapter on "Inventing the Expert" (9-62). She pays limited attention to the 
distinctions among varieties of experts. However, in passing she does acknowledge the 
phenornena 1 have called "turf wars" and "pantheon building" aithough without these 
particular names ( e g  53-56) in describing how the electncal engineers sought to identw 
with (inter dia) the mythical figure Prometheus, and to supplant the authority of the 
humanities with that of science. Surprisingly, for a "cornrnunications histonan" (8) whose 
work is clearly indebted to both McLuhan and Innis, the latter is not mentioned, while the 
former receives one line. More will be said about this below. 

11. In lis postscript to the second edition, Kuhn (1970, 208) likewise adrnits that his 
concept of revolutionary paradigm shifts in science borrows from the work of historians of 
literature, music, the arts, political development and other endeavours. 

12. The same broad use can be found in Kuhn's use of "paradigms." 

13. A famous exarnple is the nineteenth-century discovery by Kekule von Stradonitz of the 
structure of the benzene ring molecule, which came to him in a dream of a snake chasing 
its tail. The scientist certainly did not write up his dream. 

14. Other senes authors and their subjects included: John Lyons on Chomsky; Edmund 
Leach on Levi-Strauss; Alasdair MacIntyre on Marcuse; Raymond Williams on Orwell. 

15. He is now a professor of Cultural Studies at Trent University in Peterborough, 
Ontario. 

16. The reader is reminded that "The heat and the light" confines attention to the Angle- 
Amencan-Canadian milieu, and thus other significant works that simultaneously rejected 
and appropriated McLuhan, such as the important essay by the neo-Marxist Hans Magnus 
Enzensberger (1974) and the later appropriations of McLuhan by and impact of 
"mcluhanisme" on Barthes, Baudfillard and others are not covered. 

17. There is no trace of this term's lineage in the mord Eliglish Dic t ionv  (1 989). 
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Raymond Williams (1976) published Kepordr in an effort to provide "a vocabulary for 
culture and society" but in his 1983 revision does not discuss this term under technology 
or deteminism. In his reference to debates over "determined" under the listing on media, 
he appears to refer directly to the McLuhan controversy, but offers no other source for 
this tenn. "The technical sense of medium, as something with its own specific and 
detennining properties (in one version taking absolute priority over anything actually said 
or written or show), has in practice been compatible with a social sense of media in 
which the practices and institutions are seen as agencies for quite other than their primary 
purposes." In a workshop on the topic held at MIT in 1989, no origin is offered for the 
term. The workshop is named after the classic article that seems to first refer explicitly to 
"technological deteminism," Robert Heilbroner's "Does technology drive history?" from 
1967. A 1926 article cited by several participants "The technological interpretation of 
history" is in fact a discussion of Marxian historical interpretation, in which the author 
argues that such an interpretation is technological and not economic. 

18. See Chapter 2's discussion of McLuhan's performative approach. McLuhan wrote: "1 
find it very difficult to write or speak to both British and an Amencan public in the same 
week. One has to "put on" the public as the garment or the "mask" which one must Wear 
in speaking to them. In tum, this mask is the energy which one tums on when writing or 
speaking.. . .The inco herence, the dispersed and non-focused character of the Canadian 
publics makes the Canadian writer or performer very uncertain about how to turn on the 
power that his audience potentially has." (Letters to Boyle 1971,449) 

19. MacMillan (1992) has made a similar case for McLuhan, extending a position taken 
previously by Curtis (1978) and Jeffrey (1989). 

20. Certainly McLuhan concluded corn his reading of Kuhn that most scientists were not 
interested in discovery (Letters to The Listerier 197 1, 443; Letters to Carpenter 197 1, 
450). 

21. Understanding Media which sold more than 100,000 copies in paperback, was 
eventually translated into more than 20 languages. (letters, 176). 

22. An exchange of letters (kindly supplied by William Kuhns) between Gossage and 
McLuhan between 1966 and 1969 (the year of Gossage's untimely death) indicate the 
depth and range of this relationship. Gossage was an extraordinary figure, whose 
ambivalence about advertising was legendary (Gossage 1995). 

23. More recently, Everette Dennis served as founding executive director of the Gannett 
Foundation, later the Freedorn Forum Foundation. I thank him for providing a copy of his 
article. 
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24. Tim Page editor of the 1984 B e  GIem Gould Reader (345) cites McLuhan in an 
essay on the prospects of recording--"The meaning of experience is typically one 
generation behind the experience-the content of new situations, both private and 
corporate, is typically the preceding situation-the first stage of mechanical culture became 
aware of agranan values and pursuits--the first age of the planter glorified the hunt-and 
the first age of electronic culture (the day of the telegraph and the telephone) glorified the 
machine as an art fomi." Murray Schafer ne Ttcning of the World thanks McLuhan in the 
preface and opens: "The soundscape of the world is changing. Modem man is beginning to 
inhabit a world with an acoustic environment radically different From any he has heretofore 
known. (3). 

25. After McLuhan's death the Centre for Culture and Technology (1963-1981) at the 
University of Toronto began a precarious institutional existence. It became an Institute, a 
Program in 1983, and finally in 1994 as the McLuhan Program in Culture and Technology, 
an independent research and teaching unit within the graduate Faculty of Library and 
Information Studies. Lacking resources the Program achieved limited strength as an 
interpretive centre for his thought. Demck de Kerckhove became director in 1992, and by 
1996-7 the Program's fortunes had improved somewhat. 

26. The other figures mentioned by Havelock include Levi Strauss and Ernst Mayer. 

27. These comments of course also apply to Innis' expanded sense of media. 

28. Coyne also found rcsonances in the work of Heidegger, as had Heim. 

29. These works came to Gght too late for full incorporation into this document, but serve 
to reinforce its central themes. Our interpretations differ radically, however, and it is 
fascinating to witness the neo-Marxist attempt to appropriate or defise McLuhan, evident 
in both these projects. 

30.1 cannot find evidence for Theall's repeated assertion that Gregory Bateson is the 
source for McLuhan's ecological approach to communications. 

3 1. A worthwhile companion project, for example, would trace the literary uses of 
McLuhan that are also evident. Thus B.W. Powe discusses McLuhan in his essay 
collection The Solitary Outlm (1987), and Bnan Fawcett McLuhanesque style and layout 
to dispute McLuhan's views in Public Eye: An irrvestigation into the disappeurunce anceofthe 
wMd (1990). 

32. Unpublished letter February IS, 1966. Courtesy of Dr. William Kuhns. 
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33. In the use of paradox as a device in this Chapter, 1 have benefitted greatly fiom 
Rosalie Colie's Paradoxia Epidemica. McLuhan cites Colie among other iduential 
sources in his chapter on paradox in From Cliche tu Archetype, a chapter (and book) that 
underscores the affinity of paradox, in the rhetorical sense retneved by Colie, for 
McLuhan's work. 

34. Neither of these books are cited in Williams' selected bibliography nor is McLuhan's 
ongoing work in From CIiche tu Archetype (1970), and 23rough the Vunishing Point. 

35. I have been greatly influenced by the work of Richard Lanham (1992) in clanfying my 
conclusions. 

36. 1 have also benefitted greatly from reflection upon the cornmentary by Donald Levine 
(1985) on Simmel, and in particular his thoughtfiil discussion of Simmel's ambiguity. 

37. Donald Levine has insightfully analyzed these issues in 7he Ffight From Ambigtity: 
fisqs In Social And Culiural Theory (1 98 5) .  
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1. Bnef commentary on the role of the collaborators (Eric McLuhan and Bruce Powers) 
whose work explicitly CO-authored with McLuhan appeared in the MerlXe Decade of the 
1980s can be found in Chapter 1. 

2. More comprehensive bibliographies of writings about McLuhan appear in the following: 
McLuhan and Zingrone 1995; Marchand 1989; Whittaker 1994; and the JeBey/McAninch 
bibliography in the McLuhan SouthamNoyageur CD rom (1996). 

3. Chapter 3 outlined the methodological and theoretical considerations underlying this 
approach. 

4. Chapter 2 discussed the Toronto School of Communications and historical events 
whereby the attention McLuhan attracted in the 1960s also put the earlier work of Harold 
Innis on the public agenda. 

5. McLuhan's work has been widely cannibalized. A typical and egregious example is 
Richard Sad Wurman's Infmatiun Anriety (1989) which in form, style, and content is 
deeply indebted to McLuhan, who is not mentioned. 

6. A welcome recent sign-the first 1 have witnessed-is the footnoted acknowledgement 
by Schement and Curtis (1995, 223, n. 19) that they are limiting their surnrnative 
evaluation and reduction of McLuhan's ideas to his work of the early 1960s. 

7. Chapter 2 discusses McLuhan's role as the announcer of the shared findings fiom Innis, 
Havelock, and others. 

8, Greenfield absorbs the work of Scribner and Cole on the Vai cuIture which established 
that schooling and literacy must be distinguished in studies of the effects of literacy. They 
also raised questions regarding the orality-literacy question, and in the process criticised 
some of Greenfield's field work in Senegai. She thus modifies some of the grander claims 
to a cornplete separation between oral and literate cultures, so as to bring greater nuance 
to guestioning new media literacies. She also qualifies the version of literacy that ignored 
the process of forma1 schooling that accompanied it. However, she wisely refuses to 
permit this study to deter her from the investigation into the actual connections between 
literacy and media use in North American society, which of course is not confined to 
classroom use, and focuses instead on the consequences of a spectrum of literacies (1984, 
75). Scnbner and Cole concluded that formal education, not literacy in itself fosters 
"higher" intellectual skills (ibid., 76). Valid cornparison between Vai and North Arnencan 
societies (based on their background in the Western intellectual tradition stretching back 
to ancient Greece) have not been pursued, but would require historical sensitivity lost in 
the experimental approach. Thematicaily, Greenfield tries to have it both ways, appearing 
to argue that on the one hand, the medium is the message, while on the other hand, it is 
not the medium itself that has impacts, but its use. This would appear to suggest that 
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anything is possible and that there are no medium constraints based on literacy and orality. 
The extreme version of this idea cm be found (again ambiguously) in Finnegan (1988, 
178), who argues reasonably that each particular cultural environment and media mix 
should be studied on its ments, and that ideal types (such as rigid distinctions between 
orality and literacy) may assume too much in advance, but unreasonably that the terms 
orality and literacy need to be discarded-in a book of this title! She appears to believe that 
any such study connotes racism or old fashioned notions of primitivism (ibid., 148). She 
protests that this is not her aim, that instead she intends a positive outcome (ibid., 159), 
but this protest is  not backed up by her book. While important in qualifying certain 
arguments on the orality-literacy question, Fi~egan's work (much admired by 
neo-Marxists who wish to discredit al1 but economic explanations of historical change, and 
in particular to continue to label McLuhan's contribution "technological determinisrn") 
merely proposes that such questions be displaced ont0 the vague factors and particular 
cases analysiq wherein economics, power, politics, and social factors must be brought. 

9. The Mechunical Bride would assist Tichi's account by suggesting ways of linking the 
arts and technological developments. Most U.S. scholars are oblivious to The Mechanical 
Bride. See Diana Crane's The Production of Culture: Media and the Urban Arts (1 W2), 
an important treatment of approaches and neglect of popular culture by the academy. 
Crane lumps together Meyrowitz and McLuhan. Her thesis would also be more 
illuminating with the addition of McLuhan's contribution to North American study of 
popular culture in ne Mechanical Bride. 

10. Logan lists fourteen references to her work. 

I l .  Latour (1987) comments that the only ideas that are part of science are those that are 
noticed. 
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